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Designing 
a Tourism Marketing Assessment 
for Small Communities 
Victor L. Heller, DPA 
Zafar U. Ahmed, PhD 
ABSTRACT, Small communities in spite of possessing outstanding 
tourism resources have not been able to market them aggressively. 
Developing a tourism marketing assessment gives the local destina-
tion management organization (DM0), e.g., convention and visitors 
bureau, chamber of commerce, etc., a model for understanding the 
nature of tourism prospects, understanding their needs, and how best 
to communicate with them. It helps determine how to allocate scarce 
resources in order to achieve specific economic development objec-
tives (i.e., tax revenue generation and job creation). This research 
paper outlines the process of designing a conununity tourism mar-
keting assessment plan aimed at improving their marketing competi-
tiveness. [Article copies available fmm The Haworth Document Delivery 
Service: 1-800-342-9678. E-mail addivss: getinfo@Jhaworth.com] 
INTRODUCTION 
Tourism is emerging as the world's largest industry and Ameri-
ca's largest service export. According to the U.S. Travel Data Cen-
ter (1994), tourism is a $380 billion industry contributing 6,3 per-
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cent of the U.S. gross domestic product and generating six million 
jobs directly and 9.3 million jobs indirectly across the country. 
Though major multinational corporations are visible on the global 
stage, small businesses and smaller communities are the ones who 
keep the engine of the tourism industry moving around the world. 
These smaller communities, who cannot match the marketing 
muscle and expertise of major multinational or national corpora-
tions, are at a disadvantage in terms of attracting a large number of 
tourists. Additionally, in many areas of the world, national, state/ 
provincial, and local governments are no longer in a financial posi-
tion to fund major tourism programs. Thus, local communities need 
to become more self reliant in the area of tourism development and 
promotion. This research is intended to help smaller destination 
management organizations (chamber of commerce, convention and 
visitors bureau, local tourism promotional organizations, etc.) un-
derstand the process of designing a community tourism marketing 
assessment plan, which they can employ to enhance their competi-
tive advantage. 
When properly developed, a community tourism marketing as-
sessment gives a clear and concise road map for achieving specific 
tourism development objectives. The term "objectives" instead of 
"goals" is used throughout this paper to emphasize measurable 
performance. The word "objective" is preferred because it implies 
a more specific indicator than the word "goal" which has a con-
notation of generality rather than specificity. The reader may not 
adhere to all of the assessment guidelines described here, but will 
find these suggestions indispensable in helping to maximize the 
retum on investment in marketing activities. 
Community Tourism Planning 
Few communities today can afford to ignore the tourism industry, 
and few can afford to be without some form of a community tour-
ism marketing assessment. The assessment enables the business 
community to see local business activities through the eyes of po-
tential tourists. Assuming businesses can discover what potential 
tourists want and need, the assessment can provide a plan for eco-
nomic growth and development. 
Developing a tourism marketing assessment gives the local des-
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tination management organization (DM0), e.g., convention and 
visitors bureau, chamber of commerce, etc., a model for under-
standing the nature of tourism prospects, understanding their needs, 
and how best to communicate with them. It helps determine how to 
allocate scarce resources in order to achieve specific economic 
development objectives (i.e., tax revenue generation and job cre-
ation). 
Community tourism marketing assessments are developed spe-
cifically to serve as guidelines for taking action. A DM0 should not 
get too caught up in the assessment process itself Spending endless 
hours in committees and arguing over trivial wording are symptoms 
that the DMO*s leaders misunderstood the purpose of the assess-
ment. DMOs should spend no more than three to six months devel-
oping their assessment and then develop and update their communi-
ty tourism marketing plan with fresh information. DM0 leaders 
should set some kind of time limit on the assessment and planning 
process itself, so they can move on to an implementation phase as 
quickly as possible. Because today's competitive world changes so 
rapidly, plans must be formed efficiently so businesses can take 
action to influence the market and adapt the plan when necessary. 
How a Community Tourism Marketing Assessment Functions 
The community tourism marketing assessment is a strategic pro-
cess used by a DM0 in developing and maintaining the optimal fit 
between the allocation of community resources and the business 
opportunities available in a changing environment. It is more than 
knowing the private sector market mix of the four P*s of marketing-
product, price, promotion and place. Community tourism marketing 
assessments provide a method for establishing objectives and for-
mulating strategies and tactics in order to organize a community's 
marketing efforts. By following such plans, local businesses invest 
in a plan of action that helps ensure they maximize their communi-
ty's product potential and profitability. 
The community tourism marketing assessment is a twelve step 
process: 
• identifying community stakeholders; 
• determining community stakeholder needs; 
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establishing goals and objectives; 
conducting a community product resource inventory; 
conducting a community economic impact study; 
reviewing legal/administrative constraints; 
assessing the general environment; 
performing a competition analysis; 
examining business support; 
examining resident attitudes; 
identifying marketing plan needs; and 
evaluation. 
Identifying Community Stakeholders 
Identifying stakeholders provides the DM0 with an opportunity 
to obtain information from individuals who have a significant im-
pact on a community's tourism efforts. Stakeholders are interest 
groups, parties, actors, claimants, and institutions-both internal and 
external—who influence the development of a community's tourism 
marketing plan. Stakeholders are individuals who have a direct or 
indirect interest in the tourism industry. Their support can be lost, 
improved, protected, or treated fairly or unfairly and whose actions 
relative to the program will be influenced by how their interests/ 
stakes are treated (Smith, 1989, p. 82). 
Identifying a community's stakeholder is not as simple as it may 
first appear. Stakeholders should be aware of the community's tour-
ism efforts. They should be asked questions they are capable and 
qualified to answer, i.e., their perceptions of existing efforts/pro-
grams, planned programs and/or the effectiveness of existing pro-
grams. Several assumptions which DM0 directors may wish to 
make about stakeholder behavior for comparison are: 
• their purposes and motivations, as they pertain to the pro-
grams; 
• their special knowledge and opinions; 
• commitments, legal and otherwise; 
• their relationships to other stakeholders by virtue of power, au-
thority, responsibility, and accountability; and 
• the resources at their command, e.g.. 
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material; 
symbolic; 
physical; 
positional; 
informational; and 
skills (Mitroff, 1983, pp. 35-37). 
Additional criteria that may be helpflil are to select those (stake-
holders) who have a major versus a minor stake in (tourism) pro-
grams; who affect more people versus fewer people; who are in a 
position for concrete action-oriented use of information about the 
curriculum; and who are more likely to follow through on actual use 
(Smith, 1989, p. 87). 
Only the DMO director can determine the number of stakehold-
ers to involve in the process. Regardless of the number of stake-
holders involved, however, they should form a Tourism Marketing 
Assessment Committee of approximately twelve to fifteen people to 
oversee the process. The committee should assume responsibility 
for the project and be the final decision maker. Criteria that may be 
helpful to the committee are to select those who have a major versus 
minor stake in tourism; who affect more versus few businesses; 
who are in a position for concrete action-oriented use of informa-
tion collected; and who are more likely to follow through on utiliza-
tion of the assessment. 
Determining Community Stakeholder Needs 
Questions that must be asked of stakeholder committee members 
in order to determine their perceptions/needs as they relate to an 
effective community tourism marketing assessment are: 
• Where is the community's tourism industry now? Determine 
the current tourism marketing situation. 
• What is happening in the environment? Assess opportunities 
and threats to local businesses, 
• What does the public want to achieve? Establish realistic, 
measurable objectives. 
• How could the community achieve these objectives? Deter-
mine which marketing strategies will work best to achieve ob-
jectives. 
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• What specific actions does the DMO need to take? Create mar-
keting programs/tactics with required budgets and assigned re-
sponsibilities. 
• How will the committee measure success? Build an evaluation 
and control system to measure results. 
• In what form will the committee present its plan? Put it all to-
gether into a concise plan document. 
Once these questions have been answered, the committee can 
begin defining goals and objectives. 
Establishing Goals and Objectives 
Developing mutually agreed upon tourism goals enables commit-
tee members and other stakeholders to identify common perceptions 
about what a community tourism marketing assessment should ac-
complish and how it should be implemented. The final responsibil-
ity for goal development belongs to the committee. 
Designing the implementation process will confront constraints 
that may limit the extent to which it meets assessment requirements. 
Committee members need to design the implementation process 
according to the stakeholder's perception of need, as well as on 
solid academic, demographic and marketing information. In addi-
tion, political and legal constraints may need to be incorporated into 
the process. 
To implement a stakeholder assessment process, guidelines and a 
framework as identified by Smith (1989) could be used. From the 
primary stakeholder populations, individuals who are most likely to 
have a proactive interest in tourism and its overall success could be 
selected. Most DMO's have advisory boards which interface with 
local industry. Such an advisory board could assist in identifying 
stakeholders; who would write up a stakeholder interview question-
naire; who would review stakeholder comments; who would deter-
mine what differences in perception were important; who would 
decide what follow-up steps would follow data collections and 
analysis; and who would develop the final report. 
Using a stratified random sample survey, stakeholder groups 
should be surveyed to determine perceptions as to the seven ques-
tions addressed to the committee above. 
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Based on the survey, those stakeholders whose responses indi-
cate a high identity to tourism development should be invited to a 
follow-up goal technique workshop. This workshop should explain 
the tourism development process, clarify the purpose of the com-
mittee, review administrative support, review community needs and 
identify other possible stakeholders who may have been excluded. 
The workshop can be conducted utilizing a Delphi, Nominal Group 
Technique or Dialogue process. Stakeholders should be asked to 
establish the goal of a community tourism marketing assessment as 
it relates to the responsibility/mission of the DMO with accompany-
ing objectives. 
Having a very clear statement of what the main goals should be, 
according to the stakeholders, the committee can then develop an 
implementation process to achieve these goals. 
Conducting a Community Product Resource Inventory 
Many DMO directors would agree that community tourism mar-
keting assessments must focus not only on the community's product 
service capabilities and image, but also on the community's tourist 
potential. This means getting to know the community and its tou-
rists as thoroughly as possible. This can be achieved through a 
community tourism resource inventory, primary market research, 
and other sources of secondary information. 
Conducting an inventory of current community tourism re-
sources is an essential step for the committee. Community tourism 
resources fall into two categories: natural and man-made. Natural 
resources include: climate, environment, natural attractions (moun-
tains, oceans, canyons, etc.), historical, religious, ethnic and cultur-
al identity, and related sights. They are the backdrop for tourism 
development. These natural resources are difficult to evaluate be-
cause they are difficult to quantify. Every community has its own 
unique character and ambiance. Each community has its own tradi-
tions and heritage. Usually, they are expressed in the day to day 
activities of its people, as well as their festivals, events and celebra-
tions. They give life to the authenticity of the community, the ambi-
ance of the town, and the charm of its people. 
Man-made resources are: the physical facilities, the infra-struc-
ture and super-structure of the area. It is the accommodations, at-
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tractions and theme parks, restaurants, shopping malls, recreational 
activities, transportation, and complimentary services that are com-
monly called the "tourism industry" or a community's "tourism 
product." An inventory of resources normally focuses on these 
elements. This is particularly true because these resources can be 
identified and measured with relative uniformity. The comparison 
of the number of man-made resources in a community can be re-
lated to sales, population, or square miles, thus providing a barome-
ter or yardstick of relative development or underdevelopment of the 
area (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1981). 
There are, however, no absolute standards for the committee to 
follow in evaluating conmiunity tourism resources; nor are there 
standards for what is enough tourism development. Comparison 
among communities or comparison within a community over a 
period of time serves to help the committee identify what type of 
development may be desirable; developments that are compatible 
with the values of the residents within a community. The inventory 
of community tourism resources can also serve as a basis for future 
non-tourism planning. Therefore, all community tourism resources 
which are identified should be included in the inventory. 
There are potentially as many different classifications of commu-
nity resources as there are professionals conducting community 
tourism inventories. The following classifications provide a work-
ing list for the committee to begin an inventory: Accommodations; 
Attractions; Retail Services/Products; Information Systems; Trans-
portation; Resident Attitudes; Business Leaders' Attitudes; and 
Public Officials' Attitudes (Heller, 1990). 
Reference materials that can be used to develop a tourism inven-
tory include: Telephone directories; Chamber of Commerce mem-
bership list; Convention and Visitors Bureau membership list; Inn-
keepers membership list; Restaurant membership list; State tourism 
organizations publications; State tourism association publications; 
Council of government publications; and City/County records. 
Once the tourism industry businesses have been identified, the 
following information should be collected: name of facility; ad-
dress; location; telephone/fax; hours of operations; admission fees; 
discounts; group rates; accessibility; contact person; and brief de-
scription of the product. 
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^ After this data has been collected, the community tourism re-
source inventory may be utilized in the following ways: to analyze 
community development needs by comparing the number of tour-
ism resources to population, square miles, and/or retail sales; to 
analyze the distribution and location of tourism resources within the 
community; as a resource tool for the tourism marketing planning 
committee, convention and visitors bureau or chamber of com-
merce; and as an initial listing of sites for possible additional evalu-
ations to determine specific product development in the future (U.S. 
Department of Commerce, 1981, p. 39). 
Keeping the committee focused on the customer is essential. 
There are two examples of pitfalls in planning that should avoided. 
First, some tourism marketing assessments fail because they place 
more importance on the product than on the customer. Committees 
mistakenly assume all customers are primarily interested in product 
availability and low prices. The result is a very narrow view of the 
market. These assessments miss significant changes that may be 
occurring in the marketplace, changing customer needs, new com-
petitors and new expectations of customer satisfaction. 
Second, committees can mistakenly take a narrow sales-oriented 
approach that assumes customers are naturally resistant to making 
purchases and, therefore, must be persuaded to buy travel products 
or services through high pressure sales techniques. This orientation 
is particularly short-sighted in today's marketplace. Because these 
assessments often focus on only immediate opportunities for sales, 
they seldom consider long-term marketing approaches that would 
stimulate repeat business. 
There are two major approaches to collecting information about 
tourists: primary and secondary research. Primary research is re-
search conducted firsthand by directly asking or observing tourists. 
It can be conducted on a formal basis using quantitative or qualita-
tive methods. Primary research is privileged, and allows the com-
mittee to seek answers to questions that are considered most rele-
vant. This type of research includes telephone surveys, mail 
questionnaires, as well as focus groups, and informal interviews. 
Secondary research provides information about tourists that has 
been collected by other organizations and is usually purchased, or is 
freely available. Secondary research sources include trade maga-
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zine articles, seminars and travel industry information sources, as 
well as published research studies or demographic profiles. Second-
ary research is useful for identifying categories of tourists that can 
be grouped according to demographics (age, sex, income, etc.) or 
psychographic profiles that can shed light on their expected behav-
ior. 
In many cases, committee members can get valuable information 
about potential tourists from travel publications that want their ad-
vertising business. These publications have a wealth of information 
available and are often willing to research questions a committee 
member might have about a particular tourism segment. 
Conducting a Community Economic Impact Study 
The importance of having an accurate measure of the economic 
impact of the tourism industry on the conununity is essential. The 
direct impact includes the jobs and wages created for local resi-
dents, the profits received by local businesses from sales to tourists, 
the direct net revenues received by local, state and federally owned 
facilities, and the taxes paid to local government from sales and 
wages created by tourist purchases (U.S. Department of Commerce, 
1981, p. 45). 
Local governments invest tax revenues for the development of 
tourism programs; these programs are promoted by the locally 
funded DM0 to promote tourism into the community. Out-of-state 
tourists, as well as in-state tourists, visit the community. These 
tourists purchase goods and services within the community which 
generate sales and wage taxes. The taxes are collected by local 
government and reinvested in goods and services enjoyed by resi-
dents and tourists alike. 
Economic impact studies, most likely, would be commissioned 
through a university or an organization having similar specific tech-
nical expertise. Essentially, six questions must be addressed to pre-
pare an economic impact study: How many tourists are visiting the 
community; What is the average party size; How long are they 
staying; What are they purchasing; What is the purpose of their trip; 
and How are they arriving (Heller, 1985). 
Most of the methods used to measure economic impact incorpo-
rate one or more models, i.e., mathematical relationships among or 
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within groups of travel industry components, to project the total 
impact of the industry from actual measurements of a smaller num-
ber of these components. These actual measures are themselves 
usually projected from a small sample taken within the community. 
In general the methods come under one of the following types: 
analysis of secondary data (i.e., tax records, traffic counts, unem-
ployment records, airport and planing, etc.); surveys of households 
of possible or potential tourists to the community; surveys of tou-
rists to and/or within the community; surveys of tourist related 
businesses within the community; or a combination of the above 
(U.S. Department of Commerce, 1981, p. 48). 
Reviewing Legal/Administrative Constraints 
There is a complex web of legal and administrative constraint at 
the national, state and local levels that has important implications 
for tourism development within the community. Most of the laws 
that apply to general businesses also apply to the tourism industry. 
These include criminal law, commercial law, regulatory law, tax 
law, administrative law, and the general laws of tort These will be 
generated from local, state and national governments, and may 
involve a myriad of agencies and overlap of jurisdictions. Profiling 
the legal environment requires the collection of information on a 
variety of topics from various sources, including rules, regulations, 
and administrative policy from local, state and national agencies, 
and interviews with government officials. 
The legal factors the committee should review can be cata-
logued into the following seven categories: business organization/ 
trade; employment; environment/land use; public safety; recre-
ational facilities and attractions; taxations; and transportation (Ibid., 
1981, p. 126). 
The impact of government at all levels has been shown to affect 
demand for tourism services. In general, local government actions 
tend to underestimate the contribution of tourism to creating jobs 
and wealth in the conmiunity. This situation requires that the com-
mittee remain keenly aware of government initiatives that affect the 
individual tourist as well as the companies that compete for the 
traveler's time, attention and spending. 
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Assessing the General Environment 
Not only does the committee need to know their community's 
product position with potential tourists, they have to be aware of 
what is occurring in the environment in which tourists reside. 
Therefore, committee members need to be constantly on the look-
out for enviroimiental opportunities and threats. Environmental op-
portunities and threats can often be identified as: the demographic/ 
lifestyle trends of existing and potential tourists; and the general 
economic and social enviroimient; a third area, government regula-
tions, was discussed earlier. 
Demographics-age, family size, gender, marital status, occupa-
tion, etc.-of potential tourists allows the committee to make infer-
ences regarding tourist behavior. Existing behavior patterns are the 
basis fcr predicting future tourist consumption patterns. General 
demographic indicators such as an aging population, as well as the 
growth of multicultural and ethnic groups in the travel segment, 
have implications for a community tourism marketing assessment. 
Potential tourists, however, are not confined to monolithic demo-
graphic categories. Committee members may wish to familiarize 
themselves with the vast wealth of information available on this 
subject. 
The committee should also give great consideration to funda-
mental fluctuations of the economy. Tourist behavior is greatly 
influenced by perceptions of the general movement of the economy. 
Gross national product, interest rates, and inflation all influence 
tourism spending. By monitoring the economic environment, com-
mittee members will be able to adjust for both downturns and up-
swings in the economy. Recent social and cultural values have also 
emerged which have a tremendous impact on the tourism industry-
food, health, environmental impacts, and special interest in adven-
ture travel to name a few. 
While general demographic, economic and governmental trends 
are available through a large number of private secondary sources, 
it is important for the committee to focus on particular potential 
tourist groups. Many government agencies can provide specific 
demographic, economic and travel information when requested. 
A DMO's ability to cope with environmental threats varies with 
the intensity and length of the individual threat. When threats are 
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relatively minor, a plan can be adapted by quickly modifying mar-
keting activities and by making minor tactical changes. When the 
threat is more intense and extended in length, a DMO*s ability to 
continue effectively in the marketplace could be seriously threat-
ened. 
One method for anticipating and evaluating major environmental 
threats in the assessment process is to poll experts. This can be done 
systematically by surveying expert opinions, scanning readings in 
professional and trade journals or by interviewing individuals by 
telephone. By joining and participating in a local travel industry 
association, committee members can also increase their chances of 
becoming aware of potential opportunities and threats early enough 
in the assessment process to influence their effect. 
Performing in Competitive Analyses 
All communities promoting tourism have local businesses that 
operate in an extremely competitive environment-competition from 
down the street, across town, as well as throughout a metropolitan 
or regional area. Committee members will find a community's true 
competition to be national and/or international in scope. The com-
mittee must look beyond their communities and recognize that 
many other attractive communities are available to tourists, both 
domestically and internationally. It is helpful to divide a communi-
ty's total tourist market into: current tourists; tourists to competitive 
cities; and prospective tourists. 
Given the proper information, the committee should be able to 
generate a detailed description of existing tourists. This description 
can include demographics, lifestyle, a purchasing history and other 
collected information. Tourists to competitive cities should be de-
scribed separately in order to evaluate any key differences and 
points of opportunity: what makes competitive city tourists differ-
ent, and is there any real difference in what these tourists want and 
need? 
Finally, the committee will want to describe those prospective 
tourists in their market that may be emerging. It's important that this 
category always be considered regardless of whether any specific 
tourist groups come to mind immediately. 
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Examining Business Support 
The nature of the tourism industry is such that in many communi-
ties it permeates throughout the community unseen. Unlike agricul-
ture, manufacturing, or high-tech industries, the tourism industry in 
a community is not readily identifiable. Rather, it is made up of a 
full spectrum of businesses which serve the tourist's needs. Trans-
portation, accommodations, attractions, restaurants, retail sales, 
parks, and recreational attractions combine to make up the commu-
nity's tourist product. These businesses are an integral part of the 
community serving not only tourists, but also residents. 
Many of the businesses in the tourism industry are small busi-
nesses. While some of these may be affiliated with franchise chains, 
particularly accommodations and restaurants, the majority are 
small, independently and locally owned and operated (Ibid., 1981, 
pg. 87). Their individual ability to influence tourism growth may be 
negligible, but by working together, their impact can be consider-
ably greater. Obviously, to initiate joint ventures, certain problems 
must be overcome. These independent and locally owned busi-
nesses may historically perceive themselves to be competitive and 
thus are reluctant to give up their autonomy for a new community 
concept. It should be an accepted that a higher level of intra-com-
munity tourism awareness and identification is needed before joint 
ventures can be effectively implemented. 
The importance of support from the business and financial com-
munity for a community tourism marketing assessment effort can-
not be overstated. Business leaders are also the residents of a com-
munity. Prior to the implementation of the community tourism 
marketing assessment, the committee will need certain information 
about local businesses. This information should be grouped into 
three categories: the attitudes of the business and financial commu-
nity towards increased tourism; the actions and activities presently 
being undertaken by tourism and non-tourism businesses and finan-
cial institutions to promote tourism to the community; and the per-
ceptions of the business and financial community regarding the 
present economic impact and relative importance of the tourism 
industry to the community (Ibid., 1981, p. 88). 
The importance of the role of financial institutions in implement-
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ing a community tourism marketing assessment also warrants spe-
cial attention. Of particular importance is the ability to obtain from 
financial institutions their attitudes and knowledge of the tourism 
industry. Consequently, surveys should be conducted by the com-
mittee for the business community, as well as for financial institu-
tions, to determine these attitudes. 
Information to be ascertained by both the businesses and the 
financial institutions in the community should focus on the follow-
ing three areas: attitudes towards increasing tourism; actions to 
promote and/or support tourism development; and awareness of the 
tourism industry's impact (Ibid, 1981, p. 92). 
Examining Residents* Attitudes 
Residents are both the primary beneficiaries of tourism develop-
ment within the community and a critical part of the tourism prod-
uct. Clearly, the successfiil initiation and implementation of any 
community tourism marketing assessment requires support from 
residents. This may be in the form of changes in local laws, taxation 
levels, willingness to retrain for newly created jobs, or through their 
hospitable receptiveness of tourists. Understanding residents' atti-
tudes requires an understanding of the relationship between the 
residents and the tourism industry. 
Residents and policy makers may question the wisdom of at-
tempting tourism development if they are unsure of what the com-
munity has to offer to a tourist. Lack of awareness on the part of 
residents as to what there is to see and do "within the community 
suggests to the committee that the community has little to offer, or 
is indifferent to the tourist's needs. 
Additionally, the relationships which all community residents are 
likely to have with tourists will depend on the skill levels, the 
availability of a labor force, and the interest of residents in employ-
ment opportunities within the tourism industry. The committee will 
want to obtain information on resident attitudes, knowledge of and 
expectations regarding the impact of tourism, and the availability of 
a potential tourism labor force within the community as part of the 
assessment process. This information will serve several vital needs 
for the development of the community tourism marketing assess-
ment: the estimation of probable support, or resistance to be en-
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countered when the tourism marketing plan is implemented; the 
identification of issues to be addressed in publicity and public rela-
tions programs during implementation; the identification of a labor 
force most likely to be interested in and have need for jobs; the basis 
for a community awareness campaign so residents will be more 
knowledgeable of community and better able to project themselves 
and the community's ambiance to the tourist (Ibid, 1981, p. 71). 
The committee's efforts to measure the resident environment 
should focus on three areas of inquiry: attitudes expressed through 
opinions regarding the expected levels of increased tourism; the 
community's self-awareness of features that might be attractive to 
tourists; and interest in and attitudes towards potential employment 
in tourism related businesses (Ibid, 1981, p. 71). 
Even though a committee member may have an intuitive concept 
of the residents' general attitudes, a survey of residents will serve to 
pinpoint specific concerns or population groups with differing atti-
tudes. Such information will save time and effort over the long run 
of the community tourism marketing plan since the design strategy 
can be responsive to identified concerns. Such surveys can be con-
ducted by various universities or other professional organizations. 
Based on the activities identified above, the committee can begin 
to define the community's image in the mind of potential tourists. 
This image could be a picture, an expression, or a series of thoughts 
and impressions associated with the community. By articulating an 
image from the point of view of the tourists, the committee can 
determine what position the community already occupies with a 
target audience-and how the community positioning relates to its 
competition. 
Research can discover that the community's potential tourists do 
not have a very clear image of the community or what is offered. 
Or, it may be discovered that a large segment of potential tourists 
may have a negative impression of the community. In any case, the 
committee should write a positioning statement which describes 
how local businesses believe potential tourists would perceive the 
community in relation to similar communities. Once a clear idea of 
positioning with potential tourists is achieved, the committee 
should compare it with what is understood about the community's 
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self-identity. Does the potential tourist's perception match commu-
nity self-identity? 
Identifying Marketing Plan Needs 
Once there is a better understanding of the community's image 
and positioning in the marketplace, the committee will want to 
create a mission statement. A mission statement helps clarify com-
mon objectives for everyone; it serves as a basis for communica-
tion; it assists in defining a community business philosophy; and it 
provides a means to judge the merits of the tourism marketing 
activities. The mission statement defines what a marketing plan 
objective will be. It is an important early step that defines what the 
community' is and what it is not. The mission statement should serve 
as a screening mechanism to keep attention focused on those oppor-
tunities that clearly meet what will be the long-term community 
objectives. 
Preparing a mission statement should not become an overly time-
consuming activity; however, it is essential to establish the ground-
ing of the committee's efforts. The mission statement will provide a 
conscious statement of the DMO's current market position, as well 
as guidelines as to where the DMO's resources are going to be 
applied in the future. It should be a clear directional sign for local 
businesses to follow. A mission statement should also help to differ-
entiate the community's tourism products and services from those 
of its competitors. 
Once the committee has established the mission statement, it is 
necessary to develop a series of objectives for implementation. 
Objectives set the performance measures which the tourism market-
ing assessment plan will seek to achieve in the area of positioning 
with the tourist, as well as profitability, sales, or market share for 
the community. 
There are several basic rules for the committee to keep in mind 
when forming objectives: be specific; the statement of objectives 
should be as precise as possible in identifying the audience, and 
what is to be accomplished; make objectives measurable, set a 
benchmark or measuring point upon which to judge the plan's per-
formance; give objectives a time frame, time is essential, assigning 
a time frame helps prioritize objectives; and choose measurement 
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values every carefully, objective implies a value behind it (Heller, 
1990), 
It's usually best for the committee to generate an open and very 
inclusive list of objectives first, and then arrange them in terms of 
immediate, short-term or long-term. The committee can then begin 
to consolidate, prioritize and narrow their focus into a dozen or less 
objectives that are considered realistic for achieving over a given 
period of time. 
Once the major objectives have been described and quantified, 
the committee can begin to explore alternative marketing strategies 
for implementation. Strategies are targeted statements about what 
should be done in order to achieve the desired objectives. 
The committee should strive not to fall into the trap of setting too 
many objectives or strategies. It is essential for objectives and strat-
egies to receive enough financial and implementation support to be 
successful. 
Implementation of a community tourism marketing assessment 
plan requires that the committee make specific choices on how they 
are going to put the marketing mix together to achieve objectives. 
That means developing tactics to accomplish specific objectives. 
Unlike strategies, tactics are relatively short term, very specific, and 
flexible for making immediate changes. Committee members may 
have a half-dozen or more tactics for each objective identified in the 
assessment process. 
Committee members should develop an outline plan of strategies 
and tactics in support of a prioritized objective list. Following the 
same decision-making process, the committee can then develop a 
consensus of strategies and tactics by answering the following ques-
tions for each tactic: What will be done; How will it be done; When 
will it be done; Who is responsible for doing it; What assistance is 
needed; and How much it will cost? 
To ensure all the above questions are answered, it is helpful and 
usually necessary to organize the committee's efforts into an action 
plan. A two-step process to forming an action plan should be: list 
objective first, followed by the appropriate strategy and then de-
scribe the actions to be taken; after the objective, describe the strate-
gy chosen or the direction to be taken in achieving the objective. 
Some plans may even skip this step if alternatives for accomplish-
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ing an objective are obvious because of budget limitations or past 
success. 
Evaluation 
After developing objectives, strategies and tactics for a commu-
nity tourism marketing assessment, the committee must be sure to 
build in some form of evaluation so that they can properly judge the 
success or failure of their efforts. The committee should ask local 
tourism businesses and the DM0 to develop measures of success. 
Tourism businesses should seek tourists' responses in their market-
ing communications. These responses should include: a choice in 
how to respond-by phone number, fax or by mail; a minimal cost or 
no cost to respond, a toll-free phone number, or postage-paid reply 
card inserted in mailings; and a specified reward or outcome for 
taking action. Including a short set of questions as part of a response 
is very useful when the information is collected and organized 
properly. Useful questions tourism businesses can ask are: how did 
you hear about our community product/service; what interests you 
most about our community product/service; and what other prod-
ucts/services would you like to see our community offer? 
Evaluation also means following up on the responses received. 
Without an information collection system integrated into each and 
every communication, as well as a system for organizing and acces-
sing this information, an accurate evaluation of the community 
tourism marketing assessment plan's tactics and results may be 
impossible. Conducting customer satisfaction surveys helps tourism 
businesses evaluate not only their communications but their opera-
tions as well. A good evaluation system keeps track of both so that 
the committee can determine if services match expectations. 
After the process has been completed, the committee needs to 
produce an assessment document that the community can accept 
and act upon. The community tourism marketing assessment docu-
ment itself need not be excessively long, but it must be complete. 
Based on the process described in this paper, an assessment docu-
ment should contain: an executive summary of no more than one or 
two pages; a listing of objectives organized by tourists and prospec-
tive tourist groups; selected strategies for accomplishing objectives; 
an action plan summary that links objectives/strategies with actions/ 
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tactics; action plan details with media schedules, budgets and other 
supporting documents; and an evaluation plan. 
Unfortunately, many communities have not developed a commu-
nity tourism marketing assessment and will not until circumstances 
force them to do so. 
Five possible scenarios which are applicable to all tourism busi-
nesses' leaders to develop a community tourism marketing assess-
ment are: 
• Declining Sales-When tourism businesses which have been 
product or service focused experience falling sales, they be-
come desperate and start looking for answers in the market-
place; 
• Growth-Slow growth gives tourism businesses the impetus to 
look for new markets, recognizing the need of marketing 
know how if they are to successfully identify new marketing 
opportunities; 
• Buying Patterns-Many tourism businesses are marked by rap-
idly changing consumer wants and needs; 
• Increasing Competition-Tourism businesses do become com-
placent and may suddenly be under attack by the marketing 
strategies of their competitors; and, 
• Increase Marketing Expenditures-Tourism businesses may 
find their budgets for advertising, sales promotion, and mar-
keting research outmoded and not meeting current needs or 
demands. 
Developing a community tourism marketing assessment plan is 
not a once-in-a-lifetime activity, nor a mechanical process; but rath-
er it is a continuous, ongoing creative process. By keeping track of 
successes or failures through constant customer feedback, the com-
mittee will begin to build a knowledge base of insights and alterna-
tives. Based on these experiences tourism businesses may wish to 
modify their strategic tourism marketing plans every year-or more 
often. Community tourism marketing assessment planning should 
be flexible over time. There are times when even the most success-
ful strategies of the past need to be altered and priorities rearranged. 
The committee can do an excellent job of developing mission state-
ments, objectives, strategies and tactics only to make the mistake of 
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Staying with certain programs long after they have outlived their 
usefulness or appropriateness to the targeted tourist market. 
CONCLUSION 
The tourism industry will continue to grow in economic impor-
tance to the residents as both an employer and a generator of tax 
revenues. Recognition of higher paying jobs and increasing tourist 
expenditure patterns will encourage public officials to reevaluate 
the role of tourism as a local economic development generator. 
While tourism may not be the panacea for every community's eco-
nomic ills, it certainly is fast becoming a consideration. 
Local communities are encouraged to explore the potential of 
tourism growth through their existing planning structures. By inte-
grating the tourism concept into their existing structures, local pub-
lic officials will be able to develop a more integrated approach to 
economic development planning and implementation. Tourism may 
very well be the twenty-first century's new crude! 
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International Hotel Industry in South Africa 
Zafar U. Ahmed, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore & Minot State University, USA 
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Kevin A. Hughes, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA 
TTie end of apartheid and South Africa's re-emergence 
as a popular tourist destination has created new interest 
from interruttiorud hoteliers wanting to enter this untapped 
market. As South Africa is still undergoing a socio-political 
transformation many challenges profoundly influence the 
hotel industry and it's ability to compete globally.' 
Introduction 
Tbe md of apartheid, begiiming of black majority nile, 
introducti<Mt of democracy, admission of Soutii Africa into 
worid (H:ganizations such as tiie United Naticms, International 
Monetary Fund, and the 01ynq>ic Games as well as the 
integration of its economy widi tiie global economy has 
opened up new qjportunities for international investors 
during the late 1990's. Such a favorable environment 
culminated in die arrival of $S billion in foreign direct 
investment (FDI) by a growing number of international 
corporati(Mis and 1.172 million international tourists (both 
business and leisure) in 1996. 
A large number of international corporations wish to use 
the first worid in£tastnicture of Soudi Africa as a base to 
expand in die Sub-Saharan Africa region, «diich is also open 
for buaness, dunks to die end of the Cold War. Hie 
burgeoning international trade and economic gtowdi has 
created new (qjpolunities fw first to five star hotels aooss 
the country. liie acute Plottage of ho^tality properties in die 
country could be illusdiated by die fact diat Pretoria, Africa's 
most poweifiil c^tal, does not have a single five star hotel 
for its visiting dignitaries. 
The hotel industry in South Africa is die largest and most 
developed in sub-Saharan Africa. According to die South 
African Tourism Board (SATOUR) diere are 4634S hotel 
rooms in more than 1,200 hotel establishments dirougjiout the 
country. 
F6r international hoteliers interested in oqntalizing on 
die economic growdi frKnlitated by die integration of Soudi 
Africa with the worid C(xmnunity they must be familiarized 
widi government policies diat affect the industry: die 
government incentives for the industry; die hotd grading 
standards; the level of market con^ietition; the conditions or 
attractiveness of die market; and die market onioitunities that 
exist Detail is given of new hotel development in South 
Africa; the intonational hotel groups that are entering the 
market and the issue of foreign investment in the industry. 
Recommendations are offered to address key challenges that 
affect the country's hotel industry. 
Gk>yemment Policies 
International hotelios must become familiar with 
government policies that affect die industry. The hotel 
industry is affected by the national business policies that 
affect the broado- tourism industry. Until 1991, the Soudi 
African government never actually considered tourism to be a 
national prini^ and policies had tended to reflect drift and 
conqilacency. The policies of die current majority-rule 
government have their origin in die Strategic Framework for 
Tourism Development in South and Southern Africa which 
was implement«l in June 1991. This ideological document 
spells out a general policy framewoiic that die State has 
pursued ever since. The document calls for die protection of 
environment and culture or ecotourism, siqiport for non-white 
entrqxeneurs, community involvement in decision making 
and betto- training and service quality in the industry. 
After die April 1994 elections brought the African 
National Congress (ANQ to power, the new govonment 
introduced die Reconstruction and Development Programme 
(RDP) which is aimed at reversing die racial imbalances 
caused by <9NzrrAeul The RDP has as one of its dvusts to 
stimulate tourism as a means of economically enqwwoing 
blacks. 
Anotho' white pi^ier oitided The Development and 
Promotion of Tourism in South Africa was introduced in 
June 1996. The new papa calls for changes in die allocation 
of govemmoit incentives for die hotel industry. It proposes 
budget subsidies and grants to hoteliers and will be aimed at 
(Usadvantaged entrepreneurs (White Pt i^er, 1996). 
In June 1996, the government introduced its new 
macroeamomic policy known as Growth, Eqidty and 
Redistributi<m (GEAR). This market-oriented policy is most 
noted for its encouragement of foreign investment Under the 
new policy, die government is providing incoitives to foreign 
investors. This new development has important inqilications 
for die hotel industry which increasingly needs foreign equity 
in order to expand. 
The hotel industry's image was tainted by the old 
apartheid pohcies which jHohibited blacks and other non-
whites firoin staying in hotels. In the 1970's, hotels classified 
as Intematiorud Hotels could admit non-whites and it was not 
until 1986 that all hotels in the country could admit non-white 
guests. Despite that racial discrimination is prohibited under 
the new constitution, dte legacy oi apartheid continues as 
many blacks have not been educated about tourism as a 
leisure pursuit The hotel industry like the broader tourism 
industry reinains oriented towards whites. 
Government Incentives 
The White P(g?er on Tourism in 1992 outlines the 
financial incentives offered to hospitality devel(q)eTS by Ae 
South African government Under the pqjer's action phm, the 
parastatal Industrial Develqiment Corporation (IDQ can 
finance hotel, res(xt or lodge developments in or near national 
parks, provincial parks and reserves and privately-owned 
game reserves (White Paper, 1992, p. 9). Various financial 
packages are available to acconnmodate the fiiumcing needs of 
the individual project The IDC along with other parastatal 
development institutions such as the Develoiment Bank of 
South Africa (DBSA) and the Small Business Development 
Corporation (SBDQ have made available various financial 
schemes to small entrqxeneurs that want to open ecotourism 
acconmiodation establishments and other tourism projects. 
The white paper emphasizes ttie need to asast emerging non-
white entrq»eneurs. SATOUR has pt)duces a number of 
booklets and videos for entrqneneurs such as Financing a 
Tourism Entrepreneur. What is lacking in tat White Paper is 
substance as it only deals with generalities. Hie paper also 
forgets the reality of bureaucratic inefficiency in applying 
these incentives as co(«dination b^ween the govonment 
departments and the parastatals is needed in order to 
inqdement Ae incentives. 
The tax aUowance on hotel plant buildings in Soufli 
Africa is only S%. In die fonner black hcxneland <^  
BofAuithatswana the tax allowance was 120%! Such 
allowance facilitated die construction of more than 2,000 
rooms in more dian 12 hotels since the homeland gained 
nominal indq)endence in 1977. B<q)hutfaatswaiia, along with 
the other independent homdands including Transkei, Gskei, 
and Venda, were not undo' the Value Added Tax regime that 
existed in Soudi Africa. This incentive was die most renown 
as casitx) resorts such as Sun City did not pay the 14% tax. 
However, when die hcnoelands were reiiKxnporated into 
Soudi Africa just prior to the April 1994 elections, both the 
generous tax allowance and the non-VAT zones disappeared. 
Arqx>rtby KesselFeinstein, which helped draft die 
1992 White 'P2ipa, favws a tax allowance diat would give 
hoteliers a transferable tax certificate diat is made available 
for iq) to three years during die stage of construction. The 
rqxxt also favored building allowances be increased from S% 
to 15% on upgrades and refutbishments and 10% for new 
buildings and extensions. Such tax concessi<Mis should be 
encouraged so as to stimulate new hotel development in Soudi 
Africa. Proposals to include depreciation allowances and 
subsidies will go a long way in alleviating the risks of fixed 
capital that hotel developers must incur. 
Grading Standards 
In South Africa, hotels are graded by SATOUR on die 
basis of one- to five-stars. Hotels have been subject to grading 
standards since the Hotels Act of 1%S. Since 1983, hotel 
grading has been administered by SATOUR. Establishments 
that were registered as hotels woe required under the act to 
be given a mandatory star rating. Hotels were rated based on 
the availability of amenities, i.e. elevators on every floor, 
ensuite facilities, restaurants, and hairdressing salons. Hotels 
were also evaluated on die physical condition of die amenities 
and the availability of sovices. The standards were rather 
inflexible. In atder to meet a five-star rating a hotel for 
instance, must have a hairdresser salon and two fiill-savice 
restaurants. Such regulations did not take account of market 
needs nor customer feedback. 
The State relented in 1993 when the Consolidated 
Tourism Act which repealed die Hotels Act was 
implemented. Under u>c new act SATOUR established the 
new National Grading and Class^ication Scheme. Unlike 
the old scheme this sdieme would rate hotels on a voluntary 
basis. A core aspect of die new scheme is that it is customa--
driven in that consumer feedback is encouraged for guests 
staying in hotels that participate in the scheme. The grading 
consultants coiistandy take account of customer needs and 
trends. Hotels are still graded on a star-rating system. The 
more flexible grading scheme has allowed three additional 
hotels to be awarded die coveted five-star rating. These 
establishments failed to qualify uncfer the old sdieme because 
diey did not have air conditioning in die rooms. 
In addition to the grading scheme ixovision is made to 
recognize service quality based upon classification standards. 
Establidunents must meet the service standards of the scheme 
in order to be accepted and be given a starrating. A burgundy 
plaque is awarded to all establishments diat have adiieved an 
Approved rating. Establishmaits diat achieve coosistendy 
higji service levels are awarded either a Bronze or Silver 
plaque. A Gold plaque is being proposed. 
The new sdieme is not much dissimilar to the U.S. hotel 
grading schemes of the American Automobile Association 
(AAA), Mobil or die Official Hotd Guide (OHG). The only 
majOT difference is that the South African scheme is still 
administered by a State entity. In order for hotels to be 
accepted by their schmies, strict standards such as clean 
rooms and public areas, hoqntable staff, security and other 
criteria must be met Such standards are also customer-
driven. Hotels diat are accqited are given a star or diamond 
(AAA) rating. 
At the end of 1996 there woe 413 hotels rqnesenting 
29,098 rooms that were members of the new SATOUR 
scheme compared to about 1,200 properties that were 
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jweviously given a mandatory grading (see Table 1 which 
shows the number of hotels with the different star gradings). 
While only a third of the country's hotels are graded, over 
63% of the hotel rooms in the country are in graded 
establishments. 
Table 1. Hotel Star Grading' 
Star Rating Hotels Rooms 
• 
• • 
• • • 
• • • • 
• • • • • 
Total 
32 
146 
164 
55 
16 
413 
1,201 
4,671 
14,251 
6,160 
2,815 
29.098 
Compiled from S ATOUR. 
llie National Grading and Classification Scheme has 
been widely welcomed by the industry. There has been a 
marked inqnovement in the service standards of the member 
establishments following a long period when economic 
saiKtions and isolation has caused the industry to lag behind 
Ae rest of the world. Even the new scheme cannot make up 
for the inconsistent service levels which can only be 
addressed by education and training and stenmiing die 
emigration of skilled peq)le. 
Lesson for International Hoteliers 
Market Competition 
H K Soadi African hotel industry is dcHninated by a few 
well established locally-owned hotel groups. Since the 1970's 
and ISSffs, the Southern Sun Groiq), owned by South African 
Breweries (SAB) and founded by world renowned hotel 
tycoon Sol Keizner in 1969, has loD£ been tfie biggest key 
{dayer in die SouA African hotel industry. The groq> now has 
10,497 hotel nxMns and 57 piqieities in the country. The 
group cunendy bokk 22% of the Soudi African hotel market 
in tenns <tf room inventory. Soudwm Sun operates 31 Holiday 
Inns, 3 Intei-ContineQtal Hotels, and 8 lesort pn9)eities. The 
group also joindy qperates 12 Foimule-1 budget hotels widi 
die Frendi hotel group Accor. SoudMm Sun has traditionally 
focused on four- and five-star hotels. Soudiem Sun now 
trades in dte five-star to one-star market. Due to sanctions and 
die recession in the early 1990's, the group has downgraded 
or closed no fewer than 1,693 five-star rooms and has 
rqMsitioned more dian half of its propoties as three-star, 
selected-service Holiday Inn Garden Courts whidi have been 
{daced under franchise agreement The group has also 
rebranded its doee remaining five-star hotek under die Inter-
Ccmtinental name in order to compete with die international 
hotel groiqs that are entering the country. 
Ihere are other hotel chains in South Afiica. Sun 
Intemational, which is owned by the shipping giant Safren, 
operates casino resorts including Sun City in die former black 
homelands. This group was founded in 1983 when Sol 
Kerzner with the backing of Safren broke away from SAB and 
took over all casino resort operations in die homelands. Sun 
Intemational trades in the three- to five-star market Sun 
Intemational is cunentiy expanding outside of the former 
homelands. Protea Hospitality Corp is a hotel management 
company that trades in the two- to four-star market City 
Lodge trades in the one- to three-star market as well as four-
star self catering hotels. Both Stocks Hotels & Resorts and 
Three Cities Hotels trade in the four- and five-star market 
while Karos Hotels trades in the duee- to five-star market 
Conservation Corporation is an ecotourism game lodge chain 
that operates 10 lodges widi 311 units. Hotel chains now 
account for over 50% of the total room inventory in Soudi 
Africa. 
Industry Conditions 
Averse hotel room occupancies in 1996 were 56.44% 
according to S ATOUR. This is up from about 48% at the 
time of the 1994 election. Room occupancies averaged less 
than 50% in 1993 and 1994 and have averaged about 56% in 
1995. In the 12 mondi period to November 1995 hotels 
boosted their revenues by 20.2% (C^ie Business News, 
1996). The profitability ratio (net profit after tax and 
turnover) of hotels stood at 14.5% in the first half of 19%. 
There were a total of 14 million bednights sold in South 
Africa in 1995 according to die Central Statistical Service 
(CSS). The number of bednights sold to international tourists 
amounted to 2.6 million in 1995. What is agnificant is that 
the share of international tourists is increaang owing to the 
fact that the growth of die international market is far 
surpassing ^ t t of the domestic market One must note that 
whfle the bed occiq)ancy rate for five-star hotels is lower than 
fcM- three-star properties, five-star hotels boosted their income 
by 29.6% in die 12 m<mdi period to November 1995 {ibid). 
The net profit of major hotel chains diat trade primarily in the 
diree-to five-star market rose by 47% in 1995 while turnover 
rose by 16% (Sheridan, 1996, R). 10,47). 
Table 2. Hotel Room Occopancy 
Qty 1994 1995 1996* 
Johannesburg 
Cape Town 
Durban 
National 
54% 
64% 
60% 
49% 
44% 
73% 
69% 
56% 
45% 
72% 
66% 
56% 
Source: Kessel Feinstein, Johannesburg; *SATOUR 
The hotel room occupancy rates have shown a marked 
inqxovanent within the past two years, althou^ they are still 
relatively low especially when conqiared to Asian markets. A 
hotel in South .^ica generally needs a 60% room occupancy 
rate in order to break-even. While the aggregate figures may 
appeal lacUuster, one must conader diat in key tourist areas. 
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such as Cape Town and the Lowveld, hotels are running at 
healthy profit margins while diose that are in less popular 
regions, such as the Free State and the Northern Cape, are 
still running at losses (see Table 2 wtddi shows the room 
occupancy figures for South Afirica's largest cities). Hiis is a 
welcome change in an industry Aat had perfumed dismally in 
the mid-1980's and early 1990's even in the key tourist areas. 
However thoe is a critical shortage of acconunodation in 
certain regions, such as Q ^ Town, Pretoria, Durban, and 
near the game parks in Mpumalanga (formerly the Eastern 
Transvaal) during peak seasons. These areas have benefited 
die most from die tourism boom and most hotels in these 
areas are running at a profit leveL 
Since 1994, hotel room occiq>ancies have increased 
significantly in South Afika's key business centers with the 
excqption of Johannesburg. One must note however diat while 
dw hotel in Johannesburg may q>pear dismal and has 
detoiorated as a whole during the past five years, diere are 
brigbt spots even in this market Hotel occiqiancies in 
Sandton and Rosebank, suburbs nortfa of Jdiannesburg, have 
averaged 7S% during dw past three years. What the figures do 
reveal, however, is the dramatic coIl:q)se of die hotel trade in 
downtown Jcrfiamiesbttrg which was made tppannt by the 
closure or downgrading of sevend five-star and four-star 
hotels within the last 10 years. Even the once grand Carlton 
Hotel will likdy close down in 1997. 
Table 3. Woridwide Qty Ro<Mn Rates 
bter-Continental 
Hotels 
Sandton Sun 
CiqieSun 
Sydney 
Singi^xxe 
Rnnkfiirt 
London 
New York 
San Francisco 
Nairobi 
Sinde 
$242 
$175 
$285 
$291 
$305 
$437 
$313 
$296 
$476 
Double 
$294 
$267 
$285 
$291 
$305 
$437 
$348 
$296 
$476 
Source: Soudiero Sun Grotqi, Sandton. 
There has been mudi publicity in die local press about 
hotel room rate increases. It is true that dwre are instances of 
hoteliers charging outrageous prices. One has only to look at 
the steep rate increases at hotels on Cqie Town's waterfront 
However, Soudi Afiican hotels are still inexpensive by 
international standards. Tbe rate increases are justified given 
that they are off of a low base wfaidi resulted by industry 
stagnation during die sanctions period of 1985-93. At die 
same time labor costs have soared. According to a 
development director of a major Soudi African hotel group. 
labor costs have increased tenfold since the 1970"s. A survey 
conducted by the Southern Sun Group (see Table 3) reveals 
that tariff rates at its Holiday Inn and Inter-Continental 
properties are less than at hotels in major international cities 
(Travel Southern Africa). 
Hotel room occupancies will probably decline slighUy in 
1997 owing to a downturn in the South African economy, 
continued publicity of the crime epidemic, and overcqiacity in 
certain key maricets. Average hotel room rates will be under 
pressure due to declining domestic consumer demand as a 
result of the economic downturn. 
Implications for International Hoteliers 
New Hotel Development 
SATOUR estimates diat an additional 12,530 hotel 
rooms will need to be built by 2(X)0 to meet the forcasted 
need. Akccotdiag to the Federated Hospitality Association of 
South Africa (Fedhasa) about 60-80 new hotels are expected 
to be built by die end of 1997 (Financial Mail, 1996). Most of 
the activity is occurring in the Western Cape and in Gauteng 
(see Table 4 which shows new international hotels undo-
development in South Africa). 
The hotel boom in the Weston O ^ is currentiy the 
largest in the country and is centered on Cape Town. It comes 
two years after a similar boom in the northern suburbs of 
Johaiuiesburg. As of mid-19%, there were 11 hotels 
representing 2,067 rooms undo' construction in Cape Town. 
Since then ground breaking has started on at least eig^t new 
properties representing 1,450 TOOK rooms in the city. At least 
30 more hotels are in the planning stage for the Western 
Cape. 
In Gauteng there are at least 12 hotels representing 2,055 
rooms currentiy under constructicm in the nordiern suburbs d' 
Jdiaimesburg, in Pretoria and in Midrand. 
Ibere is concern that die hotel marioet in die ncxdiem suburbs 
has reached die saturation point in diat diere will be diree 
new five-star hotels in operation by next year in addition to 
three existing ones de^ite continued interest from potential 
developos. There is significant scope fw expansion in 
Pretcma, the administrative capital of South Africa, where 
diere is a dire shortage of hotel rooms and currendy no five-
star hotel exists in the cqntal city of Africa's most poweifid 
capital. Tbere are only diree hotels representing 627 rooms 
that are cunendy being developed in Durban. Research 
suggests that the ci^ could sustain between 1371 to 3,141 
more hotel rooms (Financial Mail, 1996). The opening of die 
huge Durban International Convention Centre in August 1997 
could create a hotel boom in a city that has a chronic shcntage 
of rooms. 
There is an acute shortage of hotel and game lodge 
accommodation in die Lowveld region whidi will only 
worsen unless a major expansion to die existing cs^ pacity is 
made. A hotel boom is about to take off in Mpumalanga once 
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Table 4. New Hotels Under Development in South Africa 
Ix>cation Hotel Star Operator Developer 
Rating 
Rooms Cost 
(miUions) 
Ground Opening 
Breaking Date 
Gauteng: 
jobniKsbuis 
Midnnd 
Flctoria 
Sandton Klton 
Holiday Inn 
GaidenCourt-
EastgatB 
Hdidayinn 
Expiess-Eastgate 
Days Inn 
SamnmdHocd 
SupnoK Pretoria 
Hdiday Inn 
Garden Court-
Hatfield 
S Ifihoa Business Focus Sdn Bhd (70%KMalaysta) 
International Team Devdopnient Concepts (30%) 
3 Soutbem Sun Libeily Life Ptopenies 
Group 
2 Soutbem Sun Liberty Life Propenies 
Group 
3 Days Inn Omar Shaiif Southern Airica (OSSAXUSA) 
International 
5 Sanuand Samrand Development (Malaysia) 
Hoiels& 
Resorts 
S n/a Bio Supieme Developroem (Singap<»e) 
3 Soutbem Sun Libeity Life Piopeities . 
Group 
323 
158 
136 
114 
156 
320 
157 
S57 
$9.2 
$4.6 
$4.3 
$40 
$56 
$9.2 
Sept. 1995 
Sci«. 1996 
Sept 19% 
Early 1997 
Eariyl997 
Early 1995 
Oct. 1996 
Sept. 1997 
May 1997 
May 1997 
Nov. 1997 
Mid 1999 
Early 1997 
Jul. 1997 
KwaZntai-
Natil: 
Durban 
Pconingtoo 
Smbali 
Durban Hilton 
Sdboune Park 
littFCoaliiiental 
Resort 
2jmbali Hilton 
Resort 
ZimbeliHibon 
SatKs 
ZirnbdiSun 
5 Hilton Fiber Group Betbad (m^oiity)(Malaysia) 
International Ifilton Internatioaal (minority )(UK) 
5 SouthemSun Soudiem Sun Hotel Interests 
Group Grinaker Constiuction Ltd. 
5 Kltoa Moteiand Developments 
International 
5 Sun Moidand Devdopmems 
International Sun Inieniational 
327 
52 
230 
50 
$58 
n/a 
n^ 
80 $17 
Dec. 1995 Jul. 1997 
Apr. 1997 Sept. 1997 
Early 1997 Late 1998 
Late 1996 Late 1997 
Wcstwn 
Cape: 
QveTown 
Steuenboscfa 
Table Bay Hotel 
Cape Town Hilton 
Cape Town 
J.W.Maniott 
HoBdaQrlnn 
QowneFlaz»-
wawiiiuut 
Holidiyinn 
Garden Coutt-
Waterfroot 
Hofid^bm 
Eiqmss-
Waierfiraat 
D^Inn 
GoldeaTuli|>-
5 
5 
5 
4 
Sun 
HUton 
Matiioa 
Intematioiial 
SooibemSun 
Group 
Soutbem Sun 
Group 
Soutbem Sun 
Group 
Days Inn 
Intenutional 
Golden Tulip 
IntematiTOial 
Truisnet Pension Hmd (76%) 330 $70 
Sun International (24%) 
CnmpagnirdeBadmentetdeConstroction 400 $66 
(CBC)(Fiance) 
CompagiuedeBatimentetde Construction 300 $66 
(CBCXRance) 
Libetty Life Properties 223 $30 
Libera Life Properties 402 $23 
Libera Life Properties 140 $4.6 
Omar Sbarif Soudiem Afiica (OSSAXUSA) 106 $4.0 
DickEmfaoven 120 $343 
Oct 1995 Jun. 1997 
March 1997 March 1999 
Mid. 1997 »fid. 1999 
Nov. 1996 Mar. 1998 
Nov. 1996 Dec. 1997 
Nov. 1996 OcL 1997 
Early 1997 Mid 1997 
Early 1996 Late 1997 
Proposed: 
Midrand CbnndHotd& 
Casino 
Conrad Johnnies Industrial Corp. (JOHNNIQ 
International c 
Hotels : : 
500 $110 n^ a n/a 
Source: Compiled from Independent Newspapers, Business Day, and Financial Mail. 
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the four casino licenses are granted and a proposed 
international aiqrait is built in the Lowveld. Several 
international hotel groups are planning to develop hotels near 
Nelspruit, the provincial capital. The proposed Maputo 
corridor between Gauteng and the capital of Mozambique 
which envisages a toll highway that will pass through 
Mpumalanga could also stimulate hotel development 
Hoteliers should not be over optimistic about the 
awarding of 40 new casino licenses by the nine provincial 
govermnrats next year. While the casino bids will generate 
the much needed capital for hotel room c^)acity, there is a 
concern Aid it could cause overdevelopment There is a 
widesi»ead view Aat casinos will not attract more 
intematioiud tourists to South Africa and that most casino 
patrons will be locals (Cape Business News, 1996). This has 
io^licadons as most of the proposed casino developments 
will be linked to five-star ami four-star hotels, whicli depend 
on intonational guests. Even wiA casinos dioe is little scope . 
for expansion of the five-star end of die market outside of the 
key tourist destinations. In fact die casino industry in the 
Eastern Cape and North-West is already saturated with the 
prospect that sevoal casinos could be closed down due to the 
limits inqxjsed by the ner" Gaming Bill yAacIa was approved 
in June 1996. Tb/ac are cuiTsntly seven casinos in each of 
these provinces and were built in the former homelands that 
were reincorporated into these provinces in 1994. At least 
two or duee casinos will be closed down in each of diese two 
provinces. 
Most of the new hotel develofnnent is concentrated in the 
five- and four-star maricets. Hekler Pemia, group opoations 
manager of Southern Sun, says there is greater mark^ 
demand for duee-star hotels. Kessd Feinstein, a consulting 
firm, warns that many devdopas do not conduct adequate 
feasibility studies to assess market demand. This is made 
worse by die fact that market leseatdi infonnation on the 
hosi»tality and tourism industries in South Afinca is 
inadequate, as detailed statists on such aspects as consumer 
segments is lacking. 
The cost of building new hotels has tended to increase at 
a rate in excess of inflation. The average cost of buildii^ a 
hotel nxMn is $70,000, while a five-star hotel room costs 
$200,000. The dnonic shortage of skilled personnel in the 
construction indusoy is only ejqiected to cause building costs 
to furdier escalate. 
International Hotel Groups 
Many key international hotel gnxqjs have already entered 
die South Afiican ho^tali^ market since econcmiic sanctions 
were lifted in 1993. The 244-room Park Hyatt in Rosebank, 
Johannesburg (qwned its doors in Noveniber 1995. It was die 
first international hotel group to aaet the market in 25 years. 
LadlHoke-owned Wum International PLC, fdlowed on die 
heels of Hyatt International 1^ announcing new hotels in 
Sandton, Durban, Capt Town and die Natal Nordi Coast 
Marriott Intemadonal plans a J.W. Marriott property in a 
Cape Town precinct where there will be seven new hotels 
including the Hilton by 1999. Hyatt is looking at sites in Ctoe 
Town, Durban and Nelsjwuit while Sheraton is looking at i 
sites in Cape Town for building future properties. Radisson 
and Conrad International are planning casino hotels in Soudi 1 
Afiica. Even the luxury chain, Ritz-Carlton is reported to be 1 
interested in a site adjacent to the Park Hyatt in Johannesburg.' 
Global hotel franchises have also become involved. Golden ; 
Tulip International, which already has diree properties in i 
Soutii Africa, plans to open 25 new hotels over the next five- f 
years. Holiday Iim Wwidwide, which currendy has 31 hotels 
operated by the Southern Sun Group, which is now the 
world's largest Holiday Inn franchisee, currendy has six 
{xoperties under construction. Southern Sun has plans to opeo 
20 new budget Holiday Inn Express properties in the next five 
to six years. Ho^itality Iranctuse Systems, Inc., which is die i 
worids largest franchisee, plans to open 25 Days Inn hotels by 
the year 2000. Other groups that have expressed interest 4 
include Carlson Group-owned Country Inns and Choice 
Hotels. 
International Investment 
International investment in the country's hospitality 
industry is seen by industry analysts as essential. Capiud from 
local sources is inadequate to meet the industry's capital 
intensive needs. Developos have tended to rely iqxm equity 
capital firom institutional investors such as insurance 
companies and pension funds as debt cai»tal from banks and 
property finance houses is scarce due to high real interest 
rates ( ^ prime lending rate stood at over 18% in the first 
quarter of 1997). In March 1995, the Finance Ministry lifted 
exchange controls on international investors. 
Priw to the 1994 election international investment in the 
hotel industry was almost nonexistent Since die elections, at 
least $394 Q^on has been committed to 13 new and existii^ 
hotels. The largest source of this investment came frran 
Malaysian firms that ccmunioed $145 million which includes 
nugoiity equity in die two Hilton projects in Sandton and 
DiubatL Odier international investment is coaaiatted by firms 
from Singi^ xxre and Thailand. A I^nch firm has OMnmitted 
$132 million to die Hilton and Marriott hotel projects in Cape 
Town. 
Most hotel management ccMnpanies diat are planning to 
enter die Soudi African market have shied aw^ from leases 
and inefer to agn management contracts. This has important 
implications as many investors want equity patticqiation. 
International investmoit is expected to inoease following die 
25% devaluation of die/tomfnnce February 19% and the 
announcementof die GEAR macroeconomic policy and new 
government incentives to foreign investors. 
Major Challenges 
'There are several diallenges that pose a threat to the long 
term growth and viatnlity of the hotel industry in South 
Africa. 
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Lack of Training and Education 
One of the greatest challenges to South Africa's hotel 
industry and its ability to compete internationally is to address 
the lack of training and education. The hotel industry, like tiie 
broader tourism industry requires a multidisciplinary 
approach to overcoming the dire lack of skills (Kaynak and 
Bloom, 1994, pp. 26-27). The technical training institutes are 
inadequate to providing the necessary skills. There are 
industry spons(»ed training programs which have been 
developed with the suf^rt of the HospitaliQr Industry 
Training Board (HTTB). What is lacking in South Africa is 
university level educational pFOgrams for people in the 
industry. A university level hospitality school modeled on 
successful hosfHtalily schools such as Cornell Hospitality 
SdKwl is needed to produce hospitality managers for these 
properties. A practicum-oriented program of this nature 
would expose managers and supervisors in hotels to modem 
managonent techniques. This could go a long way in creating 
a more participative worlq>lace which is essential to 
maintaining high service standards. 
Industrial Unrest 
In order to change the adversarial top-down relationship 
between management and workers, diere must be changes on 
the part of die woiker. The hospitality industry in South 
A£rica is highly unioni2ed and is tepnseatied by the South 
African Conunercial, Catering and Allied Workers Union 
(SACCAWU). Ihe militant nature of this union which was 
exhibited by the recent strike at Sun International only 
underscofcs that much needs to be done to address the 
industrial unrest in the industry. Certainly, education and 
more participatcxy management policies are needed. 
However, work ethic issues must also be considered as 
industry productivity levels remain low by international 
standards. 
Shortage of Skilled Professionals 
While skilled managers need to be trained, there is also 
an acute shortage of these profesaonals. The hotel industiy 
woridwide faces a shortage of skiUed management expertise 
due to its fast growth. In Sooth Afinca, the shortage is made 
duonic by the increased numbers of skilled ho^tality 
professionals emigrating to other countries. Hoteliers have to 
o£Eset diis void by vapoi6ag expatriate managos althougji at 
a cost of offering premium salaries. Affirmative action and die 
need to create opportunities for black entrqxeneurs has many 
white Soudi African's worried about their future. 
Endemic Crime and Violence 
Also w<»iying is dw country's ranqjant level of crime and 
violence. The hotel industry is not immune as it is affected by 
die negative affects crime has on tourism levels. The negative 
image factor is also conqxnmded by die heavy economic price 
paid by the industry. Entering an international hotel in 
Johannesburg can be like entering an airport Hotels have to 
provide the security personnel and the equipment such as 
security cameras in order to shield guests firom criminal 
incidents. The hotel industry must also pay a financial 
premium as insurance premiums are higher as a result of the 
greater operating risks. The new white paper addresses the 
crime issue which threatens to undermine the hotel boom. It is 
crime and its negative associated images that caused the hotel 
trade in downtown Johannesburg to collapse. Special tourism 
task units were set up by the national police in Johannesburg 
and Cape Town with a degree of success in protecting tourists 
from criminals. However there is much to be done as violent 
incidents against tourists in downtown Qqx Town doubled in 
the first nine months of 19%. A concerted eff(Ht by members 
of the industry is needed in cwder to address this issue. 
Hoteliers must coordinate efforts with die police, civic leaders 
and the communities in order to frght crime. 
Lack of Industry Coordination 
The South African hotel industry, like the broader 
tourism industry is also fragmented. Most hotels are 
reiHcsented by the Federated Hospitality Association of 
Soudiem Africa (Fedhasa), a professional organization that 
lobbies on be-lialf of the industry. However, the largest hotel 
group, the Souuiem Sun Groiq), and Sun International have 
wididrawnfrom Fedhasa to form a rival group known as the 
Hotel Industry Liaison Group (HILG), an infonnal f(»um for 
chief executives. Such political bickering does not bode well 
for die industry which still has to contend with the diallenges 
confronted by it It is pleasing to note that Protea Hotels 
returned to Fedhasa. Hopefully die two other industry 
heavyweights will follow suit 
Prospect of Overdevelopment 
On die new hotel develoixnent front, there is a real threat 
of ovodevelopment In the past, develqiers interested in 
shoit-term profits, have toided to opea more hotels dian the 
market can sustain. Evidence of diis occurred in the 1980's, 
when there was an overbuilding of new five- and four-star 
hotels at a time when sanctions and tecesaon restrained 
demand. This overtHiilding resulted when the former 
government gave genoous tax concessions for three-, four-
and five-star hotels. The in^xessive number of new hotels 
diat are being plaimed only q)arics fears of overe^Mtcity in 
Ugjit of the crime wave and it's affects on tourism. As always, 
developers want five-star hotels even if the maiki^ wants 
duee-star properties. The five-star hotel market will become 
saturated by 1998 <»-1999 given the current develofnnent 
plans by the major hotelios. The hotel boom in Cape Town 
and Johannesburg will more dian double die room supply of 
five-star hotels. Given die shape of both die international and 
domestic tourism maricets, there is really a huge scope for 
expanding die two- and three-star market, which accwding to 
Helder Pereira, is much larger than the four- and five-star 
market (Fmancial Mail, 1996). Prospective international 
hoteliers must realize diat die five-star market in Soudi Africa 
is tiny when compared to die vast underserved market for 
budget and limited-service hotels. Five-star hotels account for 
161 
only 6% of the total room inventory in South A£rica. There arc 
only 2,815 five-star hotel rooms in die countiy compared to 
18,922 two and three star rooms. International hoteliers must 
realize this fact 
Tourism: Rubberneck revival, Financial Mail, November 22, 
1996. 
Conclusion 
South A£nca undoubtedly offers potential international 
hoteiios an unti^ iped market waiting to be developed. The 
market is expanding rqndly while at the same time 
undergoing changes as dramatic as dw country's political 
transframadon. South Africa does offer at die same time a 
significant degree of risk as the hospitality skills shortage and 
the crime epidemic will take time to address. One must 
proceed with caution when entering this market. There is 
room for q>timism but not without caution. 
Given die government's impressive projections for 
international tourism growth, there is a huge s o ^ for 
expansion into this market by intonational hoteliers. South 
Africa has a relatively developed infirastructure by 
international standards. Electricity siq}ply to die 'cities and 
towns is reliable, t ^ water is potable in die developed part of 
South Africa, and the telqdiones actually do work. South 
Afiica has by far die most advanced economy in Sub-Saharan 
Afiica and is undeniably die most attractive market for 
intemati(Mial hotelios in Afiica. It is this reason ^ y 
international hotdiers want to enter die South African market 
Soudi Africa is viewed as the springboard for entry by 
international hoteliers into die rest of Africa. 
Tourism up 25% this year, Cape Business News, April 1996. 
White Paper: The Development and Promotion of Tourism 
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International Tourism Industry in South Africa 
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Kevin A. Hughes, University of Texas at San Antonio, USA 
As South Africa has re-emerged as a popular tourist 
destination, the country's tourism industry has underwent 
changes as dramatic as the country's historic transition to 
majority rule. At the same time South Africa's tourism 
industry now cor^nts serious challenges that may inhibit 
tiie growth and development cfthe industry. 
Introduction 
South Afirica, sunounded by six countries, is located on 
the southern tq) of die African continent Ks sootbon 
shoreline is washed by cold Atbmtic and waim Indian oceans 
creating a romantic and picturesque misty envinMunent in die 
foodulls of Cspe Town's globally acclaimed table mountains. 
It is endowed with a neariy 3,000 km. coastline, ^obally 
acdaimed national parks such as Kniger National Park, 
mountains such as die Ineatfataking Diakensbeig, and resoits 
such as Durban and Sun City. 
South Africa is i ^ y desoibed in die tourism literature 
asA WorU in OnfCouRiry. This describes the breathtaking 
scoiery, cosmopolitan cities, diverse people and abundant 
wikOife. Soudi Africa also offos an advanced modem 
infrastructure. In 1996.1.172 million overseas tourists visited 
South Africa. In 19% tourism growdi has slowed foUovnng 
record growth in 199S. Tourism has been adversely affected 
by the country's ranqtant crime rate and indedstve tourism 
policies. In order to understand tourism in South Africa it is 
essential to be familiar widi government policies that affect 
die industry, die dimensions of die industry, destination 
marketing, die dialknges diat confrtmt die industry and its 
future prospects. 
Goyemment Policies 
Until 1991, die Soudi African government never actually 
coosideied tourism to be a national priority and policies had 
tended to reflect drift and conqdacency. The policies of die 
current majority-role government have their origin in the 
Strategic Frameworkfor Tourism Development in South and 
Southern Africa whi(^ was inqilemented in June 1991. This 
ideological document spells out a general policy framewwk 
diat the State has pursued ever since. The document calls fw 
die protection of environment and culture or ecotourism, 
support for non-v«4iite entrepreneurs, community involvement 
in decision making and better training and service quality in 
the industry. The fmnewotk was followed by the White Paper 
on Tourism in 1992 wliich primarily reinforced die policies 
outlined in the framework. 
Hie Consolidated Tourism Act of 1993 combined several 
previous acts into one piece of legislation. Under this act, the 
government-funded Soudi African Tourism Board 
(SATOUR) has been given authority over develofHiient 
facilitatioa SATOUR does not actually invest in development 
but rather assists entrqxeneurs in providing information and 
counseling on financing, mariceting and odier issues. The act 
has also aimed at raising standards in the tourism industty. A 
new hotel grading classification scheme has been introduced. 
The registration and training standards of tour guides have 
been improved. 
Under die Intoim Constitution which was drafted at 
Kempton Park, the nine new provincial governments would 
have re^nsibility for domestic tourism marteting and new 
regional tourism bodies. In eariy 1994, SATOUR introduced 
a tourism awareness canqiaign, Tourian. Share the Rewards, 
aimed at disadvantaged communities to educate them about 
the economic and social benefits of tourism. 
After die April 1994 elections thought die African 
National Congress (ANQ to power, die new government 
introduced die Reconsliucti<» and Develofxnent Rpogramme 
(RDP) vdiich is aimed at reversing the racial imbalances 
caused by apartheid Hie RDP has as one of its dnusts to 
stimulate tourism as a means of economically enqiowering 
blacks. Tbe RDP called for the sustainable development of 
tourism diat stressed the inqxxtance of ecotourism and die 
involvement cf black entrqxeneurs and communities in 
tourism develqnnenL 
Another wiiite psqier entided The Development and 
Promotion of Tourism in South Africa was introduced in May 
1996. This new pq)er reinforced the leading role tourism 
should play in sqipoiting the RDP. The new paper is aimed at 
integrating a frag^nented tourism industry by outlining 
paitnoship roles for government, the private sector, and 
communities. 
Facts and Figures' 
Until 30 years ago. South Africa was unknown as a 
tourist destination for overseas tourists. In 1961, only 31,000 
overseas tourists' visited die countiy. Tourism boomed in the 
1960's and grew by more than 20% annually. By 1973 the 
number of overseas tourists increased by almost tenfold to 
294,690. Durmg the period 1974-83, the rate of growth in 
ovoseas tourists slowed to only 4.04% and increased slightly 
to 5.19% during 1984-93. These figures are radier lackluster 
given that international tourism increased by more than 10% 
in the 1970"$ and 1980's. The figures reflect the political 
events diat have unfolded in South Africa. The international 
tourian industry has experienced consistent growtii during 
1961-75. In 1976-77, the figures declined due to the Soweto 
uprising whidi led to nationwide liots and the Steve Biko 
inquest In 1978-81, tourism figures rebounded due to the 
lefoims of a new goveimnent under tiie leadership of P.W. 
Bodia. In 1982, tfie n^ative figure r^ected the global 
recession. However the figures rebounded in 1983-84. In 
1985-86, international tourism took a record plunge due to 
nationwide riots vrbkii foUowed Bodia's intransigence to 
introduce far readiing political dianges and to H» imposition 
of economic sanctions by Western countries. 
Table 1. Overseas Msitor Arrivals 
Year 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
Annual Arrivals 
339,307 
388.102 
472,076 
498,712 
521,257 
559,913 
618,508 
704.630 
1,071.839 
1.172.394 
Percent 
14.22% 
1438% 
21.64% 
5.64% 
4.52% 
7.42% 
10.47% 
13.92% 
5ZI1% 
9.38% 
Source: Central Statistical Services (CSS) 
Tourism did recover in 1987-89 (see Table J which 
shows die overseas viator arrival figures for the past decade). 
Ihe Soodi African government imposed a nationwide state of 
emergency wfaidi had the effect of quelling die unrest and 
removing the hortific images on die evening news. In 1989. 
tourism showed an inqiresave growth of 21.6% owing to die 
Unless othefwise intficated die figures Me tdcea from the Cemal 
Statistical Service (CSS). 
i^ote tbx the figwcs for oyeneas touiists exdude lowisis tan 
other African oonntries but indude tourists tan die Indian Ocean stales of 
Mauritius. Seychelles and Reunion. 
more positive reporting of South Africa resulting from a new 
reformist government being established undo- the leadership 
of F.W. de Klak. and Soudi Africa's wididrawal from 
Namibia and Angola. International tourism growth was 
however less inqaessive in 1990-93 which averaged 6.76%. 
During diis period President de Klerk introduced far reacUng 
political changes that dismanded apartheid. The international 
community also rewarded de Klerk by lifting economic 
sanctions. However, South Africa experienced record levels 
of political violence (10,000 blacks killed)during this period 
diat even exceeded levels of the 1985-86 violence. Political 
violence, economic recession, and political uncertainty 
restrained tourism growth. 
The end of white minority rule following the historic 
^ s i l 26-29,1994 multiracial elections led to a tourism 
boom. Tourism figures rose by 13.92% in 1994 to 704,630. 
In the first half of 1994, international arrivals stagnated due to 
the uncertainty of the transition to majority nde. However, 
figures showed a surge during die second half of 1994 when 
the political situation had normalized following the peacefril 
transitioiL In 1995, tourism reaped the dividends of die New 
South Africa vrlxa figures showed a record growth rate of 
52.11% to 1.071,839. South Africa's host to die 199S Rugby 
World Cup and the economic vpoan reinforced the positive 
perceptions. In 1996, the realities of ranqiant crime and ' 
violence began to affect tourism arrivals. This reality became 
apparent given die recent overseas tourism arrivals increased 
by only 938% to 1.172 millioa Foreign tourist receqyts rose 
from $1.72 biUion in 1994 to $3 J6 billion in 1995. 
Table 2. Largest Tourism Maric^ (1996) 
Country Total Market Share 
United Kingdom 244,401 20.85% 
Gomany 
United States 
Erance 
Netherlands 
195,473 
114,799 
62,831 
59.357 
16.67% 
9.79% 
536% 
5.06% 
Source: Central Statistical Service (CSS). 
In 1996, die United Kingdom was the largest source of 
overseas tourists to South Africa and held a 20.85% share 
(see T<i!>Ie 2 which shows the five largest overseas tourism 
markets). This was followed by 16.67% for Germany and 
9.79% for die United States. Two-dmds of overseas tourists 
are from European countries including die UJC and Ireland. 
In 1996,7630% of overseas visitors were Idsure 
tourists wliile 15.66% were business travelers. Overseas 
tourists arrived primarily by air - SI .6%. According to 
SATOUR. in 1993 overseas tourists stayed for an average 
20.2 days in Soudi Africa. The duee largest cities. 
Johannesburg. Cape Town and Durban, account for neariy 
60% of die avaage overseas tourists' stay (Mynhard, 1995, p. 
111). According to SATOUR, leisure tourists spent $1^56 
per person (excluding air fare) in 1993 as compared to 
$1,311 by overseas business travelers in 1993. 
Tourism Marketing 
Under the Tourism Consolidation Act, SATOUR is 
solely responsible for mariceting South Africa as a destination 
overseas. International publicity is handled through 13 
overseas offices. SATOUR currently has offices in Australia, 
Austria, Canada, France, Germany, Israel, Italy, Netfaeriands, 
Switzeriand, Taiwan, UJC and two offices in the U.S. 
SATOUR has tailored marketing strategies for its four 
overseas maiioets: Europe, Americas, Asia and Australasia. 
Ibe strategies consist of a combination of marketing activities 
sudi as consumer and trade enquiries, ixochure distribution, 
trade tour and sales calls, advertising, incentives, consumer 
and trade exhibitions journalist visits, and consumer 
presentations. The overseas offices work very closely with the 
travel trade by coordinating workshops, trade 
presentations/seminars, and travel agent educational tours. 
Indaba is the annual trade exhibition held in Soudi Africa to 
provide contacts between local industry participants and 
international industry counterparts. SATOUR is also 
reqwnsible for promoting coi^erences in South Africa by 
lobbying and presenting bids to international conference 
planners, marketing, and exhibitions/woricshops. Corpmate 
communication is used by SATOUR to infonn the public and 
the tourism trade about tourism develq»nents in South 
Africa. These activities take the form oif newskttos and 
videos. SATOUR has also conducted research rq>orts on 
various aq)ects of the tourism industry. 
South Africa's stnmgest conq)etitive advantage He in if s 
four pillars of tourism: phy^cal scenoy, modem 
infrastructure, cultural diversity, and wildlife. This theme is 
reinforced in overseas markets. SATOUR launched tfaemed 
marketing can^gns such as die Explore South Africa 1995 
campaign that was aimed at generating international tourism 
following the elections. This can^gn was followed by more 
focused aanpzigps such as the 1996 wildlife and ecotourism 
caiiq>aign and the 1997 culture and ^)ort can^gn. 
Tourism Challenges 
There are serious challenges that must be addressed if 
tourism in South Africa is to succeed. Many of these 
challenges are the result of die legacies 1 ^ over from the 
<qKirtheid en. 
Crime and Violence 
Soudi Africa is one of the worid's most violent countries. 
While political violence has almost disqjpeared duee years 
after the general election, criminal violence remains out of 
control. Last year more than 20,000 people were murdered. In 
1994 there were 110,000 carjackings. It is crime and 
violence that poses the biggest real threat to the country's 
tourism industry. Hence the images of crime and violence are 
not conducive to tourism development (Bennett, 1995, pp. 
210-11). Given the effects of violent crime on the arrival 
figures of late, it is not hard to see that South Africa's tourism 
industiy faces an image crisis. The following incidents were 
reported in the news for everyone to see: 
• In November 1995, two British tourists were Iddaapped 
in the Transkei. 
• In July 19% a top German businessman was gunned 
down outside his home in Sandton, a subiab of 
Johaimesburg. 
• In August 1996 a German tourist was stabbed to death in 
Pretoria during daylight 
• In November 1996 a Muslim cleric was guimed down on 
C2q}e Town's tourist-friendly Waterfront 
In downtown Q ^ Town criminal incidents against tourists, 
such as theft and muggings, have doubled in 19%. The 
perc^ons of crime are not easily erased as tourism officials 
in New York and Florida are fully aware. Even though crime 
in downtown Johannesburg has declined during the past year, 
die tourists have not reiumed. 
It is obvious that SATOUR faces the task of correcting 
South Africa's destination image. One way to correct a 
negative image is by identifying the conqxments of the 
country's image and promoting die positive images of its 
coiiqwnents (Ahmed, 1991, p. 26). In die late 1980's, 
SATOUR did have modest success in turning around the 
international tourism flows wlien it ^ n t millions of Rand on 
a politically qwlogetic publicity caoqiaign diat included 
several s i ^ e brochures and video xapes. The canqiaign 
showed the refcmnist steps by the South African govonment 
even diough sanctions were in full force. 
A similar canqiaign should now be used to show 
prospective tourists how the most p<qHilar tourist attractions 
are actually safe, well protected, and located well away from 
crime spots, llie use of mega-«vents and familiarization 
(FAM) tours can also correct a destination's image (ibid.). In 
South Africa both have been proven effective, llie IS>9S 
Rugby Worid Ciq> and 19% Africa Cup (Soccer) were mega-
events that created the mudi needed positive image fco' South 
Africa. FAM tours diat were sponsored by SATOUR were 
also usefid in fostering a positive image during the eariy 
1990's when travel writers and journalists published articles 
on Soudi Africa as a tourist de^ination. 
The various stakdiolders wliich include government 
business and communities must also become mvolved In 
combatting crime. The same l i l i e s to tourism businesses. At 
the same time low police morale whidi is evidenced by police 
union hostility must also be addressed. The establishment of 
tourism police units in Jdiannesburg and Cape Town in late 
19S>5 have been somewhat effective in addressing crime 
against tourists. However the problem of crime against 
tourists in the cities can only be addressed if there is police 
accountabiliQr to communities. The police force itself is 
directed by commissioners at natioiul level. Such a force 
cannot be totally accountable to die communities that it 
polices. The establishment of police forces by local 
governments as is being proposed for Cape Town and 
Johannesburg should be encouraged. 
Lack of Training 
According to the new white paper die tourism industry's 
greatest deficiency is die lack of training as well as the lack of 
education. The current training cqiacity in the country meets 
only 10% of the tourism industry's needs (White Paper, 
1996). There is a serious lack of investment in training 
institutes by bodi the govemmcDt and die private sector which 
is made worse by backlogs resulting from <]panA«u/. The lack 
of training is compounded by the padiedc state of education in 
Soudi Africa. Whfle government statistics show diat 76% of 
the population is literate, diis figure understates die fact that 
two-diirds of the populaticm is functionally illiterate. Basic 
skills such as arithmetic and iHX>blem solving.are lacking. As 
a result service levek and productivity suffer. While 
traditicmal white dcnnestic tourists are accustomed to die 
inconsistent service kvds, it is overseas tourists that are less 
tolerant Tlie lack of training and education dius prevents die 
countiys tourism industry from becoming internationally 
comp^tive. At the same time tourism establishments which 
have seal labor costs soar in Ifae last few years have been 
fcMced to retrench workers because of low productivity levels, 
fi is obvious diat investment in educati(m and training by bodi 
the government and die pcivafe sectOT is crucial if new jobs 
are to be aeated and living standards are to increase. 
Lack of Tourism Funds 
The lack of funding for destination marioeting also poses 
a dneat to die healdi of the tourism industry. In fiscal year of 
19%, die government has allocated a mere $13.8 million to 
SATOUR's international marketing efforts. At the same time, 
die devahiatiott Of die Rand had die effect of eroding this 
budget to $10.8 million. This cooqiares to die $110 million 
^ n t by Australia to promote international tourism. Even 
Soudi African Airways, «4iich has allocated $17.8 millicm to 
foreign puUicity in 1995, spends more on foreign publicity 
Ifaan does die government (Financial Mail, 1996). To make 
matters worse die government granted $21.7 million in fiscal 
e^ar of 199S and $27.5 in fiscal year of 1994. The Soudi 
African government justifies die budget cut to die allocation 
3f funds to the nine new provincial tourism boards. However 
sany in die tourism industry believe that the ANC-kd 
jovemment is starving SA'IOUR of funds because it views 
he Board as a creature of iiporrAcu/and that it will put more 
iinds into die new tourism body that is being pn^sed to 
eplace SATOUR (Financial Mail, 1996). However such 
hon-term political vtdiims do not bode well at a time when an 
image crisis has to be corrected and more money has to be 
spent Since the new government has committed itself to fiscal 
discipUne in die 1996/97 budget and does not want to spend 
more money on SATOUR, it should consider privatizing 
totuism marketing. The state of Florida placed its tourism 
commission under the control of a private marketing 
company. This sort of outsourcing should be considered by 
South African policymakers. 
Policy Confusion 
Tourism policy confusion also threatens the industry. Liz-
Westby-Nunn, President of the Soudiem African Tourism 
Services Association (SATSA), stated that there is very little 
communication between government and the private sector 
(Soudmn African Tourism Update, 1997). This does not 
bode well in an industry diat requires both die government 
and the private secxxx to commit resources to the industry and 
to market South Afiica as a destination according to Dean 
Worrall (Independent Newqiiqiers, 1996). The new white 
paper on tourism has failed to restore die confidence of the 
tourism industry. The papa branded the private sectat as 
myopic and short-sighted and business in turn has criticized 
government for its confusion and indecisiveness. Midiael < 
Farr, executive director of the Tourism Business CouncU of 
South Afiica (TBCSA), which represents industry executives, 
stated apdy, the industry is tired of vested interests. Pdicy 
decisiveness is not helped by die fact that the industry has 
been under no fewer than four ministers widiin die last five 
years. The new Minister of Environment and Tourism, Dr. 
Pallo Jordan was appointed after die National Party withdrew 
from the ANC-led government To make matters worse 
several top directors of SATOUR have also resigned 
including tourism {Homotion director Ende Headi in 1995, 
standards director Greg McManus in mid-1996, and 
executive director Mavuso (Walter) Msimang in 1997. 
In addition diere has been confua<» over die role of 
provincial governments in iHomoting tourism. While the 
Interim Constitution transfers the cooqietency of dmnestic 
tourism marioeting to the nine new provinces, there has been a 
lack of coordination between these new tourism boards and 
SATOUR. At die worldwide tourism trade fairs, Worid 
Travel Market (WTM) and International Travel Bourse 
(TTB), held annually in London and Berlin reqiectivdy, die 
provincial tourism boards were there ccmipeting along widi 
SATOUR for attention. There is broad consensus in die 
industry diat SATOUR dwuld promote Soudi Afiica 
internationally and that diere is a dedication of effort when 
die proviiKial tourism boards also con:q)ete internationally. 
Just as die role of the private sector and government need to 
be cleariy defined so does die role played by SATOUR and 
the provincial boards. SATOUR should be solely le^nsible 
for international marketing and die provincial tourism boards 
responsible for domestic marketing. Hopefully the roles 
outUned in the new white paper for SATOUR and die 
provincial tourism bodies will help clear up this confusion. 
The new white papa was reinforced by the recent 
passage of the Tourism Amendment Bill. This new piece of 
legislation provides for the restructuring of SATOUk, 
industry training, and providing financing for small 
businesses. Peq>le in the industry hope diat this new measure 
will provide the imp^us for cooperation between the 
stakeholders. But the white paper does not provide enou^ 
clarification of the roles of goveriunent, business and 
communities. Some in business do have reason to be 
concerned that the govermnent's ]nescribed role of directing 
die industiy may open the way for government dictating to a 
private sector dua will take dw risks and pay for it (Sunday 
lunes-Busiiiess Times, 1996). However, the industry should 
fed relieved that the Dqxity Minister Peter Mokaba stated 
Aat S ATOUR would not be renamed thus saving millions of 
Rands. 
Sustainable Tourism 
Since die Framework document in 1991. South Africa's 
tourism policy has given official support for ecotourism, 
which is a major component of dw sustainable development 
aftoansm. SoaAi Africa has long been a world player in die 
conservation of natural resources. South Africa's national 
parks are second only to those in the U.S. (Chadwick, 19%, 
pp. 2-41). Several new national parks have been proclaimed 
in recent years. The 1992 white piqier calls fw die expansion 
oi consovation areas. However, conservation has focused 
solely on protecting animals widiout considering human 
needs. The ANC, whidi has maintained diat die national 
parks were used solely for the enjoyment of wdiites, alarmed 
die local conservationist movement v^ien it pnqxised to 
Tttum the nordMCD part of Kniger National Park to blade 
frumas di^iossessed of tfadr kmds. Lx)cal communities have 
leoendy lodged land claims diat not only Kiuger but odier 
parks. Given the land hunger by blacks, die new government 
proposes to allow local communities to reside in parks such 
as KrugCT as l<»ig as their activities do not disrupt the 
ecosystems. The government also believes that such 
coexistence between communities and die parks can be 
mutually beneficial Community-involvement projects, for 
instance, have been successfully apfriied by the Natal Parks 
Board. 
Soudi Afirica has been identified as the biggest emerging 
market for ecotourism. The c(HicqN has been widely 
embraced by die local tourism incbistry. The Conservation 
CcHpoiation (ConsQxp), whidi opeates 10 luxury game 
lodges has {noneered die country's ecotourism sectw. 
ConsCrap and other private lodgt operators have 
incorporated oxnmunity involvement in their ecotourism 
strategies. This has led to the establishment of small black 
enterprises such as suppliers and contractors that have sfsung 
iq> adjacent to die game lodges. The RDP also seeks to furtho-
ecotourism through the involvement of blacks in die 
ownership of tourism businesses such as lodges and bed and 
breakfast establishments. 
Ecotourism has been seen as a panacea for die country's 
tourism industiy as mass tourism in otho- countries has 
destroyed the natural resources diat are the underiying 
purpose for tourist attractions. Soudi Africa which has an 
emerging tourism industiy does have the benefit of learning 
from the mistakes of otho- countries. However ecotourism can 
potentially cause m<»e environmental harm than traditional 
tourism (Middleton, 1995, pp. 408-10). Many ecotourism 
attractions are situated in areas where there are sensitive 
natural resources. In addition such developments also expose 
traditional communities to Weston cultural influences. The 
canying capaciQr of such ecotourism attractions is much less 
than conventional tourist attractions. One must consido- diat 
ecotourism may account for only five percent of the global 
tourism market (ibid.). Destinations which put too much 
en^rfiasis in ecotourism also risk forfeiting opportunities to 
develop the much larger mass tourism nurket which is also 
essential to the destination remaining competitive. This is not 
to ignore the inqxntance of environmental awareness. South 
Africa cutrendy does not have government regulations that 
require environmental impact assessments by developers. All 
tourism businesses diat impact the environment must conduct 
an assessment of their long-term environmental impact Even 
mass market tourism must be environmentally frieiKlly. 
While the new ANC-led government may piously blame 
former white rulers for environmental degradati(m, there is 
concern that die new government may consider environmental 
protection to be a luxury only afforded by rich countries. This 
is not surprising as Soudi Africa like odier develqnng 
countries considers job creation and economic devdopment 
to be a priority. However the environment must be preserved 
if the country's tourism industry is to develqi. 
Airline Deregulation 
The government's open skies policy does not go far 
enou^ to address die need for expanding die airline industry 
in tandem with die tourism industry. Unnecessary regulations 
which place rigid controls on the aUotted number of flights by 
intonational carriers as well as ludicrous requiremeitts that 
air carriers must serve Cape Town and Durban via 
Johannesburg must be scrqiped. Recent justificati<Mi rf the 
f l i |^ regulations by Tranqxxt Minister Mac Maharaj only 
imderscores the ANC-led government's policy of protectmg 
South African Airw^ (SAA). Even worse is die decision by 
Transnet Executive Director Zukile Nomvete to block the 
purchase of mudi needed $3.5 billion Boeing ancraft It is 
SAA's inabili^ to e^ qiand it's ageing fleet which is the cause 
for it's losses in fiscal year of 1996 because the airline has lost 
market share to British Airways, Lufthansa, and newcomer 
Virgin Adantic Au'ways as well as other airlines. Transnet's 
recent decision to go ahead widi die purchase of two 747-
400's will not address this problem as SAA needs all nine 
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aircraft to meet current market demands and by the time these 
planes are delivered it will need more aircraft The 
government is only trying to save pennies when it could save 
billions by privatizing SAA. The government must move 
quickly as British Airways has entered the domestic airline 
market with a franchise deal with Comair, the country's 
largest private airline, w ^ e Virgin Adantic has concluded a 
code-share deal widi Sun Air. Otherwise, SAA may soon 
become like the whte nuckU national air carriers of other 
African countries. It is encouraging to note that the second 
white paper in 1996 called for complete liberalization of the 
country's airline industry by the year 2000. 
Privatization 
Like aOaa sectors of the economy, the State has also 
invested billions of Rand in the tourism industry. Including 
Ae heavywei^t SAA, die State still owns two regional 
airlines (Sun Air and Eastern Airways), airports (Airports 
Company), a chain of resorts (Aventura), a bus service 
(Autonet), passenger train services (Spoomet). and even a 
tour operator (Connex Travel). Public Enterprises Ministo' 
Stella Sigcau is planning to sell 100% of the government's 
stake in Sun Air and Avratura, which it considos 
nonstrateglc. The govemmoit is planning to sell a minority 
stake of around 25% in SAA to a strategic partner which 
could be a foreigD airline. The State intends to maintain a 
majority stake in SAA. A strategic partner is also ejqjected to 
acquire a minority stake in the Airpnts Conqjany. The State 
may also partially privatize Spoomet and Autonet which are 
part of the huge Tranaiet The ANC, which once advocated 
the wholesale nati<nalization of the economy, now rductandy 
oidorses privatization. The ANC still favors a mixed 
economy and even this small first step towards privatization is 
being opposed by Ae Congress of SouA African Trade 
Unions (COSA'TU). COSATU as well as many pqwlist and 
oMnmunist ANC leaders fear diat privatization coidd lead to 
more job losses in an eccmomy diat already suffers from 
massive unen^loyment and that die social costs of 
privatization sudi as crime and greitfer inequality could deter 
investment anywiy. 
HowevCT, the reality of a competitive global market 
suggests that the government's limited privatization program 
will not go fnr enough to address the inefSciencies ^ plague 
these enterprises. Investors, paiticalarly tnteniad<»al, would 
be reluctant to acquire a 25% stake in SAA if die State 
reserves for itself a 65% stake. Foreign equity partners still 
would be subject to the political interference by the State. One 
can conclude diat die ANC, like its predecessors which are 
former Nationalist governments, wants to keep the State 
enterprises to reward its constituency widi jobs. 
The ANC must consido- that die government can no 
longer afford to pity for the parastatals not to mention the fact 
that the parastatals consume ddjt and genoate intoesL The 
government must sell most of it's equity in these enterprises. 
One can understand the reluctance to sell a controlling 
intCTcst in the enteipises, particulariy SAA, to foreign 
investors or to traditional white-owned big business. 
However, the government should consider wholesale 
privatization to advance Mack economic interests including 
those of business and workers. This would go a long way to 
addressing die need for capital investment in these enterprises 
wMe inoviding the government with cash for the RDP and 
loan retkement At the same time it would give black 
economic interests a imyor stake in the economy that would 
reduce the country's dependence on white-owned ciqrital. 
Lack of Infrastructure 
Infrastructure is regarded as one of SATOUR's key 
pillars of tourism. Soudi Africa has long prided itself with its 
Elrst Wmld infrastructure. South Africa has modem roads, 
highways, airports and hatbcMs. Most investment in 
infrastructure occurred during the 1960's and 1970's when the 
economy was booming. The country's road network has 
deteriorated steadily during the past 10 years. The problem 
has become mwe acute since the election as government 
departments lack the coordinatiui. and funding needed u> 
maintain roads. The Tranq)ort Ministry estimates that only 
60% of die road n^woik is bdng adequately maintained and 
fears that the network may colkqise as has hai^ieoed in other 
African countries. The proposed $1 billion M^uto Corridw 
which oivisages a new toO hi^way that will connect Witbank 
to Maputo in Mozambique is to be encouraged as the corridor 
will be privately funded and maintained. Similar projects are 
proposed in KwaZulu-Natal. llie duee international airpmts 
and six regional airports vdiich are owned by the State-owned 
Airports ConqKmy are in despeafe need (rf improvements and 
massive investmeat The Airports Conq>any is cunendy 
investing $285 million in dw duee international airp(»ts by 
2000. Given the projection that air traffic is expected to more 
than dooUe widiin Ibe next five years, diis investment may be 
inadequate. If Cqie Town is to host the 2004 OIymi»c 
Games, the (danned $78 million investment by 2(XX) will have 
to be increased to $780 million to accommodate die projected 
increase in visitors the Olynqnc Games will generate. The 
$780 million new La Mercy Airport near Durban may g^ ofif 
the ground if national and provincial government dqKolments 
can coodinate the plannii^ and tendering procedures for die 
project 
Infrastructure is an important factor in managing the 
tourism industiy. Tourists have a first hand view of the 
infrastructure «4ien visiting a country. Tourists also expect as 
few unforeseen inconveniences as possible. Fortunately, die 
perception of South Africa's infrastructure has in die past 
been positive. However, much investment needs to be made 
in roads, airpmts and tourist infrastructure if long term 
negative percq)tions are to be avoided and excellence is to be 
maintained Privatisation of some of these infrastnictund 
projects could be die only panacea given die current fiscal 
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cnsis. 
The Future 
In the future die success of tourism will be measured in 
tenns of job creation, which is essential if the massive 
unenq)loyment and the inequities that pose a threat to South 
Africa's future are addressed. The fact that tourism more tiian 
any other industry can create the much neected jobs has been 
widely documented. This is not suiisising as woddwide 
tourism genoates $3.4 trillion revenue and enq)loys 212 
million peqple (Financial Mail, 1996). Tourism is now tite 
vmdd's largest industry. 
Table 3. Tourism Share of GDP 
Reeion 
South Afiica 
United Kingdom 
United States 
Caribbean Nations 
Worid 
Percent 
4.8% 
12J% 
10.5% 
31.5% 
10.9% 
Source: Worid Tourism Organizaticn (WTO) 
& South African Tourism Board (SATOUR). 
Tourism has much potential for expansion in South 
Afiica. Tourism contributes to only 4% of the country's Gross 
Domesdc Product (GDP) and is currently die fourdi largest 
earner of foreign exchange. The woridwide tourian 
ccHitribution is just ov«-10% (see Table 3 w i^ich shows the 
contribution of tourism to die economies of select countries). 
The Soudi Afiican govemmmt projects that tourism wiQ 
increase to 10% of the country's GDP by 2005, earn die 
country $8.9 Inllicm in foreign exchange and create about one 
million new jobs (Sdiimke and Brown, 1996). More dian 
550,000 people are currendy mqdoyed in tourism direcdy 
and indirecdy. Tourism is widely regarded as a labor-
mtensive industry and can contribute to job oeation on a large 
scale. This is essential as not only is South Afika confronted 
with a 33% unemidoyment rate but the population is growing 
at 2J% per annunL South Africa needs one million new jobs 
per aimum to ofEset die huge backlogs. At the same time there 
are also backlogs in education, housing and primary health 
care. Hus in turn creates conditions for crime. At the same 
time, many viutes are emigrating because they fear diat Sondi 
Afiica will follow die Afiican pattern of eccMiomic 
mismanagonent, corruption, aiid one^iariy rule. Addressing 
the socioeconomic diallenges is the best way oi safeguarding 
South Africa's fledgling new democracy. Odierwise, the high 
expectations of the inqxiverisbed may push a post-Mandela 
government to adopt radical ecraiomic policies like 
nationalization and land exprcqjriation and push die country 
into revolution and civil war. While such a scenario may be 
viewed as too pessimistic, it shows that die survival of die 
market economy hinges on the inclusion of blacks in the 
country's economy. 
Not only must there be more jobs, but there must also be 
a concerted effort to enqxiwer blacks to both manage and own 
businesses. Much effort needs to be done in the tourism 
industry as whites still own 95% of the industry. The recent 
takeover of two large industrial corporations by black 
business interests was a big step. In the tourism industry, die 
new casino licenses that will be granted as eariy as 1997 will 
go to gaming consortiums headed by black businesspeople. 
This will enable black business interests to gain a sizeable 
stake in the tourism industry as some of the proposed casino 
bids involve investments of $300-$500 million. 
Conclusion 
In order for die govenunent's tourism projections to be 
met, the challenges outlined in die previous section must be 
addressed. The difficult problems such as crime and violence, 
lack of training, infrastructural deficiencies, lack of 
gdvemment funding for tourism and tourism policy confusion 
are long-term and will take years to address which is not 
surprising given the monumental task of resh^iing the New 
South Africa. The need tor sustainable tourism development 
with respect to the environment as well as doegulation of the 
skies and privatisation are issues that must be addressed if 
South Afiica is to compete internationally as a destinatioiL 
Only dien win tourism in Soudi Afiica live up to it's long 
unfUlfiUed potential. 
South Afiica offos many of^xntunities for international 
tourism businesses such as tour operators, car rental 
conqianies, airlines, hotels and the siqiporting sectors. Given 
die inqxessive trend {xojections by die government, die scope 
for tourism development by international conq»nies is 
erKHmous. The returns could be enormous altboa^ die risks 
may be great Soudi Afiica with its weU develq)ed 
infiastructure is undoiiably die most advanced country in 
Africa. Likewise, Soudi Afiica is die most attractive market in 
Afiica for international tourism for both international tourism 
businesses and international tourists alike. 
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SouA Korea has emerged as a key jAi^er in 
international travel and ttnaism. The development of its 
tourism industry has mirrored its 'economic miracle'afier 
die devastation ofwar and destruction in die i950's. South 
Korea's new jmnd effluence has allowed its cidzens to enjoy 
diejhdts of international traveL At die same time, many 
challenges now cor^tmt the tourism industry in South 
Korea and its ability to compete in a gkAally competitive 
markegilaoe. 
Introduction 
SouA Korea holds a unique posttkn in tiie inteniatioaal 
touiisD; maiketplace. Its own hist(»y, culture, language, and 
geography infers a lidi treasure cfaest for intonatioDal 
tourists. Soldi Kofea's dynamic ecoDon^ has much to ofiGn-
intranational businesspeoi^e and is also &e souree of a 
rqjidly giowii^ ouAound tourism market Deqnte an 
ecotwmic dowdown after diree decades of n^nd growdi, 
intemationalouflwund tourism will continue to grow as 
South Koreans have mne leisure time to q)end. bitematioaal 
inbound tourism on die odier hand has stagnated during fte 
last five years. The emefgcQce of Soudi Korea'ls tourism 
industiy is discussed akng vntfa its implications for die 
future devdopment of the industry. Theei^riiariaofdie 
1988 Seoul C^qiqncs has given way to a more sober outlodc 
fi)r die oounttys tourism industry. The most serious 
diaOenge is Ae tourian trade d^ctt TUs is due to die £!Kn 
diat wlule 3.68 million intemationai tourists Abated Soofli 
Korea in 1996,4.65 million Soufli Koreans travded abroad 
as intematianal tourists. The reunificatioa of die Korean 
peninsula could provide a mudi needed impetus to 
mtemational tourism. 
South Korea: an overview 
Soudi Korea is situated on the soudiem portion of die 
Korean Peninsula. Since 1945, die peninsula has been 
divided into two Kraem nations, the capitalist Republic of 
Korea (hereinafter referred to as Soudi Kmea) and die 
communist Democratic People's Rq>ublic of Korea 
(hereinafter refored to as North Kcnea). South KcMea covens 
99,392 square kilometers or 45% of die total area on die 
peninsula. About 70% of the oountiy is mountainous, 
primarily in the iKvtfa and east. On the soudiem and western 
coasts, the mountains gradually give w ^ to the wide coastal 
plaia Soudi Korea is bound by the Soudi, East and West 
Seas. Aaoss liie East Sea lies Japaa 
Soudi Korea has a population of 44 million people 
wiudi is nearly twice diat of Nordi Korea, wfaidi has 25 
million. Koreans, like odier Asiatic peoples, are descended 
from the \fongdian Tungus. Unlike Chinese and Japanese, 
Koreans are a homogeneous ediic gmap and have their own 
lai^uage, culture and customs. The annual population 
growdiofody 1.14% reveals adenx^nq^c shift in few of 
older pec^le. 
Soudi Korea is a hi^ily urbanized country as 83.7% of 
its people live in cities and towns. Seoul is die o^ Htal and 
largest city widi a population of 10.7 million people. There 
are five odio'metropolitan cities widi a population of over 
one-million people. 
Soudi Kcxea is a multi-party democratic republic wndi a 
strong executive president, a liberal constitutian, and a 
unicameral assembly. South Korea has traditicmdly had a 
strong central govenunent ahboi^ eflSxts are now being 
made to devolve mme reqwnsibilities to the provinces and 
local governments. Tlie civil serMce is cuirendy being 
oveifaauled in wder to facilitate greater efficiency <tf 
govemment Tlie dvilian government under die leadexiiap 
of President Kim Youi% Sam is at present taking strong step; 
to diminate comiptian which had permeated die top levds 
of govemment including two previous presidents. 
Soudi Korea's ^letiomenal success is die result of post-
war infiastcuctund developmem by tlie government whidi 
fiualitated ejqx»t-<xiented growdi of die industrial sectw. It 
is a widdy held perception diat Soudi Korea has ia ig^ 
ooncentnoed its human and financial resources on die 
manu&cturing sector with tourism taking a back seat The 
Gross National Product (whidi is die total value (^ goods 
and services minus ino(»ne fiom Soudi Korean cooqwnies 
abroad) was $464.1 billion in 1996 while die per-capitaGNP 
(worid's 34di. largest) stood at $10,548 (C3ieong-mo, 1997, 
p. 7). The per-capita (SffP IS years earlier was only dxnit 
$1,200. As recent as die early 1970's. Soudi Korea la^ed 
bdiind North Korea in terms of per-cq>ita income, econcxnic 
•^f>R 
deveiopment, and social indicators. This was due to the tact 
that North Korea possessed mineral resources and fertile 
^rniland that the South lacked. South Korea e^qjeiienced 
phenomenal ecoQoaiic giowdi since the I970's as its 
eoonomy grew 30-foId during the two decades to 1990 
(Korea Tunes, 1992, p. 2). By oootrast. tfaeeconoinyof 
North Korea had stagnated durii^ this twenty-year period 
and has been plagued by fisod shortages and economic 
mismanagement under a command ecoocHny. The pef-capita 
iooome of Nbrdi Korea in 4ie early 1990's is estinuted at 
only S800, whidi is less thai a tenth of diat of its prosperous 
soudiem neisjibor. South Korea is now lO-lS years behind 
Japan and is poised to become the next counby to enter die 
First World. South Korea's econmiy roistered consecutive 
growth (rf'6-S% during die 1960*$ and 1970*$ and growth of 
5-7% dmii^ die 1980's. This momentum has been 
maintained durir^ the 1990's as T^le 1 reveals. 
TaUe 1. GDP Growth Rate 
Year 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997* 
Growdi 
5.8 
8.6 
8.9 
7.1 
5.0 
Source: Baidc of Kocea 
*PEoiccted 
Economc Projects 
Soudi Korea's econon^ is currently experiencing a 
cydical downturn. The Ministry of Finance and Ecooorny 
recendy revised die 1997 growdi ptojecdoo fiom 6% to S%. 
The government has introduced austerity budget measures by 
slashing dw 1997 b u ( ^ by $2.33 bDlioa and is introducing 
rig^zing measures. These measures will permit die 
govemmem to restrain infiatioo bdow 3%. The cause <rf'die 
shmy is a halkwning current account deficit of $23.7 trillion 
in 19%, v i^iile total fixe^ ddrt has readied $95.74 billion 
in September 1996. The jobless rate has increased to 2.5% 
«4iidi is die h^Kst since 1993. The downturn is also 
evidenced by die 19.5% decline in new car r^istiations 
durii^ die first quarter of 1997. The direat of widespread 
fiunine and starvation in Nordi Korea also casts a doud over 
Soudi Korea's fijture. At die same time diere is growir^ 
evidence ofthe impending cdlapseofdie political and 
social order in Notdi Korea. Mny Soudi Koreai 
businessmen know diat the Seoul government will uhimat^ 
incur the huge cost of rebuilding North Korea once it is 
reunified widi die SoudL Given dut die eoononuc dsparity 
between Soudi and Nbrdi Korea is mudi greater than diat of 
East and West Germany mariy businesqieople shudder at the 
prospect of reunificatioiL They can only foresee higjher 
interest rates, inflation, taxes, unempkjyment and the 
pF0^ >ect of a recession in a South Korea that is already 
experiencing fiscal difficulties. 
Govemment Policies 
Tourism in South Korea has its roots in the Tourism 
Promotion Law of 1%1 vAadi recognized the government's 
role in the development of the country's in&nt tourism 
industry. The httemationa] Tourism Corporation was formed 
in 1962 [the name was subsequent^ changed to the Korea 
National T(Mirism Corpoation (KNTC) twenty years lata-] to 
devtiap die tourism resources of the country, and to 
represem and provide assistance to hotels, restaurants, and 
other travel-related services. The KNTC was charged widi 
the reqxxisibiUty of managing some large botds, as well as 
taxis. The KI^C was also reqxxisibie for collecting research 
and statistics on die country's tourism industry. The Korea 
Travel Bureau was established in 1968. hi 1969 die KNTC 
began training human resources in the travel industry and 
established die Seoul Touhsm Training Institute. Durii^ the 
1970's the Soudi Korean govemment first recognized 
tourism as a significant industry w4ien the industry was 
induded in die cotralized Five-Year Devdopment Hans. 
During the 1970's several resOTts were devdoped sudi as the 
Pomun Lake Resort in Kyongu, and die Ml Soraksan 
Resort Several more resorts were buih in die 1980's and 
1990's sudi as die Chungmun Resort in Cheju, the Hwawon 
Resort in Seonam, as well as several econcm^-dass tourist 
hotels. In January 19%, die KNTC changed its name to the 
Korea National Tourism Organization (KNTO) in order to 
present a new image to die international travd trade. 
During the rule of successive milrtary stroi^men that 
ruled Soudi Korea durii^ die 1960's, 1970's and 1980's, sudi 
as President Gea Chun Doo-Huan, tourism policy has been 
diaracterized by oom{dacen .^ Devdopment of fte industiial 
sector indudiiig die automotive industry was die central 
focus of govemment pdky, while die tourism industry codd 
not cwiyete for state fimds. The government emphasized 
econwnicdevdopmentvMesqipressing liberties indudii^ 
die r i ^ to travd abroad. Chun's chosen successor. President 
Roh Tae-Woo (1987-92) of die Democratic Jusdce Party, 
took a hanfline position towards the domestic tourism 
industry. Roh's government did liberaUze <Nitbound tourism 
in re^xxise to pent-up demand for overseas travd among 
afiBuem Soudi Koreans. However, Roh r^arded die tourism 
industry as a consuiq>don-«iented industty and asan 
unnecessaty luxury. Hence, dK^hcgja&v campaign was 
in9lementedinl989. The canyajgn was reqwnsible for 
sabotaging the tourism industry by die ban on imports of 
luxury goods, inqiosition of curfows on entertainmeat, and 
even controls on room temperature in hotds. Suchstate-
interventionia policies were unnecessary and only placed 
Soudi Korea at a competitive disadvantage relative to odier 
intematioaai tourism desdnations such as Japan, China, and 
Taiwaa The campaign was also ill conceived as it hindered 
ifae growth of inbound tDurism, while it did nodiing to 
impede the giowdi of outbound touiism and only contributed 
to ifae deficit in die tourism trade account (EIU bitemational 
Tourism Repoits, 1995, p. 23). 
The election (^President Kim Young Sam of the 
Democratic Liboal Paity in December 1992 was good ne\vs 
£»• Ae country's tourism industry. The new government 
recognized the importance of tourism as a strategic industiy 
by (ter^gulating the industry and providing financial 
incentives to revive figging investment in tourism 
iiifi:astructuFe such as hotels. The Kim govemmem also 
establisfaed qiecial tourism zones v^ch are discussed in tl^ 
following section 
Tourism Industry Incentives 
b 1993, the Nfinistry of Cuhure and Sports, which is 
reqxmsible for tourism promotioa, in4>leiiieated a proposal 
to (xdlect $25 fiom each oudxMindtourist to estabGsh a luHl 
for die development of the country's tourist infiastructure 
(Waitte; 1996, p. 116). Such a pcdicy is wdl coocerved as i^  
nu^ reverse Ae outflow of tourist revenue as die tourist 
tufi-astructure fundir^ will benefit inbound tourism. In 199^ 
die Soodi Korean govenmient establidied five special 
tourism zones. The establishment of these zones is 
consistent widi die govemmeofs attempts to diversify 
international tourism outside of Seoul — hence the Aorea-
A/o/e lAon &ot(/advertising canqiaiga nnandal incentive^ 
are provided in die form of $74 million in loans to be 
granted amnialfy to enterprises that invest in die zones 
(Tisvd WeeUy. 1995. p. S5X Under die national 
government latns, local governments can request die zone 
destinadoo exceeds 100,000. The five tourisrh zones are 
listed in Table 2. Government regulations sudi as business 
hours are waived for tourism eateiprises Ifaat operate widm) 
the zones. 
Table 2. Spedai TMOVIB 
Zone 
Qteju Island 
Kyonau 
MotmtSorak 
Yus(xig-gu, Taigon 
Haeundae Beadi. Pusan 
Source: Tnwd Weddv (Korea s 
1 Zones 
Intetnatioaal Tourist 
Arrivals 0994) 
217,000 
232,000 
153,000 
365,000 
145.000 
D.SS. October 16.1 
Intemational Inbound Tourism 
Evolution of Intemational Inbound Tourism 
Tourism in Soudi K(»ea was almost non-existent undl 
die 1970*8. TUs was due to die foct diat die occtqiatian of 
Korea by J^ MQ fiom 1910-45 and die Korean War of 194^. 
53 prevented the development of a modem tourism industry. 
Tlie ravages of die KcMean War, v«4iidi cost hundreds of 
thousands of lives and destroyed and ruined die country, 
meant diat it would take a fill! decade fix-die Soudi to folly 
recover. It was not until 1%8 that international tourism 
arrivals actually readied the 100,000 mark. Ihe growdi in 
intematioiud arrivals averaged 29% durii^ the period of 
1962-68 and were bolstered by visitors fiom die United 
States which assisted die post-war reconstruction effixi 
Durmg die earlier part of the 1970's, international tourism 
increased at a rate of 23% and the 1,000,000 arrivals mark 
wasadiievedin 1978. Table 3 shows die (rfienomenal 
inaease in visitor arrivals fioffl 1.2 milbon in 1981 toabnost 
3.2 nnllion in 1992. fatematicnal tourist arrivals have moie 
than trqiled durir^ the past 15 years. The intemational 
arrival figures readied a peak of 3.75 million in 1995 and 
diowed a decline to 3.68 million in 1996. It is appaieotdiat 
t6epo(enl!af<&rBatofmiJfinCaryconl2K:t en t6e Korean 
Peninsula, caused mainly by Nordi Korea's intransigence to 
allow intematianal inflection of its nuclear facilities as wdl 
as the wotsenii% food and fiid shortages in diat country, has 
not helped Soudi Kmea's image as an intenutional tourist 
destmatxn. 
Table 3. brteniationai Tourism Arrivals 
Year Total Arrivals 
(diousands) 
Percent 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
19% 
1,093 
1.145 
1,195 
1,297 
1,426 
1,660 
1,875 
2,341 
2,728 
2.959 
3,196 
3,231 
3,331 
3,580 
3,753 
3,684 
12.0% 
4.r/« 
4.3% 
8.6% 
9.9% 
16.4% 
119% 
24.9% 
16.6% 
8.5% 
8.0% 
1.1% 
3.1% 
7.5% 
4.8% 
-1.8% 
Souioe: Mimsby of Tnmqnrtatioo, Korea Natknal Tootisn Corporatia 
(KKIC). 
Table 3 also shows die annual percentage growdi rate d 
intematicnal tourism arrivals fiom 1981 to 19%. Duririg die 
period of 1^1-89 intemational tourism growdi averi^ed 
12.3% Not surprisii^, international arrival figures in 19S8 
readied a peak (tf 24.9% due to die Seoul Olyn^cs. In foct 
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during the period of 1986-89, which also accounts for the 
1996 Asian Games, average growdi was 17.7%. However 
growdi slowed to only 5.5% during the period of 1990-95. 
This can be attributed to the dampeab^ effects that the 
world recessi<» had on inteniatitxial tourism arrivals as well 
as n^ative perceptions caused by media attention given to 
the stiident riots and images of instability such as labw 
unrest TIK airival figures in 1996 diowed a decline fi>r the 
first time. 
International tourism receipis were $5.43 billion in 
1996. The growth in tourism rec^>t5 has general^ fi>Uowed 
Ae growth inarrivals. In 1996 tourism receipts were down 
2.8%. Tlie per c^ita expenditure by international tourists in 
South Korea was $1,476 in 1996. The average stay of an 
intematioial tourist in South Korea has increased to m(x« 
than five d i ^ with most of Ae s t^ spent in Seoul 
Most intematiooal tourists to South Korea are fifom 
other Far East Asian countries. Jq>anese viators are the 
largest ooaspoaeat of international tourists to South Korea. 
JD 1996,1.53 millioo Jq>anese visited the countiy. Ji^ Mmese 
account fi>r 42.3% (rf'total international tourists to the 
country (see Table 4 w^ iicfa dxyws the arrival figures of the 
four largest inbound tourism markets). Jq)an's undiluted 
posttioa is due to its dose geognqjhic pionmity to Soudi 
Korea. Tlie U.S. is far bdimd in second place with only a 
10% share, firilowed by China with just 5.4% and die 
Philippines wiA 4.8%. Hong Koog and Taiwan were 
retraced by China and the Fhilq)|»ies as the larger inbound 
tourism markets. China's preeminence is due to the 
estd>]isfament of dq>k)matic rdatioos between Seoul and 
Beijiiig. The Fhilqqnnes has also emerged as a nugo'source 
of jntwroilinnal tourists due to Aegrowii^ expatriate 
FilqMno community in South Korea whidi attracts fiieods 
and relatives finm Aetr home counby. 
Table 4. labomd T i m s m Arrivab (dwasaiids) 
Country 1995 1996 
J^ >an 
United States* 
rhma 
Phihopmes 
Sonne: Worid Toonsm Ofsaanzatkn. Madrid, 1997. 
*Kiare8 Natioaal Tourian Ctxpontiaa. SeooL 
International Hotd Industry 
Hotds in South Korea are icsidated under Ae 
provisioas rf the Tourism Promoticn Law. Tlie law has 
been ad^rted to local oooditiaiis as sdf-catering 
accommodation, yogwgB5(Koiiean-s^ inns), and youth 
hostds were induded under its pFoviskns in 1987. The 
government classifies hotels under five cat^ories: super 
deluxe, dduxe, first dass, seoond class, and diird class (TJJ 
Tourism Yearbook, 1992). These cat^ories are determined 
1,667 
359 
178 
163 
1,527 
n/a 
200 
178 
by the physical size and amoiities as well as service quality 
of the hotd. Siq>er dduxe hotds must have convention 
facilities and high security standards. In South Kcnea, 
roistered hotels are awarded roses instead of stars. The rose 
designation reflects Korean nationalism as die Rose of 
Shann (MuguRgAMvz) is the national Sower. As sudi, siq>er 
dduxe and dduxe hotels are awarded five roses, first dass is 
fiwr roses, second class is diree roses, and third class is two 
roses. Under the law, a tourist hotd in Seoul must have at 
least 50 rooms and in Pusan must have 40 rooms (TJJ 
Tourism Yearbook, 1992, p. 134). 
South Korea's hotd industty, like its broader tourism 
industry, is rdativdy new when ooiupared toodier 
destinations in Asia. In 1995 there were 435 hotds in South 
KOTearq)reseptiiig 44,043 rowns that are r^jstered by fee 
KNTO. In Seoul, dure were 100 hotds tqneseodi^ 17,216 
rooms, wfaidi means that 39.1% of the hotd rooms in die 
cowtry are in die capitaL Ifotds witfaafive-^osegradii^ 
accounted fix* 43.1% of all hotd rooms in the countty as of 
December 31,1994 while hotels with eidier a five-or fixir-
Fose rating accounted fi}r 71.1%. 
Ifotd room occupandes in Soudi Korea during the 
1980's averaged 70% to 80%. Tlie hotd industry in Soudi 
Korea experienced a boom in the 1980's «id early 1990*5 as 
new hotds were build on a Isrg'^  scale tfaroi^ hout the 
countty. Not suiprisingjty, die Otynqnc Games in Seoul, 
provided the catalyst for much of diis new devdopment As a 
result diere was an oversiqiply of hotd rooms during the 
eariy I990's due to die stagnadon of intematioaal tourism. 
Room ocaqiandes were 63% in 1993 and increased to 69% 
in 1994. Td}le 5 shows diat die average hotd room 
occi^andes in Seoul have increased steadily duinig the 
poiod of 1995-97. Hotd room occupancies in Seoul are 
ficwoiable when conqiared to other mqor Asian cities. The 
mcreasem hotd room occi;q)andes in Seoul is the result of 
the sbwdown in new hotd devekipHMOt duriiig die mid 
1990's. 
Tiriblc S. Hotd Occupancies in Select Asian Cities 
City *1995 *1996 **1997 
Seoul 
Bdjing 
IfongKoi^ 
Shai^ hai 
Taipd 
Bai^kok 
Jakarta 
Kuala Luit^ur 
SmaaiKMc 
*Estiiiiated ••Projected 
Source: The F^mninwr IitfriligmoB Umt^IU). PKF CoosuHii^ 
CooscDsas Eoownacs, WotM Touriam Oigan^atkm (WTOX and Pacific 
Asia Tiawl Assodatian (PATA). 
72% 
79% 
86% 
74% 
71% 
57% 
65% 
70% 
80% 
78% 
79% 
88% 
72% 
83% 
71% 
69% 
78% 
81% 
79% 
77% 
85% 
70% 
81% 
70% 
68% 
74% 
77% 
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This slowdown in new hotel construction resulted fixMn 
iadduster occupaicy levds duiing the eaily 1990's as well as 
the high cost of real estate and labor. Most intematinial 
hotdiers enteiing the Seoul market have opted to acquire 
existing hotel properties radier than construct new hotds. 
The positive occupancy trends in Seoul, which have also 
been feh thiougjiout the country, has q)arked renewed 
interest among international hotelieis. Uobdi^ hin 
W<xldwide had announced that parent comparer Bass PLC 
and local Korean enterprises willjoindy develop seven or.;' 
d s ^ deluxe aid midrange business hotels in Seoul (Korea 
Travel News. 1996, p. 2). Tlw Seoul Garden Wotei is being 
converted into Ae first Ifobda^ rLin winch is expected to 
open by mid-1997. Marriott Litematiaaal is planning to 
build a five-star hotel in Seoul widi a jont venture partner. 
Pusai, the seoood largest dty and die country's largest 
seq>ort, is expected to receive fte attention or hotel 
devdopers. The recent opening of Ae huge 43-stoiy, 900-
room Hotd Lotte Pusan is encouraging as ftere is a lade of 
hotel accommodation in Ae secondary cities outside (rf' 
Seoul. The opening cfthis grand hotd is needed as Pusan 
will need several thotisand new hotd beds in order to 
accommodate the new 80,000 seat world dass stadium that 
is expected to be cooq;)Ieted m 1998. The 2002 Asian Games 
in fliis seaside resort city will also stimulate fiirdier hotd 
dewdopment 
G v^en diat die conqx>siti<n of Soudi Korea's hotd 
industiy is skewed in fevOT of tfie top end of the market (five-
and fiwTHOse hotelsX lliere is a dire lade of hmited-service 
and budget accommodatioa It is true AatfteKNTO figures 
reveal that room occtqrancy rates increase fiv each 
successive rose added. However there is an obvious under 
representatiuii of liinitftd-servioe and bw^et hotd brands in 
Soudi Korea. Soudi Korea boasts only 44,043 hotd rooms 
<«^ cfa is less than tiiat of Los Ar^des or Greater MiamL 
There is a large growing midde class in Soudi Korea as wdl 
as a h i ^ demand in Asian markets fiv two-and diree-star 
hotels. Theiefixe die scope fiv expansion of the Gmited-
service and budfeet hotd market sugments in SouA Korea is 
enormous. 
International Image is Transformed 
Soudi Korea has an envid>le reputation of hosting 
intwnational events as wdl as intwnational oonfisrences. Its 
image has been transfbrmed as Seod has emerged as one of 
the world's leading intemational oonfaeace, e^ dubitian and 
event cities. This image is exen^lified by South Korea's 
successfiil bid to joindy host the 2002 Woiid Cup along with 
J^ian. Pusan is expected to host the 2002 Asian Games. 
Seoul has also announced a i»d to host the 2001 World 
Travd Organization (WTO) confierence. Soudi Korea's odier 
oonqjetitive strengdi is its sofdiisticated transport 
infiastructure. A new island project which is currendy 
underway in Soudi Korea is set to become the largest 
investment in infiastructure in its history. 
1988 Seoul Olympic Games 
The Olympics provided Soudi Korea with the 
qjportunity to showcase itself before the entire world as a 
superb destination widi sophisdcated tourist facilities. It was 
die Olympics diat had changed die image of Soudi Korea as 
an inteniadonal tourist destinadon according to offidak. The 
success of the Olympic Games stems fiom the experience of 
hosting die 1986 Asian Games in Seoul The logistics for die 
Olympic Games vnsn put in place as tranaportadon and hotd 
fiuilities were improved. The games were reported by 127 
broadcasting companies finm 65 countries and watched on 
tdevisioi by half the wixld's popuiadon (Seoul 0\ympic 
Organizing Cwnmittee, 1989). hi addidon die games 
attracted more than 200,000 international visitors to Seoul. 
The success of the Summer 1988 Olympic Games depended 
upon die dose coordination of government, mdustiy, 
finandal sector, and local community. The mass media 
coverage of this international^ acclaimed m^arevent 
presented die native culture aid sights of Soudi Korea and 
enhanced its image and attractiveness as an uitetnational 
tourist destination. As a resuhof this success. South Kcxean 
tourism offidab have devised kkfitional strategy to 
reinforce its mtemational imageL 
Taejon IntentationtU Exposition 
The Taejon Ihtematioiial Exposition (Expo'93) was 
conducted under die au^ces of dw Bureau hitenaational des 
Expositions (BIE) in Paris. The esqx) was one of die largest 
science events of dus century and secured ^ iplications fiom 
66 countries by August 1992 (Korea Travd News, 1992). 
The advantage (tf world expoaticns of diis nature is diatdiqr 
leave a permanent inqnint on host destinations in the form of 
expositian centers, dvic tourist attractions and tourism 
infirastructure sudi as new roads and transport systems. 
Visit Korea Year 1994 
Thjg tnnAwtwig r j impaign <4i/4 gwiATti^ ititematmnal 
interest in Korea as a destination as diere was an increase in 
arrival numbers in 1994 at a time of industry growdi 
stagnation. The Visit Korea Year 1994 was in 
cormnenioration of Seoul's 600di. nniversaiy as the opital 
of die Korean nation. The campaign generated r^jonal 
tourism trade assodation conforences by die Pacific Asia 
Travd Associatiaa(PATA), as wdl as winter qwits 
fistivals, qning blossom fisstivals, summer seaside festivals, 
and fifdl foliage festivals. Such festivals were conducted by 
various omqianies and government agencies to boost Soudi 
Korea's popuUff tourist attractions. This marketing campaign 
did feil in its objective of attracting 4.S million intemational 
tourists and only marginally inoeased arrivals. 
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Investment in Infrastructure 
' The bluest development prc^eacurrendyunderwiQr in 
South Korea is die S100 billion Yongjong Island project 
which envisages Seoul's new international airport and a 
brand new ci^ diat will be in a fiee trade zone. The new 
Seoul Metropolitan Airport on Yoi^jong Island, which is 
being buib at a cost of $12.5 billion, is expected to be 
partially opeiatianal as of diis year. The airport, whidi will 
accommodate afanost 30 million passei^er arrivals per year, 
is expected to be oomfdeted m 2000. A seoond phase <^ the 
prqject, whidi win entail the eiqMnson of the airport as wdl 
as the construction of the fiee trade dty, is due fer final 
compteion in 2020. The tourism rdatedinfiastructure in fee 
new city win indude a convention center, an ediibrtion 
center, and a ^ xxts complex. There win be several large 
intematicnal dass hotdsm Ae fipee trade dQr and atgacent to 
die h i ^ new airport This is not aU — dw prcgect als> 
envisages a nearly SI biUion investment in a 2S^dk>meter 
st^eite^kfwi^  Ihil Niffl %nk Secwi «> ^  isbrnd sifd % TMTM 
su^)ensian brid^ diat wiU connect Yongjoi^ Island widi 
die Korean maiidand. There win also be a l ig^ rail train diat 
win link die new city vndi die airport This is uKioubttdly 
die biggest investment in the country's tourism 
inua&lructure. 
Odwr iMojects are also currendy underway in South 
Korea. The amouncemem of IS infrastructure projects by 
die govemmem in Aprfl 1997 is encouragir^ as Imd 
transport has been in much need trf'investuieut (Korea 
Newsreview. 1997. p. 22). The projects which are due to 
oommence thb year indude a S2.79 billion railw^ leadii^ 
to bdKn bflentational Airport, S7S2 millioo in rrnds 
linldrig two industrial paries, and S97.7 miUioo for die 
Chonaa section of die Seoul-Pusan K^i-Speed Raihwiy. 
The entire Seoul-Pusan rail prqject Mn cost $14 biUion 
doDars. Longer teim infiastructural projects dming die 1998-
99 construction sdieduleindude die 180-kilometer Seod-
Yanyangsupediighwy. and dgeenagor station nodes of dig 
Seoui^usan rail prcgect ^ bid.). Infiastructural iMKijects sudi 
as tbese win p n » ^ South Korea with a coovetitrve edge a$ 
an intenurtional tourist destination. Soudi Kocea^ increased 
iM»BAlumit in its land transport over the last 10 years has 
dreamy reaped rewards. The subw^ ^ stem in Seoul was 
reeeody hoiiofed by die WTO as one of die world's &iest 
mass ttauiportalion systems m the world and was praised as 
beiiig efaaner. sqfiv-OK/more conwRteitf than s u b w ^ in 
odier ooatries ^ CoreaTravd News, 1997. p. 2). 
International Outbound Tourism 
Evolution of Outbound Intemadonal Tourism 
Undl 1983. oudwund travd by Soudi Koreans was 
banned except for purposes of piuujotii^econcxiiic 
devdopment and was of a business-oriented nature. Leisure 
travel was virtually prohibited. Between 1983 and 1989 
Sberalization of ouAound travd was phased in based on age 
and monetary restrictions. All restrictions on outtxxuid 
international travel were removed on January 1, 1989. Table 
6 shows the tremendous growdi of international outbound 
tourism foUowing the demise of the restrictions. 
Table 6. Intcmational Outbound Tourists 
Year Outbound Departures Percem 
(diousands) 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
19% 
455 -6.0% 
511 12.2% 
725 42.0% 
1,213 67.3% 
1,561 28.7% 
1,856 18.9% 
2,043 10.1% 
2,420 18.1% 
3.154 30.3% 
•3,820 21.1% 
*4.649 21.7% 
Source: KoRa National Tourism Cotpoiatioo (KNTC). 
'Estimate, Ministiy of Finance and Economy. 
In 1995, the number of intematioaal outbound 
dqiartures fiom South Korea outstripped mtemational 
inbound arrivals for die first time. In 1995, this excess 
amounted to 70,000 more departures dian arrivals, hi 1996, 
die excess jumped to ahnost 1,000,000! 
Jzpm is dw preferred destination for South Koreans 
travdiiig abroad (see Table 7 wfaidi shows the most popular 
destuiations for Soudi Korean travders). Japan aooounted for 
about 21.4% <^diese oudxMmd tourists in 1996. Jqian's 
diare has fidkn dramatically since 1990, «4ien it hdd 50.6% 
of dw outbound market, due to an overvalued j«n. 
Table ?• Outbomid Tourism Departares (thousands) 
Country 1995 19% 
Japan 
United States* 
China 
Thailand 
HongKoiig 
Smgaoore 
874 
592 
529 
457 
353 
351 
994 
716 
694 
489 
397 
385 
Souioe: Woild Tourism Ocganiztfioa. Kbdiid. 1997. 
Depftmeiit of CommEvee, WaAmglaii. D.C.. 1997. 
An esdmated 716,000 Kcaeans visited die U.S. in 19% 
acooiding to the U.S. Tourism Industries Office. The U.S. 
currently hdds second place and it is i»ojected that 1.2 
miDion Kweans win visit die U.S. by 1999. The fiwt dnt die 
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U.S. has retained its market share v/bidh stands at over 15% 
can be attributed to the affection and solidarity that South 
Koreans have shown toward the U.S. for the tatter's support 
following the Korean War. The U.S. market for Korean 
tourists is profected to grow by 20% in J997. 
Other Asian destiiutioas follow Japan and the U.S. in 
terms of preference. These destinations include China, 
Thailand, Ifat^Koi^ and Singapore. Taiwan has lost &vor 
among Korean travders due to the &ct that the two countries 
have severed idations foOowii^ SeouTs recognitioa of 
China. At the same time, China has emerged as a major 
destination for South Korean tiavelefs. In 1996. die number 
of SouA Korean travders visiliiig China was up 31.1%. 
Tourism expenditures by Soudi Koreans traveling 
abroad amounted to S8.0S billion in 1996. The increase in 
outbound expeacfitures matdied the increase in outbound 
dqiartures. The per ca(»ta expenditure by South Koreans 
traveling abroad is estimated at $1,732 in 1996. Outbound 
expenditures out5trq)ped tourism receipts by inbound 
arrivals for die first time in 1994. Tlie high per o^ Mta 
expenditures by Soudi Koreans traveling abroad is a cause 
for alarm by die government 
The tourism account deficit (wfaidi is tourism receqMs 
by inbound arrivals minus tourism expenditures by outbound 
dq)arture )^ grew fiom $282 million in 1994 to $2.62 billion 
in 1996! bbound tourism (export account) has rapidly given 
ground to oudxxmd tourism Ompoit account). The 
increasing tourism trade deficit is a disturim^ trend which 
follows ajump in tfaecountiy's total trade deficit which 
increased fiom $3. IS (nDioo in 1994 to $15.28 billioa m 
1995. b is apparent diat despite media can^gns by the 
government about fee uyauiotismoftravding abroad, the 
current potioes of die Kim govemnwit have not stemmed 
die outflow of tourist expeacfitures abioal Unless this 
distuifamg trend (oiiidi has been reported to be coiiliniiiiig 
into 1997) can be Rvetsed. die government m ^ have no 
odier optkn but to inqdemeot a>h<ga&v campaign aimed 
dus lime at oudxMnd tourism. OdMTwise, a revecsal of this 
tourism accoont defidt m ^ have to come fiom a devahiatiao 
of die won as tbe cunent account defidt of $23.7 biDion in 
1996 does place downward pressure on die KOR. 
Factors Re^on^blefor Growth 
SoudiKoreais Asiaflsiecood largest gBneratof of 
interuational oudxnaid tourism. The factors tegxasiMe for 
dus emergeooe are as foilovra: die reoQgnitioo of die need for 
Kisure, die end of restrictioas on overseas travn, and die 
^obalization of die Soudi Korean society. 
Soudi Koreans are now in a posinoa to qiend more 
leisure tune by putsuuigiBCteatiopaLlivilies intniuitiiiiiwlly. 
Tb^ are leamnqg how to eqoy life by pursuing kisnre ate' 
decades <tfwofkaholicism. bi feet mfflioos of Soudi Koreans 
are pursuing leisure widi dw same seriousness as dieir jobs. 
The increased prosperity of Soudi Korean society and die 
political reforms diat have hlieralized society over the last 
decade means that die average work hours have been 
reduced. In iifurt a 40-hour work week, which is the standard 
feature of most Western democracies in Europe and North 
Ainerica, has been enacted by l^islatian. Asin^tof^tese 
reforms, there is no doubt tiuit Soudi Koreans will have a 
more Idsure-filled future. 
Intematiooal travel by South Koreans has been veiy 
limited until die 1990*5. Ihtemanonal leisure tnp& have been 
restricted in the past as foreign exchange reserves were at a 
tow level As die oountiy's economy was led by an export-led 
boom, these restrictions were disnunded. Soudi Korea's 
huge foreign exchai^ reserves of $65.98 billion as of 
September 1996 are among die world's largest Therefore die 
govemmeat has the flexibility to aUow Soudi Koreans to 
cany large sums of fiwe^ current during their trips 
abroad. 
International outbound tourism is a natural beneficiaiy 
of die gkibalization erf'Soudi Korean society. Western 
influences ^ particular U.S.) on Soudi Korean society are 
. evident as Western goods, ideas, and tedmoiogies bombard 
ahnost evcty fiuet of life. Soudi Korea also views the U.S. as 
a big brodier due to die militaiy assistance provided by the 
U.^  following the Kwean War. The internationalization of 
Soudi Korean sodety has p^arked a boom in foreign 
lai^uage educatioa Englidi, which has become the 
inteniatiooal language (^business, is undoubtedly the most 
preferred foreign lai^vsge. Foreign language fluency 
inevitably lends itsdf to die increased demand for 
international travd to Japan, Noidi America, and Europe. 
Reunificatioii of the Korean Peninsula 
The JnewtdrfereumficationrfNbrdi Korea wdi Soudi 
Korea oflEas opportunities as wdl as duJlenees for 
mtemaiiaQal tourisin. Gvendieahiiostcoiiyleteconipsecf 
t lw wwnttiiitii«» I I « M M _ tnAay nf> rt» liitiJrg «tM» fwintfifialinn 
win come under die red star and a militaiy takeover <tf die 
Soudi by die North. People in die Soudi can fed at ease diat 
such a dseat may have kog passed. A reunificatioo of die 
two Koreas wfll mudi more fikdy entail die extenskn of die 
Soudi's poGtieal, eoooomic, and sodal institudons into die 
Noidi once die dd order coilqises. While there is a deq;i 
idedogical dhnde between North and Soudi, diere is a 
kinship between the peoples of bodi Koreas ^Madi resulted 
fiom six centuries of successiw Korean djoasties on die 
peninsula 
The Demilitarized Zone 0>MZ), wUdi stcKldles die 
38dL PmOd, has become a imgor tomist atmctkn, since 
the Defense Minis&y has relaxed resHicticos on travdiog to 
die zone. Ihe border town of Panmfuqum. whidi was a focal 
point during die Korean War, ha^beoome one of Korea's 
most popular tourist adractiaos(Waiae. 1996, p. 116). One 
of Soudi Korea's hffgest travd agencies, Seil Tour Systems, 
is devdofring tour padE^es to ^ oogyang and Mt Kumkai% 
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^ Panmunjum (/*«/)• 
"Hie end to the political division of the Korean 
pgjinsuia could improve Ae international perceptions of the 
_,jg5ulaas an international tourist destinatioa North Korea 
floes have mudi scope for tourism development once it is 
open to the outside w«rid. It has mountains, valleys and a 
coastline that could attract tourists. There are also sites of 
Igstorical significance in the North just as there is inlfae 
5oi]ifa. Fw interaatianal tourists, a reimified Korea would 
oflfer a complete historical. geogra{^cal. and cultural 
0q)erieiice. North Korea would also attract a significant 
iiiiiid)er of South Korean visitors who would want to see the 
lostorical sites as well as see fionily and fiiends who had 
lieen denied visits due to the hostility between the two 
countries. North fCorea has an antiquated and obsolete rail 
aid road infiastfucture while there are fiequent power cuts in 
the cities due to dw dectiicity shortage. Yet P^ongyai^ the 
capital, is noted for hs grandiose infiastructural 
devdopments induding die lavish subway sjystem with its 
chanddieis in die station halls and die lOS-^oty. 5,000-
room Ryu^yoi^ Hotd, a pyramid-shaped structure diat is 
reportedly the taOest botd in the workL North Korea has the 
potential to attract stgiiificant ntvestment capital fixxn the 
prosperous South and would benefit fixxn reunification in the 
same manner as (£d East Germaity, whidi attracted $1 
trillion in investment fitnn the West since 1989. Soudi 
Korean and intenwtional corporations would be attracted by 
chetp labor in Nordi Kic»ea. Tbese implications also apply to 
dw tourism indostiy as the opening <^Nbrth Korea will 
inevitdily attract tntematioaal botdiers such as Ifihon, biter-
ContiiMatai and ShentoQ. The reunficaiion of the two 
Koreas ooidd, just as in Geiuiauy, provide a massive boost to 
I tourism. 
Conclusion 
South Korea as an Hitwnatioiial tourism desliuatwn has 
nude JBgnilkiaut strides to tiausfotui inleniaticiial 
pereeplioosfeBowjg die stimiiSMbl hosting rfdieSeoid 
Oiyn^k Games. Soudi Korea does eqoy several 
competiliveadvant^es in ejqwndiig its tourism industry. It 
has a wputaiion as a myir venue for hosting intmwtioittl 
^poftiqg, oooventioii, and cultural events. Due to the rapid 
giowtfi of Soudi Korea's economy, die country has 
oewdoped a modem nfiastructure diat is expected to be 
fiodier edianced by new m^arinfiastnictunl projects. South 
Korea has emerged as a nugor player in oudxwnd 
jntrmafiwial tourism. Soudi Korean society is uadergoiog a 
pobaHzation process as die cwitoyneais First Wodd status. 
Howevci liieie are seveial proUems diat ouustiaui the 
growth of iiilenmionaltouiisni Tbere is a rapidly growing 
trade and tourism account deficit Many fisar diat South 
Korea's ovedieated ecooomy may continue a downward 
trend similar to that of Japan. The loonm^ prospect of 
reunification widi North Korea's diattered economy does not 
assuage such fears. South Korea's government, like other 
world govemments, naturally wants to see more inbound 
tourists than outbound tourists in order to remain a 
competitive export-based economy. South Korea is 
unfortunately not perceived in die West as a m^or 
international destinatioa In order to boost its image as a 
major international tourist destination, the govenunem must 
&cilitate the devdopmeot of tourism outside of Seoul. The 
creation of qieciai tourism zones will go a \aa% way in 
diversifyii^Soudi Korea's tourism industiy. This is essential 
if Soudi Korea is to remain a maj<M' international tourism 
pl^ rer in Asia and to fiilfill Piesklem Kim Young Sam's goal 
<^makii% Soudi Korea one of the world's ten largest 
international tourism destinations by 2000. 
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Multinational corporations (MNCs) in the hospitality and tourism 
sector have traditionally concentrated their global business operations 
on the more open and rewarding economies of the developed world. 
However, the contemporary global business environment has been fest 
changing in the post-Cold-War era. Asia's fast developing countries, 
such as India, are now offering enormous opportunities to MNCs. This 
paper offers a vision of what MNCs can do in order to incorporate India 
into their global expansion and diversification strategies. The paper 
gives an overview of the liberalized economic environment in India. It 
then identifies opportunities in the hospitality and tourism sector. It 
goes on to analyse the socio-economic factors that favour the entry of 
multinational corporations into the Indian hospitality and tourism 
sector. 
The decade of the 1990s is characterized by an unprecedented transformation, as 
once isolated countries open up their closed economies and attempt to integrate 
with the global economy. For example, individual republics of the former USSR, 
after 70 years of isolation under communism, are trying to attraa international 
investments and pursue free market reforms. Other political and socio-economic 
changes occurring around the world, such as the enlargement of the European 
Union and the passage of the North American Free-Trade Agreement (NAFTA), 
have created new opportunities for multinational corporations (MNCs) operating 
in the fields of hospitality and tourism (H&T). The freedom to travel outside one's 
own country will soon be available to millions more people because of fewer 
An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Mid-Year Conference of the International 
Management Development Association held at Orlando, Florida in November 1995. We thank 
anonymous reviewers for the conference and for this journal for their helpful comments and suggestions. 
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Figure 1. International tourist arrivals in Asia's fast developing countries in 1995 
COOOs). 
Sourer. WTO, Travel and Tounsm Barometer, 1996, pp 7, 64, 81. 
governmental restrictions and increased economic prosperity in newly emerging 
economies. * 
As trade barriers tumble, global demand for transportation, H&T services, and 
communication is expected to grow significantly. However, the growth of world 
tourism is dependent upon the provision of high-quality products and services to 
globally recognized standards. MNCs, because of their technical expertise and 
access to capital, are well positioned to satisfy these needs. MNCs could gain 
competitive advantage by identifying fast expanding H&T markets with favour-
able socio-economic fectors and developing country-specific strategies to penetrate 
them. 
Hospitality and tourism in Asia 
India, China, Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia are the emerging industrial cubs 
of Asia. They represent some of the most attractive places during the 1990s and 
beyond for investments by the H&T multinationals. Although rich in natural 
resources and historical monuments, they are relatively undeveloped in terms of 
H&T facilities. These Asian countries are now rapidly developing their interna-
tional tourism industries.^ 
While travel growth within Europe and North America diminished in the early 
1990s because of recessionary pressures, these Asian countries enjoyed a faster rate 
of growth than the rest of the world. The exception has been India, resulting in a 
small market share (see Figure 1). This growth is likely to continue, even in 
India, where the current government is taking vigorous steps to liberalize the 
economy and radically improve the conditions for foreign investments. 
The tremendous growth of the international tourism industry in Asia can be 
attributed to the determined efforts of these countries actively to solicit 
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Figure 2. International tourist arrivals in selected Asian countries in 1995 
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4786); Thailand (total. 6245; Asia/Oceania, 4275) 
international tourists. India failed to do so because of socio-economic and political 
factors, but it is now keenly interested in expanding this industry. 
International tourism in this region is projected to grow by about 23% as a 
consequence of economic expansion and more intra-Asian travel.^ Almost half of 
the tourist arrivals in the world originated in or around Asia in 1989 (Figure 2). 
Two-thirds of the international tourist arrivals in East Asia originated in Asia 
itself, with the heaviest traffic between Malaysia/Thailand, Malaysia/Singapore, 
Japan/Korea, Japan/Hong Kong, and Australia/New Zealand. Strong eflforts at 
travel promotion between these countries has been a stimulus to increased 
international travel in this region. 
The positive economic conditions in Asia's traditional industrial tigers -
Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan and South Korea — have also contributed to this 
growth of intra-Asian travel. The populations of these countries are reaping the 
fruits of economic prosperity by pursuing more leisure activities, such as travel. 
As shown by.Table 1, Hong Kong, Singapore, Thailand and China earned 
more from international tourism in 1993 than many Western countries. Further, 
all the Asian countries on the list improved their ranking between 1980 and 
1993. Continued economic vitality in the tourism sectors of developing countries 
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Table 1. 
Rank 
1993 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
World's top tourism earners 
G>untry 
United States 
France 
Italy 
Spain 
Austria 
United Kingdom 
Gennany 
Hong Kong 
Switzerland 
Mexico 
Canada 
Singapore 
Thailand 
Netherlands 
China 
Australia 
Poland 
Portugal 
Belgium 
Indonesia 
Turkey • 
Argentina 
Japan 
Korea, Rep. 
Greece 
Total 
(tourism receipts in US$ millions). 
Tourism Receipts 
1993 
57 621 
23 410 
20 521 
19 425 
13 566 
13 451 
10 509 
7 562 
7 001 
6 167 
5 897 
5 793 
5 014 
4 690 
4 683 
4 655 
4 500 
4 176 
4 071 
3 988 
3 959 
3 614 
3 557 
3 510 
3 293 
244 633 
1980 
10 058 
8 235 
8 213 
6 968 
6 442 
6 893 
6 566 
1 317 
3 149 
5 393 
2 284 
1433 
867 
1 668 
555 
967 
282 
1 147 
I 810 
246 
327 
345 
664 
369 
1 734 
77 912 
Rank 
1980 
1 
2 
3 
4 
7 
5 
6 
18 
9 
8 
10 
15 
25 
14 
34 
22 
44 
20 
11 
46 
41 
39 
30 
37 
13 
Souroe: Ytarbeok ^Tutrism Siatistia, Vol 1, 47 ed. World Tourism Organization, Madrid, Spun, 1995, p 13. 
is contingent upon improving not only the infrastructural facilities but also 
management practices. This enhancement will ensure the contribution of the 
international tourism industry to their long-term growth and economic diversi-
fication. Consequently when countries open their markets to foreign investors and 
begin the privatization of public seaor corporations, MNCs must be ready and 
willing to expand their operations in these economies further to take advantage of 
the enormous untapped potential. 
The world's population is estimated to reach 6 billion people by the turn of the 
century, with developing countries expected to contribute up to 90% of the 
projected increase. Because of its labour-intensive character, the H&T industry 
has the potential to generate enormous employment opportunities for the teeming 
populations in these countries. 
Unfortunately, the H&T operations of these fast developing countries are often 
characterized by many inefficiencies such as inadequate transportation, misman-
aged air traflfic controls, outdated communication technologies, poor hospitality 
facilities, and obsolete management practices. While these developing countries 
possess vast human resources, they lack capital, technology, marketing know-
how, managerial expertise, and globally recognized brand names. These countries 
are anxious to atttact both capital and expertise in mutually-tewatding ventures 
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and resolve the deficiencies in these vital areas. MNCs are well positioned to 
provide both capital and expertise. 
India is one such country, with untapped resources and a vast internal market. 
The changed economic environment in India offers many attractive opportunities 
in the H&T sector. 
Economic liberalization in India 
In the late 1950s, when the post-war reconstruction of Europe was over. Western 
corporations wishing to invest overseas turned their eyes to Asia. India was high 
on their priority list. MNCs were attracted to India as a democratic and relatively 
peaceful country, by the wide-spread use of English as a common language, 
low-cost and readily available skilled human resources, a well developed network 
of financial institutions, and most important of all, a very large home market. 
They were rudely rebuffed because of the socialist policies of the then Indian 
government. G)nsequently US and later European corporations invested in 
South-east Asia. The economic miracle of the 1950s to 1980s took place elsewhere 
in Asia, bypassing India."* 
Now, four decades later, the government of InJia has at last made sweeping 
economic reforms that will enable India to rejoin the world economy. The new 
industrial and international trade policies have: 
(1) liberalized movement of capital to and from India; 
(2) permitted domestic corporations to enter into equity sharing arrangements 
with international corporations; and 
(3) changed the focus from state-controlled production quotas to free market 
competition. 
India was globally recognized as one of the world's most regulated and closed 
economies, posting one of the lowest rates of economic growth in Asia from 1950 
through 1985. ' In July 1991, policies of reform and economic liberalization were 
introduced. Before that, for instance, total US investments in India amounted to 
only $20 million and overall foreign investments were a meagre | 7 0 million. 
However, as a consequence of the Indian government's recently approved ventures 
with US corporations, the level of investments has increased to more than $150 
million.^ IBM and Coca-G)la, who left in 1977, are back. India's current 
attempts at economic liberalization should encourage MNCs in the H&T sectors 
as well. 
Since former Prime Minster P.V. Narasimha Rao assumed office in 1991, the 
liberalization policies have been approved by a bipartisan consensus. The 
widespread support of these policies in the country bodes well for their long-term 
continuity despite the change of government after the May 1996 election. 
To address the deteriorating economic situation, India has adopted a set of 
stabilization measures designed to restore investor confidence and reverse capital 
outflow. Such a policy has included structural reforms aimed at reducing 
government intervention, encouraging foreign investment, privatization of the 
public sector, enhancing domestic competition, and accelerating the country's 
integration into the world economy. 
One indication that these policies will continue in the foreseeable future is the 
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confidence of international financial institutions such as the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF), which granted India a loan of $2.2 billion in November 
1991. 
Aggressive efforts to increase international tourism are being undertaken in 
India. India offers enormous potential for growth, and the government is offering 
attractive incentives to MNCs. The government has identified a goal of attracting 
1% of international tourist arrivals to India by 1997. It estimates that by the turn 
of the century foreign exchange earnings from tourism should exceed 100 billion 
Indian rupees, and over 25 million jobs will be created.^ 
Incentives for investment in tourism 
As a result of the newly liberalized foreign investment policy, India is offering up 
to 5 1 % equity to foreign investors in new tourism projects. Projects in newly 
designated underdeveloped tourism destinations are being allowed to shelter up to 
20% of their profits from taxes for a period of ten years. Hospitality properties 
could also qualify for depreciation write-offs in the first year of 50% of the plant 
and large machinery and 100% of equipment and machinery items costing less 
than $400. Some states also ofifpr additional incentives such as subsidies, reduced 
financing rates, and relief from state taxes. All foreign exchange earnings are tax 
exempt if they are reinvested in the tourism sector.® 
One barrier to operating in India has been that tourism projects have had to be 
approved by a number of governmental agencies. However, now the Director 
General of Tourism in the federal government has been made the sole approving 
authority. Any approval granted subsequently will be deemed to have retrospec-
tive application, if the tourism corporation had been carrying on business in that 
period. 
E)elays in granting approval to MNCs have been another barrier. The revised 
foreign investment policy requires that India's regulatory staff scrutinize interna-
tional proposals within four to seven days, otherwise proposals will be considered 
to have been accepted. 
India has also decided to lift the ban on use of foreign trademarks and brand 
names on products for use in the domestic market. India had earlier denied the use 
of foreign brand names, in an effort to encourage domestic industry. The 
govermnent has now acknowledged the role of the globally recognized brand 
name as a competitive advantage.' 
The government has a target of $15 billion in foreign investment by 1997 and 
is seeking annual investments of $2 to $3 billion from MNCs to spur its economic 
growth and help build its H&T industry. This industry is crucial to long-term 
economic growth. It has the ability to earn large sums of foreign exchange and to 
generate employment due to its labour-intensive character. ^ ° 
Opportunities for MNCs in India's H&T sector 
In order to achieve its goal of rapid economic growth by increasing foreign 
exchange earnings from inbound international tourism, India is offering attractive 
incentives to MNCs for financial, technological, and managerial investments in 
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its H&T infrastnicture. Some of the opportunities open to interested MNCs are 
identified and discussed in this section. 
Opportunities in the hotel sector 
Tourism demand has already outstripped hotel supply in India. About two thirds 
of approved quality hospitality properties are concentrated in eleven major cities 
and four mega-metropolitan areas (Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi and Madras). 
Collectively, they account for 4 5 % of the total number of rooms in the country. ^^  
However, hundreds of small cities and tourist destinations are scattered through-
out the country, with a shortage of quality accommodations. There has been 
significant growth in the availability of rooms within the five star categories and a 
few multinational hospitality chains such as Hyatt and Sheraton have been operating 
in India for over a decade. However, adequate hospitality services are still not avail-
able at most of the popular tourism destinations. One study has estimated that 
the total room capacity would need to be increased by 100 000 rooms by the end 
of the current decade to meet the anticipated demand of international tourism. ^^  
India's local economy has neither the financial resources, nor the managerial 
and technological assets to provide an additioni<1 100 000 rooms by the turn of 
the century. Luxury hotels at its famous touii^t destinations could best be 
provided by MNCs such as Sheraton, Hilton, Hyatt, Marriot, etc. These chains 
should explore the possibility of collaboration with local parties, including local 
hospitality chains, Non-Resident Indians (NRIs), and state-owned corporations 
such as the India Tourism Development Corp>oration. 
Traditionally, tourism development has focused on north India and the popular 
'golden triangle* of Delhi—Agra—Jaipur. In a bid to diversify the international 
tourism industry, the government has decided to develop tourism in southern 
India on a priority basis. It has identified the Madras-Mahabalipuram— 
Pondicherry belt as a special tourism circuit eligible for additional financial 
assistance and grants from the federal government. Tourism MNCs can capitalize 
on these incentives to tap into the potential of new hotels and other tourism 
establishments in southern India. 
Opportunities in joint ventures and franchising 
Options available to MNCs to expand their operations into India include: direct 
investment in construction facilities, or indirect investments such as management 
contracts, licensing agreements, joint ventures or franchising. Some require a 
great deal of financial investment on the part of the MNCs, while others are less 
risky. 
Construction of tourism facilities such as new hotels requires large amounts of 
capital. However renovations of existing facilities would reduce the initial cost 
factor, and the Indian government is very supportive in such ventures and 
provides tax and land incentives. Joint venture tie-ups with local Indian partners 
such as the industrial conglomerates Tatas, Birlas, Dalmias, Modis, etc could 
provide local capital, building materials, furniture and fixtures. What they need 
from the MNCs is technology,, management and marketing know-how, globally 
recognized brand name(s), and access to world markets. 
Franchising has proved to be an attractive vehicle for international expansion 
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Table 2. Factors to consider while negotiating franchise options 
Factor Mean 
Political stability 3-8 
Substantial middle class 3.8 
High-level of economic growth 3-6 
Substantial disposal income 3-5 
Considerable urbanization 3.4 
High level of population growth 3.1 
High levels of education 2.9 
Substantial consumer mobility 2.8 
Large proportion of women working outside home 2.4 
Large number of small businesses 2.3 
High level of car ownership 2.1 
Widespread use of English 2.1 
Relatively short work weeks 1.2 
Notf. For each fiuxot, respoiKknts sssigned a value from 0-5, with 5 the most tmponant. The number 
of respondents per fiictor ranged from 380 to 389. Factors are ranked by means in descending order. 
Sourer. Walker, International Franchise Association study. 
because it requires substantially less capital than ownership yet permits rapid 
growth.^' Table 2 shows leading factors to be considered in determining the 
acceptance of an international franchising in the host country. Of the 13 factors 
discussed in Table 2, India ranks favourably in most. 
Opportunities in H&T technology sectors 
Historically, H&T corporations in India have been uncertain about the effective-
ness of technology investments. Because technology is capital-intensive, India's 
domestic tourism corporations have always opted for cheap, labour-intensive 
measures over high-tech options, a strategy which was better suited to the 
socialist ideology of the government and Indian society. As a result, diverse 
technologies, multiple competitors, and the ever-changing global business 
environment raise issues of development, implemenration, support, and integra-
tion that will be difficult to resolve in India's H&T industry. 
Technology is recognized as a competitive weapon and contemporary inter-
national tourists demand technological advances. India desperately needs different 
kinds of technologies to upgrade its tourism, airline and hospitality technologies. 
MNCs have acquired managerial expertise aimed at enhancing guest services, 
increasing operating efficiencies, and sharpening the ability to succeed in a highly 
comjsetitive environment. 
Technologies with an internal focus have a direct effect on operating efficiency 
and ultimately the quality of guest services and profitability. Marketing 
Information Systems (MIS), Property Management Systems (PMS), and Yield 
Management Systems (YMS), need to be deployed in India's H&T industry to 
improve both its productivity and efficiency. Technologies that facilitate data, 
text, image and voice communication have also emerged as a key management 
concern for future arrangements with Indian tourism corporations. 
For instance, lack of technology used to make it impossible for Indians to access 
international reservation systems to book travel abroad, and for foreign travel 
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agents and tourists to do bookings within India. However, major reservation 
services such as AMADEUS, GALILEO, SABRE, and ABACUS are setting up 
shop in India, giving a boost to the information technology infrastructure of the 
H&T industry. ^^ 
Opportunities in the domestic air transportation sector 
Until 1992, one of the biggest barriers to travel and tourism within India was the 
national monopoly enjoyed by Indian Airlines, India's only domestic airline. 
Indian Airlines was plagued with problems of capacity constraints, non-existence 
of reservation liaison with international airlines, inadequate reservation fecilities, 
poor customer service, overbooking, etc. 
In 1992 the Air Corporation Bill was passed, with the aim of liberalizing the 
air transport sector and breaking the monopoly of Indian Airlines.^' Already, 17 
competitors have emerged. Air transport services within India have improved 
remarkably. Smaller cities and remotely located tourist destinations are now 
accessible by multiple flights daily, ^ ^ giving a boost to both business and tourist 
traffic. 
International airlines such as United, American and Northwest are in a unique 
position to provide managerial, marketing, technological, and financial assistance 
to improve the domestic airline system. Their assistance will go a long way to 
establishing an efficient domestic air transportation infrastructure, one of the 
prerequisites for fiirther developments in international tourism. Such international 
airlines can also establish private airlines with major business conglomerates to 
meet the increased demand. 
The latest joint venture between Lufthansa and Modi (a major Indian business 
conglomerate) resulted in the formation of ModiLuft Airlines. ModiLuft has 
introduced a frequent ffiers programme, forcing competitors to improve customer 
service. Such incentives were unknown during the reign of the monopoly Indian 
Airlines. ^^  
Opportunities to improve the tourism infrastructure 
India's airports, tourist..fesorts, beaches and national parks present a testimony of 
mismanagement, neglect, and under-development.^^ MNCs can assist India in 
improving its tourism infrastructure. 
For instance, under the liberalization policies, the National Highway Act of 
1956 has been amended to permit private construction of toll super-highways. *^  
MNCs can not only build the highways, they can also build the hotels and 
restaurants that would be needed along them. 
Joint venture opportunities in India's palaces and forts 
Thousands of palaces, castles, and forts owned by former kings and scattered 
throughout the country are outstanding monuments to India's rich cultural 
heritage and architecture. Some have already been successfully converted into 
luxury hotels by Indian hospitality chains. The government has introduced a 
scheme to subsidize the conversion of these palaces and forts into hotels; subsidies 
of up to 30% of capital cost are available.-^^ A large number of them, still 
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untouched, could be bought, renovated, and converted into unique hospitality 
properties by MNCs. 
Opportunities in the development of national parks 
India possesses some of the most outstanding national parks in South Asia. They 
are known all over the world for their exotic wildlife, varied flora and fauna, 
beautiful landscapes, and extensive outdoor recreation opportunities. The concept 
of Recreation Resources Management has not arrived in India yet and no Indian 
educational institution offers degree programmes in Recreation Resources Man-
agement or Parks Management. 
Mismanagement, corruption, bureaucracy, and underdevelopment are major 
problems ^ i n g most of India's resource-rich national parks. MNCs could assist 
India in developing and managing these parks as attractive tourist destinations for 
outdoor recreation activities. 
Opportunities arising from the privatization of public sector hotels 
India's major public sector tourism corporation, India Tourism Development 
Corporation (ITDC) owns and manages 39 hotels under the brand name Ashok. 
ITDC has properties in prime locations in both metropolitan areas and smaller 
tourist destinations. However, their operations are characterized by bureaucracy, 
political interference and labour unrest. As a part of liberalization, it is proposed 
to privatize this chain, offering a unique opportunity to MNCs to cooperate with 
Indian partners. 
Opportunities in budget hotels 
About 30% of the hotel rooms in India belong to the five-star or five-star deluxe 
categories.^' India has a plentiful supply of five-star hotels at the top, and 
non-star hotels at the bottom of the market. However, there is a shortage of clean, 
inexpensive, mid-scale budget hotels in the range of $10 to $50 a night, a major 
market segment. 
India's domestic tourism industry is also destined to emerge as an important 
sector of the national economy because of the emergence of the 200 million strong 
middle class. Increased affluence and an appreciation of leisure have caused an 
increase in the consumption of tourism products. Indians are travelling in their 
millions to pursue leisure. Budget hotels, developed in collaboration with MNCs, 
will find a ready market of both business and leisure travellers. 
To spur the development of this sector, the government is offering incentives in 
the form of tax rebates, interest subsidies, and lower power tariffs.^^ MNCs can 
capitalize on the market opportunities and the subsidies. MNCs operating in the 
budget hotel sector such as Days Inn, Quality Inn and Best Western have already 
opened some properties. However, the Indian market is still largely untapped. 
Opportunities in the gaming sector 
At present, there are no casinos in India. However, this is another area where new 
developments are being encouraged. Two state governments, Goa and Madhya 
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Pradesh, have approved proposals to open casinos at major tourist destinations in 
their states. ^ ^ This is another area where MNCs with expertise in the gaming 
field, could find new markets. 
Factors favouring MNC investment in India 's H & T Sector 
Financial factor^ 
India's low cost of labour and high gross operating profit should serve as 
fevourable factors to motivate MNCs to penetrate the Indian market. For 
example, the average New Delhi luxury hotel has a gross operating profit of 
40 .4%, which is mo e than double that of the average US luxury hotel. 
Availability of skilled labour in the H&T sector^^ 
In the early 1960s four Institutes of Hotel Management were opened in India. 
These institutes offer comprehensive three-year diploma programmes in hotel 
management and catering technology. The medium of instruction is English 
(although French is also taught). The subjects covered in the area of hospitality 
operations include Western, Chinese, and Indian cookery; bakery; front-office 
maiugement; beverage management; restaurant management, and house-keeping 
management. General management subjects such as accounting, marketing, 
computers, purchasing and cost control are also covered. Graduates of these 
three-year diploma programmes join the hospitality sector at entry level 
supervisory and management positions. In the past three decades, these hotel 
school graduates have worked their way up to senior managerial and technical 
positions in the H&T industry. 
With the projected increase in the H&T sector, the need for additional skilled 
labour has been anticipated. The government has now established 16 major hotel 
management institutes under the National Council of Hotel Management and 
Catering Technology. Further, 15 smaller institutions offering craft courses in the 
hospitality trades such as cookery and bakery have been set up. There is also a 
proposal to set up a Culinary Institute of India, on the lines of the famous 
Culinary Institute of America, to train chefe to world-class standards. Furth-
ermore, there is an active apprenticeship programme to train workers on-the-job 
and certify them in many sub-sectors of the H&T industry. 
The Indian Institute of Tourism and Travel Management was set up in 1983. 
Courses have been developed at the Masters level, as well as at technical (one-year 
diploma) level. These courses are now being delivered in a number of institutions 
and universities all over the country. Further, courses in foreign languages have 
been developed to instruct front line personnel in the H&T sector. 
As can be seen, MNCs will have a plentiful supply of technically qualified 
labour at both worker and manager level. The government's goal is to have a 
turnover of 28 000 trained personnel per year. Thus, MNCs may need to bring in 
high-cost expatriates only at the highest levels of specialization. 
Increased business traffic, as a result of economic liberalization^^ 
As well as specific incentives to spur tourism, a spillover effect of economic 
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liberalization has been a boom in business traffic to and within India. Traditional-
ly, the summer, with prevailing temperatures of 113° Fahrenheit, has been the 
low season for tourism to India. However, in the summer of 1995 hotels enjoyed 
occupanq^ rates in the region of 75-90% and were flush with business travellers. 
Again, the MNCs, with their recognized brands and international marketing and 
reservation networks, are well positioned to capitalize on this development. The 
fast growing commercial travel market will reduce the traditional negative impact 
of seasonality on H&T businesses. 
Increased size and affluence of the Indian middle class^^ 
Economic liberalization has increased the size of the Indian middle class market 
that can afford to travel. In a country of 900 million people, even a small 
segment, say 2 0 % , still adds up to a market of 180 million. Indians are travelling 
both domestically and globally. G)rporations in India are now offering incentive 
travel to their employees and managers to recruit and retain the best performers. 
This market is expected to grow exponentially, as the fruits of economic 
liberalization reach more people. 
CapitaJ^ availability in India^^ 
India's Wall Street is located in Dalai Street, Bombay. In addition, there are stock 
exchanges in the major metropolitan cities of New Delhi, Madras, Calcutta, and 
Bangalore. India has an estimated 25 million individual investors, over 6 000 
listed companies and more than 100 new stock issues per month, and as much as 
$10 billion in new stock oflFerings in 1994. Major global players such as Morgan 
Stanley and Merrill Lynch have set up offices in India. While MNCs would bring 
in new capital, this could be supplemented by the investment capital available in 
India itself. 
Availability of partners for joint ventures and franchises 
Unlike China, the former USSR and other communist countries, India has always 
had a thriving private sector. Indian companies have operated in the hotel and 
tourism sectors for over 50 years. In the hospitality sector, Indian companies such 
as the Taj Group of Hotels, and Oberoi Hotels, have successfully operated luxury 
world-class properties not only in India but also in other counties. Further, both 
Taj and Oberoi have had collaborations with MNCs such as Sheraton and 
Intercontinental. 
In the travel and tourism sector, Indian companies like SITA Travels and 
Mercury Travels (a subsidiary of Oberoi Hotels) have been operating both 
independently and as handling agents for international tour companies for 
decades. These companies have an intimate knowledge of local markets and have 
established connections with the local bureaucracies, making them ideal partners. 
Low penetration of international brand names and competitors 
Unlike the USA and Western Europe, where there are multiple international 
brands, India remains relatively unpenetrated by international brand names. For 
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example, major players in the international hospitality sector such as Ritz-
Carlton, Four Seasons, Marriott, and Club-Med have no hotels in India. In the 
restaurant and fast food sector major international chains like McDonalds and 
Burger King have yet to open any outlets. In fact, at the time of writing, there 
was not one major restaurant or fast food chain, Indian or foreign, operating at the 
national level. 
At present, many MNCs are in the process of finalizing deals in India. Pepsico 
is investing $40 million to set up a chain of Pizza Huts and Kentucky Fried 
Chickens.^^ However, the market is still wide open and there are abundant 
opportunities. 
Established and transparent legal system 
One problem that MNCs have faced in other newly emerging economies is the 
absence of clear commercial laws and established systems of commercial dispute 
resolution. For example, in China, the McDonalds in Beijing was demolished, 
despite a written lease agreement.'° 
On the other hand, in India, a national legal system was set up during British 
colonial rule. This was further codified with a written national constitution in 
1947, when India secured independence. The laws are written in English, and 
cases can be argued in English "in the courts. While the judicial system is plagued 
with delays, it does exist.^^ 
Conclusion 
Tourism development will bring much-needed capital and technology to India, 
resulting in an improved infrastructure. This will improve the standard of living 
for Indians which will in turn promote further increases in international tourism. 
The hospitality and tourism industry in India is poised to take oflf in a big way. 
The government's new economic liberalization policies, combined with the 
availability of incentives to international investors and the favourable socio-
economic factors identified in this paper, present a golden opportunity to MNCs 
in the hospitality and tourism sector. 
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ABSTRACT 
KEYWORDS: devaluation, cross-
border shopping, recession. Con-
vention and Visitors Bureau (CVB), 
frequency marl<eting 
Since tiie devaluation of the Canadian dollar, 
tourism profits in tlie US border towns have 
seen a worrying decline. This paper examines 
die historical causes of this decline, uHth par-
ticular reference to the cross-border Unvn, 
\{inot, in North Dakota, and suggests ways 
in tvhich a radical and thoroughgoing re-
appraisal of policy, both dtrou^ the CVB 
attd Chambers of Commene, could improve 
the fortunes of this formetiy very prosperous 
large toum by target marketing and car^liy 
considered tourist benefits. 
INTRODUCTION 
The US and Canada share the longest 
unfortified border between any two 
countries in the world. It was not always 
so. During the revolutionary war and 
the 'war of 1812, bloody battles took 
place between those seeking to rebel 
a^inst the British authorities and those 
\vishing to remain loyal to the Crown. 
Irideed, even well into the 19th century, 
occasional outbreaks of military action 
tcKjk place. However, for nearly 150 
y^ars the border has been a peaceful one 
where the citizens of one country 
readily and freely visit those of the 
other. 
One of the reasons for the lengthy 
jjeacefulness between the two countries 
is that of common values. The vast 
niajority of Canadians live near the US 
border^ where the two cultures are very 
similar but with a few notable differ-
ences. Mass media have contributed to a 
still further breakdown in those few dif-
ferences whereby US television, radio, 
newspapers, and magazines strongly 
influence Canadians. 
The state of North Dakota and Can-
ada share a 345-miles border, which is 
crossed over by thousands of Canadians 
daily. In February 1994, for instance, 
some 161,512 Canadians visited North 
Dakota.' While visiting the state, they 
generate an enormous economic impact 
on border and near-border communities 
such as Minot, principally through 
spending on retail activities. 
This 'helping hand' from its northern 
neighbours has contributed substantially 
to the emergence of tourism as North 
Dakota's third largest industry with an 
economic impact of well over US$1 bn 
and providing jobs to 16,000 workers.^ 
Lower shopping prices in the US, 
h i^cr sales-related taxes in Canada and 
a stronger Canadian dollar were some of 
the major factors responsible for the 
growth of international 'shopping' 
tourism by Canadian visitors to the US 
over the last several years. Literally doz-
ens of communities like Minot, strateg-
ically located on the border to take 
advantage of these situations, were the 
prime beneficiaries of such growth. To 
meet the needs of this growing 
Canadian visitor base, these cities and 
towns built numerous new and modern 
hotels and .motels, restaurants and shop-
ping areas,* as well as other entertain-
ment, amusement and recreational 
facilities. The fate of all these infra- and 
super-structural facilities, built at a sub-
stantial cost, is now in jeopardy, thanks 
to the shrinking value of the Canadian 
dollar against the US dollar, which has 
been caused by the Canadian economy's 
multi-year recession. The devaluation of 
the Canadian dollar has lowered its pur-
chasing power and diminished the 
attractiveness of the US as a shopping 
mecca for Canadian visitors. 
MINOT: A CASE IN POINT 
Minot, a rural community of about 
35,000 people, is about 44 miles from 
die Canadian border. Like other com-
munities in the prairies of the Great 
Plains of the country, Minot, too, has 
suffered economically because of the 
closure of plants, declining importance 
of agriculture, and an outward migra-
tion of citizens to laigier communities in 
other states with more job c^portuni-
ties. In many aspects, international 
tourism has come to its rescue. 
Twenty-three motels with 1,700 
rooms and a thriving shopping mall of 
some 100 stores have been developed in 
Minot to cater to the needs of visiting 
Canadians, who visit the community for 
a laigie portion of their shc^ping needs, 
leaving behind millions of dollars, with 
a multiplier impact of many more mil-
lions each year. 
Minot is one of the number of com-
munities recently experiencing the 
pinch of the lower purchasing power of 
the Canadian dollar, with the result 
being lower occupancy levels in its 
lodging properties, empty seats in rest-
aurants and smaller crowds in its shop-
ping areas. 
For example, in November 1992, 
North Dakou experienced an overall 
decrease of 8 per cent in Canadian visit-
ation, culminating in 100,000 fewer 
Canadians visiting the state in calendar 
year 1992. The slide has continued with 
same-day trips in November 1993 down 
by 20 per cent over the same period a 
year earlier, and a 17 per cent decrease 
in February 1994, versus February 1993. 
This downward trend in the arrival of 
Canadian tourist traffic to Minot is 
evident from Table 1, which shows a 17 
per cent decline from March 1993 to 
March 1994, through Portal, North 
Dakota Immigration and Customs on 
the Canadian-US border, the main port 
of entry for Minot. As the Canadian 
dollar continues to decrease in value 
against the US dollar, it is likely that 
^ this trend will continue and possibly 
escalate (see Table 1). 
Other border towns in the US are 
suffering a similar decline. For instance, 
the Niagara Frontier's four US-Canada 
bridges reported 457,000 one-day trips, 
which is a 29.1 per cent decline from a 
year earlier.^  
DYNAMICS OF CANADIAN SHOPPING 
EXPEDITIONS 
The most popular items Canadians buy 
in the US are retail auto services (such 
as tune-ups, tyres, batteries, etc), alco-
holic beverages, tobacco products and 
soft consumer goods. In many cases 
these items can cost twice as much in 
Canada when compared to the US. 
Gasoline also is a very attractive com-
modity and a fill-up before returning to 
Canada is a must. See Table 2 for dif-
ferences in prices, adjusted to US dol-
lars. 
THE DYNAMICS OF THE CANADIAN 
DOLLAR'S DEVALUATION 
Prior to the rise of rates in 1991, inter-
national money traders had begun sell-
ing off Canadian dollars after the 
resignation of Lucian Bouchard in May 
of 1990. These traders lacked confi-
dence in the Canadian economy, with 
the result being adverse pressure on the 
Canadian dollar, lowering its value. TTiis 
downward spiral shattered the confi-
dence of other international investors in 
Canada's economic strength, with the 
result being a continuing devaluation of 
the currency. A major cause of this 
decline has been attributed to the out-
come of Canada's 1993 elections, its 
continued recession, and the fears that 
US and Canadian interest rates were too 
competitive. International investors are 
less likely to invest in Canada when 
there is «:uch a narrow margin in rates.* 
Table 1: Canadian border crossings, 
Port (North Dakota) 
Fortuna 
Abrose 
Noonan 
Portal 
Northgatc 
Sherwood 
Antler 
Wcsthopc 
Carbury 
Dunseith 
StJohn 
Sourer Minot Convention 
''m 
No. (^people 
February 
3J126 
1.710 
7.824 
23,283 
3,031 
3.777 
2,021 
2.907 
3.639 
14,562 
4.588 
March 1994 
. 
March 
4.484 
2.100 
10.168 
29,967 
5.042 
4.948 
2.896 
3.523 
3.417 
16.228 
6.023 
Increase/decrease 
From tost month 
+35% 
+23% 
+30% 
+29% 
+66% 
+31% 
+43% 
+21% 
- 6 % 
+ 11% 
+31% 
and Visitors Bureau, Minot, North Dakou. 
From last year 
+28% 
- 2 % 
- 4 1 % 
- 1 7 % 
+ 1% 
- 1 2 % 
- 1 1 % 
- 2 0 % 
- 6 % 
+ 46% 
+ 24% 
Table 2: Comparative analysis of shopping 
prices of selected consunmer products in 
Manitoba and North Dakota (adjusted in 
US dollars) 
Unleaded gasoline 
Carton of dgvettes 
Bacanlirum 
Sanyo 25-in TV 
Women's shoes 
10-cup coffee maker 
Latex paint 
Butter (1 lb) 
Cream cheese 
Manitoba 
$0.49 
$4331 
$27.80 
$569.99 
$17.09 
$33.05 
$1935 
$239 
$239 
Nordi Dakota 
$030 
$19.22 
$1Z40 
$426.48 
$5.03 
$19.62 
$8.23 
$129 
$1.04 
Source: 'A Basket of Border Buys' (1991) MaeLam's, 
14th November, p. 16. 
The exchange rates have continued to 
decline to a point v^ere in November 
1994, the Onadian dollar was worth 
just 72 cents compared to the US dollar 
(see Table 2). 
THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT 
DISCOURAGES CROSS-BORDER 
SHOPPING 
It has been estimated that cross-border 
shopping costs Canada as much as $5bn 
((Canadian dollars) in lost revenues each 
year. This was reflected in Canadian 
sales for October 1993 which actually 
increased by 3 per cent to a $15.5bn 
(Canadian) level, thanks to a lessening 
in the outflow of Canadian visitors to 
the US. The devaluation of their cur-
rency has forced large numbers of 
Canadians to stay at home and shop. In 
a number of instances cross-border 
shoppers were and are being accused of 
being unpatriotic to Canada, whose con-
sumer behaviour is emerging as a major 
political issue, due in part to mounting 
pressure from Canadian business on 
their government to devise measures to 
discourage its citizens from going to the 
US on shopping sprees. 
In a sense, the declining value of the 
Canadian dolbr has delighted Canadian 
retailers and manufacturers alike, who 
have all benefited from the increase in 
sales fostered by Canadians staying 
home and patronising their own retail 
establishments, instead of visiting the 
US. This growth in retail sales has 
helped Canada's recession, which has 
been a major concern for the past 
several years.* 
Customs inspections are another 
problem that Canadians &ce while 
crossing the US border. Every Canadian 
citizen/resident is allowed C$20 duty-
free upon re-entering the country for a 
24—48 hours trip. If he/she spends more 
than 48 hours in the US, that figure 
increases to $100. It is exactly this group 
of tourist-shoppers who had helped in 
the growth of Minot's and other com-
munities' tourism industry. 
The Canadian Cjovemment also 
rccendy lowered duties on the importa-
tion of Japanese electronic products into 
the country. Previously, these items had 
been available for much less in the US. 
Now, however, these lower duties have 
resulted in lower prices across Canada 
and acted as a disincentive to buy simi-
lar products in the US. 
Canadian manufacturers and retailers 
have also lowered consumer product 
prices in many areas, a move designed 
to keep Canadian shoppers from cross-
ing the border. This move has even 
enticed a few American shoppers to 
cross the border to take advantage of 
these discounts on prices in Canada/' 
SUGGESTED MARKETING 
STRATEGIES 
The contemporary business climate in 
Minot and similar cities across the U S -
Canada border could be characterised 
by shopping are^ not as crowded as 
they once were, lower occupancy rates 
in its lodging properties, and lower sales 
in restaurants and retail stores, with 
lower sales tax going to both state and 
city treasuries. This dismal scenario has 
caused concern among elected officials, 
civic and business leaders alike. All are 
looking for a formula to overcome these 
problems in order to increase the inflow 
of Canadian visitor traffic. Conse-
quently, Minot needs a strategic market-
ing plan to help offset these losses. The 
authors would like to suggest the fol-
lowing strategies. 
Developing an at par programme 
To motivate more Caiudian shopping 
visits to the area, Minot's Convention 
and Visitors Bureau and Minot's Cham-
ber of Commerce could >vork together 
in convincing their respective members 
to offer selected 'at par' deals to visiting 
Canadian shoppers. On these special 
items, the lower-valued Canadian dollar 
would be treated as an equal to the 
higjier-valucd US dollar. This tech-
nique would make shopping in Minot 
much more attractive for Canadians and 
motivate them to visit the area. This 
strategy was previously su^ested to the 
community at a CVB sponsored lunch-
con in Minot in August 1993 by Janet 
Rogers of the US Travel and Tourism 
Administrator's Office in Vancouver, 
Canada. Stores offering these deals 
could promote them through 'Holiday 
Minot', a publication of the Minot Daily 
News, which is distributed to some 
100,000 homes in Saskatchewan and 
Manitoba provinces monthly. This tactic 
would send a message to Canadians that 
Minot wants their business and would 
like to continue hosting them despite 
their economic challenges. At the same 
time that these 'at par' discounts are 
being offered, the Same specially-
selected items could be sold at an equiv-
alent discount if the purchaser uses US 
dollars. This would preclude any in-
store or local resident shoppers' feelings 
that they were being discriminated 
against in the marketplace. 
Refund the sales tax 
Much the same as some countries 
refund visitors VAT taxes after a certain 
level of purchases, the city of Minot 
migjit consider refunding sales taxes 
from Canadian visitors if cumulative 
e^qsenditures reach a certain amount 
during a visit. This could act as an 
added impetus to increase visitor traffic 
to the area, and on larger items, such as 
household appliances, result in substan-
tial savings for visiting Canadian 
tourists. 
Offer promotional gifts 
The hospitality community has already 
learned the value of promotional pric-
ing, as have many members of the CVB, 
which distributes a special discount 
booklet called the Minot Wish Book 
throughout Manitoba and Saskatche-
wan. Other businesses in the com-
munity should join in and support the 
CVB's activities by offering g f^t certifi-
cates for every V dollars spent during a 
visit The CVB or Chamber of Com-
merce could handle the logistics of such 
a programme, verifying purchase totals 
and issuing gift certificates — good for a 
future visit to the area, thereby serving 
to entice another visit. Offers should 
also be for a near-term limited time 
span, to try and get their repeat visit as 
soon as practicable. These coupons 
could be used to purchase gasoline, dis-
counts on meals, or other retail items. 
Increase CVB community membership 
base 
Much of the success of a community's 
marketing efforts in the battle for visi-
tors centres around the efforts of its 
Convention and Visitors Bureau. 
Minot's CVB is funded principally by a 
3 per cent room tax, widi minimal reve-
nues from membership dues r a n g ^ 
from $50 per year to around $200 per 
year. The CVB should adopt a member-
ship pricing structure more in line with 
the Chamber of Commerce in the area, 
where dues are based on actual business 
created in the area (sales, employees 
etc). Those who benefit most, should 
also pay the most in dues. After an 
initial shake-out, it rtuy be that some 
businesses would see a greater benefit 
from belonging to one organisation over 
the other, but at least their needs would 
be better served. In the last analysis, the 
CVB's dues structure would probably 
increase substantially, at a time when 
dollars arc needed to supplement mar-
keting efforts which are needed more 
than ever. 
Joint marketing effort with nearby 
communities 
Instead of being in competition for 
Canadian visitor dollars with nearby 
destinations such as Bismarck, both cit-
ies' CVBs should look at developing 
some joint promotions to attraa 
Canadian visitors, requiring that they 
spend some time in each city. By 
'stretching* the distance visitors need to 
drive (while still being comfortable), 
they could increase overnight stays and 
spcndings in both communities. 
THE FUTURE OF MINOT 
Minot's fKjpulation has remained steady 
at the 35,000 mark for many years. In 
too many instances, however, its 
younger generation leaves the com-
munity after graduation, while an older 
demographic section migrates to the 
area from smaller rural communities in 
the state. The city of Minot itself has 
some truly outstanding civic amenities 
such as a strong regional medical centre, 
a quality state university, an ultra-
modem jet airport with service to Min-
neapolis and Denver, a regional mall 
comparable in size to that in cities much 
larger, an abundance of nig^dife activi-
ties for a city its size, and an overall 
positive quality of life. Minot, however, 
is greying with its increasing senior base 
as younger residents move on to more 
opportunities in Minneqx)lis and Den-
ver. As a result, it finds itself emergii^ 
as a retirement community in the 
north-western region of the state. 
Minot also has an important US Air 
Force Base, just ten miles north of the 
city. Its 10,000 plus popubtion has con-
tributed substantially to the area's eco-
nomic wcU-beir^ with its enormous 
economic impact (accelerated by its 
multiplier effect) percobting to the local 
businesses and local population. It has 
also proved a good nei^bour to 
Canadian visitors and once a year even 
puts on a special 'Northern Neighbors 
Program'. 
The. fear of the closure, sooner or 
later, of Minot Air Force Base, as a 
result of a nationwide trend caused by 
the end of the cold war, and the slump-
ing touristic traffic from Canada have 
caused enormous worries to the local 
population, threatening the very survival 
of Minot as a regional community. 
The development of a city-wide 
international tourism marketing plan as 
described above would require the input 
of governmental officials, business lead-
ers and tourism promotion officials. A 
high degree of cooperation would result 
in creating a marketing plan designed to 
again attract Canadian shoppers. Minot 
Air Force Base will eventually close and 
it will be left to the international 
tourism industry to sustain and main-
uin the economic viability of Minot 
beyond the year 2000. 
The resulting marketing plan should 
focus on employing frequency market-
ing which has been described by Kotler' 
as an effort 'to identify, maintain, and 
increase the yield from Best Customers, 
through long-term, interactive, value-
added relationships'. Those 'best cus-
tomers' are clearly Minot's Canadian 
shoppers for whom so much has been 
invested. To maximise Minot's invest-
ment in their Canadian market,'creative 
promotional programmes must be 
established to again attract Canadian 
shopf)ers to shop in Minot. 
Putting all the c ^ s in one basket 
(Canadian shopping) will jeopardise the 
future interest of Minot as a viable busi-
ness community. Diversification of 
Minot's tourism base will be the best 
strategy to pursue. The survey con-
ducted by the authors revealed different 
types of Canadian tourists, who visit 
Minot for different reasons, whereas 
Minot's CVB has concentrated its total 
efforts on one segment (Canadian shop-
pers) at the peril of others. While lower 
prices were found to be the major and 
prime inducement, there were other 
motivations for which Canadians come 
to Minot. One of these motivations is 
the opportunity to vacation and shop at 
the same time. Another motivation 
found was that cross-border shopping is 
considered more prestigious in certain 
communities in Canada. The third 
motivation was that certain enteruin-
ment and recreational facilities exist in 
Minot that are not available within driv-
ing distances on the other side of the 
border. Still another motivation was that 
some visit Minot to fly, taking advantage 
of Northwest airlines' cheap fares 
because of frequent airfare wars, using 
Minot's jet airport. Still others come 
because of its excellent medical facilities. 
Thousands come to attend its nationally 
acclaimed Hostfest, a cultural festival 
organised annually in October each 
year, depicting the heritage of Nor-
wegian Americans. An exhaustive and 
thorough marketing research would 
help to establish the underlying dimen-
sions and prime motivations of 
Canadian visits to Minot. Such a study 
would help delineate them into different 
viable marketing segments. The second 
challenge will be to develop a unique 
marketing strategy to target each seg-
ment separately in order to promote vis-
its to Minot and provide satisfaction in 
order to retain business for a long 
period of time. This is where the future 
of Minot lies, beyond the closure of 
Minot Air Force Base and beyond the 
higher value of the Canadian dollar in 
the 21st century. Minot has to diversify 
its tourist attractions for Canadians and 
come up with unique and novel attrac-
tions to sustain their visits. This 
emerges as the most feasible strategy, 
which will guarantee the long-term sur-
vival of Minot as an economically viable 
community. 
CONCLUSION 
Simply put, there is no panacea to over-
come the loss of Canadian tourism to 
the US cities like Minot. In the foresee-
able future creative marketing pro-
grammes will need to be implemented, 
in many cases just to stop business from 
sliding any further. On the upside, cur-
rency-rate fluctuations have a historical 
pattern of bouncing back once a coun-
try's economy recovers. Once this 
recovery point is reached, the successful 
marketing tactics learned during leaner 
times could go a long way in developing 
new and incremental markets for the 
community. Minot has no choice but to 
embark upon a diversification strategy 
aimed at delineating different segments 
of the Canadian market and targeting 
each of them with vigorous and a ^ e s -
sive marketing campaigns. Such a strat-
egy, if carefully conceived and 
articulated, and scientifically imple-
mented, has the potential to guarantee 
Minot's survival as an economically 
viable community. 
The author would like to adtnowledge the 
amtribution of Mr Fred Corrigan, die fanner 
Director of Minot Convention and Visitors' 
Bureau, for his input in writing this paper. 
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The Need for the Identification 
of the Constituents 
of a Destination's Tourist Image: 
A Promotion Segmentation Perspective 
Zafar U.Ahmed, PhD 
ABSTRACT. This study was designed to examine the dimensions 
of tourist image as it may affect the promotion strategy for a given 
tourist destination. Identification of the different constituents of a 
destination's tourist image may provide important information that 
can be used in developing focused promotional strategies in well 
segmented markets to promote a tourist destination. Constituents of 
a destination's tourist image for the state of Utah were identified 
using factor analysis based upon a priori assumption about the 
nature of constituents of a state's tourist image. Four major constit-
uents of a destination's/state's tourist image emerged. Each dimen-
sion represents a potential source of focus for regionally promoting 
a given destination to various target segments. [Article copies avail-
able fmm The Haworth Document Delivery Service: 1-800-342-9678. E-mail 
address: getinfo@haworth.com] 
INTRODUCTION 
The image of a tourist destination is the aggregate sum of be-
liefs, ideas, impressions, and expectations that a tourist has about a a 
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destination (Crompton 1979). Engel et al. (1986) state that image 
refers to the consumers' subjective perceptions of how an alterna-
tive performs on important evaluative criteria. Tourists perceive 
many images of their destinations and these images in turn influ-
ence their behavior, attitudes, and predispositions as consumers. 
Tourism promotion plays an important role in enhancing the 
competitive edge of one tourist destination over another. Merely 
possessing outstanding tourism resources is not sufficient to lure the 
optimal number of tourists to a tourist destination. Tourists' image 
of a destination and the attitude of tourists toward that destination 
seem to be two of the most important factors responsible for this 
variation. That is why the aggressiveness of the promotion cam-
paigns launched by tourist destinations has added a new dimension 
to competitiveness and has resulted in increasing numbers of image 
advertisements in travel and tourism literature and in the mass 
media. Examples might include the ads put-up by tourist destina-
tions in the travel section of the Sunday edition of New York Tunes. 
Collectively tourist destinations spend billions of dollars annually 
on image building and image correction promotion programs. For 
instance, an average state tourism organization in the United States 
has a promotion budget of $6.3 million, an advertising budget of 
$2.4 million, and a staff of 36 people. Thei^ e are 504 highway 
welcome centers in 46 states, 44 states have one or more toll-free 
telephone numbers for travel information inquiries, 48 states spon-
sor a travel/tourism conference, 36 states offer matching funds for 
tourism entities from their states participating in promotion pro-
grams, 41 states conduct familiarization tours, and 44 states publish 
a travel newsletter (Mcintosh and Goeldner 1990). All of these 
elements of tourism promotion undertaken by different states across 
the country testify the importance of tourism promotion across the 
United States. 
From image marketing perspectives, a logical question for a 
promotion strategist to ask is: "How is the tourist's decision to visit 
his/her destination linked with the image of the destination state?" 
Because of the increasing competitiveness, promotion strategists 
need ever more accurate information about the diversity of re-
sponses to image. Assuming that while analyzing the pros and cons 
of states' tourist images tourists classify tourism environments rela-
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tive to the r^ leisure pursuits, it is reasonable to offer a proposiiiux. 
that, "people might respond to various constituents of a destina-
tion's image differently as compared to the total image of a tourist 
destination." Hence, the identification of the different constituents 
of a destination's/state's tourist image may provide important in-
formation that can be used in developing segmented promotion 
strategies to promote that destination. 
LITERATURE REVIEW £ / 
Contemporary tourism literature has been the focus of the dy-
namics of tourists' consumer behavior (Mayo and Jarvis 1981, 
Pearce, 1982). Moreover, image has also been in the limelight of 
the modem research studies (McLellan and Foushee, 1983; Deale, 
1983; Knopf, 1983; Smith, 1984; Keown et al. 1984; Kent, 1984; 
Gee, 1986; Phelps, 1986; Colton, 1987; Gartner, 1986; Gartner 
and Hunt, 1987; Gunn, 1989; Telisman-Kosuta 1989, Chon 1990, 
Ahmed 1991 [a], Ahmed 1991 [b], Ahmed 1991 [c]). A destina-
tion's tourist image influences a tourist's decision-making process 
when he/she considers alternative destinations for tourism pursuits 
(Fridgen, 1984; Gartner, 1986; Gartner and Hunt, 1987; Goodrich, 
1978; Hunt, 1975; LaPage and Cormier, 1977; Mayo, 1975). 
There is evidence to suggest that if the tourism resources of 
several destinations seem equally attractive, the selection of a des-
tination by a tourist will be made partly on the basis of where 
negative consequences are least likely to be encountered (McLellan 
and Foushee, 1983). Research has also imderscored the issue of 
image comparability as it is necessary to identify how people evalu-
ate competing destinations/states (Haahti, 1986) before developing 
strategic promotion programs. 
Gunn (1989) recommends that the end goal of an image build-
ing endeavor should be at promoting the modification(s) of an 
image. This view of destination image change has been supported 
by subsequent empirical studies (Chon, 1987; Gartner, 1986; 
Phelps, 1986; Gartner and Hunt, 1987). Evidence is available that 
advertising, as one of the most important tools of promotion-mix, 
plays a key role in image enhancement (Gartner and Hunt 1987). 
Positive images can be developed through astute advertising of the 
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unique and diverse tourism attractions of a given destination 
(Goodrich 1978). While experimenting with perceptual maps 
constructed by using Smallest Space Analysis, Perry et al. (1976) 
found that Canada as a tourist destination for Israelis underwent an 
"Image Change" as a result of advertising. The ability of the 
tourist destination to modify perceptions through promotion can 
alter consumer patronage behavior in a favorable way (Mayo and 
Jarvis 1981). 
As the services marketing literature stresses, the consumption 
experience can be heavily influenced by the nature of the other 
consumers who may be present, and by the perception of the nature 
of the consumers thought likely to be attracted to patronize the 
tourism product(s) at a destination. Clearly, consumers will factor 
into their image construction both their conclusions about the pa-
trons of the destination actually observed (if previously visited) and 
their expectations of the nature of the clientele based on marketer-
dominated forms of communication (advertising, etc.) as well as 
non-marketer dominated forms of communication (word of mouth, 
etc.). 
While evidence exists that promotion does play an important 
role in image building and image correction (Perry et al. 1976), 
there has been little research on identifying the various constitu-
ents of a destination's tourist image and their role in tourism 
promotion. 
STUDY OBJECTIVES '^  
Investigation into the determination of the various constituents of 
a destination's image could lead destination promotion strategies to 
identify what constituents of a destination's tourist image are most 
significant in the evaluations made by various segment(s) of poten-
tial target market(s). This would enable them to direct their promo-
tional efforts toward inducing a more favorable image based on 
differing segment's responses to these constituents. The thrust of 
this research is that tourists hold multidimensional images of des-
tinations, and that different tourist segments will act differently 
because they have different images of the same destination. Hence, 
the major objectives of this research were: 
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1. To identify the constituents of a destination's total image, 
2. To determine whether total image is different as compared to 
the images of constituents, 
3. To investigate differences in total image and the images of 
constituents based on amount of touring experience with the 
destination and the geographic region of residence, and 
4. To suggest appropriate tourism promotion strategies based on 
research findings. 
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES ^ 
1, Total Image vs. Images of Constituents 
Most tourist destinations while building a positive image or cor-
recting a negative image are basically concerned with the total 
image of the destination. They seldom attempt to investigate that 
they might have numerous images, both positive and negative, 
instead of just one total image. 
Hence, it is hypothesized that if total image is broken down into 
different parts, images of some constituents might be positive in 
spite of the fact that the total image, for instance, of a destination is 
negative. 
2. Amount of Touring Experience 
Amount of previous touring experience within a given tourist 
destination (state) will be examined for its relationship with total 
image and the different constituents of image. Schreyer et al. (1984) 
found that river floaters with varying "Experience Use History" 
differed significantly in their outdoor recreation behaviors. People 
with a history of greater experience use are expected to perceive the 
availability of more specific rewards, while novices usually respond 
to more generalized images promoted by marketers. 
Assuming that the principle of "Experience Use History" (Schrey-
er et al. 1984) is applicable to tourist image, it is hypothized that 
tourists who have visited a destination would, by virtue of their 
experience, perceive its image differently than those who have nev-
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er visited a destination, necessitating the pursuance of differential 
promotion strategy. 
3. Affiliation with a Geographical Region 
The geographical region in which a consumer lives influences 
perceptions and resultant consumer behavior. There are regional 
differences in taste preferences, value systems, norms, attitudes, 
states of mind, and sub-cultures. Proximity to a tourist area also 
plays a significant role in a tourist's profile. Differences based on 
geographical affiliations have been found by numerous consumer 
and marketing researchers. Tourists hailing from diverse geographi-
cal regions were found to vary in their realization of benefits from 
touring experiences. Focusing on Hawaii and studying tourists hail-
ing from different geographical regions, Woodside and Jacobs 
(1985) found that Canadian visitors most often reported rest and 
relaxation as the major benefit realized from their Hawaiian visit, 
however mainland Americans cited cultural experiences and Japa-
nese visitors listed family togetherness as one of the major benefits 
realized. Scott et al. (1978) found that those living closer to Massa-
chusetts saw the state somewhat differently than those living more 
than 200 miles away. Hence, it is hypothized that people belonging 
to different geographical regions will perceive the images of a des-
tination differently, necessitating the pursuance of differentiated 
promotion strategy. 
METHODOLOGY 
Six thousand questioimaires followed by three reminders were 
mailed in two different time frames of the year (3,000 in each 
season) to a stratified random sample of 6,000 households in six 
geographical regions across the United States. The geographical 
regions were delineated based on input received from the sponsor of 
the study, the Utah Travel Council (Table 1). Geographical regions 
used by the U.S. Census Bijreau and the U.S. Travel Data Center 
were not used because the make-up of Utah's major target markets 
warranted treating certain states differently and dropping certain 
states from the sample because of their insignificance for Utah's 
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TABLE 1. The Six Regions Chosen for Study 
Region #1 CALIFORNIA 
Region # 2 NORTHWEST 
(Washington, Oregon) 
Region # 3 INTERMQUNTAIN WEST 
(Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico) 
Region #4 MIDWEST 
(Illinois, Indiana, Iowa. Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin) 
Region # 5 EAST 
(Connecticut, Delaware, Washington D.C.. Kentucky, Maine. 
Maryland, Massachusetts New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Vermont, West Virginia) 
Region # 6 SOUTH 
(Alabama, Arkansas, Florida. Georgia. Louisiana, North Carolina, 
Oklahoma, South Carolina. Tennessee, Texas) 
tourism. For instance, the Utah Travel Council wanted to know the 
perceptions of Califomians separately than their clientele from other 
states because California is the major market for Utah's tourism 
industry. Therefore, geographical regions were delineated based on 
input received from the Utah Travel Council. Once the regions were 
established, a sampling frame using population as a base was uti-
lized. Some states such as Alaska, Hawaii, Mississippi, Rhode Is-
land, Virginia, and Wyoming were not surveyed because of their 
insignificance for Utah's tourism industry. A total of 1,917 (32 
percent) useable questionnaires were received. 
A stratified sample, which was proportionate to represent the 
differences in population in each geographical region was used. For 
the demographic characteristics of the sample, please see Table 2 
through Table 5. 
Because of the low response rate (32 percent), a post test to 
identify bias was conducted. Three key questions (about the impres-
siveness of Utah's national parks, hunting opportunities in Utah and 
Utah's nightlife) were selected and five percent of non-respondents 
were contacted across the six geographical regions via telephone 
and asked to answer these questions. Analysis of these responses 
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TABLE 2. Frequency and Percentage of Sample's Different Age Groups 
Group 
1. 15 to 20 years old 
2. 21 to 30 years old 
3. 31 to 45 years old 
4. 46 to 55 years old 
5. 56 to 64 years old 
6. 65 and older 
Total 
Frequency 
2 
304 
627 
311 
262 
271 
1.784 
Percentage 
0.11 
17.11 
35.28 
17.50 
14.74 
15.26 
100.00 
TABLE 3. Frequency and Percentage of Sample's Different Education 
Groups 
Group 
1. 0-7 years education 
2. 8 years education 
3. 9-11 years education 
4. High School education 
5. Business or Technical 
School 
6. 1-3 years college 
7. Completed (Allege 
8. Graduate School 
Frequency 
12 
38 
70 
347 
166 
386 
373 
342 
1.734 
Percentage 
0.69 
2.19 
4.04 
20.01 
9.57 
22.26 
21.51 
19.73 
100.00 
revealed no significant differences between non-respondents and 
mail respondents. 
Development of Dependent Variables 
Botii Utah's total image and its different constituents were used 
as dependent variables for the scale to test the hypotheses. The basic 
framework used for identifying dependent variables was developed 
by Hunt (1971; 1975) and subsequently used by Gartner et al. 
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TABLE 4. Frequency and Percentage of Sample's Different Income Groups 
Group 
1. Less than $10,000 
2. $10.000-$19.999 
3. $20.000-$24.999 
4. $25.000-$29,999 
5. $30.000-$39.999 
6. $40.000-$49,999 
7. $50.000-$74.999 
8. $75,000 or greater 
Frequency 
126 
287 
253 
233 
365 
188 
216 
66 
1.734 
Percentage 
7.27 
16.55 
14.59 
13.44 
21.05 
10.84 
12.46 
3.80 
100.00 
TABLE 5. Frequency and Percentage of Sample's Different Family Size 
Groups 
Group Frequency Percentage 
1. One member in family 
2. 2-3 members in family 
3. 4-5 members in family 
4. 6 or more members in family 
257 
983 
471 
66 
14.46 
55.32 
26.51 
3.71 
1,777 100.00 
(1983). It divides a state's tourist-image attributes into the follow-
ing five categories: 
1. Outdoor Recreation Resources, 
2. Outdoor Recreation Activities, 
3. Cultural Amenities, 
4. Host-Population Characteristics, and 
5. Liquor Laws. 
Independent Variables 
Independent variables were developed to analyze factors contrib-
uting to the formation of Utah's tourist image. Two independent 
variables examined were: 
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1. Amount of Touring Experience 
This variable was created to examine the influence of visitation 
on the image formation. It concerned the amount of touring experi-
ence of two groups of respondents (1) those who had visited Utah 
and (2) those who had not visited Utah. Amount of touring experi-
ence in Utah was scaled based on the breakdown of the two groups 
as shown in Table 6. 
2. Geographical Region 
Based on the distribution of 6,000 questionnaires among the six 
identified geographical regions, this independent variable was 
created to ascertain whether people from different regions vary in 
their perceptions of Utah's tourist images. Frequency and percent-
age of respondents representing each geographical region is pre-
sented in Table 7. 
Development of a Scale for Testing Hypotheses 
In order to identify the constituents of Utah's tourist image, a 
series of factor analyses were performed on 20 attributes of Utah's 
tourist image contained in the questionnaire. These 20 questions 
sought responses on the impressiveness of Utah's Outdoor recre-
ation resources, outdoor recreation activities, and cultural amenities 
(for descriptive statistics, please see Table 8). The factor analysis 
performed seems to confirm Garter et al. (1983) conceptualization. 
Moreover, perceptions regarding the receptiveness of residents to 
TABLE 6. Frequency and Percentage of Sample's Experienced and Inexpe-
rienced Respondents 
Group 
Group #1 
Group # 2 
Visitors: 
Non Visitors: 
Total: 
Frequency 
923 
859 
1.782 
Percentage 
51.80 
48.20 
100.00 
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TABLE 7. Frequency and Percentage of Sample's Different Geographical 
Regions 
Group 
First Region-California 
Second Region-Northwest 
Third Reglon-lntermountain West 
Fourth Region-Midwest 
Rfth Region-East 
Sixth Region-South 
Frequency 
306 
370 
325 
283 
295 
203 
1.782 
Percentage 
17.7 
20.76 
18.24 
15.88 
16.55 
11.40 
100.00 
TABLE 8. Descriptive Statistics for All the Dependent Variables 
Dependent 
Variable 
Receptiveness 
Liquor Laws 
National Parks 
State Parks 
Cities 
National Forests 
Historical Sites 
Camping 
Sightseeing 
Culture 
Skiing 
Nightnte 
Boating 
Hunting 
Rshing 
Shopping 
Shows 
Nightclubs 
Museum 
Symphony 
Mean 
3.105 
3.168 
2.072 
2.403 
2.511 
2.499 
2.410 
2.198 
1.969 
2.607 
2.249 
3.397 
2.926 
2.927 
2.821 
2.735 
3.225 
3.581 
2.457 
2.092 
Standard 
Deviation 
1.928 
2.253 
1.397 
1.463 
13.76 
1.507 
1.404 
1.369 
1.221 
1.446 
1.465 
1.425 
1.455 
1.513 
1.461 
1.363 
1.459 
1.481 
1.470 
1.520 
Variance 
3.716 
5.078 
1.951 
2.140 
1.894 
2.272 
1.971 
1.875 
1.491 
2.092 
2.146 
2.031 
2.116 
2.288 
2.134 
1.858 
2.127 
2.195 
2.162 
2.310 
N 
1922 
1922 
1564 
1564 
1564 
1564 
1564 
1922 
1922 
1921 
1922 
1566 
1922 
1922 
1920 
1922 
1922 
1922 
1921 
1915 
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tourists and restrictiveness of state Liquor Laws were also elicited. 
Bi-polar adjective Likert-type question construction was done in 
such a way that weights were assigned to each point on the 5 
categories Likert scale, with a value of one representing the highest 
positive impression and a value of five representing the highest 
negative impression. As mean values increase, the image is consid-
ered less impressive. 
Based on the output yielded by the factor analysis (see Table 9), 
which had been successfully tested for reliability (see Table 10), the 
following scales were developed. 
/. Total Image 
Average-scale was designed to test the differences in perception 
of the total tourist image of Utah. It contained 20 variables/attrib-
utes of Utah's tourist i Tiage as outlined earlier. A response to at 
least 15 of the 20 variables counted toward Average-Scale. De-
scriptive statistics for Average-Scale are presented in Table 8. 
2. Component Scales 
For in depth analysis, Average-Scale was further broken-down 
into four constituents, as yielded by Factor Analysis. The first con-
stituent. Average Outdoor Recreation Resources, had five variables, 
National Parks, State Parks, National Forests, Sightseeing, and His-
torical Sites. A respondent had to reply to 4 of the 5 to be counted 
toward the scale. 
The second constituent, Average-Outdoor Recreation Activities, 
had five variables. Skiing, Boating, Hunting, Fishing and Camping. 
A respondent had to respond to 4 of the 5 to be counted toward the 
scale. 
The third constituent, Average-Culture, had six variables. Cities, 
Culture, Shopping, Museum,^  Symphony and Receptiveness of Res-
idents to Tourists. A respondent had to respond to 5 of the 6 to be 
counted toward the scale. 
The fourth constituent, Average-Nightlife, had three variables. 
Nightlife, Shows and Night Clubs. A respondent had to respond to 2 
of the 3 to be counted toward the scale. Liquor Laws of Utah was 
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TABLE 10. Results of Reliability Analysis 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Factors 
(Constituents) 
OUTDCX)R RECREATION 
RESOURCES 
OUTDOOR RECREATION 
ACTIVITIES 
CULTURE 
NIGHTLIFE 
Alpha 
.85 
.83 
.72 
.75 
Inter-Item 
Correlation Mean 
.52 
.50 
.30 
.50 
recognized as an independent item for purposes of scaling and 
hypotheses testing. Because of its inverse relationship with other 
variables in factor 4, as reflected by its factor loading ( - .64) and 
because of its peculiarity to the state of Utah, variable Liquor Laws 
was treated as an independent item to explore its impact on percep-
tions of Utah's tourist image. 
Multivariate statistical analyses (factor analysis, reliability anal-
ysis, analysis of variance, and LSD tests) were performed in order 
to buttress the exposed factors with some confirmatory testing. 
To test the reliability of the factors, a parallel factor analysis 
based on Principal Components Analysis (with six factors speci-
fied) was performed on 20 variables (Table 11). In order to further 
ensure the reliability of the scales, factor analyses for all six geo-
graphical regions were performed. The outcome of the analysis was 
similar to the composite factor analysis shown in Table 9, which 
demonstrates the reliability of the scales. All analyses produced six 
factors with the exception of Region 3, which yielded five factors. 
Hence, the composite factor analysis (as given in Table 9) was used 
for further scaling and testing of hypotheses. 
Reliability and Validity Issues 
The internal reliability of the factors constituting scales as identi-
fied by Factor Analysis was supported by their moderately high 
alphas and moderate inter-item correlation means. These were 
yielded by Reliability Analysis (see Table 10). This implies that the 
TABLE 11. 
Variable(s) 
Receptiveness 
Liquor Laws 
National Parks 
State Parks 
Cities 
National Parks 
Historical Sites 
Camping 
Sightseeing 
Culture 
Skiing 
Night Life 
Boating 
Hunting 
Fishing 
Shopping 
Shows 
Night Clubs 
Museums 
Symphony 
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Rotated Factor Matrix for Second Factor Analysis 
Factor 
1 
.29 
- .05 
.84 
.81 
.40 
.77 
.68 
.49 
.55 
.18 
.25 
.11 
.14 
.18 
.20 
.08 
.08 
.06 
.15 
.01 
Factor 
2 
- .02 
.09 
.19 
.18 
.04 
.27 
.11 
.56 
.36 
.14 
.56 
.26 
.74 
.86 
.87 
.14 
.08 
.07 
.09 
.06 
Factor 
3 
.36 
.33 
.06 
.04 
.49 
.01 
.29 
.07 
.31 
.55 
.24 
.15 
.11 
.02 
.03 
.58 
.46 
.18 
.74 
.75 
Factor 
4 
.20 
- .64 
- .04 
.10 
.17 
.11 
.12 
.03 
.01 
.35 
- .17 
.71 
.23 
.10 
.09 
.26 
66 
.80 
- .13 
.06 
Factor 
5 
.29 
-.15 
- .09 
- .07 
.26 
.02 
.18 
- .01 
.08 
.23 
.07 
.18 
.07 
.06 
.01 
- .26 
- .25 
-.14 
- .01 
-.06 
Factor 
6 
- .23 
.15 
.07 
.10 
- .14 
- .05 
- .02 
- .07 
- .10 
- .17 
.03 
- .10 
- .01 
- .05 
- .05 
.18 
.14 
.09 
.02 
.01 
factors constituting Utah*s tourist image are reliable. Indirect reli-
ability of the analyses performed was supported by the factor analy-
ses performed for the six geographical regions. All of them revealed 
almost the same factors as identified by the Composite Factor Anal-
ysis used to develop the scales (Table 9). 
Face validity of the analyses performed is supported by the 
"Least impressed" responses of Califomians to Utah's Nightlife 
and Liquor Laws. Califomians are presumed to enjoy outstanding 
Nightlife and liberal Liquor Laws in their state. Hence, their percep-
tions about Utah's poor Nightlife and restrictive Liquor Laws are 
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bound to be "least impressed," suggesting the face validity of the 
analyses performed. 
RESULTS 
Hypothesis 1 
People who differ in the amount of touring experience with Utah 
will differ significantly in their perceptions of the: 
1. total image of Utah, and 
2. different constituents of Utah's tourist image. 
The results as presented in Table 12 indicate that overall percep-
tions of visitors and non-visitors about the total image of Utah were 
statistically different from each other at the .0001 level of signifi-
cance. 
The perceptions of visitors and non-visitors about the constitu-
ents (Outdoor Recreation Resources, Culture, Nightlife and Liquor 
Laws) were statistically different from each other at the .0001 level 
of significance. The perceptions of visitors and non-visitors about 
the Outdoor Recreation Activities were not statistically significant-
ly different from each other. 
Utah's visitors perceived the total image of Utah as more impres-
sive than non-visitors (fable 12). Visitors perceived the images of 
constituents (Outdoor Recreation Resources and Culture) as more 
impressive than non-visitors. Conversely perceptions of non-visi-
tors about the constituents (Nightlife and Liquor Laws) were more 
impressive than visitors. 
Hypothesis 2 
People residing in different geographical regions will differ sig-
nificantly in their perceptions of the: 
1. total image of Utah, and 
2. different constituents of Utah's tourist image. 
Results presented in Table 13 indicate that people residing in 
different geographical regions differed in their perceptions of the 
total image of Utah at the .0001 level of statistical significance. 
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TABLE 12. Effect of Amount of Touring Experience with Utah on People's 
Perceptions 
Group 
Visitors 
Non-
Visitors 
Level of 
S^nificant 
Total 
Image 
2.431 
2.52 
.000^ 
O.R. 
Resources 
2.00^ 
2.19 
.0001 
O.R. 
Activities 
2.351 
2.38 
.3371 
Culture 
2.501 
2.65 
.0001 
Night 
Life 
3.371 
3.25 
.0001 
Liquor 
Laws 
3.962 
3.65 
.0001 
1 
1 Very impressive, 5: Very unimpressive (Total Image, Outdoor Recreation Resources, Outdoor 
Recreation Actrvites, Culture and Nightlife). 
2 
Very Literal, 5: Very Restrictive (Liquor Laws). 
TABLE 13. The Effect of Region of Origin on People's Perceptions 
Region Total O.R. O.R. Niglit Liquor 
Image Resources Resources Culture Life Laws 
1 2.42 1.98 2.21 2.59 3.42 4.08 
2 2.53 2.23 2.56 2.55 3.34 3.87 
3 2.40 2.01 2.25 2.48 3.29 3.98 
4 2.47 2.06 2.43 2.52 3.20 3.55 
5 2.56 2.17 2.39 2.70 3.38 3.69 
6 2.45 2.04 2.31 2.60 3.22 3.56 
Level of 
Signi-
ficance .0001 .0001 .0001 .0001 .0002 .0001 
People residing in different geographical regions also differed in 
their perceptions for each image constituent (with the exception of 
Nightlife) at the .0001 level of statistical significance. For the 
Nightlife constituent, there was a statistical difference at the .0002 
level of significance. 
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When sample sizes are the same, significant differences among 
the various regions can be found by a measure called the Least 
Significant Difference (LSD). LSD results proved most useful in 
determining the extremes of responses to the survey between geo-
graphic regions (Table 14). Those extremes are recorded here as a 
way of examining the validity of each hypothesis and as a prelude 
to applying the results to the practical business of Utah's tourism 
industry. The extremes are the most and least impressed responses 
yielded by the tabulation. 
Extremes of Responses: With respect to the total image of Utah, 
people of region 3 (Intermountain West) found Utah to be most 
impressive, whereas people from region 5 (East) were least im-
pressed. For the image of Outdoor Recreation Resources, the people 
of region 1 (California) were most impressed, whereas people of 
Region 2 (Northwest) were least impressed. For the image of Out-
door Recreation Activities, the people of region 1 (California) were 
most impressed, whereas the people of region 2 (ISforthwest) were 
least impressed. For the image of Culture, the people of region 3 
(Intermountain West) were most impressed, whereas the people of 
region 5 (East) were least impressed. For the image of Nightlife, the 
people of region 4 (Midwest) were most impressed, whereas the 
people of region 1 (California) were least impressed. For the image 
of Liquor Laws, the people of region 4 (Midwest) were most im-
TABLE 14. Summary of Significant Results Using LSD Tests (Geographic 
Regions 1 to 6) 
Total Image 
Outdoor Recreation Resources 
Outdoor Reaeation Activities 
Culture 
Nightlife 
Liquor Laws (Liberal) 
Region Most 
Impressed 
3 
1 
1 
3 
4 
4 (Restricted) 
Region Least 
Impressed 
5 
2 
2 
5 
1 
1 
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pressed (liberal), whereas people of region 1 (California) were least 
impressed (most restrictive). 
DISCUSSION AND PROMOTIONAL 
SEGMENTATION IMPLICATIONS 
Amount of Touring Experience with Utah 
The study found that visitors had significantly different images 
of many of the constituents of total image than did non-visitors. 
Visitors perceive the images of Outdoor Recreation Resources and 
Culture as more impressive than non-visitors. This indicates that a 
visit to Utah improves perceptions about the images of its Outdoor 
Recreation Resources and Culture. Utah could capitalize on these 
strengths in its promotional campaigns to make its tourism product 
strategy and tourism promotion strategy more competitive and 
stronger. 
On the other hand, a visit to Utah results in less impressed re-
sponses to some constituents. Utah's visitors perceive the images of 
its Night Life and Liquor Laws as less impressive than non-visitors. 
This could mean that the quality of Utah's Night Life and Liquor 
Laws is poorer than the tourists had expected and/or what Utah's 
tourism promotion campaigns had led them to expect. 
There are two potential tourism promotion implications. First, 
Utah could improve the quality of its Night Life and Liquor Laws to 
match them with the expectations of the visiting tourists. However, 
the likelihood of this happening is very slim because of its clash 
with Utah's socio-cultural values based on predominate Mormon 
religion. Second, and more important if socio-cultural values are to 
be maintained, the state should make its tourism promotion cam-
paigns more realistic. They should be commensurate with the 
strengths and weaknesses of its Night Life and Liquor Laws. 
Another phenomenon which has emerged with respect to the 
images of Night Life and Liquor Laws is that the perceptions of 
both visitors and non-visitors tend towards the negative, which 
implies that whether people visit Utah or not, they remain unim-
pressed. For example, because of these negative images, differential 
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promotional strategy is not suggested. Hence, destinations should 
capitalize on the strengths of their positive images, rather than 
focusing on negative dimensions. Again, this relates to the signifi-
cance of understanding different constituents of image as opposed 
to looking at a total image composite. 
Affiliation to a Geographical Region 
The analysis performed on geographical region of residence also 
tends to support the existence of image constituents. As depicted by 
Table 14, certain general trends in perceptions emerged which could 
help in improving existing promotional programs for the state of 
Utah. For example, people residing in Region 3 (Intermountain 
West) were most impressed by the image of Utah's Cultural ameni-
ties. Hence, while promoting Utah's tourism in Region 3, its Cul-
ture should be highlighted. Similarly, people from Region 1 
(California) were most impressed by Utah's Outdoor Recreation 
Resources and its Outdoor Recreation Activities. Hence while pro-
moting Utah in Region 1, the variety, richness and diversity of 
Utah's Outdoor Recreation Resources and Outdoor Recreation Ac-
tivities should be emphasized more strategically. 
Though people living in all six geographical regions differ signif-
icantly from each other with respect to their evaluations of Night 
Life and Liquor Laws, their perceptions for these two constituents 
are negative. The promotion implication of this fmding is that tour-
ist destinations should capitalize on the constituents that have the 
most positive images. 
Sometimes a comparison may occur between the tourism re-
sources of a destination state and its tourism market(s). For 
instance, when Califomians compared Utah's Night Life and Li-
quor Laws with their own, they found Utah's Night Life and Liquor 
Laws far inferior. As a result, Califomians were least impressed by 
these categories. Tourist destinations should undertake not only an 
image assessment of their own products but also those of their 
competitors. Utah, for example, may find it useful to compare 
Califomians' images of Utah witfi their images of Nevada, Colora-
do, Arizona etc. Promoting attributes, attractions, etc., that are infe-
rior to what exists in the target market should be avoided. Instead 
impressive contrasts should be highlighted. 
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One of the most significant of the tourism implications of this 
study is that one promotion strategy is not sufficient for all geo-
graphical regions. Hence, a destination's promotion strategists should 
formulate segmented promotional strategies for various geographi-
cal regions, which could be referred to as segmented promotion. 
Such regions or segments may not be the same as the ones defined 
in this study. But the recognition of variation of image across geo-
graphical boundaries or segments based on viable variables is im-
portant. 
On a final note, this study has succeeded in identifying distinct 
constituents of a destination's/state's tourist image from promotion-
al perspectives. These constituents are perceived differently by tou-
rists having different amounts of touring experience with the des-
tination and residing in different geographical regions. Hence instead 
of undertaking a total image assessment, promotion strategies 
should be oriented toward constituents, and variability in their eval-
uations by the target market(s) should be recognized. 
Separate constituents of a destination's image might vary in 
terms of evaluation as compared to the perception of total image by 
potential tourists. Hence, the destination's promotion strategists 
need to identify constituents of their destination's overall tourist 
image in order to determine their promotional strategies for differ-
ent target market(s). Various segments of the target market might 
perceive various constituents differently and differential promotion 
might be needed after analyzing how each segment of the target 
market perceives different constituents. For instance, if the promo-
tion of Utah's Outdoor Recreation Resources were given high prior-
ity across the country, it will not work unless it is restricted to 
California only. Moreover, the promotion campaign in California 
would probably be unsuccessful unless major Outdoor Recreation 
Activities oriented tourism products were added to the promotion-
mix as well. 
CONCLUSION 
From the above discussion, it could be concluded that mere iden-
tification of the total image of a tourist destination is not sufficient 
for promotional purposes. In spite of the fact that the total image 
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may be negative, there is every likelihood that the images of some 
constituents could be positive and even outstanding. Thus a destina-
tion's promotion strategists should identify the respective images of 
different constituents of total image, and not just one total image. 
After determining those constituents of a destination's tourist image 
that are most significant in the evaluation made by various seg-
ments of the target market, the destination's promotion strategists 
should direct their promotional efforts toward inducing a more fa-
vorable image based on those constituents. The appropriate positive 
image constituents then could be emphasized in the segmented 
promotional programs. The concerted efforts directed at capitaliz-
ing on the strengths of positive images of certain constituents could 
help a destination to re-emerge from the effects of negative image(s). 
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World University Games-
1993 at Buffalo (New York): 
Boosting Its Tourism Industry 
or Missing an Opportunity— 
An International Marketing Perspective 
Zafar U. Ahmed, PhD 
Franklin B. Krohn, PhD 
Victor L. Heller, DPA 
ABSTRACT. The city of Buffalo in western New York hosted the 
1993 World University Games for the first time in the U.S. These 
games, second only to the Olympics in the world of sports, offered 
Buffalo a once-in-a-lifetime chance to foster tourism growth by cor-
recting its negative tourist image. Unfortunately, the local communi-
ty and some media and political leaders consistently derided the 
World University Games in Buffalo. Despite great efforts by the 
organizing committee and dedicated volunteers, the games failed to 
stimulate the local enthusiasm needed for total success. [Article copies 
available from The Haworth Document Delivery Service: 1-800-342-9678. 
E-mail address: getinfo@haworth.com] 
INTRODUCTION 
The year of 1993 will be remembered as a year of possible 
rejuvenation for greater Buffalo as civic leaders throughout the 
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western New York community collaborated with businesses, educa-
tional institutions and citizen groups to attempt to revitalize its 
sluggish economy and revamp its community spirits. Critical to its 
efforts is a marketing plan aimed at enhancing Buffalo's touristic 
and business image, making it attractive to public and private sector 
investors, and to potential conventioneers and tourists. Wielding a 
comprehensive marketing strategy, the local World University 
Games (WUG) promoters wished to change Buffalo's image from 
that of a faltering industrial center into an attractive, cultural, and 
educational community. They hoped to accomplish this goal in the 
well planned and coordinated transformation process for an athletic 
show, the World University Games, to be held for the first time in 
the United States (U.S.) in its 70 year history at Buffalo in the 
summer of 1993. 
Buffalo's industrial foundation has been eroding since the I950's 
and continuing to depend on heavy industries as primary employers 
and as significant contributors to the area's tax base is unrealistic. 
Hence, their future prosperity hinges on creating excellence in new 
areas such as tourism and sports. The emergence of tourism as the 
largest industry of the world, second largest export and third largest 
retail industry of the U.S., justify this new emphasis.^ Furthermore, 
an overwhelming majority of Americans are, at least to some ex-
tent, interested in sports, especially amateur sports. Tapping into 
that interest was another factor for Buffalo to host WUG-1993 to 
help give a new dimension to its economy. In addition, Buffalo is 
known as a strong supporter of a wide variety of professional sports 
such as the Buffalo Bills football team, the Buffalo Bisons baseball 
club, the Sabres hockey team, as well as soccer and other teams. 
Buffalo Bills' football games are ahnost invariably sold out in their 
80,000 seat stadium, and the Triple AAA Buffalo Bisons baseball 
team has one of the best attendance records of any professional 
baseball team in the country. Hence, it seemed highly practical to 
stage the WUG-1993 in Buffalo. 
To spruce up its image during the last few years, the Buffalo area 
in western New York has been preparing itself to host WUG-1993. 
The games' contribution to fiuther development, expansion and 
promotion of Buffalo's tourism has been a central feature of hosting 
the WUG-1993. WUG-1993 was more than just a sporting extrava-
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ganza. It offered Buffalo a chance to foster tourism growth by 
increasing their overall touristic attractiveness. Regrettably, the lo-
cal community did not fully respond to the opportunities obtainable 
to the area by hosting the games. Some self-serving politicians and 
media personalities criticized the games since it was first an-
nounced that they would be held in Buffalo. 
From a tourism point of view, the primary functions of mega 
events such as WUG-1993 were to bring Buffalo to the world's 
attention for a short period of time, to present it as an attractive 
vacation destination, and to improve its touristic image in general. 
The legacy of the WUG-1993 will nevertheless be felt in subse-
quent years in the form of new sites and facilities for tourism 
pursuits as well as support for spin-off projects. The contemporary 
WUG-1993 can be described as a performance of international 
significance encompassing sports, culture, education, economic de-
velopment and tourism. Participants in the WUG-1993-athletes, 
coaches, officials, dignitaries and press personnel numbered about 
17,000 hailing from 130 nations. International and domestic tourists 
visiting the host city of Buffalo to witness WUG-1993 numbered 
about 200,000, total on-site spectators in the millions, and the 
broadcast audience in billions around the world. With global partic-
ipation and popularity and penetration of the media in all layers of 
the international community, its recognition was felt around the 
world. 
Given the planned size of the WUG;-1993, its impacts on Buffalo 
could have been prodigious. For example, WUG provided a great 
public relations opportunity for the host city to present itself to the 
world. The Buffalo area could have been permanently changed by 
WUG, and the economic impact of the WUG on the host region 
could have been enormous because this was more than just a sport-
ing extravaganza: it offered Buffalo a chance to showcase its 
achievements to the rest of the world. However, the local communi-
ty did not initially respond enthusiastically to the opportunities 
being presented by the WUG. Several months prior to tiie start of 
the games, little or nothing was being covered by the local media 
unless a formal announcement was made by the WUG staff. 
In order to ensure the hoped-for success of the WUG, Buffalo 
had undergone a preparation campaign. There was a wide range of 
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involvement—from top-level government officials to the ordinary 
volunteers on the streets. New buildings, sport facilities, and other 
civic improvements were completed. In particular, with sound man-
agement and city, county and state government investments, the 
Buffalo tourism industry might have expanded appreciably along 
with the preparation for the WUG. It was expected that the event 
would foster a substantial increase in inbound tourist traffic. WUG 
was expected to stimulate economic benefits through tourism, to 
stimulate civic pride, to enhance international recognition, and to 
increase the permanent level of local interest and participation in 
the WUG. WUG was expected to bring Buffalo to the world's 
attention during the event and perhaps even later. Unfortunately, 
despite prodigious efforts by the organizing committee, their staff, 
and volunteers, the local community failed to consistently respond 
in a positive manner. 
Because of the WUG-1993, work went into polishing and ex-
panding Buffalo's tourism infrastructure. This is because 200,000 
international and domestic tourists were expected, which may have 
been a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for Buffalo's tourism. This 
study will (I) examine the prospects of Buffalo's tourism after 
WUG-1993 and (2) propose strategies to help Buffalo's tourism 
industry to grow. 
A PROFILE OF WORLD UNIVERSITY GAMES 
Since its beginnings in Paris (France) in 1923, the WUG have 
grown into an international extravaganza and the 1993 games will 
celebrate their 70th anniversary. Today, thousands of university 
students ranging from 17 to 28 years, who have not been out of 
college for more than a year, meet every two years for the games. 
WUG are now the world's second largest amateur athletic competi-
tion, twice as large as the Winter Olympics in size and scope and 
second in size only to the Sunmier Olympics. Eighty percent of the 
athletes go on to compete in the Olympics. Buffalo is the first U.S. 
site to host the games since its inception. (See Tables 1 and 2.) 
The games are composed of three components: the sporting com-
petition, an educational conference, and a cultural festival. The 
sporting component includes competition in 12 sports (see Table 3). 
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TABLE 1. Medal Tally at WUG-1991 held at Sheffield, Britain 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32 
33. 
Country 
USA 
China 
Former Soviet Union 
North Korea 
Italy 
South Korea 
Japan 
Germany 
Britain 
Canada 
Poland 
France 
Hungary 
Ireland 
Australia 
Holland 
Romania 
Nigeria 
Jamaica 
Bermuda 
Taiwan 
Finland 
Spain 
Cuba 
Norway 
Malaysia 
Mexico 
Morocco 
Sierra Leone 
Former Yugoslavia 
Belgium 
Kenya 
Indonesia 
Gold 
29 
20 
15 
11 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Silver 
23 
17 
15 
3 
7 
1 
15 
8 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
Bronze 
24 
11 
21 
5 
8 
3 
9 
4 
5 
11 
5 
4 
1 
0 
3 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
4 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
Total 
76 
48 
51 
19 
21 
9 
28 
16 
14 
18 
11 
9 
5 
4 
7 
4 
6 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
7 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Source: WUG-1993 Organizing Committee, Buffalo, New York 
An international sports congress was held during the week preced-
ing the athletic competition. The Congress, known as CESU, the 
Education Congress of University Sport, is a requirement of the 
WUG constitution. The WUG-1993 sports competition was also 
complemented by a unique international cultural festival. 
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TABLE 2. Past and Future Host Cities of the World University Games 
1957 — 
1959 — 
1961 — 
1963 — 
1965 — 
1967 — 
1970 — 
1973 — 
1977 — 
1979 — 
1981 — 
1983 — 
1%5 — 
1987 — 
1989 — 
1991 — 
1993 — 
1995 — 
- Paris, France 
- Turin, Italy 
- Sofia, Bulgaria 
- Porto Alegre, Brazil 
- Budapest, Hungary 
- Tokyo, Japan 
- Turin, Italy 
- Moscow, Russia 
- Sofia, Bulgaria 
- Mexico City, Mexico 
- Bucharest, Romania 
- Edmonton, Canada 
- Kobe, Japan 
- Zagreb, Serbia 
- Germany 
- Sheffield. Britain 
- Buffalo. USA 
— Fukuoka, Japan 
Source: WUG Organizing Committee, Buffalo, New York 
TABLE 3. Sports of the World University Games 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Athletics (track and field) 
Basketball 
Fencing 
Soccer 
Gymnastics 
Swimming 
Diving 
Water Polo 
Tennis 
Volleyball 
Baseball (Optional) 
Rowing (Optional) 
Source: WUG-1993 Organizing Committee, Buffalo, New York. 
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The wide variety of world-class competition and culture in the 
WUG-1993 placed great demands on the host city. Its wealth of 
world-class venues brought out the best in the events, even as the 
events brought out the best in Buffalo. A prime example of this 
mutual benefit is the State University of New York (SUNY) at 
Buffalo. One of the country's finest complexes for multiple sports, 
the SUNY campus served as the athletes' village and the site of 
many events. The Alunmi Arena housed basketball and volleyball, 
the newly constructed Erie Community College Field House and 
SUNY Natatorium held the swimming and diving events, and the 
new University Stadium hosted most track and field events. The 
entire Western New York area shared the excitement of hosting the 
WUG-1993 (see Table 4). 
The ability of the mega-event such as the WUG-1993 to motivate 
large-scale national and international travel depends on the unique-
ness of the event, the status of the event, and the extent to which it is 
successfully marketed within the tourism-generating region. Public 
interest in such events should have been actively heightened 
through extensive media attention, which is used to turn the event 
TABLE 4. Sites of Sports Competitions 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Rich Stadium at Orchard Park 
Pilot Field at Buffalo 
SUNY* at Buffalo Alumni Arena 
SUNY* at Buffalo Natatorium 
SUNY* at Buffalo Stadium 
SUNY* at Buffalo New Stadium 
Buffalo's Memorial Auditorium 
Newly Built Aquatic Facility 
at Tonawanda 
Canisius College at Buffalo 
St. Catherines 
Lewiston Porter Village 
Opening & dosing 
ceremonies 
> — Baset)all 
Basketball & 
Volleyball 
Swimming and Diving 
— Track and Field 
Tennis 
— Basketball & 
Gymnastics 
— Water Polo 
Fencing 
Rowing 
- Soccer 
•SUNY = State University of New York 
Source: WUG-1993 Organizing Committee, Buffalo, New York. 
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into a commercial undertaking having a substantial tourism compo-
nent.2 Sadly, commercial interests were less than eager to support 
the WUG. Original plans had to be scaled back as few large corpo-
rations accepted sponsorship opportunities. 
Costs directly associated with the WUG-1993, including ex-
penses for competitions, training and support facilities were esti-
mated at $35.1 million.^  Additionally, funds were needed for WUG 
associated projects such as improvement of sanitation facilities, 
traffic flow and communications, as well as conservation and beau-
tification of the environment. However, local governmental agen-
cies publicly protested the extra expenses for which they were 
liable. Western New York has been in an economic recession for 
many years and local governmental fiinds are extremely limited. 
Lacking strong public support, politicians have been reluctant to 
commit their municipality's financial support. All too often, the 
costs of the WUG were maximized while the benefits were ignored. 
Construction, electronics, and service industries closely con-
nected with the games increased domestic demand, economic de-
velopment, and employment. Preparation and investment for the 
games offered some benefit primarily to the construction industry in 
terms of production and income induced effects. In addition, service 
industries received the most economic benefits in terms of employ-
ment The western New York population is traditionally conserva-
tive in nature. Moreover, the economic decline over the past 50 
years has caused some community segments to become pessimistic 
about an endeavor such as the WUG. Unfortimately, some of the 
negativism seems to have become a self-fulfilling prophesy. 
With the focus on the WUG, some attempts were directed at 
polishing and expanding Buffalo's tourism infi^ structure, because a 
large number of national and international tourists, including the 
members of the WUG family visited Buffalo. Despite attempts to 
do so, progress has been, at best, sporadic. Other than the construc-
tion sites listed earlier, little polishing and expansion took place. 
The WUG-1993 Organizing Committee and Buffalo Visitor and 
Convention Bureau developed plans to resolve any possible hos-
pitality room shortage, so that tourists could be accommodated 
comfortably during a period when rooms were to be in great de-
mand. However, no new hotels or motels were built in expectation 
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of greater tourism use after the WUG because the area already 
suffers from over-capacity. 
Various kinds of tour courses were arranged encompassing tourist 
attractions, WUG venues, shopping, WUG festival of Arts and Cul-
ture, and more. The WUG Festival of Arts and Culture included 
exhibitions, which demonstrated Buffalo's arts and crafls and fo-
cused attention on its cultural treasures. The performances included 
traditional and contemporary festivals, dramas, concerts and folk art 
events. Much of the population of western New York has maintained 
strong national and cultural roots. Most people can readily identify 
with their forbearers as Irish, Italian, German, Swedish, Polish, His-
panic, and African. Consequently, this hosting the WUG-1993 
should have strengthened Buffalo's cultural values and pride. 
With the gigantic size of the WUG, the impacts of the WUG-
1993 to the host greater Buffalo could have been prodigious and 
multidimensional. WUG-1993 could be called the ultimate media 
festival because they are an occasion staged for the cameras and 
seen by a large proportion of the world on television. For example, 
in the Montreal Olympics of 1976, the 7,000 competitors were 
outnumbered by around 10,000 representatives of the media. With 
such a promising prospect for international and national exposure, 
WUG-1993 should have attempted to instill a favorable touristic 
image of Buffalo. This is because the WUG, which should have 
absorbed the nation's and world's attention, provided a unique op-
portunity to Buffalo to achieve wide-exposure on the national and 
international scene. Furthermore, the area could have portrayed its 
touristic and economic achievements in the very best light. Unfortu-
nately, television coverage was reduced as a cost cutting endeavor 
and die WUG is simply less well known in North America than it is 
in Europe. Consequently, most people in the U.S. were unaware of 
and peiiiaps uncaring about the games. 
In economic terms, costs are only part of the picture of WUG 
economics. Equally important are benefits which can be classified 
into two categories: (1) short-term gains and (2) long term impacts. 
Most WUGs do not score well on the first count. For example, since 
1960 only one Olympic Games (whether summer or winter) has 
shown a profit: the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Games ended up 
with a $150 million profit, 10 times greater than the original projec-
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tions.^  Except for this singular case, no recent Olympic Games have 
shown a profit, nor has anyone expected them to and the same could 
be said about the WUG. One of tiie reasons may be that the WUG 
usually last less than two weeks, hardly enough time to recoup the 
huge expenditure involved. Since the short-term economic profits 
of the WUG are virtually nil in most cases, their benefits must be 
measured strictly in long-run terms. 
The WUG-1991 held in Sheffield, England produced a loss of 
over $18 million and that fact was persistently cited by Buffalo 
media. Significantly, the projected loss for WUG-1993 is estimated 
at only $3 million. The wait-and-see attitude of western New York 
citizenry combined with the effects of an economic recession over 
the past few years resulted in an over-zealous cost-consciousness, 
especially among political establishments that had been expected to 
support the WUG. The WUG organizing conmiittee realistically 
reduced their budget and goals, but such admissions of the need to 
be practical were met by some elements in the local community as 
evidence of the foolishness of Buffalo hosting the games at all. The 
possible economic losses were often emphasized; the benefits often 
ignored. The $3 million should have been perceived as an invest-
ment in improving Buffalo's image rather than as a loss. 
This economic benefit is true now more than ever because host 
cities usually embark upon a program of urban or regional develop-
ment to coincide with the games. For example in Sapporo, $688 
million was spent on the 1972 Winter Olympics, nearly 90 percent 
of which was used in the construction of highways, a subway sys-
tem, and an underground shopping center. The mayor of Sapporo 
stated that without the Winter Olympics it would have taken his city 
at least 15 years to acquire these facilities.^ In addition to the ob-
vious benefits of the WUG, there are intangible benefits that are 
every bit as real but less apparent. These indirect benefits of which 
the local population seems to be unaware are difficult to quantify in 
terms of dollars. 
LONG-TERM PERMANENT PHYSICAL IMPACTS 
The benefits resuUing from a mega-event such as WUG are most 
commonly in the form of public works left behind for the use of the 
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local population once the event is over. These public works, often 
referred to as the "legacy" from the event, are very prominent, 
functional reminders of the event, which range from unique single-
activity buildings to general purpose items such as road systems.^ 
However, a two-week amateur event, especially one that consistent-
ly loses money, can hardly be expected to produce new road sys-
tems or significant infrastructure improvements. Consequently, the 
physical legacy of the WUG for Buffalo is present only in several 
athletic facilities. The use of the new athletic facilities being built to 
cater to the needs of WUG family will however help provide a 
better recreational experience for hosts, and national and interna-
tional tourists in the post-games era. These developments are ex-
pected to increase Buffalo's overall touristic attractiveness. 
It is not unusual for the host city to construct a number of high 
quality facilities to host WUG-1993. These facilities could provide 
Buffalo with a lasting legacy which can contribute substantially to 
the future social and economic well being of its citizens. Through 
the three construction projects such as a new athletic facility for 
Erie Community College in downtown Buffalo, and a new stadium 
at suburban SUNY-Buffalo, Buffalo is expected to change, making 
it more attractive to residents and tourists alike. 
During the post-WUG-1993, Buffalo may emerge as the sports 
capital of the Northeast region of the U.S. by offering sports orga-
nizations with Olympic-class training and competition facilities for 
both high quality and numerous sportipg events. The availabihty of 
world-class sports facilities should result in Buffalo hosting more 
national and international events in the future, and initial reports 
show a significant increase in conventions booked by the Greater 
Buffalo Convention and \^sitors Bureau including the U.S. Flag & 
Touch Football League and the New York State Volunteer Fireman's 
Parade and Drill Team. These two conventions alone are expected to 
produce an economic impact for $9.3 million for Buffalo. 
HOSTING OF WORLD UNIVERSITY GAMES 
AT BUFFALO AND ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH TOURISM 
From a tourism perspective, the WUG-1993 should be a power-
ful attraction that will bring a large number of tourists to Buffalo 
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and thereby increase cash flow into the economy of western New 
York. The WUG-1993 was different from the normal tourist attrac-
tions such as Niagara Falls because it is not a continuous, seasonal, 
or repetitive phenomenon. It is one-shot, once-in-a-lifetime occa-
sion which is seldom repeated. Therefore, it is expected that Buffa-
lo's tourism industry will become aware of the significance of the 
event to tourism, and will intervene in the development of tourism 
in order to manipulate its business prospects and enhance its favor-
able economic impacts. 
Hence the impact of WUG-1993 on the tourism of Buffalo and 
western New York should be recognized as important outcomes 
resulting from the WUG-1993 games. For instance, tourism facili-
ties for the games will contribute to the creation of direct and 
indirect employment in construction industries and additional jobs. 
The increased revenues generated from increased demand for hotel, 
restaurant, local transportation, travel agency, and shopping during 
the games, will contribute to the general economic expansion of the 
economy of Buffalo and western New York. Unfortunately, many 
tourism service providers in the Buffalo area viewed the influx of 
tourists for the WUG as "business-as-usual. *' They appeared to 
recognize that they would greatly profit from the WUG stimulus but 
seem to be unaware of any further potential benefits. 
Economic Impact 
WUG-1993 generated about $150 million in revenues, over 1200 
new jobs, and $9.3 million in local and state taxes for New York 
State and local governments in western New York. A total of more 
than 200,000 visitors from outside the New York region attended 
the games generating $57 million to the state. Construction created 
up to $60 million in direct and indirect economic benefits. Aside 
from the 20,000 volunteers that were involved in the organization 
of the games, 400 person-years of paid employment were required 
by the games organizers. The three-year planning process for the 
games generated up to $50 million.^ 
Regrettably, some local business leaders, media spokespersons, 
and short-sighted politicians appeared to fail to appreciate the eco-
nomic benefits that will accrue to the area. Instead, they decried the 
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expenses that they had to bear for the games which fiirther reduced 
public enthusiasm and support. 
Business Development 
WUG-1993 provided a unique opportunity to "sell" the Buffalo 
area as a potential business and investment location to games' view-
ers, visitors and sponsors. Worldwide coverage and impact through 
television, radio, and press was generated by almost 2,000 national 
and international media personnel covering the games. 
In view of the unique opportunity being offered, the lack of busi-
ness support for the WUG was extremely disappointing to the orga-
nizers, staff, and volunteers. Originally, ii was anticipated that there 
would be numerous major sponsors but as time went on, few chose 
to financially participate. It appears as if the westem New York 
business community has ignored a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. 
Socio-Economic Development 
The successful hosting of the games should assist in raising the 
presendy depressed level of local pride and self-confidence, which 
in turn will strengthen westem New York's commitments to its 
future. This possible enhanced awareness can then be used to pro-
mote new tourism development and b]usiness investment. 
Secondary benefits, which may be accrued are: improved local 
organizational capacity and volunteerism, an improved quality of 
life environment in westem New York, enhanced community ser-
vices through urban redevelopment efforts, and the cooperative 
involvement of community groups. It is hoped that the stimulus of 
the two-week WUG will prove to be a catalyst to accomplish these 
benefits. 
Tourism Development 
One of the major benefits of the games will be to increase an 
awareness of regional tourism in westem New York after 1993. 
Although it is too late for many businesses and residents of westem 
New York to benefit from the games themselves, the vast opportu-
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nities for increased tourism should be apparent to even the mos. 
jaded tourism promoter. The World Games could establish the 
Greater Buffalo area as a major athletic venue for world class and 
national sports competitions, festivals, expositions, and other cul-
tural events. 
SUGGESTED STRATEGIES TO HELP BOOST 
TOURISM INDUSTRY IN BUFFALO 
Following are some of the suggested strategies for consideration 
of the Greater Buffalo Convention and Visitors Bureau to enhance 
the tourism benefits of WUG-1993. 
/. Prolong the Stay of Visiting Tourists 
Attractions in and around Buffalo must have sufficient breadth of 
appeals to motivate tourists to stay for many days. There have to be 
sufficient activities in which to engage. The close proximity of 
Canada and Toronto, Niagara Falls, the world renowned Chautau-
qua Institution, Albright Knox Art Gallery, and scores of city, 
county, and state parks are all attractions visitors would enjoy. Wa-
terfront boat trips, Buffalo Bison baseball games, Buffalo Bills 
football games, professional hockey, soccer, and rugby games, 
theme parks, and a large variety of ethnic restaurants at reasonable 
prices abound from the luxurious Galleria Mall in suburban Cheek-
towaga to the budget-conscious Factory Outlet Mall in Niagara 
Falls. Some suggested strategies for consideration in this context 
are presented in Table 5. 
Preparation of various kinds of carefully planned and organized 
package tours and cultural events after the WUG-1993 would help 
Buffalo to reap the maximum benefits from the games. Exposure of 
the Buffalo culture, which the international tourists cannot experi-
ence in other countries, would have special appeal. It should be 
remembered that Buffalo represented and showcased the whole 
U.S. before the international community by hosting WUG-1993. 
The Buffalo metropolitan region is especially representative be-
cause of the wide diversity of ethnic groups residing in the area. 
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TABLE 5. Suggested Strategies to Prolong the Length of Stay of the 
WUG-1993 Tourists in Buffalo 
1. Develop Various Outdoor Recreation Based Tours 
* Post WUG-1993 tours focusing on the extensive opportunities of 
pursuing outdoor recreation activities around Lake Erie and Niagara 
Falls. 
* Offering opportunities for visiting natural resource based tourist at-
tractions of western New York. 
2. Develop Various Cultural Tours 
* Post WUG-1993 tours focusing on historic relics, and culturally exotic 
areas. 
* Non WUG-1993 tours at discounted prices (promotional and educa-
tional programs) about Buffalo and its culture. 
* Traditional cultural events to demonstrate American folk customs 
which are quite different from those of other countries. 
* Unique events sponsored by cultural organizations and companies. 
3. Special Discount for Shopping Goods 
* Shopping tours depending on tourist's tastes. 
* Expanded availability of tax-free shops. 
* Post-WUG-1993 shopping exhibitions offering discounted prices. 
The U.S. stands out for its inexpensive shopping attractions and 
economical deluxe hotels because of moderate inflation, lower val-
ue of the U.S. dollar in comparison to international currencies, and 
economical gasoline prices.^ Most jntemational tourists admire 
these U.S. attractions compared with those of Canada, European 
countries or Japan. Shopping in the U.S. offers value for cost. 
Hence shopping is a prime selling point of Buffalo because of the 
presence of excellent shopping opportunities at its great malls. 
2, Help Correct the Negative Image of Buffalo 
Image is a major variable in determining the success of a tourist 
destination.^ The more favorable the perception of a tourist destina-
tion, the greater the likelihood of choice of that destination over less 
favorably perceived destinations.'^ The image of a destination is a 
critical factor in selecting a tourist destination for vacationing.'' 
Poor image or lack of an image has been considered the major 
single problem hampering the growth of Buffalo tourism. This 
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problem is augmented by the collective negativism and low self-es-
teem of some members of the local community. Furthermore, Buf-
falo's tourist image is not distinct or clear. The image of Buffalo has 
been affected by unfavorable socio-economic and adverse weather-
related issues rather than favorable ones in the past years. Buffalo 
has recognized the image problem and the hosting of WUG-1993 at 
Buffalo was one attempt to help rectify it. Mega-events such as 
WUG have the potential of contributing to the correcting of the 
negative image of a tourist destination.*^ Hosting of WUG-1993 
offered a splendid opportunity to Buffalo to strengthen and accentu-
ate its future tourist image. This important factor can influence 
future tourism demand for the tourism industry of Buffalo and 
western New York. Also, hosting WUG-1993 could stimulate the 
host city of Buffalo to launch a program of urban development or 
beautification. As a result, the host city of Buffalo may emerge 
more attractive to both residents and tourists alike. WUG-1993 is an 
example of events which have great potential to turn the distorted 
Buffalo image into a more favorable one. 
3, Capitalize on the Presence of the Media Personnel 
WUG-1993 was to be the ultimate media festival in the world of 
sports because it was expected to be an occasion staged for the 
cameras and seen by billions of viewers around the world on televi-
sion and read about by billions of others in sports pages of newspa-
pers and magazines globally. Broadcasters from around the world 
were expected to record the events and relay the sports events to the 
rest of the world. Numerous sports magazines and other publica-
tions sent their representatives for the coverage of the games. 
With the broad media coverage, the 1993 WUG should bring a 
broader exposure of Buffalo to the world community and an ele-
vated tourist image of Buffalo. The primary benefits to be realized 
by the presence of so many media personnel was to increase favor-
able public relations leading to a correction of Buffalo's negative 
tourist image. 
4. Involvement of Community 
The benefits of the games should also percolate to the host com-
munity by magnifying their involvement. This magnification signi-
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fies both quantity enlargement and quality improvement. In temis 
of quantity enlargement, the city and county government, and 
Greater Buffalo Convention and Visitors Bureau should continue to 
promote and maximize local involvement especially in the cultural 
festivals, games, parades, traditional performeinces, food fairs, dress 
exhibitions and the like. 
To increase quality, agencies that participated in the WUG-1993 
should maximize local support for continuation of the festival. The 
cultural festivals and fairs associated with the WUG-1993 should be 
staged annually to attract national and international tourists every 
year during the post games' era. Successful hosting of the WUG-
1993 alone will not guarantee the new touristic image for Buffalo. 
Well-planned post-WUG-1993 strategies will be needed in order to 
maximize the primary positive games' effects. One of the short-
term strategies should include creation of local follow-up cultural 
events. 
5. Reduce Tourism Outflow 
The development of new tourism attractions, renovation of 
decaying tourism resources and exposure of unknown tourism 
treasures of Buffalo to its own residents will help generate local 
demand for tourism products of Buffalo and its neighboring com-
munities, which will help to keep local residents from visiting other 
places. The patronage of these tourism^products by the local resi-
dents will help the local tourism industry to prosper even further. 
6. Internationalization Strategy 
In a unilingual society such as the U.S., international athletes and 
tourists might encounter numerous communication problems be-
cause of the expectations that international visitors know English. 
Such an ethnocentric attitude might serve as a deterrent to improve 
Buffalo's image as an international tourist destination. Hence, the 
Greater Buffalo Convention and Visitors Bureau and Buffalo 
Chamber of Commerce should develop a plan to educate their 
members, and personnel to provide bilingual touristic services, in-
ternational signage at the airport, hotels, motels, hostels, dorms, 
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restaurants, sports venues, international cuisines, menu translations, 
currency exchanges and tourist guides in a variety of international 
languages such as French, Arabic, German, Russian, Spanish, Chi-
nese and Japanese. With the passage of the North American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and Buffalo's proximity to the Cana-
dian market, international trade is likely to comprise a much greater 
proportion of local industry than in the past. 
Intemational students attending colleges in western New York, 
members of intemational communities who have made western 
New York their home, foreign language teachers of local schools 
and colleges should be motivated to serve as interpreters to facili-
tate communication with future intemational tourists. 
7. Home Visitation Program 
Visiting international tourists are keenly interested in staying in 
the homes of their counterparts while visiting foreign countries. An 
effort should be mounted up by the Greater Buffalo Convention and 
Visitors Bureau to develop a brochure of host families, who might 
be interested in hosting these visiting guests in their homes. Such an 
unusual hospitality gesture will go a long way to reveal the tme 
American hospitality and culture to the visiting intemational guests, 
A well planned mechanism should be developed to match guests 
of similar psychographic and demographic profiles with the hosts 
of similar profiles. For instance, a visiting intemational professor 
should be encouraged to stay with an American professor for a few 
days while visiting Buffalo. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
WUG-1993 as a mega-event, with its high intensity coverage and 
its concentrated time exposure, was expected to greatly contribute 
to publicizing Buffalo to the world and to increase the level of 
national and intemational awareness of Buffalo, thereby helping it 
to prosper by developing tourism and sports facilities to improve its 
future. 
Unfortunately, economic problems, short-sighted politicians, pes-
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simistic media personalities, and timid business leaders conspired 
to erode public enthusiasm for the WUG. Whether Buffalo and its 
tourism industry, are able to benefit or whether they will miss the 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that they had will remain to be seen 
in the foreseeable future. 
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Victor Heller, The Univeraty of Texas at San Antomo, USA 
International tourism continues to grow in economic 
importance for the Uruted States economy. Although the 
number of intemational tourists and intemational tourist 
receipts continues to grow, public policy makers need to be 
concerned with issues that may negatively impact this 
industry. This paper discusses the potential impact crime, 
taxes, terrorism and visa restrictions may have on the 
intemational tourism industry. 
Introduction 
The United States (U.S.) enj()ys a significantly fairer 
pn>p<Hticni of tbe diate of the wcnld toinism dollars compared 
to other major pUyers of tourism sudi as Austria. China, 
France, Germany, Hong Koog, Italy, Jq)an, Singi^ Kire, Spain 
and tbe United Kingdom. 
Table 1 demoostrates the leadership role the U.S. plays 
in worid tourism vdOi a junq) of $31 billion over France, vdio 
claims the second place in tourism receipts. 
Tabk L Top Ten Tourism Earners 199S 
No. 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Country Intemational 
Receipts 
(USSMllions) 
US $58370 
France 27^22 
Italy 27,072 
Spam 2S.06S 
UK 17,468 
Austria 12,500 
Germany 11,922 
Hong Kong 9.075 
China 8,250 
Singq>ore 7,550 
% Change 94-95 
- 3.37 
+ 6.61 
+ 13.14 
+ 14.70 
+ 15.10 
- 5.02 
+ 7.49 
+ 9.11 
+ 12.66 
+ 6.83 
Source: World Tourism Organization. 1996. 
The years prior to 1989 yielded a deficit in the 
intemational tourism account balances for the U.S. attributed 
to more^>ending by Americas traveling abroad in 
ooa^arison to the intematiaial tourists visiting the US. Now 
&is trend has reversed thanks to the declining value of the 
U.S. dollar against major currencies of the industrialized 
world. Coosequentfy, Americans find it very costly to travd 
abroad and the international tourists hailing from the 
advanced countries df the world find it cheq)er to visit the 
U.S. This scenario has resulted in reversing tiie defidt trend 
into a surplus as reflected by Table 2. 
Table 2. Tourism Account Balances 1992 
Country Amount in NfiUions 
U.S. 
Japan 
U X 
France 
Israel 
India 
HongKcmg 
China 
Canada 
$46 
3 
15 
22 
1 
1 
7 
4 
8 
Source: 1993 Worid Travel and Tourism Review 
Tourism has a powerful economic impact on the United 
States and can provide a stable source of exports for the 
foreseeable fiiture. Table 3 shows the amounts of receipts in 
U.S. dollars for tibe tourism industry in the U.S. fixxn 1986 to 
1994. 
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Table 3. VJ5. Tourism Receipts in AfiUions 1986-1994 
Year 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
Amount in h/GIlions 
$20 
24 
29 
36 
43 
48 
55 
58 
60 
Source: Travel bidustiyAssociatioa of America, 1996. 
The inflow of millions of tourists (Table 4) into tbe U.S. 
^las facilitated the devdopmait of sound tourism 
infrastracture. For exanq>le. I3ae U.S. boasts of having ibc 
largest number of hotel^iotd beds available to tourists in the 
worid. Table 5 illustrates tte cdoqjarisoo of die U.S. 
availability of beds to othermiyor tourist destinations. These 
exceptional accommodatiaoshave assisted in advancing tiie 
U.S. to a position as a majcy tourist destination to 
inteniatioiud tourists. 
Table 4. Tourists from Abroad in 1986 • 1994 
Year Number 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
26,006 
29,500 
34.095 
36.564 
39,539 
42,916 
47,261 
45,779 
45404 
Source: Travel Industry Association of America, 1996. 
Tabk & Number <^MoteI Beds in 1993 
Country Number of Beds in 1993 
United States 
United Kingdom 
Germai^ 
Australia 
Japan 
3,080,000 
363.602 
387.128 
166,743 
140.302 
Source: World Tourism Organizati(»i, 1995. 
Challenges In Appealing to International 
Tourists 
In. sgHas of the emergence of international tourism as 
America's largest service axpoiX, everything is not fine with 
nsgeA to &e state of the U.S. intematiooal tourism industry. 
MtDoy challenges lie ahead, and tourism industries in many 
states sudi as Florida and California have been negatively 
in:q>acted by crime, taxes, terrorism and government 
restrictions. The following examines some of these 
interaadonal tourism marketing challenges. 
Influence of Crime 
Crime in the U.S. is at an all time h i ^ and in recent 
mondis criminal acts have affected intematicmal tourists in the 
south, specifically Florida (Blade, 1993) and 'm the east, 
q>ecifically New York City (James, 1993). These two areas of 
&e counby historically have h i ^ crime rates (James, 1993), 
but in recent months they have gained more media attention 
due to tile seemingly targeted crimes against international 
tourists. Are the international tourists an easy prey for 
criminals? Tbe answer mi^t be yes. Due to the predicted 
movement of the international tourists, tii^ are more 
susoqitible to criminal attacks. They must "Jse public dualities 
sudi as airports, rental cars and hotels (Wall Street Journal, 
1993). Their paths are easily traced and they are known to 
carry large sums of cash and credit cards. This predictability 
in itsdf makes them more vulnerable. 
Altfaougji crime m the U.S. is a domestic problem, it has 
come to affect tbe international marke^Iace and its attitude 
toward Amoica. This attitude is far reaching and has the 
potential to destroy the leadership position the U.S. has hdd 
in intematiooal tourism. 
Tlie recent attadcs <xi tourists in Florida and New Yock 
have caused n^ative reactions in other countries. The U. S. is 
being attacked by foreign newspapers with such headlines as 
"Gumied Down Like Animals', (London Daity Express] 
^ladc, 1993), and "Murder Belraigs to the American Way of 
Life; Like Coca-Cola and Hot Dogs" and "Deathlnp Under 
the Palms", [German Weekly Stem], ^forowitz, 1993). 
"Griptone". a Jqianeise travel-goods coi^aity has opened 
a store in Osaka Japan, for the safety-oonsdous Ji^ ianese 
tourists. Uang the increased concern over crime in the U.S. 
aimed at iatemational tourists. Griptone has snccessfidty 
marketed security products such as an attache case tiiat gives 
thieves within 170 fL a 40-volt electric ^ lodc. and safety vests 
r a i ^ ^ fixxn ice-pick proof to bulletproof Tourists traveling 
to &e US. are urged to purdiase t fa^ products fix-protection 
while visiting the U.S. This negative portrayal of tbe U.S. 
could be detrimental to the U.S. * international tourism 
industry. New York City, visited by six millicxi iatemational 
tourists eadi year, has stepped iq> security throu^unit ib& (aty 
in an attempt to make the city safe, and to avoid more 
negative publicity (James. 1993). 
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loteniational tourists must 'fed" safe vMe visitmg dte 
US or tfaeyvnnviat other safe destinations dq«iving fee tj.S. 
the opportunity to host them. Stq)s have been taken to avoid 
these problems such as extra police patrols along known 
tourist routes within the cities, signs posting crime areas 
«4iidi tourists ^oold avoid, and rental cars no longer labeled 
assucL 
The two main issues arising out of these misfortunes «ie: 
(1) how to protect the intematicmal tourists and (2) how to 
change the perceptions of international tomiste aboot security 
in the U.S. 
The issue of protecting tourists requires tiie he^ of ^ 
general population of the problem areas in the U.S. Educating 
flie local people of Qic inyact of the intemational tourists <)n 
then: local ecooooty, coiq)Ied with the educadon of the 
iotematianal txmrist iq)on arriving in Qiis country, shotild have 
a positive effect on die iotematiaial tourist trade. 
Mew YbrkCityisosnigpamphfetstowamtouriistsof 
potential crime darters. The pan^hlets. vliich are distribitted 
at La Guardia and Keonecty Airp<xts, are nsed to teadi 
intematioQal tourists how to avoid crime vriiile visiting the 
U.S. These panq>hlets are printed in French, Genman, 
Jq>anese and Spanish. Tue city is also starting an emergei)!^ 
phone system to |HDvide tourists with inmediate help in 
emergendes. The system will be staffed with interpreters 
fluent in 200 languages arul dialects (James, 1993). 
Unless die crime menace is scnnehow resolved, the iitiage 
of flie U.S. as an unsafe heavea for vacation will coDtinne to 
have a negative in:Q)act in the fiveseeable&ture. The Brady 
Bill, recently passed by the U.S. Congress and agned into law 
by President Clinloa. is a modest stq> in &e ri^ directioi). 
Unless the U.S. pqraladoa. fascinated by guns for the last 
hundreds of years can change its attitude about gun 
possesion, the factors responsible for the crimes in U.S. 
cities will continne to plague the international tourism sccte. 
Influences of NAFTA on the Internadonal 
Tourists 
New ideas in the wi^ of "use* taxes are becoming more 
coonnon with lawmakers in WashingtOQ. D.C. The attitude of 
sq)pty and demand has created a wave of new ways to collect 
moo^ from intematioaal tourists entering the U.S. tiirou^ 
flie Canadian and Mexican borders. At the present time tilere 
are no entrance taxes or fees at the borders of the U.S. for 
tourists from Canada or Mexico O^ l^liamson. 1993). 
The overvdidming growth (XfintematioQal travel to tlie 
U.S., q)edficalfy fix»n Canada and Mexico, has gotten tii% 
attention of lawmakers as a quick way to make needed c a ^ 
The attitude of the lawniakers is tiiat such a tax would be 
80 small it would not affect travel from Canada orKfedcQ 
because of the over^elming desire to travel to the U.S. 
Because of the potential negative eSect the word 'taxes' 
might have on international tourists, the word taxes" will be 
disguised as either "fees" «- "contributions" and would not 
actnalty be called "taxes* at the border crossings (Williamson, 
1993).The Office of Management and Budget proposes that a 
use tax would be needed to o f ^ the loss of tariff caused by 
the passage of NAFTA. 
The trend of tourist taxes will continue as long as 
lawmakers can see &at international tourists will ^ come to 
tiieU.S., evenif a small increase in taxes, or "fees" is 
inylemented. Senator Diane Fdnstein has proposed similar 
plans to tax international tourists coming into the U.S. to help 
£md ontrol of inomigratiai (Williamson, 1993). The funds 
collected would accumulate in a "shish" fund to be withdrawn 
at intervals set forth by the contents of the law and q;>pUed to 
the ever expanding debt of the U.S., a dd>t enlarged partty by 
the increasing number of immigrants coming into tiie U.S. 
(Winiamson, 1993). Canadian and Kfedcan tourists would be 
f<»iced to con^ty with this tax or entrance into the U.S. would 
be denied. 
One nuyor problem overlodced by the government is 
how to inq>lement the tax. Sixiq)ly telling a border guard to 
collect money from every person crossing the border has 
certain flaws. Collecting fix)m everyime crossing the border 
will label everyone as a "tourist", and will create maity 
problems. Take, for instance, the enormous travel of 
saleq)eqple, truckers, and government of&cials w4io travel 
between Aebonlers of Mexico, Canada, and the U.S. (Hi a 
given day under NAFTA These classes of people are not 
tourists. This tax is specifically aimed at tourists and certain 
provisions must be inylemented to separate these individuals. 
If business people and trudceis are allowed to pass untaxed 
but not pleasure tourists, where is the line drawn? Designing a 
system to allow some peqile to pass and not others will create 
a major setbadcfor the international tourism industry. 
In January. 1994, a S6.S0 customs fee on international air 
and cruise travel went into effect This fee is a direct result of 
die passage of NAFTA, and will be used by the U.S. 
government to help p ^ few loss of revenue under NAFTA 
This fee will iqiply to all passengers arriving in the U.S. from 
destinations outade of North America. Originally it was to be 
set at $10 per'perscHi, but House RepubUcans opposed sudi a 
large increase due to pressures fixHn the intemati(»ial tourism 
industry CDurbin. 1993). 
This tax, fixxn a marketing standpoint, could prove to 
have a positive outcome in areas where Canadian tourism 
pUys a m^or role in the ecoioirty of the state. The tax could 
be a drawing card for Canadians in that the local retailers 
through the Cooventi(»i & "^sitors Bureau could issue 
"coiqions" to Canadians to hdp alleviate the burderL The 
Convention & Visitors Bureau could collaborate with the 
local businesses and devise a plan wbenby the Canadian 
tourist entering the U.S. could retain the cocqxm and receipt 
of taxes paid at the border and actually receive a discount <m 
goods, services, or lodging. Local retailers could offer a five 
percent discount on goods purchased over fifty dollars to 
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anyone holding a ooqxn and receipt of taxes paid. The 
retailer, vlio usually operates on a fifteen to fifty percent 
maxkrop on goods, would not lose income becmse of the 
increased volume of services or goods sold. 
Influence of Lodging Taxes on International 
Tourism 
Certain areas of the U.S. are higgler in taxes charged to 
tourists than o&ers. These taxes are most prevalent and 
noticeable on hotelAnotel rooms. The single most inqKXtant 
service an interaatiooaltravder needs when visiting another 
country is lodging. HotdAnotd taxes are a commoQ sought 
after tax fiomevtiyorgmiiTationalstrqctnre within a defeat 
has a lodgmg property (New York Times, 1993). Table 6 
shows how taxes are collected in the U.S. The figures are a 
measuring tool oofy and based on the U.S. as a vdiole and do 
not include ^ >ecial local conditions. 
Table 6. Tax DdUr CoUectraiu in VJS. 
Table?. Gty Tax Comparisons 
Agency Percentage 
Federal 
State 
Local 
56.2% 
28.7% 
15.2% 
Source: New York Times, April 1993. 
Intematiraial tourists are forced to pay these taxes if they 
plan to visit the U.S. These taxes are in most part used by the 
local government to operate organizations such as Convention 
and Viators Bureaus, visitors centers, printing maps, and 
operation of other tourist rdated areas. New Yak. f(»r 
instance, has a "use" tax of two dollars per n i ^ for any 
hotel^ motd in die d^. This is not classified as a tax. but a 
"user fee" for stiging in the dty (Wade, 1991). Table7shows 
the dty tax comparisons of major dties in the U.S. 
LitematiaQal tourists need to be educated as to the 
options tb^ have when entering the U.S. They could, for 
^instance, s t^ in New Jersey, across die bridge fix»n New 
York, and pay much less in taxes and no "user fee". 
Lodging taxes will continue to rise until Congress enacts 
legislation requiring dties and munidpalities to show burden 
of proof of diese additional taxes. The tax laws should 
prcdiibit dties fixsn durgjrtg taxes to tourists to p«y for non-
tourism related organizations. If tourism is to survive, the 
additional taxes diould be used only f(s-(Xganizations sudi as 
the Convention and Actors Bureau of that dty to promote 
and develop tourism. 
City State Tax 
Bnminghsiu 
Anchorage 
phoenix 
UtQeRodc 
X>osAngdes 
penver 
Hartford 
WadiingtQn 
Miami 
Atlanta 
Boise 
Chicago 
Indian^>olis 
DesM>ines 
I^ exingttxi 
NewOrieans 
Portland 
Baltimore 
Lenox 
Detroit 
Minneapolis 
St Louis 
Omaha 
Las Vegas 
Atlantic City 
Albuquerque 
New York 
Chariotte 
Columbus 
Tulsa 
Portland 
Philaddphia 
Providence 
Knoxville 
Houston 
SaltLakc>City 
Norfolk 
Seattle 
Milwaukee 
AL 
AK 
AZ 
AK 
CA 
CO 
CI 
DC 
FL 
GA 
ID 
IL 
IN 
L^ 
KY 
LA 
ME 
MD 
MA 
MI 
MN 
MO 
NB 
NV 
NJ 
NM 
NY 
NC 
OH 
OK 
OR 
PA 
RI 
TN 
TX 
UT 
VA 
WA 
WI 
12.00% 
8.00% 
10.25% 
10.00% 
14.00% 
12.00% 
12.00% 
15.00% 
12.50% 
13.00% 
11.00% 
14.90% 
10.00% 
12.00% 
11.30% 
13.00% 
7.00% 
13.00% 
19.70% 
11.00% 
12.00% 
13.00% 
17.50% 
8.00% 
7.50% 
10.82% 
23.25% 
12.00% 
15.75% 
12.50% 
9.00% 
13.00% 
12.00% 
13.25% 
15.00% 
9.75% 
9.50% 
11.00% 
12.50% 
Source: Travel and Vacation Guide 
Impact of Terrorism on Tourism 
Terrorist activity has often had its roots in ^>ecific 
political or reli^ous confUcts within and between spedfic 
geogrqihic areas. The U.S. has traditiooally been a country 
fi-ee of terrcaism. Prior to late 1992 the U.S. reported very 
little terrOTism activity. IntematicHial tourists could view the 
U.S. as a safe destination, fiee of terrorism, unlike their 
countries of origin. This safe atmospba°e provided a 
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maikedng gold mine £ r tbe masy pnKDOters of international 
tourism abroad. Hiowevtr, the situatioa changed in late 1992 
with the bombing of the World Trade Center in New York 
City (Jacobs. 1993) The U.S.'s image as a safe haven for 
international tourists has become tarnished. 
The World Trade Center bombing left a permanent scar 
on the promise of a safe destination by iotemational tourists 
(Mbrgantfaau, 1993). It showed that the vuberabili^ of the 
U.S. was just as h i ^ as Cairo or Beirut State of the att 
dectrooic systems in place in airports, security systems in the 
Wodd Trade Center, and Ifae entire system of protection of the 
U.S. fiiiled for a brief time and tenorism was introduced into 
theU.S.(Cetron.l989). 
The United States must deal with &e tenorism situation 
and realize it is a very real direat to flw American tourism 
industry. Education of law enforcement candidates now 
emphasizes terrorist training, security has been increased, and 
new forms of detection are in place at most larger airport 
^sminals in the U.S. (KiCnot Air Force Base, 1993). 
Promoting a country to the rest of the w(xld becomes a 
challenge when terrorism or crimes aimed at international 
tourists exists (Miller, 1991). K&uketingplans must be 
changed to fmphaCTyft credibility of die U.S. to the rest of the 
world, ^ >ecificaUy areas which produce large numbers of 
potential tourists to fte U.S. The advertising can:q>aigQs must 
be convincing enou^ to persuade potential international 
tourists that safety standards are improving, new tedinologies 
are being utilized, and law enforcement officials are alert to 
the potential problems in the U.S. (Minot Air Force Base, 
1993). 
Fdiicating intenoational tourists to the U.S. as to the 
dangers of terrorism can be done ta a rmmber of ways 
(Castro, 1992). The most inq>ortant of these is pan^hlets 
describing how to avoid becoming a statistic from terrorism 
by following these guidelines vMie at airports in the U.S.: 
1. Dont hang around ticket counters, check-in or 
baggage claim areas, since they are likely targets. 
2. Dont sit near trash cans, restrooms cff OHKT areas 
where bombs can be hidden, or windows where glass 
^ may shatter. 
3. Keep your eye out for stray luggage. If you see 
abandraied bags, call airport security. 
4. Dont do, wear or carry ai^thing that makes you stand 
out 
5. St^ away from groups. 
6. Dont cany mysterious packages fw friends. 
7. Try to book nonstop flights and fligjits to secondary 
airports. 
8. Above all. dont be afraid to speak up. Call airport 
security if anyone or anything looks suspicious. 
Impacts of Visa Restrictions 
International tourism promotion could be greatly 
enhanced if the U.S. would adopt a broader visa waiver 
program to encompass more countries outside of its bonlers. 
Traditioialty, a visa must be acquired to visit and stay in the 
U.S. for aity length of time(Carrion, 1992). 
In 1988, the "Guam Visa Waiver Program" was 
implemented in order to promote tourism into the U.S. 
Territory of Guam. Tourism in Guam increased greatly from 
countries such as J^an because of the easing of visa 
restrictions. Tourist traffic to Guam at the present time is 
nearly 90 percent Japanese. The new program allows tourists 
from fourteen countries to spend up to fifteen days m Guam 
without a visa (Worid Tourism Orgaruzation, 1990). lids 
new pilot program in Gtiam worked excq)tionally wdl and to 
date has not encountered arty problems. Statistics have shown 
continual inoeases from tourism, and the economic gains 
associated with tins increase are in^ressive. 
The easing of visa requirements in Guam had been a 
result of the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986. 
The proposal was extended to a maximum < ^ e i ^ countries 
for a trial time period of eight years. The Visa Waiver Pilot 
program began in 1988 for Japan and the United Kingdom 
(Worid Tourism Organization, 1989). 
The Visa Waiver Pilot Program now includes the 
following twenty-one countries: 
Andorra Austria Belgium 
Dermiark Finland France 
GermaiQr Iceland Itaty 
Japan liecfatenstein Luxembourg 
Monaco The Netherlands New Zealand 
Norway San Mariix} Spain 
Sweden Switzedand United Kingdom 
International tourists from the twenty-one countries wiio 
enter on the baas of the '\^sa Waiver Program are sut^ ect to 
certain restrictions, such as the inability to extend their stay, 
change their non-immigrant status, <x adjust to permanent 
residence. The international tourist can still be baned from 
entering the U.S. at tibe border if he or she cannot for aity 
reason substantiate that he or she sedcs to enter die U.S. as a 
visitor. J 
YvsA restrictions, however, canrxA be totally «>lnningtp<< 
and will still need to contain certain limitations to protect the 
U.S. frc»n incidences of "terrorism" and entry of oiminals and 
potential illegal inomigrants. Screening of q)plicants vi4iose 
country <^ origin includes threats of violence and terrorism 
will need to undergo strict scrutiity before entrance into die 
U.S. to protect its people fixnn violent acts of terrorism. 
Since the waiver of the visa program has resulted in the 
arrival of more intemational tourists, it has favorabty 
contributed to the ecxxacamc proq)erity of tiie U.S. wi&out 
causing any maj(H-problems. Visas m i ^ well be abolished 
for citizois of countries such as Australia, Greece, Ireland, 
Singqrare, and Portugal, etc. viho do not pose any threat of 
remaining in the U.S. permanently and prefer to viat flie U.S. 
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for their vacadons. These tooiists are high ^ >enders and the 
U.S. wiU benefit eDannousIy by abolishing the tourist visa for 
them. 
Conclusion 
International tourism has a significant impact oa the U.S. 
economy. The past several years has seen an increase in both 
the number of arrivals and reveniies finom international 
tourists. Public policy makers, and the geno^ public, need to 
be more conoenied abut the potential negative inqiact that 
crime, taxes, tenxxism and visa restrictions nuy have on this 
industry. As the United States continues to movefiouia 
manufacturing to a service-based eccmoniy, the international 
tourismindustiy will be a significant pli^er in this ttansiti(»i. 
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Marketing Dynamics of Utali's Tourist image 
by Zafar U. Ahmed 
T ourism is one of Utah's major growth iridus-tries, and the economic prosperity of the state depends on the successtui martceting ot its 
tourism products. In spite of possessing more na-
tional parl(S than Colorado. Utah's tourism industry 
has tieen lagging t)ehind Colorado both in terms of 
tourist arrivals and receipts. Such discrepancy t)e-
tween a state's tourism resources and its success as 
a tourist destination across the country vividly de-
picts that other factors beside tourist attractions and 
their promotion contribute to the determination of the 
competitive edge of one state over another. 
It was hypothesized that the tourist image as 
. perceived by its actual and potential visitors plays a 
very significant role in detemiining the competitive-
ness of a tourist destination. Hence, this study was 
designed to examine and measure the influence of 
Utah's tourist image on its corr^titiveness as a tour-
ist destination from marketing perspectives. 
An eight-page questionnaire was used to gather 
the requisite information, which took 30-40 minutes 
Za^r U. Ahmed. Ph.D., is a professor and director of 
ttie Institute for International Business in the College 
of Business at Minot State University. 
to complete. The questionnaire was designed to elicit 
information about the basic attributes of a state's 
tourist image, specific information about Utah's tour-
ist attractions as compared to its competitors, touring 
patterns, preferences, and attitudes of visitors and 
nonvisitors to Utah, and about the demographic pro-
file of the respondents. 
The sample consisted of 6,000 households 
contaded through mail questionnaires across the 
United States. The response rate was 32%, as 1,917 
questionnaires were returned. Five percent of 
nonrespondents were interviewed over the phone in 
order to eliminate nonresponse bias. These telephone 
responses did not reveal any significant differences. 
Utah's tourist image was broken into two parts: 
(1) overall tourist image and (2) the images of its 
different components. This distinction was necessary 
because a given tourist destination has more than 
one image. The overall image of a tourist destination 
may be negative, but the images of its few compo-
nents might be positive. 
Factor analysis was successfully used to Iden-
tify the components of Utah's overall tourist image. 
Reliability analysis further confirmed the validity of 
the identified components of Utah's overall tourist 
image. Analysis of variance revealed the differences 
between the visitors and nonvisitors about their im-
ages with respect to overall image. Analysis of vari-
ance also exposed the differences between the tour-
ists hailing from different geographical regions with 
respect to Utah's overall image and its difterait com-
ponents. 
The results suggest that these differences could 
be used in developing appropriate tourism madceting 
strategies for image enhancement and/or image cof-
rertion. Further research is recommended in analy2-
ing a destination's image from the standpoint of tour-
ist psychographics and different marketing means to 
be used for the correction of a destination's negative 
tourist image. 
Ihis doctoral dissertation was sutmitted under the title "Detenninants of the Components of a State's Tour-
ist Image and their Maric^ing Implications,' in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the award of Ph D. in 
Recreation Resources Management with a major in Tourism Marketing at the Utah State University under the 
author's former name, Zafar Uddin. which is now changed to Zafar Uddin Ahmed. 
Peer Assessment in Hospitaiity and Tourism (cent.) 
(continued from page 20) 
Introduction of peer assessment can not be 
justified by inconsistency in assessments by faculty. 
Student confidence in its use is mxe likely to grow if 
it is introduced early in a course and used with some 
consistency. It is also likely to be better accepted in 
an environment which strives to enhance students 
selfdirection, rather than treating them as passive 
learners. 
We believe that this study has shown sufficient 
positive outcomes to recommend the adoption of 
peer assessment in a wider variety of settings. There 
would be considerable benefits in researching stu-
dent acceptance where it is adopted. Therefore ex-
amination of students' reactions to the introduction of 
peer assessment in diverse situations would be of 
benefit.« 
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Opportunities for Multi-National Corporations in tiie 
Hospitality and Tourism Sector in India: An International 
Perspective 
Za£ar U. Ahmed, Kfinot State University 
Bharath M. Josiam, University of Wisconsin-Stout 
Mubi-natioHol corponttUms in Ae hoipUaUty and 
uwrism secUir have traditioiudfy coHoeMnted thdr global 
business operations in the more tpoi and rewarding 
eamomiesifAedevdopedwm'Id. The contemporary 
global business enviromnent has been fast chan^ng in the 
post Cold War era. Asla'sfastdeveUytii^ countries, 
sudi as India, are now qfflaing enonnous i^tportunities to 
multiHwtional corporations. 
This ptq)er offers a vision of what multinational 
corporations can do in order to incorporate India into 
their global expansion and divers^cation strategies. The 
paper gives an overview cfAe IU>eraJited economic 
environment in htdieu It then Ident^es opportunities in 
the hospitality and tourism sector. It goes on to analyze 
the factors in the business environment that favor the 
entry of multi-national corporations into Ae Indian 
ho^titality and tourism sector. 
Introduction 
The decade of die 1S)90B is duocterized by an 
in^neoedented tnmsfonnatioQ, aa once isdatod countries 
open up dietr doaed eoofwrniea and atten i^t to integrate 
widi die global economy. For exanq>le, individual 
rqMiblica of the former Soviet Union, after aeventy yean 
of isolation under communism, aie tiytng to attract 
international investments and pursue fitee manfet reforms. 
Other pdittcal and sodo-eoonomic changes occurring 
around die WMM, sodi as die creatifla of the European 
Coommnity and die passage of Noidi American 
Free-Trade Agreement, have created new opportunities 
for Muld-National Coqiontians (MNCs) operating in die 
fidd8ofHocpitalityandTouriam(H&T). Hie fieedom 
to travd oitfside of one's own country will soon be 
available lo millions of more people because ot fewer 
restrictions sad increased economic protperity in newly 
emerging economies (Waters 1991). 
As trade barriers tumMe between ooictries, globd 
demand for tranqxMtadon, H & T services, and 
communication Cuilities is oqpected to grow significantly. 
Ifowever, die growth of worid tourism is dqiendent IQXJB 
the provision of high quality products and services to 
globally recognized standards. MNCs, because of dieir 
twhniral expertise and access to a^ital, are well 
poaitianed to satisfy diese needs. MNCs could gain 
con^iedtive advantage by identifying fiut expanding H &. 
T maricets with favcnrable sodo-economic fiKtors and 
devdoping countiy-qiedfic strat^es to penetnte diem. 
Hospitality and Tourism in Asia 
India, China, Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia are the 
emerging industrial cubs of Asia. They rqnesent some 
of die most attractive places during die 1990s and beyond 
for investinents in die H & T sector by MNCs. Aldxwgh 
rich in natural resources and historical monuments, diey 
are rdativdy less devdoped in terms of H &. T focilities. 
These Asian countries are now rqiidly devdoping their 
international tourism industry. Accelerated growth of 
international tourism in Asian countries hss been the 
focus of pubtidied research (Choy 1988. Hasek 1992, 
Saunders and Renaghan 1992). 
While tnrad growth within Europe and North America 
diminished becauae of recessionary pressures, diese Asiaa 
countries oyoyed a Cuter rate of growdi dian the rest of 
the world. The excqition has been India, vAuA has seen 
only modest growth (See Figure 1). This growdi is likely 
to continue, even in India, where the current govemmem 
is taking vigorous steps to libendizB die econoo^ and 
radically improve die conditions for foreign investments. 
Tlie tremendous growth of die international tourism 
industry in Asia can be attributed to die determined 
efforts of diese countries to activdy aolidt international 
tourists. India &iled to do so because of socio-economic 
and politicd fiKtors, but it is now keenly interested in 
expanding diis industry. 
International tourism in this region is projected to grow 
by about 23 percent as a consequence of economic 
e:q>ansion aiul more intra-Asian travel (Haaek 1992). 
Almost half of the tourist arrivals in die worid originated 
in or around Asia in 1989 (Figure 2). Two-thirds of the 
international tourist arrivals in East Asia originated in 
Asia itself, with die heaviest traffic between 
Malaysia/Tliailand, Malaysia/Singapore, Japan/Korea, 
Japan/Hong Kong, and Australia/New Zealand. Strong 
efforts at travel promotioa between these countries has 
been a stimulus to increased international tnvd in diis 
r^on. 
The positive economic conditions in Asia's trwlitional 
industrial tigers: Singqtore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and 
Soudi Korea have also contributed to this growdi of 
intra-Asian travd. The Asian people are reaping die 
ihiits of economic proqierity by pursuing more leisure : 
activities, such as travd. 
The world's population is twtimatfid to reach six billion 
people by the turn of die century, widi developing 
countries expected to contribute 19 to 90 percent of the 
projected increase. Because of its labor-intensive 
character, the H & T industry has die potential to 
generate enormous en^loyment opportunities for the 
teeming populations in these countries. 
As shown by Table 1, not all of die world's top earners 
in the international tourism industry during 1989 were 
from industrialized countries. Hong Kong, Soudi Korea 
ind Thailand earned more from international tourism than 
many westnn countries in 1989. The economic vitality 
of devdoping countries is contingent vpoa in^roving not 
only die infra-structural fodlities to cohanoe international 
tourism, but also dieir expertise and management 
practices. This enhancement will ensure the contributicm 
of die international tourism industry to dieir long-term 
growth and economic diversification. Conaequendy when 
countries open dieir markets to fordgn investors and 
begin die privatization of public sector corporations, 
MNCs must be ready and willing to further expand dieir 
operatioas in diese eoooomies to take advantage of die 
enormous untapped potential. 
Unfoitunatdy, the H & T operations of these tut 
developing countries are characterized by many 
inefficiencies such as inadequate tnuuportation, 
mismanaged air traffic controls, outdated communication 
technologies, poor ho^tality ftdlities, and obsolete 
management practices. However, many of diese Cut 
devdoping countries possess vast human resources. 
What is lacking is o^itd, technology, maitrting 
know-^ iow, managerial expertise, and globalty recognized 
l»and names. Ihese countries are anxious to attract 
investcKB in !niitually-rewarding ventures and resolve die 
deficiencies in these vital areas. MNCs are wdl 
posititmed to provide both capital and expertise. 
India is one such country, with untqxped resources and 
a vast intnnal market. The dunged economic 
environment in India makes it possible to sdze many 
attractive o(^ >ortunities in the H & T sector. 
A Case Study in India 
Economic UberalizaHon in India 
In die late 19S0s, v/bea the post-war reconstruction of 
Europe was over, western coiporations wishing to invest 
overseas turned didr eyes to Asia. India was h i ^ on 
dieir priority list. MNCs were attracted to bidia as a 
democratic and rdativdy peaceful country, wide-spread 
use of Rngliidi as a common language, low cost but high 
availability of ddlled human resources, a well devdoped 
netwoik of financial institutions, and most iiqiortant of 
all, a very large home market They were ruddy 
rdiuffed because of the socialist polides of the then 
Indian government ConsequenUy U.S. and European 
MNCs invested in South East Asia. The economic 
miracle of die 19S0s, 60s, 70s, and 80s took place 
elsevt4iere in Asia, bypassing India (Brauchli, 1995). 
Now, four decades later, the Government oi India 
(GOI) has at last made sweeping reforms of its ecMiomic 
poli^ that will enable India to rgoin the world economy. 
The new industrial and international trade policies as 
revised by die contoi^rary GOI have introduced three 
revolutionaiy changes: 
(1) liberalized movonent of cqntal to and from India, 
(2) pomitted domestic corporations to enter into equity 
sharing arrangonents with international coiporations, 
and 
(3) dumged the focus from state controlled production 
quotas to firee nuukd con^jetition. 
India was globally recognized as one of die most 
regulated and dosed economies. It had one of die lowest 
rates of economic growth in Asia from 1950 through 
1985 (EcooiMnist 1992). In July 1991, polides of reform 
and economic liberalization were introduced. Befixe 
that, for instance, totd U.S. investments in Lidia 
amounted to only $20 million and overall forngn 
investments were a meager $70 million. However, as a 
consequence of die Indian government's recendy 
qiproved ventures widi U.S. corporations, die levd of 
investments has increased to more dian $150 million 
(IndU Abroad 1992 [a]). IBM and Coca-CoU, who left 
in 1977, are back. Lidia's current a t tend at 
liberalization diould encourage MNCs in die H & T 
sectors as well. 
Since Prime Minster P. V. Narasimha Rao assiimnd 
office in 1991, die government has been more stable dum 
before. The liberalization polides have been qqiroved by 
a bipartisan conseosus. The wideqnead si^port of tbese 
policies in die countiy bodes wdl for their long term 
continuity. 
To address the deteriorating economic situation, India 
has adopted a set of stabilizatiao measures designed to 
restore investor confidence and reveiae cental outflow. 
Such a policy has included structural reforms aimed at 
reducing government intervention, eooouraging foreign 
investment, privatization of the public sector, enhancing 
domestic con9)etition, and accelerating die countiy's 
int^ration into the worid economy. 
One indication diat these pdides will continue in die 
future is the confidence of financial institutions, such as 
die bitemational Monetaiy Fund (IMF), which granted 
India a loan of $2.2 billion in November 1991. 
In continuation of diese economic tefoaoB, aggressive 
efforts to increase international tourism is being 
undertaken in bidia also (Ahmed 1991, Ahmed and 
Krohn 1992, INDIA 1991, Dev and Kndoqa 1989). 
India ofka enormous potential for growdi, dut is 
sqiplemented by die concerted efforts of die GOI to 
develop an international tourism industry. India intends 
to accomplish its goals, by offering attractive incentives 
toMNCs. 
The OOI has identified a goal of attracting 1% of 
international tourist arrivals to India by 1997. The GOI 
estimates that by the turn of die century foreign exdiaage 
earnings from tourism diould exceed 100 Ullkn Indian 
Riqiees, and over 25 million jobs will be created 
(Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation, 1992). 
Incentives For Investment in Tourism Sector 
In die newly Uberdixed investment policies, India is 
offering tq> to SI % equity to foreign investns in new 
tourism projects. Projects in newdy designated 
undodeveloped tourism destinations are bong allowed to 
dielter vp to 20 percent of dieir profits from taxes for a 
period of ten years. HospitaliQr properties oouM also 
qualify for depredation write-offs in die first year of 
50% of die plant, and large madiinecy and lOOX of 
equipment and madiinery items costing less dian $400. 
Some states are also offering incentives sudi as subsidies, 
reduced financing rates, and relief from state taxes. All 
foreign exdiange earnings are tax exempt if difey are 
rnnvested in die tourism sector. (Ministiy of Tourism 
and Civil Aviation, 1992). 
One barrier to operating in India has been diat tourism 
projects had to be approved by a number of govemmeotal 
agendes. However, now die Director Generd of 
Tourism in the federal government has been made the 
sole ^qvoving audiorify. Any apfMoval granted 
subsequendy will be deemed to have retroqwctive 
application, if the tourism corporation had been carrying 
on business in that period. 
Dday in granting af^roval to MNCs was another 
barrier. The revised fbrdgn investment pdicy requires 
dut India's regulatoiy staff scrutinize intenutional 
propossls widun four to seven days, odierwise proposals 
will be considered accepted by die GOI. 
India has also dedded to lift die ban on use of foreign 
tradenuuks snd brand names on products for use in the 
domestic maiket. India had earlier denied the use of 
foreign brand names, in an effort to encourage domestic 
industry. Tlie GOI has now acknowledged the role of the 
globally recognized brand name as a ccMnpetitive 
advantage. (Chakravarti and Jagannathan, 1991). 
The GOI has a taiget of $15 billion in foreign 
investment by 1997. India is seeking annual investments 
of $2 to $3 billion fixm MNCs to tgm its economic 
growth and help build its H & T industry. Hiis industry 
is crucial to long-term economic growdi. It has die ability 
to earn large sums of foreign exchange for the deficit 
ridden national economy, md to geoerste en^loyment 
due to its labor-intense duuacter (Ahmed 1991). 
Opportunities for MNCs in India's H 
&T Sector 
In order to achieve its goal of nqiid economic-growth 
by increasing fordgn exdiange earnings from inbound 
international tourism, India is offering attractive 
incentives to MNCs for finandal, technological, and 
managerial investments in its H & T infirastructurB. To 
penetrate the Indian market, smne of the of^iortunities 
which interested MNCs could seize, are identified and 
discussed in this section. 
1. Opportunities in die Hotd Sector 
Tourism denumd has already outstripped hotd axpply 
in India. About two thirds of iqiproved quality ho^italify 
properties are concentrated in eleven nuyor dties and 
four mega-metropolitan areas (Bonibay, Calcutta, Delhi, 
and Madras). Qrilectivdy, they account for 45 percent 
of die^otal number of rooms in the country (INDIA 
1991). However, hundreds of smsll dties and tourist 
destinations are scattered dirou^iout die country, with a 
dxMtage of qualify accommodations . There has been 
ngnificant growth in the availainlify of rooms within the 
five star categories and a few MNCs such as Hyatt, Inter-
continental, and Sheraton have been operating in India 
for years. Howevo-, adequate ho^italify services are still 
not available at most of the popular tourism destinations. 
One study estimated that die total room cqiadfy would 
need to be increased by 100,000 rooms by the end of the 
current decade, to meet die antidpated demand of 
inteniatiorul tourism (Yunus 1991). 
India's local economy has ndther the financial 
KMUces, nor die managerial and technological assets, to 
ovide an additional 100,000 rooms by the turn of the 
ntury. India needs more luxtny hotels at its fiunous 
orist destinations, vvtich could be best provided by 
KCs such as Sheraton, Ifiltoa. Hyatt. Marriott etc. 
Kse chains should explore the possibility of 
illaboration with local parties. These include local 
)spitality chains, Ncm-Resident bidians (NRb), and OOI 
Ivned corporations like die India Tourism Devetopnwot 
orporatiMi. 
Traditionally, tourian developmeot has focussed oo 
otQi India on die popular 'golden triangle' of Ddhi-
gra-Jaipur. In a bid to diversify die interaational 
mrism industry, the GOI has decided to develop tourism 
I Southern India oo a priority basis. The GOI has 
lentified the Madras-Mahabalipunun-Pondidieny belt as 
ipecial tourism circuit eligible for additional financial 
isistance and grants from the federal govenunent 
'ourism MNC's can c^ntalize on diese incentives to tap 
ito die potential of new hotels and other tourism 
Btablishments in Southern bidia. 
L Opportunities in Joint Ventures and Fnmdiising 
' Thote are sevend optioas awulable to MNC's to expand 
heir operations into India. These options include: direct 
Bveetment in die construction facilities, or indirect 
nvestmeots such as maiMgeaMat contracts, licensing 
(greements, joint ventures, or firandiising. Some require 
I great deal of firumdal investment on die part of die 
ItlNCs, while others are less miky. 
Coostnicdon of tourism fecilities sudi as new hotels 
ivould require large amounts of cqiital. However 
renovations of existing ftcilities would reduce the initial 
xet bctor, and die Iixlian government is very siqiportive 
in diese ventures and is providing tax and land incentives. 
Joint'^ venture tie-i^ M widi die local Indian partners such 
IS industrial cooglomerBtes Tatas, Birlas, Dalmias, 
Modis, etc., who have fdenfy of iamai6c resources and 
connections, could pmvidc die needed synergies. Miyw 
domestic partners could provide enormous amount of 
local capital, building materials, furniture, and fixtures 
domesdcally. MNCs can supply tedmology, managemeot 
and marketing know-how, globally recognized brud 
aame(8), and access to world markets. 
Frudiising has proved to be an attrKtive vehicle for 
international ocpansioo because it requires substantially 
less d^tal than does ownerriiip and yet, it permits n ^ 
growdi (Go and Christenson 1989). Table 2 diows 
leading fiKtors coosiderBd in determining dw acceptance 
of an international fianchising in host country. Of the 13 
fectors discussed in TaUe 2, India ranks favorably in 
most This shows that franchising is a viable strategic 
option in India. 
3. Opportunities in H & T Technology Sectors 
Historically, H & T corporations in India have been 
uncertain about the effectiveness of technology 
investments. Because technology is ciqiital intensive, 
India's domestic tourism corporations had always < t^ed 
for cheq) labor intensive measures over h i ^ tech 
options. In the past, such a strategy betto^ suited the 
socialist ideology of the government and Indian society. 
As a result, diverse technologies, multiple comp^tors, 
and die ever-changing global business environment raise 
issues of devdopment, inqilaneatation, support, and 
intQgration diat are difficult to resolve in &e H & T 
industry of India. These are some of die &ctors dut 
limit India's international 
H & T industry in using technology as f strategic 
weapon. 
Technology is recognized today as a cotqietitive 
weapon. Conten^xirary international tourists bodi e]q>ect 
and demand advances in the tecjinological areas. India 
deepeaidy needs different kinds of teduKriogies to 
upgrade its tourism infrastructure. Many MNCs enjoy 
worid-wide leadoship in the tfifiinical aqiect of dieir 
respective fidds. For instance, some of diem qiedalize 
in airline and hoqiitalify technologies. T h ^ have 
acquired eiqiertise in enhancing guest services and 
increasing operating efiidencies, thus sharpening the 
ability to succeed in a highly oon^jctitive environmeot 
Tedmologies with an internal focus have a direct effect 
on operating efificieiicy and ultimately die quality of guest 
services and profitability. Marketing lofonnation 
Systems (MIS), Property Management Systems (PMS), 
and Yield Marugement Systems (YMS), as die nuyor 
oompooents of tourism technology, need infusion into the 
India's H & T industry to improve both its productivity 
and efficiency. Technology that fecilitate data, text, 
image and voice communication has also emerged as a 
key management concern for future arrangements widi 
Indian tourism cmporations. 
For instance, lack of techiK^ogy made it in^xMsible for 
travel agents in India to access international reservation 
systems to bock travel abroad, and for foreign travel 
agents and tourists to do Ixxddngs within India. 
However, imgor reservation services such as 
AMADEUS, GALILEO, SABRE, AND ABACUS are 
setting vp shop in India, giving a boost to die information 
technology infirastructure of the H & T industry (At»eu, 
1994). 
4. Opportunities in the Domestic Air Tranqioctation 
Sector 
Until 1992, one of the biggest barrios to travel and 
tourism vridiin India has been the mUional monopoly, 
Indian Airlines, India's otdy domestic airiine. It was 
plagued with proUems of capacity constraints, 
nonraiisteoce of reservation liaison with international 
airiines, iaaANpatn nflervitioa ftcilities, poor customer 
serfice, overbo<ddiig, etc. 
For tsxMOfila, tbe naoHtvailabQity of automatic 
reservatioa liaisaa with die mtematioiial airlines* 
computer nservadoa systems jeopardize tnmq>ortiiig 
intematioiial tourists around the country in comfort and 
convenience. 
However, die 1S)92 Air Coiporatioa Bill has been 
passed, with die aim of liberalizing die air transport 
sector and breaking die monopcdy of Lidian Airiines 
(Singht 1993). Already, 17 competitors have emerged. 
Air tnunqmrt aervices widiin India have improved 
remarkably. Smaller cities and remotely located tourist 
<WHiiations are now accessible by multiple fli^its daily 
(Dasgupta, 1994). This has boosted both business and 
tourist traffic 
International airlines such as United, American, and 
Northwest, are in a unique positioa to provide 
managerial, marketing, tedmological, and financial 
assistance to improve die domestic airline system.. Their 
assistance will go a long way to help establidi a desinMe 
air tranqtortatioo infnstnictiue widiin die country, a 
prerequiaite to more international tourism. Th^ can also 
establidi private airiines with local partners to meet 
increased demand. 
The joint-Arenture between Ijufthansa and Modi (an 
Indian conglomerBte), has set die tread widi die formatioa 
of ModiLuft Airlines. ModiLuft has started off die 
airline marketing wars in India widi 'frequent fliers* 
progrun, forcing everyone to improve aistomer service. 
Such incentives were unknown during the reign of the 
monopdy Indian Airiines. O^asgupta, I S ^ b). 
5. Opportunities in Improvement of Tourism 
Infiastractuie 
India's tourism infirastracture audi as airports, tourist 
resorts, beaches, natioaal parks, present a testimony of 
mismanagement, m^lect, under-devdopment, and 
com^tion (Ahmed 1991). MNCs can assist India in 
in^roving dwse conyonents of tourism inftastnictuie. 
For instance, under die liberalization pdicies, die 
National Highway Act of 1$>S6 has been amended to 
permit private ooostnictioo of tdl siqiertigfaways (bidk 
Abroad, 1995). MNCs can not only build die highways, 
diey can also build die hotds and restaurants dut would 
be needed along die highways. 
6. Opportunities in India's Palaces and Forts for Joint 
Ventures 
Thousands of palaces, castles, and forts owned by 
former kings and scattered duou^iout the country are 
outstanding moanments of India's ridi cultural heritage 
and architecture. Some of them have been successfully 
converted into luxury hotels by Indian hoqritalit}' diains. 
The GOI has introduced a scheme to subsidize die 
conversion of diese palaces and forts into hotels. 
Subsidies ranging to 30% of a^ital cost are available 
(Mahurkar and Mehra, 1994). A large numbo- of them, 
still untouched, could by bought, renovated, and 
converted into unique hospitality properties by MNCs. 
The conversion of these palaces into hospitality properties 
would be a win-win situation for MNCs and India's 
hmtage. 
7. Opportunities in the Development of National Parks 
India possesses some of the most outstanding national 
parks in South-Asia. They are known all over the world 
for their exotic wildlife, varied flora and fauna, beautiful 
landscapes, and extensive outdoor recreation 
opportunities. The concept of Recreation Resources 
Management has not arrived in bidia yet. For instance, 
no Indian educational institution ofTers degree programs 
in Recreation Resources Management or Parks 
Management Mismanagement, corruption, 
bureaucracy and under-devdopment are the nuyor 
features of most of India's resource-rich national parks. 
MNCs, could assist India in developing and managing 
these parks as attractive international tourist d«vitinations 
for pursuing outdoor recreation activities. 
8. Opportunities in Privatizing of Public Sector Hotels 
India's major public sector tourism corporation, India 
Tourism Development Corporation (TTDC) owns and 
manages 39 hotels. Their operations are characterized by 
bureaucracy, comiption, political interference, and labor 
unrest. As a part of Uberalization, it is proposed to 
privatize this chain. GOI incentives offers a unique 
opportunity to MNCs to cooperate with Indian partners 
and buy diese properties, «4ien they are put up for sale. 
9. Opportunities in the Budget Hotels Segment 
About 30 percent of the hotel rooms in India belong to 
the five-star or five-star deluxe categories (Dev and 
Kudcrga 1989). India has a pleotifid s i i^y of five star 
hotels at dw top, and non-star hotds at the bottom of die 
market However, there is a shortage of dean, 
inexpensive, mid-scde budget hotds in the nmge of $10 
ui $50 a ni^t, a miyor market aegment 
India's domestic tourism industry is also destined to 
emerge as an important sector of die national economy 
because of die emergence of the 200 million strong 
middle-class. This s^ment has acquired enormous 
affluence in oonten^ioraiy India's socio-economic fabric. 
Hi f l^ afflueoce and an appreciation of leisure, has 
caused an increase in die consunqition of tourism 
products. Indians are traveling in the millions to pursue 
leisure. Budget hotels, developed in collaboration widi 
MNCs, will find a ready target market of bodi business 
and leisure travders to ensure success. 
To ipur die devdopment of diis sector, die GOI is 
offering incentives in the form of tax rebates, interest 
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subsidy, and lower power tariff (Abrcu, 199S). MNCs 
can capitalize on die market opportunities and the 
subsidies. Many MNCs operating in the budget hotel 
sector such as Days Inn, Quality Inn, and Best Western 
have already opened a few propoties in India. However, 
the maiicet is stUl lar:gely untapped. 
10. Opportunities in the Gaming Sector 
At present, there are no casinos in India. Howevw, 
diis is another area where new devdopments are bung 
eocouraged. Two state govonments, Goa and Madhya 
Pradesh, have approved proposals to open casinos at 
major tourist destinations in dieir states (India Today, 
1995). This is anodwr area, where MNCs with expertise 
in the gaming field, could find new marlnts. 
Factors Favoring MNCs Investment in 
India's H & T Sector 
MNCs can invest in many different countries. In 
addition to market of^rtunities, an MNC has to 
determine wdiether there are fiivorable fiKtors in the 
business environment, wiiich facilitate entry and promote 
success. India possesses many fiivorable factors. Some 
of these are discussed in this section. 
1. Financial Factors (Dev and Kuckreja 1989).: 
bidia's low cost of labor and high gross operating profit 
should serve as favorable factors to motivate MNCs to 
penetrate the Indian maiket For exan^e, dw average 
New Ddhi luxury hotel has a gross operating profit of 
40.4 %, >^ch is more than double that of the avenge 
U.S. luxury hotel. Such an attracdve scenario offers 
opportunities to MNCs. 
2. Availability of Skilled Labor in H & T. (Dqiartment 
of Tourism, 1994): 
In the eariy 1960's four Institutes of Hotel Management 
were opened in India. These institutes offer 
comprehensive three year diploma programs in hotel 
management and catering technology. Tlie »n»<<iiipn of 
instruction is english. Further, fieoch is also taught. The 
subjects covered in die area of ho4)itality opentioas 
include western, Chinese, and Indian cookery, bakery, 
firont-office management, beverage management, 
restaurant management, and house-fceefniig management 
Further, instruction is also imparted in general 
management sul^ects such as accounting, marketing, 
computers, purchasing, cost control etc. Graduates of 
diese 3-Year diploma programs join die hospitality sector 
at entry level siqierviaoiy and management positions. In 
the past three decades, diese hotel school graduates have 
worked their way up to senior managerial and technical 
positions in the H & T industry. 
Widi dw pnyected increase in die H & T sector, die 
need for additional skilled labor has been anticipated. 
The GOI has now established 16 major hotel managoneat 
institutes of this nature under an apex body, called The 
National Council of Hotel Management and Catering 
Technology. Further, IS smaller institutions offering 
craft courses in trades sudi as cookery and bakery have 
been set up. There is also a proposal to set up a 
Culinary Institute of India, on the lines of the famous 
Culinary Institute of America, to train world-class chefis. 
Ilie Indian Institute of Tourism and Travel 
Management was set iq) in 1983, to impait education and 
training in the tourism arena. Courses have been 
developed at the Masters level, as well as at technical 
(One year dyiloma) level. These courses are now being 
delivered in a number of instituti<Mis and universities all 
over the country. Further, courses in foreign languages 
have been dev^oped to instruct front line personnel in the 
H & T sector. 
As shown, MNCs will have a plentiful siq)ply of 
technically qualified labor at both die worker and 
manager level. Tlie goal of die GOI is to have a 
turnover of 28,000 trained personnel per year. Tlius, 
MNCs may need to bring in high-cost e^ qiatriates <Mily at 
the highest levels of ^ledalization. 
3. Increased Business TrafRc, as a Result of 
liberalization (Jordan, 199S): 
The apillover effect of liboalization has been a boom in 
business traffic to and within India. TraditiooaUy, die 
summer, with hot tropical weather, has been die low 
season for tourism. However, in the mtntiva- of 1995 
hotels are enjoying occupancies in die region of 75% to 
90%, flush widi business traveUers Again, die MNCs, 
with their recognized brands and international marketing 
and reservation networks, are well positioned to capitalize 
on diis phenomenon. The fast growing commercial travel 
market will reduce the traditional n^ative impact of 
seasonality on H & T businesses. 
4. Increasing Size and Affluence of the Indian Middle 
Class. (Abreu. 1994): 
Economic liberalization has increased the size of the 
Indian middle class market that can afford to travel. In a 
country of 900 million people, a fraction, say 20%, is 
still a market of 180 million. Indians are travelling bodi 
domestically and globally. Firms in India are now 
offering incentive travel to attract, motivate, and retain 
top performers. This market is eiqiected to grow 
exponentially, as the fruits of liberalization reach more 
people. 
5. Capital Availability in India , (Braucfali, 1995): 
India's Wall Street is located in Dalai Street, Bombay. 
In addition, diere are stock exchanges in the miyor 
metropolitan cities of New Delhi, Madras, Calcutta, and 
Bangalore. India has an estimated 25 million individual 
investors, 6,000 plus listed companies and over 100 new 
stock issues per month, and as much as $10 billioo in 
new stock ofTerings m 1994. Migor global playen such 
as Morgan Stanley and Morill Lyndi have set 19 offices 
in India. While MNC's would bring in new cqntal, it 
could be si^plemented by the investment cental available 
in India itsdf. 
6. Availability of Partnos for Joint Veoturee and 
Franchises: 
Unlike China, the former Soviet Unioii, and odier 
communist countries, Lidia has had a duiving private 
sector. Indian con^Mnies have operated in die H & T 
sector for over 50 years. In die iKMpitality aector, bdian 
con^anies like die Tq Qmap of Hotds, mid Oberoi 
Hotels, have successfully operated hixnry piopettiea both 
in India and in other countries. Further, bodi T19 and 
Oberoi have cdlaborated widi MNC's such as Sheraton 
and IntercontinentaL 
In the travel and tourism sector, Indian companies like 
SITA travels and Mercury Travels (A subsidiary of 
Oberoi Hotds) have been operating bodi indepeodendy 
and as handling agents for international tour companies 
for decades. Ihese companies have sn intimate 
knowiedge of die local mark<^ and have estahlidifid 
connections to the bureaucracies, making diem ideal 
partners. 
7. Low penetration of International Brand Names and 
Con^ietitors: 
Unlike die USA and Western Europe, wbert diere are 
multiple international brands at every comer, India has a 
relatively low penetration rate. For example, major 
playen in die inteniational hoqntality sector audi as Ritz-
Carlton, Few Seasons, Marriott, and Cfaib4i4ed have no 
hotels in India. In die restaurant and &st food sector 
also, major MNCs like McDonalds and Burger King have 
yet to open aiqr outlets. In CKt in die food aector, as of 
today, there is not« ringle chain, Indian or foreign, 
operating at a national level. 
At present, many MNCs are in die process of finaliring 
deals in India. Pqpsico is investing $40 milliao to set iq> 
a diain of Pizza Huts and KFCs (Abreu and Rai, 1995). 
However, die market is still open and diere are abundant 
opportunities. 
8. Establidwd and TranqMKOt Legal System: 
One of die fnoUems diat MNCs have been facing in 
other newly emerging economies is the absence of clesr 
commeicial laws and estaUidied systems of diqpute 
resolution. For e x a n ^ , in China, die MdXmalds in 
Beijing is being demdidwd, deqnte a written lease 
agreement (Braudili, Kahn, & Qtea, 1994). On 
the other hand, in India, a national Iqpd system was set 
up during British colonial rule. This was further codified 
widi a written national constitution in 1947, when India 
secured indq>endeoce. The laws are written in englidi. 
and cases can be argued in english in die courts. While 
the judicial system is plagued with delays, it does exist 
(Forbes Jr., 1995). 
Conclusion 
JadiM, being a developing country, still.lacks die 
infrastructure to adequately serve its own citizens. 
Tourism development will bring much-needed cqrital end 
technology to India, resulting in in^roved infrastructure. 
This will improve quality of life for Lidians and foreign 
viaton, promoting increased international tourism. 
The hoq>itality and tourism industry in bwiia is 
poised to take off in a big vmy. The new economic 
liberalization policies of die OOI, combined widi die 
availability of incentives to international investors, are 
unprecedented in India's economic history. MNCs should 
seize diese opportunities, while leveraging favorable 
socio-economic facton, as identified in diis paper. 
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International Marketing Perspective 
of Quality of Life Issues in the Third 
World: A Focus on India's 
International Tourism Industry 
Zafar U. Ahmed and Franklin B. Krohn 
Since World War II, many developing nations have attempted to attract foreign 
investment through tourism-related developments. The rationale was that many 
developing nations possessed exotic tropical environments, highly desired by 
western tourists. Furthermore, tourism is a highly labor-intensive industry 
whereby large numbers of unskilled persons might find productive employment. 
By promoting a tourism industry, many developing nations set into motion a 
complex interplay of cultural and economic forces that often led to unexpected 
and undesired results. 
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the interaction among tourism 
development, the international marketing of tourism, and their consequent intlu-
ence on the quality of life in Third World countries. In addition, as one of those 
developing countries that has attempted to promote international tourism, India 
will be used to demonstrate examples of the complexities involved. 
International tourism, with $US 2.7 trillion in business transacted in 1990, 
is the worid's largest industry (Waters 1991). Although about 71 percent of the 
world's international tourism income is received by the 24 major industrialized 
countries, Third World countries such as Hong Kong, Mexico, South Korea, and 
Thailand are also major recipients in the business of international tourism (see 
Table 14.1). 
Much of the growth of international tourism has been due to the success of 
tourism marketing. Sophisticated international tourism marketers have 
accurately identified market niches, segmented and aggregated specific target 
markets, developed and refined their products and services to effectively meet 
the needs and wants of those target markets, priced their products and services 
to appeal to desired levels of profitability, and have creatively advertised and 
promoted the desired images. 
TABLE 14.1 
Rank 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
WORLD'S TOP TOURISM EARNERS 
IN 1989 
(millions of U.S. 
Country 
United States of America 
France 
Spain 
Italy 
United Kingdom 
Austria 
Germany 
Switzerland 
Canada 
Hong Kong 
Mexico 
South Korea 
Thailand 
Australia 
Japan 
Total of Top 15 Earners 
World Toul 
Source: World Tourism OrganizaUon, quot 
dollars) 
ed in b 
Income 
$ 34.432 
16.500 
16.174 
11.482 
11.239 
9.316 
8.658 
5.568 
4.737 
4.595 
4.011 
3.556 
3.492 
3.435 
3.143 
$140,338 
$209,152 
y Waters (1991, p. 6) 
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Having to overcome cross-cultural communication barriers has made those 
international marketing successes all the more noteworthy. 
Most international tourism experts forecast a 4 to 5 percent growth in 
international tourism in the 1990s, yielding 800 million international tourist ar-
rivals by the turn of the century. Factors likely to contribute to the realization 
of this growth are: greater affluence globally, lower-cost global air 
transportation, improvements in international communications, and continuing 
dismantling of political barriers on the pattern of the former Soviet Union. 
Despite continuing success of international tourism marketers in attracting 
customers, all is not well within the industry. For instance, Hall (1992) raised 
questions about the ethics and quality of tourism products, services, and 
marketing. Shaw (1992) specified four specific areas in which hospitality 
marketers have failed to maintain high standards of ethics and quality: (1) prod-
uct decisions, (2) pricing decisions, (3) distribution decisions, and (4) promotion 
decisions. 
With respect to product decisions, safety standards for accommodations are 
often hidden from hotel guests. Fire sprinkler systems, fire escapes, special 
features for the handicapped, and availability of non-smoking rooms or floors 
are all examples of product decisions made by international tourism marketers, 
which may or may not meet minimum standards. Legal requirements throughout 
the world vary to such an extent that consumers cannot be assured of even basic 
safety standards. 
With respect to pricing decisions, offering discounts may be simply a form 
of charging a fair price, while the rest of the time guests are overcharged. It is 
not at all unusual for international guests to pay differing prices for similar 
accommodations. Different prices are often quoted for different consumers 
(conventioneers, senior citizens, children under 12, etc.), which leads to the 
question of whether others are being overcharged. 
Many higher quality international hotels provide luxurious bath oils, 
shampoos, body lotions, and other amenities for their guests. Questions of 
fairness arise concerning whether a guest is entitled to take such items home or 
if it is right to include their cost to someone who does not use or take such 
products at all. 
With respect to distribution decisions, tour brokers and travel agents serve 
as intermediaries who profit either by receiving volume discounts or by being 
paid commissions. Brokers often reserve space far in excess to what they will 
eventually sell thus denying others timely reservations. 
Unfortunately, experienced and sophisticated international travelers are 
usually able to obtain better prices, accommodations, and services simply 
because they know where and who to contact. Novice international travelers 
often pay more for less. 
With respect to promotion decisions, dishonest descriptions, statements, 
illuso^tions, or implications in advertising and promotion often mislead tourism 
consumers, especially when international standards arc involved. International 
standards are not always what North American travelers expect and inexperi-
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enced international, travelers are often misled by less than honest pictures and 
inferences. 
International travelers often plan and pay for their vacations far in advance 
and when it fails to live up to expectations, there is little the frustrated 
international tourist can do. Sometimes the vacation was a once-in-a-lifetime 
experience such as a honeymoon, which will never again occur. 
Thus, international marketers must give conscientious and ethical attention 
to quality standards in their product, pricing, distribution, and promotion 
decisions. In addition to questionable activities in international tourism 
marketing, quality of life issues have been argued from a variety of perspectives. 
INTERNATIONAL TOURISM IN THIRD-WORLD SETTING 
Obviously, there is no single accepted interpretation about how international 
tourism has affected the quality of life in Third Worid countries, but it is not so 
because of a lack of published reports. This section will include (1) a discussion 
of quality of life issues, (2) the "no problem/serious problem" dispute, (3) a 
composite approach, (4) a context-specific approach, (5) human rights issues, (6) 
economic factors, and (7) inequities in the Third Worid. 
Quality of Ufe 
The debate whether international tourism has contributed to the improvement 
or has caused the deterioration of the quality of life for people in the third world 
is continuing unabated G )^eKadt 1979, Singh, Theuns, and Go, 1989; Kaspar 
1991). Pq)peIenbosch and Tempelman (1989) were unable to determine whether 
international tourism to the Third World is a benefit or a detriment for the hosts. 
Their findings led them to believe that the answer will vary from country to 
country, with much depending on the particular governmental policies pursued. 
However, Roekaerts and Savat (1989) concluded that international tourism is 
responsible for all the social evils and problems in the Third Worid. The less-
biased approach adopted by Go (1989) emphasized that international tourism will 
be welcomed by Third World hosts only when it blends into the existing culture 
of the host community and should be accomplished by the pursuance of societal 
marketing. 
The societal marketing approach must consider the preferences and 
motivations of the international tourists, but also the long-term interests of the 
hosts, and thus combines market-led and needs-led models propounded by Firat 
(1989). Go's (1989) approach also concurs with Din's (1989) integrated 
approach to tourism development, which is based on the needs of both 
international tourists and hosts. Using Malaysia as a case study, Din (1989) 
spelled out that what is considered appropriate tourism for the Third Worid 
depends above all on the specific needs and priorities of the host community. 
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No Problem/Serious Problem Dispute 
Thus, there is a wide range of views of international tourism in the Third 
World. At one extreme, international tourism may be viewed as an amalgam 
of a "no-problem" phenomenon. The fact is that millions of Third World 
residents are impoverished, malnourished, and ill-housed, problems that are of 
long-standing duration. Colonialists may not have helped to solve those 
problems and perhaps may have even exacerbated them in some instances, but 
there is little question that Third World poverty is a situation about which few 
viable solutions have been advanced. Many third-world countries suffering from 
the paucity of economic resources are endowed with potential tourism resources 
such as white sandy beaches, exotic cultures and virgin forests. International 
tourism has offered a viable means to improve the quality of life of their teeming 
populations. Such an opportunity has helj)ed to stimulate economic growth by 
securing foreign exchange and generating widespread employment opportunities 
for them. This role of international tourism has contributed favorably towards 
the socioeconomic betterment of the host community. Any abrasive 
consequences brought in by tourism can be regarded as temporary adjustment 
problems, which can be gradually overcome as the industry progresses to 
maturity. 
At the other extreme, international tourism can be viewed as a source of 
accumulated problems such as corruption of the local culture and local workers, 
encouragement of prostitution, destruction of the environment, and mounting 
inflation. The havoc that international tourism has caused to Third World 
countries can best be illustrated by the problem of prostitution and its conse-
quences in the form of a widespread AIDS epidemic in Thailand (Truong 1989). 
Although the government of Thailand has recently taken actions to combat AIDS 
epidemic, it has been estimated that millions of people have been <nfected with 
AIDS because of the tourism-induced "sex tours" there. The resulting human 
suffering, early deaths, extraordinary medical costs (if services are available at 
all) will be felt for many years into the future. Those millions of people 
presently infected will likely infect millions more as time goes on. It is likely 
that many are unaware that they are carrying the deadly HIV virus and may not 
become aware for many years. Thus, critics have expressed concerns about the 
social costs that hosts have to incur in order to acquire international tourism 
economic benefits. The question remains whether these economic benefits really 
surpass the social and environmental costs that Third World countries have to 
incur in order to develop international tourism. 
Composite Approach 
Peppelenbosch and Tempelman (1989) designed a schematic outline of the 
pros and cons of international tourism to developing countries that includes 
attention to four major sectors: the economy, planning, social and 
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sociopsychological aspects, and culture and environment. (See Table 14.2.) 
This outline of the four sectors would, however, be similar for any 
underpopulated or rural area, even in highly developed countries. The 
construction of any large project in an otherwise underdeveloped area would 
likely result in both the positive and negative effects in the schematic outline 
below. 
Context-Specific Approadies 
Between these extremes, there is a range of context-specific situations, each 
with their own particular mixture of advantages and disadvantages. This mixture 
of positive and negative attributes, some of which are more visible than others, 
confounds the image of the industry. It also makes the industry liable to highly 
subjective interpretation of its character and role. 
Theoretically, international tourism is presumed to act as a catalyst for 
correcting regional disparities in economic development by initiating tourism 
development projects in economically depressed third-world countries. While 
doiifig so, international tourism has sometimes uprooted poverty-stricken hosts 
by taking away their homes for developing resorts, homes for which they had 
emotional attachments because many past generations were bom there. In 
addition, they find it very difficult to start their lives over again at a different 
place. 
Local hosts in developing countries already burdened with inflationary spirals 
have seen prices escalate as a result of international tourists' higher purchasing 
power. Such inflation makes certain products beyond the reach of local hosts, 
further reducing their quality of life because of international tourism. 
The effect of international marketing upon quality of life has received some 
attention since Kirpalani (1985) claimed that literature on the topic was virtually 
nonexistent. However, there is still neither clear consensus as to what 
constitutes quality of life (other than self-perception), nor the role that marketing 
plays in influencing that self-perception (Reynolds and Barksdale 1978). 
Except for clear-cut economic measures, quality-of-life issues are often 
difficult to determine or even measure. For the most part, such issues appear 
to be individual perceptions that can vary greatly among people who are 
otherwise demographically similar. All of life's variables (age, sex, marital 
status, family relationships, income, occupation, educational accomplishments, 
etc.) interact upon each individual within a fluid framework of society and 
culture. (Consequently, quality-of-life issues are difficult to identify, troublesome 
to measure, complicated to interpret, and nearly impossible to implement 
corrective measures to widespread satisfaction. 
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Human Rights 
Closely related to the resistant problems of quality-of-life issues throughou 
the world is the issue of human rights. The recent United Nations Work 
Conference on Human Rights in Vienna demonstrated that the opposing position: 
are no longer communism versus democracy, but rather south versus north anc 
rich versus poor. The perceptions of human rights by those from democratic 
industrialized countries are radically different of those from Third Worid 
underdeveloped countries but there appeared to be consensus at the conference 
on two simple truths: (1) countries that violate the political rights of their owi 
citizens are a danger to the whole world, and (2) there can be no social justio 
or development until human rights issues are resolved (Sharansky 1993). Thus 
international tourism development cannot be concerned only with profits 
although economic factors cannot be ignored. 
Economic Factors 
International tourism is generally portrayed as a generator of an enormou. 
amount of foreign exchange, which poor Third World countries cannot otherwise 
earn because Df a dearth of exportai)le products. The figures of annual foreig 
exchange earned by these countries are dwarfed when compared with th 
amounts these countries have to pay to international investors, multinational: 
interests on loans to international fmancial institutions, and leakage of foreig 
exchange as a result of imports of products in order to meet the conspicuoi 
consumption needs of the international guests. 
For instance, Wood (1981) concluded that 7 percent of foreign employees i 
Third World hotels account for 23 percent of the hotel personnel salaries. . 
major part of these salaries constitutes foreign exchange leakage. After sul 
tracting all these costs, the final figure of real foreign exchange earned by 
Third World country is quite negligible. 
A number of methodological issues concerning indicators of quality of lii 
were discussed by Rogerson and et al. (1989) who concluded that econom 
prosperity alone can hardly be considered an effective measure. However, the 
research was conducted in urban settings in an industrialized society. No matt 
what method of measuring quality of life may be applied, no objective observt 
can deny that in many instances the overall societal quality of life is sufferir 
because of international marketing and tourism. For instance, the Philippii 
government borrowed $500 million from the Worid Bank and Intemation 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and spent it on the development of hotels at tourist resoi 
in a two-year period in the mid 1970s, but spent only $13 million on improvii 
public housing across the country during the same period (Roekaerts and Sav 
1989). 
According to the economists of the Central Bank in Sri Lanka, the averaj 
capital outlay per direct employee in the tourism industry is $3,900 as compar* 
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to $2,500 in large scale industries and $125 in small scale industries. Con-
sequently, the investment per job in the tourism industry is relatively high. 
Hence, the tourism industry can hardly be considered a truly labor intensive 
industry (Mendis 1981). 
Availability of cheap labor in a Third World country may itself attract 
multinationals to set up their manufacturing or assembling operations there. 
Mexico and Thailand, for instance, have attracted billions of foreign dollars in 
investments because of the availability of cheap labor. As compared to tourism, 
jobs in these sectors are more dignified sociologically, are more permanent from 
a tenure perspective, and can help families to better raise children. Internationa) 
tourism seems incapable of providing such benefits. 
Inequities 
The awareness of Third Worid hosts of the dire inequities caused by 
international tourism poses a disturbing dilemma for international tourism 
marketers (Ritchie 1985). On the one hand, an increase in marketing attempts 
to stimulate travel to Third Worid countries will likely intensify what are 
probably existing r.ostile attitudes among local hosts. On the other hand, 
without the benefits, that such international tourism can bring, however meager, 
there is little opportunity for reducing stereotypical thinking of both hosts and 
tourists. 
Most of the jobs offered to local hosts in international tourism establishments 
are low-level, servile jobs, offering low salaries. No worker can adequately 
raise a family with a minimum wage job offered in the international tourism 
industry. In most Third World countries, such as Pakistan, serving guests is 
considered demeaning (like a servant catering to a master). Consequently, 
middle-strata and higher-strata people of that society are reluctant to work in 
tourism establishments. 
The argument that they would not have found a job at all without 
development of international tourism has to be considered from the perspective 
of the economic costs the host government has incurred for developing 
international tourism. Creation of employment opportunities for the local hosts 
requires substantial financial and nonfinancial investments, which have to be 
balanced against other possible investments such as mining, agriculture, and 
manufacturing. Most impoverished Third World countries invest their precious 
resources in capital-intensive tourism infrastructure, denying resource allocations 
to more socially desirable projects such as poverty elimination projects, basic 
medical care, and primary education to their citizens. 
Certain "spin-off jobs in the international tourism industry are destroying 
the sociocultural fabric of certain Third World societies. Prostitution, gambling, 
drugs, and homosexuality in Thailand are prime examples. Two million 
prostitutes in Thailand are infected with the virus that causes AIDS, and more 
millions of women entering prostitution under the patronage of international 
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tourism will be contracting AIDS in the foreseeable future. The entire Thai 
society is a victim of prostitution flourishing under the umbrella of international 
tourism (Truong 1989). International tourism when considered from the 
perspective of the AIDS problem has unquestionably lowered the quality of life 
of the people of Thailand. 
One of the major reasons why a majority of people are living in abject 
poverty in most of the Third Worid countries is the concentration of wealth in 
the hands of a few people (2,5 to 5 percent of the population). These economic 
elites control the destiny of the entire citizenry, who are the major beneficiaries 
of the development of international tourism in Third Worid societies. These 
elites, besides being the partners in tourism joint ventures with multinationals, 
are also the local patrons of these establishments. Undoubtedly, international 
tourism has contributed in improving the quality of life of these elites both in 
terms of dividends paid to them by multinational partners on their investments 
and the amenities they enjoy at these international tourism establishments. 
Up to this point, ^is chapter has introduced the importance of international 
tourism, especially to third-world countries. The success of international 
tourism marketers was noted but problems associated with tourism marketing 
were also observed. Specifically, those problems had to do with ethical and 
quality decisions with respect to product development, pricing, distribution, and 
promotion. A discussion of the continuing debate about whether international 
tourism has been beneficial or detrimental to Third World countries followed 
concluding that foreign exchange earnings have been overstated. Furthermore, 
it was suggested that social, cultural, and environmental disruptions far 
outweighed the limited economic benefits and that most jobs creat^ were of 
minimum value. It was contended that economic elites were the primary 
beneficiaries of international tourism developments in their countries. 
All of these factors interact on the resulting quality of life in Third World 
countries. The remainder of this chapter will examine how these factors have 
influenced quality of life in a major Third World country, India. 
INDIA, A CASE IN POINT 
India's unique cultural mystique, exotic heritage, aesthetic environment, and 
outstanding natural resources have attracted international tourists since time 
immemorial. International tourism in contemporary India is rapidly changing, 
trying to inform the world that it offers a veritable cornucopia of nature, culture 
and history. Hie marketing of both organic and induced images of India 
culminated in 1.66 million tourist arrivals and $1.S billion in tourist receipts in 
1989, thereby making international tourism India's largest single source of 
foreign-exchange earnings (Ahmed 1991). 
In the policy-making process of developing international tourism, the major 
thrusts of both public and private sectors have been to attract the maximum 
number of international tourists to India in order to earn precious foreign ex-
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change. At no stage of touiism development and administration since its 
inception after the attainment of independence, have India's tourism policy 
makers recognized the need to associate the local hosts in the decision-making 
process. India's top policy-making body, the National Tourism Council, does 
not even have any representation of hosts and environmental interest groups. 
Not a single study has ever been commissioned by the federal Department of 
Tourism to examine the impact of international tourism from sociological, 
psychological, cultural, or religious perspectives. Most studies have examined 
only the economic impact of tourists' spendings. 
However, it could be proved that international tourism has helped India 
economically in earning foreign exchange, which is severely needed to reduce 
its international trade deficit. Nevertheless, the growth of international tourism 
has hurt the sociocuUural psyche of the hosts because of their noninvolvement 
with the development process. 
Eight major factors are responsible for the deteriorating quality of life for 
hosts as a result of developing international tourism in India. They range from 
(1) exorbitant prices at tourism establishments that separate the local hosts from 
international tourists, (2) disregard of hosts' sentiments, (3) ethnocentric attitude 
of visiting international tourists, (4) corruption of culture, (5) destruction of 
heritage, (6) hardships to hosts in order to provide pleasure for guests, (7) "sex 
tourism," and (8) sale of human organs for transplant. 
Exorbitant Prices 
Prices of tourism products which are basically produced for the consumption 
of international tourists are kept so high that even middle-class people of the 
Third World find it unthinkable to visit these exorbitantly priced tourism 
establishments. Denying them of such opportunities decreases their quality of 
life. Such a price mechanism, when practiced by public sector hotels in a 
socialist oriented economy such as India (where societal considerations sup-
posedly outweigh the profit motive), causes enormous resentment among the 
hosts. It was exactly that basic concern in the decision of the former Deputy 
Prime Minister of India (Devi Lai), when he introduced a policy of reducing the 
food and beverage prices by 50 percent in all 20 public sector hotels, which are 
managed by the India Tourism Development Corporation (ITDC) for domestic 
tourists with rural backgrounds for two days in a week (Thursday and Friday). 
Lai was attempting to ameliorate the resentment among the local population 
against the conspicuous consumption in these luxurious hotels (Ahmed 1991). 
Lai commented, "When a villager passes a hotel, he feels scared and wonders 
what lies within. He thinks only people with suits and neckties can go in. The 
discount facility will help [rural people] to shed their inferiority complex" 
("ITDC," 1991). 
Seventy percent of the people in India have a rural background and live in 
rural areas. However, the move was strongly opposed by hoteliers because of 
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their noncommitment to the corporate responsibility towards the hosts and 
contempt for ruralites. 
These public sector hoteliers wish to maintain a distance between 
international tourists and the local population by higher prices, causing enormous 
resentment among the host communities because of the financial inability of 
locals to patronize these hotels. These hospitality managers are willing to use 
rural life as showcase models, such as a hut specially erected in the backyard of 
Ashoka Hotel (New Delhi) for the viewing pleasure of the international tourists. 
However, few rural families live in such structures. But they are resentful when 
some of them wish to be in the company of visiting international guests. Super-
iority complexes of urbanites against the ruralites restrain them from the 
discharge of their societal responsibilities. 
However, prestige pricing in marketing is often used as a device to increase 
the value of die product in the assumption that a higher price will influence 
consumers to believe that the product is of greater worth than its intrinsic value. 
It is possible that Third World hoteliers price their product high to maximize 
profit rather than to deliberately discriminate against local residents. 
History is replete with conflicts between rural people and those of a more 
cosmopolitan nature. Almost inevitably rural people throughout the world, and 
not only in the Third World, are viewed as less educated, less sophisticated, and 
lacking in social graces. Modem political considerations prohibit class 
distinctions, especially in socialist Third World countries, and prestige pricing 
is simply an available means by which elite people segregate themselves. 
Certainly, a conscious decision about mixing international tourists with hosts by 
hoteliers in Third World countries is clearly an ethical question that apparently 
is being answered in the negative. 
Disregard of Hosts' Sentiments 
Power brokers in policy-making (politicians and bureaucrats) and rich elites 
rarely consider the sentiments and emotions of deprived and oppressed local 
hosts while formulating tourism development plans or undertaldng tourism 
development projects. Disregarding hosts' sentiments devalues them as people 
and reduces their perceived quality of life. For instance, India's proposed Dis-
neyland-like project in the state of Haryana is a case in point. Om Prakash 
Chautala, the former chief minister of Haryana tried to acquire 28,(XX) acres of 
land under Section 6 of the Land Acquisition Act at a negligible price in order 
to develop an amusement park on the pattern of Disneyland on the outskirts of 
New Delhi. His government even floated a billion dollar global tender for its 
establishment. 
Thousands of local farmers, who almost lost their lands for this ill-conceived 
project, feared displacement, loss of their fanning profession, which their 
families had practiced for generations, and bankruptcy because of negligible 
compensation. Opponents allege that the whole project was conceived to make 
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billions of dollars by selling cheaply acquired land to private developers at 
exorbitant prices once the amusement park was developed. It presented a golden 
opportunity to politicians, bureaucrats and rich elites to make lot of quick 
money. Considering the outrage expressed by the local hosts, the newly elected 
government ruled by an opposition party has wisely shelved the proposed 
project. 
Ethnocentrism of Visiting International Guests 
The ethnocentric attitude of international tourists while touring Third World 
tourist destinations undermine the cordial host-guest relationship, which 
international tourism is supposed to build. Ethnocentrism conveys a superiority 
that devalues others leading to a perceived lower quality of life. Ignoring 
India's marvelous achievements in the fields of democracy, agriculture, industry, 
science, engineering, space technology and nuclear energy, most visiting 
international tourists prefer to take photographs of beggars, dead bodies floating 
in the rivers, and food stalls with large hovering swarms of flies. Such a 
contemptuous attitude is resented by the hosts, who question why visiting 
international tourists seek the negative and demeaning aspects of India's 
sociocultural life. For instance, very few international tourists to India discover 
that: 
1. India is the largest democracy in the worid and perhaps one of the few 
nations in the Third World to have experienced a peaceful transfer of 
power to opposition parties. 
2. India is self-sufficient in the production of agricultural products. 
3. India produces most of its industrial products by itself. 
4. India has the largest number of scientists and engineers in the world 
after the United States and the former Soviet Union. 
5. India has launched its own spacecraft. 
6. India is a nuclear power, having detonated a nuclear device as far back 
as 1974. 
7. India has the worid's largest middle class. 
Conversely, returning international tourists seem to take pride in knowing 
that India has millions of homeless people, millions of beggars, poverty-stricken 
masses, and a population explosion. It appears as if they are deliberately looking 
for negative aspects of India's sociocultural and economic life, ignoring its 
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accomplishments under the false pretext of discovering the exotic culture of 
India. 
It is exactly because of the same ethnocentric attitude of international tourists 
that the "bed and breakfast" concept has not developed in India on a sound 
footings. The vast majority of Indian hosts are reluctant to open their homes to 
visiting international tourists in fear of ethnocentric tourists looking for negative 
aspects of their life-styles in their homes. 
Nevertheless, one of the reasons that people travel to exotic destinations is 
to experience that which is not common to their homeland. Dead bodies floating 
in rivers is hardly a common occurrence in Western countries and tourists can 
hardly be held liable for ethnocentrism because they photograph such grisly 
sights. Because of the high standard of living in most Western countries, 
Western tourists are unaccustomed to the often unsanitary and basic exigencies 
of life in Third World countries. Seeking to only briefly experience the less 
desirable aspects of Third World life cannot always be considered ethnocentrism, 
or if so, it may be entirely justified. There is little that what the individual 
tourist can do to alleviate poverty and disease, but such experiences should 
stimulate ethical behavior to try to relieve such conditions. 
While India may not have experienced any "democratic" turmoil, the 
incessant rioting and religious intolerance compound their political problems. 
The intensity of religious fervor stimulated by political decisions in India is 
relatively unknown in western countries and is certain to draw the attention of 
the western media. 
There is little question that Indian tourism marketers should direct tourists 
to the best of what India has to offer; more often than not however, tourists 
prefer to see what they cannot see at home, and in Third World countries, it is 
often the negative aspects of that society. Indian reluctance to develop bed and 
breakfast establishments may be as much the fault of Indians who expect 
ethnocentric behavior on the part of their potential guests. Such expectations 
may reflect a projection of their own ethnocentricity rather than that of the 
international tourists (Krohn 1977). 
Corruption of Culture 
International tourism has been found to have corrupted the host cultures 
across the Third World, For instance, some in the Kashmir Valley of India 
have strongly questioned the rationale of developing international tourism at the 
cost of destroying the Islamic culture of host Kashmiris. Islam, for instance, 
forbids prostitution, gambling, liquor, pork products, and revealing clothing, 
etc. International tourists, however, have been exploiting these vices in Kashmir 
valley, which has placed Kashmiri society's Islamic fabric in jeopardy. 
Kashmiri Muslims have frequently expressed their resentment about these 
practices through the mass media. There are strong Islamic groups in the 
Kashmir Valley opposing the development of international tourism, complaining 
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that the younger generation is emulating the alien life-styles of international 
tourists, thereby destroying the very foundation of their Islamic-oriented 
sociocultural fabric. Central and state governments have neither integrated the 
local Kashmiri hosts into the tourism policy-making process nor solicited the 
cooperation of these local hosts in Kashmir valley in resolving these issues. 
Destruction of Heritage 
Retaining artifacts and values from one's past increases the quality of life. 
International tourism is sometimes recognized for the protection of the 
environment, history, and heritage of the third world. Such protection is very 
limited in India. For instance, Muslims ruled over India for more than five 
hundred years. Remnants of their sociocultural heritage are still manifested in 
a large number of palaces, mosques, forts, tombs, and gardens built during their 
reign and are scattered throughout India. These medieval wonders of Islamic 
town planning, architecture and civil engineering attract millions of tourists 
annually, both domestic and international. Besides millions of other Indians, 
India's 150 million strong Muslim population is especially proud of these 
architectural wonders because of the legacy of their rule over India spanning 
hundreds of years. These monuments have been acquired by the federal 
Department of Archeology for preservation and proper management. 
However, Indian Muslims are outraged by the visitation to these sacred sites 
by the disrespectful international tourists, who have little regard for Islamic 
values and sanctity. Mosques in Delhi's famous Red Fort and Taj Mahal's com-
plex are prime examples. The money collected by the federal Department of 
\rcheology is not properly used on the upkeep, repair, and maintenance of these 
irchitectural wonders depicting the rich heritage of India's pluralistic society, 
viost of these architectural wonders are decaying without any attempt of resto-
ation, and India's Muslim population in particular is dismayed by the seemingly 
leliberate neglect by some policy makers. 
Considering the long-standing antipathy between Muslims and Hindus in 
ndia, it should not be surprising that the majority of Hindus show little regard 
3r Muslim historical sites. An strategic solution might be to solicit rich Islamic 
il-producing countries to subsidize maintenance and reconstruction of Muslim 
les in India and promote them across the Muslim world aggressively. Once 
itemational Muslim tourists start coming to India in greater numbers, even 
•ejudiced tourism officials would likely appreciate the benefits. 
However, tourism development always seems to have both positive and 
igative impacts (Fleming and Toepper 1990), and a Third World nation such 
India, despite its notable accomplishments, must still make difficult economic 
visions about which of its numerous historical sites to promote for 
temational tourism. Considering that 350 million Muslims live in India, 
ikistan, and Bangladesh, serious consideration should be given to restoring 
uslim architectural complexes, not only for ethical reasons, but for economic 
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ones as well. For instance, promotion of international tourism based on these 
Islamic sites across Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Maldives (Muslim majority 
countries in the Indian subcontinent) could help build bonds of goodwill, 
friendship, and trust between India and its neighbors. International tourism can 
play an important role in bridging the existing gulf of distrust between the 
people of these countries, which has been the cause of wars and hostility 
between them in the past. This region has been completely ignored by India's 
international tourism marketers because the tourists hailing from tiie neighboring 
countries don't bring bags full of hard currency. India needs tiiese tourists badly 
for reasons other than hard currency. 
Another outstanding example of benign neglect of its historical sites is 
Fatehpur Sikri, the former capital of Great Mughal King Akbar near Agra, 
which serves as one of India's important tourist attractions. Akbar built this 
complex at a cost of billions of Indian rupees hundreds of years ago. He 
imported architects, masons, town planners and civil engineers and even some 
building materials such as marble from Central Asia, Iran, and Turkey. It is 
presentiy in a terrible state of decay. Even today's India, which claims to have 
earned tiie most foreign exchange through international tourism, is not willing 
to restore the glory of this huge Mughal complex. The whole city seems to be 
a ghost town with even fresh drinking water unavailable locally. Every part of 
tiie Fatehpur Sikri complex is a testimony of deliberate negligence and decay, 
Uiough it is visitedby hundreds of thousands of international tourists every year. 
If less than 1 percent of tiie foreign exchange which India earns through the 
marketing of international tourism were spent on tiie restoration and maintenance 
of Uiese architectural wonders, such as Fatehpur Sikri and Char Minar complex 
in Hyderabad (Andhra Pradesh), it could restore their lost glory and enhance the 
tourism attractions of the surrounding resorts. With adequate investment and 
sound management, Fatehpur Sikri complex has the potential of emerging as one 
of India's top tourist resorts, next only to the Taj Mahal. 
It is likely that Indian tourism officials are aware of their purported 
destruction of Islamic culture but believe that the interests of increased western 
tourism take precedence. There is also the likelihood that non-Muslim Indian 
tourism officials harbor a deep-seated resentment against the Muslim minority 
who held power over them for hundreds of years. Certainly, tiie continuous 
rioting and deadly confrontations between Hindus and Muslims add to a lessened 
regard for Indian cultiire. Westerners who attempt to apply tiieir own etiiical 
standards to Indian culture are likely to be frustrated by Indians' intolerance for 
religious differences. 
Tourism Development at the Cost of Hardships to Hosts 
Third World countries such as India provide civic services such as water, 
electiicity, power, gas, and telephone to tourism establishments at a concessional 
rate, in adequate quantity, and on a preferential basis. At the same time, India's 
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common people regularly suffer from the rationing of these services during peak 
seasons because of inadequate supply, resulting in a reduced quality of life. 
Small factories employing millions of poor people reduce their working hours 
as a result of these rationing measures, denying workers even minimum wage 
earnings on a regular basis. Nonetheless the government also diverts all these 
civic resources for the comfort of visiting international tourists, whose air-
conditioned rooms, hot-water and cold-water bathrooms, heated swimming 
pools, and massage parlor and steam bath facilities, to name just a few, continue 
to operate uninterrupted. The visiting international tourists are unaware of the 
sacrifices that millions of Indians are making to keep them pleased and in 
Western-style comfort. 
Such open discrimination against the hosts was the target of organized 
protests in the Indian state of Goa recently. The chartered flights of arriving 
international tourists were greeted by protesters who hurled eggs and cow dung 
at tourist buses. Moreover, in 1990, a Goan host group showed an antitourism 
film at the world's largest tourist fair. 
Interest in the development of international tourism in India is a relatively 
recent phenomenon. Hosts have a decisive role to play in enhancing the quality 
of 'ife for both the guest and themselves. Thus, a socially congenial host 
community is witl^ out doubt an important ingredient for the long term success 
of international tourism in India. In principle, a hospitable host community has 
a decisive role to play in contributing toward the formation of India's positive 
tourist image to visiting international tourists. A high level of hospitality is 
capable of stimulating a positive word-of-mouth image of India. This would 
help to sustain its attractiveness in its tourist markets in the long run. The logic 
of such a proposition is simple. If the country develops a positive and perma-
nent hosts' ethos toward international tourism, it would engender genuine 
friendliness of hosts toward international tourists. International tourists would 
feel secure, welcome and truly relaxed even when they chose to wander off the 
beaten track. A socially congenial host community is, without doubt, an 
important ingredient for the long-term success of international tourism in India. 
It is better for tourism administrators to be considerate to the hosts by clarifying 
through prudence rather than confronting them with arrogance. Humility is 
more likely to win respect and confidence than bureaucratic condescension. 
On the other hand, India's tourism officials may only be doing their job in 
assuring that Western guests receive the luxuries to which they are accustomed. 
Reducing air conditioning, restricting the use of hot and cold water, and 
eliminating massage parlors and steam bath facilities would hardly help to attract 
Westerners. Most Third World countries suffer from erratic water, electric 
power, gas, and telephone services, and government officials must make the 
difficult ethical choice between providing even minimal jobs for their people and 
attracting tourism and the needed foreign exchange dollars they bring. An 
argument could certainly be made that sacrifices and investments made today 
may be the catalysis for improving economic conditions in the future (Eadington 
and Redman 1991). 
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There is little question that congenial host communities are an asset to the 
tourism industry, but trying to change long ingrained social customs may be 
more time consuming and costly than the results such efforts would produce. 
Hospitality to guests should, of course, be part of any country's tourism effort, 
but authoritarian behavior on the part of ticket agents, airline clerks (especially 
if there is a domestic airline monopoly, as is the case in many Third World 
countries such as India), hotel clerks, customs officials, and immigration officers 
would be difficult to erase. Again, India's tourism officials have to weigh the 
benefits and the costs of any program before undertaking attempts at changing 
long-standing social behavior. 
International Sex Tourism 
Sex tourism has attracted a large number of international tourists to India 
over the years and has taken on ever more ingenious guises as well. Bombay 
is a center for inexpensive medical treatment. Consequently, many Arab tourists 
are flocking there for such common ailments as high blood pressure or skin 
infections which are really only excuses to stay a week or a month and patronize 
the brothels that have sprung up around the hospitals. These brothels, catering 
specially to Arab'tourists, feature dancing girls in gaudily carpeted and 
chandeliered halls. Once the "patient* chooses his giri, they move into a room 
with a bed decked in flowers, similar to the nuptial rituals in glossy Indian-Hindi 
films. The rates range from $100 to $1,000 a night ("Special Report" 1993). 
The emergence of the AIDS crisis in India among Indian citizens has 
coincided with the increase in international tourism during the 1990s, fostering 
the negative perception that the HIV virus was brought to India by international 
tourists. Though prostitution has existed in India for thousands of years and is 
patronized by a large number of Indians, the AIDS epidemic and patronage by 
international tourists are recent phenomena. No study has been done by any 
agency (private or public) examining the socioeconomic relationship of the 
international tourism industry and India's prostitution trade. Obviously 
international tourism is contributing to the growth and expansion of this 
unethical trade, which is a curse to womanhood and humanity. Innocent young 
giris are being abducted and sold across India like commodities to make the fast 
buck by the criminal elements of Indian society. 
Child prostitution has added another distasteful dimension to the crisis 
because Arab tourists prefer child prostitutes over the adult ones. A new 
organization, called End Child Prostitution in Asian Tourism (ECPAT), has 
sprung up across Asia. Founded three years ago by three Asia-based Christian 
groups, ECPAT now has offices in 14 nations, including four in the United 
States, and extensive links with religious and social organizations around the 
worid dedicated to fighting child prostitution ("Special Report" 1993). 
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India needs pressure by ECPAT and groups like it to have some desirable 
impact on the eradication of international sex tourism, but in a f>oor and corrupt 
society such as India, anything can be sold or bought for money. 
Sale of Human Organs 
A large number of international visitors particularly from the Middle East 
and South East Asia arrive in India every year to buy human organs such as 
kidneys and eyes. Poverty-stricken Indians are being enticed to sell their 
organs. Most of this trade in human organs has been flourishing in major 
metropolitan cities of India such as Bombay, New Delhi, Calcutta, and Madras 
because of the patronage provided by the international visitors. These organs 
are seldom bought by local Indians because of the donations by their own 
families. 
Clinics, nursing homes, and agencies have multiplied in India's major cities 
and are visited by large numbers of international visitors. These establishments 
specialize in human transplantations and sell locally purchased human organs to 
international visitors. Unfortunately the middlemen (agents or brokers) are the 
major promoters.because they entice the poor to sell their organs and the 
middlemen pocket most of the selling price. Essentially, little money fmally 
reaches the organ donor. 
The selling of human organs to international visitors for the sake of quick 
profit has generated ethical debate in India among the intelligentsia and in 
political circles. Consequently, the government of India has recently passed 
legislation banning the sale of human organs. Some other actions are being 
contemplated to stop this trade. But the corruption in governmental 
bureaucracy, poverty among the common masses and unscrupulous activities of 
middlemen and brokers will likely thwart any legal effort by the government 
to completely stop this unethical practice. 
The sale of human organs poses perplexing ethical dilemmas. Voluntary 
donations of organs to needy family members is usually viewed as an ultimate 
expression of altruistic love. Donations of one's body parts to medical science 
after death is also viewed by many as a noble act that allows organ recipients to 
live a fuller life. Problems arise, however, when human organs become part of 
a commercial activity. Many fear that potential donors might be coerced or 
otherwise forced to give up an organ for money. Unfortunately, the practice is 
already widespread in some poverty-stricken areas of India. 
Ethicists are in agreement that economic considerations should not be the 
basis of who receives health care, in this case human organs, and who does not. 
Answers to the questions concerning how such decisions are made are usually 
based on one of the three principles of distributive justice (Frankena 1973) 
which requires: 
1. Dealing with the people according to their desserts or merits. 
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2. Treating human beings as equal in the sense of distributing goods and 
evils equally among them. 
3. Treating people according to their needs or abilities, or both. 
Accordirgly, there is no ethical justification for poor people to sell their 
body organ!. Even a closely regulated system of commercial human organ 
transactions would inevitably lead to an exploitation of the poor by the wealthy 
by the very nature of the free enterprise system. The government of India has 
correctly taken action to deter the sale of human organs. However, such action 
should also apply to India's tourism officials who have, over the years, ignored 
this sale of human organs to international visitors in India. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Because international tourism thrives on the pleasant attitudes of the hosts, 
it is necessaiy to attempt to sustain that congenial social ambience. Without it, 
the goals of developing international tourism will be either not realized or will 
be accomplished'at tremendous social costs. Indeed, friendly hosts may 
command even higher popularity through the dissemination of positive images 
through word of mouth. It thus behooves tourism administrators to devote 
special effor;s to arrest any possibility of host resentment. Hosts must be made 
aware of the benefits of tourism as well as the costs, so that they can better 
appreciate tlie real needs of the tourism industry. At the same time, after 
discerning the hosts' attitudes toward international tourists, some thoughts should 
be given to make the tourist experience in the country a more satisfactory one, 
through careful engineering of the host-guest encounter situation. Unless the 
needs of the hosts are taken into account, there is a risk of tourism policy 
makers and tourism administrators losing sight of the host factor, in their 
preoccupation with other issues. 
Therefore, it is essential that international tourism marketers involved with 
Third World countries ensure that appropriate host-guest interactions become 
part of their ])rograms. By maximizing mutual awareness and concerns through 
effective communication between hosts and guests, the international tourism 
industry will be more likely to continue to attract increasing numbers of 
international tourists to third-world countries without infiicting unacceptable eco-
nomic, social, and environmental costs on the people of those areas. 
SUMMARY 
Third World countries have been promoting their tourist destinations since 
the end of World War II for the purposes of earning foreign exchange and 
generating employment opportunities for their populations. However, the 
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development of international tourism has yielded mixed blessings over the years, 
only partially solving some of their economic problems. It has also created a 
host of new socioeconomic problems. This chapter using India as a case study 
examines how the development of international tourism has affected the quality 
of life of the wealthy elites and the common masses alike. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Little correlation apparently exists between the number of tour-
ists attracted by a state and its actual tourism resources. For 
instance, Colorado possesses only two national parks compared to 
Utah's five, yet it receives five times more tourism dollars. Its 
visitors stay five days as compared to one and half days in Utah 
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(Bicheit, Oldham and Ryan 1969; Hunt and Brown 1969). Such 
discrepancies between a state*s tourism assets and its popularity among 
tourists clearly demonstrate that other factors besides tourism re-
sources and promotion contribute to the competitive edge of one 
state over another. Merely possessing outstanding tourism resources 
is not sufficient to motivate tourists to visit a state. 
A state's image, as perceived by its actual and potential tourists, 
plays an important role in determining its competitiveness as a 
destination. There is considerable evidence that a state's image 
influences a tourist's decision-making process when he/she con-
siders alternative destinations (Hunt 1975). Determining the ex-
isting perceptions that tourists have about a state may provide valu-
able insights for tourism marketing strategists, particularly if there 
are differences between perceptions and actuality. The recognition 
of existing images can help competing states to identify the factors 
contributing to the success or failure of their marketing efforts and 
to take measures in their respective markets to enhance their com-
petitive edge and improve their image. 
However the concept of tourist image is still in its infancy and 
needs additional refinement and research to improve its marketing 
usefulness. Though *'image" has been extensively utilized in the 
business world (corporate image, product image, brand image, store 
image, self-image), to date limited research has been done per-
taining to the development of a comprehensive theory of tourist 
image. While many researchers have recognized the significance of 
understanding the value of a state's image while marketing its prod-
ucts (Nelson 1962; Reynolds 1965; PoU 1965; Woolf 1956; Hunt 
1975; Perry, Izraeli and Perry 1976; Goodrich 1978; Crompton 
1979; Wee, Hakam and Ong 1985; Gartner 1986; Chon 1987; Gunn 
1989; Ahmed 1991), no study has attempted to measure how a 
state's image is related to the experience sought by tourists. Further-
more, scant literature exists suggesting what aspects of a state's 
image are responded to by tourists. 
UTERATURE REVIEW 
An image is comprised partly by the state's perceived physical 
qualities and partly by a number of psychological factors. In the 
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tourist's mind a state is evaluated relative to its competitors based 
on perceived image. It is extremely difficult to alter this evaluation 
once it is firmly implanted. Indeed, perceptions about a state's 
tourism environment are highly personal reactions. Tourists select 
or reject destinations based on the images they hold of the destina-
tions. The objective reality of the destination is not necessarily the 
determining factor in the tourists' decision (Chon 1990). 
Mayo (1975) identifies the image of a destination area as a crit-
ical factor in the destination choice process. He further contends 
that a tourist evaluates all alternative destination area images simul-
taneously, and the one which is closest to some psychological ideal 
is selected. This is why image is the crux around which most states' 
tourism marketing activities resolve. '*For potential tourists..., the 
image of vacation sites and social situations is a powerful factor 
within the decision making process" (Fridgen 1984, p. 26). 
Images of a tourist destination invariably consist of both positive 
and negative perceptions. These images, whether factual or not, 
represent truth to a tourist choosing a destination. Deciding where 
to go involves comparing the perceived desirable characteristics of 
potential sites and considering possible negative attributes that may 
be encountered. If the outdoor recreation and tourism resources of 
several states seem equally attractive, the selection of a state will be 
determined partly on the basis of where negative consequences are 
least likely to be encountered (McLellan and Foushee 1983). The 
more favorable the perception, the greater the likelihood of choice 
from among similar alternatives (Goodrich 1978). The number of 
alternatives actually considered may, of course, be limited by fi-
nances, time, distance, and other constraints (Mayo 1975). 
PROBLEM STATEMENT 
The continuing expansion of tourism across the country, coupled 
with the aggressiveness of the marketing campaigns launched by 
many states, has added a new dimension to competitiveness. These 
factors havie resulted in increasing numbers of image building and 
image correcting advertisements in travel and tourism literature and 
in the mass media. A logical question for marketing researchers and 
strategists to ask is: "How is the tourist's decision to visit a partic-
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ular state linked with the image of that state?'* Because of the 
increasing competition, tourism marketing researchers need ever 
more accurate information about the diversity of response to image. 
However, while there have been various studies of tourist images, 
there has been litde research on identifying the various components 
of a state's tourist image. Investigation into the determination of the 
various components of a state's tourist image could lead destination 
marketers to identify what components of a state's tourist image are 
most important in the evaluations made by various segment(s) of 
potential target markets. This identification would enable them to 
direct their marketing efforts toward inducing a more favorable 
image based on differing segments' responses to these components. 
The major objectives of this research are: 
1. To identify the components of a state's tourist image as they 
are organized in the minds of tourists, 
2. To examine factors that relate to variability in the determina-
tion of the identified components, and 
3. To determine differences in the tourists' perceptions about the 
overall image and different components of a state's tourist 
image. 
RESEARCH MODEL 
As presented in Figure 1, the present research attempts to high-
light a theoretical model of how different components of a state's 
tourist image interact individually and collectively with tourists' 
touring background factors. This interaction affects image varia-
tion, and contributes to the determination of a state's tourist image. 
The assumptions and rationale underlying the model are also ex-
amined. 
This research attempts to identify those elements of diversity 
among potential tourism markets that may be most helpful in identi-
fying market segments, and to ascertain elements of a state's image 
most closely tied to those segments. Such an analysis, if it success 
in identifying relationships between aspects of a state's tourist 
image and the variables which contribute to diversity, could have 
important tourism-marketing implications. Consideration will be 
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FIGURE 1 
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given to the amount of touring experience of those who have visited 
the state and those who have never been to the state. This informa-
tion would enable marketing strategists to understand their clientele 
from the perspective of touring experience. This better under-
standing would allow marketers to ameliorate negative tourist 
images and increase the likelihood of tourists choosing the state as a 
destination. 
In addition, this study examines the dimensions of image to 
which different individuals have responded in the past. Selected 
items arc based on Hunt's (1971) study on Utah's tourist image and 
are believed to represent important activities, attractions, and geo-
social characteristics of Utah's tourism product mix. Six most im-
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portant constituents of an image of the Intermountain West as ex-
amined in this study are: 
1. Outdoor recreation attractions, 
2. Outdoor recreation activities, 
3. Cultural amenities, 
4. Climate, 
5. Host population characteristics, and 
6. Liquor laws. 
Persons widi varying touring characteristics respond differently 
to a state's tourist image and its various components. The variables 
chosen to measure these responses are: (1) amount of past touring 
experience within a given state, (2) demographic profile, (3) region 
of origin, (4) vacation characteristics, and (5) sources/amount of 
tourist information used by an individual tourist. Model 1 presents 
the relationship of these variables to a state's tourist image. The 
research model links the constituents of a state's tourist image with 
relevant touring background factors in an attempt to explain differ-
ences in perceptions of that image. 
HYPOTHESES 
Hypothesis 1: Tourists are presumed to perceive a state's tourist 
image differently by virtue of the amount of touring experience 
they have within a state. Hence, the first hypothesis is: People who 
differ in the amount of touring experience in a given state will 
differ significantly in their perceptions of the overall image of the 
state, and different components of a state's tourist image. The dif-
ferences have been measured by dividing the tourists into two 
groups: (1) visitors and (2) non-visitors. 
Hypothesis 2: Distance between a geographical region and a 
destination, and the geographical needs, trends, and subcultures of a 
region are presumed to influence peoples' perceptions about their 
destinations. Therefore, the second hypothesis is: People residing in 
different geographical regions will differ significantly in their per-
ceptions of the overall image of a state, and different components of 
a state's tourist image. 
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Hypothesis 3: Studies in psychology, marketing and tourism 
have shown differences in the behavioral patterns of consumers 
based on four important demographic variables: age, education, 
income, and family size (Cox 1975, Anderson and Langmeyer 
1982, Runyon and Stewart 1987). Hence, the third hypothesis is 
that: The tourists are presumed to differ significantly in their per-
ceptions of a state*s tourist image because of their different demo-
graphic characteristics. 
Hypothesis 4: Tourists, while designing their vacations, seek dif-
ferent pursuits at their destinations. They use different evaluation 
criteria for destination selection, devote different amounts of time to 
tour planning, and get to their destinations by different modes of 
transportation. Thus, the fourth hypothesis to be tested is: People will 
differ significantly in their perceptions of a staters tourist image 
based on the following vacation characteristics: (a) tourism activities 
to be paiticipated in at a destination, (b) destination evaluation cri-
teria, (c) amount of time used in tour planning process, and (d) mode 
of tourist transportation used. 
Hypothesis 5: Tourists use different sources to gather informa-
tion pertaining to their destinations. The last hypothesis to be ex-
amined is: People employing different amounts/sources of tourist 
information will differ significantly in their perceptions of the 
overall tourist image of a state and its varying components. 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY USED 
Data for this research were gathered using a questionnaire mailed 
to a stratified random sample of 6,000 households in six arbitrarily 
determined geographical regions across the United States (see Table 
1 for the coverage of states in each region). To maximize diversity, 
this study surveyed people in almost every state with few excep-
tions, because it was felt that diversity and variety would allow for a 
comprehensive examination of the image to be investigated. The sue 
geographical regions were delineated based on input received from 
the contracting agency, the Utah Travel Council. Once the regions 
were established, a sampling frame using population as a base was 
utilized. 
A mail-survey research instrument was preferred over other methods 
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TABLE 1. The Six Regions Chosen for Study 
Region #1 CAUFORNIA 
Region #2 NORTHWEST 
(Washington, Oregon) 
Region #3 INTERMOUNTAIN WEST 
(Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, 
Nevada, New Mexico 
Region #4 MIDWEST 
(Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, 
North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin) 
Region #5 EAST 
(Connecticut, Delaware, Washington, D.C., 
Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, 
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Vermont, West 
Virginia) 
Region #6 SOUTH 
(Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, 
Louisiana, North Carolina, Oklahoma, 
South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas) 
of tourism marketing research because of the desired sampling size, 
and the constraints of time, travel and cost. The questionnaire was 
designed to reach a broad range of actual and potential tourists of 
Utah across the country. A total of 1,917 (32 percent) usable ques-
tionnaires were returned. The instrument utilized for data collection 
for this study was a questionnaire, which was eight pages long and 
required 30-40 minutes to complete. Accompanying the question-
naire were a cover letter providing general instructions and a post-
age-paid retum envelope. 
The questionnaire was divided into four parts. The first part, 
containing six questions, was designed to elicit information about 
the basic attributes of a state's tourist image. The second part, with 
four questions, sought specific information about Utah. The third 
part, of seven questions, was designed to obtain information per-
taining to touring patterns, preferences, and attitudes of tourists. 
The last part, having five questions, sought information about the 
demographic profile of the respondents. 
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The questionnaire asked respondents to rate the impressiveness 
of various attractions and activities available within four competing 
states in the Intermountain West (Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and 
Montana). On a five-point scale, one designated "very impressive" 
and five "very unimpressive'* elicited responses about National 
Parks, State Parks, National Forests, Sightseeing, Historical Sties, 
Skiing, Boating, Hunting, Fishing, Camping, Cities, Culture, Shop-
ping, Museums, Symphony, Nightlife, Shows, and Night Clubs. 
Other ratings included: (1) one for "very warm'* and five for "very 
cold" (for Winter Temperature); (2) one for "very cool" and five for 
"very hot" (for Sununer Temperature); (3) one for "very liberal" 
and five for **very restrictive" (for Liquor Laws); and (4) one for 
"very receptive" and five for "very unreceptive" (for responses 
regarding the receptiveness of local residents to visitors). 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
Factor Analysis, Reliability Analysis, Regression Analysis, and 
Analysis of Variance were used to analyze the differences and reach 
conclusions. 
TOURISM MARKETING IMPUCATION 
OF THE FINDINGS 
Of the five independent variables examined and tested, (as dis-
cussed under hypotheses), results indicate that only two indepen-
dent variables (amount of touring experience in Utah, and affilia-
tion with a geographical region) have been found to influence 
perceptions about Utah. The marketing implications of the findings 
are discussed below. 
Amount of Touring Experience in Utah: A positive relationship 
was noted between amount of touring experience in Utah and 
Utah's tourist image; the more experience, the better were the per-
ceptions about the overall tourist image of Utah and the images of 
two of its components (Parks and Culture). An inverse relationship 
was noted between amount of touring experience and images of 
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three of its other components (Nightlife, Summer Temperature, and 
Liquor Laws). The amount of touring experience apparently had no 
effect on respondents* perceptions of die images of (a) tourism 
activity participated in at a destination, and (b) winter temperature. 
Those people who have visited Utah perceive its overall tourist 
image and the images of its two components (Parks and Culture) as 
more impressive than those who have not visited the state. This 
indicates that a visit to Utah improves perceptions about its overall 
tourist image and the images of its Parks and Culture components. 
Perhaps the quality/diversity of Utah's Parks and Cultural tourism 
products are better/greater than tourists had perceived and expected. 
Utah should capitalize on these strengths to make its tourism 
product strategy more competitive and stronger. 
On the other hand, a visit to Utah results in less impressed re-
sponses to some variables. Those who have visited Utah perceive 
the images of its Nightlife, Summer Temperature and Liquor Laws 
as less impressive than those who have never visited Utah. This 
could mean that the quality of Utah's Nightlife, Summer Tempera-
ture and Liquor Laws is poorer than the tourists had perceived and 
expected and/or what Utah's tourism promotion campaigns had led 
them to expect. There are two tourism marketing implications. 
First, Utah could improve the quality of its Nightlife and Liquor 
Laws to match them with the expectations of the visiting tourists. 
However, the likelihood of this happening is very slim because of 
its clash with Utah's socio-cultural values. Second, it should make 
its tourism promotion campaigns more realistic. They should be 
commensurate with the strengths and weaknesses of its Nightlife 
and Liquor Laws. 
Another phenomenon of the images of Nightlife, Summer Tem-
perature, and Liquor Laws is that the perceptions of both visitors 
and non-visitors tend towards the negative which implies that 
whether people visit Utah or not, they remain unimpressed. Because 
of these negative images, differential mariceting is not suggested. 
Instead, Utah should capitalize upon the strengths of its positive 
images. 
Affiliation to a Geographical Region: People belonging to dif-
ferent geographical regions differed from one another about the 
overall tourist image of Utah and all of its components. 
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Certain general trends in perceptions emerge, which could help 
in improving existing marketing programs of Utah. For instance, 
people hailing from Region #3 (Intermountain West) were most 
impressed by the overall image of Utah and its culture. Hence, 
while promoting Utah*s tourism in Region #3, its overall image and 
culture should be emphasized. Sunilarly, people from Region #1 
(Califomia) were most impressed by Utah's Parks and Outdoor 
Recreation Activities. Hence, while promoting Utah in Region #1, 
the variety and diversity of Parks and Outdoor Recreation Activities 
should be emphasized more strategically. 
Though people living in all six geographical regions differ from 
each other widi respect to die images of other components, their 
perceptions for Nightlife, Winter and Summer Temperatures, and 
Liquor Laws are negative. Hence, differential marketing is not sug-
gested. Instead, Utah should capitalize upon the strengths of its 
positive images. 
Sometimes a comparison may occur between the tourism re-
sources of a destination state and its tourism market(s). For instance, 
when Califomians compared Utah's Nightlife and Liquor Laws with 
their own, they found Utah's Nightlife and Liquor Laws far inferior. 
Consequendy, Califomians were least impressed by these compo-
nents. 
One of the most significant tourism marketing implications of 
this study is that one strategy is not sufficient for all geographical 
regions. Hence, Utah's tourism marketing strategists should formu-
late separate marketing strategies for each region. 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF RESEARCH 
This research study was exploratory in nature. It aimed at 
introducing and searching for new research directions and dimen-
sions rather than developing either tourism marketing tools or a 
theory of a state's tourist image. 
The support of two of the five hypotheses suggests that both the 
research model and research design are in need of major improve-
ments. An expanded Model 2 is proposed to incorporate concepts 
not covered in die Model 1 tested (see Figure 2 for Model 2). There 
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are two major classes of variables to be included. Each is briefly 
discussed below. 
Psychographic Profile: The future research model should be psy-
chographic instead of demographic. Two people with very similar 
demographic profiles could have different psychographic profiles 
(Wells 1975). Therefore, tourism-oriented psychographic profiles 
would be more effective than demogn^hic profiles for identifying 
differences in perceptions with respect to a state. Psychographics 
are widely used in marketing, but no effort has been directed toward 
exploring the utility of psychographics for differentiating percep-
tions of tourists of a state*s image. Future tourist image studies 
could be improved by using psychographic measurement tech-
niques. 
FIGURE 2 
Future node! depicting the formation of a 
state's tourist inage 
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Social Class: Social class should also be incorporated in a future 
research model, because it is based on a comprehensive set of 
demographic variables and offers alternative means of differen-
tiating tourist image. Social class is widely used in marketing for 
segmentation puiposes (Coleman 1983). Thus, differences in per-
ceptions about tourist image across a social-class scale might yield 
more useful information. This information would be more suitable 
for formulating appropriate tourism marketing strategies than that 
provided by ordinary demographics. 
More focused research holds the potential for providing useful 
information to tourism marketing strategists. It would provide an 
idea of what type of information would be useful to tourists who 
have different psychographic profiles and belong to different social 
classes. 
CONCLUSION 
From the above discussion it could be concluded that this re-
search study has identified components of Utah's tourist image. 
Merely identifying, managing and correcting overall tourist image 
of a state is not sufficient. Besides overall image, a tourist destina-
tion (state in our case) is supposed to have different images of its 
components. The present research has succeeded in segregating 
tourists into two levels of touring experience for image identifica-
tion, evaluation, management and correction purposes: (1) those 
who have visited Utah and (2) those who have not visited Utah. 
Perceptions in each group were found to be significantly different 
from those in the other. This study has also identified regional 
differences in perceptions, signifying that geographical affiliation 
does influence perceptions about Utah's tourist image. Conse-
quently, these variables may be most useful in developing tourism 
marketing strategies. 
The present research reflects desirable components appropriate 
for Utah's tourist image. Of course, this research model does not 
expose a standardized list of a state's tourist image components 
suitable for every state, because it is virtually impossible for a 
model to be both comprehensive and precise. The fact is that the 
components of a state's tourist image are based on what tourism 
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products a state is offering to its clientele. If the researcher was doing 
similar research for the state of California, then the components of 
the tourist image would be different from Utah's. California, for 
example, offers vast and varied attractions such as Disneyland, Sea-
world, Hollywood, 1984 Olympic Village, recreation-based Pacific 
beaches, and socio-cultural diversity (global melting pot), which 
Utah does not. When determining the components of a tourist 
image for California, components such as Liquor Laws, Summer 
Temperature and Winter Temperature would be dropped and re-
placed by other relevant categories reflecting that state's touristic 
diversity. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to 
describe ethical problems 
within the tourism industry in 
third-world countries. 
Specifically, international 
tourism's effects on third-
world countries are examined 
and it is concluded that there 
are several context-specific 
advantages and 
disadvantages 
The effects on third-world 
hosts are discussed and it is 
proposed that interaction 
problems between ethno-
centric tourists and resentful 
hosts need corrective 
attention. It is further 
proposed that tourism 
marketers in developing 
countries introduce people-to-
people programs that will 
help to reduce 
misunderstanding between 
international tourists and 
hosts. 
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Introduction 
Since World War II, many developing nations have attempted to 
attract international investment and revenue through tourism. The 
rationale was that many developing nations possessed exotic 
environments highly desired by tourists from industrialised nations. 
Furthermore, tourism is a highly labovir intensive industry whereby 
large numbers of unskilled workers might find productive 
employment. By promoting tourism, many developing nations set into 
motion a complex interplay of cultural and economic forces that often 
led to unexpected and undesired results (see Figure 1). The purpose of 
this paper is to examine the interaction among tounsm development, 
ethical decision-making, and their consequent influence on the quadity 
of life in third-world countries. 
International tourism with $2.7 trillion in business transacted in 
1990 is the world's largest industry (Waters, 1991). iUthough about 
71 percent of the world's international tourism income is received by 
the 24 major industrialised countries, several rapidly developing 
nations such as Hong Kong, Singapore, Mexico, Thailand. South Korea 
and China are also major recipients in the business of international 
tourism (see Table 1). 
Much of the growth of international tourism has been due to the 
success of tourism marketing. Sophisticated tounsm marketers have 
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developed strategic marketing 
plans and refined their products 
and services to efTectively meet 
the needs and wants of those 
target markets; accurately 
identified marketing goals, 
strategies and tactics and market 
niches; segmented specific target 
markets; priced their products 
and services to appeal to desired 
levels of profitability; and 
creatively advertised and 
promoted effective images. 
Successfully overcoming cross-
cultural communication barriers 
[lave made those international 
marketing successes all the more 
Qoteworthy. 
Despite continuing success of 
tourism marketers in attracting 
customers, all is not well within 
bhe industry. For instance, Hall 
[1992) has raised questions about 
the ethics and quality of tourism 
products, services, and 
marketing. Furthermore, Shaw 
;i992) identified specific areas in 
which hospitality marketers have 
failed to maintain high standards 
}f ethics and quality. 
[ntemational tourism in third 
nrorld settings 
The debate as to whether inter-
national tourism has increased or 
Table 1: World's Top Tourism Earners in 1991. 
(millions U.S. dollars) 
RANK 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
COUNTRY 
USA 
France 
Italy 
Spain 
Austria 
UK 
G«nnany 
Switzerland 
Canada 
Hong Kong 
Singapore 
Mexico 
Australia 
Netherlands 
Thailand 
Portugal 
Belgium 
South Korea 
Japan 
China 
INCOME 
$45,551 
21,300 
19,668 
13,956 
13.966 
12.588 
10.947 
7.064 
5.537 
5,078 
5.020 
4,355 
4,183 
4.047 
3,923 
3,700 
3,468 
3,446 
3,435 
2,845 
Source: World Travel and Tourism Review, Vol. 3,1993, 
CAB International, p.6. 
decreased the quality of life for 
people in the third world is 
continuing unabated (OeKadt, 
1979; Singh et al., 1989; Kasper, 
1991). For instance, pioneering 
tourism researchers. Smith 
(1989) and Mathews and Richter 
(1991) have examined the issue of 
international tourism ethics in 
considerable depth. Peppelen-
bosch and Tempelman (1989) 
could not answer the question as 
to whether international tourism 
to the third world is a benefit or a 
detriment for the hosts. Their 
findings led them to believe that 
the answer will vary from 
countty to country and much will 
depend on the governmental 
policies pursued. However, 
G«ner«i 
Funded 
Government i f T 
Goods/Services 
Usedbv 
Residents and 
Tourists 
International 
Investment 
1 
Third Worid 
National 
Government 
Tourism 
Investments 
t i L 
.Marlcecing 
Programs 
A 
/ 
Infrastructure 
Development 
Pmcrams 
Intemationai 
Non-resident 
Tourists 
Domestic 
Resident 
Tourists 
Resident 
Non-tourists 
; I 
Job 
Creation 
Sales/Excise 
Tax Re venues 
-^ 
Purchase 
Goods/ 
Services 
Figure I: International tourism impact cycle. 
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Roekaerts and Savat (1989) 
concluded that international 
tourism is responsible for many 
of the social evils and problems in 
the third world. A more 
insightful approach adopted by 
Go (1989) emphasised that 
international tourism will be 
welcomed by third-world hosts 
when it blends into the existing 
culture of the host community. 
Structural problems of power and 
the organisational system which 
apply to all industries but 
especially to international 
tourism are compounded by 
issues of cultural relativism 
(Renteln, 1985). Briefly, cultural 
relativism may be defined as the 
view that ethics and moral 
standards, however objectionable 
to others, differ in varying 
cultures and that each should be 
viewed as valid in that particular 
culture (Putnam, 1993). Most 
representatives of developing 
countries have questioned the 
imposition of values by 
historically ethnocentric (and 
some believe imperialistic) 
Americans and Europeans. 
Those opposed to the concept of 
cultural relativism contend that 
all human beings are entitled to 
a moral framework designed to 
assure and protecc human 
dignity regardless of the cultural 
or political circumstances of their 
birth. Since people from one 
culture cannot think and reason 
exactly as people from another 
culture, it is unlikely there will 
ever be universal agreement on 
resolution of structural problems 
of power and their concomitant 
organisational systems. 
The ethical marketing approach 
must consider the preference and 
motivation not only of the 
international tourists, but also 
the long-term interests of 
domestic resident tourists and 
resident non-tourists, and thus 
combines market-led and needs-
led models propounded by Firat 
(1989). Go's (1989) insight 
concurs with Din's (1989) 
integrated approach to tourism 
development, based on both 
international tourists' and hosts' 
needs. Using Malaysia as a case 
study. Din (1989) spelled out that 
what is considered appropriate 
tourism for the third world 
depends above all on the specific 
needs and priorities of the host 
community. 
Thus, there is a wide range of 
views of international tourism in 
the third world. At one extreme, 
international tourism may be 
viewed as an amalgam of a 
"problemless" phenomenon (See 
Figure 2). Many third-world 
countries suffering from the 
paucity of economic resources are 
endowed with potential tourism 
resources such as white sandy 
beaches, exotic cultures and 
virgin forests. Internationa 
tourism appears to have offered j 
viable means to improve inter 
national investment and th« 
quality of life of their teeming 
populations. It is contended thai 
such an opportunity has helpec 
to stimulate economic growth 
generating wide-spread employ 
ment opportunities and ta.^  
revenues. In this view, then 
international tourism has 
contributed favourably towards 
the socio-economic betterment oj 
the host community. Anj 
abrasive consequences brought in 
by tourism can be regarded as 
temporary adjustment problems, 
which can be gradually overcome 
as the industry progresses to 
maturity. 
At the other extreme, however, 
international tourism can be 
viewed as a source ol 
accumulated problems such as 
corruption of the local culture 
and values, encouragement oi 
crime/prostitution, destruction of 
the environment, and mounting 
inflation. The havoc that 
international tourism has caused 
to third-world countries can best 
be illustrated by the problem of 
prostitution and its consequences 
in the form of a widespread AIDS 
epidemic in Thailand (Truong, 
1989). Thus, critics have 
expressed concerns about the 
social costs that hosts have to 
incur in order to acquire tourism 
International Investment 
Quality of Life 
Growth Economy 
Employment Opportimities 
Tax Revenue Generation 
Context-Specific ^,^ 
^^ ..^ "^''^  Situations 
Corruption of Culture/Values 
Crime/Prostitution 
Destruction of Environment 
Inflation 
AIDS/Disease 
Tourism as 
Problemless 
Phenomenon" 
Tourism as 
"Problem 
Phenomenon' 
Figure 2: ConCrnsting views of tourism in third world councries. 
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economic benefits. The question 
remains whether these economic 
benefits really surpass the social 
and environmental costs that 
third-world countries have to 
incur in order to develop 
international tourism. 
Between these "problemless" and 
"problem" poles, there is a range 
of context-specific situations, each 
with their own particular mixture 
of advantages and disadvantages. 
This mixture of positive and 
negative a t t r ibutes , some of 
which are more visible than 
others, confounds the image of 
the industry. It also makes the 
industry liable to highly 
subjective interpretation of its 
character and role. 
Theoretically, international 
tourism is presumed to act as a 
catalyst for correcting regional 
disparities in economic develop-
ment by init iat ing tourism 
development projects in 
economically depressed third-
world countries. 
Effects on third-world 
residents 
The effect of international 
tourism upon quality of life has 
received some attention since 
K[irpalani (1985) claimed that 
l i terature on the topic was 
/irtuailly non-existent. However, 
there is still neither clear 
K>nsensus as to what constitutes 
quality of life (other than self-
lerception) nor the role that 
narketing plays in influencing 
:hat self-perception (Reynolds & 
Barksdale, 1978). 
[ntemational tourism is generally 
}ortrayed as a generator of an 
inormous amount of foreign 
ixchange, which poor third-world 
:ountries cannot otherwise earn 
lecause of a dearth of exportable 
)roducts. The figures of annual 
'oreign exchange earned by 
ihese countries through 
nternat ional tourism are 
ixaggerated when compared with 
he a m o u n t s these countries 
lave to pay to international 
nvestors, multi-nationals. 
interests on loans to inter-
national financial institutions, 
and leakage of foreign exchange 
as a result of imports of products 
in order to meet the conspicuous 
consumption needs of the 
international guests. For 
instance, Wood (1981) concluded 
that only 7 percent of foreign 
employees in third-world hotels 
account for 23 percent of the hotel 
personnel salaries. A major part 
of these salaries const i tutes 
foreign exchange leakage. After 
subtracting all these costs, the 
final figure of real foreign 
exchange earned by a third-world 
country may be quite negligible. 
The awareness of third-world 
residents of the inequities caused 
by international tourism poses a 
disturbing dilemma for inter-
national tourism marketers 
(Ritchie, 1985). On the one hand, 
any increase in market ing 
attempts to stimulate travel to 
third-world countries will likely 
intensify what may be existing 
hostile at t i tudes among local 
residents. On the other hand, 
without the benefits that such 
tourism can bring, however 
meagre, there is little opportunity 
for reducing stereotypical 
thinking of tourists and residents. 
This apparently dichotomous 
situation whereby local residents 
desire the benefits of inter-
national tourism but hold 
inimical views about the visiting 
tourists can be explained in two 
ways. First, human beings are 
not always completely logical in 
their attitudes. Indeed, it is quite 
likely that a local resident may 
strongly advocate international 
tourism for his or her locality 
because of the economic benefits 
while holding pejorative attitudes 
towards potential visiting 
tourists. Second, as in practically 
all societies, not everyone agrees 
with everyone else. Thus, while 
some local residents may hold one 
viewpoint, others will disagree. If 
the disputing factions possess 
nearly equal infiuence or at least 
access to the mass media, both 
views (and others as well) will be 
expressed leading to uncertainty 
among local authorities desiring 
tourism development and the 
international tourism developers 
as well. 
Most of the jobs offered to local 
residents in international tourism 
establ ishments are low-level 
servile jobs, offering low salaries. 
In many developing countries, 
India and Jamaica being prime 
examples and Thailand and the 
Phillipines exceptions, serving 
guests is considered demeaning 
(servant catering to his/her 
master). Consequently, middle 
and higher strata people of that 
society are reluctant to work in 
tourism establishments. In spite 
of the negative effects, most 
residents want more inter-
national tourists to come because 
of the employment benefits to 
the weaker sections of the society 
and the potential for tax 
generation. 
The argument that residents 
would not have found a job at all 
without development of 
international tourism has to be 
considered from the perspective of 
the economic costs the host 
government has incurred for 
developing international tourism. 
Creation of employment 
opportunities for the local 
residents requires substantial 
financial and non-financial 
investments, which have to be 
balanced against other possible 
investments such as mining, 
agriculture and manufacturing. 
Many impoverished third-world 
countries have invested their 
precious resources in tourism 
infrastructure. Some would 
argue in so doing they are 
denying resource allocacions to 
possibly more socially desirable 
projects such as poverty 
elimination projects, basic 
medical care and primary 
education to their citizens. 
A number of methodological 
issues concerning indicators of 
quality of life were discussed by 
Rogerson et al. (1989) who 
concluded that economic 
prosperity alone can hardly be 
considered an efTective measure. 
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out their research was conducted 
in urban set t ings in an 
industrialised society. No matter 
what method of measuring 
quality of life may be applied, 
evidence revealing negative 
quality of life effects suggests 
that in many instances the 
overall societal quality of life is 
suffering because of inter-
national tourism. For instance, 
the Philippines government 
borrowed $500 million from the 
World Bank and International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) and spent 
it on the development of hotels at 
tourist resorts in a two-year 
period in the mid 1970s, but 
spent only $13 million on 
improving public housing across 
the country dur ing the same 
period (Koekaerts & Savat, 1989). 
According to the economists of 
the Central Bank in Sri Lanka, 
the average capital outlay per 
direct employee in the tourism 
industry is $3,900 as compared to 
$2,500 in large scale industries 
and $125 in small scale 
industries. Consequently, the 
investment per job in the tourism 
industry is relatively high. 
Hence, the tourism industry can 
hardly be considered a truly 
labour intensive industry 
(Mendis. 1981). 
Availability of cheap labour in a 
developing country may itself 
attract multinationals to set up 
their manufacturing and/or 
assembling operations there. 
Mexico and Thailand, for 
instance, have attracted billions 
of foreign dollars in investments 
because of the availability of 
cheap labour. As compared to 
tourism, jobs in these sectors are 
more dignified sociologically, are 
more permanent from a tenure 
perspective, and can help families 
to better raise children. Inter-
national tourism seems incapable 
of providing such benefits. 
Certain "spin-off jobs in the 
tourism industry are destroying 
the socio-cultural fabric of certain 
developing societies. Pros-
titution, gambling, drugs and 
homose-xuality in Thailand are 
prime e.\amples. Two million 
prost i tutes in Thailand are 
infected with the AIDS virus and 
many more women entering 
prostitution under the patronage 
of international tourism will be 
contracting AIDS in the 
foreseeable future. The entire 
Thai society is a victim of 
prostitution flourishing under the 
umbrella of international tourism 
(Truong, 1989). International 
tourism when considered from 
the perspective of the AIDS 
problem has contributed in 
lowering the quality of life of the 
people of Thailand. 
One of the major reasons why a 
majority of people may be living 
in abject poverty in most of the 
developing countries is the 
concentration of wealth in the 
hands of a few people. Members 
tha t local elites who ar( 
customarily the decision maker: 
are nofc-likely to voluntarilj 
surrender their prerogatives 
International tourism promoters 
would have to apply their own 
ethical standards above those ol 
the local elites but such action 
would likely cause even more 
severe problems. Such attempts 
would likely fail because few 
tourism projects can succeed 
without the support of the local 
developing officials. 
Reaching out to community 
groups also poses difficulties 
because of the hierarchical social 
and political structure of most 
developing countries. Attempting 
to by-pass the established 
authorities could be interpreted 
as subversive activity or even 
encouraging rebellion among the 
A close scrutiny of who benefits firom tourism 
development in emerging nations is required. Is it the 
members of the economic elite only who benefit while the 
costs are borne by the wider community? 
of economic elites controlling 
the destiny of the overwhelming 
majority of the population are the 
major beneficiaries of the 
development of international 
tourism in developing societies. 
These elites, besides being the 
partners in the tourism joint 
ventures with multinationals, are 
also the local patrons of these 
establishments. Undoubtedly, 
internat ional tourism has 
contributed in improving the 
quality of life of these elites both 
in terms of dividends paid to 
them by multinational partners 
on their investments and the 
amenities they enjoy at these 
tourism establishments. 
To help overcome these problems. 
Nelson il992) has proposed that 
tourism development in 
developing countries must take 
into account the needs of the 
common people of those host 
countries. Determining those 
needs can itself be a problem in 
common folk. Language barriers 
further compound such direct 
communication with community 
groups. 
It should be abundantly clear 
that there are numerous contra-
dictions between costs and 
benefits of international tourism 
development. The reasons these 
contradictions persist are that 
1. no two nations are the same, 
2. there are divergent opinions 
within developing countries 
that are often forcefully 
advanced, 
3. there are genuine power 
struggles persisting in many 
countries between the haves 
and have-nots, 
4. differences in the goals of 
international tourism often 
reflect the unresolvable 
conflict on cultural relativism. 
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and 
5. tourism development often 
entails unforeseeable costs and 
benefits about which people of 
goodwill will differ. 
Up to this point, this paper has 
questioned the importance of 
international tourism, especially 
to developing countries. 
The remainder of this paper 
will propose techniques by which 
communication between 
primarily tourists of industrial 
nations and the residents of 
developing host countries might 
be maximised and its ethical 
concerns ameliorated. 
People to people 
communication 
Despite apparent cultural 
differences among the people of 
the world, there is a strong 
consensus for ethical and moral 
behaviour (Arthur, 1992, p. 154). 
Enabling people from, different 
cultures to interact and 
consequently learn about their 
mutual ethical and moral 
standards would likely lead to 
improved international under-
standing. 
Commonly, the burden of such 
ambitious undertakings are 
placed on the powerful multi-
national tourism corporations but 
there are also opportunities, 
pe rhaps even more v iable , 
for small international tourism 
part icipants to init iate and 
conduct people-to-people 
programs. Arrsmging for visiting 
tourists to meet hosts of their 
own religious faith, colleagues in 
their professions, or facilitating 
visits at the homes of people at 
similar life-cycle stages can all be 
accomplished informally and with 
little difBculty. 
There is little question tha t 
perceived similarity is a powerful 
attraction among people. 
Unfortunately, most inter-
national tourists to developing 
countries have little opportunity 
to interact with local residents 
and return home with little more 
than having stayed at a hotel 
with international standards. 
They could have found this form 
of hospitality in their own home 
countries' hotels. Even worse, 
stereotjrpical thinking and casual 
observation often lead to gross 
misinterpretations by both 
tourists and residents. Ethno-
centric tourists often engage in 
behaviours t h a t emphas i s e 
their perceived superiority over 
the local residents; the local 
residents are often insulted at 
being treated as inferiors. 
Unfortunately, the above 
descriptions are probably more 
common than perceived by the 
visiting guests (India Today, 
1991). 
Tourism marketers who 
specialise in tourism to 
There is a press ing ethical n e e d which should be met 
by tourism m a r k e t i n g . . . the l inking of hosts and 
guests so that contact is miutually rewarding and 
insightful. 
developing countries have a 
wonderful opportunity to 
maximise interaction between 
their customers and local groups 
in host countries. Groups that 
travel together are often bound 
together either religiously, 
professionally, educationally, 
vocationally, or socially. Tourism 
marketers could add sidetrips 
or incorpora te visits with 
residents who share the same 
characteristics. By doing so, 
tourists would add a valuable 
exper ience to t h e i r t r ave l s 
and likely bring a greater 
understanding of their 
counterparts in the developing 
countries. Certainly problems in 
administering such interaction 
would occur. For instance, 
problems in communication, 
meeting places, overcoming 
perceived dissimilarit ies such 
as income and education, and 
how payment for administering 
such programs will be made, 
will have to be solved. However. 
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none of them possess 
insurmountable barriers when 
considering the benefits that will 
ensue. Stereotypical thinking 
would be reduced by both tourists 
and residents and better under-
standing among all would be the 
result. Such is the potential of 
world travel and it is incumbent 
upon ethical marketers to enable 
their customers to expand world 
understanding. 
World Tourism Organization 
The World Tourism Organization 
(WTO) has traditionally concen-
trated its efforts on govemmentai 
cooperation from the standpoint 
of economic benefits, cultural 
issues and environmental 
concerns of international tourism 
development It has only recently 
tried to ameliorate ethical 
concerns emanat ing from the 
growth of international tourism 
in different parts of the world. 
For example, the Manila 
Declaration addresses industry 
ethics and the recommendations 
stemming from the Sofia meeting 
have addressed appropriate 
tourist behaviour. The recent 
attention to ethical values by both 
internat ional tourists and 
international tourism marketers 
suggests that WTO should strive 
to convene a conference on 
Ethical Issues of International 
Tourism in order to work out a 
strategy to help ameliorate the 
ethical concerns of hosts as 
outlined in this paper. WTO's 
leadership in such an 
amelioration endeavour will go a 
long way to draw the world's 
attention to this pressing need 
and establish a process to 
minimise the aftermath of ethical 
violation of hosts' rights. 
International tourism marketers 
representing different segments 
of the tourism industry (airlines, 
resorts, hotels, motels, res-
taurants, tour operators, travel 
agencies, cruise ships, etc.) 
should develop an ethical code of 
corporate behaviour to discipline 
their members from violating the 
echical values and standards of 
host ^Krohn & Ahmed. 1991). 
Such a mechanism of self 
discipline should be devised and 
established by the members of the 
international tourism industry 
under the patronage of World 
Travel and Tourism Council 
(Belgium) and World Tourism 
Organization (Spain). Doing so 
will go a long way in promoting 
governmental action to punish 
the v io l a to r s of e th ica l 
standards. 
As ethical problems continue to 
cause world wide concern and as 
international tourism is seen as 
contributing to this, the initiative 
taken by the Canadian tourism 
industry to minimise tourism's 
negative impact by developing 
and implementing a code of ethics 
and guidelines for sustainable 
tourism is an inspiration for other 
countries. The efforts of the 
Tourism Industry Association of 
Canada and the International 
Ins t i tu te for Peace through 
Tourism have culminated in the 
establishment of Code of Ethics 
for Tourists, Code of Ethics for 
the Industry, and the Guidelines 
for the Industry (D'Amore, 1992). 
Concluding remarks 
Because international tourism 
thrives on pleasant attitudes of 
residents , it is necessary to 
attempt to sustain that congenial 
social ambiance. Without it, the 
goals of developing international 
tourism will be either not realised 
or will be accomplished at 
tremendous social costs. Indeed, 
friendly residents may command 
even higher popularity through 
the dissemination of positive 
images through word-of-mouth. 
It thus behoves tourism 
marketers to devote special 
efforts to arrest any possibility of 
resident resentment. Residents 
must be made aware of the 
benefits of tourism as well as the 
costs, so that they can better 
appreciate the real needs of the 
tourism industry. At the same 
time, after discerning the 
residents a t t i tudes toward 
internat ional tourists, some 
thoughts should be given to make 
the tourist e.xperience in the 
country a more satisfactory one, 
through careful engineering of 
the resident-tourist encounter 
situation. Unless the needs of the 
residents are taken into account 
there is a risk of tourism 
marketers losing sight of the 
resident factor, in their 
preoccupation with other issues. 
Therefore it is essential tha t 
international tourism marketers 
involved with developing 
countries ensure that appropriate 
resident-tourist interactions 
become part of their programs. 
Major commonalities between 
residents and tourists should be 
emphasised. For instance, sister-
cities have long been used to 
improve people-to-people relation-
ships from differing countries. 
The same notion can be applied to 
churches, synagogues, mosques, 
and other houses of worship 
where guests and hosts share a 
common religious tradit ion. 
Furthermore, international trade 
associations or professional and 
occupational groups can establish 
relationships between their 
members in different countries 
with a view to improve 
international understanding, 
especially with participants from 
a third world country. Home 
visits could be set up so people of 
similar family life cycle status 
may interact comfortably and 
compare their mutual concerns. 
Other commonalities might 
include ethnic characteristics, 
avocational interests , sports 
activities, and fraternal 
associations. There is much more 
to bind people together than there 
is to separate them. By 
maximising mutual awareness 
and concerns through effective 
communication between residents 
and tourists, the international 
tourism industry will be more 
likely to continue to a t t rac t 
increasing numbers of inter-
national tourists to developing 
countries without inflicting 
unacceptable economic, social, 
and environmental costs on the 
residents of ourist destinations. 
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Jr = ^ Focus on Korea rj 
Marketing the United States to 
Korean Travelers 
The relaxation of government-imposed travel restrictions has encouraged South 
Koreans to see the world. The United States could become a frequent destination if U.S. 
tourism operators can meet the needs of these enthusiastic travelers. 
by Zafar U. Ahmed 
and Kye-Sung Chon 
SOUTH KOREA HAS emerged as 
a substantial supplier of tourists 
for Asia and the United States. Of 
the Asian nations, only Japan 
sends more travelers to the 
United States. More than 240,000 
Koreans visited the United States 
in 1990. Despite that number, we 
believe the United States could 
attract an even larger number of 
Korean tourists and suggest a 
number of points that American 
© 1994, Cornell University 
travel purveyors should consider 
to attract Koreans or, in fact, 
almost any international guest. 
One reason we chose the 
United States for this discussion 
is that the American government 
has targeted tourism as a way to 
balance unfavorable trade fig-
ures. Ironically, that is the reason 
the Korean government is itself 
encouraging international tour-
ism, although Koreans now spend 
more money on outbound travel 
than tourist arrivals spend in 
Korea.' More than 350,000 
' See the preceding article by Jong-Yun 
Ahn and Zarar U. Ahmed. 
Koreans visited the United States 
in 1992, an 18.4-percent increase 
over 1991. Besides being the 
second-most popular destination 
for Koreans (after Japan), the 
United States has more potential 
Zafar U. Ahmed, Ph.D., is asso-
ciate professor and director of the 
Institute for International Busi-
ness at Minot State University 
(North Dakota). Kye-Sung Chon, 
Ph.D., is associate professor and 
director of graduate studies and 
research at the William F. Harrah 
College of Hotel Administration, 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 
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than other international destina-
tions to attract a greater number 
of Korean tourists by virtue of the 
tremendous capacity of its tourist 
industry. Moreover, long-tierm 
ties between the United States 
and Korea contribute to the 
potential tourism volume 
between the two nations. 
The Emergence of Tourism 
Four factors have encouraged 
Koreans to travel abroad. They 
are the recognition and growth of 
leisure, the endof a ban on 
overseas travel, the international-
ization of Korean society, and the 
opportunity to shop overseas. 
Growth of leisure. AJfter the 
lengthy process of rebuilding 
their war-torn nation, Koreans 
developed a prosperous economy. 
Today, with more discretionary 
funds at their disposal and more 
leisure than any time since the 
war, Koreans have begun to 
explore the possibility of leisure 
pursuits and international travel. 
Leisure is a new and exciting 
concept for many Koreans, and 
they pursue it as a serious busi-
ness. Government legislation 
fostered the growth of leisure by 
reducing l ^a l working hours and 
improving paid-vacation rules. As 
a result, Korea is approaching a 
five-day workweek. 
Banning the ban. Before 
changes in government policy in 
the 1980s, outbotmd travel from 
Korea was strictly regulated. 
Pleasure trips were restricted 
and most trips were for btisiness 
or educational purposes. The 
unraveling of the restrictions 
began in 1983, when persons 
aged 50 or over were permitted to 
take pleasure trips, albeit with 
time and monetary restrictions. 
The age limit was lowered to 45 
in 1987 and dropped entirely in 
1989, along with the time and 
monetary restrictions. The result 
was an immense burst of out-
bound international tourism. The 
growth in tourism was trimmed 
by the Gulf War in 1991 and by a 
government frugality campaign 
designed to limit international 
expenditures. Those traveling 
abroad were made to feel impatri-
otic if they spent large amounts of 
money overseas. Newspaper 
editorials derided the "evils' of 
international tourism, and 
outbound travel was blamed for 
widening the gap between rich 
and poor and for jeopardizing the 
Korean society's harmony, an 
important Confucian principle. 
Despite those efforts, record 
numbers of Koreans continue 
to travel overseas. 
Internationalization. The 
mood of the Korean people is 
confident, and they are ready to 
see the world. Korea has always 
looked to the United States for 
ideas and technology, and Ameri-
cans are admired, lliose factors 
have contributed to the emer-
gence of the United States as a 
popular tourist destination. 
Shopping opportunities. 
Like many other travelers, 
Koreans love to shop overseas, 
where exchange rates generally 
give them price advantages and 
they can often buy duty free. 
Western fashions are particularly 
popular. Moreover, Koreans 
especially like to present gifts to 
their loved ones when they return 
from a trip. 
Favored Destinations 
Asian destinations are the most 
popular places for Korean travel. 
Japan was the most frequently 
visited nation, followed by Hong 
Kong and Taiwan, which are 
third and fourth most popular 
overall. Those nations are nearby, 
so travel to them is relatively 
inexpensive, and their cultural 
similarities make them comfort-
able destinations. Moreover, the 
typical five- to seven-day trip 
makes an Asian destination most 
appropriate. 
The United States was the 
second-most popular destination 
overall, despite its distance. 
Many Koreans travel to America 
to visit friends and relatives. 
Trips to the United States carry a 
certain amount of prestige for the 
traveler. On the other hand, 
Australia enjoyed the greatest 
one-year increase in travel from 
Korea in 1992. Korean arrivals 
went from 15,000 in 1991 to 
23,000 in 1992, a 53-percent 
increase spurred by an extensive 
television advertising campaign 
and the implementation of direct 
flights from Seoul to Sydney. 
Dist inct ive Characteristics 
Consumer behavior Ues at the 
heart of contemporary marketing. 
Successful tourism marketers 
effectively develop tourism prod-
ucts that are of value to consum-
ers. By examining the unique 
consumer behavior of Korean 
tourists. United States tourism 
marketers can improve their 
travel products for this relatively 
new group of travelers by meeting 
their expectations and needs. The 
suggestions that follow are 
intended to help United States 
travel suppliers (and those in 
other nations) be better prepared 
to attract Korean travelers. While 
the generalizations that follow 
may not be true of all Koreans, 
certain characteristics seem to 
apply to Koreans more than to 
most other travelers. 
il) Inexperience. Because 
international travel has been 
permitted for a relatively short 
time, most Koreans are inexperi-
enced overseas. Consequently, 
Koreans prefer to travel in 
groups, particularly small groups, 
a proclivity also reinforced by 
cultural norms. As Koreans gain 
more experience, their preference 
for group travel may diminish. 
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(2) Spending. Korean travelers 
are known as big spenders, 
particularly in comparison to 
travelers visiting Korea. The 
lypical Korean overseas spent 
over $2,000 in 1990, compared to 
$1,200 spent by travelers to 
Korea, lliat imbalance is the 
source of the government's 
firustration with tourism and the 
genesis of its frugality campaign. 
(3) Activity. Koreans want to 
experience as much as posoble 
during their time abroad. Conse-
quently, a trip planner should not 
build free time into a group's 
itinerary unless such time is 
specifically requested. Most 
Korean travelers may well feel 
cheated if every waking moment 
is not filled with an agenda of 
sites to visit That full itinerary 
should include places of cultural 
and historical significance, 
because understanding the 
history of a place is important 
to Koreans. 
(4) Language. Koreans prefer 
to speak Korean, and guides 
should be fluent in that language 
to avoid potentially embarrassing 
and fi-ustrating moments for both 
tourists and guides. Although 
many Koreans speak a second 
language, usually Japanese or 
English, they prefer to use their 
native language, much like other 
tourists abroad. 
(5) Diet. At least once a day, 
Korean travelers expect to stop at 
a restaurant that serves Korean 
food.* They will want to eat 
kimchi, a pickled-cabbage dish 
they eat three times a day at 
home. Traveling without kimchi 
for two or three days would be 
upsetting.' Because this dish is so 
much a part of their culture, they 
cannot imagine vacationing 
without it. 
* lOm Chong Won, 'How to Take Better 
Care of Korean Travelers,' TTJ Tourism 
Yearbook, 1992, pp. 41-44. 
"Special Keeds of Korean Touriats,* TTJ 
Tourism Yearbook, 1992, p. 232. 
(6) Emotions. When people 
from two different cultures meet, 
it is often difficult to gauge emo-
tions or set norms for behavior. 
American hoteliers with Korean 
guests may think the I^reans 
display imexpected emotional 
highs and lows. The Korean 
guest likewise may be surprised 
when an American, as sometimes 
happens, represses his 
emotions. 
Market Segmentation among 
Korean Tourists 
In the four years that all Koreans 
have been allowed to travel 
internationally, a number of 
identifiable market segments 
have arisen, including FIT, small 
group, and students. Despite 
their desire to travel in groups, 
Koreans will travel independently 
(FIT) if the tour is arranged 
entirely by a travel agency. 
The small-group segment is 
large, and group packages are 
particularly popular with fami-
Ues. As is the case with families 
in many other countries, July and 
August are the big months for 
family-group travel due to 
school recess. 
People visiting friends and 
relatives constitute one of the 
lai::gest travel segments of Kore-
ans in the United States. More 
than one miUion Americans are of 
Korean descent In 1991 about 
25 percent of the Korean tourists 
visiting the United States trav-
eled to visit their friends and 
relatives. 
A rapidly growing segment 
comprises students. Many study 
tours organized by Korean high 
schools and universities arrange 
for students to visit the United 
States and Europe. Other stu-
dents backpack across Europe 
and Asia, spending three to five 
weeks learning about the nations 
on those continents. Student 
clubs facilitate such tours. 
Europe is a popular student 
backpacking destination in the 
summer, while wintertime trips 
take students to southeast Asia.* 
Europe is a preferred destination 
because Koreans are not required 
to acquire a visa when they visit 
most European destinations and 
regional travel is inexpensive via 
the Eurail pass. Southeast Asia is 
a target because of its pleasant 
climate and low cost. Backpack-
ing around the United States is 
less popular than doing so in 
Europe because costs are higher, 
transportation is less convenient, 
and personal safety is more of a 
concern.* 
As more young women enter 
the Korean work force, their 
numbers traveling internation-
ally have increased considerably. 
Women are even more likely than 
men to travel in group tours or in 
small backpacking groups.' 
Special-interest tours have 
been strongly discouraged by the 
Korean government as "extrava-
gant, overconsumptive, and 
generally unpatriotic."^ Neverthe-
less, Koreans enjoy traveling for 
the purpose of hunting, fishing, 
hiking, and golfing. Despite the 
frugality campaign, the govern-
ment will not be able to shut 
down such recreational travel 
because of its popularity among 
young Koreans. This segment has 
the potential for tremendous 
expansion in the United States. 
Another segment that has 
enormous potential for growth is 
the international honeymoon trip. 
In 1992, only 4 percent of Korean 
newl3rweds traveled overseas for 
' 'Korea's Student Travel Club: Sharing the 
Thrills of Backpacking Overseas,* TTJ TVnimm 
Yearbo<A. 1992. p 241. 
* Wiltiam M. Yanny. 'Korea Outijound 
Travel in the 1990s: Ail American Perspective,' 
KOFTA DaUy New, May 15, 1992, pp. 6-11. 
*SUn McGahey, *Outbound MarkeU: South 
Korea Outbound,' EIU Travel and Tourism 
Analyst, Vol. 6 (1991). pp. 45-62. 
'McGahey, pp. 45-62. 
"Korean Outbound Tourism," TTJ Tourism 
Yearbook, 1992, pp. 38-40. 
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their honeymoon." This trip has 
distinct characteristics that 
differentiate it from other seg-
ments. Honeymoon packages are 
in demand during other seg-
ments' low times. Moreover, 
newlyweds' parents are often 
wiUing to spend extravagantly to 
send their children on a once-in-
a-Iifetime vacation—provided 
that vacation is executed per-
fectly. That means attention must 
be given to eveiy minute detaiL 
The most successful travel 
agencies in this s^ment have 
established arrangements with 
airlines and wedding halls that 
allow them to make complete 
arrangements for the couple. 
Guam and Thailand are currently 
the most popular overseas honey-
moon destinations.' They are 
popular because their prices are 
low, their dimate is pleasant, 
their cultures are similar, and 
they are relatively nearby. 
Australia is expected to attract 
more honeymooners in the future, 
largely as a result of the con-
certed promotional efforts of the 
Australian Tourism Commission. 
Tours for parents are also 
popular. It is traditional for 
children to throw a big birthday 
party when their parents turn 60. 
Some affluent children are now 
choosing to give their parents an 
international tour instead. 
Marketing Strategies 
The United States can exploit its 
position as the number-two 
destination for Koreans. It has 
the capacity for expansion to 
meet Korean demand; the dollar 
has a low value relative to the 
Korean won; inflation is moder-
ate; gasoline is inexpensive; and 
it has an abimdance of shopping 
opportunities in major cities, 
liiose factors make the United 
States a desirable destination. 
• 7 T / Tourism Yearbook. 1992, pp. 38-40. 
The United States also pre-
sents some barriers that can be 
broken down. To see what those 
barriers are, consider the experi-
ence an American tourist might 
have visiting Korea. When an 
American arrives in Korea, she 
can easily find an English-
speaking person at most hotels' 
front desks. Most hotels will with-
out question accept an American 
credit card as settlement. Any 
bank and most hotels can change 
her United States dollars to 
Korean won easily and without 
any service chaige. Most major 
hotels and restaurants offer 
American menus featuring such 
favorites as steak and hamburg-
ers. Guidebooks and local tourist 
information is printed in many 
languages, including English, 
French, and Spanish. Those 
guides inform the tourist about 
establishments such as shops, gas 
stations, and police stations that 
have Eng^h-speaking staff. If 
her trip is for business, the 
American can arrange for 
English-speaking secretarial 
support. Translation and other 
business services are also avail-
able in English. She can even 
watch CNN in her hotel room. 
Contrast the American's 
experience to that of a Korean in 
• the United States. Most of the 
United States tourism corpora-
tions catering to Korean clientele 
have not made their operations 
Korean-focused. The United 
States is a sprawling nation with 
many ethnicities, and big-dty 
hotels reflect that fact Eventu-
ally a Korean traveler will find 
someone who speaks his or her 
language at one hotel or another. 
Outside of the big cities, however, 
the Korean may have difficulty 
communicating, exchanging 
money, or gaining acceptance of 
credit cards. Some of America's 
most attractive areas are forbid-
ding only because Korean travel-
ers cannot find the accommoda-
tion any traveler should expect. 
Since tourism is the second 
largest earner of foreign exchange 
for the United States, the govern-
ment and tourism providers 
should consider focusing more on 
the Korean market, especially 
considering the immense growth 
potential Korea offers. Frugality 
or no, Korea's economy will 
expand, and international travel 
will eiqpand with it. 
We believe Korean travelers 
should be accorded special treat-
ment, because they offer great 
potential not only as tourists but 
also as representatives of a 
trading partner with whom the 
United States should build bonds 
of trust, firiendship, and good will. 
As Koreans travel in the United 
States, they will see that Korean-
made goods sold here are treated 
on par with American-made 
goods and face no punitive duties 
and taxes. That would counteract 
the arguments of certain inter-
ests in Korea that are resisting 
the government's move to open 
the Korean market to American 
goods. Millions of satisfied 
Korean tourists would act as 
opinion leaders who would push 
down the last barriers to full 
United States-Korean poUtical 
and business relations. 
ICoreanizing" 
American travel providers should 
consider several measures to 
'l^reanize" their operations with 
the goal of sending a pleased 
consumer back home to Korea. 
Such satisfied consvunera will 
probably encourage others to visit 
and may eventually make a 
return visit themselves. The 
following marketing ideas could 
help make this happen. 
First, travel providers should 
be aware of the particular bundle 
of characteristics that set many 
Koreans aside from other intema-
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tional travelers. For example, 
totirism suppliers wha under-
stand such cultural matters as 
Koreans' need for kimchi will 
gain a following. Certainly 
American tourism corporations 
hosting large numbers of Korean 
tourists should consider providing 
Korean-speaking staff members. 
The United States Travel and 
Tourism Administration (USTTA) 
should provide greeters fluent in 
Korean at airports that regularly 
receive a large number of Korean 
tourists to help them with arriv-
als, baggage handling, currency 
exchange, transfers, and ground 
transportation. 
Hotels and restaurants that 
cater to Koreans should offer 
Korean food on their menus and 
print those menus in Korean. 
Likewise, hotels should consider 
providing communication services 
in Korean and telephone instruc-
tions should be published in 
Korean, as well as in many other 
languages. Hotels hosting large 
numbers of Korean guests should 
consider providing a weekly 
Korean magazine or newspaper 
at newsstands. Hotels and other 
tourism establishments should 
develop mechanisms to exchange 
Korean currency and take 
traveler's checks and credit cards 
without service charges. (Most 
small banks in the United States 
wont accept foreign currency, 
traveler's checks, or credit cards.) 
The AH&MA Educational 
Institute can contribute to Has 
effort as well by providing a 
training program in Korean 
hospitality based on the pattern 
of "International Hospitality." 
One pitfall in "Koreanizing" is 
the danger that American opera-
tors will fail to distinguish the 
cultural needs of Koreans, who 
are relative unknowns, from 
those of the Japanese, with whom 
many U.S. operators are more 
familiar. People from the two 
cultures are different in their 
travel patterns. A wise host wiU 
be certain to distinguish between 
the two to avoid the possibility of 
insulting guests from either 
nation. 
Prospects for G r o w t h 
United States travel officials can 
learn a lesson from Australia's 
recent success in marketing to 
Korea. The Australian Tourist 
Commission has opened an office 
in Seoul and laimdied a televi-
sion advertising campaign. The 
campaign's basis is that once 
Koreans see what Australia has 
to offer they will travel there. At 
the same time Qantas Airlines 
b ^ a n to offer direct flights 
between Seoul and Sydney. Those 
two factors fostered the sudden 
growth in Koreans traveling to 
Australia that we cited at the 
b a n n i n g of this article. 
An important step to draw 
more Koreans to America would 
be to establish a USTTA office in 
Korea. At present, the United 
States Trade Center is function-
ing as USTTA's oxTice, but that 
facility is not sufficient to match 
the resources and strategies of its 
competitors. We are confident 
that the investment of resources 
would be a wise one. The United 
States Department of Commerce 
sponsored a study asking Kore-
ans what destinations they 
wanted to visit. The results were 
encouraging for United States 
travel interests. 
The honeymooners. As 
mentioned, one market segment 
ihat seems to hold great long-
term potential is the honey-
mooner market. Money is less of 
an object on this tour, especially 
when parents are paying the bill. 
The fact is that it costs much 
more to travel to the American 
mainland than to Thailand or 
Guam, but travel agents could 
sell Hawaii as a destination, for 
instance, becatise it is not too 
remote fix)m Korea. Once that 
first visit has been made, it 
shotild be easier to sell return 
visits with the family. A USTTA 
study found 50 percent of Korean 
visitors said they were likely to 
plan a return trip.*** Moreover, 
the former newlyweds may 
reciprocate by sending their 
parents on a trip to the United 
States as a birthday gift. 
Fam t r ips . A large number of 
travel agencies have sprouted all 
over Korea. Out of a total of 2,000 
agencies operating in 1992, some 
600 specialized in international 
travel (compared to a mere 23 in 
1983)." Twelve agencies conduct 
75 percent of Korea's travel-
agency business. Representatives 
of those agencies, plus tour oper-
ators, travel writers, and travel 
journalists are excellent candi-
dates for familiarization tours to 
America. An annual fam tour 
would expose such influential 
travelers to American attractions 
and t>urist services on the main-
land and on Guam, Hawaii, and 
the United States \^rgin Islands. 
Such tours could be underwritten 
by a coalition of agencies and 
suppliers so that no individual 
agency bears the full cost. 
Korea can be a large market 
for the United States, if American 
travel officials make the effort to 
tap that market. Tourism firms, 
local governments, the business 
community, and U.S. residents 
should coordinate their efforts to 
provide a cordial atmosphere for 
Koreans that is conducive to 
travel. The Australian experience 
shows that Koreans will go where 
they feel welcome. America 
should offer that welcome before 
other international competitors 
realize Korea's potential. CQ 
•* United States Travel and Tourism 
Administration, 'Pleasure Travel Market to 
North America—South Korea,' 1990. 
"Won, pp. 41-44. 
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Focus on Korea 
South Korea's 
Emerging Tourism 
Industry 
Korea's tourism industry tias expanded rapidly in ttie wake of ttie 1988 Olympics. Now 
the question is, can the limits to further growth be overcome? 
by Jong-Yun Ahn 
and Zafar U. Ahmed 
SOUTH KOREA'S EMERGENCE 
as an intematioiial tourism desti-
nation is an outgrowtii of the 40 
years of steady economic progress 
dating &om the end of the Korean 
War. The Korean government has 
turned its attention to developing 
its tourism industry relatively 
recently, following decades of 
fostering manufacturing. The 
01994, Cornell University 
1988 summer Olympics in Seoul 
drew attention to Korea as a 
destination and provided the 
impetus for continued tourism 
growth.' Since then, the Korean 
government has addressed the 
development of tourism with a 
variety of policies, some positive, 
but others detrimental. In this 
article, we examine some of those 
poUcies and explain how the 
government could further im-
' See: Kye-Sung Chon and Hyun-Ju Shin, 
'Korea's Hotel and Tourism Industry,* The 
Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Administration 
QuarteHy. Vol. 31, No. 1 (May 1990), pp. 68-73. 
prove the nation's tourist stance. 
Firat, however, we briefly review 
the development of the Korean 
tourism industry. 
Ten years after the Korean 
War, in 1962, South Korea hosted 
Jong-Yun Ahn, Ph.D., is profes-
sor and director of the Institute 
for Tourism Studies at Hanyang 
University, Seoul, South Korea. 
Zafar V. Ahmed, Ph.D., is 
associate professor and director of 
the Institute for International 
Business at Minot State Univer-
sity. North Dakota. 
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just over 15,000 international 
visitors, a tiny number of arrivals 
for an infant tourism industry. 
That year, the government imple-
mented its first five-year plan 
and formed the organization that 
later became the Korea National 
Tourism Corporation (KNTC). 
Today, the KNTC is largely 
responsible for the development 
of ^ tourism infi:3structure. 
Althou^ it is a part of the piiblic 
sector, the KNTC is self support-
ing, mainly throu^ its operation 
of duty-fir^ tourist shops and 
rental income firom faciUties. 
Starting in the 1960s, the 
government offered the tourism 
industry incentives that put it on 
a more equal footing with the 
manufacturing sector. Such 
incentives included tax exemp-
tions for joint ventures, stream-
lined legal procedures, and 
financial assistance for tourism 
facilities. The government now 
provides tax incentives for foreign 
investors in tourism-related 
enterprises by exempting some of 
the profits firom taxation. Those 
tax incentives apply to customs 
taxes, certain excise taxes, value-
added taxes, and currency invest-
ments.* Tourists themselves are 
also granted some relief from 
taxes on souvenirs and other 
specified purchases. 
Spurred by the 1988 Olympics, 
the growth of Korea's tourist 
arrivals was particularly dra-
matic in the late 1980s. In 1991, 
however, the country experienced 
the first substantial decrease in 
tourism receipts in several years. 
That year, toiuism recorded a 
decline in receipts of 3.7 percent 
from the previous year, after 
enjojring an average 20-percent 
annual growrth through the 1980s 
and even higher growth percent-
ages in the '60s and 70s. 
'Ministiy of Transportation, Korean 
TourUnt Annual Report, 1991, p. 35. 
The Olympiad was particularly 
important for ending tiie world's 
view of Korea as a backward, 
war-torn nation, a view that was 
perpetuated for many years after 
the conflict ended, notably by the 
movie and television program 
"M*A*S*H." The 1983 Soviet 
attack on Korean Airways flight 
007 also cast a shadow on the 
nation's tourism industry. The 
1988 Olympics accomplished the 
feat of overcoming those negative 
images. While an Olympiad 
rarely reaps a profit for the host 
community, the long-term legacy 
can be substantial. Improvements 
to hospitality, transportation, and 
communication facilities endure 
long after the Olsnmpic torch is 
extinguished. For example, a 
notable improvement in Seoul 
was the redevelopment of the 
Han River area (cam. a polluted 
waterway to a scenic attraction 
lined with parks and recreation 
sites. 
Since the Olympics, the gov-
ernment has promoted other 
meetings and expositions. For 
example, it promoted the Taejon 
International Exposition of 
Science and Technology, origi-
nally set for 1991 but delayed to 
1993 at the request of the busi-
ness community. Although final 
figures are not available, the expo 
was reported to be a success. 
Despite the business sector's 
initial reluctance, Korea commit-
ted vast resources to this event. 
Improvements to Taejon's trans-
portation system were estimated 
to cost $750 million. Construction 
of accommodations provided an 
estimated 10,000 jobs. Moreover, 
many visitors to the expo stayed 
in Seoul and commuted to Taejon. 
Visit Korea Year. Korean 
president Roh Tae-Woo has 
declared 1994 "^isit Korea Year," 
a tourism promotion that has 
been used successfully in other 
venues, including Europe (1990) 
and Indonesia (1991).' The 
government hopes to attract 4.5 
million visitors and gamer up to 
$5 billion in tourist receipts.* 
During the year-long promotion, 
Korea will host the Pacific Asia 
Travel Association's (PATA) 43rd 
annual conference, the PATA 
travel mart, and other PATA 
events. Provinces and cities plan 
street and cultural festivals, and 
the biennial Korea World Travel 
Fair, a trade and consumer show, 
will be held in September 1994. 
Transportation. Since 95 
percent of international travelers 
arrive in Korea by air, the quaUty 
and availabihty of airline service 
is critical to the nation's tourism 
industry.* The number of carriers 
scheduling flights to Seoul 
increased greatiy in anticipation 
of the 1988 Olympics. With 
government liberaUzation of 
travel rules, a dramatic increase 
in demand for outbound tourism 
has also increased the number of 
scheduled flights. Outboimd 
travel in 1989 exceeded 1.2 
million persons, an increase of 
67 percent over 1988 levels.* Most 
of that increase was pleasure 
travelers. 
In 1993, 25 airlines offered 
flights to Korea from 18 nations 
and several more flights were 
being negotiated. The two flag 
airlines, Korean Air and Asiana 
Airlines, maintain a monopoly on 
domestic flights and also trans-
port more than half of all interna-
tional passengers.^ Also in 1988, 
'Peter Ackerfaeilm, Cbckitan & Dev, and 
Malcolm A. Noden, "Europe 1992: Neglecting 
the Tourism Opportunity,' Tht Cornell Hotel 
and Rettaurant AdminiMtration Quarterly, 
Vol. 31, No. 1 (May 1990). p. 108; Ronald O. 
Sdiansman. Indonesia 1991: Tourism to tiie 
Archipelago,* The Cornell Hotel and Restaurant 
Administration Quarterly, Vol. 32, No. 3 
(October 1991), pp. 84-91. 
' Korea Tourist Association, This Week in 
Seoul, No. 918 (May 25-31.1992). 
* Ministry of Transportation, Korean 
Tourism Annual Report, 1990, p. 60. 
'Ministry of Transportation, 1991, p. 4. 
"The Airline Situation in Korea,* TTJ 
Tourism Yearbook, 1992, pp. 82-83. 
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The Korean government 
intends to build major resorts 
and even a Disney-style 
theme park in conjunction 
with a new air facility on 
Youngjon Island. 
Kimpo Intemational Airport in 
Seoul opened a second interna-
tional terminal, increasing its 
capacity to 13.2 million passen-
gers per year. A 1990 report by 
the International Air Tiansport 
Association (lATA) has pegged 
Korea as one of the world's 
fastest-growing aviation mar-
kets.' The lATA anticipates an 
annual increase in Korea's air 
travel of 9 to 10 percent per year 
between 1995 and 2000. 
The government is now build-
ing an entirely new airport to 
handle the anticipated heavy 
volume beyond the 1990s. The 
new Seoul Metropolitan Airport 
on Youngjon Island, west of 
Inchon, is designed to handle the 
next generation of supersonic 
aircraft and is intended to posi-
tion Korea as the airline hub of 
northeast Asia.* Anticipated to 
cost a total of US$3.3 billion, the 
new facility is expected to be 
partially operational by 1997. It 
will be linked to Seoul by a 
modem railway and highway. 
That airport will cause addi-
tional development on Inchon. 
The government intends to build 
major resorts and even a Disney-
style theme park in conjunction 
with the new air facility. The 
chief target of those develop-
ments is Japanese travelers, but 
the government expects Koreans 
also to ei^oy the prospective 
island resorts. 
In contrast to the growth in air 
travel, surface transportation re-
mains a challenge in Korea. Bus, 
train, watercrafl, subway, rental-
car, and taxi service all need to be 
expanded and improved. 
Lodging. Most of the nation's 
hotel rooms are located in Seoul, 
Pusan, and Cheju Island. Nearly 
half of the deluxe hotels and 70 
percent of the deluxe rooms are in 
the nation's capital. Such familiar 
hotel names as Hilton, Hsratt, 
Inter-Continental, Sofitel, Swiss 
Grand, and Westin are seen in 
Korea, with others likely to open. 
All hotel operations remain tmder 
government regulation.'" 
Tourist Profile 
Until 1971, Americans dominated 
Korean inbound tourism, as a 
resvdt of military cooperation and 
positive diplomatic relations. 
When Japan and Korea reestab-
lished ties that year, the Japa-
nese began to displace Americans 
as the largest tourist group. 
Japan's proximity to Korea is a 
chief factor in the number of 
arrivals from that nation, and the 
KNTC takes advantage of that 
fact with intensive promotional 
campaigns targeted at Japanese 
travelers, particularly young 
women and high-school teachers 
and students. 
In 1992, Japan supplied 43 
percent of all visitors to Korea, 
while Americans were just 10 
percent of the total and Taiwan-
ese slightly over 9 percent." More 
than two-thirds of those 1992 
visitors were male, and the 
average stay was 5.3 nights. In 
contrast, American visitors 
averaged a stay of 13 nights. 
Pleasure travelers constituted 
nearly 58 percent of those arriv-
ing in 1992, according to KNTC 
figures, and 40 percent of all 
visitors reported that their 1992 
expedition was their first trip to 
Korea." The tourists took home 
clothes, leather goods, liquor, and 
native cultural artifacts. 
Tidal change. Koreans 
themselves are revising their 
view of travel and vacations. 
Traditionally, Korean workers 
•Ministry of Transportation, Korta Travel 
News. No. 34 (November 1990), p. 1. 
•The Airline Situation in Korea," TTJ 
Tourism Yearbook, 1992, pp. 82-83, 
"See: Chon and Shin. 
"Ministry of Transportation, 1991, p. 11. 
"Ministry of Transportation, Korean 
Tourism Annual Report, 1992, p 30. 
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Most of South 
Korea's hotel 
rooms are in 
Seoul (below), 
site of the Hart 
River (left) and 
Toksu Palace 
(right). ;; ^ v 
maintained a strict work ethic, 
taking few vacations and engag-
ing in little discretionary travel 
spending. Once the government 
relaxed its travel limitations in 
1989, however, tourism pursuits 
became popular. Koreans are 
spending more money on travel-
related services, and they have 
embraced the concept of leisure 
time. The government became 
alarmed at the resulting travel-
spending deficit and has begun a 
frugality campaign aimed at 
curbing overseas expenditures. 
If efforts are successful to nor-
malize relations with China, the 
former Soviet Union's republics, 
and neighboring North Korea, 
South Korea should enjoy even 
greater numbers of travelers. 
Chal lenges and 
Oppor tun i t i e s 
Despite the generally favorable 
picture we have just painted of 
•".^fm: •'•>(«t.^ Another popular destination is 
e 
"3 
r:-rsr-
•a«*^»<*S*«" '•'. '^ "'S 
' * ^ — « . ^ ^ — . . ^ f c - * ..•*, . * r f 
S^cS'i the south end of 
^TT ji .,, the peninsula 
^-T* .J: : .and crowned by 
^: i i .''^ . ;^  scenic Mount 
"H^.;i-.':l'^ j;";i:;''= •-• . 
Korea's tourism prospects, the 
nation must meet a number of 
challenges and seize the opportu-
nities we will outline. The first of 
these problems is image, or what 
one might call the '"M*A*S*H' 
syndrome." Even with the success 
of the Olympiad, Korea's tourism 
marketers must ensure that a 
favorable image is maintained in 
the minds of travelers. Other 
negative perceptions might 
include harsh winters, inferior 
consumer goods, high prices, and 
rampant prostitution. The way to 
correct such negative impressions 
is to make certain that travelers 
know the facts." For instance, 
Korea has strict anti-prostitution 
" See; Zafar U. Ahmed, 'Marketing Your 
Community: Correcting a Negative Image,' 
Tht Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Administra-
tion Quarterly, Vol. 31, No. 4 (February 1991). 
pp. 24-27. 
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Even considering their 
recldess driving, Korean taxi 
drivers' worst practice is 
evicting one passenger 
in favor of another who 
offers to pay more. 
laws, but those should be more 
diligently enforced. The quality of 
consumer goods reflects on 
Korea's image, too. Although 
Hyundai didn't bowl over con-
sumers on its first try, its next 
generation of cars is reputed to be 
of higher quality. Perhaps the 
efforts of another Korean auto 
company, Kia, which also plans to 
sell autos in America, will bolster 
Korea's reputation. Likewise, 
improving Korean consumer 
goods, such as electronic items 
sold under a variety of brand 
names, should help establish 
Korea's reputation as a high-
quality manufacturer. 
Travel. Korea's travel indus-
try relies almost totally on the 
ability of the airlines to negotiate 
routes, upgrade equipment, and 
meet the demand for travel. Even 
considering all the favorable 
developments in air travel, Korea 
still has to address the fact that 
most air transportation is concen-
trated in Seoul. Outlying areas 
suffer because tourists do not find 
them easy to reach. A high-speed 
train linking Seoul with Pusan, 
at the southern end of the penin-
sula, may alleviate some of that 
difficulty. Expansion of the 
airline industry, including devel-
opment of new airports and 
aviation agreements for new 
markets, should also enhance 
Korea's travel status. 
Domestic air routes should be 
developed on par with interna-
tional routes. Those new domestic 
routes should improve service to 
the less popular tourist sites, 
enabling other areas of Korea to 
gain from the growth of interna-
tional tourism. The government 
has, in fact, embarked on a 
program to open heretofore 
remote areas of the peninsula, 
but that effort still depends 
largely on the availability of 
convenient air transportation. 
Another project designed to 
alleviate traffic congestion is the 
construction of new subway lines 
and expressways in l^uL Tlie 
government also plans to open 
provincial areas of Korea to 
international tourism by renovat-
ing several regional airports. 
Trade imbalance. The 
current trade imbalance was an 
unanticipated result of Korea's 
Ufting of travel restrictions. In 
1992, Korea recorded a tourism 
deficit of $552 million. That 
deficit occurred even tliough the 
average spending per person 
overseas dropped $182 from 1991 
to 1992. The government's re-
sponse— i^ts frugaUty campaign— 
seems poorly conceived. It has 
investigated returning outbound 
tourists to identify those who 
have participated in "extrava-
gant" tours on their overseas 
vacations, and it has pressured 
travel agencies to comply with 
requests for client lists by threat-
ening tax audits.*^ Illogically, 
though, the frugality campaign 
also has affected inboimd tour-
ists. A September 1990 edict 
forced entertainment establish-
ments to close by midnight 
(except for those on Cheju Island, 
which could stay open till 1:00 
AM) and mandated that hotels 
stop providing complimentary 
toiletries and close fitness centers 
one day a week. We suggest that 
the government discontinue those 
poUdes so that Korea's lodging 
faciUties can continue to be 
competitive with other deluxe 
hotels around the world. 
Hospitality facilities. While 
Seoul probably has adequate 
accommodations for tourists and 
international conventions, many 
tourist resorts and areas in the 
southern portion of the peninsula 
need more hotel rooms. Taejon, 
150 kilometers south of Seoul 
""Korea's Anti-Luxary Campaign," TTJ 
Tourism. Yearbook. 1992, pp. 238-239. 
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and the site of the 1993 interna-
tional exposition, had fewer than 
1,300 rooms as of 1992, and none 
of those hotels was classified as 
deluxe-first class." One wonders 
how tourism ofiBdals could con-
sider moimting a major exposi-
tion in a destination with so few 
rooms. 
The government should offer 
incentives to encoiurage both 
international and local private-
sector investments to develop 
lodging properties and other 
tourist facilities at up-and-coming 
destinations. Joint ventures 
between international investors 
and Korean hoteliers would go a 
long way toward remed3ring the 
shortage of accommodations 
outside of Seoul. Such economy-
level chains as Days Inns, Best 
Western, and Comfort Inn would 
be particularly welcome. 
Taxi driver. Taxi transporta-
tion may be the most exasperat-
ing problem that international 
tourists encounter in Korea. The 
taxi driver may be the first and 
the last person a traveler encoun-
ters at a destination. A bad 
experience can leave a lasting 
poor image in the traveler's mind. 
In a KNTC survey, nearly one-
third of all tourists complained 
about Korean taxi drivers.'* The 
most common complaints were 
exorbitant fare overcharges, 
rudeness, and reckless driving. A 
Seoul taxi ride shocks those who 
have never taken a New York 
City cab, and merely upsets 
others (who may have made the 
dash to LaGuardia fh>m Mid-
town). Worst of all, Korean taxi 
drivers commonly evict one 
passenger in favor of another who 
offers to pay more. Korea's 
tourism image is seriously dam-
aged by such a long-standing but 
•* Ministry of Transportation, Annual 
Statutieal Report on Tourism, 1991. pp. 98-99. 
•"In for a Rude Ride,' TTJ Tourism 
Yearbook, 1992, pp. 350-351. 
unethical practice, which govern-
ment officials generally choose to 
overlook. 
Swift government action is 
necessary to remedy the Korean 
taxi problem. The current system 
encourages profitable but illegal 
practices like dumping fares. 
Korea's taxi fares are among the 
lowest in the world- Critics 
charge that the government-
imposed fare structure is too low, 
forcing drivers to concentrate on 
high-paying international cus-
tomers, usually business travel-
ers. Moreover, the artifidally low 
rates encourage local residents to 
hire a taxi rather than take 
public transit, a practice that 
creates a shortage of cabs for 
tourist hire. 
We suggest a new wage system 
for taxi drivers, so that they are 
guaranteed a reasonable income. 
Fares should be increased suffi-
ciently to cover increased wages. 
Since fares are so low, they can 
be raised without making them 
unreasonable." Tourist authori-
ties can examine wage rates and 
payment systems in competing 
destinations as models for 
Korea's taxi system. The govern-
ment should also set minimum 
qualifications and training 
standards for taxi drivers. 
Travel agencies. The great 
growth of Korean tourism has 
encouraged a similar expansion 
in the number of travel agencies 
operating in Korea. While in-
creased competition should be 
healthy, the large number of new 
operators has trimmed profit 
margins for all domestic agencies. 
As a consequence, some agencies 
are imstable and have assembled 
poor-quality tours. The Ministry 
of Tourism is revising agency 
regulations to facilitate this 
industry's growth. Ironically, one 
of the ways to improve that 
*In for a Rude Ride.* pp. 350-351. 
situation is for the ministry to 
encourage international travel 
agencies, such as Thomas Cook 
and Japan Travel Bureau, to 
operate in Korea. Well organized 
and firmly underwritten agencies 
could create a standard to which 
the local tour operators could 
aspire and should also contribute 
to improving the quality of travel 
services. 
Inflation. As Korea's economy 
shifted toward a consumer 
economy from its early strict 
producer stance, wages and prices 
increased. The average household 
income soared from $1,600 to 
$12,000 between 1985 and 1989. 
At the same time, double-digit 
inflation threatened the nation's 
economy, particularly as it made 
such tourist products as hotel 
rooms less competitive interna-
tionally. Moreover, inflation 
sends a potentially negative 
message to travelers. 
Strong fiscal measures are 
essential to control continuing 
inflation. A five-star hotel room 
in Seoul already costs $200 per 
night While that price may be on 
par with similar hotels around 
the world, it excludes many 
pleasure travelers. 
Sol id Prospects 
Despite the problems we outlined 
here. South Korea remains a 
growing international destina-
tion. That growth continues even 
in the face of its ill-considered 
frugality campaign, and it contin-
ues despite the difficulty of travel 
within the country. The KNTC's 
efforts to promote Korea as an 
attractive destination have been 
effective. With the warming of 
relations with neighboring 
nations, Korea is in a position for 
continued growth. If the KNTC 
can expand lodging faciUties and 
improve transportation, Korea 
should be a destination of choice 
in the next century. CQ 
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Topic Paper 
Improving Communication SIcills of Hospitality 
Students Through Faculty Development 
by Franklin B. Krohn andZafar U. Ahmed 
T his article examines the desirability of, and proposes the means for, instituting communi-cation skills training tor hospitality and tour-
ism management educators. A ^ree-stage process 
for initiating a communications skills development 
program in hospitality and tourism management 
departments is proposed and developed. Precise 
'plans are established for implementing and creating a 
department library composed of infonnation and 
material describing effective communication tech-
niques and strategies. 
While this article focuses on developing educa-
tors' communication skills with the intent that t"ey 
will subsequently teach such skills to students, the 
condusion discusses the importance of providing 
hospitality and tourism management students with 
opportunities to demonstrate their newly learned 
communication competencies. 
An important issue in te^hing communication 
skills appears to be whether such training should take 
place in specific communication courses or be inte-
grated into other courses. Traditional leaders in 
higher education appear to differ. Gros (1979) cited the 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business 
(AACSB) standards that emphasize business commu-
nication training, and he reported that Harvard Univer-
sity reinstituted specific convnunication courses. Fur-
themHjre, Yale and Penn State universities now require 
mandatory communication coursewodc, and the 
Wharton School of Business introduced a Communi-
cation Program that integrates such instruction into 
its core courses for MBA students (Bobbins, 1979). 
Obviously, additional research on these questions is 
needed to help schools of business direct their com-
munication development programs. 
A large body of evidence appears to have been 
developed that emphasizes the importance of com-
munication skills for business students. If such 
skills are important to business students, they 
would seem to be of paramount importance to hos-
pitality and tourism management students, because 
the practice of hospitality and tourism management 
Franklin B. Krohn, Ph.D.. is a professor in the Depart-
ment of Business Administration at the Stale University 
of New Yorl< College at Fredonia. Zafar U. Ahmed, 
Ph.D.,isan associate professor in the DepartnKnt of 
Business Administration at Minot State University. 
relies primarily on effective communication to per-
form its tasks. Student knowledge of hospitality and 
tourism management theory, strategy, and applica-
tion skills is insufficient for future success, unless 
the student is capable of effectively communicating 
that knowledge. 
According to Peterson (1985), to overcome 
deficiencies: 
Professors should announce that basic 
skill enrichment is an important course 
objective and should enhance this in 
course syllabi. They also should inform 
students that problem solving and oral 
and written communications will be as-
sessed and that grades partially will de-
pend upon periormance in these areas (p. 4). 
However, communication skills include such a 
wide variety of behaviors that hospitality and 
tourism management educators may not have had 
the training or possess the knowledge to accom-
plish the goal of improving student communication 
skills. Traditional business communication skills 
have included writing letters, memos, and reports; 
conducting interviews and meetings; giving 
speeches; persuading; working in groups; and 
concentrating on the underlying theories of 
management departments establish a faculty com-
munication skills development program to subse-
quently help students, a three-stage process is sug-
gested; (1) educator awareness, (2) educator skills 
development, and (3) evaluation of educator skills 
performance. 
Educator Awareness 
Many educators lack coursework or preparation 
in communication skills. Consequently, many are 
unaware of their own shortcomings in communicative 
skills and simply do not possess the knowledge to 
help their students develop those skills. Even if edu-
cators would become aware of their own communica-
tive shortcomings, they may lack the interest or de-
sire to remedy them. 
To help educators become aware of their own 
abilities to communicate, several techniques can be 
employed. First, videotape reproduction of classroom 
perfomnance, coupled with critical analysis, has 
proven effective in a number of settings. Second, 
traditional classroom observation by senior educators 
would alert junior educators to the importance of 
effective communication skills. Third, student-com-
pleted evaluations of educators should include a 
number of communication-related attributes. Such 
feedback may help educators recognize their own 
communication deficiencies. 
A large body of evidence appears to have been 
developed that emphasizes the Importance of 
communication skills for business students. 
semantics, rhetoric, organization, problem solving, 
and decision making. 
Three-Stage Process 
The goal of helping students become better 
communicators should include as wide a repertoire of 
communication skills as possible. However, it is 
apparent that some hospitality and tourism manage-
ment educators need to improve their own communi-
cation skills before they can logically be expected to 
teach their students. To help hospitality and tourism 
Educator Skills Development 
Casual observation of teaching techniques at 
most universities reveals that many educators talk to 
the chalkboard while they write, read their notes, lack 
eye contact, use a monotone voice, and lack dyna-
mism. Unfortunately, most educators seem to inliict 
on their students the worst communicative tech-
niques to which they themselves as students were 
exposed. 
Appropriate role modeling becomes especially 
important when teaching communication skills. Often 
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an educator who is aware that he or she is not a skill-
ful communicator does not know what to do atxHit it. 
Once aware, however, educators should tw provided 
with ways to correct their shortcomings. 
Four separate but interrelated functions will aid 
in the implementation of the educator skills develop-
ment stage: (a) first-year educator training and devel-
opment sessions; (b) teaching effectiveness semi-
nars; (c) the development of a hospitality and tourism 
management department library of books, booklets, 
pamphlets, reading lists, and bibliographies con-
cerned with topics on effective communication; and 
(d) encouragement of membership in professional 
associations that focus on effective communication. 
First-Year Educator Training and 
Deveiopment Sessions 
Projections predict a continuing shortage of 
temiinally qualified hospitality and tourism manage-
ment educators in the United States. Thus, it is likely 
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that less experienced, nontenninally qualified educa-
tors will continue to staff these positions. While regu-
lar hospitality and tourism management educators 
will be at different levels in regard to their pedagogic 
finesse, first-year educators probably have had little 
or no experience in developing communkation skills 
and teaching those skills to their students. Thus, 
sessions should be held for first-year educators to 
help them improve their overall instructional abilities, 
giving special attention to communicative expertise 
and ways to overcome the many problems inherent in 
initial teaching assignments. 
Teacl i ing Effect iveness Seminars 
A senior educator should be assigned the re-
sponsibility of developing a series of teaching effec-
tiveness seminars for the entire hospitality and tour-
ism management department faculty. While not spe-
cifically established to improve student communica-
tion skills, many of the seminars would help faculty 
through the first steps of communication insight. For 
example, one seminar might include demonstrations 
tor properly using audio-visual aids in the classroom, 
while another could schedule faculty members from 
the education department to lead seminars on effec-
tive teaching techniques. Seminar leaders can also 
provide reading lists for further study. 
Development of a Department Ubrary 
for Educators 
Selected material should be collected to help 
hospitality and tourism management educators de-
velop more effective communication techniques and 
strategies. Specifically, these materials might include 
the following. (An appendix following the reference 
list provides information on how to obtain these ma-
terials. The numbers in the appendix correspond to 
the numbers listed here). 
1. Selected issues of the Association for Busi-
ness Communication Bulletin and the Journal ol 
Business Communication, both published by the 
Association for Business Communication (ABC). 
2. TRIP Booklets (Theory and Research into 
Practice), published by the Speech Communication 
Association (SCA). Titles include Listening Instruc-
tion and Instruction In and About Small Group Dis-
cussion 
3. Extensive monographs published by the 
SCA, inlcuding Assessing Functirmal Communica-
tion; Improving Classroom Communication; and 
Speectt Communication Instruction lor Teachers 
A. Basic bibliographies published by ERIC, 
including Assessment ol Basic Oral Communication 
Skills; Group Leaderstiip; Helping itie Reticent Stu-
dent; Nonvert}al Communication Introductory Re-
sources; Resources lor PuDlic Speaking; Small Group 
Communication; and Teacher-Student Interaction in 
the Classroom. 
5. Publications and materials from the Interna-
tional Society for General Semantics (ISGS), includ-
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ing W(W to Write Clearly; How to Talk Witli People: 
Sense and Nonsense; Handling Barriers in Commu-
nication, and copies of Et Cetera mi Glimpse. 
6. Selected issues of Communication 
Education, a journal published by ttie Speecfi 
Communicalion Association (Speech Communica-
tion Association). 
Eiicoarageinent of Membership in 
l>rofessional Associations Wit l i a Focus 
OR Effect ive Communication . 
Educators can be encouraged to become active 
members of ABC. SCA, ISGS, as well as the Interna-
tional Communication Association, the Industrial 
Communication Council, and others. Hospitality and 
tourism management department resources should 
be used to aid educators who wish to participate in 
the scholarly meetings of these associations. 
Evaluation of Educator Skills Pertorinance 
The final stage in the development of a formal 
communication skills development program is the 
recognition of an educator's efforts by the fonnal 
departmental reward system. Measurement of com-
munk:ative effectiveness can be employed using the 
same techniques discussed for educator awareness. 
Once the program is instituted, the three-stage pro-
cess should be self-perpetuating. Whatever formal 
reward system the hospitality and tourism manage-
ment department nomially employs should be used 
to accommodate hospitality and tourism management 
educators who attempt to improve their communica-
tion skills. Through positive reinforcement, this pro-
gram is likely to be more palatable to educators who 
may resist change. 
Discussion 
The development of faculty communication 
skills does not ensure that students will learn such 
skills. Moreover, if an educator possesses the knowl-
edge of techniques and methods to improve commu-
> nication skills and spends class time to do so. a stu-
dent has the right (and the educator, the corollary 
responsibility) to have the skills evaluated as part of 
the grade for the course. Clearly defined criteria must 
be used as a base to evaluate the skills. 
Documenting communication skills is an espe-
cially difficult procedure for one not specifically 
trained in that area. However, Sussman and Deep 
(1984) have provided a seiies of scales to measure 
communication effectiveness. These scales can be 
completed individually, by peers, with a group, or by 
an instructor. They include: (1) a self-appraisal sur-
vey, (2) translating abstract phrases. (3) a survey of 
nonverbal impressions, (4) a listening skills observer 
sheet. (5) a conflict resolution survey. (6) a Jist of 
ways for observing and evaluating pertonnance ap-
praisal interviews, (7) an influence survey. (8) a list of 
group communication factors. (9) a jargon of busi-
ness test, and (10) an organizational climate survey. 
These 10 scales should help faculty members desir-
ing to integrate communication skills testing into 
their classrooms. 
An educator who believes that simply having 
students make oral presentations and requiring written 
assignments will help develop communication skills is 
woefully misinfomied about the principles of effective 
communkation. Just as providing students with ham-
examining and planning the steps needed to accom-
plish improved communication skills training, the 
hospitality and tourism management discipline will 
be much more likely to accomplish its goals. ¥ 
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1. The Association for Business Communica-
tion (fomierly the American Business Communication 
Association [ABCA]) publishes both the ABC Bulletin 
and the Journal of Business Communication. Infor-
mation can be obtained from the association's execu-
tive director. Contact: John D. Pettit, Jr., Department 
of Management, College of Business Administration, 
University of North Texas, Denton, TX 76203. 
2. Information^ and material may be obtained 
from the Speech Communication Association. Con-
tact: James L. Gaudino. Executive Director. Speech 
Communication Association, 5105 Backlick Road, 
Annandale,VA 22003. 
3. Ibid. 
4. A number of documents have been published 
by the speech module of ERIC/RCS. To obtain infor-
mation and material, contact: Don M. Boilueau, Asso-
ciate Director, ERIC/RCS, 5105 Backlick Road, 
Annandale,VA 22003. 
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from the International Society for General Semantics. 
Contact: Paul Dennithorne Johnston, Executive Di-
rector, International Society lor General Semantics, 
Box 728, Concord, CA 94522. 
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Developing a Strategic Marketing Plan 
for a Small Tourism Firm 
Zafar U. Ahmed 
Franklin B. Krohn 
ABSTRACT. Because of the dearth of both financial and manageri-
al resources, many small tourism firms are constrained to develop a 
competitive marketing strategy. They are continuously challenged 
by major multinational chains in the tourism industry both in mar-
keting orientation and competitive advantages. This paper is de-
signed to acquaint entrepreneurs and managers of such small tourism 
firms with the basics of marketing and offers practical hands-on 
advice on how to develop a suitable marketing strategy for compet-
ing effectively in the contemporary environment. 
INTRODUCTION 
Worldwide spending for domestic and international travel in 
1990 reached a record $2.7 trillion, about $7.4 billion a day. This 
spending equaled about 12% of the world's economy and is larger 
than the gross national product of any country in the world except 
the United States (U.S.) and Japan (Waters 1991). 
Tourism is the third largest retaU industry, following food stores 
and automotive dealers; and is the second largest private employer 
in the U.S. It is one of the top three employers in 39 states and 
accounts for $323 billion in domestic and foreign visitor spending, 
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exceeding 6.4% of the gross national product. Tourism directly 
employs 5.5 million Americans at every level of skill; and generates 
more dian $70 billion a year in wages and salaries, and more than 
$36 billion a year in federal, state, and local tax revenues. It is a 
highly diversified industry with more than one million component 
companies ranging from small travel agencies, restaurants and sou-
venir shops to large airlines and hotel chains, with 99% of these 
companies classified as small businesses (Mcintosh and Goeidner 
1991). 
The term "small business" is often misunderstood. Sometimes it 
is used to describe mom-and-pop operations where one or two 
people or a family conducts a business. Other times, more precise 
definitions are employed, such as businesses with fewer than 500 
employees which is the definition most frequently used for report-
ing purposes by the U.S. Small Business Administration (Meggison 
et al., 1988, p. 10). However, probably the best definition is that 
used by Congress in passing the Small Business Act of 1953 which 
describes a small business as one that is independently owned and 
operated and is not dominant in its field of operation (Barnes, 
1954). 
Some of the firms operating in the tourism field are widely 
known multinational giants such as Disneyland, Sheraton Hotel, 
United Airlines, McDonald's, Avis, and American Express, but a 
vast majority of the firms numbering in the millions operating in the 
field of tourism are small firms (see Table 1). Many of these are 
"mom and pop" operations scattered throughout the country. 
There is no easy definition of a small tourism firm. For the 
purpose of this article, a small tourism fum is defined as a business 
entity that has neither the resources to have its own marketing 
department nor the funds to hire the services of an external market-
ing firm. Consequently, such firms find themselves disadvantaged 
when they wish to have a competitive marketing strategy to survive 
the marketing competition from major tourism multinational 
chains. While there are numerous sources of aid for small business 
managers who desire to develop a comprehensive marketing plan, 
none have been specifically prepared for small businesses operating 
in the world's largest industry: tourism. Consequently, this article is 
designed to help entrepreneurs and professionals owning and man-
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TABLE 1 
SMALL FIRMS OPERATING IN TOURISM INDUSTRY 
TRANSPORTATION SEGMENT 
Taxi firms 
Limousine fimis 
Airlines 
Car rental firms 
Aerial tramway firms 
Railroad firms 
Shipping firms 
Bus firms 
TRAVEL SEGMENT 
Travel Agencies 
Tour operators 
HOSPITALITY SEGMENT 
Hotels 
Motels 
Resorts 
Condominium apartments 
Castles 
Pension - hostels 
Caravan - trailers 
Motor homes 
Restaurants 
Food/beverage shops 
RECREATIONAL AND ENTERTAINMENT SEGMENT 
Entertainment complexes 
Amusement complexes 
Recreational complexes 
Zoos 
Museums 
Art galleries 
Recreational/amusement/entertainment equipment rental firms 
RETAIL SEGMENT 
Gift and souvenir shops 
Arts and crafts shops 
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aging such small tourism firms to develop a competitive marketing 
strategy. 
The contemporary environment in which many small tourism 
firms operate has become increasingly sophisticated and competi-
tive. Small firms desiring to maintain or expand their businesses 
can no longer afford to ignore the need to implement a "marketing 
strategy." Marketing strategy is more than a brochure or TV com-
mercial: it is the end result of a systematic process by which a firm's 
market is evaluated, targeted, and developed. The need to adopt 
strategic marketing techniques is particularly important for small 
firms, which are unable to match the resources devoted to market-
ing activities by their larger counterparts. However, small firms 
especially need the benefits resulting from a strategic marketing 
plan. A marketing plan should become as much a part of a firm's 
business as the delivery of competitive tourism services, A com-
bination of a sound strategic plan with high quality services which 
are prompt, and reasonably priced should do much to ensure the 
success of a firm in the market it is seeking to serve (Hodgetts and 
Kuratko, 1986, p. 322). 
Many tourism entrepreneurs and managers working for small 
fums seem confused by the term ''marketing," equating it with 
either selling or advertising or publicity. Almost every firm claims 
to have a marketing program, which usually begins and ends with 
an advertisement and/or brochure. Few firms, though, have ever 
conducted a comprehensive marketing research study, including 
assessment of marketing advantages, analysis of market needs, ex-
amination of competitive threats, and review of environmental fac-
tors. Many fail to appreciate the importance of marketing to small 
firms, and in many cases, the emphasis seems to be to try marketing 
as an idea simply because others are doing it. Successful strategic 
marketing requires more than a few isolated efforts to parrot anoth-
er firm's marketing brochures and commercials. It involves devel-
opment of a marketing strategy, which serves as the foundation for 
a successful marketing plan. Further, it requires adoption by the 
fum of a marketing philosophy, which must be absorbed into every 
sphere of the firm's activities: from product development to pricing; 
ft^om promotion to distribution; from hiring to training of personnel; 
and from budgeting to office organization. 
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This article provides small tourism firms with the means to de-
velop a strategic mariceting plan along with workable guidelines for 
its preparation and implementation. As with providing competitive 
services, gaining a strategic marketing edge requires a professional 
attitude, perceptive analysis, and commitment to be successful. As 
an ongoing process, a marketing program should be flexible which 
may require revision as the firm or the community in whidi the firm 
operates undergoes environmental (economic, legal, social, cultur-
al, political, geographical, etc.) changes. Successful implementation 
of a marketing program will enable the firm to communicate its 
strengths and services to their target market in a manner which is 
beneficial both to its clientele and the firm. Drawn from material 
developed by Bangs (1990), Skacel (1991), and a manual (Tourism 
Is Your Business: Marketing Management-A Program for Canada's 
Tourism Industry 1986) developed by the Canadian Govemment 
Publishing Centre, this article provides specific recommendations 
on how to create an up-to-date marketing plan for the small tourism 
business. 
MARKETING ORIENTATION 
Marketing orientation or marketing concept can be defined as the 
degree to which individuals are aware of the needs and wants of 
one's customers, and how the firm nught best meet those needs and 
wants. Focusing on immediate and long-term consumer content-
ment is the obvious manifestation of an organization imbued with a 
marketing orientation. Greater consumer satisfaction, eventual 
competitive advantage over competitors, and the resultant increase 
in profits are the likely results of an organization whose employees 
have been thoroughly trained in the marketing orientation (Broom 
et al., 1983). Determining the degree of mariceting orientation with-
in an organization can be discerned by seeking information from 
employees. 
Marketing orientation can be measured by answering the follow-
ing questions: 
1. Does the firm recognize the importance of designing the en-
tire operation to serve the wants and needs of the prime target 
markets? 
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2. Are different offerings and marketing mixes for the differing 
segments of your market manifested? 
3. Does the firm incorporate a view that applies the marketing 
concept to everyone with whom it interacts (suppliers, cus-
tomers, environment, etc.)? 
4. Are there control and integration of all the marketing func-
tions within the firm? 
5. Is market research kept timely and up-to-date? 
6. Is the marketing plan updated periodically to reflect changes 
in the business environment? 
7. How effectively is the application of the marketing concept 
communicated to all employees from the managers through-
out the firm? 
8. Are the available marketing resources being used most effec-
tively and efficiently? 
9. Is the firm able to respond quickly and effectively to unex-
pected developments? 
10. Is the firm meeting its marketing and profitability goals? 
Answers to the above ten questions should suggest to the small 
tourism business manager the extent to which the marketing 
orientation or concept is being applied in his/her firm. 
THE NEED FOR STRATEGIC MARKETING 
Greater competition, increased market fragmentation and com-
plexity, and more experienced customers have created a greater 
emphasis on strategic marketing (Morrison 1989). Trombetta 
(1976) demonstrated the importance of a small business engaging 
in strategic marketing decision-making to maximize resources and 
opportunities rather than simply react to unforeseen occurrences. 
Mariceting strategy is a way of thinking-a frame of mind. It is more 
than adoption by a small firm of a policy that just addresses market-
ing problems; instead, it requires that tourism entrepreneurs and 
managers themselves become strategic marketing oriented. When 
tourism firms plan tourism services, it should be done from the 
perspective of a client, not the provider. This plaimihg begins with 
understanding that tourism is an industry, which provides services. 
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in a manner that addresses the needs of clients by meeting or ex-
ceeding their expectations and simultaneously acknowledges the 
firm" s own needs. Obviously, a finn must earn a profit in order to 
conduct its activities. Hie whole point of marketing of tourism 
services is to recognize and satisfy client needs in a manner which 
will maximize the benefits accruing to the firm from client satisfac-
tion. This client satisfaction is the means by which a firm can 
improve its business opportunities duough additional services and 
referrals. Also, there are at least fourteen benefits the small tourism 
firm itself gains while implementing a strategic plan: 
1. Planning requires the marketing planner to employ a system-
atic and organized process designed to accomplish the market-
ing objectives through tfie judicious use of the maikedng mix. 
2. Careful planning enables the planner to identify strengths and 
weaknesses, 
3. Individual small tourism business managers can more accu-
rately discem the competitive simation and envision their 
own future potential. 
4. Unforeseen obstacles and problems often become apparent 
during the writing of a marketing plan. 
5. Hidden opportunities are sometimes discovered. 
6. Effective solutions to problems become more likely because 
of the organized planning process. 
7. Setting appropriate priorities leads to the establishment of 
more realistic and obtainable objectives. 
8. Creative thinking becomes mudi more likely in a structured 
plan. 
9. The plan forces the planner to coordinate marketing activities 
and to evaluate altematives gained from the establishment of 
precise dates and deadlines. 
10. Responsibility (who will do what and when) is clearly delin-
eated. 
11. Effective budgeting can be more readily accomplished with 
the elimination of guesswork. 
12. The planner can more readily focus on profitability. 
13. The planning process enables the planner to more adequately 
prepare for potential growth. 
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14. The marketing strategy provides a woiidng document and al-
lows for more meaningfiil reviews in the future. 
DEVELOPING A MARKETING STRATEGY 
Strategic marketing involves establishing long-term marketing 
objectives and a (strategic market) plan to achieve them (Morrison 
1989). Wh«i developing a marketing strategy, a firm needs to com-
plete a situation analysis, determine its market goals and objectives, 
implement a plan, and then evaluate the plan (Allvine 1987). The 
stages of the strategy formulation are outlined below. 
/. Situation Analysis 
The situation analysis is a study of an organization's strengths, 
weaknesses and opportunities (Morrison 1989). Situation analysis 
begins by asking "where are you now?" To fully answer this ques-
tion, a small firm must identify its direct and indirect competitors 
and determine the services which they provide; analyze the current 
business environment in the firm's market area; review the services 
which the firm presently provides and determine if those services 
can be expanded; and examine its current marketing activities. In 
addition, the firm must assess its future opportunities for growth 
and development. Situation analysis is equivalent to taking a mar-
keting inventory. In effect, the firm is taking stock of the overall 
posture of its practices before planning future changes (Allvine 
1987, pp. 803-804). 
2. Competition Analysis 
Competition analysis requires obtaining and evaluating informa-
tion about competitors to be used in developing competitive mar-
keting strategies. Since small firms focus on day-to-day internal 
operating problems, most of them don't look outside their opera-
tions at the competition other than in a peripheral way. Furthermore, 
even when they do consider the competition, they usually do not 
analyze it or consider how they could create a competitive advan-
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tage out of it (Coltman 1989). There are three main objectives in 
conducting a competition analysis. These objectives can be catego-
rized as follows: 
I. Comparison. Most small business managers are aware of their 
immediate competitors. Such awareness is usually the result of 
personal familiarity with the businesses in the local area. It is not 
unusual for small business managers to belong to service organiza-
tions such as Lions' Clubs, Rotary Clubs, and Jaycees, where small 
business managers socialize and perform community service. Infor-
mal business information is circulated at such gatherings. Further-
more, the small business manager may be personally acquainted 
with competitors. 
Comparison may be difficult with other local firms because of 
the limited information which may be available. However, some 
conclusions can be drawn from directories and other available firm 
listings. Available information can often be obtained from local 
Chambers of Commerce, college and public libraries. County Plan-
ning Offices, and other governmental offices such as Departments 
of Commerce and Economic Development. A readily available 
source of a list of local competitors is the Yellow Pages. Also, a 
firm's reputation in the target market should provide information as 
to the strong and weak facets of its business practices. 
//. Identification of Unique Selling Points. Every business must 
identify what it is that they do better or differently than their com-
petitors. The characteristics chosen can be psychological as well as 
physical. Unique selling points or unique selling propositions 
(USP) are those characteristics that differentiate one's services and 
products from all others (Runyon 1984). A large automobile rental 
company claimed for many years that because they were the second 
largest company in their field, "We try harder." Other examples 
could include a hospitality firm which prefers to cater to the con-
vention market, or have made special arrangements with selected 
airlines to serve their passengers in the event of a flight cancella-
tion, missed connecting flights, or any other unforeseen reason. 
Specialized service to certain market segments can be unique 
selling points. Those segments might be senior citizens, college 
students, or ethnic groups. Specialized knowledge about particular 
travel destinations, modes of travel, or services to meet specific 
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needs (physically handicapped, kosher food, or halal food, etc.) can 
also be unique selling points for small tourism businesses. 
Hi. Opportunity Identification. Discovering opportunities is often 
the result of careful examination of what a specific target market 
wants and needs, and how other tourism service firms are meeting 
those wants and needs. Once specific wants and needs are identi-
fied, a perusal of services to meet them will reveal whether they are 
being met or not. 
The place to start is with an informal study of the various target 
markets tliat may be identified by either demographic (age, sex, 
race, income, etc.) or psychographic (lifestyle) characteristics. Once 
these markets are known, the second step is determining their spe-
cific needs and wants. The experienced tourism service manager 
most likely possesses knowledge and information about the extent 
to which those needs and wants are being met in the local area. 
Those not being met provide the tourism firm with promising op-
portunities to expand. The third step is learning precisely what 
competitors are doing and planning. 
Clearly, in a competition analysis, a firm must obtain as detailed 
information on its competitors as possible. This information can be 
gathered through a variety of ethical means. For example, an ex-
amination of the brochures and other promotional literature distrib-
uted by competing firms will be helpful. Also, if possible, billing 
rates and amounts charged for various services should be compared. 
Some of this information may be a matter of public knowledge, 
where a firm such as hotel or motel advertises its rates for routine 
transactions. The purpose in developing a competition analysis is to 
use that information which is reasonably available in order to keep 
generally apprised of the market. 
Maximizing opportunities often depends on effective timing and 
creatively meeting the needs and wants of specific target markets 
unmet by competitors. 
3. Business Environment Analysis 
Every small business operates within a variety of environments: 
legal, political, competitive, and economic. The legal environment 
involves the legal organization and structure of the business (indi-
vidual proprietorship, pannership, or corporation) and the responsi-
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bilities and obligations that accompany them. The political environ-
ment involves relations with municipal, county, state, and federal 
governments. As governmental agencies become more involved in 
ecology issues, small businesses will increasingly become more 
aware of the political environment in whidi they operate. Most 
small business managers are well aware of their competitive envi-
ronment and the importance of meeting consumer wants and needs 
better than competitors. However, the most important of environ-
moits in whidi a business operates, and over whidi they have the 
least influence, is that of the economic. 
As most entrepreneurs and professionals owning and managing 
small tourism firms know, the tourism industry has been living with 
major changes occurring in the national economy. The 1992 eco-
nomic state of affairs is characterized by a nationwide recession; 
mounting trade deficit; excessive federal, state, county, city, viUage, 
and individual debt; increasing inflation; and the bail-out of S & Us 
by the federal government at a cost of billions of dollars to the 
taxpayers. Millions of international and domestic travelers can-
celled their travel plans because of the fear of terrorism as a conse-
quence of the Persian Gulf crisis from August 1990 through March 
1991. Many changes are taking place within society as a whole-for 
instance, changes in demographics, psychographics, values, and use 
of technology. Others are more local issues, such as changes in 
one^s community or region that are of major importance to small 
business that depend on locally generated demand. 
Consequently, small business owners should analyze all the envi-
ronments in which they operate but widi special attention to die eco-
nomic. While it is acknowledged that there is litde tfiat small business 
managers can do to influence the overall economy, they should never-
tiieless be fiilly aware of trends diat will aiffect diem. Reading peitinent 
publications such as The Wall Street Journal, business magazines like 
Fortune, and especially trade publications, will enable them to predict 
economic opportunities and be forewarned about downturns. 
4. Product(s) Analysis 
The fourth step in the strategy formulation is to evaluate the 
firm's services (products) by examining the respective strengths 
and weaknesses. This process involves a physical inventorying of 
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each service (product) offered; a detailed analysis of the ability to 
perform each service; an assessment of its cost, the revenue it gen-
erates, and if this service generates additional woik. This informa-
tion should enable the manager to determine if each is a viable 
service that should be offered. In addition, examination of these 
services should be from a client's point of view. In order to have a 
profitable product, a small firm must achieve the five "rights": The 
rig^t product, at the right place, at the right time, at the rig|it price, 
and in the r i^ t quantity (Coltman 1989). 
The "rigjit" product means that the tourism service or product 
meets die wants and needs of an identified target market. At the 
"right" place means that the services and products are readily avail-
able to die consumer. Ensuring that purchases can be made with 
ease and convenience is a central focus of the marketing mix. At the 
"right" time means that services and products can be obtained 
when the potential customer desires them. Competitive advantage is 
often accomplished by the competitor better able to time or accom-
plish more timely delivery of their services and products. At ttic 
"right" price does not necessarily mean "at the lowest price." 
Especially in the tourism industry, large numbers of consumers are 
not content with minimum standards. If one's target market has 
been identified as upscale or desiring a better quality of service and 
products, a higher price may be a distinct advantage because the 
perception of quality is often suggested by price. Finally, in the 
"right" quantity means that tourism services may have to be tai-
lored to the wants and needs of the consumers. Consequently, short-
er or longer trips should be available, smaller or larger adjustments 
may be necessary (either economy or luxury rental car, accom-
modations that can conform to consumer demands, etc.), and travel 
plans and configurations other than those that are standardized may 
have to be offered. 
5. Marketing Analysis 
The purpose of performing a marketing analysis is to enable the 
manager to set marketing objectives in preparation for selecting 
appropriate marketing strategies. Generally, marketing objectives 
should be specific, behavioral (that is, clearly observable), measur-
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able (usually mathematically), and achievable within a specified 
time period. 
Being specific means that the written objectives must be precise, 
clear, and understandable. Behaviorally observable means that the 
objectives must be dircctiy discemable through tfie soises. Measur-
able means that the objectives are capable of being mathematically 
computed (percentage, dollar volume, sales, etc.) to determine if 
they have been accomplished or not Achievable within a specified 
time period means that the manager must specify a future date by 
which a determination of the degree of success of the marketing 
objectives will be made. An absence of any of the five criteria 
would likely raider a marketing plan worthless. 
The astute tourism manager should be continually aleit for new 
opportunities to collea current information that may be of use. New 
trade associations, U.S. Small Business Administration programs 
and pubUcations, and the 1990 U.S. Census Bureau data available 
in public and college libraries are all sources of an on-going in-
formation collection program. The information collection program 
should include demographic and psychographic (lifestyle and per-
sonality) profiles of clients. 
The demographic refers to measurable or observable characteris-
tics of a consumer that are relatively unchangeable. Such character-
istics include those such as race, sex, religion, nationality, age, level 
of education, occupation, income, social class, and place of resi-
dence. Consumers of similar demographics are assumed to think, 
behave, and purchase in similar ways (Schifftnan and Kanuk 1991, 
p. 21). 
Psychographics refers to psychological characteristics that are 
not always clearly observable. One's lifestyle is often a clue as to 
what psychological processes are on-going within a consumer's 
mind. More direct data concerning psychological personality char-
acteristics as measured by psychological testing are not commonly 
or readily available. (Schiffman and Kanuk 1991, pp. 35-37). 
Consequendy, tourism managers should attempt to aggregate po-
tential consumers into groups of similar demographic and psycho-
graphic characteristics on the assumption that they will engage in 
siniilar consumer bdiavior. Being informed about a group's demo-
graphics, and surmising psychographic data about that group based 
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on their observed lifestyle, can often direct future marketing strate-
gies and attempts to more effectively satisfy tourism consumer 
demand. 
In Older to gather the aforementioned information, small tourism 
firms should pursue marketing research. The task of marketing 
researdi is to provide information that will help make better deci-
sions and aUow maiketers to select more wisely among altemative 
marketing strategies under conditions and with knowledge that are 
less then perfect. Some small firms incorrectly consider marketing 
research to be only for large companies and not applicable to them. 
If anything, marketing research is more important for the small firm 
because it does not have the size and thus the resources to rely on if 
major marketing errors are made (Coltman 1989). Sometimes, the 
information a firm needs about its potential clients cannot be ob-
tained from an ongoing information collection program. When that 
happens, the firm may have to conduct some original marketing 
research. Quality market research is an expensive proposition re-
quiring the specialized services of a marketing consultant or survey 
research firm. For most small tourism business operators, such 
services are too expensive. Furthermore, few tourism managers 
possess the skills or have had the training to conduct quality market 
research. Consequently, few small business tourism managers con-
duct market research smdies. 
However, two viable alternatives exist: (1) collegiate level in-
ternship programs, and (2) the U. S. Small Business Administra-
tion's Small Business Institute. 
First, most colleges and universities offer internship credits to 
qualified students. The student-interns, under the supervision of a 
faculty member, serve as an employee of outside companies. The 
purpose of intemships is to enable the students to obtain practical 
experience in an organization with all the constraints and problems 
of acmal business. It would be a challenging experience for a mar-
keting student (or group of students) to develop a marketing re-
search plan, execute it, and report the findings. Inquiries should be 
made to Schools or Departments of Business Administration at 
local colleges and universities. 
Second, the U. S. Small Business Administration sponsors a 
hi^-quality program called Small Business Institute (SBI). In this 
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program, teams of well qualified upper-level business students 
serve as consultants to the small firms for an entire semester. An 
oral and written report is provided to the client at the conclusion of 
the project Marketing research projects are common with SB! 
teams. More information on how to become an SBI client can be 
obtained by contacting the nearest Small Business Administration 
Office. As with internships, there is no cost Small tourism firms 
can benefit fit)m both of these programs without incurring any cost. 
6. Market Opportunity Analysis 
Close examination of the preceding market plan information de-
veloped up to this point often reveals market opportunities that were 
unobserved earlier. Factors can be combined in unique configura-
tions to produce unique opportunities. An unserved target maiket 
widi needs and wants unmet by competitors may be prime prospects 
for some specialized aptitudes and skills possessed by a particular 
small business tourism firm at a certain time and place. Manipula-
tion of the variables comprising the marketing mix can often pro-
duce a significant and creative new opportunity for the small tour-
ism firm. 
If a strategic marketing plan is formulated under the format de-
scribed above and monitored to insure compliance, a small tourism 
firm should be successful in its efforts to satisfy clients and increase 
profitability. However, no strategic marketing plan is self-imple-
menting. Development of a plan without a commitment to proper 
implementation and periodic review is a useless exercise. 
There are three more factors to consider while considering the 
formulation of a marketing strategy. 
A. Marketing Mix 
The marketing-mix includes all the variables a firm can control 
in planning and implementing its marketing strategies and meeting 
its marketing objectives. Similar to the ingredients in a recipe, mar-
keting variables must be used judiciously for success. The eight 
variables (commonly called as 8-Ps, see Figure 1" for details) are 
usually compared to the controls in a car-the accelerator, brake. 
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FIGURE 1 
MARKETING MIX — 8 Ps OF TOURISM MARKETING 
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The amount of money 
paud for a product, 
based by seller on 
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stimulate interest in 
a oroduct 
The environment in 
which the sale takes 
place 
The environment In 
which the product is 
produced and consumed 
Marketing and 
information search 
Bring together of 
complementary travel 
products 
The transaction or 
experience 
Example(s) 
A cruise 
Travel aaencv 
$99 round 
trip 
Advertising 
Travel agency 
Hotel room 
Product 
selection 
All-inclusive 
tour 
Buyers and 
sellers | 
Source: Burke, James R, and Barry P. Resnick, 1991, 
"Marketing and SelHng the Travel Produd,' Southwestern Putjijshing Co.. 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
gearshift, and steering wheel. They should be used by tourism firms 
according to the road conditions (die market) and the aaions of other 
drivers (the competition). Similar to the controls in a car, the 8-Ps 
should be constantly manipulated to achieve the film's goals within the 
framewoik of the maiketing strategy (Buike and Resnick 1991). 
B. Market Segmentation 
The methods by which a firm can segment its market are varied. 
For instance, a firm could divide the market by the type of target 
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market it wants to serve (business versus pleasure tourist, individual 
versus corporate clients, etc.). Another way to segm^it the market 
would be by client lifestyle, or by income levels, or by geographical 
basis, or by a combination of some or all of these variables. After 
identifying all the market segments based on the variable(s) se-
lected, a firm should be able to select those segment(s) which poten-
tially offer a satisfactory return on the firm's investments and ef-
forts. 
C. Image 
Image plays an important role in the decision-making process of 
a tourist (Hunt, 1971). Negative images arise very quickly and are 
very difticult to change, once established and require enormous 
effort, money and time to correct (Ahmed, 1991). If a hotel has an 
image as a commercial or convention property, it might find that 
vacation guests do not visit. On the other hand, if the hotel has a 
reputation as a vacation hotel for individuals, it will And that busi-
ness meetings may pass it by (Davidoff and Davidoff 1983). Hence, 
it is critical for a small tourism firm to maintain a positive image in 
its target market(s). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A strategic marketing orientation is an absolute necessity for 
survival in the contemporary business environment for small tour-
ism firms. A small firm must pursue the accomplishment of its 
goals and objectives by carefully developing a strategic marketing 
strategy. Marketing requires both an initial and continuing commit-
ment. It may also dictate that a firm occasionally engage in some 
less profitable activities, in order to penetrate market or build brand 
loyalty among clients which it has targeted. A well thought out and 
well executed marketing strategy, however, is a means by which die 
strengths of a small tourism rirm can be fairly and fully communi-
cated to the target market. Doing so will ultimately pave the way for 
clientele satisfaction through brand loyalty, higher productivity and 
more profitability for a small tourism firm. 
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VIEWPOINT 
Strategic Marketing of Tourism Technology 
to the Soviet Union 
Zafar U. Ahmed 
ABSTRACT. This paper examines the reasons why the Soviet tour-
ism industry has remained underdeveloped. Besides exploring its 
present state of affairs, the paper suggests how the U.S. tourism 
multinationals can reap dividends from the burgeoning tourist trade 
in the Soviet Union. They can do so by marketing their globally 
acclaimed tourism technology and know-how in response to the 
incentives offered to the foreign corporations by the contemporary 
Soviet government in the eras of glasnost and perestwike. 
INTRODUCTION 
The decade of the 1980's will be remembered in the annals of 
history because of the dismantling of the iron curtain by the Soviets. 
They achieved it by opening their doors to the outside world 
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through the process of glasnost (openness) and invigorating their 
economy through the program of perestroika (restructuring). This 
historical tuming point in the Soviet Union's political and economic 
development represents a fundamental change in their policy of 
revitalizing and modernizing the country. 
Internationalization of the world economy has become an irre-
versible trend as demonstrated by the success of the multinationals. 
Experts have predicted that, by tiie year 20(X), multinational corpo-
rations will control approximately half the world's assets (Dulek ct 
al. 1991). No countiy with limited international relationships can 
realize modernization in the contemporary world, and the Soviet 
Union's past closed-door policy has been a significant factor in its 
socio-economic and political backwardness. 
The United States (U.S.) is recognized globally as the most eco-
nomically developed, sdoitifically sound and tedinologically advanced 
country in the world. The Soviet Union, on the other hand, with its 
huge oil and gas reserves, is the only major industrialized nation 
that is energy self-sufficieni, and is believed to have vast supplies of 
other natural resources including ores, minerals, and precious met-
als. It imports food to supplement domestic production, but there 
arc adequate supplies available at relatively low prices on the world 
market, and the Soviets can pay for it by exporting their natural 
resources. While the gross hard currency debt (around $40 billion) 
is substantial, it is manageable. The Soviet Union lags behind the 
West technologically, but in some areas, such as defense and space, 
it is globally competitive. Development of economic cooperation 
and trade between the U.S. and the Soviet Union, in accordance 
with the principle of equality and mutual benefit, would not only be 
financially beneficial to these two former allies of World War H, but 
would also help to guarantee world peace, intemational understand-
ing and goodwill. 
The present Soviet government has reversed decades of economic 
isolation by initiating a dizzying series of changes for the promotion of 
intemational business with all countries in gmeral and the West in 
particular. The Soviet Union in 1988 established a new policy, which 
encourages joint ventures by allowing Western firms majority shares in 
ownership, equal power in company decisions, liberty to name their 
chief executive officer, and authority to hire and fire at will. Other 
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attractive incentives of the package decreased impoit duties and taxes 
and diminished the involvement of government bureaucracies in the 
approval of the establishment of joint ventures (Vlachoutsikos, 1989). 
Jacobs (1986) rightly commented that it will require political will 
at the top to ensure that marketing is upgraded to Western standards 
in the Eastern economies. This willingness seems to be in the offing 
in the contemporary Soviet Union as the present Soviet Govem-
ment is emphasizing the need to develop a competition oriented free 
market economy allowing 100 percent ownership to foreign firms, 
reform the banking system and de-monopolize the economy in the 
foreseeable future (Fortune 1990 [a]). 
Consequently, a number of studies have been published in the con-
temporary international marketing literature with respect to exploring 
different dimensions and examining different mechanics of marketing 
U.S. products to the Soviets (Milmo 1983, Davidson 1984, Black 
1984, ElUott 1984, Barlas 1985, Lazer 1986, Tmsley 1986, Jacobs 
1986, Brandenbeig 1987, Joseph 1988, Koschnick 1988, Vlachoutsi-
kos 1989, Thomas 1989, Aganbegyan and McMaster 1990, Seppala 
and Meyer 1990). However, no studies have been published examining 
the problems and prospects of maiketing tourism technology and 
know-how to the Soviets, This paper explores this important topic. 
Intemational marketers have traditionally been told that the Soviets 
only sought strategic high-tech products and food grains from the 
West, In the contemporary Soviet Union this is not the case. In 
order to capitalize on the burgeoning tourist trade (see Table 1), the 
tourism multinationals are also penetrating the Soviet market. Some 
current examples include a Finnish company that formed a joint 
venture with the Soviets to refurbish an elegant old Moscow hotel 
(Vlachoutsikos, 1989) and McDonald's plans to open 20 restaurants 
across the country in the foreseeable future (Time, 1990). 
THE STATE OF THE SOVIET TOURISM INDUSTRY 
Westem tourists to the Soviet Union are nearly always surprised 
by their first tour of the vast country. Conditioned by the idea that 
the Soviet Union is a military superpower, it comes as a surprise to 
discover that it is an unusually dreary, middle-income developing 
country. Life in the cities, one learns, is far better than life in the 
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Table 1 
International Tourist Arrivals in Soviet Union, 1985-1989 
(in thousands) 
1985 
4.340 
1986 
4,309 
1987 
5,246 
1988 
6,007 
1989 
6,100 
Source: "Current Travel and Tourism Indicators," World Tourism Organiza-
tion, Madrid, Spain, January 1990, Vol. CTI-4/1989, p. 25. 
countryside. But overall life is bleak. The public face of the country 
is characteristically cheap and nasty. Its roads are pitted, its build-
ings falling apart, its shops empty of goods, its people poor and 
worn-down. 
Some of the large Soviet hotels such as Rossiya with 6000 beds 
and Kosmos with 3500 beds are virtually impossible to manage 
efficiently. A typical room at a Soviet hotel where generally intema-
tional tourists are accommodated such as Kosmos in Moscow, is 
220 square feet including the bath with twin beds as standard fur-
nishings. It has an inadequate lighting system with an empty refrig-
erator. Its T.V., heating system, closet door, radio, towel-warming 
bar, cold and hot water don't work. It does not have any ventilation 
in the bathroom. Service at a Soviet tourism establishment could 
best be described as somewhat indifferent as compared to intema-
tionally recognized standards. A typical package tour offers no 
choices or options to intemational tourists in food and beverages. In 
spite of the Soviet mle that payment has to be made in hard curren-
cy by intemational tourists, quality, variety and quantity of food and 
beverages served to them are substandard and poor. Courtesy, 
smiles, gratitude and timely service are alien concepts of hospitality 
to the Soviet tourism staff (Vallen and Levinson, 1989). 
Though the Westem tourist, with his precious hard currency is 
comparatively well treated, the attitudes bred by a system in which 
the consumer counts for nothing show themselves in every small 
transaction a tourist conducts. For instance, in a Soviet hotel/motel. 
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a tourist, in fact does not check-in, but rather applies for a room. On 
any given day in a so-called "good hotel" where Western tourists 
normally stay, an ill-timed coachload of perhaps 50-60 applicants, 
not guests, line up for an appointment with one receptionist at the 
check-in counter. On reaching the desk, every tourist presents writ-
ten confirmation of a prepaid reservation. But the document (like 
every similar document handed in by every previous applicant) 
causes puzzlement and anxiety. The result is inconclusive. Howev-
er, after further head-shaking and sucking of teeth, every tourist is 
sent away with a ticket. On each floor a key-lady sits, ready to swap 
this ticket for a room-key. Often, the room-key is missing, perhaps, 
given to someone else. A slip-up in the form. The tourist is asked to 
return to the reception desk, and start all over again (The Economist, 
1990). The tourist should know that this type of experience will be 
commonplace, and unless one is willing to put up with it, a tour in 
the Soviet Union will induce a nervous breakdown within days. 
Thus the problems likely to be encountered are numerous. First, 
there is a lack of experience and training on the part of the tourisui 
staff. Most of the tourism staff members have no concept of intema-
tional standards of tourism service. Tourism staff members arc nei-
ther helpful nor solicitous enough to provide tourists with the feel-
ing of warmth and hospitality. Secondly, tourists usually have to 
pay high room prices for mediocre services. Thirdly, there is some 
built-in inflexibility in the operating methods. In many hotels, there 
is still no reservation/computerization system for tourists. Many 
hotels do not consider lowering their exorbitant prices as a competi-
tive strategy during the off-season as it is not stipulated in the Five 
Year Plan. As a result, supply and demand are not well matched. 
PROSPECTS 
Fortunately, many of these problems are now being recognized. 
Every day in the Soviet Union brings changes in different spheres 
of human endeavor. For the past few years, the Soviet Union has 
dedicated itself to a program of modernization. Along with improve-
ments in agricultural and industrial production, tourism is increas-
ingly being recognized as an economic sector in its own right. 
Similar to the political and economic reforms occurring as a result 
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of glasnost and perestroika, changes in immigration and customs 
laws are rapidly taking place in order to facilitate the flow of inbound 
international tourists. Consequently, Westemers in general, and 
Americans in particular, are discovering attractive Soviet cities such 
as Tallinn or as exotic as Tashkent or as eerie as Kiev. In order to 
further increase inbound tourism that yields hard currency, the Soviet 
Union devalued the ruble by 90 percent in winter 1990. Before the 
devaluation, a dollar bought sixty kopecks on the official exchange 
and ten rubles on the black market, the latter of which is the market 
most tourists visiting the Soviet Union use. 
For those who want to tour the Soviet Union by road, change is 
indeed rapid. As an example, by summer 1989,8,700 miles of roads 
in the Soviet Union were legally open to Westemers driving their 
own automobiles or rental cars. At the end of November 1989, 
3,970 additional miles were open. Some of the roads were spur 
routes to accommodate a drive of under a day, but one-from Mos-
cow to Rostov-was longer than 900 miles. Besides opening entry 
points from Finland, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Roma-
nia, an entry point in Turkey between Kemalpasa (Turkey) and Sarp 
(Soviet Georgia) opened and has proved popular with Westem motor 
tourists {New York Times, 1990). 
In spite of all these improvements and changes, there is still a 
long way to go. The most important problem is a lack of expertise 
and non-availability of requisite technology on the part of the Soviets 
to develop, manage and market tourism in accordance witii interna-
tionally recognized standards. It is precisely in this area that the 
U.S. tourism multinationals can play a significant role because of 
their global leadership (see Tables 2 and 3). 
Both of these tables display data demonstrating the U.S. multina-
tionals* leadership in the hospitality and airline segments of the 
tourism industry on an intemational level. The world's top 15 mul-
tinationals out of 20 in the hospitality field are U.S. corporations, 
whereas die world'^ top 6 airlines out of 10 are U.S. airlines. Most 
of the top U.S. tourism multinationals are globally renowned lead-
ers and internationally competitive in their respective fields. 
Under the umbrella of die General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (6ATT) the next round of the Uraguay Round of Multilateral 
Trade Negotiations is expected to discuss the equity and non-equity 
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Table 2 
World's Top Multinationals in the Hospitality Arena 
105 
Rank 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Multinational 
Holiday Inns 
Sheraton 
Ramada Inns 
Trusthouse Forte 
Hilton Corporation 
Howard Johnson 
Days Inns 
Quality Inns 
Intercontinental 
Hilton International 
Club Mediterranee 
Western International 
Hyatt 
Motel 6* 
Novotel 
Balkan Tourist 
intourfst 
Marriott 
Rodeway Inns* 
Red Carpet/Master Hosts* 
Rooms 
286,529 
102,019 
92,392 
77,051 
62.972 
59,040 
42,036 
33,717 
30,057 
28,034 
27.168 
26,700 
26,000 
25,473 
23.140 
20,492 
18,347 
17,987 
17.986 
16.776 
Head Office 
USA 
USA 
USA 
UK 
USA 
USA 
USA 
USA 
USA 
USA 
France 
USA 
USA 
USA 
France 
Bulgaria 
USSR 
USA 
USA 
USA 
Note: *These are not multinationals per se, but are among the largest 
chains in the world. 
Source: Tourism: Past, Present, and Future, Burkart. A. J. and S. 
Medlik, Oxford: Heinemann Professional Publications Ltd. 2nd ed., 1989, 
Appendix-X. 
forms of foreign direct investment in services including tourism. 
The outcome of these negotiations, which are scheduled to be initi-
ated pretty soon after the last year's failure, could add important 
elements to the emerging international framework for multination-
als. Part of this framework consists primarily of bilateral investment 
treaties, and some of them would involve developed market econo-
mies and the Soviet Union (Gold and Sauvant, 1990). 
Multinationals with financial might, technological leadership, 
marketing muscle, and determined resolve to stay with a long-term 
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Table 3 
World's Top Multinational Airlines 
Rank 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Company 
United Airlines 
American Airlines 
Texas Air 
Japan Airlines 
Delta Airlines 
Lufthansa 
British Airways 
Air France 
US Air 
Northwest Airlines 
Revenue in millions 
$9,014 
$8,824 
$8,572 
$7,249 
$6,915 
$6,739 
$6,690 
$5,953 
$5,707 
$5,650 
Country 
USA 
USA 
USA 
Japan 
USA 
West Germany 
Britian 
France 
USA 
USA 
Source: "Revolution in the Air," Fortune [b], January 1,1990, pp. 58-59. 
strategy are well positioned to exploit opportunities in the Soviet 
Union because they possess more staying power to ride out the ups 
and downs associated with products and markets. By penetrating 
many overseas markets including third world and socialist econo-
mies, U.S. tourism multinationals have demonstrated their compe-
tence to operate in adverse environments again and again. 
The Soviet's vast pool of skilled cheap labor, and abundant natu-
ral resources should act as a magnet to attract U.S. tourism multina-
tionals before competing multinationals from other countries take 
over. Visitation by 6.1 million international tourists to the Soviet 
Union in 1989, in spite of all the problems and obstacles, predicts 
an abundant future for the tourism business if the Soviet Union's 
tourism potential is unleashed to the fullest extent by proper devel-
opment, management, and marketing. It will be only possible by 
massive investment of western capital, tourism technology, and 
know-how in the Soviet's tourism industry. Millions of people 
around the world are eager to visit the post-glasnost and perestroika 
Soviet Union, provided they are guaranteed the quality of service 
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and comfort they are used to in their respective countries. This 
guarantee can only be given by world leaders in the tourism trade 
such as United Airlines, Holiday Inn, McDonald's, Avis, American 
Express, etc. 
CASE OF TOURISM TECHNOLOGY 
U.S. multinationals enjoy worid-wide leadership in tourism/hos-
pitality technology aimed at enhancing guest services, increasing 
operating efficiencies, and sharpening the ability to succeed in a 
highly competitive environment. Tourism/hospitality technology is 
recognized today as a competitive weapon and contemporary tour-
ists both accept and demand advances in the technological realm. 
Diverse technologies, multiple vendors, and the ever-changing 
business environment raise issues of development, implementation, 
support, and integration that are difScult to resolve in the Soviet 
tourism/hospitality industry. This is one of the most important fac-
tors for the Soviet tourismyhospitality industry's retardation in using 
technology as a strategic weapon. Soviet tourism/hospitality firms 
have been uncertain about the effectiveness of technology invest-
ments. Noting that technology can be expensive, the Soviets have 
always opted for the cheap labor intensive measures over the high 
tech options, because it has better suited their socialist ideology. 
U.S, multinationals seeking productivity-improvement opportu-
nities have already intensified the need to improve decision-making 
via technology. Contemporary guests have already impelled invest-
ments in high tech products by tourism multinationals on a global 
level in their day-to-day operations. Taking an overall view of the 
"driving forces" behind the industry's innovative use of technology, 
the service has always been, and would continue to be the primary 
focus and competition edge. Each multinational's approach to the 
other forces-improved operafing efficiency, keeping pace with 
competition, improved profitability, and reducing costs of person-
nel and training-greatly depend on its target level of guest service. 
The external focus allows the tourism/hospitality property to 
widen the scope of its information systems to enhance its competi-
tive ability and to form business parmerships. A prime example is 
the reservation system, which could be ranked as the greatest strate-
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gic opportunity for the Soviet tourism/hospitality industry. In the 
case of hotel chains, the central reservation system could also be 
deemed essential to compete in the franchise and management-con-
tract areas. 
Technologies with an internal focus have a direct effect on oper-
ating efficiency and ultimately, the quality of guest service and 
profitability. Marketing information systems (MIS), property man-
agement systems (PMS), and yield management systems (YMS) as 
the major components of tourism/hospitality technology, need infu-
sion into the Soviet tourism industry to improve both productivity 
and profitability. Technology that facilitates data, text, image, and 
voice communication should also emerge as a key management 
concem for future tourism/hospitality arrangements in the Soviet 
Union. 
Soviet tourism enterprises have to adopt a variety of state of the 
ait contemporary technological products in other areas such as tele-
communications, audio-visual, energy conservation, fire safety and 
security technology in order to improve their intemational competi-
tiveness. Such an endeavor with the goals of enhancing productivity 
and profitability by fully satisfying the client will go a long way to 
help them to remedy the dismal scenario. Infusion of PMS in Soviet 
tourism firms is a case in point. The contemporary PMS packages 
have made excellent use of fourth generation language, use an 
operating system that permits portability to altemative hardware, 
and have a base design that permits easy modification and enhance-
ment. Some of the PMS tools, which can help the Soviet tourism 
firms in their efforts to upgrade their services to the internationally 
recognized standards might include (Chervenak 1989): 
1. Validating Printers, which are linked to the cashiers' PMS 
terminal and make it easier for cashiers and night auditors to 
localize input errors and balance more rapidly. 
2. Credit Card Readers, which are linked to front desk terminals, 
could provide a low-cost technique for speeding both check-in 
and check-out, and for improving the accuracy of credit card 
information. Instead of the desk clerk entering information into 
the computer, insertion of the credit card autoraaticaUy locates 
and displays the guest's reservation on the terminal screen. 
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3. The SelfCheck'InlCheck-Out Machines, have enough simplic-
ity, reliability and low cost to assuie their market acceptance in 
the Soviet Union. They can help improve guest service by 
reducing the waiting lines during peak periods. 
Tourism/hospitality management companies have emerged more 
prominently in recent years as industry experts, capable of provid-
ing a wide range of services-from consultation to the actual miming 
of a tourism/hospitality property, to total site renovation. They are 
gifted with the perspective of an outsider and the insight of an 
insider. That is why they are so adept at pinpointing problem areas. 
The Soviet tourism industry seems to be littered with what could be 
called "budgets by default," those tourism/hospitality properties 
that found themselves unable to offer anything other than lower and 
lower rates to attract guests. A tourism property with a poor finan-
cial performance is certainly a good candidate for a tot^ overhaul, 
but those properties, which are not broke, must be vigorously adjusted 
for re-evaluation for their optimum production. This is the area, 
where tourism i^ospitality managemoit companies could be of immense 
help for the Soviet tourism/hospitality entrepreneurs. First, Soviets 
have to understand that consistent innovation is the key to a hotel's 
survival. Being partially innovative, or repositioning occasionally 
in one or two areas, just won't work. Second, they should know that 
the most powerful changes they can make are those that create 
value for their clients. 
Competitive hotels constantly look for ways to change, modify, 
and adjust every aspect of their business. Then they make sure they 
translate those changes into advantages, clients will appreciate and 
benefit from. 
PROCESS OF FACILITATING THE TRANSFER 
OF TOURISM TECHNOLOGY 
1, Approach the Right Decision-Makers with the Right Idea: 
Convincing the Soviet policy makers that the U.S. tourism techno-
logical products can help improve their marketing competitiveness 
should not be a difficult exercise because of the positive image the 
U.S. and its technological products might enjoy across the Soviet 
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Union. The best strategy would be for the Technology Committee 
of the American Hotel and Motel Association (AH&MA) to initiate 
the contact with the concerned decision-making bodies in Moscow 
such as the Central Committee of Tourism and Intourist, the nation-
al tourism organization, which owns and manages 75,000 beds 
across the country. By sponsoring Tourism/Hospitality Technology 
Expos in Moscow and 15 republics of the Soviet Union, these 
organizations can expose to the Soviets what the U.S. has to offer to 
them in the area of tourism technology. Short seminars should be 
offered as a part of Expo to demonstrate the easy adaptability of the 
U.S. technological products to the existing Soviet tourism/hospital-
ity establishments. 
2. Patience Makes the Soviet Sale: The Japanese do better in 
negotiating joint ventures in the Soviet Union because they are more 
patient The U.S. business executives have to understand that their 
Soviet counterparts negotiating a business deal are bureaucrats, who 
have the tendency to defer decisions to higher authorities. 
The game in die Soviet Union is played by different norms, and 
the new player must find out how it works. To be effective, the U.S. 
tourism multinationals must understand the Soviet context and be 
prepared to operate within it. This means not only knowing who is 
in charge, but also: (a) what are the rules? (b) who are the players? 
and (c) what is the whole game? These are difficult and sometimes 
subtle challenges. But the lion's share of the Soviet's tourism busi-
ness rewards await those with the perceptiveness and tenacity to 
overcome them. 
3. Use Different Avenues of Ownership and Management: A 
number of Soviet hospitality properties are internationally acclaimed 
architectural wonders and could be converted into excellent hotels 
with the injection of the U.S. capital, tourism technology, and know 
how. For such Properties, the avenue of joint-ventures with the 
current owners may be fruitftil. The experience of the Finnish com-
pany, which has established a joint-ventures with the current owner 
to refurbish an elegant Moscow hotel could form an excellent ex-
ample wortii emulation (Vlachoutsikos, 1989). Another example 
wortii mentioning is tiiat of India's hospitality multinational called 
Taj Group of Hotels, which has recently signed an agreement with 
the Intourist, the Soviet national tourism organization, to invest in 
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and lease a 600-bed hotel in Tashkent, a 500-bed hotel in Samar-
kand, and a 430-room hotel in Bukhara by mid-1991 under the joint 
venture arrangement called IntourTaj. This joint venture also plans 
to further expand in Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, and Yalta. Under a 
separate protocol with Intourist, the Taj Group will invest in and 
then lease an 800-room hotel in Central Moscow by renovating and 
converting it to a 450-room deluxe hotel. With these agreements, 
India's Taj chain will be the largest Asian-owned hotel operator in 
the Soviet Union (India Abroad, 1990). 
At some other locations both management and ownership fran-
chising could also be tried. After the enactment of the proposed 
legislation allowing 100 percent ownership by the Western corpora-
tions, multinationals can establish fully owned properties. 
4. Capitalize on the Organic Image: A destination's tourist image 
as perceived by existing and potential tourists evolves out of two 
processes called "Organic and Induced" (Gunn, 1989). Unsolicited 
mass media conununications, advice extended by peers, and prior 
visitation constitute the "Organic" component of a destination's 
tourist image. Strategic promotion of a destination's tourist attrac-
tions by marketing organizations form the "Induced" aspect of a 
destination's tourist image. In other words, organic images are deep 
rooted in the abilities of a destination's attractions to earn unsolicit-
ed second-party endorsements, whereas induced processes owe 
their existence to the deliberate and intentional promotion endeav-
ors of tourism marketing strategists. 
A continuous flow of tourists from all over the world to explore 
the mystique and discover the unknown in the Soviet Union in the 
years by gone, in spite of the dilapidated nature of the tourism 
infrastructure, harassment of tourists, and surveillance and restric-
tions on their movements, are sufficient evidence to demonstrate the 
fact that the organic image of the Soviet Union has been the major 
historic motivation for tourist visitation. The negative image of the 
Soviet Union as an "Evil Empire" (in the words of former U.S. 
President Ronald Reagan), where human rights are violated daily, 
could not deter international tourists from visitation. The fact is that 
this negative image became a motivation and induced millions of 
Western tourists to visit the Soviet Union to observe and perhaps 
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experience the evils, oppression, suppression, and sufferings with 
their own eyes. 
U.S. tourism multinationals can capitalize on this organic image 
based enthusiasm by providing an opportunity to international tour-
ists to visit the country of their dreams (a land of paradoxes) in 
worid-class comfort and luxury. Besides, affording a life-time oppor-
tunity to the international tourists to be part of history-making, they 
can also contribute their share in promoting international peace and 
understanding among nations. 
The Soviet Union is a country of paradoxes. Its Gross National 
Product (GNP) per capita is close to $8,601, yet because of the 
sheer size of its population [286 million] (Christian Science Moni-
tor, 1990), it is one of the largest economies of the worid. It is an 
economically poor country, yet its land is among the richest in the 
world in natural resources. Its technology is backward, yet it enjoys 
technological peaks, notably in the nuclear and space fields. Its 
industrial power is among the top in the worid, yet it is essentially 
an agrarian society, with a large percentage of its population living 
in the countryside. It boasts one of the oldest and richest civiliza-
tions in the worid, yet it surely lacks the human resources to mod-
ernize. It contains high population density regions as well as large 
desert areas similar to those of California two hundred years ago. 
These are the paradoxes, which have served and are expected to 
continue to serve as the major motivations to visit the Soviet Union 
in the foreseeable future. 
5. Repatriation of Profits: If the proposed convertible ruble 
(chervonets) becomes a reality in the foreseeable future (Fortune, 
1990 [b]), U.S. multinationals earning profits in soft rubles would 
then be able to exchange them for chervonets and repatriate them. 
Since most of the clients of the tourism enterprises in the Soviet 
Union would be Western tourists, they could be made to pay for 
their tours in advance in hard currencies in then- respective coun-
tries. This can help the multinationals in the repatriation of their 
profits. Arrangements could also be made with the independent tour 
operators to make payment directly to the tourism enterprises in the 
West instead of its subsidiary in the Soviet Union, Since air travel, 
accommodation, food, and drinks are the four major components of 
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a travel budget, and if they are paid in the West, it will help alleviate 
the likely remittance problems. 
Tourism multinationals could establish two-tier establishments 
(hard currency versus ruble payments) across the Soviet Union. 
Much can be learned from the experience of McDonald's in this 
regard. McDonald's has planned to open two kinds of outlets 
among its proposed twenty restaurants across the Soviet Union. The 
first category of restaurants would be those where the customers 
would be making payments in non-convertible rubles, whereas 
another category of restaurants would consist of those where the 
payment would be required in hard currency (Time, 1990). This 
two-tier arrangement would help reduce the problem of non-con-
vertibility. 
6. Import Substitution: Depressed prices, cheap labor, and abun-
dant natural resources could be used to produce certain products in 
the Soviet Union. Such an endeavor besides using the non-convert-
ible rubles would help avoid the problem of importation. Through 
this mechanism, they would also be discharging their social respon-
sibility toward the community in the generation of jobs. Moreover, 
the tourism corporations would also be able to increase the impact 
of tourists' spending through the multiplier effect by minimizing 
the leakage of tourists' rubles to the outside world. 
Hospitality corporations can emulate McDonald's in this context. 
To maintain food standards and keep the supply flowing, McDon-
ald's has built a $40 million food distribution plant just outside 
Moscow, with its own bakery, dairy and meat-processing units as 
well as a microbiology lab (Time, 1990). 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The thrust of political and economic reforms in the Soviet Union 
has paved the way for growth and development of business ties with 
the Western countries in general and the U.S. in particular. As a 
consequence of this change, the Soviet Union has shown much 
interest in stimulating U.S. interest and investment in their tourism 
industry, by luring corporations through advertisements in business 
publications and meetings with the corporation executives. 
The U.S. tourism multinationals should not be swayed by short-
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tenn difficulties in entering and operating in the Soviet market 
They akeady have rich experience in transcending similar difficul-
ties in third-world markets with outstanding results. It is exactly the 
same approach most Japanese and, to a certain extent German mul-
tinationals have adopted in the Soviet Union today. The global 
leadership of the U.S. tourism multinationals in the arenas of tour-
ism technology and know-how should go a long way in changing 
the scene of international tourism in Soviet Union and the longterm 
dividends should be enormous for both countries. 
U.S. tourism multinationals should also have an interest in seeing 
the Soviet Union move forward and develop as a democratic coun-
try with a free enterprise system because it will provide a genuine 
opportunity for creating a united, civilized world devoid of ideolog-
ic^ schisms and united economically into a single global market. 
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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is three-fold : (1) to examine American 
Jewish and Muslim pilgrimes to their respective holy cities (Jerusalem 
and Makkha [Mecca]), (2) to explore the consumer behavior of those 
pilgrims, and (3) to compare and contrast the perspectives. 
The consumer behavior of the pilgrims is explored and compared 
according to concepts developed in other scientific disciplinesr psych-
ology, sociology, social psychology, cultural anthropology, and econo-
mics. The paper concludes with an appeal to both Jews and Muslims 
to acknowledge their close theological relationships and pilgrimage 
smilarlties to work together in order to pave the way for international 
peace and goodwill among the family of nations. 
Introduction 
Religious pilgrimages have taken place throughout all of recorded 
history. Nearly 4000 years ago, Abraham (Prophet Abraham to devout 
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Muslims), the forefather of today's Jews and Muslims, traveled from 
his home in what is now southern Iraq to the Land of Canaan, now 
Israel. The Bible also reports on the religious pilgrimages by other 
patriarchs and Biblical notables. In addition, the Muslim Qur'an 
(Koran) describes the pilgrimages of Prophet Muhamad. 
Since those bygone days, other Jewish and Muslim pilgrims have 
undertaken travels to visit and commune at their respective holy sites. 
The goal of Jewish pilgrimages was initially the Temple in Jerusalem 
and since its destruction in 70 C.E. (common Era), the site of the 
former temple and the Western Wall of the Temple Mount. The Wall is 
one of the few existing edifices from Temple days. Since the founding 
of Islam in 610 C.E., the goal of Muslim pilgrimages has been the 
twin cities of Makkah and Medina, presently in Saudi Arabia. 
Despite the millions of people who have visited these holy cities 
and sites, few consumer behavior studies exist. In essence, consumer 
behavior concerns the decision process, the search, the purchase, use, 
evaluation, and disposition of the products and services that pilgrims 
believe wi l l satisfy their wants and needs (Schiffman and Kanuk, 
1991, p. 5). 
Dann (1977) has argued that tourism is so substantially diffe-
rent from other goods and services. It cannot be analyzed through a 
marketing approach. However, consumer behavior as a field of study 
has drawn heavily from concepts developed In other academic scien-
ces: psychology, sociology, social psychology, cultural anthropology, 
and economics. It is likely that this interdisciplinary approach will be 
productive in examining the behavior of American Jewish and Muslim 
pilgrimage to their respective holy cities. 
The format of this paper wi l l be to review Jewish and Muslim 
pilgrimages, to examine selected consumer behavior variables of those 
pilgrims, and to compare and contrast similarities and differences. 
Jewish Pilgrimage 
Jewish pilgrimage from the time of David [approximately 900 
B.C.E. (Before the Common Era)] to Jerusalem was expected on 
three festivals until the destruction of the Temple in 70 C. E. From 
that time until the 1967, access to their holy site (primarily the 
Temple Mount and the Western wall) was often prohibited or 
severely restricted (Resenau, 1979). Since 1967, Jewish access to 
the wall has been unimpeded. Consequently, a subtle change has 
occurred in the expectation of Jewish pilgrimage, in that, while 
such a trip is no longer a formal religious requirement, it is strongly 
urged and considered highly desirable. 
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Formal religious pilgrimages were required of Jews in Biblical 
days during three festivals: Passover, Sukkot, and Shavouth (Bridger, 
1976, p. 378). During those days, Jerusalem was crowded with 
pilgrims (Dimont, 1962, pp. 135-137) from ail over the Mediterranean 
area, estimated often to exceed 100,000 (Peters, 1985, p. 87). Attes-
ting to the Importance of hospitality for religious pilgrims, it was 
reported that no payment was accepted for bed or covers (Aboth 
Rabbi Nathan, 1955, p. 144). 
However, following the destruction of the Temple by the Romans 
in 70 C.E., Jewish pilgrimage to Jerusalem was sharply reduced and 
at many times since then, impossible. As foreign armies battled and 
conquered Jerusalem, the victors often prohibited Jews from visiting 
their holy site (Avigad, 1983). Although there was some Jewish 
settlement around Jerusalem immediately following 70 C.E., after 
the second rebellion of 132-135 C.E., Jews were forbidden to set 
foot anywhere near Jerusalem (Peters, 1985, p. 128). 
Nevertheless, Jewish pilgrims continued to visit holy sites in 
what had been their former national home. One such site was Hebron, 
the reputed grave of Abrahem (prophet Abraham to devout Muslims), 
his wife Sarah, and the other patriarchs of the Bible. To this day, the 
site is revered by Jews. Christians, and Muslims. 
Some time before 361 C.E. when emperor Julian rose to power, 
Jews had been permitted to visit their holy sites in Jerusalem with 
some reports claiming pilgrimage to the Temple Mount itself (Cffen-
bacher, 1985), But Emperor Julian went so for as to invite the Jews 
to rebuild their Temple and resume the ancient sacrificial cult. Howe-
ver, local Christians prevented the project from being accomplished 
(Avi-Yonah, 1975). The death of Julian certainly contributed to the 
failure of that project as well. For years thereafter, Jews were alterna-
tively restricted and permitted to pray at their holy places (Grant, 
1984). 
The early years of the seventh century saw rapid changes in 
Jewish visitation rights. In 614 C.E. the Persians conquered Jerusa-
lem from the Christians and showed favor to the Jews for a brief 
three-year period. Suddenly, In 61 7 C.E. the Jews were expelled from 
the city still another time (Conybeare, 1910). 
Although there is some disagreement about the precise date, it 
appears that the Muslims captured Jerusalem in 638 C.E. without 
bloodshed. During the rule of the Muslims from 638 C.E. until the 
Crusader victory in 1099 C.E., Jews enjoyed a relative freedom un-
known under the Romans and Christians. According to Peters (1985, 
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p. 193), Jews were not only permitted to again reside iri Jerusalem 
but to pray at their iioly sites there. 
Goitein (1952, pp. 162-177) noted that Jewish chronicles of 
that time made no mention of the fall of Jerusalem or what happened 
to the Jews of the city, but other accounts tell that the Jews were 
massacred by the Christian Crusaders along with the Muslim defen-
ders. 
Jewish residency and pilgrimage was at an absolute minimum 
during Crusader days (1099 to 1187 C.E.), but one famous Jewish 
pilgrim, Benjamin of Tudela, visited the area indicating that Jewish 
visitation was not altogether prohibited (Adier, 1965). Following 
the brief 188-year victory of the Crusaders, the Muslims reconquered 
Jerusalem and with them returned Jewish residency, prayer, and pil-
grimage (Peters, 1985, p. 363). Such tolerance by the Muslims Is 
not rare, as Jews and Muslims have cooperated on a number of ven-
tures, perhaps the most outstanding being what Jews refer to as a 
"Golden Age" in southern Spain when a near paradise was built 
together during the ninth and tenth centuries (Bendiner, 1983). 
By the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, pilgrimage had become 
a flourishing business for the commercial carriers, tour guides, and 
merchants (Peters, 1985, p. 437). It was shortly after this period that 
Jewish worship started to focus on the Western wi l l . Prior to the 
16th century, Jewish prayers were said at Jerusalem synagogues, 
near the Golden Gate on the eastern wall , or even at the southern 
end of the wall (Negev, 1980). The Otoman Empire brought a degree 
of stability to Jerusalem during its 400-year rule, which ended with 
the British victory in 1 918, but that stability did not necessarily mean 
that Jewish worship was unimpeded. Often, heavy taxes and bribes 
were needed to imsure peaceful prayer or mere safety. 
The British often continued to enforce Turkish (Ottoman) law 
and traditions after 1918 in regards to prayer at holy sites, which 
often included severe restrictions against Jewish prayer in public 
(Oesterreicher and Sinai, 1974). Prohibitions at the Western wall 
prevented being able to bring chairs or Torah scrolls. Even the esta-
blishment of Israel in 1948 was not enough to attain freedom of 
prayer at the Western wall. 
The most recent prohibitfon existed from 1948 until 1967 when 
Jordan, In violation of the 1949 UN armistice agreement with Israel, 
prohibited Jews from visiting the Western Wall, the holiest site in 
Judaism, Since 1967, Jews, Muslims, and Christians have had 
ready access to their holy sites with all such pa Ices administered by 
the religious faiths to which they belong (Himelfarb, 1990, p. 195). 
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With that ready access, Jews of the world became even more likely 
to travel to Israel. 
Of the approximately 12 million Jews in the world today, nearly 
half live in the United States (Lerman, 1989. p. 199). Consequently. 
Jewish pilgrimage from the U.S. constitutes a large portion of Israeli 
tourism. It should be noted that the term "pilgrimage" is no longer 
in common usage In referring to Jewish travels to Israel, although a 
"pilgrim market" is recognized as possibly the most loyal to Israel 
tourist and hotel trade (Gruber, 1988). That pilgrim market, of course, 
includes Muslims and Christians too. 
Jewish tourism to Israel in general and the Western Wall in parti-
cular tends to follow a similar though not a prescribed procedure and 
itineray. Jewish tourists are commonly introduced to the modern, 
secular city of Tel Aviv because of its proximity to Israel's Ben Gurion 
Airport. Tourist sites have grown in and near Tel Aviv as major 
museums, art galleries, artist colonies, and universities have a drawing 
power of their own. Bus travel with government certified guides ena-
bles tourists to visit Caesarea, Haifa, Acre, and other Mediterranean 
sites of touristic interest. 
Jewish tourists seeking a more spiritual experience commonly 
head for Jerusalem with side trips to Safat, Tiberias, and Masada. 
The highlight of the trip for the religiously motivated is the Western 
Wall preferably on Friday evening, the start of the Jewish Sabhath. 
The area immediately in front of the Western Wall has been cleared 
of the slums that existed for centuries and has been transformed into 
a powerfully spiritual worship area. For most Jews, visiting the 
Western Wall is a strong emotional experience connecting them with 
their ancestors of ancient days. 
Memories of the first Jew. Abraham (Prophet Abraham to devout 
Muslims), and his preparations to sacrifice his son, Isaac, are reca-
lled as the event, is said to have taken place on Mount Moriah, now 
the Tempel Mount, (Muslims, of course, believe it was Ishmael who 
was to be sacrificed.) The glories of Israel during King David and 
King Solomon's time are recalled when encountering the Wall, as 
well as the sad history since the Roman conquest. 
Some prayer at the Wall takes a unique form, but the usual and 
customary prayers and lamentations said at synagogues around the 
world are also recited at the Wall (Vllny, 1973, pp. 171-172). To 
non-Jews, the forms of prayer appear to differ significantly depend-
ing on the home culture, and religious intensity of the pilgrim. Some 
pray standing, others sit, and still others rock abruptly much 'm the 
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form as If sitting on a camel In motion (Och, 1986). There Is no 
single prescribed form. 
The clothing of the worshippers depends simply on their homes, 
customs, but shorts, short sleeves (especially on women), and other 
clothing that might be considered disrespectful Is discouraged. Men, 
of course, wear a head covering, a sign of humility In the Middle 
East (just as uncovering one's head in the West Is considered courte-
ous). 
To modern day Jews, the very existence of the State of Israel Is 
somewhat of a miracle, having been rebron and surviving amidst 
hostile neighbors. While there is no longer a binding religious requi-
rement' to visit Israel, It Is commonly accepted by American Jews 
that visiting Israel Is highly desirable. Multiple visits are viewed as 
even more commendable, because It demonstrates a commitment to 
the Jewish national home. That commitment includes patronizing 
Israeli tourism facilities with the clear understanding that such flna-
clal support helps to maintain the Israeli economy and political 
independence. 
Jewish pilgrimage to Israel is a complex topic because of the 
varying degrees of religious; commitment, financial ability, and 
political orientation. 
Islamic Pilgrimage (Hajj) 
Since the founding of Islam In 610 C.E. by Prophet Muhammad, 
every Muslim has been religiously required to make pilgrimage to 
Makkah at least once during his lifetime. However, prior, to modern 
times, pilgrimage to Makkah was often thwarted by prior, benditry, 
political conflict, and religious persecution, making such a journey 
Impossible for most Muslims. Consequently, only a limited of Mus-
lim pilgrims were able to fulfil their religious obligation of pilgri-
mage to Makkah. However, during the past half century, and parti-
cularly since the discovery of oil wealth, the Saudi Arabian govern-
ment has greatly expanded touristic facilities for pilgrims to Makkah. 
The Arabic world "ha j j " means to "set out for a definite pur-
pose." Specifically, it refers to the pilgrimage to ka'aba, which is 
situated in the city of Makkah in Saudi Arabia, and the performance 
of certain required observance during the months prescribed. The 
observances of hajj are based on the Qur'an (2 : 199-203, 5 : 98-
1000, 2 2 - 2 7 : 3 2 ) and the practice of Prophet Muhammad and 
commemorate certain events In the lives of the Prophet Abraham, 
his wife Hagar and their son, the Prophet Ishmael (IsnTdel). 
Ka'aba, in Makkah being the focal point of Islamic pilgrimage. 
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deserves some special but brief discussion. The word Ka'aba means 
"a cube-hsaped structure" covering an ancient black stone believed 
to be of meteoric origins. The stone was an object of worship long 
before Prophet Muhammad founded Islam. Ka'aba is not a striking 
piece of art, nor is it adorned with precious stones. No Muslim pilgrim 
endows it with power to benefit or to hurt, yet it continues to be a 
major pilgrimage destination on the faith of the Qur'an. 
Muslim pilgrims are required to make their hajj during the twelfth 
month of the Muslim calendar and follow a rigid itinerary of required 
sites and prayers. Furthermore, hajj is obligatory at least once in a 
lifetime for any Muslim man or woman, who fulfills the following 
conditions ; at the time he/she intends to perform hajj, he/she should 
be sane, in sound health, free from debts, and should have enough 
resources not only to defray his/her own travel expanses but also to 
take care of his dependents who have remained at home. It is a 
further condition that peace and security for his/her life and property 
exist on the way to Makkah and back. 
The obligatory observances of hajj are as follows : 
1. IHRAM (RESTRICTION). Ihram is the physical and spiritual 
state of consecration to God. Before approaching Makkah, the 
Muslim pilgrim takes a full bath along with ablution before putting 
on the garments of Ihram. The Ihram dress, which all male Muslim 
pilgrims are required to wear, consists of two sheets of ordinary un-
sewn white cloth, one covering the lower part of the body to the ank-
les and the other draped over one shoulder, covering the upper half 
of the body. While there is no specific required Ihram for women, 
they should put on clean, plain long-sleeved garments which reach to 
the ankles and cover their hair at the time of entering Ka'aba. 
Ihram signifies a state of peece, self-denial, and total submission 
to God. The putting on of the pilgrim's dress is symbolic of renoun-
cing worldly and material goals and vanities. The pilgrim who is in 
a state of consecration must abstain even from ordinarily lawful satis-
factions and pleasures until the observances of hajj are over and 
Ihram is put aside. In the state of Ihram. he/she may not use any 
other form of dress, jewelry, or personal adornments, may not apply 
perfume, may not shave, trim his/her hair or nails, or engage in mari-
tal intercourse. During the days in Ihram, there may be no wrangling 
or argument, no rudeness, no discussion of the opposite sex, no up-
rooting of any growing thing; and no hunting. Bodily, the Muslim 
pilgrim is to be devoted to the acts of the pilgrimage; spiritually the 
pilgrim is to be concerned with the worship of God, self-examination, 
an awareness of the meaning of his devotional acts and words, and a 
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sense of the brotherhood and unity of all global Muslims. 
2. TAWAF (GOING AROUND). On entering the great court-
yard which encircles the Ka'aba, the pilgrim recites certain Islamic 
hymns, then walks around the Ka'aba seven times. The sacred black 
rock, 12 Inches in diameter, is set in silver in the east corner of the 
Ka'aba. During each of the seven circuits, different recitations are 
said, the pilgrims in groups repeating the prayers after the pilgrim 
guide who is the leader of their group. 
3. SA'AI (HASTENING). On completion of the circuits of the 
Ka'aba, the pilgrim proceeds toward al-Safa and al-Marwa, two small 
hills situated nearby in the center of Makkah. According to the Qur' 
an, the Prophet Abraham, at the command of God, left his wife Hagar 
and his son Ishmael there with a small supply of goods and water; 
which was soon gone. Hagar ran up and down Al-Safa and Al-
Marwa to see if she could find water for her distressed child. When 
Haqar returned to him, water was welling up from the floor of the 
desert at his feet. Because of this well, which continued to flow, a 
group of tribesmen settled in the valley of Makkah near Hagar and 
Ishmael. Thus, pilgrims walk briskly between Al-Safa and Al-Marwa 
commemorating Hagar's quest for water. 
Biblical scholars argue that Prophet Abraham never went to 
Makkah and he left Hagar and Ishmael in the Wilderness of Beershe-
ba, in southern Israel, but that account is disputed by the Qur'an, 
which says, "to the ancient, town-dwelling Hebrews the term wilder-
ness of Beersheba comprised all the desert regions south of Palestine 
including Hijaz." 
4. ARAFAT AND MUZDALIFA. After sunrise on 9th day of the 
month of Dhul-Hijja, the pilgrim sets out for Mount Arafat. The 
valley of Arafat is a great barren plain large enough to contain the 
entire assembly of pilgrims, who in recent years have numbered two 
million. At high noon, pilgrims rise to their feet to worship God, 
examine themselves, declare their repentance, and realize the true 
meaning of the global brotherhood of Muslims. During this high point 
of all hajj rituals, pilgrims stand on the Plain of Arafat and pray from 
noon until sundown, when pilgrims hurry to Muzdatifa, about five 
miles distant, where everyone performs another two required daily 
prayers (Maghrib and Isha) and pass the night there. 
5. MINA. On the morning of the 10th of Dhul-Hijja, the pilg-
rims return to Mina, a small village which was passed earlier on the 
way from Makkah to Arafat. In Mina, there are three stone pillars 
representing three positions where the devil tried to tempt Prophet 
Ishmael to rebellion when his father was leading him to the place of 
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sacrifice. Prophet Ishmael drove away the devil by throwing stones 
at him, and in IVIina, the pilgrims throw stones which they have 
gathered at the three pillars to signify the rejection of evil promptings. 
6. EID-UL-ADHA (THE FEAST OF SACRIFICE). After stoning 
the first of the three pillars, the pilgrims sacrifice a sheep, goat, cow, 
or camel, following the practice of the Prophet Abraham, who sacrif-
iced a ram when God spared him the sacrifice of his son. While Eid-
ul-Adha is actually a part of the required obsen/ances of hajj, it is 
also celebrated throughout the Muslim world, and every Muslim who 
can afford it, sacrifices an allowable animal. The meat is distributed 
among the poor, us^d to feed the household, and then shared with 
relatives and friends. 
It should be pointed out that the word "sacrifice'' used in this 
context signifies the remembrance of the willingness of Prophet Abr-
aham to sacrifice his own desires and attachments in submission to 
God, and it serves as a reminder to Muslims that they should be 
ready, if required, to sacrifice everything they have—even their lives— 
in the cause of God and His religion. 
After this, the pilgrims shave, snip or cutoff a few strands of 
hair, which signifies the end of wearing Ihram dress. Al l the prohibi-
tions of Ihram, apart from returning to ordinary dress, are in effect 
until lafter the second circuiting of the Ka'aba which is performed on 
the 10th of Dhul-Hijja or the following day. Its completion releases 
the pilgrims from the prohibitions of Ihram. The pilgrims remain in 
the valley of Mina for two or three days after ihe 10th of Dhul-Hijja 
worshipping God. Additional stonings of the pillars take place during 
this time. Some pilgrims spend most of the day in Makkah, returning 
to Mina only at night, but all must remain in Mina for at least two 
nights following the night of the 10th. The observances of hajj are 
complete by 10th of Dhul-Hijja. Most pilgrims also visit Medina, 
where Prophet Muhammad's Tomb and Mosque are located, although 
it is not obligatory. 
Selected Consumer Behavior Variables 
The field of consumer behavior attempts to study all the contri-
buting factors that result in purchases. These contributing factors 
are often the topics of interest by other academicians, but consumer 
behavior researchers focus on those areas that appear to have direct 
influence on decisions involving purchases. Studying and attracting 
religious pilgrims as potential consumers of touristic services, a num-
ber o f interdisciplinary topics appear to be especially pertinent: 
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(1) market segmentation, (2) consumer needs and motivation, (3) 
perception of risk, and (4) religion as brand loyalty. 
Analyzing the four topics above in relation to American Jewish 
and Muslim pilgrimages to their respective holy cities reveals a 
number of similarities and differences. 
Market Segmentation 
Market segmentation divides a potential market into smaller 
units of consumers who are most likely to need or want the goods 
or services of the marketer. Segmentation is commonly accompli-
shed through analysis of geographic, demographic, sociocultural, 
user behavior, and derived benefit variables. 
Geography. Jews are concentrated primarily in the U.S., Israel 
and the Soviet Union, but have a presence in almost every other 
country of the world. Muslims are most heavily represented in the 
Arab nations, and in Indonesia, India. Pakistan, Bangladesh, Iran, 
Malaysia, Nigeria, Soviet Union, and China, but similar to the Jews, 
have a presence in nearly every country. Within the U.S., both Jews 
and Muslims have traditionally settled in larger cities. Thus, it is fairly 
simple for religious pilgrimage marketers to identify where their target 
markets reside. 
Demographics. Because the Jews as a community have lived in 
the U.S. since at least 1654, they tend to be more established than 
Muslims who are more recent immigrants. Consequently, the demo-
graphics of the two groups differ in age, marital status, income, occ-
upation, and education. Jaws tend to be older, belatedly reflect 
national trends in marital status, have higher incomes, more professi-
onal occupations, and higher education than other Americans. 
Most contemporary American Muslims tend to be first generation 
immigrants. They are relatively young, though sometimes their older 
parents also reside with them. They look backward to their countries 
of origin for Identity, often speak their original languages (Arabic, 
Urdu, Persian etc.) in their homes, and often have higher incomes 
and education than their American counterparts. In general, they do 
not represent mainstream America and are slow to accept American 
values. They are proud of their Islamic and cultural heritage and 
prefer their own country-men/women In their marital choices. 
Because of a steady influx of immigrants, it is predicted that the 
Muslim population may surpass America's six million Jews within 
the coming decade (Niebuhr, 1990). 
Consequently, marketers of touristic services are well informed 
about the respective demographics of the two groups and should 
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tailor pilgrimages to Jerusalem and Makkah accordingly. 
Socio-cultural. Since the enlightenment in Western Europe 
when Jews were granted citizenship and freed from ghettoization in 
the late 1700's, large numbers have accepted Western culture. Certai-
nly, the overwhelming majority of American Jews are highly western-
ized, some to the point of near-total assimilation. Most Muslims, 
however, are closer to their Eastern origins and tend to reflect those 
socio-cultural values. 
Both groups accept loyalty to the group as a value, and adher-
ence to at least some outward manifestations of their respective 
religions is assumed. Pilgrimage to their respective holy cities is one 
way in which American Jews and Muslims can show solidarity with 
their religions. Marketers of touristic services can approach Jews by 
employing American values and persuade Muslims by employing 
traditional eastern values. 
User Behavior. As discussed earlier, Jewish pilgrims are under 
no particular obligations as to when, where, and how often they 
should make pilgrimage. Marketers who tailor their trips toward 
Jewish pilgrims employ many of the same inducements that would 
be employed with any other Western market. Name brand hotels, 
enticing descriptions of touristic destinations within Israel, extension 
trips to Europe or Egypt, and emphasis on comfort and high standards 
are emphasized. 
Marketers who tailor their trips to American Muslims also emph-
asize internationally recognized standards of comfort, luxury and 
service. A number of travel agencies and tour operating firms have 
appered in all major U.S. cities, which specialize in sending pilgrims 
to Saudi Arabia. These firms publish their advertisements in religi-
ous, cultural and ethnic newspapers, magazines and radio/T.V. prog-
rams, and target their clients emphasizing comfort, internationally 
recognized standards m service, and competitive prices. Makkah 
Inter-Continental Hotel, boasting the globally best as an oasis of 
comfort and luxury, serves the upper-class/affluent visiting pilgrims. 
Benefits. Jewish pilgrims tend to view trips to Israel as an opp-
ortunity to experience life in a Jewish country, visit historical and 
Biblical sites, establish contact with past and present Jewish glories, 
and pray at the Western Wall. The benefits are psychological, spiri-
tual and highly personal. Jews who have visited Israel numerous 
times are, upon their return home, accorded greater informal respect 
because of their trips. 
Israelis tend to be very outgoing, and it is not unusual for tou-
rist to be invited into Israeli homes. The friendship and sense of 
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family that thus develop are strong bonds between the visiting tourists 
and the country itself. The benefits to the tourlts is a stronger sense 
of commitment and faithfulness to his faith and Israel. 
Muslim pilgrims experience spiritual joy when seeing Ka'aba. 
The spirit of hajj Is the spirit of total sacrifice—of personal comforts, 
worldly pleasures, wealth, companionship of relatives and friends, 
vanities of dress and personal appearance, pride relating to birth, 
national origin, accomplishments, work or social status. This mode-
rn-day sacrifice of self altruism of the Prophet Abraham. 
Al l of demographics discussed above ate Important pieces of 
information for the tourism marketer seeking to better meet the needs 
and wants of religious pilgrims. However, market segmentation is 
but one factor in explaining the consumer behavior of Jewish and 
Muslim pilgrims. While market segmentation is helpful to marketers 
in identifying potential pilgrims, understanding their needs and moti-
vations are of critical importance. 
Consumer Needs and Mot iva t ions 
American Jewish children commonly attend classes in synagog-
ues and Jewish cultural centers. A large segment of early childhood 
education revolves around the lives of Biblical characters, the ancient 
kingdoms of Israel and Judea, the travails of the Jewish people 
since their dispersion nearly 2000 years ago, and the accomplish-
ments of modern Israel. 
Jewish holidays, too, focus on seasonal changes in Israel and 
historic events throughout history, most of which took place in Israel. 
Passover, one of the traditional festival days requiring pilgrimage to 
Jerusalem, is celebrated the world over and concludes with a prayer 
stating, "Next year in Jerusalem." Even the Hebrew language encou-
rages pilgrimage to Israel. For Instance, the Hebrew word "a//ya/?" 
is interpreted literally as immigration to Israel, in the vernacular as 
"going up." The "going up" is meant to mean travel to Jerusalem, 
which is located on mountainous higher ground, but is also meant in 
a spiritual sense. This subtle meaning is not lost on the Jews of the 
world. Consequently, pilgrimage to Israel takes on a spiritual impo-
rtance that is emphasized during one's entire life. 
American-Muslim children regularly attend a variety of Islamic 
schools, which are part of Islamic centers/mosques across the country, 
where they are indoctrinated in the teachings of Islam. Though 
there are a variety of Islamic schools across the country being run 
under the auspices of different Islamic crganizations, some Sunday 
Schools are operated as a part of lslan>ic Centers adjacent to most of 
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the famous universities/colleges in the country. These schools were 
started by first generation immigrants, most of whom arrived in the 
U.S. in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, as students in American 
Universities and colleges from Middle-Eastern and South East Asian 
countries. These schools are supervised by the Islamic Society of 
North America (ISNA) [a nationally recognized and widely acclaimed 
umbrella organization representing a wide variety of islamic organiza-
tions, associations and agencies]. 
A large segment ofearly childhood education for a Muslim child 
revolves around the five pillars of Islam (belief, prayer, aims-giving, 
fasting and pilgrimage), lives of Prophet Muhammad and his compa-
nions, and the important events in Islamic history, such as those 
related to the lives of Prophet Abraham, Prophet ishmael and others. 
Consequently, pilgrimage to Makkah takes on a spiritual importance 
that is emphasized during one's entire life. 
In view of the above, it appears that American Jewish ar.d Muslim 
consumer needs and motivations are similar. Both communities 
have much in common. Both are religious minorities in the U.S., 
both have aricient origins in the Middle East, both express desires 
for maintaining traditional values and religious beliefs, both demons-
trate a high value on education, and both display a motivation for 
religious pilgrimage to their respective holy cities. 
Perception of Risk 
Consumer marketers are well aware of the need to reduce perc-
eived risk of purchase of their potential customers. The most comm-
on means of doing so by the issuance of guarantees, warranties, 
and other assurances that products and services wil l live up to expec-
tations. In addition, advertising and sales promotion specifically 
designed to reduce perceived risk, celebrity endorsements, testimon-
ials, and carefully worded publicity are common risk-reduction 
strategies. 
Despite the powerful spiritual motivations of pilgrimage for both 
Jews and Muslims, travel to their holy cities has historically been one 
of danger and deprivation. The risk of such journeys continue to in-
fluence decision-making about potential pilgrimage. 
Since 1948, Jews have been able to visit Israel and Jerusalem, 
except for Samaria, Judea and the old city of Jerusalem during the 
Jordanian rule. Israel has fought five major wars with its neighbors 
since 1948 and the risk of future wars persist. During the Persian 
Gulf war. Scud missiles from Iraq forced Israelis to don gas masks 
in bomb shelters to protect againsit the risk of chemical end biologi-
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cal missile attacks and tourism to Israel severely decreased. However, 
since then it has rebounded to the record levels enjoyed prior to the 
Gulf Crisis (Jewish Telegraph Agency, 1992). Nevertheless, potential 
war and political unrest continue as perceived risks for most poten-
tial tourists. Despite peace talks, terrorism and war continue as 
perceived risks. 
Although Israeli tourist authorities deny risks and emphasize that 
visitors are safer than most U.S. cities, tourism is sensitive to the 
political instability. Media representatives are numerous in Israel 
because of the democratic nature of the nation. Reporters and photo-
graphers are normally free to investigate and report, and violence is 
always ia popular commodity to Western readers and viewers. 
The Israeli-owned airline, El Al , is well known for its diligent 
security measures. Thus, although travel to the Middle East may be 
viewed as somewhat dangerous. El A l has capitalized on its safety 
record. Many travelers to and from the East prefer El A l because of 
the perception of reduced risk. During tha Persian Gulf war. El Al 
was one of the few airlines that continued to fly in the area and con-
sequently was able to show profits of $14.1 million in 1990 and over 
$30 million in 1991 (Abbey, 1992). However, even the security 
measures of El Al ate often insufficient to materially reduce the faer 
of risk. 
Westernized Muslims are often exposed to horror stories about 
hajj discomforts, inefficiencies, exploitaion, and other risks, involved 
in trips to Makkah. To reduce perceived risk, the Saudi Arabian 
government greatly expanded touristic facilities for the comfort 
and safety of Muslim pilgrims by spending billions of dollars. 
This massive building program has included expansion of Ka'aba's 
sarced mosque to accommodate the crush of millions of pilgrims, 
multi-lane roads linking Makkaa with Jeddah to raduce congestion 
and accidents, and a new world-class airport to increase air safety 
at Jeddah which handles millions of pilgrims during hajj season. 
Saudi Arabia's national airline, Saudia, is the carrer of choice for 
many Muslim pilgrims (Woods, 1990). Nevertheless, hundreds of 
Muslim pilgrims die during their journeys to and from Makkah. 
Formerly, hajj was beset by a high mortality rate: Epidemics of 
smallpox, cholera, and malaria would sweep the crowded and unsa-
nitary pilgrims camps. Now, because of mobile hospitals, portable 
toilets, disinfectant spraying, abundant pure water, and a modern 
quarantine center at Jeddah, the word Health Organization no longer 
regularly monitors the hajj. Stil l, the perception of epidemics persists 
among potential pilgrims. 
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In spite of all the Investments in the touristic infrastructure, 
accidents do happen. On July 2, 1990, 1400 Muslim pilgrims to 
Saudi Arabia died as they crowded through a tunnel under a low 
mountain between the town of Mina and the holy city of Makkah. 
The stampede was set off by several pilgrims' falling from a bridge. 
The victims were walking to Makkah to complete their pilgrimage 
(Islamic Horizons, 1990). 
During a terrorist activity in the early 1980s, hundreds of terro-
rists took over Ka'aba in an attempt to kill the Saudi King and topple 
his government, but the government was able to crush this uprising 
with military help from other islamic countries, notably Pakistan. 
Unfortunately, it cost the lives of hundreds of Muslim pilgrims, and 
further contributed to the perception of high risks involved in hajj. 
' Marketers usually attempt to overcome perceived risk by offe-
ring guarantees, warranties, free trials, testimonials from satisfied 
consumers, and samples. Marketers of religious pilgrimage trips 
employ similar techniques to overcome perceived risks, but they are 
in a strengthened position because of the loyalty of both groups to 
their respective religions and holy cities. In a sense, that loyalty 
could be interpreted in consumer behavior terms as brand loyalty. 
Religion as Brand Loyalty 
Brand loyalty is a commitment to a specific branded product or 
service. The early childhood training, social and cultural pressures, 
and continuing satisfaction with the benefits of product, all predict 
brand loyalty to one's religion. In the U.S., consumers have great 
freedom to choose among competing products, services, and reli-
gious organizations. The stronger the Involvement and commitment 
to one's religion, the stronger the imputed brand loyalty. 
Prior to the late 1700's, only one form of Judaism existed: that 
which would today be called orthodoxy. However, the freedom enge-
ndered by the enlightenment in Western Europe facilitated different 
forms of Judaism, which has led to today's Orthodox, Conservative, 
Reform, and Reconstructionist movements. Assimilation among 
American Jews, once unknown, has grown in proportion to the dista-
ncing of religion in life commensurate wrth the rest of the American 
population. Thus, brand loyalty among Jews appears to be slipping, 
leading to a lessening of the importance and desirabih'ty of pilgrima-
ges to Israel. 
Because of the higher socio-economic status of most American 
Muslims, brand loyalty could be said to be lower as compared to other 
Muslim pilgrims hailing from poor countries such as Bangladesh, 
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India, Pakistan, Mali and Somalia etc., who arrive in Saudi Arabia 
after having invested their life's savings to undertake pilgrimage. 
Many devout Muslims from these and similar countries, in their relig-
ious fervor, sell real estate and jewelry to undertake pilgrimage. 
Muslim pilgrims from the world over often undertake their journeys 
under the most extreme conditions : shoeless, without funds for 
transportation or lodging, exposed to robbery of their few meager 
possessions, vulnerable to imprisonment when attempting to cross 
national borders, and subject to many other hardships. Similarly, 
millions of Black American Muslims, who are believed to be one of 
the largest ethnic groups among the American-Muslims, do not poss-
ess the financial means to fulfil their religious duty to perform hajj. 
First generation American Muslims of Middle-Eastern and South 
East Asian descent who are well-off financially, and wish to under-
take pilgrimage, look forward to comfort and luxury by traveling 
first class and staying in luxury hotels expressing brand loyalty to 
Inter-Continental, Sheraton and Hilton. Because of their psychogra-
phic-cum-demographic superiority when compared to other pilgrims 
hailing from poor countries, they demand world-class comfort as 
epitomized by specific brands, as they are accustomed to it by virtue 
of living In the U.S. (Terpstra and Devid, 1991). 
There is no single definition of brand loyalty nor agreement 
among consumer behavior researchers on how it is established. 
Nevertheless, it is commonly agreed that early exposure, continued 
accessibility, and consistent satisfaction all contribute to brand loyalty. 
Among Jews, the lessened commitment to religious values appears 
to also influence pilgrimages to Israel. Among American Muslims, 
it is expected to decline in the second and third generation because 
of their anticipated lessened commitment to religious values in their 
parents are trying their best to inculcate Islamic values in their cog-
nition. 
Conclusions 
Jewish pilgrimage to Israel helps to reaffirm Jewish solidarity 
and helps to maintain recognition of their heritage. The close proxi-
mity of Jewish, Muslim and Christian holy sites should help to emph-
asize the importance of tolerance and cooperation among people of 
differing religious persuasions. The Israel Ministry of Tourism is 
attempting just such a program by promoting Muslim tourism from 
countries with large Muslim populations : Afghanistan, Tanzania, 
Indonesia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, and Nigeria, The Ministry believes 
that many effluent Muslims desire to visit and pray in Jerusalem, 
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Islam's third holy city after Makkah and Medina. Package tours 
would enable the Muslim tourists to visit other places of interest to 
them such as Hebron, Jericho, Acre, ahd Tiberia. A new company, 
Islamica Tours, may even take over one or two large hotels in Jerusa-
lem to accommodate the Muslim tourists (Alpert, 1991). 
Islamic pilgrimage to Ka'aba exposes to Muslims hailing from 
around the world a common religious heritage with Judaism, another 
great monotheistic faith that rose amid the deserts of the Middle East. 
For a Muslim, Islam is God's revelation made to Adam and Noah; the 
religion revealed to Abraham and Moses; the religion of Davrd and 
the Prophets of Israel, and of Jesus and the Twelve Apostles. For 
the final, time, Muslims believe, the true religion was reveled to the 
Prophet Muhammad. 
Israeli marketers are less interested in pilgrimage by Jews than 
they are in attracting Jews to come to live in Israel. Consequently, 
they recognize that pilgrimage is one means by which diaspora Jews 
can experience living in a Jewish country and may be the first step 
toward a permanent return. The scholars are confident that the less 
materialistic life in Israel will be overcome by the greater spirituality 
that all visitors experience. 
Even if a Jewish pilgrim does not decide to live in Israel perman-
ently, a bonding usually takes place reconfirming every Jew's attach-
ment to the Land of Israel and especially to Jerusalem. This bonding 
is subsequently reflected in greater devotion to religious values and a 
sense of personal contact with Jewish history throughout the ages. 
Islamic scholars are unanimous in their assertion that Muslim 
pilgrims cannot go on pilgrimage and expect to enjoy a comfortable 
vacation, pleasant scenery, good food, and entertainment. The Isla-
mic pilgrimage should be entirely oriented towards spiritual nourish-
ment, religious joy and committed worship of God. An increasing 
number of devout Muslims observe, however, thatthe recent reliance 
on easy charter flights to Makkah/Jeddah has devalued the title and 
diminished the stature of the pilgrim. To restore the worth, they advo-
cate a return to an ascetic tradition, arguing that the more arduous 
and challenging the pilgrim's journey to Makkah, the greater the 
mental and spiritual benefits. 
Religious pilgrimage affords pilgrims an opportunity, at least once 
in a lifetime, from the conflicts and vagaries of daily life to the birth-
place of their faiths, its progenitors the House of the Lord. There he/ 
she seeks, with his/her brethren, spiritual nourishment and delivera-
nce. The pilgrimage symbolizes the return to his/her origin. Pilgrims 
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taste the joy of this return, and that drive within their hearts is to 
some measure, contented and fulfilled. 
Consequent^, both Jewish and Muslim pilgrims maintain a high 
degree of similarity in their quests and goals. While they may differ 
demographically and even psychographically, the mutual roots of 
their origins should help to stimulate a resolve for greater understand-
ing and cooperation between the sons of Abraham. What better way, 
then, for American Jews and Muslims to express their similarities and 
mutual respect for the differences, than to work together for the 
peace of the world through their brethren around the world. 
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Abstract 
The importance of Islamic 
pilgrimage (Hajj) to Ka'aba in 
Makkah (Saudi Arabia) has not 
been recognised in the annals of 
contemporary research in 
international tourism. The 
annual pilgrimage to Makkah is a 
rite of spiritual renewal for the 
one billion Muslims (followers of 
Islam) worldwide. This paper, 
besides highlighting the 
importance of Hajj from an 
international tourism perspective, 
also offers some managerial 
comments to improve the qutUity 
of Hajj experience for visiting 
international Muslim pilgrims. 
Zafar U. Ahmed is Associate Professor 
of Marl<eting, Department of Business 
Administration, Minot State University, 
Nortt) Dakota, U.S.A. 
Islamic 
Pilgrimage (Hajj) 
to Ka'aba in 
Makkah (Saudi 
Arabia): 
An important 
international tourism 
activity 
Zafar U. Ahmed 
Introduct ion 
Arrival of about one million international Muslim pilgrims at a 
given time from all over the world each year to perform annual 
pilgrimage to Ka'aba in Makkah (Saudi Arabia) represents an activity 
of enormous significance in the contemporary world economy. 
Transporting, accommodating, feeding, entertaining and providing the 
international Muslim pilgrims with all kinds of religious, health and 
shopping facilities for four to eight weeks is a gigantic exercise. It 
involves t ransfer of funds worth billions of dollars across the 
international borders each year. Such an exercise assumes more 
importance when analysed from the perspective of the mounting needs 
of contemporary in t e rna t iona l Muslim pi lgr ims ranging from 
international cuisine in small Saudi restaurants to giant supersonic 
jets. Goods and services worth billions of dollars are annually imported 
from abroad to cater to their needs because of their non-availability in 
Saudi Arabia. The preparations of annual Hajj s tar t months in 
advance as a result of close cooperation between Saudi governmental 
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ssaw 
agencies, mul t ina t iona l cor-
porations, and local private and 
public sectors. 
Literattire review 
Islamic pilgrimage (Hajj) to 
Ka'aba in Makkah, Saudi Arabia, 
has been the focus of contem-
porary l i terature in disciplines 
such as geography (Rowley, 1989; 
Abdul-Rauf, 1978; Rowley and El-
Hamdan, 1977; Rowley and El-
Hamdan, 1978; Isaac, 1973; King, 
1972; Shair, 1983; Brooke, 1987). 
The research carr ied out by 
Rowley (1989) led him to believe 
that the recent growth of the Hajj 
is a pa r t of the con-
t inui ty and indeed 
mounting ebullience 
and vitality of Islam. 
Continuing population 
growths and develop-
ments in t r a n s p o r t 
technologies t h a t 
present increas ing 
opportuni t ies to a 
widening number of 
Muslims are outlined 
and the various trans-
port modes utilised by 
pilgrims are considered 
by Rowley (1989) in his 
paper. Brooke (1987) 
has examined the 
dynamics of t r a n s -
porting, slaughtering 
and disposing of about 
one million animals in 
Makkah on the eve of Hajj as an 
extra-ordinary exercise in logistics 
and management from geographi-
cal and ecological perspectives. 
Despite the international travel by 
a million Muslim pilgrims from all 
over the world to perform their 
annua l pi lgr image to Ka 'aba 
annually and multi-billion dollar 
spending by them on the i r 
travel/pilgrimage, this important 
in t e rna t iona l t rave l / tour i sm 
activity has not received due 
recognition in the anna l s of 
contemporary travel and tourism 
research. Even international mass 
media avoids it and mentions it 
only when something unfortunate 
happens at the pilgrimage site. 
Reporting in global media of an 
airplane crash near Jeddah in 
June 1991, which killed hundreds 
of Nigerian pilgrims going back 
home from Saudi Arabia after 
pilgrimage, is a case in point. This 
is why this paper has examined the 
dynamics of Hajj from 
international tourism perspectives. 
Hajj in Islamic studies 
Hajj h a s been the focus of 
numerous studies carried out in the 
annals of Islamic studies (Sardar 
and Badawi, 1978; Long, 1979; 
Lewis, Pellat and Schacht, 1965; 
Kamal, 1961). 
The Arabic word "Hajj" means "to 
K)"»vrr 
tEMENX'' 
should be sane, in sound health, 
free from debts, and should have 
enough resources not only to 
defray his/her own travel expenses 
but also to take care of his/her 
dependents who have remained at 
home. It is a further condition 
that peace and security for his/her 
life and property exist on the way 
to Makkah and back. God says in 
the Qur'an: "And pilgrimage to the 
House IKa'aba] is a duty people 
owe to God, for who can afford the 
journey" {Qur'an 3:97). 
Following a 1400-year-old practice 
of thei r predecessors , about a 
million in te rna t iona l Muslim 
pilgrims from all over 
the world (representing 
about 150 countries), 
along with about a 
million local Saudi 
Muslims, gather in 
Saudi Arabia every 
year to perform annual 
Islamic pilgrimage to 
Makkah, which is one 
of the five pil lars of 
Islam. The first four 
pillars of Islam are: 
(I) S h a h d a h 
(proclaiming that 
there is no god but 
God, and that 
Muhammad is the 
messenger of God, 
set out for a definite purpose." 
Specifically, it refers to the 
pi lgrimage to Ka'aba, which is 
s i tuated in the city of Makkah 
(Mecca) in Saudi Arabia, and the 
performance of certain required 
observances during the months 
prescribed. The observances of Hajj 
are based on Islam's holy book -
Qur'an (2:196-203, 5:98-1000, 22-
27:32) and the practice of Prophet 
Muhammad and commemorate 
certain events in the lives of the 
prophet Abraham, his wife Hagar 
and their son, the prophet Ishmael 
(Ismael). 
Hajj is obligatory at least once in a 
lifetime for any Muslim man or 
woman who fulfils the following 
conditions: at the time he/she 
intends to perform Hajj, he/she 
(2) Salat 
times daily prayers) 
(the five 
(3) Zakat (the giving of alms to the 
poor), and 
(4) Sawm (fasting throughout the 
holy month of Ramadan). 
The fifth pi l lar of Islam, the 
performance of Hajj, is the 
ultimate aspiration of all Muslims, 
and the spiritual high point in the 
life of any Muslim, who has 
performed the holy rites. 
The attainment of such spiritual 
fulfilment has been made steadily 
more accessible over the past 
half century to a large number of 
international pilgrims because of 
m o d e r n i s a t i o n and improve-
m e n t s in the means of global 
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Figure 1: The sites of the Hajj. 
t r anspor ta t ion and communi-
cation. 
Rites of Hajj 
Ka'aba, being the focal point of 
Islamic pilgrimage, deserves some 
special but brief discussion. The 
word Ka'aba means "a cube-shaped 
structure." It refers in particular 
to the cube-shaped building in 
Makkah constructed of stone and 
mortar, measuring approximately 
45 feet in height, 33 feet in width 
and 50 feet in length, which is 
generally covered with a black 
cloth decorated with Qur 'anic 
verses, worked in gold. 
Ka'aba is not a striking piece of 
art, nor is it adorned with precious 
stones. No pilgrim endows it with 
power to benefit or to hurt. 
Before performing the Hajj, which 
takes place in the Holy Mosque in 
Makkah and in Mina, Muzdalifah 
and Arafat - which are localities 
adjacent to Makkah (see Figure 1) -
the pi lgr ims mus t "enter into 
ihram." Li teral ly meaning 
consecration, ihram is both the 
sp i r i tua l s ta te a pilgrim mus t 
enter before embarking on the Hajj 
and the name of attire worn during 
the pilgrimage. It consists of two 
pieces of unsewn cloth for men and 
a simple dress for women. The 
simplicity of the pilgrims' clothing 
is meant to erase any mater ia l 
distinctions and also to symbolise 
that all are equal in the eyes of 
God. 
After washing the entire body, the 
pilgrim dons the ihram and states 
the intention of performing the 
Hajj. The pilgrim then recites the 
words used by the prophet 
Abraham when he performed the 
first pilgrimage to the Ka'aba: 
Here I am at your service, O 
Lord, here I am. 
Here I am. No partner do You 
have. Here I am. 
Truly, the praise and the favor is 
Yours, and the 
domain. No partner do You have. 
Having entered into ihram and 
recited the above mentioned words, 
the pilgrim is then ready to begin 
the rites of the Hajj. On the first 
day of the rites of the Hajj, a day 
called the day of reflection, the 
pilgrims perform rites that date 
back to the prophet Muhammad's 
first of two pilgrimages to Makkah 
in March 629 A.D., when the pagan 
tribes of the city of Makkah had 
adopted Islam. In t ha t year, 
prophet Muhammad visited the 
Ka'aba, which was originally built 
by prophet Abraham with the help 
of his son prophet Ishmael. 
When completed, prophet 
Abraham was commanded by God 
to call mankind to make the 
pilgrimage to the Ka'aba. In later 
yea r s , the i nhab i t an t s of the 
Arabian Peninsula continued to 
make the pilgrimage to the Ka'aba, 
a l though by then , they had 
transformed it into a centre of idol 
worship. 
With the prophet Muhammad's 
arrival, the Ka'aba was purified of 
idols and once again became a 
centre for the worship of God. 
The Ka'aba was rebuilt and the 
Black Stone, which is the only 
piece of prophet Abraham's 
original shrine left, was placed 
in the southeast corner of the 
structure. It is in the direction 
of the Ka'aba t h a t about one 
billion Muslims scat tered 
throughout the world pray five 
times a day. However, nei ther 
the Ka'aba itself, nor the Black 
Stone, is an object of worship, but 
they symbolise a shrine 
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' Table 1: Process of Performing Hajj 
SthofZuI-Hijjah 
1. Seven time circumambulation of Ka'aba on arrival in Makkah (optional), 
2. Ofier Hajj Prayer at the Station of Abraham in Ka'aba, 
3. Drink water from the well of Zamzam, 
4. Walk or run seven times between the hills of Safa and Marwah, 
SthofZul-Hijjah 
5. Leave for Mina (three miles from Makkah), 
6. Offer whole day's five prayers at Mina, 
7. Spend the night at Mina, 
lOthofZul-Hijjah 
8. Move towards Arafat after sun-rise, 
9. Face the direction of the Ka'aba and recite praises of God and offer supplication 
with up-raised hands, 
• 10. Move towards Muzdalifah en masse after sunset, 
11. Spend the night in Prayer and reflection at Muzdalifah, 
12. Visit Al-Mash'ar Al-Haram (optional), 
13. Walk through the valley of Batan Mohsar to get to a place called Gumrat-ul-
Aqba, 
14. Collect seven pebbles or small stones, 
15. Stone the three Pillars of Satan while saying "God is Great", 
16. Sacrifice an animal to commemorate prophet Abraham's sacrifice of a sheep, 
17. Get hair cut (end of i/iram), 
18. Return to Makkah, 
19. Perform the farewell circumambulation of the Ka'aba, 
20. Visit prophet Muhammad' s mosque in Madinah (optional). 
consecrated to God. 
Muslim pi lgr ims are requ i red to 
perform their Hajj on the 8th, 9th 
and 10th of Zul-Hijjah (a month of 
I s l a m i c c a l e n d e r ) a n d follow a 
rigid i t i n e r a r y of r e q u i r e d s i t e s 
a n d p r a y e r s . T h e p r o c e s s of 
performing Hajj is well laid out by 
Qur 'an and prophe t M u h a m m a d . 
Every pilgrim is required to follow 
the entire well-structured process 
in l e t t e r a n d s p i r i t w i t h full 
dedication and devotion in order to 
fulfil h i s / he r obl igat ion t o w a r d s 
God. Haj j g u i d e s a r e n o r m a l l y 
hired by pilgrims, who ass is t the 
v i s i t i n g p i l g r i m s in t h e 
p e r f o r m a n c e of v a r i o u s r i t e s of 
Hajj as outlined in Table 1. 
Having performed t h e fifth, and 
f ina l , p i l l a r of t h e i r f a i t h a n d 
devotion to God, the international 
Muslim p i lg r ims r e t u r n to t h e i r 
homes wi th a g r e a t e r s p i r i t u a l 
strength. Many add the prefix Al-
Hajj (pilgrim) to the i r n a m e s for 
t h e r e s t of t h e i r l ives , a n d a r e 
afforded the added social respect 
for h a v i n g p e r f o r m e d t h e 
pilgrimage to Ka'aba. 
Modernisat ion of p i lgr im 
infrastructure 
Whereas in the past , in ternat ional 
M u s l i m p i l g r i m s h a d to e n d u r e 
extreme hardships and absences of 
years from their homes to perform 
the pilgrimage, thereby limiting the 
number of those who could "make 
t h e i r way" to M a k k a h , M u s l i m s 
from all over t he world now v is i t 
Saudi Arabia each year in hundreds 
of t h o u s a n d s , exceed i ng t h e one 
million figure in recent years (see 
Figure 2). Such a concentration of 
i n t e r n a t i o n a l M u s l i m p i l g r i m s / 
v i s i t o r s from a l m o s t e v e r y 
nationality at the same place dur ing 
the three prescribed days of the Hajj 
i s t h e l a r g e s t a n n u a l g l o b a l 
logistical operation of its kind in the 
world. It has been made possible by 
S a u d i A r a b i a ' s s t e a d y d r i v e to 
establish a network of world-class 
infrastructure and facilities such as 
a i r p o r t s , r o a d s , t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , 
accommodat ion, a n d medical and 
other touristic services. 
In the past , i n t e rna t iona l Musl im 
pi lgr ims had to m a k e an a r duous 
journey to Makkah. Today modern 
internat ional pilgrims land at the 
King Abdul Aziz airport in Jeddah, 
built a t a cost of billions of dollars, 
exclusively to handle the hundreds 
of d a i l y f l i g h t s t h a t b r i n g 
in te rna t iona l Musl im pilgrims to 
S a u d i A r a b i a d u r i n g t h e Haj j 
period. 
In order to accommodate the rising 
number of pilgrims every year and 
c a t e r to t h e i r n e e d s in a b e t t e r 
way , t h e S a u d i g o v e r n m e n t h a s 
e m b a r k e d u p o n an a m b i t i o u s 
m u l t i - b i l l i o n d o l l a r e x p a n s i o n 
project of t he two holiest s i tes of 
Islam, the Holy Mosque in Makkah 
a n d t h e p r o p h e t M u h a m m a d ' s 
mosque in Madinah . The current 
expans ion projects a t both si tes 
h a v e been c o n t i n u i n g u n a b a t e d 
s ince 1 9 8 5 . O n c e c o m p l e t e d , 
expans ion work on t h e two sites 
will transform them into two of the 
largest human-made s tructures in 
the world. {Saudi Arabia, 1991). 
T h e Holy M o s q u e in M a k k a h , 
which enc loses t he Holy Ka 'aba 
and is thus the spiritual centre of 
t h e I s l a m i c w o r l d , w a s f irs t 
e x p a n d e d in t h e e a r l y s e v e n t h 
century by Omar Ibn Al-Khattab 
the second caliph after the death ol 
t h e p r o p h e t M u h a m m a d in 632 
A.D. O v e r t h e l a s t fou r t een 
c e n t u r i e s , t h e m o s q u e was 
repeatedly repaired and expandec 
as t h e n u m b e r of Mus l ims grew 
H o w e v e r , t h e m o s q u e coulc 
accommodate only 48,000 pilgrim? 
when Saudi Arabia was founded ir 
1932 . T h e S a u d i g o v e r n m e n t 
l a u n c h e d t h e f i r s t e x p a n s i o r 
p ro jec t in 1953 . T h e mosque 's 
courtyard was raised and coverec 
with white marble. A second leve 
was added to the structure and 1( 
g a t e s c o n s t r u c t e d a r o u n d the 
complex. Fur ther expansion worl 
was undertaken in 1960 to enlarge 
the complex to accommodate abou 
300,000 pilgrims. 
T h e c u r r e n t e x p a n s i o n pro jec 
covering Makkah and its environ; 
when comple ted would cost th( 
Saudi government 6. 4 billion U.S 
dollars. I t will more than double 
the size of the Holy osque to ove' 
200,000 square meters (more thai 
2.1 million square feet). This wil 
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Figure 2: Number of pilgrims visiting Saudi Arabia from abroad during the Hajj. 
Source: Ministry of Finance and National Economy, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 1991. 
more than double the number of 
pilgrims t h a t the mosque can 
accommodate to about 605,000. 
The expansion work on the Holy 
Mosque includes the establish-
ment of 61, 000 square meters of 
prayer a rea on the roof of the 
s t ruc tu re and ano the r 40,000 
square meters in the surrounding 
plaza. Four new staircases, five 
massive escalators and two new 
minarets are also being built. The 
whole structure is also being air-
conditioned, with the installation 
of one of the largest units of its 
kind in the world, having a cooling 
capacity of 40,000 tons. 
The expansion project launched at 
the prophet Muhammad's mosque 
in Madinah is equally ambitious, 
and is scheduled for completion in 
the summer of 1992. The first 
structure on the site of today's 
mosque was a modest building, 
which the prophet Muhammad 
himself helped construct. Sub-
sequent expansion work enlarged 
the size of the mosque to 10,300 
square meters (110,800 square 
feet), able to accommodate 17,000 
pi lgr ims a t the t ime of the 
foundation of the present Saudi 
Arabia in 1932. Further expansion 
work carried out during late 1960s 
and early 1970s enlarged the 
structure to allow almost 90,000 
pilgrims inside at a time. 
The cur ren t expansion project 
when completed in 1992, will more 
than double the size of the mosque 
to 165,500 square meters (1.78 
million square feet). Once 
completed, the mosque will be the 
largest enclosed structure in the 
world, able to accommodate 
257,000 pilgrims indoors . A 
further 250,000 pilgrims will be 
able to ga the r in the mosque 's 
outdoor courtyards. 
The project calls for the construc-
tion of six addit ional minare ts , 
each 104 meters (341 feet) high, 
each minaret will be crowned by a 
four-ton crescent plated in gold. 
Once completed, the mosque will 
have 2,174 columns, each 5.6 
meters (18.3 feet). 
A unique feature of the expansion 
project is the 27 main plazas that 
are being built . Each plaza is 
capped by a remote-controlled 
sliding dome which can be opened 
or closed within one minute 
depending on the weather. Each 
dome which is 16.65 meters (54.6 
feet) high, weighs 80 tons, half of 
which consists of metallic parts. 
The plazas will be paved with 
marble in Islamic geometric 
pa t t e rn s , and will be used for 
praying. 
The mammoth s t ruc ture is 
entirely air-conditioned. For this 
purpose, six cooling units with a 
17,000 ton cooling capacity have 
been instal led. Five will be in 
constant use, with the sixth on 
s tand-by. Also, five 2.5 MW 
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genera to rs will provide the 
mosque with its own independent 
power generating capacity. 
In addition to the enclosed areas, 
a large plaza is being constructed 
that will increase the number of 
people tha t can worship at the 
mosque simultaneously to over 
600,000. 
Modernisation of other touristic 
facilities for be t te r pilgrimage 
managemen t a t Makkah and 
Madinah have included scanning 
a bank of recently installed closed-
circuit television sets. A Saudi 
soldier can monitor the crowds of 
pilgrims and call in helicopters for 
traffic or ambulance duties. Other 
cameras televise the Hajj events 
via satellite to millions of viewers 
globally (Abdul-Rauf, 1978). 
Formerly, Hajj was beset by a 
high mortality rate: epidemics of 
smallpox, cholera, and malaria 
would sweep the crowded and 
unsanitary pilgrim camps. Now, 
because of mobile hosp i ta l s , 
por table to i le ts , d is infectant 
spraying, abundant pure water, 
and a modern quarantine centre 
a t J eddah , the World Heal th 
Organisation (WHO) no longer 
needs to regularly monitor the 
Hajj (Abdul-Rauf, 1978). 
With the rise in the number of 
pilgrims into millions, much of the 
meat of the animals sacrificed 
during the Hajj was being wasted. 
The Saudi government solved this 
problem by establishing a modern 
slaughter house fitted with world 
class machines and equipment at 
Mina under the auspices of 
Islamic Development Bank as a 
part of Saudi Arabia's Sacrificial 
Meat Ut i l iza t ion Project 
(SASMUP). During the 1991 Hajj 
season, for ins tance, SASMUP 
charged each will ing pilgrim 
about eighty-eight U.S. dollars 
towards the price of a live sheep 
and the cost associated with its 
slaughtering, skinning, cleaning, 
veterinary services and shipping 
to the poor in Muslim countries. A 
total of 407,120 sheep, 8,668 
camels and 2,157 cows were 
slaughtered during the 1991 Hajj 
Table 2: Shipment of Sacrificial Meat to the Poor in Selected Muslim Countries in 
1991 
Mode of Despatch Country 
1. Sudan 
Port Sudan 
Khartoum 
2. Pakistan 
3. Djibouti 
4. Bangladesh 
5. Jordan 
6. Chad 
7. Lebanon 
8. Mauritania 
9. Mali 
10. Burkina Faso 
11. Egypt 
12. Senegal 
13. Somalia 
Berbara 
Mogadishu 
14. Gambia 
15. Syria 
16. Niger 
17. Sierra Leon 
18. Guinea Conakry 
19. Guinea Bissau 
20. Tanzania 
Zanzibar 
Darus Salam 
21. Comoros 
22. Kenya 
23. Mozambique 
Number of 
Carcasses 
15,000 
5,100 
23,300 
10,000 
65,000 
40,000 
5,100 
25,000 
10,000 
5,000 
5,000 
35,000 
10,000 
3,000 
30,000 
5,000 
15,500 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
5,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
3,000 
Frozen, 
Chilled, 
Chilled, 
Frozen., 
Frozen, 
Chilled, 
Chilled, 
Chilled, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
Chilled, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
Frozen, 
by sea 
by air 
by air 
by sea 
by sea 
by land 
by air 
by sea 
by sea 
by air 
by air 
by sea 
by sea 
by sea 
by sea 
by sea 
by land 
by air 
by sea 
by sea 
by sea 
Frozen, by sea 
Frozen, by sea 
Frozen, by sea 
Frozen, by sea 
Frozen, by sea 
TOTAL CARCASSES 327,000 
Source: Kingdom of Saudi Arabia's Sacrificial Meat Utilisation Project, Islamic 
Development Bank, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. 
season by SASMUP management. 
The meat of about 5,000 carcasses 
was distributed over the feast days 
at Mina and Makkah to pilgrims 
and the poor. The remainder of the 
meat was refrigerated or frozen, 
packed in 2,344,000 cases and was 
shipped by air, sea and land to 23 
Muslim countries around the world 
at the end of 1991 Hajj in June 
1991 (see Table 2). 
Market ing segmentation 
dynamics of Islamic pilgrims 
Muslim pi lgr ims experience 
sp i r i tua l joy while performing 
pilgrimage to Ka'aba. The spirit of 
Hajj is the spirit of total sacrifice -
of personal comforts, worldly 
pleasures, the acquisition of wealth, 
the companionship of relatives and 
fr iends, vani t ies of dress and 
personal appearance, pride relating 
to birth, national origin, accom-
plishments, work or social status. 
This sacrifice of self was attained 
to the h ighes t degree by the 
prophet Abraham, and is supposed 
to be emulated by every Muslim 
pilgrim. 
In spite of the spiritual spirit of 
Hajj ( total sacrifice), Muslim 
pilgrims visiting Ka'aba could be 
grouped psychographically into 
different segments. On the one end 
of the psychographic spectrum are 
thousands of ultra poor pilgrims, 
hailing from poor countries such as 
Bangladesh, Gambia and Mali, 
who arrive in Saudi Arabia after 
having invested their life's savings 
to undertake pilgrimage. Many 
devout Muslims from these and 
similar countries, in their religious 
fervour, spend thei r life-long 
savings by selling such valuables 
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as real es ta te and jewelry to 
undertake pilgrimage. Thousands 
of poor Muslim pilgrims from the 
world over often undertake their 
journeys under the most extreme 
condit ions: shoeless, wi thout 
funds for t r anspor t a t ion or 
lodging, exposed to robbery of 
their few meagre possessions, 
vulnerable to imprisonment when 
a t t empt ing to cross na t iona l 
borders. Thousands of them could 
be seen sleeping on sidewalks and 
open places and begging for 
money and food dur ing the 
pi lgr image season in Saudi 
Arabia. On the other extreme of 
the psychographic spectrum are 
affluent Muslims, who wish to 
undertake pilgrimage in luxury by 
traveling first class and staying in 
luxury hotels such as Inter-
Continental, Sheraton and Hilton. 
Because of their psychographic-
cum-demographic superiority as 
compared to other pilgrims hailing 
from poor countries, they demand 
world-class comfort. 
Marketers who tailor their trips to 
affluent Muslims also emphasise 
in te rna t iona l ly recognised 
standards of comfort, luxury and 
service. A number of t ravel 
agencies and tour operating firms 
have appeared in all major cities 
of western countries such as the 
U.S. , Canada , Br i ta in and 
Aust ra l ia , which specialise in 
sending pilgrims to Saudi Arabia 
in package tours. These firms 
publish their advertisements in 
rel igious, cu l tu ra l and ethnic 
newspapers , magaz ines , and 
radio/T.V. programs, and target 
their clients emphasising comfort, 
in te r -na t iona l ly recognised 
s t anda rds in service, and 
competitive prices. For instance, 
Makkah Inter-Continental Hotel, 
boas t ing the globally best as 
comfort and luxury in a desert, 
serves the upperclass/affluent 
visiting pilgrims. 
The thought of a Somalian farmer 
who h a s walked thousands of 
miles in his religious fervour to 
reach Makkah and an Indian 
bu tcher who h a s seen many 
rejections for governmenta l 
clearances, exit visas and foreign 
exchange allotment and who has 
invested his life savings in making 
the pilgrimage by sea, presents a 
monumental contrast as compared 
to those who are enjoying the inter-
nationally acclaimed hospitality of 
In ter -Cont inenta l Hotel in 
Makkah. 
Inviting and hosting thousands of 
Muslim pilgrims ha i l ing from 
communist countr ies a t the 
expense of Saudi government each 
year adds a new dimension to 
marketing aspects of pilgrimage. 
These Muslim pi lgrims, if not 
afforded such a Saudi generosity 
and hospitality, will not be able to 
afford pilgrimage to Ka'aba because 
of tremendous socio-economic and 
political problems in the i r 
countries. In 1991, 4,954 Muslims 
from the former Soviet Union and 
extremes of the psychographic spectrum . . . some 
undertake the journey under the most extreme and 
poor conditions . . . others stay in luxury hotels and 
demand world class comfort. 
Albania performed Hajj as the 
guests of Saudi government. 
Tips for better pilgrimage 
management 
Managerial concerns arising out of 
managing high density tourist / 
pilgrim situations and other high 
density tourist/pilgrim sites have 
been the focus of tourism studies 
(Pearce, 1989;Wanhill, 1980). 
Hosting and managing two million 
pilgrims during a specific month at 
a particular place is not an easy 
task for any government or agency. 
In spite of the concerted efforts of 
the Saudi government, there is still 
room for improvements of touristic 
facilities at Jeddah, Makkah and 
Madinah. Some of following 
suggested management t ips , if 
properly implemented, can go a 
long way in improving the quality 
of the pilgrimage experience: 
1. A large number of local Saudi 
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hosts while interacting with 
visiting international pilgrims 
demons t ra te rudeness and 
impolite behaviour. Ministry of 
rel igious affairs in close 
cooperation with different Hajj 
agencies and organisa t ions 
should carry out an educational 
campaign to educate the 
members of the public about 
the basic principles of courtesy 
and politeness. 
2. Majority of pilgrim staff such 
as immigrat ion inspectors , 
custom officers, pilgrim guides, 
and cabs etc. are highly 
discourteous and rude . 
Concerned depar tments and 
agencies should retrain them 
in international hospitality and 
courtesy. American Hotel and 
Motel Association (AH&MA) 
has developed a unique 
t r a in ing program in 
in te rna t iona l hospi ta l i ty . 
Concerned Hajj agencies 
should approach AH&MA for 
assistance in this area. 
3. Long wai t ing l ines for im-
migration, customs and health 
clearances at the arrival and 
departure times create lot of 
r e sen tmen t among the 
international pilgrims. Most 
often pilgrims have to wait 6 to 
12 hours before being allowed 
to board the airplane or leave 
the airport. More counters and 
better trained personnel can go 
a long way in ameliorating this 
problem. Concerned Saudi 
Agencies responsible for 
managing pilgrim facilities 
such as a i rpor t s which 
encounter long lines, should 
consider the recommendations 
of Pearce (1989) to ameliorate 
these problems. Pearce (1989) 
has suggested new line mental 
act ivi t ies , physical incor-
poration of the line into the 
exhibi t /s i te space, g rea te r 
attention to physical comfort 
and service facil i t ies to 
ameliorate these problems. 
4. On the pattern of current quota 
imposed by Saudi Arabia to 
limit the influx of international 
Muslim pi lgr ims from each 
country, the Saudi government 
should also consider devising a 
mechanism of fixing a quota for 
the local Saudis . Such a 
mechanism, if developed and 
managed properly, can help to 
control their number for better 
pi lgr image management . A 
maximum limit set keeping in 
view the capacity of pilgrim 
infrastructure is a prerequisite 
for qual i ta t ive pilgrim 
experience and excellence in 
pilgrim management. 
5. Saudi minis t ry of rel igious 
affairs responsible for Hajj 
operations should figure out a 
minimum amount which is 
needed for living expenses and 
performance of Hajj. All the 
intending international Muslim 
pilgrims while applying for 
immediately deported. 
7. A better system of hosting the 
pi lgrims should be devised. 
For instance, all the accom-
modation establishments have 
to be registered with the Saudi 
Ministry of Religious Affairs. 
S t a n d a r d s of qual i ty , price 
de te rmina t ion and hygiene 
should be de termined and 
monitored. All commercial and 
non-commercial establishments 
providing accommodation to 
international pilgrims should 
form an association for self 
regulation and adherence to 
self-proclaimed ethical code of 
conduct. Such an association 
should establish its offices at 
Jeddah, Makkah and Madinah 
to help international pilgrims 
find sui table places for 
Regula t ion i s required . . . for be t ter host courtesy, 
q u e u e management , capac i ty l imits , bas i c l i v ing 
e x p e n s e s , control of begg ing , a c c o m m o d a t i o n 
s tandards , gu ide and prof i teer ing controls . 
pilgrimage visa should be 
required to show proof of the 
possession of this fixed amount 
in hard currencies. Airlines and 
shipping companies t r a n s -
porting the pilgrims should be 
required to check the possession 
of minimum amount in hard 
currencies before allowing 
international pilgrims to board 
the airplanes and ships at the 
depa r tu r e points . Car r i e r s 
violating this norm should be 
fined per passenger. Pilgrims 
should also be required to show 
these funds upon their arrival at 
the immigrat ion counter in 
Saudi Arabia. If they lack 
sufficient funds^ they should be 
deported immediately to their 
countr ies in order to avoid 
future problems such as 
begging. 
6. Begging during Hajj time should 
be banned and all beggars irres-
pective of their nat ional i t ies 
should be apprehended and 
accommodation at right prices. 
The association should also 
serve as an arbitrator between 
i t s members and visi t ing 
pi lgr ims in the event of a 
dispute. A compensation fund, 
based on the contributions of 
members, should also be set up 
to compensate the clients in 
the case of a dispute after its 
t imely resolut ion by the 
association arbitration panel. 
8. Pilgrim guides, by including 
more pilgrims in their groups 
than humanly desirable, try to 
rip-off the in te rna t iona l 
pilgrims. Saudi government 
should develop a mechanism of 
monitoring and regulating such 
an undesirable practice. 
9. Most of the in te rna t iona l 
pilgrims go on shopping sprees 
after performing all the rites of 
Hajj because of the duty-free 
and tax-free nature of Saudi 
economy. Contrary to the 
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pilgr ims ' beliefs, Saudi 
businessmen and shopkeepers 
inflate their prices during Hajj 
season in order to rip-off the 
in ternat ional pilgrims. The 
Saudi government should 
establish a system of checking 
these prices and punishing the 
black marketers and profiteers. 
lO.Providers of different pilgrim 
services such as travel agencies, 
tour operating firms, and taxi 
companies have mushroomed in 
Saudi Arabia, c rea t ing 
enormous problems because of 
non-existence of requisite laws 
to govern and regulate their 
functioning. Saudi government 
should consider enact ing 
legis lat ion, which should 
envisage mandatory regis-
tration, regular monitoring of 
prices, a fund to compensate in 
the event of a loss to a client 
and a complaints processing 
mechanism for different 
suppliers of pilgrim services. 
Conclusion 
Islamic pi lgr image (Hajj) to 
Makkah in Saudi Arabia, which 
was in i t i a ted by prophet 
Muhammad under the directive of 
God fourteen hundred years ago as 
an exercise of a few hundred 
devout Muslim pi lgr ims, has 
culminated into a gigant ic 
operation of two million people 
r ep re sen t ing almost every 
nationality in the modern times. 
Islamic pi lgrimage affords the 
Muslim pilgrim an opportunity to 
escape from the conflicts and 
vagaries of daily life to the birth 
place of h is /her fai th, i t s 
progenitors and the House of the 
Lord. 
There he/she seeks, with his/her 
brethren, spiritual nourishment 
and deliverance. The pilgrimage 
symbolises the return to his/her 
origin. Pilgrims taste the joy of 
this re tu rn , and their spir i tual 
motivat ion is contented and 
fulfilled. 
By exploring and possibly 
implementing the management 
perspect ives ment ioned in the 
paper, the Saudi government and 
its concerned Hajj agencies can 
play an impor tan t role in 
enhancing the qual i ty of Hajj 
pilgrimage. 
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Review of tourism in the USA 
International tourism has emerged as the USA's second largest foreign 
exchange earner. This paper examines the dynamics of the USA's major tourist 
markets. Furthermore, it offers mariceting tips on how US tourism firnis and 
government can improve the country's mariceting competiUveness by interna-
tionalizing their operations in order to improve their share of the International 
tourism industry to its fullest potential. 
Zafar U. Ahmed, 
Associate Professor of Marketing, 
College of Business, 
Minot State University, 
Minot, 
North Dakota 58701, USA. 
'Most people think of America as the land 
of freedom, but to those who have visited 
here it's also a place of beauty, wonder and 
excitement. From New York City to the 
Hawaiian Islands, you'll sec our culture, 
our sense of history, our sense of humor. 
America is a land of contrasts, from rolling 
green fields to sandy white beaches to red 
hot Dixieland jazz. You'll find Great Lakes 
and a Grand Canyon. But wherever you 
go, from Maine to Texas, from the Atlantic 
Ocean to the Pacific Coast, most of all 
you'll find the friendliest people in some 
very interesting places. Today there are 
more reasons than ever to visit America, 
and there's never been a better lime than 
now. So what are you waiting for, an 
invitation from the President! America is 
yours to discover.' 
George Bush 
President of the United States 
Text of President's welcome message to 
international tourists 
Visits by international tourists to the 
USA comprise a bright spot in its 
international trading account. Interna-
tional tourism has emerged as the 
source of the second largest amount of 
foreign exchange earnings for the 
USA (Table 1). Because of its enor-
mous foreign exchange earning poten-
tial, it could be called the nation's 
second best export revenue earner 
(next only to the sale of aeroplanes 
and machinery). 
The USA's success story in the 
marketing of its international tourism 
is evident in its first place ranking - for 
five consecutive years - among nations 
of the world in international travel 
receipts.' The USA garnered nearly 
17.5% of total international tourism 
spending globally in 1990. Positioned 
with the world's top tourism destina-
tions, the USA ranks second in inter-
national tourist arrivals (next to 
France), representing a 9% market 
share of the world's tourist arrivals.' 
International tourism is the largest 
export of the USA's international 
trade in services. 
The major beneficiaries of spending 
by international tourists in the USA 
have been the airlines, retailers 
marketing souvenirs and gifts and 
hotels/motels (see Table 2). The air-
line industry, with $12.3 billion re-
ceipts, was the leading beneficiary of 
international tourism in 1990. Interna-
tional tourists, reflecting the fact that 
nine out of 10 engage in shopping for 
souvenirs and gifts while in the USA, 
spent neariy $12 billion for retail 
purchases in 1990. Shopping expendi-
ture by international tourists directly 
supported about 129 000 jobs in retail 
establishments with a payroll of $1.7 
billion. 
The US hospitality industry is one 
of the few booming industries in spite 
of the recession. One of the major 
factors responsible for its growth is the 
positive impact of the spending of well 
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Table 1. International tourism as an export compared with other merchandise exports in 
the USA in 1990. (Total merchandise exports = $393.9 billion*) 
Top four commodity sections and intemational travel 
Maclilnery and transport equipment 
Intemational travel to the USA" 
Miscellaneous manufactured items 
Chemicals and related products 
Agricultural goods 
Exports ($billions) 
175.5 
52.8 
39.3 
39.0 
38.8 
Source: USTTA from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, 'Survey of Current Business' July 1991, pp 
S-16-17. 
Notes: The $393.9 tjillion figure excludes the $52.8 billion spent on intemational travel to the USA. 
Travel is a service export. 
"Intemational travel receipts is a service export and not a merchandise export, but if it was compared 
with the 1990 merchandise exports its ranking is as atxjve. 
over $11 billion by international tour-
ists on US hotels and motels in 1990. 
That is why some of the famous re-
sorts such as Hawaii and Las Vegas 
are having a hospitality construction 
boom despite the fiscal crunch across, 
the country. Spending by intemational 
tourists directly supported about 
274 000 jobs with a payroll of over $3 
billion in the hospitality industry. 
Similarly intemational tourists contri-
buted over $8 billion to the restaurant 
industry in 1990 accounting for an 
estimated 274 000 food service jobs 
and a payroll of about $2.3 billion. 
The entertainment, recreation and 
amusement industry was also a major 
beneficiary. It received well over $3.8 
billion from intemational tourists 
directly supporting over 92 000 jobs in 
the industry with a payroll of over £1.4 
billion. 
The emergence of intemational 
tourism as the USA's hottest export 
has been the motivating factor behind 
its focus in contemporary research on 
intemational tourism.^ Exporting the 
USA's intemational tourism is equiva-
lent of marketing 'Made in the USA' 
products globally. This paper, besides 
discussing the role of intemational 
tourism in reducing the country's 
trade deficit, also outlines how US 
firms and the govemment can export 
more intemational tourism globally by 
intemationalizing their operations. 
Panacea for the trade deficit 
With the USA's mounting intemation-
al trade deficit with, eg the Far East, 
Canada, Germany and Italy,^ pressure 
is building from industry, society and 
labour to take some ameliorating steps 
to reverse the declining trends in the 
USA's competitiveness and increase 
its exports. The USA seems to be 
losing its edge in industry after indus-
try to intemational competitors, but 
intemational tourism is one of the few 
exceptions where it still enjoys a lead 
on a global level. If the country's 
unlimited, enviable and comprehen-
sive tourism potential is unleashed to 
its fullest extent by strategic market-
ing, it can undoubtedly help to reduce 
the existing gulf in its balance of pay-
ments account. 
The role of intemational tourism in 
reducing the trade deficit can be illus-
trated by the large travel account sur-
pluses the USA enjoys against its two 
major trading partners, with which it 
otherwise has a deficit - Canadian 
tourists spent $2.7 billion more in the 
USA than US tourists spent in Canada 
in 1990, while Japanese tourists spent 
nearly $8 billion more in the USA 
than US tourists spent in Japan in 1990 
(surplus figures include passenger fare 
payments to US carriers). 
The USA's share of world intema-
tional tourist arrivals has gone up from 
7.9% in 1985 to 9.1% in 1990; on the 
other hand, America's share of world 
intemational tourism receipts has in-
creased from 15.4% in 1985 to 15.8% 
in 1990." 
Reports 
When each international tourist 
spends an average of $2045 per per-
son, per trip - $1815 more per person, 
per trip than their domestic counter-
parts - and stays about three weeks 
(five times more than a domestic tour-
ist) it is clear that the potential for 
profit both for a tourism firm and the 
nation as a whole is enormous. 
The emergence of international 
tourism as a leading export product 
could be attributed to the US tourism 
industry's comparative economic 
advantages on a worldwide basis, as 
facilitated by the dollar's continued 
depreciation since 1985 against the 
major currencies of the industrialized 
world.' The low value of the dollar, 
coupled with moderate inflation and 
cheap petrol prices,* has made holi-
days in the USA a real bargain for 
international tourists. All of these fac-
tors led to an estimated all time high 
41.6 million tourist arrivals in 1991 
and a projected 44.0 million tourist 
arrivals in 1992, culminating in a 
growth of about 67% since 1986 (Fig-
ure 1). 
Dynamics of the USA's major 
tourist marliets 
Japan, the UK, Mexico, Germany, 
France, Australia, Canada, Brazil, 
Italy and the Bahamas are the top 10 
tourist markets for the USA's intema-
tional tourism products (see Table 3). 
Japan has emerged as the USA's 
largest overseas tourist market since 
1982. South Korea registered the high-
est single percentage growth (41.4%) 
since 1989 among the top overseas 
tourist markets and is projected to 
register once again the highest in-
crease to the tune of 20% in 1992 
among all the major overseas tourist 
markets (see Table 4). 
Table 2. Economic impact of the intemational tourism Industry In the USA In 1990. 
Rank Share of each segment of tourism Industry 
1 US international airline industry (to and from the USA) 
2 General retail industry (souvenirs and gift shopping) 
3 Hospitality industry 
4 Restaurant industry 
5 Domestic transportation industry (air, cab, car rental, txjs and rail) 
6 Entertainment, recreation and amusement industry 
Total 
Source: US Travel and Tourism Administration, October 1991 
Amount 
($blllion) 
12.3 
12.0 
11.0 
8.0 
4.7 
3.8 
51.8 
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Rgure 1. Total foreign tourism to the USA up 67% from 1986 to 1992. 
Source: US Travel and Tourism Administration, October 1991. 
Canada serves as the largest tourist 
market for the USA's international 
tourism products. In 1990, 17.3 mil-
lion Canadian tourists visited America 
compared with 10.9 million in 1986; 
20.1 million Canadian tourists are pro-
jected to visit the USA in 1992 culmi-
nating in an incredible 84% increase 
since 1986.'' One major factor re-
sponsible for such a favourable scenar-
io has been the higher taxes in Canada 
(for instance 14% Goods and Services 
Tax (GST) compared with 7 or 8% in 
the USA). Other factors are higher 
prices of goods and services (ranging 
from 25 to 100% higher in Canada) 
and the increasing value of the Cana-
dian dollar. All these factors have 
contributed to the arrival of millions 
of Canadian tourists every weekend to 
shop in the USA's border states. 
The emergence of Japan as the 
USA's largest overseas tourist market 
has changed the dynamics of the US 
international tourism industry. Japan 
is also Asia's leading generator of 
international tourism. Ten million 
Japanese tourists travelled abroad in 
1990. If the $41 billion trade deficit 
with Japan is to be reduced, the USA 
should market its tourism products 
more aggressively there because of the 
continuous preference of the country 
as a tourist destination by Japanese 
tourists. The USA has the highest 
trade deficit with Japan but interes-
tingly it has a surplus with it in its 
exchange trade of international tour-
ism - to the tune of $8 billion in 1990. 
Japan is the only country whose gov-
ernment encourages its citizens to 
travel internationally in order to re-
duce its trade surplus. 
The USA holds the position as the 
top Japanese international tourist des-
tination: it is cheaper for Japanese to 
visit Hawaii than to undertake vaca-
tions in their own country because of 
higher inflation at home. What 
attracts the Japanese to America is the 
low value of the US dollar in compari-
son with the yen, moderate inflation, 
cheap petrol and an abundance of 
shopping opportunities in most of its 
major tourists resorts and cities. Con-
sequently, it is less expensive for the 
Japanese to visit the USA than it is for 
them to visit most other industrialized 
nations of the West.* 
Hong Kong and South Korea are 
the most popular destinations for 
Japanese tourists in Asia, but the tour-
ism infrastructure in these destinations 
is hard pressed to keep up with the 
expected growth in Japanese visitors 
in the 1990s and beyond. More than 
half a million Japanese tourists visited 
China in 1988, but they are now avoid-
ing it because of its human rights 
record. The shortage of accommoda-
tion in Asia is also inducing Japanese 
tourists to visit the USA. Japan's out-
bound international tourism is ex-
pected to register the highest growth 
in the world compared with other ma-
jor generators of intemation?! tourism 
in the foreseeable future, providing 
the USA with an ample opportunity to 
tap into this gold mine.^ 
Table 3. Top 10 tourist generating countries for the USA. 
Ranic 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Country 
Canada 
Japan 
UK 
Mexico 
Germany 
France 
Australia 
Brazil 
Italy 
Bahamas 
Number of 
arrivals 
17 262 461 
3 231 495 
2 243 792 
1 341 108 
1 202 826 
716 036 
465 505 
398 484 
395 783 
324 255 
% change 
from 1989 
+12.3 
+4.9 
+0.9 
+8.0 
+ 11.7 
+9.5 
+14.5 
+ 19.4 
+ 11.5 
-3 .2 
Source: US Travel and Tourism Administration, Decemtjer 1990. 
1990 share 
of total (%) 
51.2 
9.5 
6.6 
3.9 
3.5 
2.1 
1.3 
1.1 
1.1 
0.9 
Table 4. Estimates and projections of international visitor arrivals to ttie US for icey marlcets 
1991 and 1992 
Origin 
Japan 
UK 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Brazil 
Australia 
Switzeiland 
Nettiertands 
South Korea 
1991 
(000) 
3268 
2257 
1207 
755 
415 
413 
500 
297 
296 
251 
% change 
91/90 
+4 
+ 1 
+5 
+7 
+7 
+9 
+9 
+4 
+6 
+20 
1992 
(000) 
3372 
2356 
1265 
807 
434 
447 
559 
310 
312 
300 
% change 
92/91 
+3 
+4 
+5 
+7 
+5 
+8 
+ 12 
+4 
+6 
+20 
Source: US Travel and Tourism Administration, May 1991. 
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Figure 2. Receipts from foreign travellers nearly triple from 1985 to 1992. 
Source: US Travel and Tourism Administration, October 1991. 
Receipts from international 
tourists 
America received $52.8 billion from 
international tourists in 1990 com-
pared with $22.0 billion in 1985. It is 
estimated to receive about $57.8 bil-
lion in 1991 and is projected to receive 
$62.9 billion in 1992 (see Figure 2). 
On the other hand, payments by out-
bound American tourists only grew 
one-third the rate of receipts.* Conse-
quently, the USA's international tour-
ism account recorded a $2.6 billion 
surplus for the first time in 1989, 
which increased to $5.2 billion in 1990 
and is estimated to be in surplus of 
$9.4 billion in 1991. It is projected to 
be in surplus of $10.9 billion in 1992 
(see Figure 3). 
In spite of this tremendous growth 
in tourist arrivals and tourist receipts, 
the USA has a long way to go to 
unleash its full potential in the market-
ing of international tourism. 
Internationalization by US 
firms and government 
The way US gateway reception coun-
ters at major international airports 
operate, does not help foreign visitors. 
For instance, tourism staff expect ev-
ery arriving international visitor to be 
English speaking, and to have full 
familiarity with US rules. iTiere is a 
dearth of bilingual/trilingual staff 
manning these counters, sending a 
wrong signal to the USA's major tour-
ist markets. The prime victims of this 
ethnocentric attitude are Japanese 
tourists, who find it hard to communi-
cate with their US hosts. 
Federal, state, county and city gov-
ernments responsible for managing 
such reception counters should pro-
vide bihngual/trilingual staff particu-
larly at those destinations/resorts 
which are visited by a large number of 
international tourists, such as 
Washington, DC. 
Most tourism establishments have 
not internationalized their operations 
despite catering for a large number of 
international clients. The US emph-
asis of their operations is visible from 
every sphere of their product/service. 
They do not have bilingual/trilingual 
staff to facilitate communication with 
international guests. Their menus are 
not printed in major international lan-
guages. They do not serve internation-
al drinks and cuisines. They do not 
provide newspapers and magazines in 
Reports 
some of the major international lan-
guages such as Japanese, French, 
Spanish, German and Arabic. 
Tourism firms such as airlines, 
hotels, motels, restaurants, casinos, 
etc serving a large number of interna-
tional clients at famous international 
destinations/resorts such as Disney-
land, Disneyworld, Hawaii, New 
York City, Las Vegas, Washington, 
DC, Niagara Falls etc should consider 
thoroughly internationalizing their op-
erations. Examples include providing 
bilingual/trilingual staff, printing 
menus in major international lan-
guages, providing tourist literature 
and maps in bilingual/trilingual forms, 
and providing newspapers and maga-
zines in the languages of their clien-
tele. Providing some -of the popular 
TV channels; eg of the UK, France, 
Germany, Japan, Mexico, and the 
Arab world would be an added attrac-
tion. 
Some of the national platforms of 
tourism firms such as the American 
Hotel and Motel Association 
(AHMA), the Travel Industry Asso-
ciation of America (TIAA) and the 
National Restaurant Association 
(NRA) etc should consider devising 
ways and means of helping their mem-
bers in their efforts to internationalize 
their operations. Development of a 
training programme called 'Interna-
tional Hospitality' by AHMA, TIAA 
and NRA, etc would be an appreci-
able endeavour in this regard. 
Because of language barriers, US 
tourist symbols are not understood by 
a vast majority of international tour-
i 
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Figure 3. The surplus grows: in 1992, surplus exceeds 1985 deficit! 
Source: US Travel and Tourism Administration, October 1991. 
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ists, causing enormous confusion and 
frustration to them. The AHMA has 
internationalized some of these tourist 
symbols, ready for adoption by tourist 
firms across the country.' These new 
symbols will help the tourism industry 
in facilitating communication with in-
ternational tourists. They are ideally 
suited for use, for instance, in guest 
service directories as well as lobby 
signage in hotels and motels. These 
tourist symbols have been collected 
from various sources including the 
Federal Department of Transporta-
tion and Signs of Safety, Inc. 
Tourism firms such as retail stores, 
hotels, gas stations, car rental firms, 
restaurants catering to a large number 
of international tourists at famous 
destinations/resorts refuse to accept 
foreign currency, foreign credit cards 
and travellers cheques in foreign de-
nominations, whereas their counter-
parts in Canada, Europe and Japan 
are pleased to accept American credit 
cards, US dollars and travellers che-
ques in US currency. Any shop/store, 
for instance, is pleased to accept US 
dollars anywhere in Toronto, whereas 
most of the shops and stores in Buffa-
lo, New York, and Niagara Falls, for 
instance, refuse to accept Canadian 
dollars. The indifferent attitude of 
these tourism firms towards interna-
tional tourists is a major deterrent in 
sending home a fully satisfied interna-
tional tourist. 
Local chambers of commerce are 
the appropriate platforms for tourism 
firms to influence the thinking and 
marketing behaviour of their business 
associates representing other seg-
ments of the tourism industry, such as 
stores and banks. These chambers 
should help to devise a mechanism of 
facilitating the shopping experience of 
international tourists by convincing 
banks and stores to accept foreign 
monetary units without any surcharge 
or commission. Doing so would pre-
sent a more welcoming picture of the 
USA to international guests. Japanese 
tourists are the prime victims of this 
indifferent attitude though they are 
the biggest spenders among interna-
tional tourists visiting the USA and 
always go on shopping sprees while 
holidaying there.'" 
Long queues and delays at immigra-
tion and customs counters at major 
airports cause enormous frustration to 
arriving international tourists. The 
United States Travel and Tourism 
Administration (USTTA), the federal 
agency responsible for marketing in-
ternational tourism, should influence 
the decision makers in federal im-
migration and customs departments to 
develop a mechanism of expediting 
immigration and custom clearances in 
order to present a more welcoming 
picture of the USA to international 
tourists. 
The emergence of Japan as the 
country's leading overseas tourist mar-
ket warrants the 'Japanization' of the 
operations of US tourism firms. Such 
a move becomes imperative because 
of the uniqueness of Japanese con-
sumer behaviour." For instance, ev-
ery moment of a Japanese tourist's 
day is planned to maximize every mi-
nute of the vacation from sunrise to 
sunset. It is intense from the perspec-
tive of velocity and volume of tourism 
pursuits. Conversely, the vacation of 
an average international tourist hail-
ing from the West is designed to be 
relaxed and free from worry.*^ There 
are opportunities to be tapped by US 
tourism suppliers who understand and 
appreciate the uniqueness of Japanese 
tourists' consumer behaviour and ad-
just their ojjerations accordingly. By 
attracting the optimum number of 
Japanese tourists to US destinations, 
and sending them back as satisfied and 
brand-loyal clients, all the participants 
in the tourism system stand to benefit. 
Hosting about 44 million tourists in 
1992 from around the world requires a 
thorough grounding in the cultural 
dynamics of guests. Employees of 
tourism firms should demonstrate 
appreciation, understanding and re-
spect for the different beliefs, attitudes 
and perspectives of international tour-
ists. Expecting international tourists 
to behave hke US tourists is a highly 
ethnocentric attitude. Employers and 
educators of tourism employees 
should teach them international 
cross-cultural diversity'^ so that 
tourism employees behave more anti-
ethnocentrically and respectfully in 
order to please and satisfy inter-
national guests. 
With a few exceptions, most of the 
states, counties and cities have not 
recognized the importance of interna-
tional tourism in their economies. For 
instance, Florida is the only state in 
the nation which has a separate divi-
sion and separate marketing plan ex-
clusively devoted to the promotion of 
international tourism to the state. 
France, with a population of 60 mil-
lion, received more than 61 million 
international tourists in 1990. The 
USA, with a population of 250 mil-
lion, received only 41.6 million tour-
ists in 1990. It has a long way to go to 
climb to its potential in the marketing 
of its tourism products globally. Even 
remote states with zero visibility in the 
international arena, such as North 
Dakota, can join hands with their 
neighbouring states, like South Dako-
ta, Montana and Minnesota, and 
Canadian provinces across the longest 
peaceful border in the world, Manito-
ba and Saskatchewan, to capitalize on 
opportunities to attract international 
tourists by developing cooperative 
programmes. All the states should rec-
ognize the importance of international 
tourism by developing a separate 
marketing plan for international tour-
ism on the pattern of Florida. They 
should develop a strategy on how to 
attract more international tourists to 
their respective destinations/resorts 
through cooperative programmes with 
their neighbours. Coordination and 
cooperation in the arena of interna-
tional tourism assumes more signifi-
cance because of the fact that an inter-
national tourist travelling thousands of 
miles to visit the USA is not here for 
one city, one hotel or one attraction. 
Conclusion 
The emergence of international tour-
ism as the USA's hottest export with 
unlimited potential for growth be-
cause of its globally competitive 
advantage is offering the country a 
sign of hope in the present gloomy era 
of mounting trade deficit, federal debt 
and recession. By hiring bilingual/ 
trilingual staff, globalizing their day-
to-day operations, adopting globally 
accepted tourism symbols, convincing 
tourism related businesses to accept 
foreign credit cards and foreign cur-
rency, expediting immigration and 
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custom clearances, understanding and 
appreciating the unique consumer be-
haviour of certain international tour-
ists, such as the Japanese, and 
teaching international cross-cultural 
diversity to their employees, both gov-
ernment and tourism firms can en-
hance the USA's competitive advan-
tage considerably. US tourist destina-
tions with negligible visibility in the 
arena of international tourism should 
try to benefit from the tourism boom 
by teaming up with their neighbours in 
their attempts to market their attrac-
tions globally and strategically. Such a 
commitment and endeavour will go a 
long way to ensuring that the USA's 
potential to serve international tour-
ists is unleashed to its fullest extent. 
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Understanding 
the Unique Consumer Behavior 
of Japanese Tourists 
Zafar U. Ahmed 
Franklin B. Krohn 
ABSTRACT. Japan is the laigest market for U^. Inbound oveiseas 
toaiism, and international tourism is the largest source of earmng 
foreign exdiange for the U^. economy. Japan has registered the high-
est growdi in tfie world in the devdc^pment of its outboundinlem^^ 
al tourism during the 1980s and is expected to continue its npid 
growdi in die fcxeseeal^e future. This pspet examines the unique 
cfaarscteristics of the oonsurner behavior of JaiMtiiese tourists ^ ^K) are 
or win be vacationing in the UJS.Reconunendations have been offered 
to marketers of tourism firms who can benefit by understanding the 
unique diaraderistics of a Japanese tourist's consumer bdiavior and 
by changing fbek marketing strategies accordingly. 
INTRODUCTION 
Emergence df Jq)an as Asia's leading generatCH' of intematicmal tourism 
during the decade of the 1980s was the major factor respcmsible {(X its focus 
inconten^xxary literature of international tourism (Polunin 1989«Lin 1990, 
Murakami and Go 1990, Uddin and Krohn 1990, Ziff-Levin 1990, Sharpe 
1990, Holtzman et aL.1991). International tourism is the second largest 
earner of foreign exchange for the UJS. in its international merchandise 
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trade. As indicated in Table 1, tourism income for the U.S. far exceeds that 
of the once dominant agriculture industry. Japan is the largest supplier of 
overseas tourists to the U.S. Table 2 displays data that shows tourism from 
Japan is over 30 percent higher than the second place country, the United 
Kingdom. International tourism offers a unique opportunity for the U.S. to 
reduce its mounting trade deficit with Japan. This opportunity enables U.S. 
tourism marketers to offer low-cost vacations to Japanese tourists because 
of the disequilibrium between the dollar and the yen; and to help the U.S. 
overcome the high deficits as displayed m Table 3. Furthermore, the positive 
predispositions of Japanese tourists toward international travel to the U.S. 
present a highly viable target maricet. 
Besides being the most preferred tourist destination among the Japanese, 
the U.S. has more potential than other international tourist destmations to 
TABLE 1. International Tourism as an Export Compared to Other Merchandise 
Expoits in America in 1990 
TOTAL MERCHANDISE EXPORTS « $393.9 BILLION * 
t6P 4 iOMlobl^ V SfiWlbMS & ' EXFSKTrTUr 
INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL $BILLI0NS} 
Machinery & Transport Equipment $ 175.5 
Zntsrnational Travel to the United States ** 52.8 
Miscellaneous Manufactured Items 39.3 
Chemicals & Related Products 39.0 
Agricultural Goods 38.8 
Source: USTTA from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, "Survey 
of Current Business" July 1991, p. S-16-17. 
' * The $393.3 Billion figtire excludes the $52.8 
Billion spent on international travel to the 
United States. Travel is a service export.. 
** International travel receipts is a service 
export and not a merchandise export. But if 
it was compared to the 1990 merchandise 
exports, aisove is its ranking. 
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TABLE 2. Top Ten Tourist Generating Countries for America in 1990 
KA»K' 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
CbOMlJRV 
Canada 
Japan 
United Kingdom 
Mexico 
Germany 
France 
Australia 
Brazil 
Italy 
Bahamas 
MUM&EI^ OF 
ARRIVALS 
17,262,461 
3,231,495 
2,243,792 
1,341,108 
1,202,826 
716,036 
465,505 
398,484 
395,783 
324,255 
% CHANGE 
FROM 1989 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
— 
12.3 
4.9 
0.9 
8.0 
11.7 
9.5 
14.5 
19.4 
11.5 
T.2 
1990 SHARE 
OF TOTAL 
51.2% 
9.5% 
6.6% 
3.9% 
3.5% 
2.1% 
1.3% 
1.1% 
1.1% 
0.9% 
Source: \3.S, Travel and Tourism Administration, December 
1990. Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 
attract an optimum number of Japanese tourists in the foreseeable future by 
virtue of the tremendous expansion capacity of its tourism industry. Millions 
of Japanese tourists visiting destinations in the U.S. are the source of eco-
nonuc benefits for hundreds of thousands of small, medium, and large tour-
ism firms, and conmiunities throughout the U.S. Hawaii, especially, has 
been a prime benefidaiy of tourism from Japan (Downs, 1987). 
Serving Japanese tourists sometimes poses severe problems for domestic 
suppliers of tourism products due to differences in expectations, ideologies, 
perspectives, and visions of Japanese clients. Tins paper examines tiie un-
deriying dimensions of consumer behavior unique to Japanese tourists. \J.S. 
tourism entrepreneurs must learn to appreciate the dynamics of Japanese 
consumer behavior and change their marketing programs accordingly to 
meet the expectations and needs of then* Japanese clients. 
Schif&nan and Kanuk (1987) have defined consumer behavior as "the 
bdiavior that consumers (fisplay in seardiing for, purchasing, using, eval-
uating, and disposing of products, services, and ideas which tiiey^xpect will 
satisfy tiieir n^ds.*' Thus, consumer behavior lies at the heart of contempo-
rary tourism marketing. The successful tourism marketer effectively devel-
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TABLE 3. Top Ten Deficit Causing Countries in America's Merchandise Trade in 
1990 
CCUHTRY BILLIONS $ 
1. Japan - 41.1 
2. Taiwan > 11.2 
3. China - 10.4 
4. Germany - 9 . 4 
5. Canada - 7.5 
6. Venezuela • 6.3 
7. Saudi Arabia - 5.9 
8. Nigeria - 5.4 
9. Italy - 4.7 
10. South Korea - 4.1 
America's Total Annual Deficit -101.0 
Source: Business America, a publication of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Washington, D.C., April 22, 
1991, p. 5. 
ops tourism products that are of value to consumers in appealing and persua-
sive ways, l i ie essential reason for studying the unique consumer behavior 
of Japanese tourists is to enable U.S. tourism mariceters to make better 
marketing decisions, \ ^ l e reducing the mcidence of product fdlures. 
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES 
The basic foundations of the UJS. and Japanese cultures are radically 
different from one another. Japanese have been indoctrinated on Buddhist, 
Shmtoist and Confucian thought, whereas U.S. residents have been incul' 
cated with Greco-Roman and Judeo-Christian cultural backgrounds. Con-
sequentiy, the cultural-logic gaps experienced by these two nationalities are 
sig^icantiy different from each other (see Tables 4 and 5). 
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The two nationalities differ in their perspective, vision and logic. These 
differences must be considered because attitudes, the by-products of these 
differences, influence tourist decision-makmg process. Assuming similarity 
between people of the U.S. and Japan can be potentially harmful. The reason 
that underlying differences mustbe carefully analyzed and accommodations 
creatively employed is to prevent misunderstandmgs. 
Socio-culturally, Japan*s population of 125 million is the most homoge-
neous in Che world, having been resistant to invasion and immigration for 
centuries. PracticaUy all Japanese speak the same language, practice the 
same religion, and share the same socio-cultural values, as compared to the 
U.S., which is a conglomeration of the world's cultures. 
TABLE 4. Cultural Logic Cap: Personal Behavioral Characteristics 
JAPANESE U.S. 
Focus on content 
Seek agret^ent 
Informal 
Egalitarian 
Explicit in Communication 
Emotions displayed 
Time is of the essence 
Minimize time spent 
First material, then personal 
Details and specifics 
Get best deal possible 
Focus on process 
Seek relationships 
Formal 
Hierarchical 
Polite inexplicitness 
Low key 
Trust is of the essence 
Maximize personal 
interaction 
Personal, then material 
General framework 
Harmony 
Source: Ziff-Levine, William (1990), «The Culttiral Logic 
Gap: A Japanese Tourism Research Experience," 
Tourism Management. June, Vol. 11 (2), pp. 105-110 
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TABLE 5. Cultural Logic Gap: Business Behavioral Characteristics 
JTTT, JSPSHESE 
Individuals work together Group made up of 
individuals 
Legal input required Personal trust/ 
reliability central 
Individuals speak for themselves Individuals speak for 
the group 
Source; Ziff-Levine, William fl990), "The Cultural Logic 
Gap: A Japanese Tourism Research Experience,*' 
Tourism Management. June, Vol. 11 (2) , pp. 105-110. 
Family and group are the prime considerations of Japanese culture as 
compared to materialism and financial status in the U.S. Consequently, 
Japanese individual preferences are readily sacrificed for the harmony of the 
family and group. Decisions are based on consensus to avoid conflict and 
preserve harmony, whereas only 51 percent need to reach a msyority for a 
decision in the U.S. Japanese view U.S. individualism as a selfish social 
phenomenon, which connotes that a person gains by weakening the group. 
Furthermore, Japan practices a seniority system that equates age with wis-
dom, a tradition of further subordmating the mdividual to the group. Con-
versely, the U.S. culture recognizes and rewards individual achievement 
irrespective of age. Japanese workers identify themselves by their affiliation 
with a company and are assumed to share its goals because of their life-long 
loyalty and commitment to their employer (company). On the other hand, 
U. S. workers often take pride m diangmg jobs to demonstrate their market-
ability and even criticizing their own employers for wrongfiil/unethical/ille-
gal practices. Thus, cultural predispositions can lead to unwarranted as-
sumptions about members of the other nationality. 
It appears that these cultural attributes strongly influence tourist consum-
er bdiavior. For instance, a Japanese tourist evaluates a tourism product 
differently as compared to his/her counterpart from the U.S. A prime consid-
eration in evaluating different tourist destinations for vacationmg is likely, 
for example, the effect then: decision will have on the members of their 
group. Consequently, Japanese tourists spend more tune in the decision-
making process in order to examine the pros and cons of options as 
compared to those m the U.S. Japanese believe they preserve group harmony 
by selecting a tourist destmation which is preferred by every one (unani-
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mous decision). However, ttie implementation phase is speedier than in the 
U,S, because they want to avoid humiliating, offending or disturbing the 
harmony of the group (Ziff-Levine, 1990). 
Fields (1983) has concluded that every moment of a Japanese tourist's 
day is biskly planned to maximize every moment from sunrise to sunset. It 
is intense from the perspective of velocity and volume of tourism pursuits. 
Conversely, the vacation of an average U.S. resident is designed to be re-
laxed and free from worry. 
Despite these differences between U.S. and Japanese cultures, the two 
seem to blend remarkably well (Murakami and Go, 1990). With but little 
effort, UJS. tourism service providers can adjust to the culture of their Japa-
nese guests by more careAilly tailoring services to distinctive Japanese 
characteristics from whidi the norms of Japanese behavior are derived. 
When the Japanese visit a foreign country, they cany with them a variety of 
norms. In order to better understand Japanese tourists, it would be worth-
while to examine some basic elements in Japanese culture which influence 
their consumer behavior. These el^nents include the following: (1) belong-
ingness, (2) family influence, (3) empathy, (4) dependency, (5) hierarchal 
acknowledgment, (6) propensity to save, (7) the concept ofkinen, (8) tourist 
photography, (9) passivity, and (10) risk avoidance. 
BelongUtgness 
The Japanese are a very social and gregarious people. They place much 
emphasis on collectivism-beuig one mth a group. There is strong pressure 
to be similar to everyone else. They do not wish to be left out of collective 
activities. 
The tourism implication of this behavioral characteristic is nearly a total 
absence of privacy. Since the Japanese find comfort in togetherness, it is the 
reason why they do not venture to travel individually around the world. For 
instance, even newlyweds ttavd internationally on their honeymoon in 
groups of several dozen couples on organized package tours. Durmg the 
spring and fall bridal seasons, a great majority of wholesale package tour 
participants are honeymoon couples. 
Group travel is tlie norm in Japan whether such groups are based on 
formal c^ganizaticms or voluntary association, or whether they are peer 
groups or of varied seniority. 
Tourism marketers should facilitate Japanese group activities by provid-
ing apprq)riate facilities. Sightseemg personnel should avoid separating a 
Japanese group even for a short period of time. Efforts should be made to 
keep the group together as much as possible. 
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Family Influence 
In contrast to a U.S. family, which includes only a husband, wife and 
children, a Japanese family includes all brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, 
nieces, nephews, husbands, wives, cliildren and parents. The extended fami-
ly is the basis of identity and solidarity in the Japanese culture. 
An important aspect of social organization which differentiates Japan 
from the U.S. is the relationship between the tourist and the members of 
his/her family left behind in Japan. The close relationship between the tour-
ist and those left behind is always kept in mind by a number of devices. The 
strongest and most conscious of these is the senbetsu-omiyage relationship. 
Prior to departure on an international tour, a Japanese traveler is given a 
farewell party, where the members of the family along with close friends and 
colleagues give cash as a present (senbetsu) and deliver speeches wishing 
a pleasant vacation and safe trip back home. Smce well-wishers give pres-
ents prior to departure on an international tour, the tourist is then obligated 
to reciprocate by buying presents overseas. It is called the custom of omiy-
age, the remembrance gift (Grabum 1983). It is valued highly by most 
Japanese tourists who go abroad. 
The tourist keeps track of how much money or how much in equivalent 
value has been given. Throughout the vacation, the tourist keeps these 
people in mind, especially at important tourist resc^ where gifts must be 
purchased to take back home to Japan (onuyage), for each of those who had 
given (sebetsu). Ziff-Levine (1990) found that Japanese tourists spend 25 
percent of their time shopping on a standard four-day trip. 
The omiyage is governed by the following two principles (Grabum 
1983): (1) itmust be a culturally accepted symbol or souvenir of that particu-
lar destination/resort visited, and (2) it must cost approximately h ^ of the 
senbetsu given, with some modifications as to the relative equality or hierar-
chal positions between the tourist and the gift-giver at home. Furthermore, 
the reciprocal gift must be tailored to the taste, usually the age and gender, 
of the donor of the senbetsu. After a Japanese tourist returns home, he hosts 
a party and there gives those presents to his loved ones using appropriate 
rituals. 
The senbetsu-omiyage tradition is taught to children as young as those of 
kindergarten age. The volume of omiyage gifts is often so great that proce-
dures for shoppmg and nuiiUng them have become common in Japan and 
abroad. The people left at home are very aware of their colleague or friend 
who is about to leave, give senbetsu, and await the return to receive the 
appropriate omiyage. 
Advertising directed toward the Japanese tourist maricet should include 
pictures of family involvement. Other promotional literature should make 
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direct appeals to likely decision-makers in the family other than the prospec-
tive consumer. Furthermore, free notebooks should be provided to Japanese 
tourists to help them keep records to fulfill the senbetsu-omiyage relation-
ship. Ample time and opportunities for shopping must be provided. 
Empathy 
Empathy is the ability to put oneself into another's shoes and project what 
that person is feeling. Genuine empathy requires that cultural predisposi-
tions be suppressed. A major barrier to empathy is the lack of awareness of 
important non-verbal cues within mtercultural communication. Most non-
verbal cues (facial expressions, posture, gestures, etc.) are interpreted differ-
ently in different cultures, and yet most people are unaware that their own 
non-verbal cues may be misinterpreted. Moreover, they are likely to misun-
derstand the non-verbal cues of people from other cultures (Kim 1988, 
Singer 1987). 
One tourism implication of this behavioral phenomenon is that Japanese 
tourists rarely display displeasure even if they are not pleased with a tourism 
service or product They save all complaints until they return home. They 
believe that expression of true personal feelings would be disruptive. There-
fore, tourism personnel should receive training in cross-cultural commu-
nication (Krohn and Ahmed, 1991). They should be taught simple phrases 
in Japanese and made aware of the differences in non-verbal mterpretations. 
Evaluation surveys should be administered to Japanese tourists only after 
they retum home to facilitate their providing a more truthful evaluation. 
Dependency 
In Japan, several types of cultural dependencies exist. One example is the 
relationship between the employee and employer. In exchange for lifetime 
loyalty and devotion, the employer is expected to be continually aware of 
the well-being of his employee. The employer assumes a parental relation-
ship. The parent-child relationship is a form of dependency wherein the 
employee (child) is often perhaps totally dependent on the employer (par-
ent) for security and protection. 
This dependency characteristic among Japanese is seldom understood 
among westemers who are usually taught to be independent and self-reliant. 
The tourism unplicaticxi of this behavioral characteristic is that, unlike U.S. 
and Eurq)ean tourists who prefer to be left on their own, Japanese tourists 
demand constant attention and care. Consequently, all Japanese travel 
agents place great importance on even the smallest needs of theu- Japanese 
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clients. The large number of Japanese owned hotels in Hawaii, a major U.S. 
destination among Japanese tourists, is an indication of the Japanese belief 
that only they can fully meet the needs of the Japanese tourists. 
hi as much as Japanese employers exercise much more influence upon 
their employees than do U.S. employers, Japanese employers can be viewed 
as a viable targetmarket for international tourism. Recommendations subse-
quently made by Japanese employers to their employees will be taken much 
more seriously than those made by others. Package tours developed to meet 
the needs of both employers and employees will likely be well received. 
Hierarchal Acknowledgment 
The Japanese are very conscious of social status. Their first rule of behav-
ior is to stay m one's place. Determmants of a person's importance are sex, 
age, and position/occupation. One's social rank decides the manner in which 
one will be received and treated. In Japan, age plays a determining role in 
the social structure. Promotions are independent of merit and come, for the 
most part, with seniority (Holtzman et al., 1991). Tourism personnel should 
always identify one's position in busmess. For example, the Japanese al-
ways carry their business cards depicting their company affiliation and the 
position they hold. It is a common practice among Japanese tourists to 
address their host by the position held, such as Mr. Travel Agent, Miss Tour 
Guide, etc., mdicating respect for the host's position (Machlin and Held, 
1979). 
Other manifestations of Japanese preoccupation with superiority/rank is 
their low regard for their less fortunate neighb(ving countries. Disdain to-
ward "backward" peoples, including Asian neighbors, has been revealed 
through the rude behavior of Japanese tourists to South East Asia (Lebra, 
1976). 
Marketing recommendations would be for tourism en^loyees to wear 
identifying uniforms or badges attesting to their status; the resort or hotel 
manager be personally present to welcome and bid farewell to Japanese 
tourists; and it is also advisable that such managers be older males as they 
will be viewed as high status individuals. Such a recommendation is dearly 
sexist, but it is highly likely that the number of upper-level management 
positions held by fenudes will increase significantly as they gain more time 
and experience in the industry (Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Adminlstra-
tion Quarterly, 1989).Itisalsohighly likely that because of theintemational 
travel sophistication of Japanese tourists, they will more readily accept 
females as high status individuals, as well. 
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Propensity to Save 
No other nationality saves a greater percentage of their income than the 
Japanese (Mente and Perry, 1967). Reasons for the high savings rate are the 
underdeveloped social welfare system, high educational goals, the high cost 
of housing, liberal tax policies, and the semi-annual bonus system. While 
those in the U.S. are more concerned about accumulatmg funds for retire-
ment, the Japanese put more emphasis on building for an emergency fund 
and saving for a home (Japan Economic Institute, 1982). 
Consumer policies are also affected by institutional policies. The Japa-
nese wage system is characterized by the semi-annual bonus payment Most 
Japanese companies pay employees a bonus twice a year and in large Hrms, 
the bonuses equal several month's pay. Saving is encouraged by this system 
because the family budget is usually adjusted to what is normally received 
per month and the bonus is set aside for leisure pursuits such as intemational 
vacationing. 
Japanese social and cultural influences on savings should also be consid-
ered. In the 19th century, the average person was led to believe m the 
"morality of austerity" and the "sinfulness of conspicuous ccii^umption." 
This attitude is still manifested today by the elderly Japanese who believe 
that one should buy only what is necessary. 
The Japanese emphasis on buildmg an emergency fund and saving for a 
home is a means to overcome feelings of basic insecurity. Consequently, 
tourism-related warranties, guarantees, and other risk-reduction strategies 
are likely to be effective. 
As the Japanese continue to become more consumption oriented, espe-
cially with governmental and private efforts to spur international travel, a 
"travel now, pay later" approach could be applied to their bonuses. In 
cooperation with employers, employees could engage in employer-ap-
proved Intemational travel prior to the bonus being paid. While older Japa-
nese will resist such innovation, the younger, more consumption-oriented 
consumers should find such an arrangement appealing. 
Ktnen 
Kinen is a key concept, which could be translated as "souvenir." It is the 
legitimizing and commemorating of one's visit to a particular tourist des-
tination. Each tourist resort is expected to offer a number of kinen items, 
which are to be taken home to legitimize one's visit A knowledge of ap-
propriate Idnen is also necessary for legitimization. Each tourist destination/ 
resort is supposed to be knownforitsm^i6arju(literally,thethingsforwhich 
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it is famous), its specialty or special attraction. It is from among these that 
omiyage and kinen must be obtained. Kinen, which are not to be given away, 
are equally important for self-legithnization. These are culturally approved 
evidence of travel to a prestigious tourist destination and engagement inap-
propriate activities during the visit. 
Resorts, hotel gift shops, and other souvenir outlets catering to Japanese 
tourists should provide point-of-purchase indicators with special displays 
for goods that would be especially appropriate for Idnen. Specially prepared 
boxes containing items suitable for kinen could be offered for sde. Such 
boxes might contain a variety of items of differing value, all higher quality 
items, or all lower quality depending on the quality of omiyage and kinen 
individual tourists might desire. 
Tourist Photography 
One of the major characteristics of a Japanese tourist's photography is to 
have a picture of oneself taken in front of a tourist site, the kinen shashin, 
or memorial photo. This is achieved in one of two ways. For larger groups, 
official photographers are arranged at important sites to take formal group 
portraits, and for smaller groups, couples, and individuals, one hands one's 
own camera to someone else to take a similar photo. The {diotographer may 
be another tourist, a merchant, or taxi-driver. Jb fact, a mere photo of the site 
without the individual or members of the group renders any photo invalid 
as kinen-shashin. Because of the importance of photography to the tourist 
system, senbetsu money is often used for film, or a new camera may be a 
form of senbetsu m itself. 
Japanese tourists should be provided with ample time to engage in pic-
ture-takmg. Ibur operators should make arrangements to insure that film is 
readily available at all time for their Japanese clients. Tourism personnel 
should be taught fundamentals of photography and readily offer to take 
pictures using the tourists' cameras. Group pictures should be taken regular-
ly during a tour and given or sold to the tourists at the conclusion of the tour. 
Passivity 
Most older Japanese tourists are passive tourists. Fbr instance they do not 
participate m outdoor recreation activities while traveling internationally. 
They prefer to watch others surfing, water skiing, canoemg, white-water 
rafting, hunting, and so forth. Though the younger generation is trying to 
follow the U.S. style outdoor recreation oriented vacationing and can be 
seen surfing, skiing and boating, older Japanese try to avoid participation in 
physical activities especially in unfamiliar cultures. 
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In the egalitarian U.S., everyone is encouraged to participate in leisure 
pursuits. Tour operators should be aware that older Japanese people should 
not be urged to participate but rather provided comfortable seating where 
they can readily observe the action being performed by younger people. 
Risk Avoidance 
The older generation of Japanese tourists also wish to avoid adventurous 
leisure pursuits, where risk and/or danger to life is imminent such as scuba 
diving, mountaineering, exploring unknown destinations such as Amazon 
forests, and so forth. Contrary to their domestic lifestyle, the younger gen-
eration is pursuing adventurous activities with new vigor. This pursuit 
should not be interpreted as disregard for life and limb but rather as similar 
to the safe but thrilling experience of a roller coaster ride. It is intermingling 
of the seemingly dangerous with the psychological certainty of safety that 
makes such experiences so pleasurable. Tourism marketers can readily meet 
the increasing safety concerns of Japanese tourists with oral and written 
assurances, citing safety records, testimonials from other Japanese, and 
odier credibility enhancement devices. By so doing, the cultural predisposi-
tion to avoid risk can be overcome without losing the interest of younger 
Japanese consumers of international tourism. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Japan has emerged as Asia's leading generator of international tourism 
after making an enormous transition from a passive society to one of the 
worid*s leading economic powers. Since millions of contemporary Japanese 
are travelmg around the worid, there are opportunities to be tapped by U.S. 
tourism suppliers by appreciating the unique consumer behavior of Japa-
nese tourists and adjusting their marketmg>mix accordingly. Such an ap-
preciation and adjustment, if properly planned and managed, can signifi-
cantly help in balancing the unfavorable balance of payments position of the 
U.S. in its trade with Japan. By attracting the optunum number of Japanese 
tourists to U^. tourist destinations and sending them back as satisfied and 
brand-loyal clients, all the participants in the endeavor stand to benefit. 
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REFEREED ANONYMOUSLY 
EMERGENCE OF JAPAN AS OVERSEAS 
LEADING GENERATOR OF 
INTERNATIONAL TOURISM FOR THE 
UNITED STATES 
Za£arU. Ahmed KGnot State Univemty 
UThe decade of the J980s YHU be remembered in lft« aimaJs qf bitertuttioiuU tourism for the emergence qfJtpan as one of 
the mcdorgeneratomtf global tourism OH the face of dearth. Thispeqten^ertmarketiag tips UfU.S. tourism firms on 
how to take advantage effthe surge 4>f global vacations by Japanese tourists in an era of economic recession and also help 
the U.S. in reducing its trade d^idt wiA Jtpan byJapanbing their operations. 
Introduction 
Japtu is the supplier of the Isigest number of overseas 
interoatiooal tourists to the U.S. and die U. S. holds the 
poation as flie top Japanese international tourist dftstination 
(see Tables 1 & 2). For &e U.S., interoatiooal touiism is 
the second largest source of earning fixetgn exdiange (see 
Table3). What attracts die Japanese to the U.S. is the low 
value of the U.S. dollar in comparison to the yen, moderate 
infladon, relatively low gasoline prices, and an abundance 
of diopping opportunities nationwide. Coosequendy, it is 
desirable and less expensive for die Japanese to visit the 
U.S. than most other industrialized nations of the West 
[Uddin and Krohn 1990]. 
Japan has emerged as Asia's leading generator of 
inteniatiooal tourism after making an enormous transition 
from a passive society to one of die world's leading eco-
nomic super powers. Since millions of oontemponuy 
Japanese are traveling around die world because of higher 
affluence and more Idsure acquired in the post second 
world war period, diere are opportunities to be ttppod by 
U.S. tourism si^jpliers. They can do it by ^>preciating die 
importance of treating Japanese diffisrendy than other 
mtemational tourists because of their different activities, 
interests, and opinions (A.LOs) as compared to odier 
international tourists. Treating every mtemational tourist 
with the similar marketing medianism is unstrategic. 
Review of Literature & Statement of Purpose 
Japan has been the focus of research in contemporary 
tourism literature because of its emergence as one of the 
distinguished generators and consumers of international 
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TABUEl 
POPULAR INTERNATIONAL TOURIST 
DESTINATIONS FOR JAPANESE IN 1988 
TABLE 2 
TOP OVERSEAS TOURIST GERNERATING 
COUNTRIES FOR AMERICA 
Destinations # of Tourists 
ASIA 
Peoples RqNiblic of 
China 
HoogKoog 
India 
Soudi Korea 
Macau 
Malaysia 
Philippines 
Sufapoce 
Taiwan 
Thailand 
EUROPE 
Austria 
Fnuwe 
Greece 
Italy 
Netheriands 
Spain 
Switzeriand 
United Kingdom 
WestGennany 
AMERICAS 
Canada 
U.S.A. 
(Guam) 
(Hawaii) 
OCEANIA 
Austrialia 
New Zealand 
(N) 
(R) 
(R) 
(N) 
(N) 
(N) 
(R) 
(R) 
(R) 
(N) 
(N) 
(R)(H) 
(R)(H) 
(N) 
(N) 
(R)(A) 
(N) 
(R)(H) 
(R) 
(R)(A) 
(R) 
(R) 
(R) 
(N)(b) 
(R) 
(R) 
591,929 
1,240,470 
49.244 
N ^ 
1.124.149 
318.759 
154,376 
181,681 
682.405 
917.161 
449.086 
166,215 
631.518 
105.000 
384,850 
N.A. 
170.292 
397,739 
N.A. 
621.363 
329.600 
2,542,140 
493.543 
1,358,000 
352,200 
33,789 
Source: Worid Tourism Orgainzatioa (WTO), Pacific Asia 
Travel Associatioa (PATA). Ofsanization for Ecooomic 
Co-opentioa tod Devetopmeot (OECD) and natioaal 
tourist offices in Tol^o. 
Notes: (H) Arrivals at tourist accommodations. (R)By 
residenoe. (N) By nationality. (A) Arrivals at 
r^isteied tourist accommodations. Estimated figures, 
(b) Estimated by Hawaii Vistocs Bureau. N.S.: Not 
available. 
tourism [Grabuni 1983, Polunin 1989, Uddin and Krohn 
1990. Munkami and Go 1990. Ziff-Levine 1990. Lin 1990, 
Hcdtzman and e( al. 1991]. Ziff-Levioe (1990) has 
identified a cultural logic gap between Americans and 
Japanese. In tourism and travel marketing, this gap 
Rank Country 
Number of 
Tourists 
Arrivals 
% Change 
From 1989 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Japan 
U.K. 
Germany 
Fnmce 
Australia 
Brazil 
Italy 
Bahamas 
Chinas^  
Switetzerland 
3,231,495 
2,243,792 
1,202,826 
716,036 
465405 
398,484 
395.783 
324.255 
305.082 
293.652 
+4.9% 
+.9% 
+11.7% 
+9.5% 
+ 14.5% 
+ 19.4% 
+ 11.5% 
-3.2% 
+27.1% 
+6.8% 
Source: U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration, 
December 1990. 
*It includes both Taiwan and Peoples Republic of China. 
TABLE 3 -
INTERNAHONAL TOURISM AS AN EXPORT 
COMPARED TO OTHER MERCHANDISE EXPORTS 
IN AMERICA 
Total Meidumdise Ejqxxts - $393.9 Billion* 
Top 4 Commodity Sections 
&. International Travel 
Exports 
(In $ Billions) 
Madiineiy &. Trmsport Equipment $175.5 
Interaatiooal Travel to die United States^ $52.8 
Misodlaneous ManufiKtured Intem $39.3 
Chemicals & Related Products $39.0 
Agricultural Goods $38.8 
Source: USTA from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, 
'Survey of Cuneot Business* July 1991,:. S-16-17 
*The $393.9 Billion figure excludes die $52.8 Billioo spent 
on international travel tot eh United States. Travd is a 
service expo. 
^ I^nternational travel receipts is a service export and pot a 
merchandise export. But if it was compared to the 1990 
merchandise exports, above is its ranking. 
dictates a global marketing approach modified by localized 
elements embracing cultural values inherent in the target 
population. Polunin (1989) has outlined the factors 
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reqjoasible for the growth of intematioaal tourism in Japan. 
Gnbura (1983) has discussed the socio-cultund stnicture of 
Japanese domestic tourism. Lin (1990) has examined the 
fitctors responsible for die emefgence of Taiwan as one of 
the most popular tourist destinations among Japanese 
tourists. 
In spite of die above contemporary studies conducted, no 
researdi has been done examining how Japanse tourists. 
should be treated differendy than other international 
tourists. Apart from examining die factors reqxwaUe for 
the emergence of Japan as tlie top generator of intematioiud 
tourism in Asia, this paper will suggest certain iwHf^ i^ng 
tips wfaidi U.S. tourism suppliers and die govemmeat 
dwuM eatfiay to attract an optimum number of Japanese 
tourists in die foreseeable future. The U.S. has been 
•elected as • case study because intematioiul tourism 
affords it die opportunity to balance its imfiworable balance 
of payment position with its largest trading partner Qapm). 
Berides being the most preferred tourist destinatioa among 
the Japanese, the U.S. has mote potential than other 
international destinations to attract an optimal number of 
J^Muiese tourists in the foreseeable future by virtue of the 
tremendous expansion capacity of its tourism industry. 
The ftctors responsiUe for the emergence of Japan as 
die largest generator of international tourism b Asia have 
been **«'«''«^ in detail. Thqr range from: (1) higher 
affluence, (2) recognition and growth of letsure, (3) tntema-
tiooaliration of Japanese society, (4) appreciation of 
Ji|Muie66 currency [yen], (5) opportunity to diop 
internationally, (d) and die formulation and execution of the 
T e a Million Program*. ^ 
Higher Affluence 
The single most important factor responsible for the 
emergence of Japan as Ana*s leading generator of 
inteniatiooal tourism is die higher affluence acquired by die 
Japanese population in general as a result of ^ economic 
boom, and higher savings rate leading to the emergence of 
Japan as one of the economic sapet powers of ^ world 
(see Table 4). The continuous surj^us in Jqian's trade widi 
its major trading partners such as the U.S. has helped Japan 
in accelerating the pace of economic growth, paving the 
way for hi^ier quality of life for its citizens. Hence 
oonteni|x>rary Japanse can afford to vacation intematiooally, 
y/bidk dieir predecessors did not 
Recognition and Growth of Leisure 
Today, after decades of workaholism, the Japanese are 
finally learning how to enjoy life by pursuing letsure. 
TABLE 4 
NET NATIONAL SAVING RATE OF SELECTED 
INDUSTIUAUZED COUNTRIES 
Nation % of GDP* 
1. United States 
2. United Kingdom 
3. Germany 
4. France 
5. Japan 
7.90 
8.S8 
14.18 
12,74 
20.69 
Source: Generd Accounting Office, Report to the 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Social Security and FamQy 
Policy, Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, Social 
Security: The Trust Fund Reserve Accumulatioa, the 
Economy, and the Federal Budget (January 1989), adapted 
from figures I.8-I.II, pp. 30-33. 
* Average annual percentage of gross domestic product, 
1960-19SS (net saving divided by GDP). 
Leisure is now becoming serious business, and some are 
pursuing it with the same drive as their jobs. To mcrease 
leisure travel, a reduction of working hours is a 
prerequiate. This process was facilitated by the enactment 
of an amendment in the Labor Standards Act in 1988, 
whidi stipulated (1) phased reduction of 1 ^ working 
hours toward the goal of a 40-liour work week, which is 
equivaleot to a S-day work wedc; (^ more flexible l^al 
controls on working hours sudi as introductioo of flex-time, 
and (3) improvement of paid vacation system. Thus, die 
legal fhunewotk is complete and Japan is heading toward 
die establidunent of a regular S-day work week (WaU Street 
Journal 1990). Moreover, pubUc rdatioos activities to 
promote consecutive holidays and active leisure time 
activities are underway. As a consequence of these 
govenimental measures, die Japanese society, as a whole, 
is sure is now becoming serious business, and some are 
stqiping toward a more leisurely future. 
All of diese socio-economic changes in die lifesQies of 
the Japanese have led to the consumption of more inter-
national tourism products as a pursuit of leisure. Afterthe 
monetary liberalization for die growth of international tnrvd 
in 1$>64, the drive for btemational travd has continued to 
grow dramatically, enoounged by die Japanese firms' 
vadespread practice of gnmting wofken Urge bonuses once 
or twice a year in order to enable them to vacation interna-
tionally and pursue other letsure activities of their dioice. 
Internationalization of Japanese Society 
The word interaatiooalizatioo reflects the mood of 
technological and educatioiuU deveiopmeoL Innovations in 
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these areas; vduch have come from the West in geoeral and 
the U.S. in particular, are evident evetywhere.b Japan. 
The historical links of the U.S. and the Japanese people 
ttacc back to the late 19th and to the eariy 20th century 
yvbea large immigration of Japanese to the West Coast of 
the U.S. took place. 
Japan abandoned Europeanization and adopted 
Americanization after the end of second worid war and their 
partnership wadi the U.S. has grown since then. It was 
Geo. MacAithur, Supreme Commander of the Allied 
Forces in the Far East, who began his mission of 
Americanizing the Japanese society. He prKdcally changed 
Japan from top to bottom. The rig^ to vote was extended 
to womeo when he gave die country die constitution of tnie 
democTKy. Changes in the educatioaal qrstem, revisioo of 
wage and wotk-Iiour laws, and eooouragemeot of strong 
unions were some of the changes Geo. MacAttfaur intro-
duced in Japan. It is a strange paradox of histoiy that the 
U.S. defeated Japan militarily in ttie Second Worid War by 
dropping two atomic bombs, which caused eoormous havoc, 
derastatioo and deaths to the Japanese people, but on the 
odier hand, die same U.S. has beeo respoosible for rev-
olutionizing Japan economically, teduologically, politically 
and socially. Right up (o the signing of the I9S1 San 
Francisco Peace Treaty, whidi gave Japan her 
indq>eodeooe, die Japanese contmued to apply American 
rules and legulatioos. And even nnoe then, America has 
remained their prime point of reference [Delassus 1972]. 
There are few countries cudi as Japan in the worid, wfaidi 
are more committed to die basic American values of free-
dom, democracy, capitalism and die rule of law 
[Kiriqtatrick 1991]. 
Even today Japan looks up to the U.S. for its economic 
miglit, teduK^ogical superiority and global status. In 
Japan, one cannot deny the American influence on the 
country. Adoption of baseball and golf as national games 
since 1945, and style of dressing for both men and womeo, 
for instanoft, are some of the manifestations of 
Americanization of Japan's socio-cultural fabric. American 
power and adiievemeots are objects of genuine admiration 
in Japan. In general, the U.S. has maintained a good 
public image to die Japanese, and is, m hd^ the nation 
most admired. All of these have contributed to the 
emefgence of the U.S. as the most popular tourist desti-
nation for international vacations in Japan (see Table 1). 
Appreciation of Japanese Currency (Yen) 
The yen took a sudden strong turn as a consequence of 
the monetaiy agreement between the five most 
industrialized countries in the worid (G-5: U.S., Japan. 
Germany, France, and Britain). The G-S countries resorted 
to this extraordinary measure because of the need to find a 
solution for the adverse balance of payments position 
between mend>er countries and Japan. Coosequeotiy, 
Japanese goods and services became costlier around the 
worid and international products such as international travel 
became cheaper in Japan. 
The tremendous spending power of a Japanese tourist, 
because of the appreciation of the yen against major 
international currencies, has beeo one of die miyor fKtors 
contributing to the growth of outbound international tourism 
in Japan in recent years. Price is still the biggest incentive 
for a Japanese tourist to vacation internationally in general 
and the U.S. in particular because of the oootinous 
appreciation of the yen and depreciation of the doUar 
throughout the decade of 1980s as illustrated by Figure 1. 
Figure 1 shows that as a result of currency rate decline (it 
is $/y), tourist arrivals from Japan to the U.S. has 
increased. A tourist can vacatioo in Hawaii for IS days for 
less than it costs to vacatioo in Japan. Japanese tourists feel 
that the low cost of vacations in the U.S. is another 
"wooder of the worid' to explore. Because of die 
appreciatioo of the yea, more than ooe quarter of dw entire 
Japanese population of over 121 millioo can afford ioteraa-
tional tours in oonftemporary Japan. Since group travel is 
less expensive, and Japanese prefer- to travel in groups, it 
is less expensive for diem to travel than for westerners who 
prefer to travel individually. 
Opportunity to Shop Internationally 
While travding internationally, Japanese love to diop and 
spead a lot of their savings. The average tourist spends 
neariy YIOO.OOO ($750) on diopping oo eadi intematioaal 
trip (Ecooomist 1988). Japanese tourists have die highest 
newly ooofideot Japan, v/bkh is coming out into (he worid 
from its former diy and reticeat intematioaal positioa. 
Outbound intematiooal tourism is a direct beoefldaiy of the 
intemationalizatioa process which has influenced every 
sphen of oonteoqionuy Japanese life. 
Japan has always looked to die West, especially the 
qjending per person by any tourist in die worid. There are 
many reasons for this pheoomeoon. First, the J^ianese 
government allows diem to bring home goods up to $1,500 
from eadi international trip (diis is die highest in the 
worid). Second, shopping internationally is dieaper for 
U.S., for ideas and technology for its political, ecooomic, 
then >vhen they can buy duty-free in Hong Kong, 
Singapore, etc. The third reason is their prefereoce for 
fashion as they wish to buy the latest fadiioos of die west 
Tour groups have stripped markets of painted wooden dolls 
and Mongolian blankets in New York City. If they are on 
the West Coast, left over cash is spent in duty-free diops in 
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Figure 1 the Effect of Exchange 
Rote on U.S. Travel from Japan, 
1980-1990 
yitn/t 
Source: U.S. Travel & Tourism Administrcttion 
(USITA). Dept. of Commerce. Washington. D.C. 
October 1990 
TABLES 
TOP TEN DEFICIT CAUSING COUNTRIES IN 
AMERICA'S INTERNATIONAL TRADE 
COUNTRY BILUONS IN U.S. DOLLARS 
1. Japan 
2. Taiwan 
3. China 
4. Gennany 
5. Canada 
6. Venezuela 
7. Saudi Arabia 
8. Nigeria 
9. Italy 
10. South Kotea 
-4L1 
-11.2 
-10,4 
-9.4 
-7.5 
•6.3 
-5.9 
-5.4 
-4.7 
-4.1 
AndMnge, Alasica. The fourth leason is diat die Japanese 
have the higliefit savings fate in the industrialized worid, 
(see TaUe 4), and t h ^ vnA to spend it on shopping for 
dietr fiworite items while traveling intenutionally. The 
fiftti reason is their customs of Omiyage and Senbetsu. 
OMFyvvc is die tenn that refers to the oUigatoiy feding dut 
they have to return to Japan widi gifts fiw their ftieods, 
fiunHy, or colleagues. SenAetra relates to giving cash as a 
gift to firieods, rdatives and colleagues when diqr are 
leaving for inteniational travel. When tourists receive these 
gifts, Aey are supposed to retura with somediing at 
comparable pnoe. 
Ten Million Flrogram 
The last major fiictor reqxxisible for die tremendous 
growth of international tourism in Japan is the discoveiy by 
the Japanese govemmeat that an incentive to encourage 
Japanese to tnwd internationally could be used to counter 
the trade suqdus problem widi its nuyor trading partners, 
sudi as die U.S. U.S. roistered a trade deficit of $41 
billion widi Japan m 1990 (see Table 5). 
The Ten Million Program was laundied by the Ministiy 
of Tnm^KMt (MOT) in September 1987 widi die goal to 
double die nunriier of Japanese people traveling interna-
tionally from 5.5 million m 1986 to 10 million in 1990. 
Various measures have been taken to promote interaatiooal 
travel by die Japanese government. For instance, in 
November 1987, the Overseas Travel Promotion Forum 
was organized to promote the program at a non-govera-
mental level. Through these efforts, together vdth the 
lowered travel cost brought about by the yea appreciation. 
America*! Total 
Annual Defidt -101.0 
Source: A(rtoecri4m«rJai,U.S. Department of Commerce, 
Washington. D . C , April 22. 1991. p. 5. 
the MOT was able to aooomplidi its goal of sending 10 
million Japanese abroad in 19SK). when 10.9 million 
Japanese travded internationally. Japan is the only countiy 
in the world, whose govenuneot has earmaifced funds and 
established an official medianism directed at motivating 
Japanese to vacation internationally. This unique program 
has been welcomed by foreign countries and inteniational 
organizations sudi as the Worid Tourism Organization. 
The promotion of Japanese intematiooal tnrrd is 
effective not only in devdoping mutual understanding and 
« sense of inteniational dtizensfaip. but also b contributing 
to the economic growdi of other countries and solving the 
imbalance of international trade between Japan and its 
nuyor trade partners such as die U.S. To keep a stable po-
sition in t^ international community, where intetde-
pendence is deepening, die promotion of intenutioQil travel 
by Japanese people is becoming more important 
The Department of Tourism and The Bureau of 
International Transport and Tourism are the two agencies 
within the federal Ministry of Transport (MOT) responsible 
for the growth and development of outbound intematiooal 
tourism in Japan. The MOT, by implementiiig die said 
program, was able to accomplish its goal of fiualitating the 
outflow of 10 million Japanese tourists embarking upon 
interaatiooal vacation one year ahead of schedule. The 
measures which led to the accomplishment of this goal are 
outlined in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6 
MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF 
TEN MILUON PROGRAM 
1. MOT has been conducting a publicity campaign 
eocounging (he Japanese to vacation internationally. 
2. MOT has been inviting foreign government tourism 
officials to Japan evety year for signing the agreements 
aimed at ameliorating the barriers of travel of Japanese 
tourists to their countries. 
3. The MOT has helped in the establidmient of an 
information network on international travel by aiding 
marketing efforts of foreign tourist organizations in Japan. 
4. Japanese government has n^otiated the abolition of 
visa with odier countries on reciprocal basis to factlitate 
global travel of its citizens. Abolition of visas between the 
U.S. and Japan for a trial period of three years is (he direct 
outcome of Ms endeavor (Ahmed and Krohn 1990). 
5. The Japanese government has increased the tax 
privil^es (o promo(e in(emational travel by raising the 
tax-exemption limit for travel expenses. To encourage the 
purchase of couvenirs in foreign countries, (he govemmeo( 
raised (he (ax-exemption limi( for souvenirs from YIOO.OOO 
($750) (o Y200,000 ($1500) in July 1987. 
6. The MOT has encouraged the use of local airports 
for intemadonal fligh(s by promoting diarter flints to and 
from diose airports. 
Source: Tourism in Japan", Japan National Tourism 
Organization, Ministry of Tranqrart, Tokyo, Japan, 1989. 
Where the U.S. Fits m the Picture 
Hong Kong and South Korea are (he most popular 
tourist destinatioas for Japanese tourists in Asia, but the 
tourism infrastructure in these destinations is bard pressed 
to keep up wath the expected growth in Japanese tourism in 
the 1990s and beyond. Neariy 592,000 Jqsanese tourists 
visited China in 1988 (see Table 1), but Oxy are now 
avoidmg China because of (he massacre of thousands of 
innocent Chinese. Moreover, they are disinterested as a 
result of the grave violations of human rights and the 
crackdown by the Chinese government against the 
democracy movement The shortage of accommodations in 
Asia is inducing Japanese tourists to visit the U.S. 
However, except for IJOS Angeles, San Francisco, Las 
Vegas and New York City, the U.S. is not prepared to 
accommodate a large number of Japanese tourists. 
International destinations that can offer services tailored 
specifically to the Japanese tourists will be the winners in 
their marketing endeavors to lure an optimum number of 
Japanese tourists in future. 
Most U.S. and Japanese tourists have one thing in 
common: they are uqilingual. This situation poses many 
problems for Japanese tourists in the U.S., but less so for 
the American tourists visiting Japan. When an American 
tourist arrives in Japan, most of the cab drivers speak 
English and hotels have English-speaking firoot desk 
personnel. Most of the major Jananese hotels can change 
the U.S. dollar to the Japanese yen without any extra 
charge and are pleased to accept U.S. credit cards. Any 
bank in any part of Japan can aocqrt U.S. dollare and 
exchange them for the Japanese yen. Most of the major 
hotels aixl restaurants have American menus featuring ateak 
and hamburger. Guidebooks or local tourist information 
available is multilingual (English, French etc.). Secretarial 
support in English can be arranged. Translations and other 
bu^ness services can also be made available in Englidi. 
They can inform a U.S. tourist about dtoee establidunents 
which have Englidispeaking staff sudi as shops, gas sta-
tions, police stations, buses, trains and airlines. Tliey can 
even provide CNN on television. 
ODntrary to the above mentioned scenario of the 
Americanization of Japanese tourism operations, most of (he 
U.S. (ourism firms catering to (he large Japanese clien(ele 
have not Japanized their operations. Since (ourism is the 
second largest earner of foreign exchange for (he U.S., (see 
Table 3), and Japan is already (he supplier of (he largest 
nund>er of overseas tourists to the U.S., (see Table 2), the 
U.S. government and die U.S. (ourism firms diould 
consider (reating Japanese (ouris(s differently because of the 
tremendous potential Japan offere in terms of future growth, 
and the highest deficit die U.S. has in its international trade 
vnth Japan (see Table 5). Japan's oudxwnd intenuUional 
(ourism is expec(ed (o roister (he highest growth in the 
worid as compared to other major generators on 
in(ema(ional tourism in (he foreseeable fu(ure, providing (he 
U.S. an ample opportunity to (ap in(o (he gold mine of 
in(emational tourism because of its- most fiivorable 
intemadonal tourist destination status in the Japanese 
society, and the tremendous potential of its growth. 
Japanese tourists should not be treated as any other 
international tourist They offer a great opportunity to (he 
U.S. in building bonds of trust, frienddiip and goodwill 
between the people of the two largest trading partnen in the 
world. International tourism affords an opportunity to the 
U.S. to convince visiting Japanese with the greatness of 
America's free market enterprise system, free trade and 
open mtemational competition, where Japanese products are 
not subjected to punitive levies, duties and taxes, but are 
treated at par with American products by the government, 
industry and consumer. Such an understanding would help 
in bridging a communication gap between the people of the 
two friendly countries. Certain vested interests in Japan are 
resisting governmental attempts to open up Japan to foreign 
competition in general and U.S. corporations in particular. 
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Millions of satisfied and pleased Japanese travelers could 
act as opinion-influeocers, forcing the Japanese government 
to adopt free trade on the pattern of the U.S., thus elimi-
nating the last barrier to improved U.S. Japanese political 
relations. This phenomenon has assumed more importance 
because of the recent emergence of Japan bashing in the 
U.S. 
Such Japanlzation also becomes more imperative because 
of die fad that Americans are curtailing Ibeir vacations in 
the current era of recession, which has adversely affected 
the American tourism industry, causing eoormous financial 
losses to tourism firms and layoff to tourism employees in 
die eariy 1990s. There are many measures the U.S. 
tourism firms could consider in order to "Japanize* their 
operations widi the goal of sending a satisfied consumer 
back to Japan. Such a satisfied consumer, besides 
tnflueocittg the optnions, peiceptioas and images of his/her 
relatives, friends, colleagues, and neighboRabout the U.S., 
may also bring more tourism business to (be U.S. by re-
peating his/her visit, which will go a long way in helping to 
build brand loyalty. The following are some marketing 
tips: 
1. Japanization of operations of American tourism firms 
also becomes imperative because of the uniqueness of 
Japanese'tourists'consumer bduvior. For instance, every 
moment of a Japanese tourists' day is brickly intense and 
planned to nundnuTf. every minute of vacation from sunrise 
to sunset It is intense from the perspective of velocity and 
volume of tourism pursuits. Coaversdy, die vacation of an 
average international tourist hailing from the western 
liemiq>here is designed to be relaxed and free from worry 
[Fields 1983]. There are opportunities to be tapped by 
American tourism suppliers by understanding and 
^ipreciating the uniqueness of Japanese tourists* consumer 
behavior and adjusting their operations aooordbgly. 
2. Hospitality firms hosting large numbers of Japanese 
tourists should consider providing Japanese-qteaking staff 
24-hours a day. 
3. The United States Travel and Tourism 
Administration (USTTA) diould provide airport greeting 
staff fluent in Japanese at those airports which r^ulariy 
receive a large number of Japanese tourists m order to 
assist them with arrivals, baggage handling, currency 
exchange, transfers and ground transportation. 
4. Tourism suppliers should consider providing special 
rooms with Japanese in-room amenities, such as green tea 
and Yakatas (bathrobes). 
5. Hotels and restaurants should provide Japanese food 
on their menus, which should be printed in the Japanese 
language along with English. 
6. Hotels and motels should consider providing 
communication services in Japanese. 
7. Tourism establishments should develop a mechanism 
to exchange currency, traveler's checks and credit cards in 
yen without any extra charge. 
8. Tourism companies should provide multilingual 
telephone instriictions. 
9. Tourist destinations and firms should print tourist 
literature in the Japanese language. 
10. Major hotds in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Las 
Vegas, New York City, Chicago, Niagara Falls, Miami. 
Houston, Disneyland and Disney Worid etc., which are vis-
ited by most of the Japanese tourists, diould conader 
providing a weekly Japanese magazine and newspaper at the 
newspaper stand. 
11. Tourism firms should consider approaching the 
American Hotel and Motd Association (AAMA) Edu-
cational Institute on the can^ws of Michigan State Uni-
versity in East Lansing, Midiigan, to devdop a training 
program on Japanese hospitality on the pattern of 'In-
ternational Hospitality.' 
12. Tourism firms, local govenuMiit, local business 
community and local residents should establidi a platform 
coordinating their efforts in order to provide « conducive 
and cordial atmoqihere for hosting tiie Japanese tourists. 
For instance, most of die small banks across the country do 
not accqA foreign currency, traveler's diedfcs. and credit 
cards. Such a platform diould coa^nnoe these banks to 
change their policies in order to be mote receptive to 
Japanese tourists. 
Concluding Remarks 
Japan has made an enormous transition from a passive 
society to one of the worid's leading eoooomic, tedinologial 
and industrial powers. Now diat die Japanese are taking the 
time to enjoy leisure duough intematioaal vacatioos, diere 
are opportunities to be tapped by Japaniang die operations 
of U.S. tourism firms. Internatiooal tourism oflfen great 
opportunities to die U.S. to contribute in balancing the 
unbvorable balance of payments position in its trade with 
Japan. How the U.S. tourism industry, in cooperation widi 
die federal, state, county, city and village governments, can 
benefit from the surge of gl<^ Ml vacations by Japanese tour-
ists, is a marketing challenge worth impletnenting in an era 
of economic recession before odier international competitors 
do so. 
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Marketing India as a tourist destination in North America— 
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and 
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The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how effective marketing can be employed 
by India's tourist department to attract North American tourists. It is found that Indian 
tourism marketers have traditionatly attempted to 'seW their services rather than 
market them. Seven sped^ steps are recommended for increasing tourism to India: 
(I) improving the image; (2) identifying target markets; (3) strategically locating 
tourist offices; (4) developing promotional themes; (5) correcting attitudinal prob-
lems; (6) improving product strategy; and (7) promoting India as a convention 
destination. It is concluded that the Indian Government must attend to all seven steps 
before being able to significatuly improve their ability to attract North American 
tourists. 
Key wonts Indian tourism tourist destination North American 
tourism 
Introduction 
India has been a destination to international tourists for hundreds of years because of the 
uniqueness of its culture, richness of its dviltzation, unparalleled hospitality of its people, 
glorious heritage, and fascinating outdoor recreation opportunities. Tourism in India 
today is rapidly changing, trying to inform the world that it offers a veritable cornucopia of 
nature, culture, and history. Besides being one of the top economic priorities of the 
government, tourism in contemporary India has emerged as the largest source of foreign 
exchange earnings and a multi-billion dollar industry, generating enormous revenue in 
taxes and millions of jobs for the teeming population of the country (Ahmed, 1991[a]-, Dev 
and Kuckreja, 1989; International Tourism Reports, 1986). 
India is mainly dependent on Western Europe and North America for its tourism 
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Table 1. India's 
Country 
Thailand 
Singapore 
Malaysia 
India 
Indonesia 
tourism compared to its neighbors 
Total arrivals 
(millions) 
4.738 
4.385 
3.673 
1.655 
1.134 
Tourist receipts 
($U.S. millions) 
3120 
2399 
1766 
1500 
1028 
Source: World Tourism Organization Current travel 
and tourism indicators for 1989. CTI 4/1989, 
January 1990, pp. 25,64. 
business, which collectively contribute over 54% of the tourist traffic. Though in terms of 
numbers, international tourist arrivals in India are not as impressive as those of its 
neighboring countries such as Thailand, Singapore, and Malaysia (see Table 1) the 
average stay of tourists in India is six times longer than its neighbors-competitors. An 
international tourist stays an average of 28 days in India. About 92% of the international 
tourists who travel to India make their own travel arrangements independently (non-
package tourists). About 43% of the tourists visit India for pleasure, 25% for business, and 
11% for visiting friends and relatives. Tourists below the age of 30 are predominantly 
pleasure seekers. There are 58 destinations, which are mostly patronized by international 
tourists, with the Taj Mahal in Agra among attractions and Delhi among cities as the prime 
destinations (Know India: Newsletter of Indian Tourism, 1989). 
Marketing Indian tourism reflects the complexities of the multi-cultural nation itself. On 
the one hand, India has one of the largest tourism marketing budgets and tourism forces in 
the world (Department of Tourism, 1990) to promote their enormous variety, diversity 
and richness of tourist attractions. On the other hand, the number of tourists attracted by 
India are far fewer than many tiny nations in the South East Asian region. For instance, 
India registered only 1.66 million tourist arrivals compared to Thailand's 4.74 million in 
1989 (see Table 1). Lack of attention to marketing prerequisites may be responsible for 
this poor state of affairs. This paper examines these prerequisites with respect to the 
marketing of Indian tourism in the United States (U.S.) and Canada (North America). 
The discipline of marketing is a broad-based field encompassing a wide range of topical 
concerns. Ever since Levitt (1975) pro[>osed broadening the marketing concept, mar-
keters have been concerned with satisfying consumer wants and needs in four specific 
areas: (1) the product or service itself, (2) the price to be paid by consumers, (3) where and 
how the product or service will be made available to consumers, and (4) advertising and 
promotion, which was formerly the only concern of the marketing function (Kotler, 1977). 
It is not unusual to confuse 'selling' their products and services rather than attempting to 
market them. Tourist destination marketers are not an exception because many attempt to 
sell whatever they happen to have in their countries rather than isolate those benefits that 
are sought by potential consumers and promote them effectively. 
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[mplications 
India should consider seven important steps before being able to attract international 
tourism-consumers. The seven steps can be summarized as: (1) improving the image; (2) 
identifying target markets; (3) strategically locating tourist offices; (4) developing promo-
tional themes; (5) correcting attitudinal problems; (6) improving product strategy, and (7) 
promoting India as a convention destination. 
Improving the image 
Image is commonly defined as the mental picture created when one is exposed to a 
particular stimulus. The image of the product or service in the minds of consumers greatly 
affects their acceptance or rejection of it. Thus, the manipulation of that mental image 
becomes a major concern for marketers (Davidoff and Davidoff, 1983). The mental 
picture created in the mind of the potential tourism-consumer is not necessarily the same 
as that of the tourism marketer. Even though the tourism marketer may have more 
accurate first-hand knowledge of the product, prejudices and pre-conceptions in the mind 
of the potential consumer must be taken into consideration. There is appreciable evidence 
that image influences a tourist's decision-making process when he or she considers 
alternative destinations for touring experiences (Ahmed 1991[b]; Fridgen, 1984; Gartner 
and Hunt, 1986; Goodrich, 1978; Hunt, 1975; LaPage and Cormier, 1977; Mayo, 1975). 
Hence a destination marketer has to ensure that a favorable image exists before motivating 
his clientele to undertake tours. 
Most of the information available in North America about India in the form of news 
(Roy, 1989; Strout, 1967), feature articles (Scofield, 1963; Silverstone, 1965), tourist 
guides (Fodor, 1989), school textbooks {India Abroad, 1988[a]) and tourism texts 
(Lundberg and Lundberg, 1985) has often portrayed a negative image of India. These 
sources of information usually emphasize what India does not have rather than what it 
does have. Managers of these sources of public information appear to reinforce the 
stereotyped image of India either out of ignorance or maliciousness. They often seem to 
emphasize the negative aspects of India's culture and civilization based on sensational, 
crude and outlandish aspects of Indian life. This prejudice jeopardizes the efforts of India's 
tourism marketing strategists to motivate North Americans to visit India. For instance, an 
article on the front page of the Wall Street Journal (1989) reported vivid horror stories 
gleaned from Indian newspapers that were sure to frighten all but the most seasoned and 
experienced tourist. In as much as most North Americans live in comfort and safety, such 
stories often deter even the consideration of a trip to India. 
While assessing Americans' perceptions about India as a possible vacation destination, 
Kale and Weir (1986) found twelve major factors responsible for the negative image of 
India in the U.S. (see Table 2). They range from poverty (41.6%) to language barriers 
(7.9%). 
Identifying target markets 
Once the benefits of a region are similar to the image held by the potential target markets, 
the tourism marketer must consider target marketing to a more precise audience: those 
most likely to be interested and able to actually purchase a trip to the tourist destination 
(Burke and Resnick, 1991). Differentiating markets thus becomes an important means by 
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Table 2. Major reasons for not visiting India 
Reason 
Poverty/beggars 
Politically unstable 
Not clean 
Climate 
Fear of the unknown 
Prefer to go elsewhere 
Crowded/overpopulated 
Nothing to 'see or do' 
Expensive 
Not safe 
Poor accommodations 
Language barriers 
Number 
mentioning 
37 
25 
24 
21 
19 
17 
17 
12 
9 
9 
8 
7 
Per cent 
41.6 
28.1 
27.0 
23.6 
21.3 
19.1 
19.1 
13.5 
10.1 
10.1 
9.0 
7.9 
Source: Kale, S. H. and Weir, K. M. (1986) Marketing 
Third World Countries to the western traveler: the 
case of India. Journal of Travel Research 25 (2), 2-7. 
which tourism marketers can focus on those potential consumers most likely to be 
interested, and perhaps equally important, direct available marketing efforts to those 
activities most likely to influence the target audiences. 
India seems to have pursued the policy of undifferentiated marketing despite the 
varying interests of North American tourists. It is difficult to determine their target 
audience except that it is in broad geographical areas of North America. This undifferen-
tiated marketing campaign suggests that India's tourism marketing strategists do not fully 
understand the activities, interests, and opinions (A.I.O.s) of its existing and potential 
North American tourists. In other words, India seems to be pursuing a policy of selling 
rather than of marketing. Marketing demands that India should match its tourism products 
with the lifestyles of its clientele whereas a selling approach could warrant offering 
whatever India already has without considering specific (A.I.O.s) preferences of the 
different segments of its North American target market. 
Few effective marketers attempt to market their products or services to a single segment 
of the market but rather aggregate a number of segments whose needs and wants are likely 
to be met (McCarthy and PerreauU, 1990, pp. 62-86). The affluent Asian Indian 
community in North America is about one million strong, and could form a viable segment 
worth exploration. It is likely that this large group tends to be well educated and of 
sufficient income to afford traveling back home. Moreover, it is customary for ethnic 
Asian Indians to return home regularly to visit. A thorough, well-developed marketing 
plan to attract the children of non-resident Indians (NRIs) to discover their roots by 
visiting India more often would be highly likely to be successful. 
It would appear that the Indian Government has not yet recognized the NRIs as the 
affluent tourist group they seem to be. About 55% of Air India's clientele on its New 
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York-New Delhi route consists of Indian-Americans {India Abroad, 1989). But India has 
never developed a separate marketing strategy to target this segment of the North 
American market. Additional research into this highly viable group would be very 
appropriate and should inquire into how the needs and wants of NRIs differ from other 
segments. Exploration of the ways and means by which appeals to NRIs will be most 
effective should be a high priority research objective. 
The economically vibrant Indian community of about one million people in North 
America and India's tourism marketing strategists both could help in establishing a socio-
marketing system of strategic communication. More than 16,070 Indian students attend 
almost every important university in the United States alone {India Abroad, 1988 [b]), 
where they have formed their culturally oriented Indian Student Associations. Similarly, 
Americanized and Canadized Indians have set up their city level associations throughout 
North America. Professionals of Indian origin too have established their own bodies. All 
of these socio-cultural associations and bodies could have a definite and positive influence 
on the way India is perceived in North America. Documentaries, books, and other 
promotional material could be produced by the government of India and then distributed 
to clubs, associations, educational institutions, and other bodies across the country. Doing 
so would provide information that is well-balanced and portrays a more accurate image of 
India. 
India's tourism product strategy, based on sound tourism marketing research in North 
America, should offer those outstanding and unique tourism products, which match the 
psychographic and demographic profiles of potential tourists. For instance, by simply 
advertising its Gulmarg Ski Resort located in the State of Jammu and Kashmir, India 
cannot motivate North Americans to go to India and ski because tourists do not travel 
thousands of miles to engage in activities they can accomplish closer to home (Ogiivy, 
1965). Of course Gulmarg may be a secondary attraction to visiting tourists, but it cannot 
constitute the prime destinational product motivating them to undertake a skiing tour to 
India. After scrutinizing all of its tourism resources, India should select those which have a 
marketing, not selling, potential in North America to their most promising target markets. 
Almost every marketing study conducted by the Government of India to understand the 
dynamics of North America's market seems to be demographic-orientated. However, two 
people sharing common demographic profiles may differ psychographically. Hence, 
demographic research should be supplemented by psychographic studies of tourist 
markets to understand the activities, interests and opinions of both actual and potential 
tourists (Wells, 1975). Without investigating the tourism-related lifestyles of its clients, 
India will not be able to develop an effective tourism marketing strategy. These lifestyle 
studies would significantly help India in its strategic attempts of product positioning and 
market segmentation. 
Strategically locating tourists offices 
Determining where and how products and services will be made available to potential 
consumers is a major concern for marketers (Evans and Berman, 1984, pp. 223-253). One 
widely used medium in tourism promotion is that of tourist offices. Tourist offices 
commonly become sales promotion tools designed to stimulate tourism. Without having 
first developed an image consonant with what actually exists in the destination country and 
the image that is stimulated in the potential tourist's mind, little effective marketing can 
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take place. Likewise, without the second stage of selecting a differentiated market to 
which to address the marketing appeals, success is also unlikely. The tourist offices usually 
need specialized themes to promote attention, increase desire and stimulate action. 
India maintains four tourist offices in North America—in New York City, Chicago, Los 
Angeles, and Toronto. Research studies have concluded that the number of tourists who 
visited India after the establishment of the tourist offices was much lower the number of 
tourists estimated by trend projections (Anand, 1976). It could be argued that India failed 
to reach their projected goals because of uncontrollable environmental factors. However, 
when the accelerated growth rates Of the rest of the world and especially of the East Asian 
tourist destinations are noted (Tuttle, 1987), it would appear that the effort expended by 
India's tourist offices had negligible impact on the flow of tourists from North America. 
However, no available research has been found to suggest the investigation has been 
conducted by the Indian Department of Tourism into the marketing effectiveness of these 
tourist offices. Important questions relating to which offices perform more effectively, what 
roles they play, how they cooperate with other tourism agencies, and the degree to which 
they promote through local business and social organizations need to be investigated. 
Continuous shift of the U.S. populations from snow-belt to sun-belt suggests that three 
more tourist offices should be opened in Texas, Florida, and Washington, D.C. to cover the 
growing areas. The proposed office in Washington, D.C. would also cover the enclave 
consisting of Maryland and Virginia. 
Developing promotional themes 
Tailoring advertising to specific market segments has long been a standard practice in 
marketing, and promotional themes have become an essential component of successful 
international tourism marketing in recent years (Harris and Katz, 1986). The competitive 
nature of the industry demands that new, creative, and well-planned promotional themes 
be employed on a regular basis. 
As a part of India's program to increase awareness of their country to potential tourists, 
and to build a positive image of their country, a Festival of India was organized during the 
summer of 198S in the United States. Exhibitions, dance concerts, seminars, store 
promotions, public television documentaries, Indian films, etc. were the major highlights of 
the Festival's promotion attempts. By presenting India to the North American audience as 
a packaged product, visa applications to visit India went up by 35% in the latter half of 1985 
at the Indian Consulate in Chicago. This increase testifies to the Festival's positive impact 
on image building. Furthermore, Maupintours, a tour operating company that specializes 
in offering 25 inclusive tours to India annually, added five tours in response to the increased 
enthusiasm about India. 
It is highly likely that the Festival of India theme promotion would have been even more 
successful if greater attention had been given earlier to the topics of India's image, most 
likely target markets, strategic marketing plans and more effective employment of India's 
tourist offices. 
Correcting attitudinal problems 
The marketing concept (McCarthy and Perreault, 1990, pp. 27-30) requires that everyone 
in an organization be aware of the need to satisfy consumers expeditiously and courteously. 
Ensuring that the marketing concept is employed by all persons delivering goods or services 
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is aspecific responsibility of the marketing function. If necessary, training and development 
should take place to ensure that the marketing concept is applied consistently throughout 
the entire organization. 
Attitudes and social behavior are often the result of cultural indoctrination learned early 
in life and are highly resistant to change. Differences in social behavior are usually expected 
by international tourists but not to the point where such differences become irritating. Very 
few tourism personnel receive cross-cultural instruction in how to interact with nationals of 
other countries (Krohn and Ahmed, 1991 [a]). 
Any country seriously desiring to effectively compete in the international tourism market 
will be required to insure that persons most likely to come into contact with tourists are 
skilled in cross-cultural communication. 
Most of the people working in Indian tourism establishments (airlines, hotels, motels, 
airports, travel agencies, tour operating companies, railroads, cabs, etc.) have a condes-
cending attitude toward tourists. They appear as if they are doing a favor to the tourist and 
also expect a reward for the services for which a payment has already been made. This 
condescending attitude, besides causing psychological discomfort to the tourists, portrays a 
negative image of India's hospitality. Though India wants to be regarded as a 'Land of 
Welcome & Ho^itaiity', the attitude of most of India's travel and tourism employees does 
not ensure a satisfying experience to a visiting tourist (New York Times, 1990). 
Improving product strategy 
The product, as identified by Evans and Berman (1984, pp. 285-366), is a major component 
of marketing concern. The product is not only the physical item or service purchased but 
includes a wide variety of other variables including the manner in which it is offered, its 
cleanliness, packaging, and guarantee or warranty. Unfortunately, the tourism industry is 
one of the worst offenders in not delivering the product advertised while nevertheless 
conforming to the letter of the description (Krohn and Ahmed, 1991 [b]). 
Ease of obtaining the product in tourism is often misrepresented and while tourists may 
endure an unenjoyable trip, it is certain that they will not repeat their visit and inform others 
of the misadventure upon their return home (New York Times, 1990). Tourism providers 
need to consider the entire experience of the tourists, not just the basics and incorporate 
those considerations into their packages. 
India's tourism product strategy is not compatible with the claims made through its 
tourism promotion strategy. Problems encountered by tourists as a result of poor touristic 
facilities often spoil the touring experience of vacationing tourists. If India wants to 
capitalize upon the flow of tourists from North America, it should consider introducing new 
flights from Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, Toronto, and Vancouver to India. Air charters 
should also be considered. The failure of the domestic carrier, Indian Airlines, to confirm 
bookings because of aircraft shortages has been a major factor responsible in causing 
embarrassment to touring people (New York Times, 1990). Without opening the domestic 
market to private airline(s), this problem is unlikely to be solved. 
Promoting India as a convention destination 
Sales has long been identified as a major element in marketing; in the minds of some, it is the 
only element. Despite the attention given to other important elements in marketing, sales 
remain a major factor in effective marketing (Wotruba, 1980). 
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One of the reasons that tourist packages are so popular is because scales of economy can 
be attained and lower costs passed on to the clientele. Convention tourism is similar in that 
one sale results in hundreds or even thousands of tourists coming to a single destination. 
Furthermore, such tourists are commonly more affluent and spend more than others. 
Greater solicitation of convention business could spur India's tourism business. 
A large share of tourism revenue for many countries derives from conventions because 
the delegates tend to stay longer, spend more and may repeat their visits. Most convention 
delegates mix business with pleasure tourism. Once conventioneers return home, they are 
likely to tell others of their experiences, thereby stimulating word-of-mouth publicity 
{International Association of Convention and Visitor Bureaus, 1990). 
India's successes in attracting and hosting the annual convention of the American Society 
of Travel Agents (ASTA), attended by 1,200 delegates in spring 1989, demonstrates that 
India possesses the potential to market itself as a world class convention destination. India 
has successfully hosted about 100 international conventions in the first half of 1989 (Know 
India: Newsletter of Indian Tourism, 1989). 
In view of ASTA's successful 1989 convention, India should formulate marketing plans 
to target the convention market more aggressively. 
Conclusion 
This paper has examined the challenges and opportunities confronting India in marketing 
itself as a successful tourist destination in North America. Seven interrelated prerequisites 
were suggested as a means of overcoming their problems: (1) the Indian Government was 
urged to develop a strategic marketing program to correct India's negative image; (2) 
targeted marketing based on psychographic segmentation principles was recommended as 
a necessity to focus upon the wants and needs of North American tourists in all their 
diversified natures; (3) it was suggested that marketing research should be conducted to 
determine the effectiveness of India's tourist offices and they should be made focal |X>ints of 
a strategic communication system; (4) promotional themes should be developed on a 
regular basis; (5) attitudinal changes were cited as needing attention to reduce cross-
cultural misunderstanding between tourism personnel and tourists; (6) differentiated 
marketing strategies were proposed to replace currently pursued undifferentiated market-
ing programs; and finally (7) it was recommended that India should be promoted as a 
convention destination. 
If the Indian Government wishes to increase its share of world tourism and especially that 
of the North American market, it would be well advised to consider the seven points 
analysed and discussed in this paper. 
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ABSTRACT 
Japna is the largest market for Korean inbound overseas 
tourism, and international tourism is a major source of 
earning foreign exchange for the Korean economy. Japan has 
registered the highest growth in the world in the development 
of its outbound international tourism during the 1980s and is 
expected to continue its rapid growth in the foreseeable 
future. This paper examines the unique characteristics of 
the consumer behavior of Japanese and American tourists. 
Recommendations have been offered to marketers of Korean tourism 
firms who can benefit by understanding the unique characteristics 
of both Japanese and American tourist's consumer behavior. 
This understanding will help them to develop appropriate 
marketing strategies based on sound segmentation footings. 
INTRODUCTION 
While developing appropriate marketing strategies for 
Korean inbound tourism, Korean tourism markets have to be 
segmented on sound grounds. Segmentation mechanism should 
take into account the differences in the background and pers-
pectives of Korea's major market segments. 
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For example Japan constitutes the major market for Korean 
tourism, supplying about 50 percent of Korea's international 
tourists, whereas United States (U.S.) is the second largest 
market for Korean tourism, supplying about 10 percent of 
its international tourists. Treating all international tourists 
visiting Korea the same way without any regard to the differ-
ences in their consumer behavior is non-strategic in nature. 
For instance, Japanese tourists are just opposite to American 
tourists in their values and norms because of socio-cultural 
differences. Both have different psychographics (lifestyles 
and personalities) and pursue different types of activities, 
interests and opinions (A.I.O.S). It warrants treating them 
differently from marketing perspectives, otherwise they will 
return home with unpleasant experiences of Korean tourism. 
Emergence of Japan as Asia's leading generator of 
international tourism during the decade of the 1980s was the 
major factor responsible for its focus in contemporary 
literature of international tourism (Polunin 1989, Lin 1990, 
Murakami and Go 1990, Uddin and Krohn 1990, Ziff-Levin 1990, 
Sharpe 1990, Holtzman and et al. 1991). 
Serving international tourists sometimes poses severe 
problems for Korean suppliers of tourism products due to 
differences in expectations, ideologies, perspectives, and 
visions of Japanese and American clients. This paper 
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examines the underlying dimensions of consumer behavior 
unique to Japanese tourists and compares it with American 
tourists. Korean tourism entrepreneurs must learn to 
appreciate the dynamics of Japanese and American consumer 
behavior and change their marketing programs accordingly to 
meet the expectations and needs of their Japanese and 
American clients. 
Schiffman and Kanuk (1987) have defined consumer 
behavior as "the behavior that consumers display in searching 
for, purchasing, using, evaluating, and disposing of 
products, services, and ideas which they expect will satisfy 
their needs". Thus, consumer behavior lies at the heart of 
contemporary tourism marketing. The successful tourism 
marketer effectively develops tourism products that are of 
value to consumers in appealing and persuasive ways. The 
essential reason for studying the unique consumer behavior of 
Japanese tourists as compared to an American tourist is to 
enable Korean tourism marketers to make better marketing 
decisions, while reducing the incidence of product failures. 
CULTURAL DIFFERENCES 
The basic foundations of the U.S. and Japanese cultures 
are radically different from one another. Japanese have been 
indoctrinated on Buddhist, Shintoist and Confucian thought, 
whereas American tourists have been inculcated with Greco-
Roman and Judeo-Christian cultural backgrounds. 
Consequently, the cultural-logic gaps experienced by these 
two nationalities are significantly different from each 
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other. (See tables 1 and 2). 
Place Tables 1 and 2 about here 
The tourists of these two nationalities differ in their 
perspective, vision and logic. These differences must be 
considered because attitudes, the by-products of these 
differences, influence tourist decision-making process. 
Assuming similarity between American and Japanese tourists 
can be potentially harmful. The reason that underlying 
differences must be carefully analyzed and accommodations 
creatively employed is to prevent misunderstandings. 
Socio-culturally, Japan's population of 125 million is 
the most homogeneous in the world, having been resistant to 
invasion and immigration for centuries. Practically all 
Japanese speak the same language, practice the same religion, 
and share the same socio-cultural values; as compared to the 
U.S., which is a conglomeration of the world's cultures. 
Twenty-five percent of U.S. population consists of minorities 
(about 11% blacks, 9% Hispanics and 5% Asians). 
Family and group are the prime considerations of 
Japanese culture as compared to materialism and financial 
status in the U.S. Consequently, Japanese individual 
preferences are readily sacrificed for the harmony of the 
family and group. Decisions are based on consensus to avoid 
conflict and preserve harmony, whereas only 51 percent need 
to reach a majority for a decision in the U.S. Japanese view 
U.S. individualism as a selfish social phenomenon, which 
connotes that a person gains by weakening the group. 
Furthermore, Japan practices a seniority system that equates 
age with wisdom, a tradition of further subordinating the 
individual to the group. Conversely, the U.S. culture 
recognizes and rewards individual achievement irrespective of 
age. Japanese workers identify themselves by their 
affiliation with a company and are assumed to share its goals 
because of their life-long loyalty and commitment to their 
employer (company). On the other hand, U.S. workers often 
take pride in changing jobs to demonstrate their market-
ability and even criticizing their own employers for 
wrongful/unethical/illegal practices. Thus, cultural 
predispositions can lead to unwarranted assumptions about 
members of the other nationality. 
It appears that these cultural attributes strongly 
influence tourist consumer behavior. For instance, a 
Japanese tourist evaluates a tourism product differently as 
compared to his/her counterpart from the U.S. A prime 
consideration in evaluating different tourist destinations 
for vacationing is likely, for example, the effect their 
decision will have on their members of their group. 
Consequently, Japanese tourists spend more time in the 
decision-making process in order to examine the pros and cons 
of options as compared to those in the U.S. Japanese believe 
they preserve group harmony by selecting a tourist 
destination which is preferred by every one (unanimous 
decision). However, the implementation phase is speedier 
than in the U.S. because they want to avoid humiliating, 
offending or disturbing the harmony of the group (Ziff-
Levine, 1990). 
Fields (1983) has concluded that every moment of a 
Japanese tourist's day is briskly planned to maximize every 
moment from sunrise to sunset. It is intense from the 
perspective of velocity and volume of tourism pursuits. 
Conversely, the vacation of an average American tourist is 
designed to be relaxed and free from worry. 
With little effort, Korean tourism service providers can 
adjust to the culture of their Japanese guests by more 
carefully tailoring services to distinctive Japanese 
characteristics from which the norms of Japanese behavior are 
derived. When the Japanese visit a foreign country, they 
carry with them a variety of norms. In order to better 
understand Japanese tourists, it would be worthwhile to 
examine some basic elements in Japanese culture which 
influence their consumer behavior. These elements include 
the following: (1) belongingness, (2) family influence, (3) 
empathy, (4) dependency, (5) hierarchal acknowledgment, (6) 
propensity to save, (7) the concept of kinen, (8) tourist 
photography, (9) passivity, and (10) risk avoidance. 
1. Belongingness 
The Japanese are a very social and gregarious people. 
They place much emphasis on collectivism — being one with a 
group as compared to individualism in the U.S. There is 
strong pressure to be similar to everyone else. They do not 
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wish to be left out of collective activities. 
The tourism implication of this behavioral 
characteristic is nearly a total absence of privacy. Since 
the Japanese find comfort in togetherness, it is the reason 
why they do not venture to travel individually around the 
world. For instance, even newly weds travel internationally 
on their honeymoon in groups of several dozen couples on 
organized package tours. During the spring and fall bridal 
seasons, a great majority of wholesale package tour 
participants are honeymoon couples. 
Group travel is the norm in Japan as compared to 
preference for independent travel by American tourists, 
whether such groups are based on formal organizations or 
voluntary association, or whether they are peer groups or of 
varied seniority. 
Korean tourism marketers should facilitate Japanese 
group activities by providing appropriate facilities. 
Sightseeing personnel should avoid separating a Japanese 
group even for a short period of time. Efforts should be 
made to keep the group together as much as possible. 
2. Family Influence 
In contrast to a U.S. family, which includes only a 
husband, wife and children, a Japanese family includes all 
brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, nieces, nephews, husbands, 
wives, children and parents. The extended family is the 
basis of identity and solidarity in the Japanese culture. 
An important aspect of social organization which 
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differentiates Japan from the U.S. is the relationship 
between the tourist and the members of his/her family left 
behind in Japan. The close relationship between the tourist 
and those left behind is always kept in mind by a number of 
devices. The strongest and most conscious of these is the 
senbetsu-omiyage relationship. Prior to departure on an 
international tour, a Japanese traveler is given a farewell 
party, where the members of the family along with close 
friends and colleagues give cash as a present fsenbetsu) and 
deliver speeches wishing a pleasant vacation and safe trip 
back home- Since well-wishers give presents prior to 
departure on an international tour, the tourist is then 
obligated to reciprocate by buying presents overseas. It is 
called the custom of omivage. the remembrance gift (Graburn 
1983) . It is valued highly by most Japanese tourists who go 
abroad. 
The tourist keeps track of how much money or how much in 
equivalent value has been given. Throughout the vacation, 
the tourist keeps these people in mind, especially at 
important tourist resorts where gifts must be purchased to 
take back home to Japan (omiyaae^ , for each of those who had 
given fsebetsu^. Ziff-Levine (1990) found that Japanese 
tourists spend 25 percent of their time shopping on a 
standard four-day trip. 
The omivage is governed by the following two principles 
(Graburn 1983): (1) it must be a culturally accepted symbol 
or souvenir of that particular destination/resort visited, 
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and (2) it must cost approximately half of the senbetsu 
given, with some modifications as to the relative equality or 
hierarchal positions between the tourist and the gift-giver 
at home. Furthermore, the reciprocal gift must be tailored 
to the taste , usually the age and gender, of the donor of 
the senbetsu. After a Japanese tourist returns home, he 
hosts a party and there gives those presents to his loved 
ones using appropriate rituals. 
The senbetsu-omivaqe tradition is taught to children as 
young as those of kindergarten age. The volume of omiyaqe 
gifts is often so great that procedures for shopping and 
mailing them have become common in Japan and abroad. The 
people left at home are very aware of their colleague or 
friend who is about to leave, give senbetsu, and await the 
return to receive the appropriate omiyaqe. 
Korean tourism advertising directed toward the Japanese 
tourist market should include pictures of family involvement. 
Other promotional literature should make direct appeals to 
likely decision-makers in the family other than the 
prospective consumer. Furthermore, free notebooks should be 
provided to Japanese tourists to help them keep records to 
fulfill the senbetsu-omivaqe relationship. Ample time and 
opportunities for shopping must be provided in Korea. 
3. Empathy 
Empathy is the ability to put oneself into another's 
shoes and project what that person is feeling. Genuine 
empathy requires that cultural predispositions be suppressed. 
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A major barrier to empathy is the lack of awareness of 
important non-verbal cues within intercultural communication. 
Most non-verbal cues (facial expressions, posture, gestures, 
etc.) are interpreted differently in different cultures, and 
yet most people are unaware that their own non-verbal cues 
may be misinterpreted. Moreover, they are likely to 
misunderstand the non-verbal cues of people from other 
cultures (Kim 1988, Singer 1987). 
One tourism implication of this behavioral phenomenon is 
that Japanese tourists rarely display displeasure even if 
they are not pleased with a tourism service or product as 
compared to an American tourist who will express his/her 
displeasure immediately. They save all complaints until they 
return home. They believe that expression of true personal 
feelings would be disruptive. Therefore, tourism personnel 
should receive training in cross-cultural communication 
(Krohn and Ahmed, 1991). They should be taught simple 
phrases in Japanese and made aware of the differences in non-
verbal interpretations. Evaluation surveys should be 
administered to Japanese tourists only after they return home 
to facilitate their providing a more truthful evaluation 
whereas these surveys could be administered to American 
tourists while they are still in Korea. 
4. Dependency 
In Japan, several types of cultural dependencies exist. 
One example is the relationship between the employee and 
employer. In exchange for lifetime loyalty and devotion, the 
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employer is expected to be continually aware of the well-
being of his employee. The employer assumes a parental 
relationship. The parent-child relationship is a form of 
dependency wherein the employee (child) is often perhaps 
totally dependent on the employer (parent) for security and 
protection. 
This dependency characteristic among Japanese is rarely 
found in the U.S. Americans are usually taught to be 
independent and self-reliant. The tourism implication of 
this behavioral characteristic is that, unlike American 
tourists, who prefer to be left on their own, Japanese 
tourists demand constant attention and care. Consequently, 
all Japanese travel agents place great importance on even the 
smallest needs of their Japanese clients. The large number 
of Japanese owned hotels in Hawaii, a major U.S. destination 
among Japanese tourists, is an indication of the Japanese 
belief that only they can fully meet the needs of the 
Japanese tourists. 
In as much as Japanese employers exercise much more 
influence upon their employees than do American employers, 
Japanese employers can be viewed as a viable target market 
for international tourism. Recommendations subsequently made 
by Japanese employers to their employees will be taken much 
more seriously than those made by others. Package tours 
developed to meet the needs of both employers and employees 
will likely be well received. 
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5. Hierarchal Acknowledgment 
The Japanese are very conscious of social status as 
compared to an Americans who are egalitarians. Japanese 
first rule of behavior is to stay in one's place. 
Determinants of a person 's importance are sex, age, and 
position/occupation. One's social rank decides the manner in 
which one will be received and treated. In Japan, age plays 
a determining role in the social structure. Promotions are 
independent of merit and come, for the most part, with 
seniority (Holtzman, and et al. 1991). Tourism personnel 
should always identify one's position in business. For 
example, the Japanese always carry their business cards 
depicting their company affiliation and the position they 
hold. It is a common practice among Japanese tourists to 
address their host by the position held, such as Mr. Travel 
Agent, Miss Tour Guide, etc., indicating respect for the 
host's position (Machlin and Field, 1979). 
Marketing recommendations would be for Korean tourism 
employees to wear identifying uniforms or badges attesting to 
their status; the resort or hotel manager be personally 
present to welcome and bid farewell to Japanese tourists; and 
it is also advisable that such managers be older males as 
they will be viewed as high status individuals. Such a 
recommendation is clearly sexist, but it is highly likely 
that the number of upper-level management positions held by 
females will increase significantly as they gain more time 
and experience in the industry (Cornell Hotel and Restaurant 
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Administration Quarterly. 1989). It is also highly likely 
that because of the international travel sophistication of 
Japanese tourists, they will more readily accept females as 
high status individuals, as well. 
6. Propensity to Save 
No other nationality saves a greater percentage of their 
income than the Japanese (Mente and Perry, 1967). Reasons 
for the high savings rate are the underdeveloped social 
welfare system, high educational goals, the high cost of 
housing, liberal tax policies, and the semi-annual bonus 
system. While Americans are more concerned about 
accumulating funds for retirement, the Japanese put more 
emphasis on building for an emergency fund and saving for a 
home (Japan Economic Institute. 1982). 
Consumer policies are also affected by institution?>l 
policies. The Japanese wage system is characterized by the 
semi-annual bonus payment. Most Japanese companies pay 
employees a bonus twice a year and in large firms, the 
bonuses equal several month's pay. Saving is encouraged by 
this system because the family budget is usually adjusted to 
what is normally received per month and the bonus is set 
aside for leisure pursuits such as international vacationing. 
Japanese social and cultural influences on savings 
should also be considered. In the 19th century, the average 
person was led to believe in the "morality of austerity" and 
the "sinfulness of conspicuous consumption". This attitude 
is still manifested today by the elderly Japanese who believe 
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that one should buy only what is necessary. 
The Japanese emphasis on building an emergency fund and 
saving for a home is a means to overcome feelings of basic 
insecurity. Consequently, tourism-related warranties, 
guarantees, and other risk-reduction strategies are likely to 
be effective. 
As the Japanese continue to become more consumption 
oriented, especially with governmental and private efforts to 
spur international travel, a "travel now, pay later" approach 
could be applied to their bonuses. In cooperation 
with employers, employees could engage in employer-approved 
international travel prior to the bonus being paid. While 
older Japanese will resist such innovation, the younger, more 
consumption-oriented consumers should find such an 
arrangement appealing. 
7. Kinen 
Kinen is a key concept, which could be translated as 
"souvenir". It is the legitimizing and commemorating of 
one's visit to a particular tourist destination. Each 
tourist resort is expected to offer a number of kinen items, 
which are to be taken home to legitimize one's visit. A 
knowledge of appropriate kinen is also necessary for 
legitimization. Each tourist destination/resort is supposed 
to be known for its meibutsu (literally, the things for which 
it is famous), its specialty or special attraction. It is 
from among these that omiyage and kinen must be obtained. 
Kinen. which are not to be given away, are equally important 
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for self-legitimization. These are culturally approved 
evidence of travel to a prestigious tourist destination and 
engagement in appropriate activities during the visit. 
Korean resorts, hotel gift shops, and other souvenir 
outlets catering to Japanese tourists should provide point-
of-purchase indicators with special displays for goods that 
would be especially appropriate for kinen. Specially 
repared boxes containing items suitable for kinen could be 
offered for sale. Such boxes might contain a variety of 
items of differing value, all higher quality items, or all 
lower quality depending on the quality of omivage and kinen 
individual tourists might desire. 
a. Tourist Photography 
One of the major characteristics of a Japanese tourist's 
photography is to have a picture of oneself taken in front of 
a tourist site, tne kinen shashin. or memorial photo. This 
is achieved in one of two ways. For larger groups, official 
photographers are arranged at important sites to take formal 
group portraits, and for smaller groups, couples, and 
individuals, one hands one's own camera to someone else to 
take a similar photo. The photographer may be another 
tourist, a merchant, or taxi-driver. In fact, a mere photo 
of the site without the individual or members of the group 
renders any photo invalid as kinen-shashin. Because of the 
importance of photography to the tourist system, senbetsu 
money is often used for film, or a new camera may be a form 
of senbetsu in itself. 
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Japanese tourists should be provided with ample time to 
engage in picture-taking in Korea. Tour operators should 
make arrangements to insure that film is readily available at 
all time for their Japanese clients. Korean tourism 
personnel should be taught fundaunentals of photography and 
readily offer to take pictures using the tourist's cameras. 
Group pictures should be taken regularly during a tour and 
given or sold to the tourists at the conclusion of the tour. 
9. Passivity 
Most older Japanese tourists are passive tourists. For 
instance they do not participate in outdoor recreation 
activities while traveling internationally as compared to 
Americans who love to participate in outdoor recreation 
activities. They prefer to watch others surfing, water 
skiing, canoeing, white-water rafting, hunting, and so forth. 
Though the younger generation is trying to follow the U.S. 
style outdoor recreation oriented vacationing and can be seen 
surfing, skiing and boating, older Japanese try to avoid 
participation in physical activities especially in unfamiliar 
cultures. 
In the egalitarian U.S., everyone is encouraged to 
participate in leisure pursuits. Tour operators should be 
aware that older Japanese people should not be urged to 
•participate but rather provided comfortable seating where 
they can readily observe the action being performed by 
younger people. 
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10. Risk Avoidance 
The older generation of Japanese tourists also wish to 
avoid adventurous leisure pursuits, where risk and/or danger 
to life is imminent such as scuba diving, mountaineering, 
exploring unknown destinations such as Amazon forests, and so 
forth. Contrary to their domestic lifestyle, the younger 
generation is pursuing adventurous activities with new vigor. 
This pursuit should not be interpreted as disregard for life 
and limb but rather as similar to the safe but thrilling 
experience of a roller coaster ride. It is intermingling of 
the seemingly dangerous with the psychological certainty of 
safety that makes such experiences so pleasurable. Korean 
tourism marketers can readily meet the increasing safety 
concerns of Japanese tourists with oral and written 
assurances, citing safety records, testimonials from other 
Japanese, and other credibility enhancement devices. By so 
doing, the cultural predisposition to avoid risk can be 
overcome without losing the interest of younger Japanese 
consumers of international tourism. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Japan has emerged as Asia's leading generator of 
international tourism after making an enormous transition 
from a passive society to one of the world's leading economic 
powers. Since millions of contemporary Japanese are 
traveling around the world side by side with American 
tourists, there are opportunities to be tapped by Korean 
tourism suppliers by appreciating the unique consumer 
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behavior of Japanese and American tourists and adjusting their 
marketing-mix accordingly. Such an appreciation and adjustment, 
if properly planned and managed, can significantly help in 
attracting more Japanese and American tourists to Korea. By 
attracting the optimum number of Japanese and American 
tourists to Korean tourist destinations and sending them back 
as satisfied and brand-loyal clients, all the participants in 
the endeavor stand to benefit. 
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Table 1 
CULTURAL LOGIC GAP: PERSONAL BEHAVIORAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
ITTgT JAPANESE 
Focus on content 
Seek agreement 
Informal 
Egalitarian 
Explicit in Communication 
Emotions displayed 
Time is of the essence 
Minimize time spent 
First material, then personal 
Details and specifics 
Get best deal possible 
Focus on process 
Seek relationships 
Formal 
Hierarchical 
Polite inexplicitness 
Low key 
Trust is of the essence 
Maximize personal 
interaction 
Personal, then material 
General framework 
Harmony 
Source: Ziff-Levine, William (1990), "The Cultural Logic 
Gap: A Japanese Tourism Research Experience," 
Tourism Management. June, Vol. 11 (2), pp. 105-110 
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Table 2 
CULTURAL LOGIC GAP: BUSINESS BEHAVIORAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
UTST JAPAUfiSfi 
Individuals work together Group made up of 
individuals 
Legal input required 
Individuals speak for themselves 
Personal trust/ 
reliability central 
Individuals speak for 
the group 
Source: Ziff-Levine, William (1990), "The Cultural Logic 
Gap: A Japanese Toxirism Research Experience," 
Tourism Management. June, Vol. 11 (2), pp. 105-110 
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Abstract TABLE 1 
Thlrd>«orld countrlei have been promoting their 
tourlat destinations since the end o£ World War 
II for earning foreign exchange and generating 
emploToent opportunities for their populations. 
However, developnent of International totirlsa 
has yielded nixed bleaslngs over the ^ears, only 
partially solving sooie of their econoolc prob-
lems. It has also created a host of new soclo-
econoBlc problema. This paper ualng India aa a 
case study examines how the development of in-
ternational tourism has affected the quality of 
life of elites and the cosmon masses as wall. 
Introduction 
Since W II, many developing nations have at-
tempted to attract foreign inveatnent through 
tourism-related developments. The rationale was 
that many developing nations possessed exotic 
tropical environments highly desired by western 
tourists. Furthexaoce, tourism is a highly 
labor intensive indnetry whereby large numbers 
of unskilled persons adght find productive em-
ployment. By prcootlng a tourism industry, many 
developing nations set into notion a complex 
Interplay of cniltiiral and economic forces that 
often led to unexpected and undesired results. 
The purpose of this paper is to eicamlne the 
Interaction among tourism development, the mar-
keting of tourism, and their consequent influ-
ence on the quality of life la third-world coun-
tries. In addition, as one of those developing 
countries that has atteoqited to promote tourism, 
India will be used to demonstrate exanqtles of 
the complexities involved. 
International tourism with $Z.7 trillion in 
business transacted in 1990 is the world's larg-
est Industry (Vatera 1991). Although about 71 
percent of the world's interoational tourism 
incooe are received by the 24 major induatrial-
ited countries, third-world countries such as 
Hong Kong, Mexico, South Korea and Thailand are 
also major recipients in the business of inter-
national tourism (see Table 1). 
Much of the growth of international tourism has 
been due to the success of tourism marketing. 
Sophisticated tourism marketers have accurately 
identified market niches, segmented and aggre-
gated specific target markets, developed and 
refined their products and services to effec-
tively meet the needs and wants of these target 
marketa, priced their products and services to 
appeal to desired levels of profitability, and 
have creatively advertised and profot^d the 
desired images. Having to overcome rross-cul-
tural coonunlcatlon barriers have made those 
international marketing successes all the more 
noteworthy. 
VORLD'S TOP TOURISM EARNERS 
IH 1989 
(millions U.S. dollars) 
Rank Cotmtry Income 
1. 
2. 
a. 
4. 
S. 6. 
7. 
9. 
10. 
U . 
12. 
19. 
U. 
15. 
USA 
France 
Spain 
Italy 
UK 
Austria 
Germany 
Swltserland 
(Unada 
Hong Kong 
Mexico 
South Korea 
Thailand 
Auatralla 
Japan 
Total of Top IS C 
Vorld ToUl 
$ 34,432 
16,500 
16.174 
11,482 
11,239 
9,316 
8,658 
5.568 
4.737 
4,595 
4.011 
3,556 
3.492 
3,435 
140,338 
$ 209,152 
SourceI Vorld Tourism Organixation. quoted 
Travel Industrv World Yearbookt XbS. pi» Ptctu 
1991 by Waters. Somerset &., Child and Vate 
Inc., Kew Tork, 35th Anniversary Edition, p. 
Moat tourism experts forecast a 4-5 perc< 
growth is international tourism in the 199' 
yielding 800 million international tourist ^ 
rivals by the turn of the century. Fact> 
likely to contribute to the realisation of V 
growth are I greater affluence globally, low 
coat global air tranaportatioo, improvements 
intamatiooal communications, and continu 
dismantling of political barriers on the patt' 
of the former Soviet thxion. 
Despite continuing success of tourism market 
in attracting customers. all is not well wit 
the industry. For instance. Ball (1992) 
raised questions about the ethics and quality 
tourism products, services, and marketing. 6 
. (1992) specified four specific areas in wh 
hoapitality marketers have failed to maint 
high standards of ethics and qnalityi (1) pr 
uct decisions, (2) pricing decisions. (3) d 
tributlon decisions, and (4) promotion de 
slona. 
Product Decisions 
Decisions concerning safety standards for ace 
modatlons are often hidden from hotel gues 
Fire sprinkler systems, fire escapes, spec 
features for the handicapped, and avallabll 
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of non-smoking rooms or floors are all examples 
of product decisions made by tourism marketers 
.that may or may not meet minimum standards. 
Legal requirements throughout the world vary to 
such an extent that consumers cannot be assured 
of even basic safety standards. 
Pricing Decisions 
Offering discounts may be simply a form of char-
ging a fair price, i^le the rest of the time 
guests are-overcharged. It is not at all unusu-
al for guest* to pay differing prices for •laii-
lar accooDodations. Different prices are often 
quoted for different consumers (conventioneers, 
senior citizens, children under 12, etc.) which 
leads to the question of ^Aether others are 
being overcharged. 
Many higher quality international hotels provide 
luxurious bath oils, shampoos, body lotions, and 
other amenities for their guests. Questions of 
fairness arise concerning whether a guest is 
entitled to take such item* hone or if it Is 
right to Include their cost to sameone who does 
not ttse or take snch products at all. 
Distribution Decisions 
Tour brokers and travel agents serve as Interma-
dlarles who profit either by receiving volume 
discount* or by being paid conalsslons. Broker* 
often reserve space far in excess to what they 
will eventually sell thus denying others timely 
recervations. 
IMfortunately, experienced and *ophi*tlcated 
travelers are usually able to obtain better 
prices, acconoiodatlons, and services •Imply 
because they know where and who to contact. 
Novice travelers often pay more for less. 
Promotion Decl*ion* 
Dishonest descriptions, statements, illustra-
tions, or ifflpllcatlons in advertising and promo-
tion often mislead tourism consumers, especially 
when International etandards are Involved. 
International standards are not always what 
North American traveler* expect and Inexperi-
enced traveler* are often misled by less than 
honest pictures and Inferences. 
Travelers often plan and pay for their vacation* 
far in advance and lAen It fails to live up to 
expectations, there 1* little the frustrated 
touriat can do. Sometimes the vacation was a 
once-ln-a-llfetlme experience such as a honey-
moon, never again to occur. 
Thus, marketers must give conscientious and 
ethical attention to quality standards In their 
product, pricing, distribution, and promotion 
decisions. In addition to questionable activi-
ties in international tourism marketing, quality 
of life issues have been argued from a variety 
of perspectives. 
International Tourism in 
Third-World Setting 
The debate Aether international tourism has 
contributed to the improvement or has caused the 
deterioration of the quality of life for people 
in the third world is continuing unabated (De-
Kadt 1979, Singh et al. 1989, Kaspar 1991]. 
Peppelenbosch and Tempelman (1989) could not 
answer the question as to whether International 
tourism to the third world is a benefit or a 
detriment for the hosts. Their findings led 
them to believe that the answer will vary from 
country to country and much will depend on the 
governmental policies pursued. However, Roe-
kaerts and Savat (1989) concluded that interna-
tional tourism 1* responsible for all the social 
•vll* and problems in the third world. The 
le**-bla*ed approach adopted by Go (1989) empha-
*lsed that International tourlam will be wel-
comed by third-world hosts only when It blends 
into the existing culture of the host comonnity 
and should be accomplished by the pursuance of 
societal marketing. 
the (oclatal marketing approach moat consider 
the praference* and motivation* of the lataraa-
tlonal tottrlat*. but alao tha long-taza Inter-
e*ts of the ho*t*, and thu* combine* market-led 
and n«ed*-led models propounded by Flrat (1989). 
Go'* (1989) approach alao concur* with Din'* 
(1989) Integrated approach to toorlam davalop-
ment, based on both international tourist*' and 
boats' needs. Using Malaysia as a case study. 
Din (1989) *pelled out that what 1* con*ldered 
appropriate tourlnt for the third world depend* 
above all. on the specific needs and priorities 
of the host community. 
Thus, there Is a wide range of views of interna-
tional tourism in the third world. At one ex-
treme, international tourism may be viewed as an 
amalgam of a 'no problem' phenomenon. Many 
third-world countries suffering from the paucity 
of economic resource* are endowed with potential 
tourlam resources such as iriiite sandy beaches, 
exotic cultures and virgin forests. Interna-
tional tourlam has offered a viable aiaana to 
Improve the quality of life of their teeming 
populations. Such an opportunity ha* helped to 
*tlmulate economic growth by aecurlng foreign 
exchange and generating wide-spread employment 
opportunitle* for them. Tbi* role of interna-
tional tourlmi ha* contributed favorably toward* 
the *oclo-economic betterment of the ho*t COUBM-
nlty. Any abraalve conaequence* brought In by 
tourism can be regarded a* temporary adjuatment 
problems, which can be gradually overcame as the 
Industry progresses to maturity. 
At the other extreme, international tourism can 
be viewed as a source of accumulated problem* 
such a* corruption of the local culture and 
local workers, encouragement of prostitution, 
destruction of the environment, and mounting 
Inflation. The havoc that international tourism 
has caused to third-world countries can best be 
illustrated by the problem of prostitution and 
Its consequences In the form of a widespread 
AIDS epidemic in Thailand (Truong 1989). Thus, 
critics have expressed concerns about the social 
costs that hosts have to Incur In order to ac-
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quire tourlBm economic benefits. The question 
remains «rtiether these economic benefits really 
surpass the social and environmental costs that 
third-world countries have to Incur in order to 
develop International tourism. 
Between these *no problem* and 'huge problem* 
extremes, there Is a range of context-specific 
situations, each with their ovn particular mix-
ture of advantages and disadvantages.. This mix-
ture of positive and negative attributes, some 
of which are more visible than others, confounds 
the Image of the industry. It also makes the 
industry liable to highly subjective interpreta-
tion of its character and role. 
Theoretically, international tourism is presumed 
to act as a catalyst for correcting regional 
disparities in •conomlc development by initiat-
ing tourism developoient projects la economically 
depressed third-norld conntrles. Vibile doing 
so, international tourism has sometimes uprooted 
poverty-stricken hosts by taking «««y their 
homes for developing resorts, homes for which 
they had emotional attachments because many past 
genecatioat were been there. In addition, they 
find it very difficult to start their live* over 
again at a different place. 
Local hosts in developing countries already 
burdened vlth inflationary spirals have seen 
price* escalate a* a result of international 
tourists' higher purchasing power. Such infla-
tion makes certain products beyond the reach of 
local hosts, further reducing their quality of 
life because of International tourism. 
The effect of International marketing upon qual-
ity of life has received some attention since 
Kirpalani (1965) claimed that literature on the 
topic was virtually non-existent. However, 
there is still neither clear consensus as to 
what constitutes quality of life (other than 
self-perception) aor the role that marketing 
plays in influencing that self-perception (Rey-
nolds and Barksdale 1978). 
International tourism is generally portrayed as 
a generator of an enormous amount of foreign ex-
change, which poor third-world countries cannot 
otherwise earn because of a dearth of exportable 
products. The figures of annual foreign ex-
change earned by these countries are dwarfed 
when compared with the amounts these countries 
have to pay to international investors, multina-
tionals, interests on loans to international 
financial institutions, and leakage of foreign 
exchange as a result of imports of products in 
order to meet the conspicuous consumption needs 
of the international guests. 
For instance. Wood (1981) concluded that 7 per 
cent of foreign enq>loyee* in third-world hotels 
account for 23 percent of the hotel personnel 
salaries. A major part of these salaries con-
stitutes foreign exchange leakage. .^ter sub-
tracting all these costs, the final figure of 
real foreign exchange earned by a third-world 
country is quite negligible. 
The awareness of third-world hosts of the dire 
inequities caused by international tourissi poses 
a disturbing dilemma for International tourism 
marketers (Ritchie 1985). On. the one hand, an 
Increase in marketing attempts to stimulate 
travel to third-world countries will likely 
Intensify •«rtiat are probably existing hostile 
attitudes among local hosts. On the other bond 
without the benefits that such tourism can 
bring, however meager, there is little opportu-
nity for reducing stereotypical thinking of both 
hosts and tourists. 
Most of the jobs offered to local hosts in in-
ternational tourism establisbments are low-level 
servile job*, offering low salaries. Ko worker 
can adequately raise a family with a iii<Ti<tffl5ni 
wage job offered in the tourism industry. In 
most third-world countries such as India, serv-
ing guest* i* con*idered demeaning (aervant 
catering to hi*/her maater). Conaequently, 
middle and higher atrata people of that eociety 
are reluctant to work in touriam e*tabll*fame&t*. 
The argument that they would not have found a 
job at all without development of lateraational 
touricm ha* to be coaaidered from the perspec-
tive of the econcaic coat* the hoet goveraneat 
ha* incurred for developiag Interaational tour-
ism. Creatloa of employment opportuaitiea for 
the local hosts requires substantial flnaaclal 
aad non-fiaaaclal iavestments, \rfilch have to be 
balanced agalast other po**ible iaveetmeat* *uch 
as aining, agriculture aad aaaufacturiag. Iloat 
Impoveriehed third-world countrie* laveet their 
preciou* resource* in capital inteasive tourism 
infrastructure, denyiag resource allocatioa* to 
more eocially deairable project* *uch a* poverty 
eliffliaatioa project*, basic medical care aad 
primary education to their citizens. 
A number of methodological issue* coacerniag 
indicator* of quality of life were di*cu**ed by 
Koger*oa et al. (1989) who coaduded that eco-
nomic prosperity aloae caa hardly be coa«iderad 
aa effective iMaaure. Sut their research was 
coaducted ia urbaa settings in an industrialized 
society. No matter what method of measuriag 
quality of life may be applied, no objective 
observer caa deay that in many lastaace* the 
overall societal quality of life 1* *ufferiag 
becauae of iateraational marketing and touriam. 
For ln*tance, the Philippine government borrowed 
$S0O mlllioa from the World Baak aad laterna-
tlonal Monetary Fund (IMF) and apent it on the 
development of hotels at tourist resorts in a 
two-year period la the mid 1970s, but apeat oaly 
$13 mlllioa oa ln^roviag public houeiag aero** 
the couatry duriag the aoffie period (Koekaert* 
aad Savat 1989). 
Accordiag to the economiati of the Central Baak 
ia Sri Laaka, the average capital outlay per 
direct employee in the touriam industry 1* 
$3,900 as compared to $Z,SOO in large *cale 
industries and $125 in small scale industries. 
Consequently, the investment per job in the 
tourism industry is relatively high. Hence, the 
tourism industry can hardly be considered a 
truly labor Intensive industry (Mendis 1981). 
Availability of cheap labor in a third-world 
country may itself attract multinationals to set 
up their manufacturing and/or assembling opera-
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tlons there. Mexico and Thailand, for Instance, 
have attracted billions of foreign dollars in 
investments because of the availability of cheap 
labor. As compared to tourism. Jobs in these 
sectors ate more dignified sociologically, are 
xire permanent from a tenure perspective, and 
an help fasiilies to better raise children. 
International tourism seems incapable of provid-
ing such benefits. 
Certain 'spin-off* Jobs in the tourism Industry 
are destroying the socio-cultural fabric of 
certain third-«orld societies. Prostitatloa, 
gambling, drugs and homosexuality in Thailand 
are prime examples. Two million prostitutes in 
Thailand are Infected vith the AIDS virus and 
•ore millions of women entering proetlttttion 
under the patronage of iatecnatlonal tottrlsm 
will be contracting AIDS in the £or«aeaabl« 
future. The entire Thai society is « •ictim of 
prostitution flourishing under the umbrella of 
international tourism (Truong 1989). Interna-
tional tourism when considered from the perspec-
tive of the AIDS problem has unquestionably 
lowwred the <iuality of life of the people of 
Thailand. 
On* of the major reasons why a majority of peo-
ple are living in abject poverty in most of the 
third-world countries is the concentration of 
wealth is the hands of a few people. Th«se 2.S 
to S percent economic elites controlling the 
destiny of all the others are the aiajor benefi-
ciaries of the development of international 
tourism in third-world eocieties. These elites, 
betides being the partners in the tourism 
Joint ventures with multinationals, are also the 
local patrons of these establishments. Oodoubt-
edly. International tourism has contributed in 
•qjroving the quality of life of these elites 
jth in terms of dividends paid to them by mul-
tinational partners on their investments and the 
amenities they enjoy at these tourism establish-
ments. 
Up to this point, this paper has introduced the 
importance of international tourism, especially 
to third-world countries. The success of inter-
national tourism marketers was noted but prob-
leais associated with tourism marketing were also 
observed. Specifically, those problems had to 
do with ethical and quality decisions having to 
do with product development, pricing, distribu-
tion, and promotion. A discussion of the con-
tinuing debate about whether international tour-
ism has been beneficial or detrimental to third-
world countries followed concluding that foreign 
exchange earnings have been overstated. Fur-
thermore, it was ttiggested that social, cultur-
al, and environmental disruptions far outweighed 
the limited economic benefits and that most Jobs 
created were of "'<"<'"™ value. It was contended 
that economic elites were the primary beneficia-
ries of international tourism developments in 
their coiiTitrlei. 
All of these factors interact on the resulting 
quality of life in third-world countries. The 
remainder of this paper will examine bow these 
factors have influenced quality of life in a 
major third-world country, India. 
India, A Case In Point 
India's unique cultural mystique, exotic heri-
tage, aesthetic environment, and outstanding 
natural resources have attracted international 
tourists since time immemorial. International 
tourism in contempocary India is rapidly chang-
ing, trying to inform the world that it offers a 
veritable cornucopia of nature, culture and 
history. The marketing of both organic and 
induced images of India culminated in 1.66 mil-
lion tourist arrivals and $1.5 billion in tour-
ist receipts in 1969, thereby staking interna-
tional tourism India's largest single source of 
foreign-exchange earnings (Ahmed 1991). 
Is the policy-making process of developing in-
tersatiosal tourism, the major thrusts of both 
public asd private sectors have been to attract 
the maximum number of istemational tourists to 
India is order to earn precious foreign ex-
change. At no stage of tourism developoient and 
administration since its inception after the 
attalsmest of independence, have India's tourism 
policy makers recognised the need to associate 
the local hosts is the decision-makisg process. 
Isdia's top policy-making body, the Hational 
Tourism Council, does not even have any repre-
sentation of hosts and environmental interest 
groups. Not a single study has ever been eooi-
missiosed by the Federal Department of Tourism 
to examine the impact of international tourism 
from sociological, psychological, cultural or 
religious perspectives. Most studi'es have exam-
ined only the economic impact of tourists' spen-
dings. 
However, it could be proved that international 
tourism has helped India ecosomically is earsisg 
foreign exchange, which is severely needed to 
reduce its international trade deficit. Never-
theless, the growth of istemational tourism has 
hurt the socio-cultural psyche of the hosts 
because of their non-involvement with the devel-
opmest process. 
Six major factors are responsible for the dete-
rioratisg quality of life for hosts as a result 
of developing istetsational tourism in India. 
They range from (1) exorbltast prices at tourism 
establisboests that separate the local hosts 
from istemational tourists, (2) disregard of 
hosts* sestiments, (3) ethnocentric attitude of 
visitisg istemational tourists, (4) corruptios 
of culture, (S) destructios of heritage, and 
finally (6) hardships to hosts in order to pro-
vide pleasure for guests. 
1. Exorbitant Prices. Prices of tourism prod-
ucts which are basically produced for the con-
sumption of international tourists are kept so 
high that even middle class people of the third 
world find it usthiskable to visit these exorbi-
tantly priced tourism establishments. Such a 
price mechanism, when practiced by public sector 
hotels in a socialist oriented economy such as 
India (where societal considerations supposedly 
outweigh the profit motive), causes enormous 
resentment omosg the hosts. It was exactly that 
basic concern is the decision of the former 
Deputy Prime Minister of India (Devi Lai), when 
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he Introduced a policy of reducing the food and 
beverage prices by 50 percent In all 20 public 
sector hotels, which are managed by the India 
Tourism Development Corporation (ITDC) for do-
mestic tourists with rural backgrounds for two 
days in a week (Thursday and Friday). Lai was 
attempting to ameliorate the resentment among 
the local papulation against the conspicuous 
consumption in these luxurious hotels (Ahmed 
1991). Lai coamented, *Vhen a villager passes a 
hotel, he feels scared and wonders x^t lies 
within. Be thinks only people with suits and 
neckties eta go in. The discount facility will 
help [rural people] to shed their inferiority 
complex' (India Today 1991). 
Seventy percent of the people Is India have a 
rural background and live In rural areas. How-
ever, the move was strongly opposed by hoteliers 
because of their noncoomltment to the corporate 
responsibility towards the hosts and contempt 
for ruralltes. 
These public sector hoteliers wish to maintain a 
distance between international tourists and the 
local population by higher prices, causing enor-
mous resentment among the host cfimrniinltles. 
These hospitality managers are willing to use 
rural life as showcase models, such as a hut 
specially erected In the backyard of Aahoka 
Hotel (Mew Delhi) for the viewing pleasure of 
the international tourists. However, few rural 
families live in such structures. But they are 
resentful when some of them wish to be In the 
company of visiting international guests. Super-
iority complexes of urbanltes against the rural-
ltes restrain them from the discharge of their 
societal responsibilities. 
2. Disregard of Hosts' s»nHiiian»«. Power bro-
kers in policy making (politicians and bureau-
crats) and rich elites rarely consider the sen-
timents and emotions of deprived and oppressed 
local hosts lAlle foxmulatlng tourism develop-
ment plans or undertaking tourism development 
projects. For Instance, India's proposed Dis-
neyland-like project in the state of Baryana is 
a case In point. Om Frakash Chautala, the for-
mer chief minister of Haryana tried to acquire 
28,000 acres of land under Section 6 of the Land 
Acquisition Act at a negligible price In order 
to develop an amusement park on the pattern of 
Disneyland on the outskirts of New Delhi. His 
government even floated billion dollar global 
tender for Its establishment. 
Thousands of local farmers, who almost lost 
their lands for this ill-conceived project, 
feared displacement, loss of their farming pro-
fession ^ rtilch their families had practiced for 
generations, and bankruptcy because of negligi-
ble compensation. Opponents allege that the 
article project was conceived to make billions of 
dollars by selling cheaply acquired land to 
private deyelopers at exorbitant prices once the 
amusement park was developed. It presented a 
golden opportunity to politicians, bureaucrats 
and rich elites to make lot of quick money. 
Considering the outrage expressed by the local 
hosts, the newly elected government ruled by an 
opposition party has wisely shelved the proposed 
project. 
3^ Ethnocentrism of Visiting International 
Guests. The ethnocentric attitude of interna-
tional tourists while touring third-world tour-
ist destinations undermine the cordial host-
guest relationship, which international tourism 
is supposed to build. Ignoring India's marvel-
ous achievements in the fields of democracy, 
agriculture, Industry, science, engineering, 
space technology and nuclear energy, most visit-
ing international tourists prefer to take photo-
graphs of beggars, dead bodies floating in the 
rivers, and food stalls with large hovering 
swarms of flies. Such a contemptuous attitude 
la resented by the hosts, \rtio question why vis-
iting international tourists seek the negative 
and demeaning aspects of India's sodo-cultural 
life. For Instance, very few international 
tourists to India discover thati A. India is 
the largest democracy In the world. India Is 
perhaps one of the few nations in the third 
world which has experienced peaceful transfer of 
power to opposition parties. B. India Is self-
sufficient In the production of agricultural 
products. C. India produces 80 percent of in-
dustrial product* itself. D. India has the 
largest number of scientists and engineers In 
the world after the Dnlted States and the former 
Soviet Ciolon. E. India has launched Its own 
space craft. F. India is a nuclear power, hav-
ing detonated a nuclear device as far back as 
1974. 
Conversely, returning international tourists 
seem to take pride in knowing that India has 
millions of homeless people, millions of beg-
gars, poverty-stricken masses and a population 
explosion. It appears as if they are deliberate-
ly looking for negative aspects of India's 
soclo-cultural and economic life, ignoring its 
accompllsfaments under the false pretext of dis-
covering the exotic culture of India. 
It is exactly because of the same ethnocentric 
attitude of international tourists that the 'bed 
and breakfast inn' concept has not developed in 
India on a sound footings. The vast majority of 
Indian hosts are reluctant to open their homes 
to visiting international tourists in fear of 
ethnocentric tourists looking for negative as-
pects of their life-styles in their homes. 
4. Corruption of Culture. International tourism 
has been found to have corrupted the host cul-
tures across the third world. For Instance, 
some In the Kashmir valley of India have strong-
ly questioned the rationale of developing inter-
national tourism at the cost of destroying the 
Islamic culture of host Kashmiris. Islam, for 
Instance, forbids prostitution, gambling, li-
quor, pork products, mixing of the sexes, and 
revealing clothing, etc. International tour-
ists, however, have been exploiting these vices 
in Kashmir valley, trtiich has placed Kashmiri 
society's Islamic fabric in Jeopardy. Kashmiri 
Muslims have frequently expressed their resent-
ment about these practices through the mass' 
media. There are strong Islamic groups in the 
Kashmir Valley opposing the development of in-
ternational tourism, complaining that the youn-
ger generation is emulating the alien lifestyles 
of international tourists, thereby destroying 
the very foundation of their iBlamlc-orlented 
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soclo-cultural fabric. Central and state gov-
ernments have neither Integrated the local Kash-
miri hosts Into the tourism policy-making pro-
cess nor solicited the cooperation of these 
local hosts in Kashmir valley in resolving these 
issues. 
5. Destruction of Heritage. International tour-
ism is sometimes recognized for the protection 
of the environment, history, and heritage of the 
third \forld. Such protection is very limited In 
India. For Instance, Muslims ruled over India 
for more than five hundred years. RemnaAts of 
their soclo-cultural heritage are still mani-
fested in a large number of palaces, mosques, 
forts, tombs, and gardens built during their 
reign and are scattered throughout India. These 
medieval mnders of Islamic town planning, ar-
chitecture and civil engineering attract mil-
lions of tourists annually, both doniestic and 
international. Besides millions o£ other Indi-
ans, India's 150 million Muslim population is 
especially proud of these architectural ironders 
because of the legacy of their rule over India 
spanning hundreds of years. Thaae Monuments 
have been acquired by the Federal Separtaont of 
Archeology for preservation and proper aianage-
ment. 
However, Indian Muslims are outraged by the 
visitation to these sacred sites by the disre-
spectful international tourists «fao have little 
regard for Islamic values and sanctity. Mosques 
in Delhi's famous Red Fort and Taj Itehal's com-
plex are prime examples. The money collected by 
the Federal Department of Archeology is not 
properly used on the upkeep, repair and mainten-
ance of these architectural ironders depicting 
the rich heritage of India's pluralistic soci-
ety. Most of these architectural wonders are 
decaying without any attempt of restoration, and 
India's Muslim population in particular is dis-
mayed by the seemingly deliberate neglect by 
some policy makers. 
Another outstanding example of benign neglect of 
its historical sites is Fatehpur Sikri, the 
former capital of Great Mughal ICing Akbar near 
Agra, which serves as one of India's laiportant 
tourist attractions. Akbar built this coBq)lex 
at a cost of billions of Indian rupees hundreds 
of years ago. He imported architects, masons, 
town planners and civil engineers and even some 
building materials such as marble from Central 
Asia, Iran and Turkey. It is presently in a 
terrible state of decay. Even today's India. 
\diich claims to have earned the most foreign 
exchange through international tourism, is not 
willing to restore the glory of this huge Mughal 
complex. The whole city seems to be a ghost 
town with even fresh drinking water unavailable 
locally. Every part of the Fatehpur Sikri com-
plex is a testimony of deliberate negligence and 
decay, though it is visited by hundreds of thou-
sands of international tourists every year. If 
less than one percent of the foreign exchange 
\riilch India earns through the marketing of in-
ternational tourism were spent on the restora-
tion and maintenance of these architectural 
wonders such as Fatehpur Sikri and Char Mlnar 
complex In Hyderabad (Andhra Pradesh), it could 
restore the lost glory of these wonders and 
enhance the tourism attractions of the surround-
ing resorts. With adequate investment and sound 
management, Fatehpur Sikri complex has the po-
tential of emerging as one of India's top tour-
ist resorts, next only to the Taj Mahal. 
6. Tourism DeveloTament at the Cost of Hardships 
to Hosts. Third-world countries such as India 
provide civic services such as water, electric-
ity, power, gas, telephone, etc. to tourism es-
tablishments at a concessional rate, in adequate 
quantity and on a preferential basis. At the 
same time, India's coanon people regularly suf-
fer from the rationing of these services during 
peak seasons because of Inadequate supply. 
Small factories employing millions of poor peo-
ple reduce their working hours as a result of 
these rationing measures, denying workers even 
minimum wage earnings on a regular basis. But 
the same government diverts all these civic 
resources for the comfort o€ visiting interna-
tional tourists. «d>ose air-conditioned rooms, 
hot and cold water bathrooow. warm watered swim-
ming pools, massage parlor and steam bath facil-
ities, to name Just a few, contlnne to operate 
uninterrupted. The vlalting International tour-
ists are unaware of the sacrifices that millions 
of Indians are making to keep them pleased and 
in western style comfort. 
Such open discriminatioa against the hosts was 
the target of organized protests in the Indian 
state of Goa recently, the chartered flights of 
arriving international tourists were greeted by 
protesters vrfio hurled eggs and cow dung at tour-
ist buses. In 1990, a 6oan host group showed an 
anti-tourism film at the world's biggest tourist 
fair, too. 
Interest in the developoient of international 
tourism in India is a relatively recent phenome-
non. Hosts have a decisive role to play in 
enhancing the quality of life for both the guest 
and themselves. Thus, a socially congenial host 
community is without doubt an Important ingredi-
ent for the long term success of international 
tourism in India. In principle, a hospitable 
host community has a decisive role to play in 
contributing toward the formation of India's 
positive tourist image to visiting international 
tourists. A high level of hospitality is capa-
ble of stimulating a positive word-of-mouth 
Image of India. This would help to sustain the 
attractiveness of India in its tourist markets 
in the long run. The logic of such a proposition 
is simple. If India develops a positive and 
permanent hosts' ethos toward international 
tourism, it would engender genuine friendliness 
of hosts toward international tourists. Inter-
national tourists would feel secure, welcome and 
truly relaxed even idien they choose to wander 
off the beaten track. A socially congenial host 
community is without doubt an important ingredi-
ent for the long term success of international 
tourism in India. It is better for tourism 
administrators to be considerate to the hosts by 
clarifying through prudence rather than con-
fronting them with arrogance. Humility is more 
likely to win respect and confidence than bu-
reaucratic condescension. 
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Concluding Remarks 
Because international tourism thrives on pleas-
0 ant attitudes of hosts, it is necessary to at-
tempt to sustain that congenial social ambience. 
Without it, the goals of developing internation-
al tourism will be either not realized or will 
be accomplished at tremendous social costs. 
Indeed, friendly hosts may command even higher 
popularity through the dissemination of positive 
images through word-of-mouth. It thus behooves 
tourism administrators to devote special efforts 
to arrest any possibility of host resentment. 
Hosts must be made avare of the benefits of 
tourism as well as the costs, so that they can 
better appreciate the real needs of the tourism 
industry. At the same time, after discerning 
the hosts' attitudes toward international tour-
ists, some thoughts should be given to make the 
tourist experience In the country a more satis-
factory one, through careful engineering of the 
host-guest encounter situation. Unless the 
needs of the hosts are taken into account, there 
Is a risk of tourism policy makers and tourism 
' administrators losing sight of the host factor, 
in their preoccupation with other Issues. 
Therefore it is essential that International 
tourism marketers involved with third-world 
countries ensure that appropriate host-guest 
interactions become part of their programs. By 
maximising mutual awareness and concerns through 
effective comnnmlcatlon between hosts and 
guests, the international tourism Industry will 
be more likely to continue to attract increasing 
numbers of international tourists to third-world 
countries without Inflicting unacceptable eco-
nomic, social, and environmental costs on the 
people of those areas. 
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The Dark Side of Image Marketing 
fy Dr. Zafar U. Ahmed. Minot^orm Dakota (USA)' 
Today's tourism marketing is heavily focused on 
conveying a positive image to prospective consumer 
segments. Doing so is fully consistent with traditional 
marketing practices that attempt to develop the prod-
uct, price it, promote it, and distribute it in a manner 
most likely to convey the most podtive image attrib-
utes possible. 
Tourism marketing eq>ecially, is sensitive to the image 
of the destination even to the point where the reality 
may become relatively insignificant. The mere identi-
fication of a tourist destination usually elicits numer-
ous perceptions of the image created, and tourism 
-narketers go to great lengths to establish positive 
images. For some market segments. Las Vegas, New 
York City, and Atlantic City convey positive images. 
More discerning segments prefer the French Riviera, 
Tahiti, Monaco, and other such exotic places. 
Image, then, is still a result of combining positioning 
by tourist destination marketers with the pre-existing 
image in the minds of the specific target market. 
Bringing that desired position into harmony with an 
already existing image held by the desired target 
segment is usually the marketing goal, and great 
efforts (and expense) are often expended to change a 
negative image into a more positive one. Extensive 
corrective marketing has been undertaken by some 
tourist destinations that have lost their luster over the 
years: certain third-world countries, and.some large 
cities with seamy reputations. Most of the time the 
extensive corrective marketing is designed to counter 
or de-emphasize their negative images. 
Effective corrective marketing is, however, much more 
difficult than many seem to think for once a negative 
image is established in the minds of potential consum-
ers, even a full range of marketing activities often 
cannot reverse it. Advertising, sales promotion, pric-
ing, and packaging of tourism services can often help 
alleviate negative images, but an image once estab-
lished is highly resistant to change. For instance, many 
still believe that Lake Erie is a dead lake; some think 
that Israel is v^olly consumed with Arab rioting; 
others conceive of rust-bowl cities as languishing in 
filth and unemployment; and many Americans surmise 
that vacations in all third-world countries must be 
third-rate. Efforts are almost always made to try to 
dispel these negative images, especially where the 
reality conflicts with the image. 
Some destination marketers simply acknowledge that 
what they have to offer may appeal to the darker side 
of human existence by appealing to potential tourists 
with unpleasant, unsavory, unsafe, or unusual images 
of their destinations. In the tourism industry, there are 
at least three tourism destination categories that not 
only defy conventional marketing wisdom concerning 
image, but deliberately encourage what might be 
described as the darker side of image: (1) destinations 
with seamy reputations, (2) sites of natural disasters, 
and (3) locales of historical, political, social, or 
cultural upheavals. 
First those destinations with seamy reputations would 
include those noted for readily available prostitutes, 
accessible drugs, and open gambling. Some third-
world destinations openly solicit tourists for sex tours 
providing the tourist with unbridled orgies. For exam-
ple, there appears to be a strong conclation between 
increased prostitution in third-world countries and 
increases in tourism. "Trips for men only* are widely 
Address of the author: Dr. Zafar U. Ahmed, Associate Professor. Department of Business Administration, t^inot Stale 
University. Minot, North Dakota 58701,(USA) 
advertised and it is estimated that over 60 percent of 
the two million tourists who visit Thailand are attract-
ed by bargain-priced sex. Such trips are fully pack-
aged to include transportation, meals, hotel accommo-
dations, side-trips, and sexual services. Some destina-
tions are well known for their unrestricted drug use 
and availability. Still others advertise their gambling 
casinos and the purported high life that accompanies 
them. Western morality might well condemn such 
marketing activities but they do exist, and sometimes 
even flourish. 
The second category includes destinations that have 
experienced natural disasters. Most riverside cities 
proudly display markers indicating the high point of a 
historic flood. Volcanic eruptions continue to attract 
tourists throughout the world from Mt. St. Helens to 
Pompeii. Even active volcanoes, such as in Hawaii, 
attract tourists. Practically every community that has 
suffered a horrendous natural disaster appears to take 
pride in their resiliency and ability to persevere in the 
face of nature's extremes. It is not unusual for such 
communities to attempt to maximize touristic interest 
in their former calamities. Individual entrepreneurs 
also attempt to capitalize on natural disasters by 
establishing musetuns recounting the specific details of 
the disaster and displaying artifacts from it. It is highly 
likely that such museums are presently being plaiuied 
in San Francisco to memorialize the recent earthquake. 
The third category includes locales of historical, 
political, social, or cultural upheavals. Despite the 
hardships that have had to be endured by tourists to 
the Soviet Union, there has been a steady stream of 
hardy but curious tourists in the past. That stream wiU 
likely become a torrent as tourist facilities there 
improve to Western standards. Hardly a community in 
the U.S. does not have some memorial to either a 
battle (Revolutionary War, Civil War, Indian Wars, 
etc.) or to the soldiers who fought and died. More 
recently, pieces of the Berlin Wall are being sold and 
few tourists going to Germany would omit a visit to 
the site of that former barrier between East and West 
Europe. East Germans have been thronging to West 
Germany but there are also numerous West Germans 
who are visiting East Germany in order to contrast-
living standards between the two. Social revolutions, 
especially those involving sordid escapades, continue 
to draw touristic interest such as Haight-Ashbury in 
San Francisco or Greenwich Village in New York 
City. Cultural upheavals often elicit a morbid interest 
from tourists. Death camps of the Holocaust, Hiroshi-
ma and Nagasaki as cities destroyed by atomic bombs 
and ending World War U, and ruins of former wonders 
of the old world are all present-day tourist attractions, 
and it is likely that Hananmen Square in Beijing and 
the remains of the wall in Berlin will join that list. 
The image of these three destination categories can 
hardly be considered positive and yet millions of 
toiuists seek out such places. As world tourism in-
creases, millions more will visit destinations with a 
negative image, some to experience hedonistic plea-
sures, some to marvel at the resiliency of the human 
spirit at overcoming natural disasters, and still others 
who wish to vicariously encounter human travail. 
Whatever tourists of the future may wish to experi-
ence, tourism marketers will attempt to satisfy those 
desires even if requiring them to cater to the dark side 
of image marketing. 
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Indian Tourism: 
A \^ctim of Mismanagement 
Although it is still full of potential, Indian tourism is beset by political instability, social 
turmoil, economic recession, and misdirected policy decisions. Here are some 
sugg^ons on how to rescue India from what could become a collapse of its tourism 
Industry 
by Zafar U. Ahmed 
JWTH 1.66 MILLION arrivals, the 
Indian tourism industry generated 
an unprecedented $1.5 billion in 
sales in 1989, thereby making it 
the oountiys largest single sovuxe 
of foreign-exchange earnings. 
Several factors contributed to the 
increase of international tourist 
arrivals in India during the 1980s. 
Among them were the Festival of 
India, promoted in India's major 
tourist markets, and the exposure 
given to India by world media 
because of the peaceful transfer of 
power from a long-standing govern-
ment to an opposition-led alliance. 
The sin^e most important factor 
was the movie "Gandhi," which 
won several U.S. Academy Awards, 
and other recently made movies 
about India. 
For all the progress the Indian 
tourism industry has made in 
recent years, its share of global 
tourist traffic is not gratifying. 
Tdiuism in India is still in its 
infancy. Compared to the 411 
million international tourists 
vacationing in 126 countries of the 
world in 1989, the 1.66 million who 
visited India was a meager 0.39 
percent of the total.' Several of 
India's smaller nei^ibors receive 
more tourists than giant India 
This article examines some of the 
•Worid Toumm OreMuzation, "Current 
Travel and Tourism Indicators for 1989," CTl 
4/1989, Januaiy 1990, pp. 25, 64. 
major impediments to the growth 
of intematiraial tourism in India, 
despite the official policies and 
efibrts of the Indian government 
NTP: Tourism Initiative 
Determined to map a more lucra-
tive future for the tourism industry 
in the 1990s, the federal govern-
ment adopted a far-reaching 
National Tourism Poliqr (NTP) in 
1988. For the first time in the 
history of India, tourism was 
Zafar U. Ahmed, PhD., is an 
associate professor of marketing in 
the department of business admin-
istration at Minot State University. 
TTus article is based in part on a 
trip to India. 
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EXHIBIT 1 
India's tourism compared to Its 
neighbors 
Tourist 
Total raoeipts 
arrivals ($US 
Country (millions) mMlons) 
Thailand 4.738 $3.12 
Singapore 4.385 2.399 
Malaysia 3.673 1.766 
India 1.655 1.500 
Indonesia 1.134 1.028 
Souroe: Worid Tourism Organiialion 
iCiKrent Tratvei and Tourism Inticatore for 
1989,' C774At989. January 1990. pp. 2S. 64. 
recogQized as a top economic 
priority.' In addition to its eoo-
nomic aspects, the NTP envisaged 
the recognition of the environmen-
tal aspects at eveiy stage of tour-
ism devdopment for the protection 
of the aesthetic, ecological, and 
socio-cultural £abric of the country. 
Development of such non-tradi-
tional areas as (I) trekking, (2) 
winter sports, (3) wildlife toxuism, 
and (4) beach-resort tourism were 
selected to take advantage of the 
tourism resources of the mi^^ly 
Ifimalayas, the country's vast 
coastline and sandy beadies, and 
abundant sunshine and wildlife. 
*The policy also emphasized the 
restoration and balanced develop-
ment of national-heritage projects 
of cultural, historical, and touristic 
importance to exploit India's unique 
position as a cultural destination 
and to employ toiuism as a force in 
conserving the nation's heritage. 
To translate the vision pre-
sented in the NTP into action, the 
federal government Q) declared 
tourism to be an export industry, 
(2) set up the India Ck>nvention 
Promotion Bureau to market India 
as a convention destination, (3) 
instituted the Assistance for 
Development of International 
Tourism Program to help the 
private sector in its overseas 
promotion endeavors, (4) estab-
lished a licensing system for the 
approval of travd agencies and 
tour operators to streamline and 
regulate their operations, (5) 
granted permission to multina-
tional carHiental firms to enter 
India on attractive teims under the 
Motor Vehicles Act of 1988, (6) 
established the Council on Hotel 
Management and Catering Tech-
nology Education (a counterpart of 
America's CHRIE) to r^iulate and 
accredit hospitality-education 
programs, and (7) setup the 
Indian Institute of Travel and 
Tourism Management at the 
national level to develop retpiisite 
human resources for the rapidly 
eaqpanding tourism indusby.' 
Fluthetmore, the Indian govern-
ment created the Yunus Commit-
tee, consisting of India's top tour-
ism professionals, entrepreneurs, 
and bureaucrats, to examine the 
problems and suggest solutions to 
laundi India as a msjor tourist 
destination in the 1990s. This com-
mittee's recommendations for tour-
ism development included ensuring 
a plentiful supply of tourist cars 
and coaches, developing ten new 
tourist destinations witii provisions 
for conference facilities, commis-
sioning more chartered flights, 
introducing air-taxi schemes, and 
partially privatizing Indian Air-
lines and Air India. 
The declaration of tourism as an 
export industry made the domestic 
and multinational private sector 
eligible for tax concessions and 
investment subsidies to facilitate 
private investments in properties 
and tourism infrastructure. Poten-
tial investments ran the gamut 
'See: Chelcitan S. Dev and Samir Kuckreja, 
Tourism in India: Growth and Opportunity," 
The Cornell Hotel and Rettaurant Administra-
tion QuarUrly. 30. No. 2 (August 1989), pp. 70-75. 
'Newsletter on Indian Tourism—1389. 
Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation, New 
Delhi, India. 
from hotels to theme parks, from 
outdoor-recreation complexes to 
entertainment centers, from trans-
portation to restaurants, and from 
adventure activities to air charters. 
Ilie NTP also encouraged the 
federal govenunent to peraut 
tourism entrepreneurs to deduct 50 
percent of thdr foreign-wcdiange 
earnings tcom taxaUe income. 
Those entreprNi«irB have been 
granted loans at lower interest 
rates, and hotds in economically 
depressed areas have been offered 
concessions. Tour operators were 
allowed to import 200 luxuiy cars 
and buses at reduced-duty rates on 
a one-time basis. Visa rules were 
simplified, air charters were 
allowed to operate in more loca-
tions, and about 15 oompanies 
were given no-otgection certificates 
to operate air taxis. Existing air-
coverage restiidioDS for certain 
destinations and limitation on 
seats were withdrawn. 
A Promising Start 
The NTPs results were quickly 
evident The number of charter 
flights arriving in the coimtry 
increased from 24 five years ago to 
170 in 1990. Multinational car-
rental oompanies—firom Hertz to 
Eurocar—started providing 
tourists their globally acdaimed 
level of service. 
The NTP also promised to 
alleviate one of the problem areas 
in the tourism industry—namely, 
the shortage of hotel rooms. The 
Travel Agents Association of India 
projected that if India is to play 
host to two million toiuists, it must 
have 100,000 star-rated hotel 
rooms. That level of arrivals would 
require construction of another 
60,000 rooms, necessitating multi-
billion dollar investments and an 
infrision of hospitality technology, 
both of which India must attract 
from overseas by offering attractive 
terms. One way the Indian govern-
ment attempted to facilitate that 
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infusion was by removing hotel-
construction activities from the 
purview of the MonopoHes and 
Restrictive Trade Practices A d 
Another significant move was the 
reduction of import duties from 200 
p^t»nt to 45 percent on critical 
items used in hotel construction.* 
With Hie growing pressure on 
existing properties, hotel compa-
nies rushed to set up new hotels 
and expand old ones. In 1991 and 
1992, as many as 20,000 new 
rooms will be ready for occupancy. 
To broaden their customer base, 
many five-star chains are going 
down-marfcet, setting up four- and 
three-star hotels. The luxuiy-hotel 
operator Oberoi will construct bud-
get hotels under the flags of Tri-
dent and Novotel (a joint venture 
with Groupe Acoor). The rival Tsj 
group's subddiaiy. Gateway Hotels 
and Gateway Resorts, is already 
operating many mid-market h(^»Is. 
The building firenzy is not 
restricted to Indian hospitality 
chains alone. International hotel 
chains, enticed by the govern-
ment's decision to permit them a 
nugority stake and managerial 
control of projects, rushed to gain a 
foothold in the Indian market. 
Regent, the Hong Kong-based 
luxury chain, has a 40-percent 
equity share in a hotel being 
constructed in Agra, while the 
Hilton chain is seeking sites after 
afliliating with the Chabrias 
con^omerate. Days Inns has also 
entered into a master-firanchise 
agreement with the Mahindras 
con^omerate to set up a number of 
economy motels across the country. 
New venues. To relieve pres-
sure on the Golden Triangle (Delhi-
Agra-Jaipur), the government has 
opened up 18 new tourist circuits. 
Tliese range from the DUwara 
Temple in Rajasthan to Manu in 
Madhya Pradesh. The Manali-Leh 
'For example, duties raised the cost of a 
JetSpray machine from $900 to $2,000 in 1989. 
See; Dev and Kuckreja, p. 75. 
Road has been opened to tourist 
trafiic, and Sikkim and Himachal 
are being promoted to winter-
sports enthusiasts. 
In an attempt to earn more 
tourist dollars, the federal Depart-
ment of Tourism is promoting 
India as a shopping paradise, an 
ideal {dace for adventure tourists, 
and a location for oonventitms. This 
policy is being pursued because 
tourists in these categories spend 
more mon^ than do package 
tourists. 
Special attention is also being 
l>aid to Japanese tourists, who are 
more generous spenders in India 
than Ehiropeans. Though 10 million 
Japanese traveled abroad in 1989, 
India was able to attract only 
50,000 of them. Now plans are 
being laid to diange that figure. 
Air India intends to introduce two 
additional flights to Jiyan in the 
near fixture, eaqpeding passenger 
traflEic on that route to grow by 20 
peroentt compared with 5-percent 
growth fix>m 1989 to 1990. l l ie 
airline is also sending a team to 
apprise the golf-loving Japanese 
about the wide range of courses in 
India. Moreover, Buddhist sites are 
being developed as tourist resorts. 
In Sanchi and Samath, a multi-
million-dollar Japanese loan is 
being used to set up hotels around 
the religious sites of Buddhism, 
which attract Japanese tourists. 
Major Problems 
All of the five mtgor tourist desti-
nations in Southeast Asia shown in 
Exhibit 1 ofifer similar tourist 
attractions and serve the same 
target markets. India has been 
relegated to the fourth position in 
terms of tourist arrivals and tourist 
receipts in comparison to its tiny 
competitors. I have identified five 
problem areas that explain why 
India has remained behind its 
direct competitors in meeting the 
expectations of its clientele. Those 
areas are (1) tourism entrepreneur-
India's New Tourfsm Policy 
has been undercut by political 
instability and sectarian strife. 
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Conflicts of interest as a result 
of the changes among three 
governments headed by three 
different prime ministers in 
three years have caused 
confusion and stagnation in 
the pursuit of tourism policies. 
ship, (2) policy concision, (3) social 
unrest, (4) an unsettled business 
climate, and (5) unpleasant tourist 
experiences. 
Entrepreneuiship: 
Challenges and Risks 
In spite of all public pronounce-
ments, tiie tourism industiy has 
not received the kind of oonces-
sioDS, incentives, and benefits that 
other sectors of the Indian economy 
have been receiving ficom govern-
ment and non-government agen-
cies. The tourism industiy has 
received less than 1 percent of the 
total loans didiursed by India's 
finanrjiil institutions, but I esti-
mate the industry requires at least 
76 poceot <^ those investments if 
any headway is to be made in 
tourism devdopment. The Tourism 
Financial Corporation of India 
CTFGI) was set up to provide loans 
exclusively to the tourism industiy, 
but its antiborized share o^ta l is a 
comparatively minuscule $50 
million. To encourage foreign 
investment and bridge the fund's 
shortfall, the government liberal-
ized rules to facilitate the entry of 
hospitality multinationals into the 
domestic hotel industiy. 
Poor, inadequate transportation 
systems pose another serious 
obstade to the development of 
international tourism in India. 
Airports are being used to their 
absolute limits, and hardly any 
efifort has been made to expand the 
capacity of the government-owned 
air carriers. In fact, for 1991, 
Indian Airlines projected a 15-
percent drop in carrying capacity 
compared to 1990. 
On the international front, the 
government is unwilling to allow 
foreign airlines to operate more 
flights to India imless other 
countries grant Air India reciprocal 
rights. Such other developing 
countries as Mexico have with-
drawn similar restrictions to pave 
the way for smooth and adequate 
development of air transportation 
between Mexico and its mayor 
tourist markets.' India's decision 
makers, in contrast, are putting 
conditions on flying that are not in 
the spirit of the government's pub-
lic pronouncements. When the 
federal Civil Aviation Ministry an-
nounced that international airiines 
would be permitted to increase the 
number of flights if t h ^ <q>erated 
to Calcutta and Madras, British 
Airways submitted a pnqx>sal for 
flying to Calcutta. Tlien the minis-
try added conditions that have 
proved to be stumbling blodES. 
By pursuing sudi oontradictoiy 
policies, India loses the goodwill 
and business confidence of interna-
tional tourism investors and also 
misses an opportunity to develop 
itself as an international hub for 
Asia. Moreover, fiid prices in India 
are about 5&f>eroent higher than 
in any other Soutiieast Asian 
country, and landing diaiges are 
also among the hii^iest in Aria, two 
factors that act as further d^r-
rents to airiines. 
India's infi^structure remains 
weak. Globally acclaimed tourist 
destinations normally maiket 
themsdves only vrben the infina-
structure is ready, whereas India is 
opening its new tourist resorts to 
international tourists without 
developing them adeqtiately. Some 
of the newly opened tourist regions, 
for instance, dont even have hotel 
rooms ready for tourists. Instead of 
using its meager resources trying 
to develop new destinations that 
might take years to become popu-
lar, the government should im-
prove the infrastructure connected 
with its existing tourist resorts. 
The efifort now being spent on 
developing new beaches in 
Maharashtra, for instance, might 
have been better spent on develop-
ing the more popular tourist sites 
of Ajanta and Ellora. 
•"India's Upheavals," The Wall StrtH 
Journal, November 14,1990. 
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Because of conflicts of interest, 
federal and state governments lack 
cohesion and coordination in the 
pursuit of their tourism-develop-
ment policies. Often, the two work 
at cross purposes. For instance, the 
federal government allowed Indian 
tour operators to import air-
oonditioned coadies at concessional 
duty, but soon afterward, state 
governments uocreased road taxes. 
In Rigasthan, for example, the 
road tax on tourist vdiicles was 
increased firom Rs 14,000 to 
Rs 120,000 a year (a 900-peroent 
ovettii^t increaseX I S | ^ taxes 
onjMtds are anotlier cause for 
complaint Ddhi and Gkgarat have 
increased luxuiy taxes (Le., occu-
pancy taxes) to SO percent, and 
Rfljasthan has increased the levy 
on foreign liquor firam 12 percent to 
40 percent. The hitter taxes win 
hardly encourage the building of 
morehotds. 
If India is seriously trying to 
provide a conducive dimate for in-
ternational investments in its tour-
ism sector, the incentives being 
offered to the tourism investors 
have to be matdiedby proper ac-
tions. Such is not currentiy the 
case. Official clearance of proposals 
is still agoniziiii^ y slow. Moreover, 
^hotd sites are difficult to get be-
cause most real estate is owned by 
the federal or state governments, 
both of which are unwilling to part 
with major pieces of land. A tour-
ism entrepreneur has to go to dif-
ferent ministries to get permits 
and clearances for such diverse 
construction materials as steel and 
communication lines. It takes as 
long as three to eig^t months for 
an entrepreneiu- to obtain a letter 
of intent firom the government for a 
project Converting the letter to a 
license takes four to six months, 
and clearance &om the Company 
Law Board takes another three to 
six months. In short much pre-
cious time is lost in bureaucratic 
approvals alone. Despite tourism's 
being declared an export industry, 
hotels still have to pay commercial 
rates for electridty instead of rates 
applicable to industrial units. In 
place of these multiple approvals, 
the government should offer fiing^e-
window project dearanoe within 
the least amount of time. Addition-
ally, state governments should con-
sider: formulating a tourism policy 
that matches the NTP. Only sudi 
^jdeavors can win the c(»ifidence 
of the reluctant tourism investor. 
Policy Confusion and 
Political Insfabiliiy 
Political iq>heaval8 add to the dis-
mal scenario (tf'the Inddan econ-
omy, iKiiidi already suffers from a 
lack of foreign exdiange, h i ^ infla-
tion, and receding indusirial pn>-
ductioiL The international tourism 
indostiy cannot be insulated from 
the vagaries of political instahilKy. 
Smooth devd<^nnent of tourism is 
one of the casualties of India's 
political strife. Conflicts of interest 
as a result of the changes among 
three governments headed by three 
different prime ministers in three 
years (lUgiv Gandhi, 1989; 
Vishwanath Srng^ 1990; Chandra 
Shekhar, 1991) have catised 
confusion and stagnation in the 
pursuit of tourism pdlides. The 
assassination of Gandhi during the 
1991 election campaign only served 
further to agitate this situation. 
When India's tourism adminis-
trators were about to embark on 
aggressive woridwide promotion 
campaigns throu^^ India's 20 
tourism-marketing offices to 
launch ''\^t India Year—1991," as 
drafted by Gandhi's govenmient in 
1989, the Singh government in 
1990 ordered slashing of the 
tourism department's budget as 
part of austerity measures. When 
the Shekhar government took 
office, it directed that some of the 
20 tourism offices be dosed. Such 
actions may save a few pennies 
(and high taxes on the tourist 
EXHIBIT 2 
India's overseas tourism offices 
Australia: 
Melbourne 
Perth 
Sydney 
Vienna, Austria 
Brussels, Belgium 
Toronto. Canada 
London, England 
Paris, France 
Frankfurt, Germany 
Milan, itaiy 
T o l ^ , Japan 
Kuala Lunpur, Malaysia 
Singapore 
Stockholm, Sweden 
Geneva. Swttzeriand 
Bangkok. Thafland 
Dubai, United Arab 
Emirates 
United States: 
Chfeago 
Los Angeles 
NawYorit 
Source: Newsletter on Indan Tourism— 
1989. Ministiy o( Tourism and 
CMIAv(afion.lncia. 
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EXHIBIT 3 
Developing nations' competitiveness scorecard 
Economic 
dynsmlsm 
Taiwan 
South Korea 
Singapore 
HongKono 
mudaysia 
Inclia 
Thaland 
Indonesia 
Brad 
ktexioo 
Industrial 
efficiency 
Singapore 
Thalbnd 
Hong Kong 
Tahwan 
Malaysia 
South Korea 
Indonesia 
Mexico 
India 
BrazI 
Market 
orientation 
Hong Kong 
Singapore 
Taiwan 
Malaysia 
South Korea 
Brazil 
Thaland 
India 
Indonesia 
Mexico 
Financial 
dynamism 
Singapore 
Hong Kong 
Taiwan 
South KocBa 
Thailand 
Indonesia 
Malaysia 
India 
Mexico 
BrazI 
Human 
resources 
Singapore 
Taiwan 
South Korea 
Hong Kong 
Malaysia 
Thailand 
BrazI 
Mexico 
Indonesia 
India 
External 
orientation 
Singapore 
Hong Kong 
Taiwan 
Thaland 
South Korea 
Malaysia 
Mexico 
BrazI 
Indonesia 
India 
Source: Worid Compe&iveness Report—1990, World EoorKxnic Forum. Geneva. Switzerland 
Future 
orientation 
Taiwan 
Singapore 
South Korea 
India 
Thaland 
Malaysia 
Mexico 
Hong Kong 
Indonesia 
BrazI 
Political 
stability 
Singapore 
Hong Kong 
Malaysia 
Taiwan 
Thaland 
South Korea 
Mexico 
Indonesia 
India 
BrazI 
industry may gainer a few extxa 
pennies), but tliqr oost the oonntiy 
many poonds, doDaiB, andyenby 
stifling the industry's ceq>ad1y to 
earn fineign ezidiange. 
Two glaring examples of politi-
cal interference in India's tourism 
affidrs show how diaotic tourism 
decision m airing IJ38 become in the 
last couple of years. To please his 
rural electorate, former deputy 
prime-minister and tourism min-
ister Devi Lai announced that two 
days of the week would be reserved 
for tourism by rural residents. 
Under Lai's plan, on lliursdays 
and Fridays, people with "village 
post-office addresses" would be 
given a 50-peroent discount on 
food-service purchases at all India 
Tourism Development Corporation 
(ITDC) hotels. Predictably, ITDC is 
resisting the proposal on the 
grounds that it will lose revenue 
for a politically motivated scheme. 
The second example of poUtical 
interference in tourism affoirs is 
the flotation of global tenders for 
the establishment of India Disney-
land in Haryana State by its for-
mer cfairfministor (Lei's son) at a 
cost of $1 billion. Some 28,000 acres 
ofland has been acquired at below-
maiket values for the proposed 
project, thereby causing resent-
ment among fiazmers in the region. 
Italianize" India. Given the 
peculiar nature of India's political 
institutions, its instability is likdy 
to continue. Ther^ore, the current 
government of Arasimha Rao 
should oondder developing a mech-
anism to restore international in-
vestors' confidence in India by 
shidding foreign investments fix>m 
political interference. By putting 
political instilating mechanisms in 
place, India can be poised to 
become Asia's Italy, which has en-
joyed considerable economic devel-
opment despite govenunents that 
change almost with the seasons. 
Sodal Unrest 
Negative headlines scare away 
tourists. Gandhi was killed; a state 
of emergency exists in the states of 
Punjab, Janunu and Kashmir, and 
Assam; the daily average death 
tolls fix)m strife are 30 in Punjab, 
10 in Kashmir, «»«H 5 in Assam; 
and regular azmy patnds are 
scheduled in disturbed areas. Hie 
1990 dosure of the TEU liCahal 
because strife betweailCndus and 
Muslims caused bloodshed in the 
T^fs back yard further damaged 
India's already tarnished image as 
a safe haven for vacationing. 
The tourism industiy's woes 
b^ian inl989, Kdienthe secession 
movement in the popular tourist 
destination of Kashmir heated up. 
Tourists were stranded for days, in 
some cases without food. Before the 
advent of the secession movement, 
about 100,000 international tour-
ists visited Kashmir Valley each 
year. That tourism volume has 
efiectively been reduced to nothing. 
Cancellations of adventure tours to 
India, most of which involve 
Kashmir's mountains, reached 80 
percent in the wake of the trouble. 
The turmoil in Kashmir also 
affects convention tourism. India's 
most important convention center, 
Sheri-Kashmir, located in 
Srinagar, has dosed. The number 
of international conferences in 
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India should open up its 
economy to international 
investors if it wants to 
participate in economic 
growth. 
India dropped tx) 396 in 1990 from 
apeakof482inl988. 
India's image as a democratic 
country suffered considerably 
because of the adverse press 
coverage of alleged violations of 
human ri^^ts in Punjab and 
Kashmir. Moreover, Indian secu-
rity ageodes are discouraging 
efiforts to lure tourists to the states 
of Punjab and Kashmir. 
In 1990, turmoil in Ayodhya and 
anti-Mandal agitation made inter-
national headlines. During the 
Ayodhya trouble, tourists were 
stranded on the Delhi-Jaipur-
Kbiyuraho-Kathmandu circuit An 
American tourist stuck in Agra told 
me, 1 saved for a long time to be 
on this tour. If I have to sit in a 
hotel and twiddle my thumbs fin* 
two dt^ ys, I mig^ as well go some-
where vtbere it is more peaoefijL" 
Tlie fiiequent incidence of 
nationwide riots, secession move-
moits in three states, and acts of 
terrorism culminating with the 
Gandhi assassination have taken a 
heavy toll on India's tourism indus-
try. 'Tour operators projected a 40-
percent dedine from 1990 to 1991. 
Foreign tourist inflow may not 
even 6uri)ass one million in 1991. 
Penalties for mismanaging tours 
are high enough in the U.S. and 
Europe that an operator will gladly 
cancel a proposed tour rather than 
take a risk. The U.S. State Depart-
ment has declared India to be a 
trouble spot for American travel-
ers. If an American traveler runs 
into trouble in a destination 
declared unsafe for travel under a 
State Department travel advisory, 
the travel agent or torn- operator 
that sent the tourist there could 
well face and lose a lawsuit. Since 
advisories are widely disseminated, 
it would be hard for an agent to 
plead ignorance.* Terrorism is the 
greatest enemy of tourism. Without 
restoring nationwide peace, India 
cannot expect visits from interna-
tional tourists. 
Conjfused Business Climate 
Even if India resolved its socio-
political problems and em'oyed a 
period of peace, the nation might 
have trouble attracting business 
operators. Tliroughout the worid, 
pragmatic, maiketoiiented 
policies aimed at achieving a 
strong economy are replacing ideo-
logical socialistic fundamentalism. 
India is one of the few exceptions to 
this trend. Faced with an un-
precedented eauiomic crisis and 
forced into more conunerdal and 
institutional borrowing, India 
seems determined to ignore the 
successful strategies ptusued by 
many of its compatriots. In-
creasingly, devdoping nations are 
viewing foreign equity not only as 
the harbinger of modem tech-
nology so essential for boosting 
eaqports, but also as the d)eiq)est 
way of obtaining hard currency. 
China, for instance, netted $2 
billion a year in investments, 
compared to India's $200 million in 
1990. Direct foreign investment in 
China totalled $22.7 billion in 
1990, compared to $500 million for 
India. Even tiny Indonesia received 
$4.7 billion in international 
investments in 1990.' 
India has failed to produce a 
globally competitive and pragmatic 
international investment policy. 
India's political leaders and 
bureaucrats seem to be laboring 
. under the wrong-headed notion 
that the entire world is craving to 
invest in India. Instead, investors 
are shying away, and India is 
missing a great opportunity. The 
U.S.-based transnational corpora-
tions are looking at Mexico, Brazil, 
and Argentina. The European 
Economic Community (EEC) is 
looking at Eastern Europe and the 
Travel Advisories: Are You Being Told?." 
Condi Nast TraueUr, May 1991, pp. 27-28. "Indian Tourism,' India Abroad, Fall 1990. 
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newly aligned Soviet Union. Japan 
is looking at China, Thailand, 
Malaysia, and Singapore. Mean-
while, India is looking more and 
more like its isolationist neighbor 
Myaimiar (formerly Burma). 
In a survey conducted by the 
Geneva-based World Economic 
Forum, India scored almost at the 
bottom in worldwide competitive-
ness comparing ten developing 
countries (see Exhibit 3).* Of the 
ten variables selected for deciding 
competitiveness, India was at the 
bottom in two (human resources 
and external orientation) and was 
marginally better than the lowest 
ranking countries in six others 
(e.g., irdustrial eEBdeacy, market 
orientation, and political stability). 
India's highest score (finirth place) 
was on "future orientation." 
The business climate was not 
improved by the federal govern-
ment's procrastination in publish-
ing lists earmarking areas vdiere 
foreign investments would be 
allowed or discouraged. If that de-
lay wasnt enough former indus-
tries minister Ajit Sin^^ (part of 
Vishwanath Singh's government) 
cancelled his trip to Davos Platz, 
Switzeriand, in 1990—missing a 
meeting with leading industrialists 
of the world. Subsequently, four 
business delegations from Eiuvpe, 
one including the vice president of 
the EEC, cancelled their scheduled 
trips to India. Foreign-investment 
approvals dropped by half in 1990. 
India has been purstiing con-
fused and intimidating industrial 
and foreign-investment policies 
since its independence. Revision of 
these policies by the Rao govern-
ment has sent a signal of hope to 
worldwide business circles. But the 
political uncertainty that's charac-
teristic of a minority government 
may cause some international 
companies to delay investment 
decisions. 
'World Competitiveness Report—1990, World 
Economic Foram, Geneva, Switzerland. 
India should open up its 
economy to international investors 
if it wants to participate in eco-
nomic growth. If it shields an 
inefficient public sector and uses 
obsolete technology, India vriU not 
be able to compete internationally. 
In contrast, by opening its economy 
on the pattern of Mexico, Thailanc^ 
or Malaysia, India could catch up 
quickly. 
A Tourist's Nightmare 
Vacationing in India can pose 
problems that would frustrate even 
the most intrepid international 
tourist Based on my observations 
during a recent trip, the countiys 
passport contztd is maddeningly 
painstaking and its officials seem 
to treat eviray tourist like a long-
sought spy from a hostile nation. -
Having survived that inquisition, 
the tourist win inevitably be prqr 
to late trains and planes, 
exoiUtant hotel rates (at five-
star properties in particular), 
lack of beds in hotels in the mid-
dle and lower price ranges, and 
horrendous red tape in all 
transactions. To survive, the 
tourist will learn to leap dear of 
murderous car drivers, and female 
tourists will realize the need to 
come to terms with an almost 
medieval level of chauvinism from 
some Indian males, particularly on 
the beach. 
If international tourism is to 
catch on, India needs far-reaching 
-' changes in its system of work and 
in the tourism services it offers its 
international clientele. Most 
critically, the country miist clean 
up its points of entry. At the 
immigration, customs, and health 
coxmters, watchmen with their 
handlebar mustaches should 
sport fimiles of welcome, instead 
of examining tourists fh)m all 
directions and intimating that 
they are doing the tourists a 
favor by letting them into the 
country. 
India wishes to be recognized as 
a land of welcome, but that atti-
tude is not in evidence at airports 
and other tourist facilities. Govern-
ment agencies should continuously 
educate workers to be courteous to 
tourists. By banning begging, 
clearing airports and other public 
places of touts, and pimishing 
those who spit or litter on the 
streets, India can embark on the 
path of appreciable improvements. 
India has mudi to learn from 
Singapore in this regard. Moreover, 
the government should undertake 
a program of negative-image 
correction.* 
Is -Visit India Yeai^l991" 
doomed to £ailuie? l l ie goal was 
to bring in two million viators and 
$2 bQIion of badly needed fijrdgn 
exdiange by the end of the year. 
The ominous events of 1991— 
indnding the Perdan Gulf war, the 
kidnapping and murder of Israeli 
tourists in Kashmir—made it 
nearly impossible for the program 
to reach its goals. 
One year, good or bad, is not the 
issue, however. If India is really 
serious about putting its toiuism 
house in order, it should have a 
well-defined and globally attractive 
industrial policy to attract interna-
tional ventures; it must improve its 
tourism environment; it should 
develop a medianism to stop 
political interference in tourism ' 
affairs; and it must find a way to 
restore peace nationwide. If India 
can accomplish these considerable 
tasks, it can be expected to daim 
its desired position and deserved 
rank in the "tourism family" of 
Southeast Asia. Moreover, India 
will be able to prove to the world 
what it has been daiming for 
years, namely, that it is a haven for 
international tourists. D 
*Zafar U. Ahmed, *Maifcetiiig Your 
Communitjr: Cotrectiiig • Negative Image," 
The Cornell Hotel and Restaurant Adminittra-
lion Quarterly, 31, No. 4 (February 1991), 
pp. 24-27. 
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Marketing Your Coimnxmity: 
Correcting a 
Negative Image 
Some destinations have gained a negative Image In the minds of travelers. Here are some 
marketing methods for offsetting a bad Image—whether the reputation Is deserved or not 
by Zafar U. Ahmed 
THE FOCUS of destination 
marketing is largely to convey a 
positive image of a destination to 
prospective consumer segments. 
Because of the intensity of 
competition among destinations, 
destination marketers go to great 
lengths to establish positive images 
for their location. Any foreign-
sounding destination may seem 
glamorous to some travelers, even 
though the reality of the 
destination no longer lives up to its 
reputation. More discerning 
travelers, however, are relatively 
knowledgeable about the nature of 
international destinations and, 
consequently, more particular 
about their preferences. 
The purpose of much destination 
marketing is to alter the existing 
image held by the target market 
segment so that it fits more closely 
with the destination's desired 
position. Great effort and expense 
are often expended to change a 
negative image into a moi-e positive 
one. Extensive corrective market-
ing has been undertaken by some 
tourist destinations that have lost 
their luster over the years (e.g., 
certain third-world countries, 
locations where violence has 
occurred, and any place that 
experiences a natural disaster). 
Atlantic City, New Jersey, for 
instance, introduced casino gaming 
Zafar U. Ahmed, Ph.D., is an 
assistant professor of marketing in 
the department of business admin-
istration at the State University of 
New York at Fredonia. 
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expressly for the purpose of creat-
ing a new image for itself. 
Effective corrective marketing 
is, however, much more difficult 
than it appears, because once a 
negative image is established in 
the minds of potential travelers, 
even a full range of marketing 
activities cannot entirely reverse it. 
Advertising, sales promotion, 
pricing, and packaging of tourism 
services can, however, alleviate 
some negative images. The follow-
ing are examples of negative 
images that are, at least to an 
extent, not congruent with reality. 
Lake Erie is a dead lake; Israel is 
wholly consumed with Palestinian 
terrorism; New York City lan-
guishes in filth and unemployment; 
and Washington, D.C., is a lawless 
city, murder capital, U.S.A. More-
over, many Americans surmise 
that vacations in all third-world 
countries must necessarily be 
third-rate. These negative images 
are subject to correction with the 
appropriate techniques. 
The concept of destination image 
is still in its infancy and needs 
additional refinement and research 
to improve its marketing useful-
ness. Though image has been 
extensively employed in marketing 
(e.g., corporate image, brand 
image), there has been limited 
research so far on correcting 
negative destination images. In 
this article, I will focus on the 
process of how destination market-
ers can offset the damage from a 
negative image. 
Creating an Image 
A destination's image, as perceived 
by tourists, evolves out of two 
processes—organic and induced.' 
Mass-media communications, 
coupled with advice extended by a 
tourist's peers, constitute the 
organic component of a destina-
'C.A. Gunn. "Vacationscape: Designing 
Tourist Regions.' Bureau of Business Research. 
Univcrsitv of Texas (Austin), 1972. 
In 1989, destination marketers In Johnstown, Pennsylvania, applied the contrarian 
strategy of using a negative event to attract substantial tourist interest. Johnstown 
observed the centennial of a destructive 1889 flood with a year-long celebration. 
tion's image. In other words, the 
strengths and weaknesses of a 
destination's tourism attributes 
earn mass-media recognition and 
create personal opinions, whereas 
induced processes are a deliberate 
and intentional promotion 
endeavor by the destination mar-
keter. A destination's image is 
important because it influences a 
tourist's decision-making process.^ 
What tourists think about a desti-
nation's image is strategically more 
important than what a marketer 
knows about the destination. The 
key to creating a successful image 
is convincing tourists to view a 
destination in the manner intended 
by the destination's marketers. 
Once a traveler has evaluated a 
destination relative to its competi-
tors, marketers have an extremely 
difficult challenge in altering that 
evaluation. In an effort to influence 
-For example, see; Joseph D. Fridgen, 
'Environmental Psychologj- and Tourism," 
AIIIWIK of Tourism Hosmnli. 11. Nii. 1119H4). 
pp. 19-39; and William C. Gartner, -Tcmp<iral 
Influences on Image Change." Annals o/'Ttmiisiii 
lii-sfiinh. Vi. ,\(). 4 il9S6i. pp. r):).5-K44 
travelers' reactions, U.S,-based 
destinations spent well over $1 
billion in 1986 on marketing 
programs. In 1987, New York, 
Illinois, Michigan, and Tennessee 
each spent more than $10 million 
on destination marketing.' 
Needless to say, the purpose of 
travel strongly influences a 
traveler's judgment regarding the 
suitability of a destination. Tourist 
A, seeking an outdoor experience, 
may find the image of a particular 
destination impressive and satisfy-
ing, while Tourist B, desiring a 
cultural experience, may find the 
same destination's image sadly 
lacking. 
People of different backgrounds 
use different information to form 
their perceptions of a destination's 
image. In marketing, researchers 
attempt to identify the variations 
through segmentation of the 
population according to 
"•Wa.shinglon Slate Marketing I'lan: It l.s 
Ileal Kxpcriencc. 19H«-19H7"i()lympia. 
Wa.shingtan: Washingtim Stale 'I'durisin 
Diii.-iiim. l.')K7i. 
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psychographic variables. The 
extent of a pereon's travel experi-
ence, for instance, will influence 
the way in which that person 
evaluates a destination's imeige. 
The overall focus of negative image 
correction should be to identify and 
diange the beliefs of a target 
market with respect to the destina-
tion being considered. 
Steps in Image Coirection 
In the remainder of tiiis article, I 
will present ideas used by mar-
keters in successfully repositioning 
their destination's image. The tech-
niques are as follows: (1) capitalize 
on positive images of component 
parts; (2) schedule mega-events; 
(3) conduct familiarization tours; 
(4) use selective promotion; (5) bid 
to host international travel and 
tourism conventions; and (6) take 
advantage of a negative image. 
(1) Capitalize on positive images 
of component parts. When market-
ers realize that a n^ative image is 
hurting tourism business, the best 
strategy is to identify the compo-
nents of its image. Although the 
overall image may be negative, 
some of the components undoubt-
edly will have positive or even out-
standing images. Since tourists 
classify tourism environments rela-
tive to their leisure pursuits, they 
respond to different components 
and actually differentiate the com-
ponents of a destination finom its 
overall image.^ Hence, destination 
marketers should determine the 
inuiges of a destination's various 
components and not just one over-
all image. The appropriate positive 
components, then, should be 
emphasized in promotional pro-
grams. A concerted effort directed 
at capitalizing on the strengths of 
the components' images may serve 
to buoy the image of the destina-
tion as a whole. 
'Zafar U. Ahmed, 'Identification of the 
Components of a State's Tourist Image: A 
Marketing Perspective," Journal ofTourism 
Studies, (1991, in press). 
For instance, in my recent study 
of Utah's image in California, I 
found the state's overall image was 
negative. But Califomians were 
highly impressed with Utah's 
parks and its outdoor recreation 
activities—two important compo-
nents of the state's image. Hence, I 
recommended that Utah's destina-
tion marketers emphasize the 
variety, diversity, and richness of 
Utah's parks and activities more 
vigorously in their promotional 
campaigns in California." 
(2) Schedule mega-events. 
Sporting extravaganzas, cultural 
festivals, and ethnic and food fairs 
are events that can play an impor-
tant role in correcting iJie negative 
image of a tourist destination. By 
attracting media attention, mega 
events offer excellent opportunities 
for improving public relations. The 
real challenge for marketers is to 
make the events sensational and 
spectacular enough to gain the 
desired level of publicity. The 
publicity and media-relations 
values of having media attention 
focused on the destination are 
invaluable. Moreover, mega events 
create a legacy of improved infra-
structure, heavy private and public 
investments, a better tax base, new 
jobs, and often a convention center. 
Such features help sustain a 
positive destination image. 
The Spoleto Festival in Charles-
ton, South Carolina, is an excellent 
example of a mega-event. The 
festival is held every year to 
maintain Charleston's desirable 
image, even though the event 
cannot be justified purely on 
economic grounds. 
Many sporting events have 
created an aura of tradition for 
themselves and their locations—a 
major tourist draw. The Kentucky 
Derby and the IndianapoUs 500 fit 
this category. Besides being mega-
events in their own right, they 
"Ahmed, op. cit. 
have also enhanced the positive 
imeige of their destinations, facili-
tating the flow of hundreds of 
thousands of tourists annually. 
Mega-events help in the devel-
opment of a destination's tourism 
theme. A destination acclaimed for 
historical heritage, ancient archi-
tecture, smd classic traditions, for 
instance, could develop a cultural 
festival to animate and reinforce 
the historical theme. A broad and 
diverse variety of mega events 
appealing to different segments of 
the tat;get market could be devel-
oped to stress different themes. In 
Canada, the city of Kamloops, 
located in central British Colum-
bia, has positioned itself as that 
province's sports tournament 
capital. 
Eastern Pennsylvania's Lehigh 
Valley used mega-events to correct 
a negative image. Many of the 
towns in the valley organized 
cultiu«-oriented events, which 
have gone a long way in correcting 
their image. As a consequence, the 
entire valley has eiyoyed a tourism 
revival. 
(3) Organize familiarization 
tours. Travel writers, journalists, 
travel agents, and tour operators 
greatly influence tourists' deci-
sions. Many tourists choose desti-
nations based on-the advice ex-
tended by such professionals. 
Hence, it is worthwhile for a des-
tination to host selected opinion 
leaders to provide them an oppor-
tunity to ei\joy and experience the 
destination's tourist attractions for 
themselves. Such trips help correct 
misconceptions emd misinforma-
tion. The many segments of a 
destination's travel industry (e.g., 
transportation companies, hotels, 
restauremts, amusement com-
plexes) should cooperate with the 
government agency or chamber of 
commerce sponsoring the familiar-
ization visit. Upon their return 
these opinion influencers may 
write realistic articles and extend 
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first-hand advice to their cUents. 
[The following article on Northern 
Ireland resulted from just such a 
familiarization expedition.—£d.] 
Such publicity can influence 
tourists' destination selections 
considerably. 
The U.S. Travel and Toiuism 
Administration has been using 
familisuization tours to good effect 
for the last few years to minimize 
the damage done to the image of 
Washington, D.C., by the negative 
publicity in the mass media (e.g., 
drug capital, murder capital). As a 
result of a concerted effort, the flow 
of international tourists to Wash-
ington, D.C., has continued 
unabated. 
' (4) Use selective promotion. 
Travelers consider going to a 
destination when their positive 
perceptions outweigh the negative 
ones. After an initial screening, the 
travelers choose a destination 
based on myriad factors. The trick 
for marketers is to pxish the 
positive aspects and downplay the 
negative ones in all promotional 
information and advertising. The 
problem with advertising, however, 
is that people are skeptical of its 
messages. 
Image advertising, then, should 
select the most favorable aspects of 
a destination (those that cannot be 
disputed) and promote them. To 
return to the case of Utah's mar-
keting problem in California, the 
Utah TVavel Ckjuncil took this 
approach. They commissioned 
known and respected travel writers 
from the target market to write 
copy for brodiures, portraying the 
realities and dispelling misconcep-
tions. The write-ups were supple-
mented by photographs taken by 
well-known professional photogra-
phers. The brochures developed in 
this manner were inserted in 
publications widely read in Califor-
nia {e.g., New Yorker, Better Homes 
and Gardens, Travel Holiday). By 
correcting negative impressions, 
the insert contributed to an in-
crease in tourist arrivals. 
(5) Bid to host international 
travel and tourism conventions. 
International travel and tourism 
organizations are always looking 
for new venues for their annual 
conventions. Agencies representing 
a destination's government, backed 
by its travel industry, should lobby 
with these organizations to host a 
future convention. Members of 
such organizations as the Interna-
tional Hotel and Motel Association 
(IHA), Americ£m Society of Travel 
Agents (ASTA), World Federation 
of Travel Agents (WFTA), and the 
International Society of Travel 
Writers (lATW) generally take 
time to tour the destination when 
tiiey attend their conventions. Such 
direct experience helps the destina-
tion sell itself. Moreover, operators 
of local travel attractions are able 
to establish contacts with their 
international counterparts. 
India's Department of Tourism 
used this tactic when the nation 
suffered considerably from a 
negative image. In fall 1988, New 
Delhi successfully hosted the ASTA 
convention. Since that time, tourist 
Eu-rivals fit)m most markets, 
particularly North America, have 
increased.* The reason for the 
increase is the phenomenon I have 
pointed out before—^namely, travel 
agents greatiy influence tourists' 
opinions. In summer 1991, India 
will strike again by hosting the 
annual Tourism Policy Forum of 
George Washington University. 
The conference, co-sponsored by 
the United Nations and the World 
Tourism Organization, is expected 
to draw intemationedly acclaimed 
tourism experts from around the 
world. If the conference goes well, 
the experience will correct negative 
'For a further discussion of India's policies to 
increase tourism, see: Chekitan S. Dev and 
Samir Kuckreja, Tourism in India: Growth and 
Opportunity," The Cornell Hotel and Restaurant 
Administration Quarterly, 30, No. 2 (August 
1989), pp. 70-75. 
impressions in the delegates' 
minds. 
(6) Take advantage of a negative 
image. In exceptional cases, a 
negative image can be a positive 
motivator for tourists instead of 
being a deterrent. The most 
striking example of this phenom-
enon is the Soviet Union, which 
has long held a negative image for 
U.S. travelers. Despite the weak-
nesses of its tourism infrastructure 
and its former image as the "evil 
empire," travelers from the United 
States constitute one of the laiigest 
groups of tourists to the U.S.S.R. 
Evidently, curiosity about this 
once-forfoidden nation has been a 
major motivating factor for these 
visitors. Likewise, tourists have, in 
some cases, flodced to the scenes of 
natural or man-made disasters 
after the danger is past to see the 
results. Of all the strategies, this is 
the most diflicult for destination 
marketers, but it has been success-
ful in specialized cases. A notewor-
thy recent appUcation of the idea 
wsis the centennial celebration of a 
flood that devastated Johnstown, 
Pennsylvania, in 1889. The 1989 
commemoration of that flood was 
an occasion for a year-long series of 
tourist events. While Johnstown 
itself may not have carried a 
negative perception, reminding 
tourists of a flood is definitely a 
"contrarian" strategy, but one that 
was successfril. 
Stay Positive 
Without question, the best 
destination marketing strategy is 
to have and maintain a positive 
image in the first place. But if your 
marketing studies have turned up 
negative attitudes among travelers 
in your target market, you should 
consider one of the first five tactics 
suggested here. The effort required 
in correcting a negative destination 
image can be considerable, but the 
reward in terms of traveler arrivals 
is well worth the effort. D 
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The influence of the 
components of a state's 
tourist image on product 
positioning strategy 
ZafarU.Aluned 
The image of a tourist destination must 
be tlioroughly investigated before pro-
duct positioning attempts are under-
talcen. Components of a state's tourist 
image for tlie state of Utah were identi-
fied using factor analysis. Four main 
components of a state's tourist image 
and three independent variabies 
emerged. Furtlier anaiysis reveaied that 
wKhin components, two popuiation 
cfnracteristics, amount of touring ex-
perience in the state of destination, and 
region of primary residence, signifi-
cantiy affected image scores. Destina-
tion martieting efforts tlierefore need to 
reflect regionai image differences wrtien 
positioning a state's tourism pro-
duct(s). Though this study relates to 
stales in the USA transferability of its 
observations to other tourist destina-
tions is quite feasible. 
The author is Associate Professor of 
Marketing, Department of Business Admi-
nistration, Minot Slate Univefsity, Minot, 
ND 58701. USA. 
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'An image is the mental construct developed by the consumer on the 
basis of a few selected impressions among the flood of total impressions. 
It comes into being through a creative process in which selected 
impressions are elaborated, embellished and ordered'.' As consiuners, 
tourists develop images of everything at a destination. However, 
tourists also form 'selected impressions', in that they attend to the 
information that is most closely tied to their own personal interests. It is 
not what tourists as consumers know as objective fact, but what they 
'think' or 'feel' subjectively about a state as a vacation destination, its 
tourism resources, its touristic services, the hospitality of its hosts, its 
sociocultural norms, and its rules and regulations, which affects their 
consumer behaviour. Thus a state's tourist image is tourists' mental 
picture of a particular state. A given image is what tourists as buyers 
'see' and 'feel' when the state or its attractions come to mind as a place 
suited for the pursuit of leisure. 
Williams suggests that human behaviour is grounded in need recogni-
tion and fulfilment, but that perception is the initiator of behaviour and 
the process by which we intepret our surroundings.^  How people behave 
depends to a great extent on how they perceive the world around them.-' 
Hence, an understanding of behaviour depends upon an understanding 
of perception. An image as a persp>ective constitutes the matrix through 
which a person perceives his or her environment.'* 
Successful destination marketing depends largely on the way consum-
ers perceive product(s) and the marketing stimuli designed to promote 
the product(s). A strong and clear state tourist image can increase 
consumer confidence in its tourist attractions and consumer predisposi-
tion to purchase them. 
A state's touristic product image(s) as perceived by its actual and 
potential visitors plays an important role in determining its competitive-
ness as a tourist destination. There is appreciable evidence that a state's 
image influences a tourist's decision making process when he/she 
considers alternative destinations for touring experiences.^ Discovering 
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existing perceptions about a state may provide valuable insights to 
destination marketing strategists, particularly if perceptual differences 
exist. Recognition of existing images can help identify factors contribut-
ing to the success or failure of product positioning efforts. As a 
consequence, states can reposition themselves to improve or change 
touristic product image(s) in their respective target markets in order to 
enhance their competitive edge. 
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Dynamics of product positioning 
Positioning is detecting or developing product attributes which are 
expected to establish a competitive advantage and, may therefore, be 
transformed into valuable arguments and appeals in advertising.^  Thus a 
product's position is the result of a complex set of cpnsumer percep-
tions, impressions, and feelings which tourists as consumers have for the 
product(s) as compared with competing product(s). 
Perceptions are probably more important to positioning than attri-
butes. Positioning involves determining how consumers perceive the 
marketer's product(s) and also developing and implementing marketing 
strategies to achieve the desired market position. By managing the 
marketing planning process, it is possible for a tourist destination to 
move towards a position of status rather than low price. Positioning can 
alter the perception of the destination to that of a special attraction, 
which cannot be found elsewhere. Once a destination builds an image 
through right positioning of having a special attraction, tourists perceive 
added value for the product(s). This can culminate in a destination 
being perceived as fashionable, because tourists want to be associated 
with the status which the destination has developed by virtue of the 
different positioning of its image.' 
Overall image versus components 
An interesting issue, and one constantly faced by destination marketing 
strategists, is what the components of a state's tourism image are. 
Related to that issue, however, is a question of even more importance 
for marketing strategists: how do different people perceive the various 
components? What people think about a state's touristic product 
image(s) is extremely important because people react to what they think 
rather than fact. 
As image research progresses, diverse techniques are being employed 
to delineate image components and gradually reactions by various 
segments to an overall touristic image are becoming clearer. For 
example, it is generally recognized that each tourist possesses a unique 
set of variable features which influences his/her style and pattern of 
perceptions. Past touring experience in a given state and residence in a 
particular geographical region are two of the major variables which have 
been associated with perception variances with respect to a state's 
touristic product image(s). However, recognizing that perceptions of an 
overall image and its components may differ is the first step in the 
development of a product positioning strategy. Noted differences allow 
for the refinement of positioning efforts. 
Put differently, it would be reasonable to assume that, while analysing 
the pros and cons of different states' images, tourists classify states' 
tourism environments in ways relating to their leisure pursuits. Two 
general conclusions can be drawn. 
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# People respond to various components of a state's image different-
ly; and 
# Different people respond to different components. 
It is necessary for a destination to decide what clientele it wishes to 
attract by strategically positioning the image of its product(s) to the right 
target market. 
Literature review 
Much has been written in the contemporary tourism literature about the 
dynamics of tourists' consumer behaviour.* Image has also been the 
focus of recent research studies.' 
Gunn, while propounding one of the most widely known image 
models in the tourism literature, has postulated that a tourist's consum-
er behaviour process is a multiphased rather than a single-stage process, 
with the touring experience having seven phases:'" 
1. accumulation of mental images about vacation experiences; 
2. modification of those images by further information; 
3. decision to make a vacation trip; 
4. travel to the destination; 
5. participation at the destinatibn; 
6. return travel; and . 
7. new accumulation of images based on the experience. 
Gunn asserts that the seven steps of tourists' consumer behaviour 
process involve a constant building and modification of images. He 
argues that the first three phases of his model are the most important in 
the tourist consumer behaviour process because a tourist's image is 
generally very resistant to change once it has been formed. Gunn 
emphasizes that a tourist destination's image evolves out of two 
processes, called 'organic' and 'induced'. Unsolicited mass media com-
munications appearing in magazines, newspapers, books, radio and TV 
programmes, geography books, fiction and non-fiction literature consti-
tute the organic component of a state's tourist image. Strategic promo-
tion of a state's tourist attractions by its destination promotion entities 
form the induced aspect of a state's tourist image. 
In most cases, a tourist destination/state can do little about changing 
its organic image but can to a large extent change an induced image 
through positioning efforts. Gunn therefore recommends that the end 
goal of image building endeavour should be modification(s) of the 
induced image. This view of destination image change has been 
supported by subsequent empirical studies." Evidence is available that 
advertising, as one of the most important tools of promotion-mix, plays 
a key role in image enhancement.'^ While experimenting with percep-
tual maps constructed by using smallest space analysis. Perry et al found 
that Canada as a tourist destination for Israelis underwent an 'image 
change' as a result of advertising.'^ 
Stronger evidence can be found in before/after visitation studies. 
Although only a few of these studies have been conducted, significant 
image changes were noted for groups of tourists administered pre- and 
post-image surveys.'* However, one must be careful in assuming that 
any image change is permanent as other research indicates that percep-
tual change as a result of a recent stimulus may over time revert.'^ 
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Longitudinal studies are needed to address this reversion sometimes 
referred to as 'regression to the mean'. 
Another means of testing organic and induced differences involves 
the investigation of image based on geographical area of residence. 
Prior research has supported the fact that people from different 
geographical areas have disparate images of a single destination.^^ 
Past research has underscored the importance of state image in the 
tourist site selection process." However, in spite of the preponderance 
of tourist product image research, researchers are not unanimous in 
identifying the components of a state's tourist image. Generally identi-
fied items or bundles are compared to other destinations for product 
evaluation/positioning purposes.'* 
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Study objectives 
Investigation into image variances can lead to a positioning that 
captures a greater share of the tourism market. Gartner and Hunt 
observed that 'areas without an image base only guess where their 
product is positioned and in actuality may reposition their product into 
direct com[>etition with another area.'" The major objectives of this 
research were therefore: 
# To identify the components of a state's tourist image as they are 
organized in the minds of existing and potential tourists. 
# To investigate differences in components by examining differences 
in responses to state image components based on amount of touring 
experience in a destination state; and investigating differences in 
responses to state image components based on geographic region of 
residence. 
Methodology 
Data for this study were collected using an eight-page questionnaire, 
which required 30-40 minutes to complete. Accompanying the ques-
tionnaire were a cover letter providing general instructions and a 
postpaid return envelope. A mail survey research instrument was 
preferred over other methods because of the desired sampling size and 
the constraints of time, travel and cost. 
The questionnaire was designed to reach a broad range of potential 
tourists across the country. To maximize diversity, this study surveyed 
people in most states, because it was felt that diversity and variety would 
allow for a comprehensive examination of the image issues to be 
investigated. 
Six thousand questionnaires were sent to a random sample of 
households in six arbitrarily determined regions of the USA. (The 
breakdown of these regions is shown in Table 1.) These regions were 
delineated on the basis of input received from the contracting agency, 
the Utah Travel Council. 
Once the regions were established, a sampling frame using population 
as a base was utilized. Because the survey was based on market area and 
population, and because of the need to assure randomness, some states 
were not surveyed. The states excluded from the survey were Wyoming, 
Rhode Island, Virginia, Mississippi, Alaska, Hawaii and, obviously, 
Utah. 
The Commercial Atlas and Marketing Guide, published by Rand-
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T«bl« 1. The alx ragions chosMi (or study. 
Region 1 CalHomia 
Region 2 Northwest 
(Washington, Oregon) 
Region 3 Intermounlain West 
(Arizona, Colorado, idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico) 
Region 4 Midwest 
(Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Netx-aska, North 
Dalcota, South Dakota, Wisconsin) 
Region 5 East 
(ConnectKut, Delaware, Washington DC, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Ohk), Pennsylvania, Vermont West Virginia) 
Regions South 
(Alabama, Arkansas, Fkxkla, Georgia, Lx>uisiana, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas) 
McNally, was used to identify market areas ranked according to 
maximum population. The largest market area had a maximum popula-
tion of 15 million, whereas the smallest had a maximum population of 
SO 000. Ideally, the exact papulation of each market area would be used 
in the formula, but since this was unknown, the maximum market area 
population was used to determine the number of questionnaires to be 
distributed. The formula employed was: 
Market area population x 1000 
Population of region 
Market areas for egch region were randomly selected, entered into the 
formula and the number of questionnaires to be sent to each market 
area computed. This procedure allowed for market areas with larger 
populations to receive more questionnaires than those with small 
populations. The random selection of market areas was repeated until 
1000 questionnaires had been mailed to the region. This process yielded 
144 tourist markets to which a total of 6000 questionnaires were mailed. 
A total of 1782 (30%) usable questionnaires were returned. Because of 
the low response rate, a post test to identify bias was conducted. Three 
key questions were selected and 5% of non-respondents were contacted 
by telephone and asked to answer the questions. Analysis of responses 
revealed no discernible non-response bias. This technique was a mod-
ified reverse process of the front-end technique used for years by the 
Institute of Outdoor Recreation and Tourism at the Utah State Uni-
versity in their tourism studies and later reported by Gartner and 
Hunt.^ 
In order to identify and explore the components of Utah's tourist 
image, a factor analysis was performed on 22 bipolar adjective Likert-
type questions contained in the questionnaire. These 22 questions 
elicited responses on the impressiveness of Utah's national parks, state 
parks, national forests, historical sites, sightseeing, skiing, boating, 
hunting, fishing, camping, cities, culture, shopping, museums, sym-
phony orchestra, shows, night clubs and night life. Perceptions regard-
ing the receptiveness of residents to tourists, the restrictiveness of state 
liquor laws and about winter and summer temperatures were also 
obtained. Selected items were based on Hunt's earlier study on Utah's 
tourist image and were believed to represent important activities, 
^Ibid. attractions and geosocial characteristics of Utah's tourism product 
i r U n V b S r ^ ' o "di'si'S;". S •"«• ' ' '^^ ' i r »•«" construction was done in such a way that weights 
orado Stale University, Fort Collins, CO, w^re assigned to each point on the scale, with a value of one represent-
1971. ing the highest positive impression and five the highest negative 
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Table 2. Results of rotated factor nutrix of factor analysis. 
Vnlables 
Receptiveness 
Winter temperature 
Summer temperature 
Liquor laws 
National parks 
State parks 
Cities 
Natranal toresis 
Historical sites 
Camping 
Sightseeing 
Culture 
Skiing 
Night life 
Boating 
Hunting 
Fishing 
Shopping 
Shovvs 
Nightclubs 
Museums 
Syrnphony orch^tra 
Factor 1 
0.31 
0.06 
0.09 
0.05 
0.83 
0.81 
0.42 
0.76 
0.69 
0.48 
0.55 
0.20 
0.26 
0.12 
0.14 
0.18 
0.20 
0,07 
0.07 
0.05 
0.15 
0.01 
Factors 
-0.04 
0.10 
-0.10 
0.10 
0.20 
0.19 
0.02 
0.27 
0.11 
0.S6 
0.35 
0.13 
0.56 
0.25 
0.74 
0.85 
0.87 
0.15 
0.09 
0.08 
0.09 
0.07 
Factors 
0.37 
-0.11 
-0.04 
0.32 
0.05 
0.04 
0.50 
0.01 
0.29 
0.07 
0.31 
0.56 
0.24 
0.15 
0.10 
0.02 
0.03 
0.57 
0.45 
0.18 
0.73 
0.75 
Factor 4 
0.20 
-0.02 
-0.02 
-0.64 
-0.04 
0.10 
017 
0.11 
0.11 
0.03 
0.01 
0.35 
-0.17 
0.71 
0.23 
0.10 
0.09 
0.26 
0.65 
0.79 
0.14 
0.06 
Factors 
0.35 
0.47 
-0.55 
-0.21 
-0.12 
-0.13 
0.26 
0.05 
0.13 
0.05 
0.12 
0.27 
0.04 
0.20 
0.09 
0.11 
0.08 
-0.33 
-0.29 
-0.17 
-0.04 
-0.09 
impression. As numerical values increase, the image is viewed as less 
impressive. 
Factor analysis was used to detect and examine patterns in the data, 
thereby rearranging and reducing them to a smaller set of factors/ 
components. These may then be taken as source of the primary 
variables, which account for the observed interrelationships in the data. 
The only method of factor analysis used was principal components 
analysis (PCA). This used Varmimax Rotation (Kaiser normalization) 
with an eigen value of 1.00. The examination of group differences for 
components was accomplished by analysis of variance (ANOVA) and a 
least significant difference test (LSD). 
Results 
The rotated factor matrix initially produced five factors with eigen 
values greater than one (see Table 2). However, to interpret the 
meaning of the factors, only variables with loading of 0.37 or above 
were grouped together. Consequently, four factors and three individual 
independent items emerged (see Table 3). Similarities in variable 
Table 3. Components of Utah's tourist Image as yielded by composite factor anatysis. 
Factor 1: paries 
National parks 
State parks 
Natkxial forests 
Historical sites 
Sightseeing 
Factor 3: culture 
Symphony orchestra 
Museum 
Shopping 
Culture 
Cities 
Receptiveness o( resklents 
0.83 
0.81 
0.76 
0.69 
0.55 
0.75 
0.73 
0.67 
0.56 
0.50 
0.37 
Independent Items 
Lk^uorlaws 
Summer temperature 
Winter temperature 
Factor 2: activity 
Fishing 
Hunting 
Boating 
Skiing 
Camping 
Factor 4: niglit life 
Night ckJbs 
Night IHe 
Shows 
-0.64 
-0.55 
0.47 
0.87 
0.85 
0.74 
0.56 
0.56 
0.79 
0.71 
0.65 
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Tabia 4. Result* of reliability analysis. 
Factors 
1. Part(s 
2. Activity 
3. Culture 
4. Night life 
Alpha 
0.85 
0.83 
0.72 
0.75 
Interitem 
correlation mean 
0.52 
0.50 
0.30 
0.50 
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loadings led to the factors being named parks, activity, culture and night 
life. The three independent variables were liquor laws, summer and 
winter temperatures. An overall image score was also retained in order 
to investigate group differences against as well as for each factor 
component. 
In order to further test the cohesiveness of the identified factors, a 
reliability analysis was performed, using Cronbach's alpha and average 
interitem correlation as criteria. This was carried out to identify the 
variation over an indefinitely large number of independent, repeated, 
trial and error measurements. The results of the analysis are given in 
Table 4. 
The criterion chosen for alpha was 0.70; with the interitem correlation 
mean it was 0.50. The only exception made was for the interitem 
correlation mean for culture, which was 0.30. This was weak, but was 
retained because of its reasonably strong alpha of 0.72. 
Amount of touring experience 
When image scores for visitors and non-visitors were subjected to an 
analysis of variance, it was revealed that perceptions were generally 
more favourable for those who had previously visited Utah. The overall 
tourist image as well as that for the components - parks, culture, night 
life and liquor laws - all showed statistically significant (0.0001 level of 
probability) differences in the positive direction when comparing visi-
tors to non-visitors. Only the components activity and winter tempera-
tures showed no significant differences between groups. It should be 
noted that numerical differences which resulted in statistically signifi-
cant differences were quite small. This is because the responses cluster 
around three points on the scale rather than the five or in some cases 
seven. Data were subjected to a normality test and found to be normally 
distributed.^ The tests for significant differences were therefore valid 
(see Table 5). 
^^^Thomas A. Ryan Jr, Brian L. Joiner and 
Barbara F. Ryan, Minitab Sttxient Hand-
book, Auxbury Press, Boston, MA, 1982. 
Region of primary residence 
Analysis of variance results on image scores for people residing in 
different geographical regions revealed that there were statistically 
significant differences for each image component (with the exception of 
night life) at the 0.0001 level of probability. For the night life compo-
nent, there was a statistical difference at the 0.0002 level of probability 
(see Table 6). 
Table 5. Effect ol amount of touring experience In Utah on people's perceptians as revealed by 
analysis of variance. 
Overall image 
Parks 
Activity 
Culture 
Night Kfe 
Winter temperature 
Summer temperature 
Liquor laws 
Frequency of response (n) 
Percentage 
VIslton 
(mean) 
2.43 
2.00 
2.35 
2.50 
3.37 
3.90 
3.56 
3.96 
923 
51.8% 
Non-visitors 
(mean) 
2.52 
2.19 
2.38 
2.65 
3.25 
3.92 
3.46 
3.56 
859 
48.2% 
Level of 
signlficanoe 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.3371 
0.0000 
0.0001 
0.5101 
0.0065 
0.0000 
1782 
100% 
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Note: * Regions are defined in Table 1. 
Table 6. The effect of region of residence on 
variance. 
Overall image 
Parks 
Activity 
Culture 
Night Ufe 
Winter tennperature 
Summer temperature 
Liquor laws 
Frequency of responses (n) 
Percentage (%) 
Regions (means) 
1 
2.42 
1.98 
2.21 
2.59 
3.42 
4.10 
3.51 
4.08 
306 
17.17 
2 
2.53 
2.23 
2.56 
2.55 
3.34 
3.89 
3.82 
3.87 
370 
20.76 
people' 
1 
3 
2.40 
2.01 
2.25 
2.48 
3.29 
3.82 
3.37 
3.98 
325 
18.24 
1 perceptions as revealed by analysis of 
4 
2.47 
2.06 
2.43 
2.52 
3.20 
3.74 
3.47 
3.55 
283 
15.88 
5 
2.56 
2.17 
2.39 
2.70 
3.38 
3.88 
3.47 
3.69 
295 
16.55 
6 
2.45 
2.04 
2.31 
2.60 
3.22 
4.11 
3.31 
3.56 
203 
11.40 
Level Of 
significance 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0002 
0.0000 
0.0000 
00000 
Total 
1782 
100 
When each region was subjected to a least significant difference 
(LSD) test, it was found that for the overall image, respondents from 
Region 3 (Intermountain West) were most impressed with Utah, 
whereas respondents from Region 5 (East) were least impressed. 
Region 3 respondents (Intermountain West) were also not impressed 
with the component culture and did not score the lowest for any 
component. Region 1 respondents (California) gave the highest ratings 
to the components parks and activity, and the lowest to night life and 
liquor laws. Region 4, Midwest, respondents scored highest for compo-
nents night life, winter temperature and liquor laws. Other noticeable 
differences were discovered and can be found in Table 7. 
Due to the likelihood that previous visitation and region of residence 
are related (ie persons having lived closer to Utah are more likely to 
have visited it), a two-way analysis of variance was performed on the 
two variables. Results indicated that there was no statistical significance 
between degree of previous visitation to Utah and geographic residence. 
The only exception was for the independent variable summer tempera-
ture; thus the incidence of a previous visit and geographical residence 
did not act together to influence perceptions (see Table 8). 
Discussion and marketing implications 
Study results indicate that a touristic destination image has distinct 
components. These components are perceived differently by groups and 
deserve special attention when product positioning efforts are under-
taken. An overall image assessment is inadequate to assess the effective-
ness of product positioning strategies. Of even more importance, 
however, is the evidence which indicates the existence of separate and 
measurable organic and induced image factors. In this study it was 
Nolo: * Regions are defined in Table 1. 
Table 7. SumnMry of significant results 
Overall image 
Parte 
Activity 
Culture 
Night life 
WirAer temperature 
Summer temperature 
Liquor laws 
(Wami) 
(Cool) 
(Liberal) 
using LSD tests 
Region 
most 
impressed 
3 
1 
1 
3 
4 
4 
6 
4 
(geographic regions 1 to 6).* 
(Cool) 
(Hot) 
(Restrictive) 
Region 
least 
Impressed 
5 
2 
2 
5 
1 
6 
2 
1 
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Table 8. Combined effects of amount of touring experience in Utal) and region of origin on 
people's perceptions 
Overall Image 
Partes 
Activity 
Culture 
Night life 
Winter temperature 
Summer temperature 
Uquor laws 
as shown 
Main 
effects 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
by two-way analysis of variance. 
Experience 
0.000 
0.000 
0.569 
0.000 
0.001 
0.333 
0.126 
0.000 
ftoglon 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.001 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
Two-way 
Interactions 
0.169 
0.101 
0.267 
0.465 
0.500 
0.213 
0.048 
0.550 
Eta 
experience 
0.11 
0.16 
0.02 
0.14 
0.09 
0.02 
0.06 
0.17 
Eta 
region 
0.14 
0.15 
0.19 
0.13 
0.12 
0.19 
0.22 
0.23 
found that people who had travelled to a tourist destination held 
significantly different views of many of the image components from 
non-visitors. Visitation is classified as an experience leading to the 
formation of a truly organic image. From this one result it may be 
concluded that an organic image, with its own separate and distinct 
cognitive form, does exist. 
The analysis performed on region of residence also tends to support 
the existence of separate organic and induced factors. Significant 
differences were noted on image component scores based on region of 
residence. People from Region 1, California, for instance, were general-
ly more impressed with the image components (parks and activity) 
which have formed the historical basis of Utah's tourism promotional 
campaigns. California has also received the most marketing attention 
from the State of Utah. The Los Angeles and San Diego districts in 
Southern California have been considered primary markets for Utah 
tourism. This, therefore, suggests the existence of an induced image. It 
is recognized that this argument is weak as no supporting evidence (ie 
percentage of total promotional expenditures dedicated to the above 
markets, content analysis of promotions etc) is presented; but such 
evidence as exists, supports the idea of an induced image. 
There are practical implications for this line of investigation. As was 
shown in this study, a state's touristic product image has separate 
components. Marketing strategists need to identify those components, 
determine the importance of each one for positioning purposes and 
analyse how the target market(s) views each component. For example, 
if the positioning of recreational activities as a tourism product in Utah 
is given high priority, the strategy would probably be unsuccessful, 
unless major activity products were added to the mix. Study results 
indicate that the organic image (that held by previous visitors) is not 
significantly different from the induced image (that held by non-visitors) 
for the component activity (see Table 3). It would appear that attempt-
ing to raise an induced image above the organic would lead to 
unrealized expectations once trips were taken and that the resulting 
process of image reformation would have negative consequences. 
Marketing dollars would be better spent on image components (ie 
parks, culture) with a stronger organic than induced rating. 
The information contained in this paper can also be used to identify 
the effectiveness of positioning attempts for new target markets. The 
process would involve an assessment of what advantages the destination 
has over the environment of new target market. The next step would be 
to identify destination image strengths and weaknesses pre-existing in 
the new target market. The most obvious strategy is to match strength 
with strength. For example Region 6, South, rates summer temperature 
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in Utah as cool, and coolness may well be lacking in the respondents' 
region of residence. Utah, with its variations in altitude, has highly 
scenic areas with moderate summer temperatures in the north; these can 
form the basis of a positioning effort in the southern market. The 
positioning would have to be supplemented by other strengths but the 
basis of an effective campaign based on image strengths identified 
regionally and also on previous touring experience can help correctly 
position touristic product offerings. 
Image assessment alone will not guarantee success in new markets as 
other variables (ie access, economic distance etc) may be more import-
ant in the tourist's overall decision making process. However, once 
target markets are identified, success depends on the development of a 
correct product positioning strategy, and the type of analysis presented 
in this papcT could help accomplish that objective. 
While setting its positioning strategy, the destination should look at 
its competitive strengths and weaknesses compared to those of competi-
tors and select a position in which it can attain a strong competitive 
advantage. Once a destination has chosen a position, it must take steps 
to communicate and deliver the position to target markets. All of the 
destination's marketing mix efforts must support the chosen positioning 
strategy. It is imperative for a state to identify, through image analysis, 
whether the attitudes and perceptions of tourists need to be altered 
through product improvement or product positioning or both. 
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Teaching International Cross-Cultural 
Diversity to Hospitality & Tourism Students 
By Franklin B. Ktohn andZafar U. Ahmed 
T he growing internationalization ol ttie tiospitality and tourism industry has created a demand for executives specializing in developing, 
'managing and marketing enterprises in all types 
of global economic environments. In contem-
porary international business environments, 
U,S. hospitality and tourism corporations such 
as Holiday Inn, American Airlines, Kentucky 
Fried Chicken, and Avis Car Rental can be 
found the world over. Working overseas in 
diverse cultures often offers challenges and 
opportunities to specialized international 
hospitality and tourism executives. 
Experts have predicted that, by the year 
2000, multinational corporations will control 
approximately half the world's assets (Duiek et 
al., 1991). Such a scenario will undoubtedly 
increase opportunities for hospitality and 
tourism executives to interact and communicate 
with foreigners and other people who work for 
"foreign" companies. 
Globally acclaimed international executives 
^have often accentuated the need for recognizing 
non-verbal communication as the primary 
means by which people communicate cultural 
expectations in different countries around the 
world. Many cultural misunderstandings and 
disputes develop because ol non-verbal 
communication differences between the United 
States and other nations of the world (Hall. 
1959; Kim, 1988; Kim & Gudykunst, 1987; 
Franklin B. Krohn. Ph.D., is a professor in the 
Departmenl of Business Administration at the 
State University of New York College at 
Fredonia Zafar U. Ahmed, Ph.D., is an 
associate professor in the Department of 
Business Administration at Minot State 
University, in North Dakota. 
Figure 1 
Arrangement of High- and Low-Context Cultures 
High 
Context i 
Low 
Context t 
Chinese 
Korean 
Japanese 
Vietnamese 
Arab 
Greek 
Spanish 
Italian 
English 
North American 
Scandinavian 
Swiss 
German 
Source: BeyondCultureby Edward T. Hall, 1976, Garden City, N.Y.: Anchor Press/Doubleday. 
"How Cultures Collide" by Edward T. Hall, Psychology Today July 1976, pp. 67-74. 
Singer. 1987). Thus, many promising 
international business relationships fail to 
develop because of cultural misunderstandings 
caused by inappropriate non-verbal cues (Hall. 
1960). Consequently, familiarization with 
cultural expectations and their accompanying 
non-verbal communication cues would appear 
to be an important step for an international 
executive prior to making contact with people in 
other countries. One must recognize the type of 
culture when engaging in international 
business, and then engage in the appropriate 
behavior in dealing with foreign nationals 
(DuIek et al., 1991). Business literature is full 
of examples of deals collapsing because of poor 
communication on the part of U.S. executives 
(Ricks. 1983). 
The term "non-verbal communication" is 
often misinterpreted by those unfamiliar with all 
its subtleties. Knapp (1972, pp. 20-21) defined 
non-verbal communication as "all human 
communication events which transcend spoken 
or written words." He divided those events into: 
(1) body motion. (2) physical characteristics, 
(3) touching behavior. (4) paralanguage—vocal 
qualities and vocalizations, (5) proxemics 
["generally considered to be the study of man's 
use and perception of his social and personal 
space." (Knapp, 1972. p. 7)]. (6) artifacts, and 
(7) environment. Communication scholars 
agree that non-verbal communication is most 
successful between and among people of 
similar demographic and cultural characteris-
tics. However, when those characteristics vary, 
communication barriers often occur. As 
technology and world cooperation make for 
increased intercultural interaction, the likelihood 
of misunderstandings also increases. Interna-
tional business settings have increasingly 
become the focal point for examination of such 
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nisunderstandings (Barna, 1971; Klopf, 1987; 
^icks, 1983; Van Zandt, 1970). 
Hall (1976), while evaluating the role ol 
:ommunication in international business 
Jealings, divided the world's cultures into two 
Droad categories: high- and low-context 
:ulfures. Those cultures in which non-verbal 
3lements of communication play a more 
3rominent role than the verbal are called high-
:onlext cultures. In those cultures, the 
:ommunicative elements accompanying the 
i/erbal aspects are considered to be of greater 
importance than the actual words employed. 
Thus, contracts are negotiated more by non-
i/erbal understanding than by negotiation of 
wording. On the other hand, other cultures 
place a much greater emphasis on the spoken 
and written word. In those cultures, business 
contracts are arrived at by negotiating the 
inclusion of the precise and correct words. 
Figure 1 displays a continuum of cultures 
between high-context and low-context. 
Obviously, elements of both verbal and non-
verbal communication are present in all 
cultures, but the distinction between contexts is 
an important one for business executives 
contemplating engaging in intercultural 
communication. 
Inconsistent Messages 
Cultural communication fends to be highly 
ingrained to the point where most people 
respond to non-verbal cues without conscious 
thinking. Furthermore, if the cues are inconsis-
tent, most people will believe the non-verbal 
cues more than the verbal ones (Fast, 1970; 
Mehrabian, 1971; Knapp, 1980). Consequently, 
familiarization with cultural expectations and 
their accompanying non-verbal communication 
cues would appear to be an important step for 
an international executive prior to making 
contact with people in other countries. 
In the United States, extending solemn 
condolences at a funeral while wearing a wide 
smile would likely provoke outrage because the 
verbal condolences would be thought of as 
insincere. A limp handshake, even though 
accompanied with effusive greetings, would be 
viewed negatively. Lack of eye contact despite 
sincere words would be interpreted as 
untrustworthiness. 
Other dimensions of non-verbal communi-
cation can be misinterpreted as well. Eye 
contact, interpersonal distance, clothing, leave-
taking rights, and time-sense can be interpreted 
quite differently in different cultures (Buck, 1984 
& 1988; Gudykunst & Ting-Toomey, 1988). 
What is perfectly appropriate in the United 
States may constitute a serious affront and even 
provoke a violent reaction in other countries. 
An example of ineffective intercultural 
communication would be when an international 
hospitality and tourism executive from the 
United States visits a Saudi business partner to 
convince him to expedite permits for the 
establishment of a tourist resort in Saudi Arabia. 
The Saudi partner offers the American coffee, 
which is politely refused (he had been drinking 
coffee all morning at the hotel while planning 
the visit). The American sits down and crosses 
his legs, exposing the soles of his shoes, 
passes documents to the Saudi partner with his 
left hand, inquires about the Saudi's wife, and 
emphasizes the urgency of getting the needed 
permits. Thus, in a few minutes, the interna-
tional executive from the United States has 
unwittingly offended the Saudi partner five 
times. 
He refused his host's hospitality, showed 
disrespect by displaying the sole of his shoe, 
used his left hand (which is considered rude), 
implied an unintended familial familiarity, and 
displayed impatience with his host. The 
international executive had no intention of 
offending his host and probably was not aware 
of the rudeness of his behavior. The Saudi 
might forgive his American guest for being 
ignorant of local customs, but the forgiven 
international executive is in a weakened position 
for business negotiations and deals. 
Communication Encounters 
Valuable sources of cross-cultural 
information are Cultu^grams(^%S), published 
by the David M. Kennedy Center for Interna-
tional Studies at Brigham Young University in 
Utah. CuHurgramsaie unique four-page 
cultural orientations that briefly describe 
customs, manners, lifestyles, specialized 
information, courtesies, people, geography, and 
sources of additional information for 96 
countries. From the 96 Culturgrams, a sample 
of non-verbal communication behavior has 
been drawn. 
For the purposes of this paper, three non-
verbal communication situations most likely to 
be encountered by international hospitality and 
tourism executives while working abroad are 
discussed. They are: greetings, visiting, and 
gestures. 
Greetings 
A wide variety of behaviors accompany the 
simple act of greeting. In the United States, it is 
customary to give a firm handshake, pump the 
hand according to the degree of warmth felt 
between the two parties, wait for females to 
extend their hands before shaking hands with 
them (at least among older people), show some 
deference to high status and elderly persons, 
stand in the presence of authority, make 
continual but not steady eye contact, etc. Of 
course, regional differences occur as do 
differences among certain ethnic groups 
(Henley, 1977; Montagu, 1971; l^orris, 1972; 
Triandis, 1983). 
Greetings in other countries vary between 
the firm handshake in French Canada to the 
light quick handshake in France and Belgium. 
In Algeria and other Arab nations, people of the 
same sex sometimes greet each other with 
embraces. In Finland, both hands are often 
used in shaking hands, but other physical * 
contact is limited. In Malaysia, only men shake 
hands, and in Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, and other 
Muslim cultures, any physical contact with a 
veiled woman should be avoided. Men don't 
shake hands with women in India as a mark of 
respect to their privacy. However, handshakes 
for both men and women are appropriate in the 
Netherlands. In Tahiti and Brazil, everyone is 
expected to shake hands with everyone else, 
especially in groups of 30 or less. In Iran, 
shaking hands with children is considered a 
means of showing respect and honoring the 
parents. 
While the handshake is nearly a universal 
greeting despite variations in its use, some 
cultures employ different greetings. Oriental 
cultures commonly employ the bow, but there 
are fairly rigid rules concerning who bows to 
whom, when, and how low. In Taiwan, a slight 
bow is appropriate, while kneeling down before 
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the elderly and social superiors is the norm in 
Zambia. In addition, Zambians apply the gentle 
art ot thumb squeezing in their greetings. In 
India and other oriental countries, the common 
greeting involves placing the palms of the 
hands together under the chin, accompanied 
with a slight bow. 
The problem of culturally appropriate non-
verbal communication is compounded in that 
many countries have variations within their 
borders. For instance, differences exist between 
French Canadians and other Canadians, Israeli 
Jews and Israeli Arabs. Indian Muslims and 
Indian Hindus, Algerian customs that combine 
Arab and Gallic traditions, Belgium's north and 
south, American-style openness and British 
reserve in New Zealand, tribes in Zaire and other 
African countries in which local tribal social 
customs differ, and in Singapore where 
greetings differ because of the cultural diversity 
of the people (Chinese, l\^alays and Indian 
descents, etc.). 
Adding to this bewildering complexity of 
greeting behaviors are cultural expectations 
concerning tipping or removing a hat when 
talking with women (Sweden); direct eye contact 
being interpreted as a romantic overture 
(Zambia); loud talking being viewed as rude and 
inappropriate (South Africa, the Netherlands); 
the proper upward flick of the eyebrows when 
greeting in Fiji, and correct interpersonal 
distance which ranges from very close in Brazil, 
Puerto Rico, and Nigeria to more distant in 
England and Scotland. Moving away from close 
interpersonal contact is considered an insult to 
many (Argyle, 1975; Bull, 1983). 
Visiting 
While working abroad, it is likely that 
international executives will be invited into the 
homes of their business associates and 
partners. As with greeting behavior, there is a 
manifold mix of appropriate and potentially 
offensive behavior involved in visiting (Poyatos, 
1983; Wildeblood, 1965). 
Bringing a gift to the host or hostess is 
almost universally accepted behavior. But in 
Saudi Arabia, a gift brought for the veiled wife of 
the host by a visiting male is not considered 
appropriate. Another exception is Zaire, where a 
relationship must first be established before 
bringing a gift. Flowers, candy, or pastries are 
appropriate in Argentina. Flowers or a bottle of 
wine will be appreciated in Australia. American 
products will be especially enjoyed by Soviet 
citizens. Candy, wine, or a small figurine are 
fine gifts in Belgium. Books are especially 
appreciated by Israeli hosts, whereas indig-
enous sweets are appreciated by Indian hosts. 
Some precautions must be taken to avoid 
offending the local residents/tiosts. For 
instance, alcoholic drinks and pork- ham- or 
lard-based products in Muslim countries are 
inappropriate. Chrysanthemums are associated 
with funerals and should be avoided in Belgium, 
Italy and France. Even certain numbers are 
considered bad luck, so there should be an odd 
number of gift items, such as flowers given in 
Austria, Czechoslovakia, and Italy. Some 
cultures consider roses to be a romantic gift 
(France, Hungary, Poland, and Switzerland). 
Flowers are considered as condolences in 
Kenya and Tanzania, and are not considered 
gifts at all in Tonga. 
Most of the world is aware of Western time 
sense and, consequently, expect Westerners to 
be prompt, even though one's own culture may 
be more relaxed about punctuality (see Hall, 
1984). Punctuality is important in Belgium, 
French Canada, Finland, France, Israel, and 
Sweden. Westerners are expected to be 
punctual in Nigeria, Pakistan, and Singapore 
but the local culture is not as rigid. Guests are 
expected to be late in Brazil, Malaysia, and 
Zambia. Arriving early is expected in China. 
Most cultures have a well-defined code for 
giving and receiving compliments. Most Asian 
cultures require the recipient of compliments to 
modestly deny them. In some countries, praise 
for an object in one's home requires the host to 
offer the object to the guest (Greece. Morocco. 
Puerto Rico. Tahiti, Thailand. Tonga). Obvi-
ously, one should be careful about effusive 
praise in those countries. 
There is an intricate complexity of social 
propriety concerning the offering and accep-
tance of food. It is an insult to refuse a host's 
food in Algeria, Ethiopia, Indonesia, and 
Zambia. In Zaire, hosts and hostesses will 
judge the sincerity of guests by the amount they 
eat. 
Shoes are kept on one's feet in most 
Western countries, but are expected to be 
removed before entering a home in Japan, 
China, India, Fiji, Indonesia, Iran, Korea, Mali, 
Samoa, Tahiti, Thailand, and Turkey, However, 
it would be offensive to remove one's shoes 
when visiting in Colombia, and it is especially 
bad mannered to put one's feet on the furniture 
there. 
There are a number of unusual expecta-
tions in certain countries. For instance, it is 
courteous to offer to pay for the use of the 
telephone in an English home. One should wait 
for the host to raise the glass for the lirst sip in 
Finland, Good posture is important when 
sitting in Korea and Hong Kong, A garland of 
flowers may be placed around the neck of a 
guest in an Indian home, but as a sign of 
humility, it should be quickly removed and 
carried in hand. Being invited for 'tea" in 
Lesotho usually includes a full meal. Both 
hands should be left above the table in Mexico, 
and stepping on doorsteps in Thailand is 
considered back luck. 
Gestures 
The use of body gesturing is so universal 
that it seems as if it is natural behavior (Baron & 
Byrne. 1987; Ekman & Friesen, 1971), As will 
be demonstrated, gestures are also strongly 
dependent upon one's home culture (Knapp, 
1972), Hand gestures, head movements, 
shoulder positioning, arm placement, posture, 
leg positions, etc, all convey something 
particular in different cultures (BaumI & Bauml. 
1975), 
Hand gestures can be especially problem-
atic in some countries where some motions with 
the left hand are considered rude (Algeria, Saudi 
Arabia, Sudan, Kenya, Tanzania, and most Near 
Eastern countries). Most finger gestures are 
considered rude in Ireland, Using one's fingers 
to point is frowned upon in many countries 
including Algeria. Austria and Belgium, In 
many countries, pointing at a person is 
especially offensive (El Salvador and Ethiopia), 
More formal cultures proscribe talking with 
someone while having hands in the pockets 
(Austria, Belgium, Finland, Sweden, and 
Switzerland). Pointing with the entire hand is 
permissible in China, Colombia, and Taiwan. 
Pointing at one's head is an insult in Germany 
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and the Netherlands. Extensive tiand gestures," 
however, are the norm in Jamaica. 
Beckoning t)ehavior varies widely. Many 
countries employ a palm-down beckon (China, 
Fiji, Hong Kong, Iran, Portugal, Puerto Rico, 
Singapore, and Taiwan). Only close friends 
may be twckoned in El Salvador and Malaysia. 
In Jamaica, people are beckoned by clapping 
hands or the verbal plosive "psst." 
Head movements are interpreted very 
dillerently among the countries of the world. 
I For instance, the yes-nod and the no-shake of 
the head are reversed in Bulgaria, while head 
motions of any kind should be avoided in 
Sudan. In Iran, an upward tilt of the head 
means "no," while a tilt downward means "yes." 
A twist of the head there means >hat?" In 
Lebanon, a nod indicates "yes," but an upward 
movement of the head or raised eyebrows 
means "no." 
Yawns seem to be viewed negatively by a 
variety of cultures that urge either repression of 
or covering the yawn (Argentina, Chile, 
Colombia, El Salvador, Finland, Japan, Italy, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, New Zealand, 
and Uruguay). Apparently the yawn is 
interpreted as a nearly universal sign of 
boredom or hunger. 
Use of the arms is often interpreted in 
various ways. For instance, folding one's arms 
shows respect in Fiji, but is a sign of arrogance 
' and pride in Finland. Placing a hand under the 
elbow is a non-verbal indication of "stingy" in 
Honduras. 
A common error made by Americans 
overseas is the display of the sole or pointing of 
the foot. People in Iran. Jordan, India, Nigeria, 
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Syria, Thailand, and 
Turkey will consider such display or pointing as 
insulting. 
Gestures that are commonly accepted in 
the United States are often seen as obscene 
elsewhere. For instance, the "V" sign, with the 
palm facing inward, is a vulgar gesture in 
Scotland. Placing the thumb between the index 
and middle finger is offensive in Costa Rica, 
Nicaragua, and Guatemala. The thumbs-up 
sign is an obscene gesture in Australia. 
Pushing one's palm forward with the fingers 
spread is an obscene gesture in Nigeria. And 
slapping the top of a closed fist is a vulgar 
gesture in France. Showing zero or the "0" sign 
by rounding the thumb and finger is a vulgar 
sign in India and Brazil. 
Several unique non-verbal gestures 
include the clasping of hands to indicate strong 
approval in Honduras, grasping one's ears to 
express repentance or sincerity in India, 
wriggling the nose to ask "what's going on?" in 
Puerto Rico, and raising eyebrows to indicate 
"yes" or "I agree" in Tonga. 
Educational Dynamics of 
Cultural Diversities 
The wide variety of intercultural non-verbal 
communication described above poses a 
challenge to hospitality and tourism educators. 
No single course of instruction can adequately 
prepare students for interaction with every 
culture in the world. Nevertheless, educational 
institutions with tourism or hospitality programs 
should consider offering a component on cross-
cultural communication with their International 
Operations course to acquaint future industry 
leaders with the cultural diversity of the world. 
Providing students with the basics in the 
principles of marketing, finance, management, 
and economics is no longer sufficient prepara-
tion for future international executives. The 
cross-cultural communication component 
should be designed to orient and familiarize 
students with the cultural expectations and their 
accompanying non-verbal behavioral manifesta-
tions likely to be experienced in other countries. 
A major concern in internationalizing the 
hospitality and tourism curriculum has been the 
extent to which hospitality and tourism faculty 
have been qualified, interested, and prepared to 
participate in the internationalizing endeavor. 
Planning for an international operations course 
should involve faculty at the earliest stages. 
Professors who believe that their qualifications 
are wanting should be encouraged to attend 
programs provided by professional associations 
such as the Educational Institute of the 
American Hotel & Motel Association. 
Faculty members attending training 
sessions on "Infernafionai Hospitality" offered 
by the Educational Institute of the American 
Hotel and Motel Association at Michigan State 
University can learn what to incorporate in their 
newly developed international operations 
course. Furthermore, they should be urged to 
partake of grant programs to enable them to 
attend international seminars, workshops, or 
courses to enhance their global perspective. 
Leading universities offering hospitality and 
tourism programs should consider offering 
such a course as a part of their faculty develop-
ment etiort during the summer. 
The International Operations course should 
have basically two broad components: (1) 
managerial and (2) operational. The manage-
ment component should focus on international 
management, marketing, finance, economics, 
accounting and legal aspects of engaging in the 
hospitality and tourism business internationally. 
The operations aspect should focus on cross-
cultural preferences in food and beverage 
production and service, housekeeping and 
front-office management. 
The broad objectives of the course should 
be to acquaint hospitality and tourism students 
with the similarities and differences in the 
theories, principles and philosophies of 
managing hospitality and tourism firms in 
different cultural and geographical environ-
ments on one hand, and how to adopt to socio-
cultural differences by changing different 
elements of the hospitality and tourism 
marketing-mix while operating in different 
regions of the world on the other (Chon, 1990). 
However, simply making students awarejjf 
the many differences in intercultural communi-
cation is insufficient. No student, or interna-
tional hospitality and tourism executive for that 
matter, can be certain of future assignments. 
Consequently, the role of hospitality and 
tourism educators is to develop course-work 
that will provide the means by which students 
and alumni become aware of opportunities for 
additional and more precise information about 
specific cultures. 
The Council on Hotel, Restaurant and 
Institutional Education (CHRIE) should consider 
establishing a continuing educational program 
patterned after the Foreign Service Institute that 
was designed to train military and government 
workers tor service overseas. [See Leeds-
Hunwitz (1990) for a brief history of the Foreign 
Service Institute.] Modern technology can be 
employed in the form of written booklets in 
conjunction with videotapes. The subject matter 
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should be designed \o orient and familiarize 
hospitality and tourism executives with the non-
verbal communication and cultural expectations 
of countries in which they are likely to conduct 
business. The booklets and videotapes could 
be made available to CHRIE members at a 
modest cost and could serve as an inducement 
for membership. 
It has been nearly 36 years since Hall 
(1956) exhorted intercultural orientation and 
training for overseas goverrjmer?{ workers; if is 
now time for educators and professional 
associations to recognize the eminent impor-
tance of similar instruction for hospitality and 
.tourism executives. 
Conclusion 
It is readily apparent that the bewildering 
complexity of cross-cultural communication 
around the world poses serious communication 
problems for international hospitality and 
tourism executives. As demonstrated in this 
paper, it is highly desirable for future interna-
tional executives to become avrare of the 
cuKural diversity between the customs in the 
U.S. and other countries where they will likely 
be employed. 
As the world becomes more interdepen-
dent, and as multinational corporations become 
more dependent on foreign earnings — as 
demonstrated by the dominance of the 
hospitality and tourism industry by the 
multinational giants such as Sheraton, 
American Express, McOor?aM's, Avis, United 
Airlines, American Express and Disney—there 
will be a growing concern within the hospitality 
and tourism industry that its executives possess 
worW-wiie cuttmal a'waTesvess. A vas\ mrober 
of employees of these corporations will get the 
opportunity to brighten their careers by working 
overseas. This trend is likely to accelerate as 
more U.S. citizens engage in international 
operations. Hospitality and tourism educators 
must work diligently today to prepare the 
executives of tomorrow. 
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Anatomy of an Occupancy Tax: 
Failure by Omission . , . 
An Application to Regional Tourism 
Franklin B . Krohn, PhD 
Zafar Uddin, PhD 
ABSTRACT. The purpose of this paper Is to describe an attempt to 
institute an occupancy tax to support more aggresshrc tourism devel-
opment and marketing by a regional tourism group. The process by 
which the proposed occupancy tax was introduceo, considered, and 
rejected, is described. It is concluded that the failure of the sup-
porters to adequately maricet the occupancy tax to the public was tne 
turning point in the campaign to have it enacted into law. The paper 
concludes that there are at least four vital stages of strategic market-
ing that must be considered by any group desiring to institute an 
occupancy tax. 
INTRODUCriOS 
The topic of fair and equitable (axes is one that permeates world history 
and that of the United States, as well. From the earliest periods of our 
country's existence, issues of taxation have been of major Importance. 
Even the most recent presidential election attended to the topic of taxation 
resulting in one candidate urging the populace to "read my tips** on the 
issue. Taxation has been and continues to be a vexatious topic. 
During the past 40 years, a number of counties/municipalities have dis-
covered that occupancy taxes are generally supported by their citizens, do 
not stimulate citizen opposition, can be readily collected, and result in 
often sizable revenues. Consequently, occupancy taxes or taxes paid by 
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tourists when residing in a hotel, motel, or other overnight accommoda-
tion at a destination have been adopted by numerous localities, especially 
those near or at popular tourist attractions. Occupancy taxes are com-
monly introduced as a tax on outsiders, and not on local people. The 
revenues raised are often employed for tourism development and market-
ing purposes designed to attract more tourists to a destination. A common 
rationale is that tourists enjoy services and facilities paid for by the local 
people and should justifiably help to pay for them. What little research 
that has been published on the topic suggests that few tourists object to 
occupancy taxes and are often completely unaware of them. In addition, 
there seem to be few negative economic repercussions (Combs & Elledge 
1979). Moreover, the multiplier effect of potential tourist expenditures 
and consequently revenue increases seems to support the levying of occu-
pancy taxes (Hudman & Hawkins 1989). 
Not all experts agree that occupancy taxes are a fair and equitable 
means by which revenues might be raised. Hotel and motel trade associa-
tions traditionally oppose such taxes as inherently unfair to their members 
because responsibility for collection applies only to that segment of the 
tourism industry. In addition, they claim that nearby localities without 
occupancy taxes, acting as competitors, would be favored over them by 
the tourists leading to their economic disadvantage (Mak 1988). 
Regardless of the objections by opponents, most major cities across the 
country and counties in New York that cater to tourists already have occu-
pancy taxes (Tax Review Commission 1984; New York State Comptrol-
ler's Office 1989), and there is no record of such a tax once being imposed 
ever being repealed. Sometimes, occupancy taxes are strongly supported 
by the tourism industry itself provided the entire tax proceeds are used 
exclusively for the development and marketing of tourism services at a 
destination. 
PROLOGUE 
For many years the tourism industry of Chautauqua County, New York, 
has languished in eclipse between the major tourist attractions of New 
York City and Niagara Fails. Located ideally equidistant from several 
major population centers (Buffalo, Cleveland, Pittsburgh), Chautauqua 
County received the majority of their tourists from two distinct market 
segments: (1) those up-scale and cultured people who patronize the worid 
famous Chautauqua Institution, and (2) outdoorsmen, hunters, and nature 
lovers who throng to the area because of the natural beauty of the region 
(Davidson-Peterson Associates 1986). 
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Along with much of the industrialized Northeast, the county has greatly 
suffered from the decline of heavy industry and the uncertainties of agri-
cultural produce. A tourism trade association, the Chautauqua County Va-
cationlands Association (CCVA), is a membership organization com-
prised of businesses engaged in tourism and has been in existence for over 
30 years. During most of that 30 years, the CCVA has attempted to induce 
county government to more adequately support the tourism industry. In 
recent years, they have been successful in having the county pay for their 
administrative costs but have had to rely on local businesses and shared 
funds from New York state to conduct their marketing programs. Such a 
mechanism for support failed to recognize the enormous potential of in-
creased tourism and the consequent increases in economic activity and 
revenue collections. Nevertheless, county government has been extremely 
reluctant to support a more aggressive tourism development and market-
ing program. 
PROCESS 
In late 1988, leaders of CCVA proposed a 3% occupancy tax to finance 
an aggressive tourism development and marketing plan to maximize the 
natural advantages of the county as a tourist destination. During the fol-
lowing months, strong opposition developed primarily from hotel and mo-
tel operators (Hazard 1989). The CCVA countered by engaging the au-
thors to study and report on the economic, marketing, environmental, and 
political ramifications of such a tax. A preliminary draft of the report 
recommended that over half of the projected proceeds should be allocated 
to physical touristic improvements and environmental concerns including 
improved signage, parks, hiking trails, access, boat launching sites, fish-
ing hatcheries, purchase of more public lands, lake water purity, and con-
trol of overdevelopment. The other half of the projected proceeds were to 
be used for administrative expenses and tourism promotion, both inside 
and outside the county. Surprisingly, the major objection to the draft re-
port came from CCVA itself which preferred a much larger share for 
marketing and promotion than was being proposed. After concerted nego-
tiation, the final report recommended that approximately one-third of the 
projected revenues should go toward physical improvement and environ-
mental concerns. Such a change from one-half to only one-third necessi-
tated a ten-year projection to demonstrate how revenues would result in 
significant physical and environmental improvements (Krohn & Uddin 
1989). 
The earlier draft also proposed that the country should eventually de-
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velop ils own Department of Tourism. It was suggested that the Depart-
ment of Tourism should evolve from the present CCVA but deliberately 
was vague on the process. The CCVA perceived a threat to its very future 
existence and strongly urged a deemphasis of the suggestion. While still 
included in the final report, the Department of Tourism recommendation 
was suggested as a long range goal rather than as a specific objective to be 
reached. 
The report was submitted to a county legislative ad hoc committee es-
tablished to examine the proposal. Earlier, the county legislature had re-
quested enabling legislation from the state legislature, which was granted. 
Hence, the ad hoc committee's recommendation to the county legislature 
would be highly influential. The committee was composed of legislators 
known to be on both sides of the issue. The opponents emphasized the 
inappropriateness of county tax money being spent primarily for the bene-
fit of one segment of the business community. Furthermore, they were 
encouraged by the clamorous public opposition of hotel and motel opera-
tors. The proponents stressed the benefits thai would accrue to the public: 
improved physical touristic facilities, improved environmental protection, 
increased economic activity through the multiplier effect of tourists' 
spending, and the inherent fairness of having tourists help to pay for the 
benefits they receive. 
The issue was further complicated by an election campaign in which the 
entire county legislature and county office positions were at stake. 
Wisely, incumbent legislators postponed meaningful action until after the 
election n^d both county executive candidates skillfully supported tourism 
without specifically endorsing the occupancy tax proposal. Several county 
legislature candidates openly supported the tax; several others opposed it 
but the topic never became a major issue primarily because the public was 
relatively uninterested in an issue of taxation of "outsiders." 
Shortly after the November 1989 election, the ad hoc committee made 
its recommendation to the county legislature. In ils recommendations, ihe 
committee supported the tax but with provisions that were clearly objec-
tionable to the CCVA proponents. For Instance, it was recommended ihat 
the marketing and promotion activities on behalf of the tourism industry in 
the county be made available to any agency through public bid. CCVA 
quite correctly perceived that action as a distasteful compromise where its 
very existence could be threatened. For many years, the CCVA had oper-
ated the county tourism marketing and promotion with very limited funds; 
now that more generous funding was a possibility, it would have to com-
pete each year for the right to continue doing so. Most objective observers 
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acknowledged ihat the CCVA had performed admirably with limited 
funds in the past; however, some county legislators viewed the CCVA as a 
"wheeler-dealer" in whom they had no confidence. 
AFTERMATH 
Once the ad hoc committee rendered its recommendations, the CCVA 
was in a double-bind. Continued support of the (now revised) occupancy 
tax proposal would mean that they would be supporting a threat to their 
very existence. The final recommendation also reinstated additional fund-
ing for physical touristic improvements and environmental concerns as 
had been originally proposed in the draft report by the authors, but 
amended under pressure by the sponsor (CCVA). It was likely that the 
revised tax proposal would win a majority of the votes in the county legis-
lature whether by the lame-duck legislature before 1990, or by the newly 
elected county legislature after January 1,1990. It was also likely that the 
new county executive would approve the tax proposal. (The County Exec-
utive, Andrew Goodell, had served as county attorney and was instrumen-
tal in writing the original law. He is a nephew of the late U.S. Senator 
Charles Goodell.) 
The opponents to the tax had exhausted their efforts earlier in the year. 
While some individual hotel and motel operators continued their opposi-
tion, organized efforts expended earlier seemed finished. However, the 
CCVA, recognizing a threat to their future, reversed the support in a sur-
prise move (CCVA 1989). With the prime supporters of the tax reversing 
themselves, it became expedient for county legislative supporters to also 
reverse themselves. Thus, the proposal for a 3% occupancy tax for Chau-
tauqua County was withdrawn. 
EPILOGUE 
An analysis of why the proposal failed reveals deeper problems than the 
apparent reasons. Once the report that highlighted the benefits to the 
county was issued, many opponents moderated their opposition. There 
appeared to be no good reasons to expect the defeat of the proposal. 
Several strategic marketing errors were made in the very beginning. 
First, the CCVA conducted a vote of support of the proposed occupancy 
tax at their annual dinner held in late 1988. Many of their members were 
the hotel and motel operatot^  who subsequently opposed the tax. It is 
likely that a number of those people felt manipulated at having a voice-
vote taken on the proposal at an annual dinner which is usually a social 
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even! wi(h no controversial matters among the members being raised or 
discussed. Shortly after the annua! dfnner, the CCVA Executive Director 
took pride in pointing out that the vote at the dinner was unanimous. What 
is more likely than unanimous consent is that those who might normally 
have voiced opposition to the proposed tax remained silent for social pro-
priety reasons. It is also likely that CCVA lost moral leadership because of 
the so-called "unanimous" vote in favor of the tax. 
CCVA never developed a strategic marketing plan for winning public 
acceptance. During most of the debate, the public was relatively unaware 
or unconcerned. The hotel and motel operators, however, engaged an at-
torney who issued press releases and publicly represented his clients in 
their opposition to the proposed tax. In addition, he conducted a highly 
biased survey which resulted in over 60 hotel and motel operators express-
ing their opposition to the proposed tax. Copies of the completed survey 
results were distributed to each county legislator. The survey results, al-
though clearly the result of leading and loaded questions, nevertheless 
made significant impact upon the county legislators. It is likely that they 
put more credence into the survey results than the contentions of CCVA 
leaders. 
Recognizing that the campaign to win approval of the occupancy tax 
was floundering, CCVA engaged the authors to examine the issue from an 
academic perspective and render recommendations that hopefully would 
counter the arguments presented by the apparently well-organized oppo-
nents. When the first draft of the report was submitted to CCVA officers, 
their response was less than enthusiastic. The recommendations made in 
the report included the creation of a county tourism department and that 
proposed revenues be employed primarily for environmental protection 
and tourism development. CCVA perceived a threat to their own existence 
if a county tourism department were to be established, and believed that 
most of the proposed revenues should be earmarked for marketing pur-
poses. 
Reluctantly, the authors deemphasized the recommendation for a 
county tourism department, and revised figures for greater funding for 
marketing purposes. Unfortunately, the officers of CCVA seemed to be-
lieve that marketing meant only advertising and promotion and not prod-
uct development and consumer satisfaction. 
By the time the revised report was completed, the county legislature ad 
hoc committee had become polarized in their positions. Their ultimate 
recommendation to the entire county legislature was much more similar to 
the original draft of the report (which they never saw) than the final re-
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port. Upon learning that the ad hoc committee had suggested that CCVA 
no longer be considered the only agency to promote county tourism, 
CCVA withdrew its support for the proposed occupancy tax. With the 
prime supporters no longer backing the tax, it was an easy matter to allow 
the proposal to die. 
Although it may appear that the occupancy tax issue has been laid to 
rest, it is highly likely that the very logic that recommended its imposition 
in the first place will again stimulate an attempt. In fact, the County Exec-
utive has announced the formation of a special task force on commercial 
and tourism development (Fox 1990). It is highly likely that they will 
eventually recommend an occupancy tax similar to the one originally pro-
posed. With all the political and public relations knowledge learned dur-
ing the first attempt, the second attempt will be belter planned and exe-
cuted. The major reason that the proposed tax failed however, is that the 
supporters wanted a tax first, and then thought about exactly how the 
monies would be spent. Few politicians, administrators, or taxpayers 
would approve of such a scenario. Much more marketing groundwork will 
have to be done first to convince the various publics that there is a need for 
the improvement of tourism in the county and that additional funding will 
be needed. Once that goal is accomplished, then the occupancy tax can be 
proposed as a means to accomplish that improvement. 
Consequently, it appears that there are at least four stages of marketing 
needed to successfully introduce an occupancy tax for a county: 
1. An awareness campaign directed toward the public about the bene-
fits of the tourism industry that are derived by local citizens. Such 
benefits include development of outdoor recreation and scenic sites, 
restaurants, and other lifestyle increments. 
2. Market research to insure that the public is aware of the need for 
increases in tourism and the benefits that would accrue through the 
economic multiplier effect of tourists* spending. The public should 
also be aware that employment and entrepreneurial opportunities 
would expand for local people. 
3. Information to decision-makers (county legislatures, municipal 
councils, etc.) about what additional funding is needed to accom-
plish the increase in tourism should be communicated. Marketing 
tactics in this strategic stage would also include winning support 
from local media and opinion leaders. 
4. Providing the means by which the public and decision-makers can 
express their views that an occupancy tax is the most equitable 
means by which tourists themselves can finance advances by the 
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industry. In turn, the result will be improved recreation, access, 
environmental protection, conservation, and life-style increments 
for local citizens. 
All four marketing stages should be strategically planned as consecutive 
and executed by the supporters of an occupancy tax. The completion of 
each subsequent stage is contingent upon the completion of the previous 
one. Sufficient time should be allotted to enable the supporters to educate 
the public, and influence the decision-makers and opinion leaders so that 
the most equitable and reasonable action is the passage of occupancy tax 
legislation. 
As tourism continues to develop into one of the nation's and world's 
major industries, using marketing by which such development might be 
accomplished will become increasingly common. It is likely that the expe-
rience in Chautauqua County will be repeated in many other communities 
before tourism promoters recognize and appreciate the importance of mar-
keting tourism to their city, county, state, and country. 
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The Need for Developing 
an Ethical Code 
for the Marketing of International 
Tourism Services 
Franklin B . Krohn, PhD 
Zafar U . Ahmed, PhD 
INTRODUCTION 
Eveiy year numerous tourists experience disappointing vacations be-
cause tourism marketers failed to deliver promised touristic services (Han-
nigan 1980; Lewis 1983). Studies have revealed that tourists* complaints 
generally fall into four broad categories: (1) failure to provide advertised 
items, (2) lack of notification of change, (3) omission of significant infor-
mation and (4) Timitations of liability for dianges (U.S. General Account-
ing Office 1979). Many of these complaints are caused by unethical mar-
keting practices employed by professional tourism service providers. 
Answers must be found to questions as to how tourists can be protected 
from obviously unacceptable service performance, and how their rights 
can be preserved. The contemporary touristic consumer rightfully feels 
entitled to protection. Over the years, the demand for tourists' protection 
against unethical business practices of some tourism marketers has be-
come a comprehensive movement, as yet unorganized, to protect the tour-
ist from the unscrupulous. Refunding money as a rtmciy is not an entirely 
desirable solution, as the tourism product is perishable instantaneously. 
Moreover, monetary compensation cannot remedy what is expected to be 
a pleasurable, often once-in>a-Ufetime experienQe. 
A professional tourism package is composed of a number of compo-
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nents including transportation, hotel, restaurant, recreation, amusement 
and entertainment, etc., which are separately produced and delivered by 
different and independently owned tourism firms. It is put together by a 
professional tour operator and sold by a travel agent to the tourist. Estab-
lishing responsibility for unethical behavior becomes a difficult proposi-
tion for a dissatisfied tourist. 
UTERATURE REVIEW 
The contemplation of ethical behavior has taken place during all of 
human civilization. Generally, commercialism and business activities 
have not fared well in the view of most ethicists, and it is only in recent 
times that a more thorough examination of business ethics has occurred 
(Steiner 1976). The attempted application of ethical principles, to market-
ing in particular, has received increasing attention during the past 30 
years. For instance, general conceptualizations have been advanced by 
Baumhart (1961), Brenner and Molander (1977), Cavanaugh, Mobcrg, 
and Velazquez (1981), Clasen (1967), Gross and Vcrma (1977), Lavidgc 
(1970), McMahon (1968), Newslrom and Rush (1975), and Slurdivant 
and ODcanougher (1973). More topic-specific discussions have been pre-
sented by Dubinsky, Berkowitz, and Rudelius (1980) on field sales per-
sonnel; Cummings (1979), Davis, Rudelius, and Buchholz (1979), and 
Mayer (1970) on the subject of purchasing behavior; Blankenship (1964), 
and Tybout and Zaltman (1974) on marketing research; and Varble 
(1972), much ahead of his time, raised ethical questions about new prod-
uct development and the corresponding effect on the environment. 
Survey-based empirical investigations have been conducted by Chonko 
and Hunt (1985), Crawford (1970), Ferrell and Weaver (1978). FerrcU, 
Zey-Ferrell, and Knigman (1983), Hunt, Chonko, and Wilcox (1984), 
Krugman and Ferrell (1981), Laczniak, Lusch, and Strang (1981), Rick-
lefs (1983), Zey-Ferrell and Ferrell (1982), and Zey-Ferrcll, Weaver, and 
Ferrell (1979). Some theorists have proposed model- or theory-based con-
ceptual presentations (Ferrell and Gresham 1985; Hunt and Vitell 1986; 
and Laczniak 1983). 
Despite all this scholarly attention, there appears to be a continuing gap 
between the concepts of marketing ethics and their application by market-
ing practitioners (Robin and Reidenbach 1987). Nowhere is that gap more 
noticeable than in the tourism industry, where almost anyone who has 
travelled internationally can relate incidents of unethical behavior. Thus, 
the focus of this paper will be upon the importance and difficulties of 
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establishing world-wide ethical standards as they apply to marketers of 
tourist services. 
TOURISM 
One of the most important industries in the world today is that of tour-
ism. Already tourism is a major industry for many countries and is one of 
the few areas in which an international surplus is recorded in the balance 
of trade for the United States (U.S.), In addition, U.S. citizens constitute 
one of the most important major markets for overseas tourism in the 
world. 
In the contemporary global economy, tourism is a major activity of 
significant economic implications. Until recently, few international mar-
keters thought of the tourism industry in terms of its international trade 
potential. The fact is, only infrequently was it considered for its economic 
potential at all. Tourism was thought to be something that tourists did for 
fun, but it was rarely thought of as an important industry. 
Fortunately, those attitudes are changing, partly because the industry 
itself is beginning to recognize its position and partly because the indus-
try's economic statistics are too massive to be ignored. Nationwide, the 
tourism industry is the second largest employer, the third largest retail 
industry, and the largest obscure export for the U.S. in the services sector 
(United States Travel and Tourism Administration [USTTA] 1989). Tour-
ism is one of the few areas in which a trade surplus is recorded in the 
international trade account for the U.S. For example, despite a large trade 
deficit with Japan, the U.S. compiled a trade surplus in tourism with Ja-
pan of more than $4.5 billion in 1988 (Uddin and Krohn 1990). More-
over, the U.S. cams more from international tourism than any other coun-
try in the world and has for at least a decade (O'Brien 1988). 
We live in a world in which travel and tourism have become increas-
ingly important and intricate. The world spending of $2 trillion on tourism 
in 1989 indicated that tourism now has the right to claim the position of 
the world's largest industry (Waters 1989). 
Tourism today has become one of the world's most powerful agents of 
economic development and growth and is the fastest growing global in-
dustry. It is a potenit generator of jobs and tax revenues. It contributes, as 
well, to educational and recreational values, and in general, enhances the 
quality of life in much of the world. Internationalization of tourism busi-
nesses is manifested in the proliferation of multinational corporations in 
the tourist trade such as airlines, hotels, restaurant chains, travel agencies 
and tour operator companies. 
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As a consequence of the emergence of tourism as an international busi-
ness activity, countries should strive for the elimination of the barriers that 
hamper the growth of international tourism. Most of the countries under 
the umbrella of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) have 
agreed to negotiations on trade in services. Hence, it is time to develop 
policy strategies to convince GATT negotiators to focus attention on a 
prime component of trade in services, that is, tourism (Edgell 1987). 
Despite the millions of tourists and billions of dollars spent on tourism, 
little attention has been given to the topic of tourism ethics. Because the 
tourism industiy provides goods and services to people who are away 
from their homes, misrepresentation and non-delivery of promised goods 
and services often leaves the tourist with few practical avenues of redress. 
In addition, tourists are often unaware of the legal protection to which 
they are entitled against unscrupulous behavior by those in the industry 
and the means by which to correct real or perceived losses due to unethical 
behavior. 
THE NEED FOR A CODE OF BEHAVIOR 
Each year, millions of tourists complain of disappointment because 
tourism marketers did not deliver promised services. Unlike physical 
products that are accompanied with warranties, guarantees, service con-
tracts, and the right to return the merchandise in the event of poor perfor-
mance, the tourism product, as a service, is produced and consumed si-
multaneously. Any fault, mistake, or sub-standard performance is usually 
irreversible and irreparable. A tourist who has allocated the time and 
money and once started on a trip, usually must continue, whatever the 
circumstances. 
Deceptive selling is the nation's most serious form of theft (Magnusson 
1969). Every year unscrupulous operators take more money from con-
sumers than the amount taken by robbery, larceny, auto theft, embezzle-
ment, and forgery combined (Mcintosh and Goeldner 1986). The bulk of 
complaints against businesses can be placed into four basic categories: 
deceptive promotion, hidden charges, poor service, and unsafe and im-
pure products. 
Although no law specifically protects tourists, the categories of com-
plaints illustrate the potential for abuse in the tourism industry. Despite a 
fair amount of regulation of the various components of the tourism indus-
try, much of the regulatory protection is very broad and imprecise. Even 
worse, existing protective regulations do not provide for easy or inexpen-
sive legal procedures to enforce the tourist's rights. Also, existing regula-
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tions cease when travel is across national borders or when the tour compo-
nents, such as lodging, transportation, outdoor recreation, amusements, 
and entertainment, are assembled in a package and offered as a new prod-
uct entity (for instance, a fully inclusive, packaged vacation tour). Con-
sumers are often irritated by. unreasonably narrow limitations of liability 
and are often discouraged from actively asserting their rights. A printed 
disclaimer can be powerfully persuasive, thus contributing to the failure to 
file a claim. 
Unscrupulous tourism marketers are aware that tourists generally lack 
knowledge of means of redress and perceive tourists as dupes to be victim-
ized. Such an attitude tends to discourage repeat visits, reduce interna-
tional tourism, promote cultural and national misunderstanding, and at its 
extreme, leads to international tensions and conflict. Unfortunately, no 
international code of ethics exists for providers and consumers of interna-
tional tourism, leaving both to the mercies of individual, local, regional, 
or foreign ethical standards. Consequently, promulgation of ethical stan-
dards for the international tourism industry would significantly aid in pre-
venting such occurrences. 
Development of an international tourism code of ethical behavior is 
intended to help assure that the marketing of tourism services and products 
meets or exceeds the widely accepted industry standards and practices. 
The consequences of a failure to do so will be threefold. First, an increas-
ing number of complaints will damage the reputation of tourism entrepre-
neurs/corporations. Second, at a certain point, drastic regulation will be 
enacted that would stifle the development of a creative, innovative and 
healthy industry. Third, misunderstanding perceived as unethical behavior 
at international tourist destinations would invite disputes between guests 
and hosts. 
The development, promulgation, and acceptance of such a code would 
require organizations such as the World Tourism Organization (WTO) and 
pertinent United Nations (UN) agencies to adopt it, ensure compliance, 
and enforce sanctions against those who violate its provisions. 
CODE DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS 
There appears to be little question about the need and desirability for 
developing ethical codes for the improvement of international businesses 
(Heckert 1978; Kruckeberg 1989), despite the suspicions of many about 
the integrity of multinational corporations doing so (SchoUhammer 
1977a). However, there are at least three major problem areas that need 
attention before attempting to construct any international code of ethics. 
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First, third world countries have a different set of expectations than do 
westerners with whom they do business. Second, international codes of 
ethics must be capable of reflecting a wide variety of cultural views, many 
of which are in conflict with western opinions about fairness and morality. 
Third, the process by which most codes are developed, promulgated, and 
enforced is unclear at best, ineffective at worst. 
Third World Countries 
Kobrin (1977) noted that the differences in perspective is greatest be-
tween wealthy and poor countries. The differences appear to be in the 
expectations that they have of each other. For instance, citizens of third 
world countries often believe that westerners "owe*' them something for 
years of colonialism, while the westerners often view them as a source of 
low cost labor or even an opportunity for exploitation (Tauis 1982). 
Laczniak and Naor (1985) contend that many misunderstandings in inter-
national ethics have their origin in these differing expectations. 
World-Wide Culturiif Views 
Despite the nearly instantaneous transmission of information and the 
steadily increasing speed with which travellers may visit other countries, 
world-wide cultures still vary in considerable and sometimes monumental 
ways. For instance, what is perfectly acceptable in New York's Times 
Square would be a punishable offense in Saudi Arabia for which the death 
penalty might be exacted. A less extreme example is that "tipping" is 
commonly expected in some countries, considered a grievous insult else-
where, and is required in advance in still other cultures. Taking these 
differences into consideration when attempting to develop a code of inter-
national ethical behavior is further compounded by self-definitions of eth-
ical behavior (Lemer 1977). It would appear that international businesses 
cannot be judged by any single set of moral principles (Waldman 1974). 
Laczniak and Naor (198S) concluded that: (1) there is no single interna-
tional standard for all decisions; (2) the degree of enforcement may deter-
mine the lower limit of permissible (x>nduct; (3) the upper limit of ethical 
behavior is not clear; (4) multinational companies have a heavier ethical 
burden then domestic ones; (5) ethical misjudgments are more likely in 
foreign markets; and (6) concern for ethics tends to parallel a country's 
development.-Consequently, writing a code of international ethics poses 
more severe problems than might be initially believed. Nevertheless, 
Kiuckeberg (1989) postulated that codes of ethics attuned to different cul-
tural values can be developed. 
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Code Development Process 
Well meaning but misguided efforts to develop codes of ethics too often 
ignore practical considerations. In fact, some U.S. companies in foreign 
countries have been ruined by laws aimed at improving their image (Busi-
ness Week 1979). SchoUhammer (1977b) describes five approaches to im-
prove international ethical standards: (1) international agreements on cor-
rupt practices; (3) unilateral restrictive legislation; (3) regulatory measures 
by administrative agencies; (4) inter-governmental codes of conduct; and 
(5) corporate codes of conduct. SchoUhammer (1977b) concludes that the 
impact of externally imposed measures are likely to be of very limited 
effect and that multinational companies are both victims and culprits of 
the corruption in society. 
A more process-oriented approach has been suggested by Haegg (1983) 
who urged that a more definitive theory of international business ethics 
needs to be developed. Such theoretical analysis would have to be based 
upon generally accepted postulates. Unfortunately, such postulates are es-
pecially difficult to identify. 
Robin and Reidenbach (1987) proposed that a strategic planning model 
is needed to accomplish a greater acceptance of marketing ethical stan-
dards. Specifically, they proposed a most unique methodology for inte-
grating the concepts of social responsibility and ethics into micro-market-
ing strategy in a planned, logically consistent, easily understood manner. 
Their creative parallel system attempts to incorporate ethical behavior 
into traditional micro-marketing activities. Such an approach would help 
to avoid impractical postulates and overcome the resistance to externally 
imposed regulations. However, such a system would have to be imple-
mented by each international marketer without outside enforcement. 
Such a proposal might be effective if there was general agreement about 
definitions of social responsibility and ethics world-wide. Unfortunately, 
as difficult as it is to apply ethical standards to domestic operations, the 
multiplicity of differences among the cultures of the world make such a 
proposal a perplexing enigma. And yet, a resolution is needed to meet the 
growing need for international ethical standards, especially in an activity 
as important as world tourism. 
JMPUCATIONS 
It is obvious that the development of an international tourism, code of 
ethical behavior is more problematic than might initially appear. Such 
difficulties, however, should not deter serious researchers from attempt-
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ing to resolve the issue. What appears to be needed is a process-oriented 
rationale that would recognize the futility of attempting to simply impose 
codes of ethics upon unwilling (or unaware) tourism industry participants. 
At the present time, the international tourism industry lacks a cohesive 
system of communication among the participants: tourism service pro-
viders, their organizations, governments, host communities, and con-
sumers. Development of an effective code of ethics would require an initi-
ation where ideally consumers themselves would commence the process. 
Concurrently, consumers would have to be assured that the interna-
tional tourism industry is ready to respond to their concerns in a meaning-
ful way. The code of ethics to be developed would have to be more than 
meaningless pro/onna. Such simultaneous action would have to be coor-
dinated among all the participants in the industry to insure whole-hearted 
support and, consequently, effectiveness. Essential to any such system is 
effective feedback to and from all concerned. 
A number of suggestions to revise the American Marketing Associa-
tion's code of ethics have been suggested by Sisodia (1990) that appear to 
apply equally well to developing an international tourism code of ethical 
behavior. First, the code should be short and simple. Although details do 
need to be worked out, it should not be too difficult for creative marketers 
to describe the essence of a code in a few words, just as they are able to 
briefly describe complicated products such as stereo systems and automo-
biles. 
Second, involvement with consumer-oriented organizations and publi-
cations is essential for the successful development of the code. Coopera-
tion of tourism writers for major newspapers and tourism magazines (such 
as Conde Nasi Traveler) should be actively solicited. Major international 
tourism organizations should be approached to lend their support, partici-
pation, and involvement in the code development process. 
Third, to facilitate feedback among the tourism industry participants, an 
international toll-free ''800*' telephone number should be established at 
the USTTA headquarters to receive both complaints and praise from con-
sumers. The results of the 800-number calls should be communicated to 
all the participants in the industry for formal recognition or condemnation. 
Formal awards should be presented to those individuals or businesses ex-
celling in ethical behavior; conversely, those individuals or businesses 
consistently violating ethical standards should be publicly identified and 
condemned by responsible tourism service providers. 
Fourth, an international *'Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval" is-
sued by the USTTA for the international tourism industry should be estab-
lished. Business organizations should be required to publicly commit 
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themselves to the code before they are granted the seal of approval. More-
over, a policy for certification of individuals (CPA, CLU, etc.), similar to 
that of other industries, should be developed. Such certification should 
include testing to insure a knowledge and appreciation of the importance 
of ethical tourism behavior. 
Fifth, and finally, self-policing of the industry through the Travel In-
dustry Association of America (TIAA) is an absolute necessity if interna-
tional tourism is to continue to grow and flourish. Greater attention to 
ethical standards in advertising and promotion must come under greater 
scrutiny than what has occurred in the past. 
CONCLVSIONS 
In summaiy, there appear to be five axioms that should be followed in 
developing an international code of ethical behavior: 
1. The code to be developed should be short and simple. 
2. All participants in the international tourism industry should be in-
volved. 
3. Effective communication and feedback can be accomplished with an 
800-number and wide-spread dissemination of the results of calls. 
4. A "Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval" for the industry should 
be established along with individual certification for practitioners. 
5. Self-policing of advertising and promotion must be accomplished by 
those within the industry. 
If successful, it is likely that the International Tourism Code of Ethical 
Behavior will significantly improve the marketing of tourism goods and 
services throughout the entire world. 
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STRATEGIC MARKETING OF THE 
UNITED STATES AS AN 
INTERNATIONAL TOURIST 
DESTINATION: A PERSPECTIVE 
ON FUTURE POLICY FOR JAPAN 
AS A CASE IN POINT 
Zafar Uddin, State University of New York College 
Franklin B. KroIm,State University of New York 
College 
This paper examines the causes of the declining competitiveness in the marketing of the United States 
(U.S.) as an international tourist destination. Besides increasing awareness of the intense competitive-
nature of t/w international touristmarkets. this paper offers ujggestions to marketing strategists on how 
to tap opportunities in order to revitalize tiie U.S.'s competitiveness in the most promising maikets. Japan 
Itas been used as a case study to illustra te the formula tion of a competitive marketing stra tegy. 
INTRODUCTION 
The 20th century in the U.S. is characterized by 
a services revolution on the same pattern as the 18th 
and 19lh centuries were characterized by the 
agricultural and industrial revolutions respectively. 
Today 68% of the Gross National Product (GNP) and 
76% of the work force are attributable to the services 
sector in the U.S. Tourism is a $300 billion 
component of the services industry. Besides 
contributing 6% of the GNP, it is the third largest 
retail industry in today's service-based economy 
(Cobb 1989). 
With the U.S.'s international trade deficit 
steadily rising every year, pressure is building from 
business, labor and society to do something to 
increase the U.S.'s exports and restore the U.S.'s 
declining competitiveness. In industry after 
industry, the U.S. seems to be losing its advantages 
to foreign competitors, but tourism is one of the few 
exceptions. If the U.S.'s strong and enviable tourism 
potential is unleashed to its fullest extent by 
strategic marketing, it can appreciably help the U.S. 
to reduce the existing gulf in its balance of payments 
account International tourism is the second largest 
source of foreign exchange for the U.S., exceeded 
only by direct investments (Travel Industry 
Association of America ITIAA) 1984). 
Note: The authon wish to thank David L. Edgell and Ron 
£tdmann, U.S. Travel and Tooriun Administration, Department of 
Commerce, Washington, D.C., for furnishing valuable 
information arxi material, which helped in the development of 
this paper 
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In 1988 it, emerged far ahead of agriculture, 
chemicals and motor vehicles in generating export 
revenue for the U.S. (See Table 1). Emergence of the 
tourism sector as one of the nation's leading export 
products could be attributed to the tourism 
industry's comparative economic advantage on a 
world-wide basis facilitated by the U.S. dollar's 
depreciation since 1985 against the world's major 
currencies. The low value of the U.S. dollar coupled 
with moderate inflation and economical gasoline 
prices have made U.S. vacations a bargain for 
international tourists. All of these factors led to the 
arrival of an. all time high of 33 million 
international tourists, who collectively spent $37.1 
billion in the U.S. in 1988. 
dollar to help regain the number one position on the 
international level and help reverse the deficit in its 
tourism account is non-strategic in perspective. In 
1981, when federal funding for international 
marketing of the U.S.'s tourism services declined to 
approximately $5.8 million, other governments of 
the world increased their spending on attracting 
international tourists by an average of 39% (TIAA 
1984). Recognizing that the U.S. has slipped 
because of the declining competitiveness of its 
tourism industry and non-strategic marketing of its 
tourist destinations, the federal government 
committed itself to increase the export of U.S. 
tourism services, manifested in the passage of the 
National Tourism Policy Act (1981). 
However, the U.S.'s international tourism 
account is still negative; its outbound tourism ($40 
billion) surpasses its inbound tourism ($37.1 
billion), resulting in a trade deficit of $2.9 billion. 
Consequently, instead of helping to reduce the 
widening gap of the international trade deficit, 
tourism is contributing to its increment. Hence, 
reversing declining competitiveness in the 
marketing of the U.S.*s tourism services has been a 
matter of importance to all concerned (TIAA 1984; 
O'Brien 1988; Uddin. Krohn 1990). 
Though the U.S. is still the largest recipient of 
tourist dollars in the world, its overall share of the 
international tourism industry has been receding 
and was down to 10.6% in 1988 from 13% in 1983 
(U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration [USTTAI 
1988a). Recently, ether countries such as Spain 
have significantly increased their export of tourism 
services. Dependence on the low value of the U.S. 
The need for tourism leadership at the national 
level and extensive federal involvement through its 
100 tourism programs by its 50 different agencies 
were the major factors responsible for the enactment 
of the National Tourism Policy Act of 1981 and the 
subsequent formulation of the International 
Tourism Marketing Policy. Both these moves of the 
federal government, similar to what the nujority of 
the 24 members of the Organization of Economic 
Cooperation and Development (OECD) di(* about 30 
years ago, strengthened the effectiveness of the 
federal involvement in tourism. Thus, in 1981, the 
\J.S. remedied the lack of national leadership and 
administrative coordination and pronounced the 
federal commitment to the well-being and orderly 
growth of tourism in the U.S. economy. 
The pace at which tourism is growing unabated 
globally despite all the socioeconomic and political 
barriers, makes it incumbent upon the U.S. to 
TABLE 1. MAJOR FOREIGN EXCHANGE GENERATING ITEMS IN U.S. EXPORTS IN 1988 
Item $ Billions Item $ Billions 
Tourism 
Chemicals 
37.1 
32.3 
Agriculture 
Motor Vehicles 
37.0 
25.2 
Source: UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE NEWS, Press Release. June 29,1989, 
Washington. D.C. 
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coordinate its International Tourism Marketing 
Policy with the policies of the OECD community 
(OECD 1987). The OECD collectively generates and 
consumes about 80% of international tourism 
(Burkurt. Medlik 1987). This coordination process 
should be aimed at increasing the U.S.'s declining 
share of the highly competitive international 
tourism market. 
In most industries, competition is between 
companies; in tourism it is between nations. The 
dynamics of formidable competition can be 
illustrated by the fact that about 175 countries are 
trying to market their respective tourist 
destinations in 20 major international tourism 
generating countries. The U.S. competes with 68 
foreign government tourism offices in the United 
Kingdom (U.K.), 60 in Prance and 40 in Japan. 
Despite intense competition, the U.S. has been the 
world's top earner of international tourism receipts 
for many years, but is now being challenged for its 
number one position by many countries such as 
Spain. 
Two major reasons for the declining 
competitiveness of the U.S. as an international 
tourist destination have been, first, its outbound 
tourism surpasses its inbound tourism (Uddin, 
Krohn 1990);'and second, some international 
tourists spend less in the U.S. as compared to U.S. 
tourist expenditures in their respective countries 
(Gibbons, Fish 1986). Since the U.S. has lost some of 
its traditional international tourist markets to 
international competitors, reform is necessary to 
improve the U.S. competitiveness. 
There is little question that the trade deficit 
between the U.S. and Japan is most severe (see 
Table 2). Because of that severity, and because 
tourism is the only major item in international trade 
with which the U.S. enjoys a surplus with Japan, 
Japan will be used as a case in point. The U.S. 
Department of Commerce has accumulated a wealth 
of data concerning Japanese tourists including of 
what the trip consists, where they go, what they do, 
what they seek, their most preferred destinations, 
how Japanese perceive the U.S. as a destination, and 
a constructed psychographic segmentation profile of 
the Japanese tourist market (USTTA 1987a). 
There are at least eight important factors that 
are pivotal in the necessary reform: (a) Maximizing^ 
Competitive Advantages; (b) Aggressive Promotion 
in Major Deficit Causing Countries; (c) Productivity 
Comparisons of M '^or Markets; (d) Improvement of 
Market Rate-of-Return; (e) Acknowledgement of 
Repeat Tourists as a Separate Segment; (f) 
Exploration of First-Time Tourists; (g) Evaluation of 
Trade Barriers; and (h) Reduction of Travel 
Allowance Restrictions. 
TABLE 2. TOP DEFICIT CAUSING COUNTRIES IN THE U.S. MERCHANDISE TRADE IN 1988 
Country 
1. Japan 
2. Taiwan 
3. Fed. Rep. Germany 
4. Canada 
5. South Korea 
Billions 
$59.83 
$18.99 
$16.28 
$11.70 
$9.89 
Country 
6. Hong Kong 
7. Italy 
8. Mexico 
9. Brazil 
10. United Kingdon 
Billions 
$6.51 
$6.17 
$5.94 
$4.39 
$3.88 
4 
Source: United States Department of 0>mmerce, International Trade Administration, 1987 U.S. Foreign 
Trade Highlights, p. A-020. 
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THE EIGHT PIVOTAL FACTORS 
Marinuzing Competitive Advantages 
One of the outstanding advantages that the U.S. 
enjoys in comparison to its competitors is its lower 
vacation cost. Low value of the U.S. dollar, 
moderate inflation and economical gasoline prices 
are some of the outstanding competitive advantages. 
Consequently, a 10% increment in the export of 
tourism services can, therefore, have a greater 
impact on export revenue than a 10% increase in 
exports of a commodity or service the U.S. produces 
at a lesser comparative advantage or for which there 
is less international demand. High inflation in 
Japan and high exchange value of Japanese yen 
have made the U.S. a very attractive destination 
from cost advantage perspectives for an average 
Japanese tourist. It is less expensive for a Japanese 
tourist to visit the U.S. than any other country in the 
world. 
Aggressive Promotion in Miyor 
Deficit Causing Countries 
If the trade deficit is to be rcJuced, the U.S. 
should market its tourism services more 
aggressively in those countries with which it nms 
the largest deficits. (See Table 2). In 1987. Japan 
accounted for 159.8 billion of the U.S. trade deficit, 
the largest single share held by any nation in the 
history of the country. Conversely, Japan has also 
emerged as the provider of the largest amount of 
tourist dollars to the U.S. Moreover, tourism is the 
only major item in international trade with which 
the U.S. enjoys a surplus with Japan. The U.S. 
tourism balance with Japan was in surplus of $4.5 
billion in 1988. In other words, Japanese tourists 
spent $4.5 billion more for vacations in the U.S. than 
the U.S. tourists spent for vacations in Japan in 
1988. 
Productivity Comparisons of Major Markets 
U.S. earned twice as much tourist revenue from 
Japan as from the Federal Republic of Germany; and 
roughly $150 million more from Japan than from 
the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy and 
the Netherlands combined. 
The mean expenditure per tourist per day in the 
U.S. was highly variable. (See Table 3). For 
instance, the average Japanese tourist spent three 
times more dollars than a German or British tourist; 
and two times mure than a French or Australian 
tourist. 
Source: U.S. Department of Otmmerce, Travel 
and Tourism Administration. Receipts data do not 
include passenger fare payments to the U.S. 
carriers. 
The productivity analysis of each major tourist 
market reveals that an increase in the number of 
Japanese tourists to the U.S. would have a greater 
impact on the U.S. tourist export earnings and on 
the U.S. trade deficit as compared to an equal 
increase in the number of West (Serman, British, 
French, Australian or Italian tourists. It would also 
create more new jobs, both directly and indirectly, 
than an increase in the length of stay of tourists 
from any other overseas country. Thus among 
overseas markets, Japan is the U.S.'s most 
productive market in terms of contributions, and 
hence should be chosen by the USTTA for selective 
targeting and deep penetration of its markets. 
Improvement of Market Rate-of-Retum 
Market rate-of-retum is analogous with product 
extension strategies in which an existing product or 
service is designed to expand its usage. 
Consequently, tourist market rate-of-return could 
be increased in three ways: 
(a) inducing existing tourists to stay longer; and 
exceed the mean expenditure per capita per day; 
The U.S.'s major tourist markets are not equally 
productive. (See Table 3). In 1987, for instance, the 
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(b) inducing additional tourists to visit and 
spend at least the mean expenditure per capita per 
day; and 
(c) concentrating resources on the most 
prodiKtive markets and market segments, i.e., those 
which generate the highest expenditure per capita 
per tourist and the largest number of tourists. 
Motivating each Japanese tourist who visits the 
U.S. to stay one day longer would add |275 million 
to the U.S. tourism account It would be equivalent 
to bringing 173,197 additional Japanese tourists to 
the US. Among tourists, Japanese have the second 
lowest mean length of stay as compared to their 
counterparts visiting from other countries. Hence, 
USTTA should look into the possibility of 
formulating marketing strategies aimed at 
extending the mean length of stay of Japanese 
tourists because the per capita spending of Japanese 
tourists who extended their stays was 5.3 times more 
than that of extended Canadian tourists; and 2.7 
times more than that of extended British tourists. 
(See Table 3). 
USTTA can help extend the mean length of slay 
of Japanese tourists in the following ways: 
(1) helping airlines and tour operators to pay 
travel agents a higher commission for selling 
packages based on longer stays; 
(2) persuading airlines to offer excursion fares 
based on minimum length of stay requirements that 
are one or two days longer than the mean length of 
stay in the U.S. for the market; 
(3) cooperating with tour operators to develop 
longer itineraries and optional tour extensions/add-
ons; 
TABLE 3, PRODUCTIVITY OF THE U.S.'8 MAJOR TOURIST MARKETS 
Country 
Canada 
Mexico 
Japan 
U.K. 
FRG 
France 
Italy 
Australia 
Netherland 
Tourists in 
000s 
12,418 
6,705 
2.128 
1,362 
952 
544 
319 
278 
202 
Mean length 
of stay 
7.5 
NA 
12.4 
21.7 
25.4 
21.0 
17.9 
26.2 
29.5 
Mean expenditure 
per tourist 
per day 
$33 
NA 
129 
46 
43 
60 
78 
61 
40 
Increase in U.S. 
receipts if each 
tourist stoyed 
one more day 
iooos 
$409,794 
NA 
274,512 
62,652 
40,936 
32,640 
24.882 
16,958 
8.080 
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Travel and Tourism Administration. Receipts data do not include 
passenger fare payments to the U.S. carriers. 
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(4) persuading car rental firms to offer foreign 
tourists special rates based on longer rental periods 
and length of stay; 
(5) more widespread distribution of destination 
oriented, trip-planning material in the Japanese 
market place; and 
(6) hosting veteran and respected Japanese 
travel writers, travel journalists, travel agents and 
tour operators in the U.S. through the 
Familiarization Tour Program in order to apprise 
them that the U.S. being so vast, varied and rich in 
tourist attractions can't be seen in short tours. 
Hence, they should recommend longer itineraries. 
Acknowledgement of Repeat 
Tourists as a Separate Segment 
Resources used to target the repeat tourists, 
especially in markets such as Japan which account 
for significant shares of the U.S.'s repeat business, 
and in households with incomes of $50,000 or over, 
would be likely to produce more earnings per dollar 
invested than resources used to target first-time 
tourists. While the first-time market is a source of 
future repeat business and cannot be ignored, 
marketing strategists should give consideration to 
the most effective means of identifying and reaching 
the repeat tourist segment of the Japanese market. 
Exploration of First-Time Tourists 
Of the overseas markets, Japan generates a 
larger share of new, first- time tourists to the U.S. 
than any other country. (See Table 5). 
Available evidence suggests that repeat tourists 
are more aflluent and spend more per capita in the 
U.S. than first-time tourists (USTTA Inflight 
Survey 1987b). More than 11,280 first-time tourists 
would have had to visit the U.S. to produce as much 
additional revenue as 10,000 repeat tourists. (See 
Table 4). 
Source: United States Travel and Tourism 
Administration, "Inflight Survey 1987," and 
"Recaps of International Travel to and from the 
United States 1987." 
Being novices to the U.S. they are expected to be 
different in needs, expectations, attitude. 
TABLE 4. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN FIRST-TIME AND REPEAT TOURISTS IN 1987 
Mean Expenditure in the U.S. 
Mean Number of Visits to the U.S. 
Purpose of Visit 
Pleasure 
Business 
Visiting Friends/Relatives 
Hotisehold Income 
Over $70,000 
Over $50,000 
First-time 
$1262.00 
1.0 
67.6% 
13.7% 
31.2% 
11.3% 
22.1% 
Repeat 
$1424.00 
18.2 
42.3% 
43.4% 
38.1% 
30.6% 
46.6% 
Source: United Sutes Travel and Tourism Administration, "Inflight Survey 1987," and "Recaps of 
International Travel to and from the United States 1987." 
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perceptions and outlook. Amount of touring 
experience with a destination is an important 
variable, which has been found to be helpful in 
differentiating market segments (Uddin 1988). 
USTTA should conduct research to find out 
diiTerences in Japanese tourists' consumer behavior 
based on the amount of the touring experience 
variable (first-time tourist versus repeat tourist). 
The outcome of such research could help in 
developing marketing strategies for two dilTerent 
segments. 
Evaluation of Trade Barriers 
Tourism is one of the few products the U.S. can 
easily market in Japan. While U.S. marketers of 
goods are confronted with an array of Japanese trade 
barriers, tourism marketers are not. Unlike U.S. 
goods, U.S. tourism products can be marketed to 
Japanese clients without resorting to the complex 
Japanese systems of distribution. 
country's trade surplus. That is why it wants 10 
million Japanese to travel abroad in 1991 as 
compared to 5 million in 1985. With the same goal 
in mind, Japan offered to the U.S. in 1979 to abolish 
the 'visa system between the two countries on a 
reciprocal basis (lyomasa 1983). It took the U.S. 
government ten years to reciprocate with an offer of 
visa abolishment for Japanese tourists for a three 
year experimental period starting in 1989 (Uddin, 
Krohn 1990). After the expiration of this 
experimental period, if successful, the U.S. 
government should consider abolishing visas 
between the two countries on a permanent basis. 
Time wasted in the procurement of visas and 
occasional denials act as trade barriers for the 
tourism industry. Its impact on export of tourism 
services from the U.S. to Japan should be considered 
seriously and measures taken to insure ready access 
to the U.S.'s tourism services. 
Reduction of Travel Allowance Restrictions 
Almost all the restrictions placed by the 
Japanese government on travel abroad for Japanese 
nationals have been withdrawn. Travel allowance 
curbs have been dismantled and the duty free 
allowance for returning tourists has been doubled 
from $750 to $1500. The present Japanese 
government has been trying to encourage their 
citizens to travel abroad in order to reduce their 
International trade in tourism is distorted by a 
myriad of government- imposed quantitative and 
non-quantitative barriers which adversely affect the 
competitive structure of the international tourism 
market and give an unfair advantage to domestic 
and intra-regional tourism suppliers (Ascher, Edgell 
1986). These include import quota-type measures 
such as Travel Allowance Restrictions (TARS). 
TABLE 6. MAJOR TOURIST MARKETS GENERATING FIRST-TIME TOURISTS IN 1987 
Country 
Japan 
U.K. 
Fed. Rep. Germany 
France 
Australia 
Italy 
Share 
31% 
15% 
10% 
5% 
4% 
3% 
Country 
Scandinavian 
countries 
Other European 
countries combined 
Hong Kong 
Middle East 
Share 
3% 
11% 
1.2% ' 
2.9% 
Source: United States Travel and Tourism Administration, "Inflight Survey 1987," and "Recaps of 
International Travel to and from the United States 1987. 
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TARS iimit the amount of exchange nationals of a 
countr>- may purchase from banks to cover travel 
expenses incurred abroad, prohibit residents' 
unlimited use of credit cards abroad, and restrict 
duty-free allowances. TARS are probably the most 
common form of trade barrier confronting the 
international tourism industry and distort the 
export earnings of the U.S. Once the TARS 
limitations have been reached, tourism suppliers at 
the destination have little further possibility of 
marketing their tourism products, regardless of how 
competitively priced those products might be. In 
contrast, foreign exchange restrictions and exit 
taxes dont effectively remove foreigii competitors 
from the market place; they merely put them at a 
price disadvantage. 
Evidence is available that low duty-free 
allowances discourage shopping by tourists and, 
therefore, retard the growth of international 
tourism receipts (USTTA 1988b). For instance, the 
Danish, French, Irish, Spanish and British tourist 
shopping outside the European Economic 
Community (EEC) is restricted to $54 per trip 
abroad. The U.S. government should attempt to 
persuade individual governments to abolish TARS 
on a reciprocal basis. General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade (GATT) could also serve as an important 
platform to discuss TARS with target market 
governments. 
On the other hand, the allowance for Japanese 
tourists is the highest ($1500) among the U.S.'s 
major tourist markets and thus, Japanese tourists 
have the highest mean expenditure per tourist on 
gifts and souvenirs of any category of tourists ($576) 
(USTTA Inflight Survey 1987b). 
USTTA should develop brochures and 
advertisements portraying the fact that the U.S. is a 
shopping paradise for Japanese tourists as they can 
often purchase Japanese goods for less in the U.S. 
than in Japan. Success of such a program could 
facilitate the receipt of more Japanese tourist 
dollars. The Japanese custom of omiyagi, the 
remembrance gift, is valued highly by almost every 
Japanese tourist who goes abroad. It is considered 
culturally essentia! to bring presents for members of 
family, friends, and colleagues as well as mementos 
for oneself after a trip abroad. These presents must 
be suitable to the person receiving them and ideally 
unique to the destination visited, a meibutsu, or 
specialty, of the destination visited. Consequently, 
practice of such a custom increases the per capita 
expenditure of a Japanese tourist in the U.S. 
USTTA's tourist literature should advise visiting 
Japanese tourists about the specialties of different 
tourist regions in the U.S. to help them in buying 
gifts for their intended recipients. 
SUMMARY 
The eight pivotal factors thus provide specific 
guidance for tourism marketers and government 
oSlcials wishing to attract Japanese tourists. It has 
been suggested that the high exchange value of the 
Japanese yen makes a visit to the U.S. less 
expensive than to any other country. This 
comparative advantage should be emphasized in 
promotion to the Japanese. In addition, increased 
tourism from Japan would help to reduce the large 
trade deficit between the U.S. and Japan, especially 
when recognizing that a Japanese tourist spends 
three times more than a German or British tourist 
Tourist service providers in the U.S. should be made 
aware of the increased spending potential of 
Japanese tourists over others. 
Product extension strategies should be employed 
to induce Japanese lounsts to stay longer and spend 
more. If successful. Japanese expenditures will 
increase even with the present number of tourists. 
However, only increasing expenditures from present 
Japanese tourists would be short-sighted. As a 
growth market, first-time tourists from Japan 
enhance future tourism as they will then be more 
likely to be repeat visitors. Thus, the first-time 
tourist should be encouraged, possibly through 
interaction with other Japanese nationals who have 
already visited the U.S. 
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It is gratifying that the Japanese government 
has lifted almost all travel restrictions on their 
citizens making tourism one of the few products that 
can be made easily accessible to the Japanese 
market. Moreover, the duty-free allowance of $1500 
further encourages tourism because many products 
can be purchased much less expensively in the U.S. 
than at home in Japan. Thus, efforts should be 
expended by U.S. tourism marketers to facilitate 
Japanese purchases, especially for omiyagi and 
meibutsu purposes. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
If the U.S. wishes to retain and expand its share 
of the international tourism market, it has to 
reevaluate the effectiveness of its marketing 
programs in its major tourist markets. Timely 
marketing strategies are needed to take advantage 
of new market opportunities aimed at contributing 
to the reduction of both travel and tourism account 
deficits and overall trade deficits. An aggressive 
marketing strategy based on the recommendations 
given above will substantially increase the 
collective competitiveness of the U.S. in targeted 
markets. The focus through the "looking glass" will 
emphasize that international tourism in the U.S. 
has an optimistic growth future that can best be 
realized if appropriate marketing strategy is 
executed at the right time by USTTA in its tourist 
markets. Both the Federal Government and the 
tourism industry must accord increased priority to 
international competitiveness by devoting due 
resources and resetting their priorities if the U.S. is 
to earn rather than lose through international 
tourism. Spain, the unified European Economic 
Community by 1992, and a growing number of 
competitive third world countries will challenge the 
U.S.'s competitiveness and contest its top rank 
among the world's tourism receipt earners. This is 
the time to set our agenda to enhance our 
competitiveness and penetrate promising markets 
in order to convert deficit into surplus. 
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Imposing a hotel lax in Chautauqua County, New Yorit, wNch has natwal 
atlracSons and the pmximHy of viable markets, might be Nghly Bkety to 
contfixjte sIgniGcantly to ttie economic cBmate for the coutHy. Theauffxirs 
examine the Bkeiy Impact of hotel taxes, review hotel tax rates In dties 
across the oounliy and In New York State, rooommend revenue di^rfbution, 
and propose a process by which hotel tax revenues can be equitably and 
efTidentlyrSsbiased 
The imposition of hotel taxes has met opposition every time-they 
have been proposed since their initial introduction in New York and 
Pennsylvania in the late 1940s. Hotel and motel operators often 
oppose such taxes because they believe they are being singled out for 
collecting the tax. Other tourism entrepreneurs oppose the tax 
because Ui^ fear that the revenues raised will be employed for non-
toiuism projects as has occurred at many places. Still others appear 
to be fundamentally opposed to any sort of taxation as a potential 
impediment to business. 
County administrators are increasingly expressing concerns 
about financing public services (infrastructure) widely used by 
toiuists. These infrastructural facilities range from road mainte-
nance, water, sewer systems, and public safety, to pollution control, 
etc. Though tourists pay some local taxes such as sales taxes directly, 
some others such as property taxes are paid on their behalf by 
tourism establishments. Hovirever, these taxes do not cover the 
construction and maintenance costs of the infrastructure to the 
extent used by tourists. Consequently, counties seem to be subsi-
dizing the toiuism industry. 
TTiis problem is more acute in counties where tourism facilitates 
the inflow of large numbers of tourists. One of the ways in which a 
county could recover this cost/subsidy is by imposing a hotel tax on 
acconunodation establishments, which are generally used only by 
tourists. A hotel tax helps to resolve tiie problem in two ways. First, 
it enables a coimty to recover the infrastructural development and 
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maintenance costs from tourists to the extent used by them. Second, 
tourists pay to finance the marketing programs undertaken by both 
the private and public sectors to motivate them to consume the 
coiuitys tourism products. 
Politicians generally favor such a tax because it is capable of 
generating substantial revenue without inviting opposition from 
constituents. After all, hotel taxes are taxes on tourists that are 
unpaid by local citizens. Amidst such a scenario, proposed imposition 
of a hotel tax in a county often emerges as a highly charged and 
controversial issue. 
It is unlikely that many county legislators would support an 
increase in property taxes or sales taxes for the sole use of the 
tourism industry. Not all county legislators favor funding the 
tourism industry from general tax revenues and view a proposed 
hotel tax as a means by which county government can save itself the 
annual allocation to tourism entities and transfer these costs to 
tourists directly. As suggested in so many other conununities across 
Uie nation and the state, hotel taxes seem preferable to the imposi' 
tion of other taxes. Such a controversial issue should generate much 
research on the process of how such taxes are introduced, challenged, 
resolved, and eventually passed into law. It is likely that the experi-
ence of the at tempted legislative approval of a hotel tax in 
Chautauqua County, New York, may be of heuristic value to other 
conununities contemplating a hotel tax. 
Lodging Demand Determines Tax Impact 
The economic impact of a hotel tax is largely determined by the 
nature of the elasticity of demand for lodging wiUi respect to price at 
a destination. The tax burden would fall mainly on the owners of 
lodging establishments in case of elasticity of demand, whereas the 
tourists themselves bear the burden if the accommodation demand is 
inelastic. Sufficient evidence exists that the demand for lodging at a 
destination is inelastic with respect to price.* 
Both conventional wisdom and past academic research have 
suggested that hotel taxes can be passed on to tourists with virtually 
no loss in room sales.* However, one recent study contradicts this 
traditional view and has concluded that tourists are much more 
price-sensitive than previously believed.* Thus, hotel and motel 
operators may lose when they cannot pass on the entire tax to 
tourists. Moreover, they may lose sales related to room services as 
well* However, the small negative impact that might be caused by 
the imposition of a hotel tax could be reversed by spending tax 
proceeds on developing the local tourism industry and services.* 
Generally tourists maintain the same lifestyle while touring as 
they enjoy at home. The probability of substitution among the inputs 
in response to a tax on lodging is minimal. Hence, a small ad 
valorem hotel tax would theoretically have negligible impact on the 
lodging industry and would generate appreciable revenue. A similar 
conclusion was reached by Mak and Nishimura' in which they 
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estimated the efTects of a hotel tax on Hawaii's tourism industry. 
The proceeds yielded by such hotel taxes are used to improve the 
tourism infrastructure and finance further tourism development 
without causing a financial burden on local taxpayers. Improved 
tourist facilities and attractions enhance the competitiveness of tourist 
areas by making them more attractive to tourists. An appreciable 
portion of the tax proceeds is used to improve and enhance the efiec-
tiveness of marketing programs. All these culminate in bringing more 
business to tourism establishments and consequently more tourist 
dollars to the area's economy. This external money, when injected into 
an area's economy, generates enormous economic activities through its 
multiplier effect and, consequently, everybody benefits from tourism: 
community, county government, tourism industry, etc 
Chautauqua County Provides Case Study 
Chautauqua County is New York State's western-most county 
and home to the world-famous Chautauqua Institution. A lively 
tourism industry has developed around the institution, and around 
Lake Chautauqua during the summer months. Earlier attempts to 
expand the season beyond the two summer months have been incre-
mentally successful and the benefits of tourism have not extended 
much beyond the traditional tourism enclaves of the county. 
The tourism industry is represented by a private organization 
composed of tourism business owners called the Chautauqua County 
Vacationlands Association (CCVA), started over a quarter of a 
century ago. Since that time, the CCVA has grown considerably, 
received county funds for its administration, and maximized oppor-
tunities provided through the New York State Matching Funds 
Program. CCVA has often been recognized as one of the outstanding 
tourism-promotion groups in the state. 
In 1985, the Jamestown Chamber of Commerce, representing 
one of the two major cities in the county, commissioned a study by 
the International Association of Convention and Visitor Bureaus to 
determine the viability of a convention center and a publicly funded 
organization to promote it. The results of tha t study strongly 
endorsed a hotel tax proposition to finance such endeavors. However, 
the report failed to consider market conditions, transportation 
limitations, competition, and the actual facilities Jamestown had to 
offer. Consequently, a county task force was formed, which engaged 
Davidson-Peterson Associates to conduct a more thorough analysis of 
the county's tourism potential. The Davidson-Peterson study 
concluded that significant expansion of the tourism industry was 
possible but would require public funding of at least $500,000 the 
first year.* As is often the result, the two studies languished for 
several years until CCVA spearheaded an effort to introduce a hotel 
tax proposal before the county legislature. The legislature responded 
positively, approving the proposal to be sent to the state legislature 
for enabling legislation. The New York State Legislature approved 
the proposal requiring only the approval of the county legislature 
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and county executive. Before considering imposing a hotel tax, a 
county commonly commissions a study to examine the dynamics of 
projected proceeds at different rates. The same has been the subject 
of a study conducted by County Planner John Luensman, whose tax 
proceeds estimates were computed using four variables: 
• three different tax rates: 1 to 3 percent 
• 50 and 75 percent occupancy rates for both single and double 
occupancies 
• a weighted average room rent representing the total rooms 
identified along with their rates 
• inclusion of all hotel and motel rooms as identified in 
Chautauqxia County by its Deparbnent of Planning and Devel-
opment* 
The major conclusions of Luensman's study with respect to tax 
proceeds estimates are as follows: 
Example 1: If there had been a hotel tax in 1988 (tax on all hotel 
and motel rooms at 1 percent), in the simplest estimates, revenues 
would have ranged between $110,000 and $213,000, depending on 
annual occupancy rates. This estimate may be altered to another 
range of yields by designating the relationship between single and 
double occupancy. 
Occupancy 
Single Double Estimated Revenue 
100% 0% $110,000-$159,000 
75 25 120,000-175,000 
50 50 129,000 -186,000 
Example 2: If in 1988 there had been an occupancy tax on places 
of 26 rooms or more and only those open six months of the year or 
more with a tax rate of 2 percent, the range of revenues is estimated 
at between $160,000 and $310,000. The relationship between single 
and double occupan<7 can change the estimates as follows. 
Occupancy 
Single Double Estimated Revenue 
100% 0% $160,000-$240,000 
75 25 172,000 - 257,000 
50 50 183,000-275,000 
Example 3: If in 1988 there had been a 3 percent occupancy tax 
on establishments of 26 rooms or more, the revenue yield is 
estimated to range between $279,000 and $538,000. With considera-
tions for single and double occupancy, the estimates take on the 
following form. 
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Occupancy 
Single Double Estimated Revenue 
100% 0% $279,000-$404,000 
75 25 320,000 - 438,000 
50 50 362,000 - 471,000 
Examples 2 and 3 use the concept of places of 26 rooms or more. 
There are seven places with just over 26 rooms, with a total of 200. 
The owners may desire to drop below the tax room establishment 
size which could cause a downward revenue adjustment of $38,000 
to $73,000 if all seven places went to 25 rooms. 
In order to carry out any study on a hotel tax, the definition of a 
property becomes a major issue to forecast future tax proceeds. This 
problem was encountered by Luensman. Hence, in working up the 
projected estimates of rooms that may carry a hotel tax, the following 
iacUities that rent space similar to hotel and motel rooms or units 
that may be included under some county authorizations have not 
been used in this estimate. At Chautauqua Institution, there are 
over a hundred additional establishments renting rooms, apart-
ments, condos, and houses. In the county at large, there are now 
probably 400 rooms or imits in fishing camps, condos, small cottage 
courts, and other titles used much as lv}tel/motel rooms and units. 
Thus it is obvious from the above estimates that the hotel tax, if 
levied in Chautauqua County, could provide significant revenues. 
These additional revenues cotdd be used for b o ^ tourism develop-
ment and tourism marketing projects. 
Luensman's study was not the only one projecting likely 
revenues from the proposed hotel tax. The CCVA prepared more 
optimistic projections of likely income based upon total lodging 
income of $81,848,330 per year, considering a range from 40 to 100 
percent occupancy, as follows: 
40% Occupancy at 3% $ 982,179 
50% Occupancy at 3% 1,227,724 
60% Occupan<y at 3% 1,473,269 
80% Occupancy at 3% 1,964,359 
100% OccupanQT at 3% 2,445,450 
The differences in projection between the Luensman study and 
CCVA can be attributed to the extent to which certain accommoda-
tions might be excluded from collection of the proposed tax. It is also 
likely that Luensman's figures are somewhat lower than what could 
reasonably be expected, while the CCVA figures are probably 
somewhat higher. Regardless of the discrepancy of the two projec-
tions, both are in agreement that considerable revenue can be gener-
ated by the imposition of a hotel tax in the county. 
With the imposition of a hotel tax, tourism development and 
tourism marketing in the coimty will become self-funding. The more 
successful the developmental and marketing efforts are, the more 
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money will be generated for future endeavors. This is the likely pattern 
that counties having hotel taxes have experienced over the years. 
Taxes Exist in Many U.S. Cities 
Among the 44 cities surveyed across the United States (with 
New York State excluded), 41 cities had hotel taxes, which ranged 
from 1 to 11 percent (See Table 1)." 
According to the New York State Comptroller's Office and the 
New York State Association of Convention and Visitors Bureaus, at 
least 16 counties and the cities of Niagara Falls and Saratoga have a 
hotel tax as of January, 1989 (See Table 2)." It should be noted that 
these counties and cities account for most of the tourism business in 
New York State. 
Thus, it seems apparent that both nationally and state-wide, 
hotel taxes have grown in acceptability. No evidence could be found 
of a hotel tax once imposed being subsequently revoked. Face 
validity would suggest that the taxing authorities and the general 
public are satisfied with the way hotel taxes have worked. 
Distribution of tax revenues is rarely a conflict-free situation. No 
single formula of distribution would be appropriate evety year since 
uncontrollable events are likely to make certain expenditiires more 
important some years than others. On the other hand, considering 
the purpose of the hotel tax, the county legislature should not be 
allowed to employ hotel tax revenues solely for tax relief or for 
normal operating expenditures. It is acknowledged that many 
projects designed to improve toiuism will also improve the quality of 
life for residents, and caution must be exercised to insure that tourist 
generated taxes are properly employed. 
Tax Revenues Require New Organizations, Tasks 
With the projected increase in tax revenues likely to be produced 
by the proposed occupancy tax, a coimty must consider establishing a 
department of tourism to promote, administer, and facilitate tourism 
development 
For Chautauqua County, the department of tourism should 
eventually evolve from CCVA and be made the apex body of touiism 
planning, development, policy making, administration and 
marketing at the county level. In addition to assuming all the 
existing functions of CCVA, the proposed department of tourism 
should also strive to achieve industiy status for the tourism sector in 
order to enable tourism corporations/firms to benefit from the 
county's industrial expansion and development programs and 
schemes. 
Once the revenues of the hotel tax begin to be distributed, 
several important tasks should be undertaken by CCVA and county 
government. Imposition of a hotel tax should always be accompanied 
by the enactment of a county tourism poli<y which should set forth 
the goals and objectives of tourism development in the county. It 
should accord an industry status to the local tourism industry, 
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Table 1 
Hotel Tax Rates in Sefected Cities 
Destination 
1, Anchorage, AK 
2. Atlanta, GA 
3. Austin, TX 
4. Biloxi, MS 
5. Boston, MA 
6. Cincinnati, OH 
7. Des Moines, lA 
8. Eau Claire, WI 
9. Grand Forks, ND 
10. Hartford, CT 
11. Honolulu, HI 
12. Hot Springs, AR 
13. Indianapolis, IN 
14. Juneau, AK 
15. Kansas City, MO 
16. Las Vegas, NV 
17. Los Angeles, CA 
18. Louisville, KY 
19. Memphis, TN 
20. Milwaukee, WI 
21. Montgomery, AL 
22. Nashville, TN 
23. New Orleans, LA 
24. Oklahoma Qty, OK 
25. Orlando, FL 
26. Phoenix, AZ 
27.Kttsbuiih,PA 
28. Portland, OR 
29. Reno, NV 
30. Richmond, VA 
31.LakeTahoe,CA 
32. San Prandsco, CA 
33. Sacramento, CA 
34. Salt Lake a ty .UT 
35. San Francisco, CA 
36. San Diego, CA 
37. Seattle, WA 
38. Sioux Falls, SD 
39. St. Paul, MN 
40.'IHicson,AZ 
41. Vail, CO 
42. Virginia Beach, VA 
43. Washington, DC 
44. Wilmington, DE 
Tax Rate % 
8.0 
3.0 
8.0 
3.0 
5.7 
4.5 
5.0 
4.0 
2.0 
none 
none 
3.0 
5.0 
3.0 
3.5 
7.0 
10.0 
4.0 
5.0 
6.0 
4.0 
3.0 
11.0 
2.0 
2.0 
7.0 
9.0 
6.0 
7.0 
2.0 
2.0 
8.0 
10.0 
4.0 
9.75 
6.0 
5.0 
1.0 
3.0 
8.0 
8.1 
4.0 
Flat Rate, $l/day 
none 
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Table 2 
Hole! Tax Rates In New York State 
Locality 
Albany County 
Broome County 
Chemung County 
Cortland County 
Dutchess County 
Erie County 
(30 Rooms) 
Jefferson County 
Monroe Cotmty 
City of New York 
(Rate-$40/Night 
City of JTiagara Falls 
Oneida County 
Onondaga County 
Osw p^o County 
Sarat(^ Couiity 
City of Saratoga 
Schenectady County 
Schuyler County 
Steuben County 
Ibmpkins Coxmty 
Date Tax Imposed 
09/01/86 
oyoi/78 
01A)l/89 
12/01/87 
01/01/84 
08/26/83 
08/03/87 
omvss 
07/01/86 
07/01/70 
07/01/86 
01/01/74 
10/01/84 
09/01/83 
12/01/88 
OVOlflB 
01/01/78 
09/01/85 
01/01/89 
01/01/88 
10/01/86 
Tax Rate % 
3 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
6 
3 
3 
5 
5 + $2.00 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
making tourism establishments eligible for industrial incentives. 
This policy should be both legislated and comprehensive. A simple 
proclamation that the cotmty will promote tourism will be insx^-
cient. At a minimum, county agencies should be required, as a 
matter of public policy, to facUitate tourism and to give the county 
tourism interests full consideration in county decision-making. The 
decisions of county agencies and the legislature will have an 
enormous impact on the following: 
• the rate of growth of the tourism sector 
• the location of tourist facilities 
• the quality of tourist services 
• public attitudes toward and treatment of tourists 
• the seasonality of tourist demand 
Tburism is simply too important for Chautauqua County to be 
allowed to develop without planning and policy direction. A coimty 
tourism policy is important not only because it defines goals and 
responsibilities, but also because it serves as tangible proof that 
tourism is a county priority. It also recognizes the economic, social, 
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and cultural importance of tourism and mandates a public commit-
ment to its well-being and orderly growth. 
Disbursement of hotel tax proceeds is a difficult process. It is 
recommended that a tourism council be established, which would be 
composed of county legislative chairpersons from the following 
committees: agriculture and economic developmeiit, public works, 
environmental, and government affairs. The coimcil should be chaired 
by the county executive and solicit proposed budgets from CCVA, the 
department of public Works (DPW), and the industrial development 
agency (IDA). After review, the council would send its recommenda-
tions to the finance committee for a final resolution to the legislature. 
Although there is a discrepancy between Luensman's low 
estimate of $639,000 (projected 1988 revenues if the tax had been 
imposed at 3 percent) and CCJVA's projections of $982,179 (40 percent 
occupancy rate at 3 percent) as likely to be yielded by a hotel tax, it 
is probable that legislative negotiation, as well as exemptions that 
already exclude certain categories of accommodations in the tax 
proposal, make conservative predictions more reliable. Assuming 
that the revenues to be produced would approximate $592,000 in 
1990 (presimiably the first year of the total tax collection), $718,000 
in 1991, and $771,000 in 1992, budgets are suggested in Table 3. 
Tables 
Proposed Hotel Tax Action Plan Budget 
(In $ hundred thousands) 
Operations and Marketing 
NYS Funds Match 
Intra-County Co-op Adv. 
Special Events/Festivals 
Arts Promotion 
ConventionsA'isitors 
Administration 
Familiarization Program 
Subtotal 
Tourism Development 
Business Devel. Program 
Natural Resource Program 
Trail Development 
Public Access Devel. 
Resource Enhancement 
Beautification 
Signage 
Subtotal 
Program Total 
1990 
110 
125 
25 
25 
25 
64.5 
10 
384.5 
25 
25 
100 
50 
5 
2.5 
207.5 
$592 
1991 
110 
125 
50 
50 
50 
68 
25 
478 
25 
40 
100 
50 
15 
10 
240 
$718 
1992 
120 
130 
50 
55 
55 
71 
25 
506 
25 
40 
100 
75 
15 
10 
265 
$771 
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A brief description of the items in the proposed hotel tax plan 
budget follows: 
• NYS Funds Match: These funds permit the county to 
maximize its involvement in the state matching funds program. 
Consequently, it enables the coimty to do double advertising. 
• Intra-County Cooperative Advertising: Because of the lack of 
comprehensive funding, CCVA has been unable in the past to avail 
itself of New York State matching funds to advertise the county tourist 
areas in the state. In the past, the emphasis has necessarily been to 
involve specific businesses willing to share the cost of advertising 
outside the cotmty. Attracting tourists to the county is only half of the 
goal; insuring their contentment and satisfaction is the other half. 
Effective commimication to them about what is avaflable in the county 
is essential to ensure that they have a positive experience and increase 
the likelihood of their rettim in the future. 
• Special Events and Festivals: A special program should be 
established by CCVA to encourage local initiatives in tourism promo-
tion. Ihese local initiatives might be municipal festivals, non-profit 
group celebrations, and other events requiring advertising and 
promotion. CCVA might consider establishing challenge grants 
where they will match one dollar for every two raised by the 
requesting group. 
• Arts Promotion: One of Chautauq\ia County's greatest assets 
is its vibrant potential for presentation of artistic endeavors such as 
quality craft shows, international puppet festivals, continuation of 
tiie Lucille Ball Festival, and an increase in the employment of 
artistic talent in the county. A cultural tourism development 
program would aid in bringing in tourists who would stay overnight. 
• Convention and Visitors: CCVA should attempt to identify 
those convention groups that could be readily served in Chautauqxia 
County. Head-to-head competition with big cities with large facilities 
would be unwise, but it is likely that a small but financially viable 
segment could be identified and targeted for promotion for conven-
tions and conferences. 
• Familiarization Tour Program: The proposed funds would be 
employed for hosting travel writers, tour operators, and travel 
agents, etc who could influence others to view Chautauqua County 
tourism in a positive light. 
• Business Development Program: It is anticipated that IDA 
would be able to expand its efforts to improve and expand tourism 
businesses with the additional funds proposed for this purpose. 
• Trail Development: This category would provide funds for the 
development of hiking trails, snowmobile trails, ski trails, nature 
trails, railroad trails, and cooperative efforts such as The Seaway 
TVail and Concord Vintage Trail. 
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• public Access Development: If Chautauqua County is to 
market itself as a vacationland, the scenic beauty must be readily 
ccessible to tourists. Access to the major outdoor recreation and 
scenic sites in the county may require purchase of land as well as 
actual development costs. Hence, in a 10-year period, $1 million will 
have been spent on permanently improving access not only for 
tourists, but for county residents as well. 
• Resource Enhancement: Preservation and protection of the 
environment will likely be a prime consideration of the 1990s. Funds 
dedicated to enhancing, protecting, and preserving the county's 
natural attractions will ensure future quality of life for all. Careful 
g^ployment of these funds should help to prevent overdevelopment, 
tasteless commercialization, overcrowding, and other misuse of 
nature's gifts. 
• Beautiftcation: At the present time, the main entries to 
Chautauqua County lack a welcoming appearance. These modest 
proposed funds could be used for plantings and for beautifying the 
major entrances to the county. 
• Signage: Anyone who has ever traveled to an unknown desti-
nation knows how frustrating a lack of signage can be. Tbo often, the 
attitude seems to be "everybody knows where that is," despite the 
fact that "everyone" does not know. Making the tourism experience a 
pleasant and comfortable one requires improved signage throughout 
the county 
• Administration: The county has been funding CCVA at 
$64,500 annually and it is essential that these administrative costs 
be accommodated within the budget. Small increases have been 
provided in the 1991 and 1992 budgets acknowledging inflationaiy 
pressures and probable expansion of the responsibilities of CC\Ws 
present staff. 
Such a procedure would ensure high-level attention to the 
budgets and activities of the three primary recipients of hotel tax 
proceeds (CCV\, DPW and IDA) and ensure that the funds raised 
through toiuism would be properly spent on tourism promotion and 
development 
Communities contemplating hotel taxes should be aware that 
careful planning and foresight with respect to the disbursement of 
tax proceeds are necessary before the proposal to impose such a tax 
is drafted. The experience of Chautauqtia County testifies to this. 
Three committees of the Chautauqua County legislature 
(agriculture and economic development, personnel and governmental 
affairs, finance) and an ad hoc hotel tax committee revised the 
recommendations sufficiently to cause the CCVA, the prime sponsor 
for the legislation, to withdraw its support." One change was that 
revenues would be deposited in the general fund with no assurances 
that the money raised would be used exclusively for tourism 
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purposes. A second change was that a proposed tourism council 
would not include representation from the tourism industry and 
would be composed solely of county officials. The third change, and 
possibly most threatening to CCVA, was that the proposed tourism 
council could "solicit and receive plan proposals and budget proposals 
from any recognized tourism agency, organization or other similar 
entities." If passed into law, the most experienced and representative 
group of the tourism industry in the county could be challenged by 
whoever or by whatever group might choose to do so. 
Once CCVA withdrew its support for the hotel tax, the county 
legislative committees withdrew the proposal entirely. However, the 
county executive-elect has been quoted as saying that he would lead 
an effort to resurrect the hotel tax and consult those in the industry. 
With better planning and more concerted public action, it is 
highly likely that the next attempt to implement the tax will be 
successfiil. Communities contemplating hotel taxes should be aware 
that minor wording changes can significantly affect whether a hotel 
tax genuinely benefits the tourism industry or whether political 
machinations designed to use tourism-raised revenues for non-
tourism pxirposes will become part of the law. Conscientious tourism 
planners should proceed through the process with great care to 
ensure the successful implementation and proper use of hotel tax 
revenues. 
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ABSTRACT 
Th0 purpose of this paper b to examine the dynamics of the imposition of 
occupancy taxes from ethical perspectives. There appears to be.a paucity of 
research conducted on the topic of occupancy taxes, and what little does exist is 
mostly anecdotal or simply news media accounts of the conflict generated by 
proposals to impose such a tax. It is anticipated that this paper, besides providing 
specific guidelines to those desiring to impose an occupancy tax at a county or 
municipal level, will also recommend howhotefiers can influence the imposition of 
such a tax and disbursement of its proceeds from the standpoint of their societal 
responsibilities. Key Words: Rubric relations, occupancy tax, ethics, hoteliers. 
INTRODUCTION 
Tourist destinatbns are increasingly expressing concerns about financing 
public services widely used by tourists. These broad-ranged facilities encompass 
sewage systems, water systems, road maintenance, publte safety, fire protection, 
health delivery systems, pollution control and environmental protection. Though 
tourists pay some local taxes directly, e.g., sales taxes, some other taxes such as 
property taxes are paid in their behalf by owners of tourism establishments. 
However, these taxes do not cover the constructbn and maintenance costs of the 
infrastructure to the extent used by the tourists. Consequently, tourist destinatnns 
seem to be subsidizing the tourism indust^. This problem is more acute where 
tourism faalitates a large influx of tourists. 
One of the ways in whfch a government can recover this cost/subsidy is by 
''^ posing an occupancy tax on accommodation establishments generally used by 
^^ tourists. An occupancy tax helps to resolve the problem in two ways. First, it 
Enables a kx:ality to recover the infrastmctural devetopment and maintenance costs 
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(rom the tourists to the extent used by them. Second, tourists pay to finance the 
marketing programs undertai<en by the destination's private and public sectors. 
Politicians generally favor such a tax because it is capable of generating 
substantial revenue without inviting opposition from their constituents. After all 
occupancy taxes are taxes on tourists that are not imposed on local residents. But 
imposition of occupancy taxes have met opposition almost every time they have 
been proposed since their initial introductton in New York and Pennsylvania in the 
late 1940s. Hoteliers often oppose such taxes because they believe they are being 
singled out for collecting the tax. Other tourism entrepreneurs oppose the tax 
because they fear that the revenues raised will be empbyed for non-tourism projects 
as has occurred at many destinations (McGee, 1986; Taninecz, 1987). Still others 
appear to be fundamentally opposed to any sort of taxation as a potential impediment 
to business (Seal, 1988). 
Amidst such a scenario, a proposed occupancy tax often emerges as a highly 
charged and controversial issue. It is unlikely that many law makers wouM support 
an increase in property taxes or sales taxes for the sole use of the tourism industry. 
Few law makers favor funding the tourism industry from general tax revenues, and 
many view occupancy taxes as a means by whk:h the annual expenditures to tourism 
entities can be transferred to tourists directly. As suggested in so many other places 
across the nation, occupancy taxes seem preferable to the imposition of othertaxes. 
Such a controversial issue shoukJ generate much research on the process of how 
such taxes are introduced, challenged, resolved, and eventually passed into law. It 
is likely that the experience of the attempted legislative approval of an occupancy tax 
in Chautauqua County, New York, may be of heuristk: value to other communities 
contemplating the imposition of an occupancy tax (Krohn & Ahmed, in press). 
Incidence of Tax 
Both conventbnal wisdom and past academic research have suggested that 
occupancy taxes can be passed on to tourists with virtually no toss in room sales 
(Combs & Elledge, 1979). However, one recent study contradicts this traditional 
view and has concluded that tourists are much more pree-sensitive than previously 
believed. Thus, hospitality operators may bse when they cannot pass on the entire 
tax to tourists. Moreover, they may k>se sales related to room servbes, as weO (Mak, 
1988). However, the small negative impact that might be caused by the imposition 
of an occupancy tax could be reversed by spending tax proceeds on devebping the 
kxal tourism industry (Fujii & Khaled, 1985; Mak, 1988). 
Generally, tourists maintain the same life-style while touring as they enjoy at 
home. The probability of substitution among the inputs in response to a tax on 
kxJging is minimal. Hence, a small ad vahrem occupancy tax would, theoretically, 
have negligible impact on the hospitality industry and would generate appreciable 
revenue. A similar conclusion was reached by Mak and Nishimura (1979) in whk;h 
they estimated the effects of an occupancy tax on Hawaifs tourism industry. 
The proceeds yielded by occupancy taxes are commonly used to improve the 
tourism Infrastructure and finance further tourism devebpment without causing a 
financial burden on local tax payers. Improved tourist facilities and attractions 
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enhance the competitiveness of tourist destinations by making them more attractive 
to tourists. An appreciable portion of the tax proceeds are often used to improve and 
enhance the effectiveness of marketing programs. Ail these expenditures culminate 
in bringing more business to tourism establishments and consequently more tourist 
dollars to the destination's economy. This external money, when injected into a locaJ 
economy, generates enormous economic activKies through its multiplier effect, and 
consequently, benefits from tourism arewkiespread: e.g., community, government, 
hospitality sector and the overall tourism industry (Mcintosh & GoekJner, 1986). 
Despite these universal benefits, short-sighted hoteliers often oppose occupancy 
taxes because they believe there is some unfairness in making them liable for the 
collection of such taxes. Unfortunately, they appear to be ignoring their ov/n ethical 
responsibilities. 
Ethical Responsibilities of Hoteliers 
Large corporations the workJ over are increasingly attending to the topk; of 
business ethks (Laczniak & Naor, 1985; Scholhammer, 1977). Seemingly ignored 
for many years, international organizations are now writing codes of ethical conduct 
for their employees, dealers, vendors, and customers. Moreover, they are establish-
ing administrative mechanisms to supervise those codes, and expending large 
amounts of money to ensure the adherence to and effectiveness of such programs. 
The entire tourism industry in general and hospitality segment in particular have 
been conspk;uous by their absence in responding to the greater interest in business 
ethcs. There are at least two major reasons for that conspk;uous absence. Rrst, 
despite the involvement of large multinationa! corporate involvement in tourism, 
most of the industry is composed of smaJI businesses that place pragmatk; personal 
profit before idealistic ethical behavbr. Second, the issue of ethk» in business is 
most complex because much of business activity, and especially that of marketing, 
involves persuasive communicatton that is highly prone to misinterpretation. All too 
often, it appears that the misinterpretation is an intentbnal goal. Nevertheless, a 
number of scholars have proposed frameworks for application of ethk;al principles 
in business (Laczniak, 1983). 
Laczniak (1983) suggests that three have particularly apt application to persua-
sive marketing in business: the Prima Facia Duties Framework devetoped by Ross 
(1930), the Proportk3nality Framework Model advanced by Garrett (1966), and the 
Social Justice Framework proposed by Rawls (1971). All of the ethical frameworks 
differ from one another in varying ways but are in agreement that business persons 
owe a social debt to the society in which they operate that exceeds normal business 
and legal obligafions. Some muKinattonal hotel/motel operators proudly note that 
their third-workJ operattons or resorts in remote areas improve living standards for 
bcal residents, but often ignore their other ethical responsibil'ities (Kobrin, 1977). 
Though tourism corporattons take credit for tremendous strides made in living 
standards at the tourist destinations, they are also accused of causing damage to the 
physical environment and of being insensitive to societal needs (Heckert, 1978). 
Consequently, hoteliers in general have suffered a martced toss in social credibility 
in the contemporary workJ. The business environment in which the tourism 
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corporatbns work is changing more rapidly today than ever before, leading to 
confusion, uncertainty, and lack of confidence. Therefore, it is important for all 
tourism corporations to restate and reaffirm their ethbai principles, deemed 
important by the social norms set by the communKy in which they operate. Th^ 
sincerKy of this belief should encourage tourism corporatbns to act with integrity gt 
all times. 
Marketing decistons of tourism corporatbns have major ethical consequences. 
Partbulariy perplexing are some of the no-win controversial situatbns that occur In 
whbh the degree of moral culpability is subject to debate. Occupancy tax proposals 
present one such situatbn. 
Evaluating an occupancy tax proposal from the sole perspective of cost and 
benef K analysis may be unethical t>ecause the tourism Industry owes more to the 
local community beyond financial consideratbns. If hoteliers in partbular, and oth«T 
tourism entrepreneurs In general, absolve themseh/es from their societal responsi-
bilities and are concerned only with the return on their investments, a hostile c^mate 
may devebp, where community retatbns are strained and which eventually may 
cause severe damage to the entire industry. 
By simply providing menial, blue-collar and minimum-wage jobs, hotelier« 
cannot escape from their societal responsibilities toward the host community. When 
bcal resMents evaluate the pledges and commitments of tourism/hospitarity industry 
entrepreneurs against their actbns and realKies. they may discover many breaches 
and discrepancies. The tourism-casino prosperity in Atlantic City. New Jersey, is a 
case in point, where the tourism boom has failed to deliver anything substantial to 
the local residents beyond minimum-wage jobs. Al^ect poverty is visible just a few 
bbcks from the Trump Taj Mahal Casino and Plaza Amidst such a scenario, 
hoteliers shouM re-examine their ethical responsibilities toward their bcal commu-
nities. Occupancy tax proposals deserve attentbn from this perspective, too. 
Areas endowed with mineral resources such as gold, petroleum, diamonds, 
iron, coal, etc. reap enormous divbends from them by charging apprecia^ royalties 
for their expbttatbn. On the othei nand, tourist destinations gifted with natural 
resources such as forests, parks, mountains, lakes, rivers, and beaches don't gain 
much because tourists dont pay anything substantial for using, watching, (some-
times) destroying, and damaging these tourism resources. Through the mechanism 
of an occupancy tax, tourists are required to pay for enjoying these man-made and 
natural tourism resources. The money so obtained shoub go into repairing, 
revKalizing and re-devebping the damaged environment, tieskjes paying for the 
maintenance and management of tourism super- and infrastructural systems. 
Occupancy tax revenues are sometimes used for other improvements that are 
of benefit to both bcal resbents and tourists. For instance, support of the arts is often 
opposed by hoteliers because they fail to see any direct benefit to themselves. In 
one case, hoteliers conducted an organized effort to approve an increase in an 
occupancy tax for a conventbn center but strongly opposed any expenditure for the 
arts (Taninecz. 1987). Those hoteliers seemed to be unaware that denying 
addKional funds to art organizatbns reduces the cultural attractiveness of the 
destination and consequently offers less appeal to tourists. In additbn to being 
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shortsighted from a practical business viewpoint, the hoteliers may also have failed 
in their ethical obligations to improve the cultural environment of the community in 
which they conduct their businesses. 
Since the hospitality sector is one of the major and direct beneficiaries of 
occupancy tax yields, it should assume ethical responsibility for initiating and 
supporting the enactment of occupancy taxes for the primary benefit of the tourism 
industry. Hoteliers belonging to major hotel/motel chains owe more in this regard 
because of their Hkely broader visbn and experience. They have probably witnessed 
how tourists can damage a sodo-physical environment and how occupancy tax 
dollars have been used to remedy the situation. Hence, by proactive leadership, they 
can correct the vision of misguided small business Iwteliers, who are generally 
fearful that occupancy taxes will drive tourists away to other competing destinations 
where such a tax does not exist or is lower. 
Public Relations Contribution 
With strategic planning, public relations can make direct and measurable 
contributbns in correcting misconceptions and resolving issues arising out of 
misinformatkjn and disinformatbn aimed at occupancy taxes. To realize this 
objective, five specific recommendations foltow: 
Form a Platform. First, hoteliers shoukJ form an associatnn and launch acampaign 
to Initiate the process of oonfkJence building in the Issue. Misperceptk>ns of small 
business hoteliers and other opponents of the occupancy tax have to be corrected 
through educatton and bbbyfng. By accepting leadership roles, prominent hoteliers 
betonging to national and multinational hospitality chains can help in the formation 
of such a platform. 
Forming (or reforming) an organizatton composed of hoteliers more alert to their 
ethical respor3S>ilities will require a process to uncover and remove attitudinal, 
behavnral, procedural, policy, and structural barriers to effective performance 
across the entire socio-technical system, gaining in the process increased aware-
ness of the system's Internal and external dynamics so that future adaptatk>ns are 
enhanced" (Miles, 197530). 
Perform Long Term Cost-Benefit Analysis. Second, this publk: relatbns campaign 
can provkie great value to the tourism industry far in excess of the resources 
invested. Indeed, the return in occupancy tax publk; relations programming can far 
exceed the investment if the far reaching consequences of occupancy taxes from its 
'nultiplier effect dimensions are conskiered. In order to soficit the cooperatkxi and 
support of all members of the hospitanty industry, cost-benefit analysis of occupancy 
^ proposals from k>ng-term perspectives shoukJ be performed, and the results of 
such an analysis shouM be communicated to ail the members in terms they 
Understand and to whch they can relate. Quantifiable benefits such as t>etter image 
'because of tourism super- and infrastructural systems' qualitative improvements 
and better promotnn attempts will help to justify occupancy taxes to all concerned 
(fwteliers. tourists, community, and government). All of this requires thinking, acting, 
and planning pubfic relatnns strategy. The most successful proponents of occu-
pancy taxes have always made strategic planning the cornerstone of their publk: 
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relations campaign. 
"But new (actors, ail coming about in the past 25 years, have made more 
sophisticated communication necessary: the rapid expansion of mass media and 
their attendant influence on people's perceptions, the increase in the level of 
education and the lowering of the median age of the general population, and the 
growing acceptability of dissent as a form of individual expression are some 
examples* (Gildea and Haas, 1975:3). 
Determine the Policy Objectives. Third, to be strategic, public relations must be 
aligned with the vision or mission the destination's reason for being—and must 
substantially contribute to achieving the tourism industry's well articulated and 
common objectives. Ideally, public relations should be part of the process of helping 
to get the occupancy tax enacted into law. Strategic public relations programming 
is based on a commitment and conviction, articulated in different ways by different 
segments of the tourism industry. With the hospitality sector in the forefront, m 
sector of the tourism industry can hope to succeed and prosper over the long term 
in a hostile dimate, or without the assistance and alignment of those individuals and 
constituencies it relies on for support. All of these public or private stakeholders-
including tourists, host community, host government, tourism businesses, and 
tourism employees—are interrelated. Their collective perceptbn of a successful 
tourist destination forms the climate of public opinion in which the destination's 
tourism businesses operate. 
No destinatbncan truly achieve competitive advantage unless it: (a) has the 
support of these staI<eholders, (b) understands the current and emerging external 
and internal environment in which the destination operates and competes, and (c) 
learns to manage change within that environment, rather than be controlled by it. 
Such stakeholder and environmental alignment does not just happen. It results 
from research, strategic planning, and the implementation of carefully developed 
strategic communicatk>ns and advocacy programs, designed to achieve a desired 
result and to create specific perceptions, actions or reactions from each stakeholder 
with whom the tourist destination relates. 
Chatting a Road Map. Folbwing are some of the important components of an 
effective strategic pubfic relatk>ns program: 
Rrst, the hoteliers' organization needs to have dear goals about what it wants 
to be, and to have established the specific objectives it must achieve to get there. 
Without well-coordinated direction, tlie pubfic relations program will remain severely 
handicapped. Trying to establish a strategic public relations program to get 
occupancy tax legislation enacted without it is analogous to trying to drive cross-
country without a road map or directional signs. The tourism industry may not W.% 
where it may end up. 
Presuming that the hoteliers have an overall plan, the next step is to devek>p 
strategic plans for each sub-function. That plan shouki include: (a) a snapshot 
descriptKMi of public relations as it is to be constituted; (b) a view of the end state 
needed to advance their objectives; and (c) a desaiption of what needs to be done 
to accomplish the desired goals. The plan shouM address the strategies and tactKS 
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that have to be put into place to reach the overall objectives. Sections on the 
occupancy tax support group constituencies to influence, and the primary messages 
the support group needs to articulate, are often part of the strategic plan. 
Attracting Broad-Based Support. It is virtually impossible to develop an effective 
public relations plan without widespread support. If possible, hoteliers who bebng 
to the muitinational hospitality chains should be active partners in creating the plan. 
It is likely that these people have witnessed the benefits that can accrue from 
occupancy tax dollars. These hoteliers can lobby and convince those who have been 
misguided and misled by the opponents of occupancy tax proposals. Their views 
should, of course, be solicited before the plan is complete. 
Both moral and finandai support of the hoteliers involved is critical The 
agreement and willing assistance of a broad-based team, composed of people within 
and outside of the hospitality section, is needed if the destination wishes to achieve 
meaningful results from the occupancy tax legislation. Hence, the ethical commit-
ment has to be reflected in the allocation of resources needed to execute the 
program. Hoteliers' commitment, no matter how firm, must be matched with 
adequate human resources (either their own staff or consultants), an adequate 
budget, and, most important, enough time to succeed. 
Finally, the destinatton's tourism industry must have the discipline to follow the 
strategic plan, the flexibility to amend it as circumstances warrant, and the determi-
nation to stick to the blueprint and persevere. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
It has been the oontentnn of this paper that hoteliers often fall to consMer the 
broad social and environmental benefits that can accrue from the imposition and 
judk:k)us use of occupancy tax revenues. Traditnnally. hoteliers oppose such taxes 
without due consideration for the universal good that can resuH and the number of 
people who t>enefit. 
It was suggested that tourists themselves benefit from oocupanqr taxes 
because of improved touristic fadlities; k>cal citizens benefit by not having to 
subsidize the tourism industry; and hoteliers and the entire tourism industry benefit 
by improved product offerings and more extensive marketing. Furthermore, it was 
recommended that hotefiers shouU provMe active leadership in occupancy tax 
proposals as being more ethically sound than automatic oppositk>n as is so often the 
case. 
A five-point program was proposed that wbuM enable hoteliers to effectively 
propose, support, and enact the successful approval of occupancy tax legi$latk)n. 
By being ethically proactive rather than reactionary in regards to occupancy taxes, 
hotefiers can exercise greater influence for the wise and judictous use of occupancy 
tax revenues. 
As a final word of caution, it shouki be noted that political negotiatk>n is often 
required to obtsun final approval of new taxes but that by being In the forefront, 
Ateliers can insure that socially positive, environmentally safe, and touristKally 
enhancing activities are undertaken with occupancy tax proceeds. Hoteliers shoukJ 
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begin to be more proactive than reactionary in regards to the ethics and public 
relations dynamics of occupancy taxes. 
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srrives to meer through rourism 
development, ore commonly 
identified by employing suiroble 
reseach redviiques. Working 
within the paromerers of o pre 
esroblished rourism policy, rourism 
developer, administrorors ond 
mofkerers con esroblish programs 
rosorisfy those needs by 
formulating oppropriore gools ond 
objecrives within the market ond 
resource consfroinrs. 
TOURMM YCWAY. 
The Model Store Tourism Policy 
designed by the U. S. Travel orKJ 
Tourism Administrorion (USTTA) 
embodies o comprehensive 
document thot should be of volue 
to indivlduol stotes in designing 
tourism policy. New York Stote is 
considered o leoder in the notion 
in tourism promotion; it is 
estifTXited that in 1985 tourism 
produced $14.4 billion in receipts, 
$1.6 billion in revenues, ond 
proy/ided employment for 
671,000 people (Tourism Master 
Plon). However, New York State 
does not hove 0 document 
spedfioolly entitled 'Tourism 
Polic/'but it does hove 0 moster 
plon thot in many ways simutotes 
0 tourism policy. 
The Model State Tourism Policy 
contains six specific sections: (1) 
Findings; (2) Policy; (3) Duties ond 
Responsibilities of the Governor; 
(4) Tourism Policy Council; (5) 
Tourism Advisocy Board; and (6) 
fofTTK}l approval by Govema. 
Rndings 
After oppropriote investigation, 
the state legislature could list the 
p rationale for establishing the 
tourism policy. Commonly, those 
items include the esthetic, 
historical, cultural, economic, 
educotionol, informational, 
orchitecturol, technological, 
hdusfriol. and other sodolly 
relevant benefits that the state has 
to offa to domestic and faeign 
visitors as well as instilling pride 
ond 0 sense of common interest 
among the citizens of the state. 
Ihe Findings section emphasizes 
thot tourism should develop in on 
aderiy monner ond ttiot "o 
comprehensive rourism policy is 
essentiol if tourism is to grow in on 
aderiy way". 
Policy 
The pdicy section of the Model 
cites the means by which the 
Rndings might be accomplished. 
These indude encouroging: visits to 
historic sites; visits to poliricol 
institutions; outdoa reaeotion; 
cultural and artistic presentations; 
artisans and aoftspeople; ond 
local ond county foirs. Furtherrrxxe, 
this section urges: a hospitable 
receprion of visitors; protection of 
belongings ond rights os 
consumets; provision for public 
sonitotioa ond prompt occess to 
judidol procedures to protea their 
rights. 
The Policy secrion encourages: 
economic kwentives to tourism 
businesses; planning by munidpol 
and county c^o ls ; tourism 
reseorch; the holding of 
conventions, trade shows and 
expositions; friendliness toword 
visitors; equol acess to visitors ond 
residents to public reaeorion 
resources; protection of noturol 
resources, and hamonious stote 
octivities in support of tourism. 
Duties and Responsibilities of the 
Governor 
To assist the Govema in the 
fulfillment of the responsibilities 
toward the tourism industry, it is 
recommended that o State Travel 
Division be estoblished. The 
purpose of the recomrriended 
division indudes o wide variety of 
octiviries such as to: agonize and 
promote tourism within the stote, 
from ottier stotes ond faeign 
countries; measure and faecost 
tourism; encouroge the 
comprehensive plon to promote 
tourism; encouroge the 
development of the stote's tourism 
infrostructure; cooperate with other 
stores ond the federol 
governmenr; promote education 
and training in the rourism industry; 
provide odvice ond technicol 
assistance to tourism groups; and 
provide leadership to all 
concerned v^th tourism. 
Recognizing the importance of 
tourism, the Model sugg«ts that: 
The Travel Division sholl assist the 
Govema ond the Tourism Policy 
Coundl... to ensure that the Store 
Tourism interest receives full ond 
fair considerotion in State 
deliberorions. It shall indentify oil 
Store agencies whose policies ond 
programs hove o signlficont effect 
on the travel industry, monita 
ttxxe policies and programs, notify 
the appropriate agencies of the 
effects of their actions on travel to 
ond within the State, and, if 
necessory, recommend program 
a policy changes. 
Mae specifically, the Model 
recommends that ttie Travel 
Division be responsible f a 
developing infamotionol 
moteriols that will describe the 
state's "history, econorr^ y, politicol 
institutions, cultural resources, 
outdoa reaeotionol focilities, and 
principal festivols." Ihe infonrxition 
literature should olso encourage 
visitors to protect the noturol 
resources of the stote. 
A list of 10 disporore items ore 
desaibed in the Model delegating 
different divisions within the state 
government to: 
1. foster understonding of the 
economic importonce of 
tourism; 
2. wod^ with other privote and 
public orgonizorions 
promoting tourism; 
3. eliminate boiriers to the 
physically hondicopped; 
4. prorea public lends ond 
wildlife ond prevent overuse 
ond desfruaion, 
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5. keep highways ond bridges 
moinroined to fodlitore 
tourism ; 
6. develop the stote's tourism 
infrosfiucture ond protect ond 
presetve historic sites; 
7. enforce stondads of sonitotion 
in tourist setVfices; 
8. encouroge courtesy towad 
visitors; 
9. provide tourism irolnlng OS 
career prepaotion; ond 
10. ossist in the development of 
qualified tourism personnel. 
Tourism Advisofy Doord 
Appointed by the Governor, 
this board would be corrposed of 
persons represenrotive of the 
various components, both public 
and privote, of the tourism 
industry. Ihe boord's main function 
would be to serve in on advisory 
copodty. 
Formal Approval by Governor 
The finol section of the Model 
addresses Ihe need for the 
Govemato be involved ond to 
ensure the coordinorion of tourism 
policy within the state. Ihe 
Governor's formal occeptonce of 
all facets of the overall policy 
stotement is o prere(^isite for ony 
subsequent actions, irxjuding the 
development of o formal plan. 
Tourism Policy Council 
The AAodel recommends the 
establishment of o Tourism Policy 
Council composed of 
representorives of moja store 
deportments hoving any 
association wtxitsoever with 
tourism. Ihe rrxjin purposes of the 
council ore to function os o review 
pone! to: (1) indentify potential 
legislation which rrway be hormful 
to tourism; and (2) review 
regulorions that might be hormful 
to tourism ond recomrr^end f a 
chonges. 
"Ihe council would thus operate 
05 0 body to oppose inimical a 
support constructive proposed 
legislorion and to propose 
dionges in ejdsting legislation to 
improve marketing policies ond 
coordinating programs. 
New York State Master Plan for 
Tourism 
Inosmuch os New Yori< State 
does not hove 0 formol tourism 
policy, comporison of Ihe Model 
will be mode with the New York 
State Moster Plan for Tourism 
1988. The Plan is periodicolly 
updated ond is the dosest offidol 
document to on authentic tourism 
policy. 
The Plan is divided into nine 
sections as follows: (1) Executive 
Summary; (2) Tourism Business 
Development; (3) Tourism 
Advertising; (4) Tourism Moriseting 
ond Promotioa (5) Local 
Assistonce/A/tatching Funds; (6) 
Tourism Information Systems 
(Highway Signage orxJ 
Information Centers); (7) Tourism 
Reseorch; (8) Tourism Education; 
ond (9) Conclusions. 
Executive Summary 
Qting the economic 
significonce of tourism in the state, 
ttie enrire Plan is summarized. An 
outline of strategies which must be 
responsive to market and 
environmentol conditions is 
presented. Severol issues raised by 
the private sector ore olso 
oddressed in the Ron's Execurive 
Summory. 
Tourism Business Development 
The importance of the private 
seaa in tourism development is 
recognized. Severol ovenues 
which the stote intends to use to 
provide fiscol incentives to 
encourage privote investments or 
highlighted. The major types of 
cteired investments ore 
encouroged by 
The Plan mokes a firm 
commitment to expend the 
eligible uses of MotcNng Funds 
through reseordi, coadinorion, 
and education. 
1. Incentives for specific 
destinotions; 
2. incentives for declining 
destinorions; and 
3. incentives for obsolescent 
tourism enterprises for recovery 
and modernization. 
Tourism Advertising 
The irrxxxtonce of effective 
advertising to ensure 
competitiveness is recognized 
while citing challenges to such 
odvertiang. Mc«ket reseorch 
was emphasized os essenriol to 
adopt advertising strotegies to 
penetrate new morisets and 
respond to dxjnging conditions. 
The rTKiintenonce of sufficient 
budgetary levels was idenrified 
OS 0 moja focus to accomplish 
effeoive advertising. 
The moja odvertising 
compoigns to be lounched 
would iriiclude upstate/Long 
Island; New York City; 
Conventions; Trode; and 
Cooperotive Programs. 
Tourism Mori^ eting ond 
Promotion 
The significonce of consumer 
information mechanisms is 
emphasized as the prime 
contribution to fostering 
competitiveness through the "I 
Love New York" campaign. 
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Morket reseorch is cited os o 
vitally important prerequisite f a 
effective Travel Trade Morketing 
within the brood spectrum of 
the overall morketing program. 
local As^once/Motching 
Funds 
The Tourism Promotion Act 
of 1978 established the 
AAotching Funds Program 
whereb/private tourism 
odvefHsefswxWng through 
outhorized regionQl agents con 
sIgnlficontlyrMuceiheIr 
odveitising expenditures 
through state funding. 
Tourism Informotlon Systems 
Recognizing the marketing 
value of odequote signage to 
tourism business, the Plan 
suggests statewide guidelines 
by cotegory of signs which 
•tfvdude: Business; Trails; and 
Public Facilities. 
The Plan further recognizes 
the gateway and destination 
infofmotion sources os vital to 
maximize tourist spending and 
to fodlitote repeat visits. 
Cooperation is pledged to 
cooperation with other state 
and regional ogendes through 
gateway centers and 
destination information centers 
to achieve o well coordinated 
sratewide tourism information 
system. 
Tourism Research 
The Pkin regards tourism 
reseach os essential in 
designing, planning, monoging, 
and evoluoting the stote's 
tourism rrwrketing program. 
Furthermae, it outlines o 
progromofrhaough 
expansion of iB research 
Qcriviries end doto center. 
Tourism Education 
Tourism needs ore prirrxirily 
met through the cooperative 
efforts of 0 lage number of 
widespread sfrxjll businesses. 
Consequently, the Plan outlines 
on industry educotion program 
using educational seminars and 
supporting services and 
materials. Means by which 
educational objectives con be 
met indude: inaeosed use of 
e)dsting material; expended 
and imrpoved skills training 
through educorionol institutions; 
ond produaion ond distribution 
of training videos for high 
schools and other public 
oudiences. 
Condusions 
The finol section of rhe Plon 
summorizes the mojor 
highlights of rhe entire 
document. Ir also presents o 
breakdown of onnuoi sfrotegies 
to be pursued ond outlines on 
evoluorion end review process. 
Comparison and Omissions 
Analysis of the nine topicol 
oreos covered by the Ptan 
reveols thot mony of the ax 
topics of the AAodelae 
induded. While the wording of 
the Plan deoriy distinguishes 
itself OS Q working tool for 
implementotion, much of the 
content is simikx to what would 
nomnolly be thot of 0 policy 
sratement. 
The Plan Is thus the primory 
bluepnnt of the New York Sfote 
Deportment of Economic 
Development and is meant to 
serve os o guide for regional 
ond local tourism entities 
plonning their own strategies. 
However, the Plan IcKks ot least 
four vital fae5 of o ffxxough 
tourism policy: (1) Gools and 
Objectives; (2) Ecologicol Issues; 
(3) Consumer Interests; ond (4) 
Priorities. 
Goals end Objectives 
First, the Plan mokes no 
.YOtimiMYOIUY. 
mention of brood ond overall 
gools and objectives f a tourism 
to od^ieve or o store level. 
Miile 0 plon is not oiwoys 
expected to indude gools ond 
objectives, locking o written 
stotement of policy, if would 
not be unreosonoble f a gools 
and objectives to be set. Fa 
instonce.Q number of 
impoftont questions remoln 
unanswered obout the priority 
of Dims of New York Stole 
tourism: job aeorion; 
moximizotion of income; 
acceleration of economic 
growth; and stifrwlotion of the 
economy In selected depressed 
aeos. Without such spedfic 
goals and objective, the Plon 
and non-e)dstent policy moke 
the efficient odministotion of 
New Yak Stote tourism vety 
difficult ot best, impossible ot 
worst 
Ecological Issues 
Second, the Plon neglects 
concerns such os praection of 
nofurol resources, 
environmental doorage, 
pollution, ond other ecologicol 
issues influencing tourism 
development. With New Yak 
Stote and the Federol 
Government's inaeosing 
attention to fTKitters of 
environmentol preservorion, 
tourism development must olso 
take cognizance of such issues. 
It is highly likely thor some 
environmentol corecrive 
measures could be in direa 
opposition to tourism 
developmenr projects, unless 
such issues ore direcrly 
oddressed. 
Consumer Inferesfs 
Third, foiling ro sorisfy rourists 
ofrer successfully orrraaing 
them becomes assurance 
ogoinst future visits. Consumer 
protection issues would 
nannolly be port of policy but 
ore locking in the Plon. 
Furihermae, historicol 
presen^tion issues and land 
use questions ore not attended 
to in the Plon os they would be 
in 0 formal policy document. 
Priorities 
Fourth, economic wisdom 
suggests that there will oiwoys 
be problenns concerning 
distribution of scorce resources. 
Thus, the establishment of 
prioriries is 0 necessity thot 
oppeors to be ignored in the 
Pkxi Rtority statements obout 
the location of future tourist 
fodliries, mininMn ^ondads 
set for tourist services, and 
fbdlitorion for the likely inaeose 
of intemariond trovelers, should 
beindudedbutorenot. 
New Ycxk is one stote in the 
norion which is highly visible in 
the global aeno. However, the 
lock of ofamol policy 
stotement envisoging the 
state's commitment to 
intemorionoily promote its 
tourist ottroaions vigaously in o 
concert^ ed fTKinner, seriou^ 
undermines the flow of 
inbound tourism by faeigners 
to NewYok Stote. Higher 
expenditures and cooperorive 
compoigns on on internorionol 
level must be preceded by o 
rrKxe visible role pronounced 
through o forrrvDl policy. 
Discussion 
Tourism is o mulri-
dimensionol ond inrer-
disciplinory phenomenon. 
Numerous federal, store, and 
local government ogencies 
ond deportments pofTicipore in, 
offecr, ond influence rourism 
developmenr in New Ycxk. 
Recognizing ttie reciprocol 
responsibilities of o voriety of 
store ogendes, New Yori< has 
estobltshed the Interagency 
Tosk Face on Tourism to 
attempt to coadinote state 
efforts. However, ttie Plan does 
not direoiy refer to the Task 
Face a establish its need to 
coadinote oil state tourism 
efforts in oreos of comnnon 
concern. 
It is not unusual for o policy 
to institute o formal means by 
which the privote seaa can 
meet with state tourism offidols 
fcx consultative purposes on o 
regula bosis. tacking o wrin^en 
policy, ond being omitted in 
the Plan, the Govema's Tourism 
Advisoy Coundl appears to 
serve the funcrion of providing 
strotegies oimed ot developing 
cooperorive progrorro v/ith 
privote industry. The omission in 
policy and Plan of estoblishing 
the Council but nevertheless 
hoving such o Coundl defies o 
mae agonized and aderiy 
structure of the tourism industry 
in New Yak Store. 
New York Stote's tourism 
programs con be strotegicolly 
most effeaive in promoting 
tours ro rhe Srore if rhey involve 
cooperorive oction by the 
private seaa, neighboring 
srotes, ond rhe federol 
government especially on on 
inrernorionol level. The 
combined resources of oil 
ovoiloble rourism enriries con 
enhonce the effecriveness of 
rhe srare's rourism morkering 
progroms. Wisely New York 
Stote has esroblished c 
coadinored morkering plan for 
oil srore ogencies but this seems 
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fo hove been aeored 
independently of o policy a in 
the Plan. Indusion in o 
coordinored store nwrketing 
pfogrom should be dearly 
stctfed OS 0 policy commimnent 
on the pQiT of the store ro 
conceptualize ond cony our 
mutuolly funded cooperorive 
marketing compaigfis. For 
tourism developmenr, the 
intemofionQl rriorker would 
hove to be oddressed OS well 
OS the domestic one. 
Cooperative tTX]rketing 
^irograms with other stole 
ogendes, other states, privore 
Iridustiy, ond the federal 
gcvemmenr could mdude 
odvertiang. promotion, 
fiomHiQrizQtion tours, distribution 
df publiCQtions, trade shows, 
etc. 
Such high level decisions 
should be guided by o dear 
policy sroremenr bur locking 
such 0 sroremenr for rourism, 
the Plan should be nxxe 
specific obour these facets of 
rourism. F a exomple, the store 
rourism nKmagers should be 
able ro ensure that tourisr 
destinations in the store do nor 
compete with one another to 
the cietrimenr of one over the 
other. Generating tours to the 
state that a e not merely 
redirected from onother 
destination within itie stote 
should be assured. A 
cooperative prorTJOtion with 
other states designed to ottroct 
conventions would hove to be 
conducted In such 0 monner OS 
to stimutote new convention 
business rather thon simply 
chonging destinorions. 
Monogemenf by crisis 
Ihe Plan attempts to provide 
operofiohol directives to the 
rourism industry of New York 
Store but locking o d e a policy 
leods such attempts into 
"management by crisis" rother 
than Q well constructed and 
orderly development of tourism 
through cooperative efforts of 
oil stote ogendes. Until New 
York State develops o d e a 
policy in rekition to tourism 
development, it is likely that 
their efforts will be disjointed, 
incoherent, difficult to nnonoge, 
and will foil to effectively 
promote what Is likely to 
become the largest Industry of 
the stote within but 0 few tTxxe 
years. 
Reversing The United States' Declining 
Competitiveness In The IVIarketing 
Of International Tourism: 
A Perspective On Future Policy 
ZAFAR U . AHMED AND FRANKUN B. KROHN 
Insufficient attention to problems associated with the competitiveness in marketing 
international tourism has eroded the capacity of the United States to be a more competitive 
international tourist destination. This article offers a vision of what the U.S. must do to 
build on its formidable tourism strengths, including concrete first steps to control an 
uncertabi future in the arena of international tourism to move the U.S. toward sustained 
competitiveness at home and abroad 
Although the U.S. earns more from international tourism 
than any other nation in the worid and has done so for at least a 
decade, a negative balance exists in its international travel 
and tourism account because outbound tourism suipasses 
inbound tourism. The deflcit in the U.S.*s account in inter-
national travel and tourism has aggravated the unfavorable 
situation in the nation's balance of payments and has eroded 
the U.S.'s competitiveness within the broad spectrum of 
international tourism marketing. The U.S. is now being 
challenged by new destinations, some of which attract inter-
national tourists in numbers greater than their entire popula-
tions and make tourism the prime contributor to their inter-
national trade. 
The U.S. has superior international tourism products, but 
nonstrate^c marketing of its international tourism products 
has restrained it from developing its full competitive potential 
and deploying the advantages the U.S. has at its conunand 
(Edgell 1987). In 1984, the Travel Industry Association of 
America (TIAA), a group of private companies whidi depend 
on a healUiy tourism business, proposed to the United States 
Travel and Tourism Administration (USTTA) a marketing 
plan intended to revive U. S. competition for a share of world-
vnde tourism more consistent with its (iill potential (TIAA 
1984). Unfortunately, since then not much as happened. 
As depicted in Table 1, the U.S. share of international 
tourism receipts has been shrinking since 1982. That share 
was down to 10% in 1986, but improved slightly to 10.3% in 
TABLE 1 
UNITED STATES' SHARE OF INTERNATIONAL 
TOURIST RECEIPTS (1980-1987) 
Zafar U. Ahmed is Assistant Professor o/ Marketing and 
Franklin B. Krohn is Professor of Marketing, In the Depart-
ment of Business Administration, State University of New 
York. College at Fredonia, Fredonla. New York. The authors 
express sincere appreciation to Ron Erdmann and David L 
Edgell, Sr. United States Travel and Tourism Administra-
tion, Department of Commerce, Washington, O.C, for furnish-
ing useful Information that contributed In the development 
of this article The authors also acknowledge financial assis-
tance provided by the Professional tJevelopment-Qualityof 
Working Life Award Committee of United University Pro-
fessions, State University oi New York, which helped in the 
completion of this study. 
Year 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
Worid Share 
10.5% 
12.4 
12.6 
11.5 
11.0 
10.8 
10.0 
10.3 
Source: United StatesTravelandTourismAdministcatk>n(1987), 
"U.S. Share at World and America's Regional Intema-
tional Tourism Receipts, 1980-1987," Table V, given in 
the 6th Annual Program Report (or 1987, Department of 
Commerce, Washington. D.C p. 1S. 
1987; more recent unpublished data indicates further im-
provement in 1988 (Erdmann 1989). 
The earlier shrinkage could be attributed to several socio-
economic, political, and environmental factors. Appreciation 
of Uie dollar between 1982 and 198S made tiie U.S. acostiier 
destination for international tourists, thereby diminishing 
competitiveness and reducing earnings in the inbound tour-
ism account Moreover, the strong dollar motivated millions 
of Americans to visit international destinations, thus widen-
ing the trade gap between the inbound and outbound tourism. 
Now this trend has reversed. 
Depreciation of the U.S. dollar against almost all major 
international currencies and low inflation coupled with rela-
tively low gasoline prices have made the U.S. an economical 
and competitive international destination. This trend has 
helped the U.S. to earn more from inbound tourism. Con-
versely, low value of the U.S. dollar together with high infla-
tionary pressures in some countries, such as Japan, has made 
international destinations costlier for American tourists and 
encouraged them to increase domestic tourism and reduce 
outbound tourism to some countries. 
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The recent upsurge in inbound tourism seems to have been 
facilitated by depreciation of the U.S. dollar against major 
international currencies and success of competitive interna-
tional tourism marketing strategies employed by the USTTA. 
Increased inbound tourism and slowing growth of outbound 
tourism, the byproducts of a low-value U.S. dollar, finally led 
to reducing the U.S. international travel and tourism trade 
deficit to $7.60 billion in 1988, compared to $9.87 billion in 
1987. The new estimates conq>uted by the Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis through its new method, in-flight surveys, 
showed that the deficit in the U.S. travel and tourism account 
was down to $2.9 billion in 1988. This is $4.7 billion less than 
the imbalance estimated using the old method (see Table 2). 
The new figures place tourism at $37.1 billion, a greater 
TABLE 2 
COMPOSITION OF THE U.S. TRAVEL AND 
TOURISM DOLLAR DEFICIT 
Year 
1980 
1881 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
Deficit 
(Billions) 
$1.35 
.48 
2.08 
5.11 
&06 
9.63 
a64 
9.87 
7.60« 
Rev. 
Deficit 
$Z9» 
Sources: "Recap of International Travel to and from the United 
SUtea;" (1980-1987); Petefson (1989). Washington, 
0.0, June 29. 
• Wynegar and Shields (1989). 
''The insight surveys provide a new data base resulting in a 
deficit of $2.9 biiiioa 
export revenue generator than agriculture ($37.0 billion), 
chemicals ($32.3 billion), and motor vehicles ($25.2 billion) 
(Peterson 1989). 
Nevertheless, instead of contributing to reducing the defi-
cit, outbound international tourism is still contributing to 
increasing the deficit On the monetary front, partial or total 
reliance on a declining dollar to improve the U.S.'s trade 
balance in international tourism is h i ^ y undependable, par-
ticularly because such a reliance may weaken the U.S.'s will 
and determination to introduce other strategic marketing 
changes that are critical to its long-term position in the arena 
of international tourism. 
Now is the most opportune time for the U.S. to evaluate 
and analyze the effectiveness of its international tourism 
marketing policy. Strate^c execution of a revised policy 
would improve the U.S.'s global competitiveness and make it 
the primary contender for international tourism. The low 
value of the dollar allows average middle class tourists in both 
affluent and developing nations to visit the U.S., helping to 
narrow the gap between inbound and outbound tourism. 
Supplementing this phenomeoon with strate^c marketing of 
U.S. tourism products in existing and potential maric^ can 
accelerate the process. A strong beginning can be made by 
identifying the changing structure of U.S. intenoatiooal tour-
ism markets (see Table 3). 
As indicated in Table 3, the contributions of the U.S.'s 
international tourism markets have been dianging signifi-
cantly since 1984. For exan4>le, among all the miyor tourism 
markets, the U.K. has registered the highest growiOi—142% 
between 1984 and 1988. However, Ji^ian has emerged as the 
largest generator of tourist dollars for the U.S.—$4,926 
million. Hence, Japan produces $950 nullion more than 
Canada and $2,283 miUioo more tiian the U.K.. reducing 
Canada and the U. K. to second and timd place as siq>plien of 
tourist dollars to the U.S. Figures for 1989 are expected to 
show that Japan's share has risen fiuther because titbt high 
value of the Japanese yen and low value of the U.S. dollar. 
TABLE 3 
U.S. INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL AND TOURISM RECEIPTS 
ANNUAL REVISED FIGURES FOR 1984-1988 (millions) 
Canada 
Mexico 
Overseas countries 
Europe 
W.Europe 
U.IC 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Netherlands 
BeigiumA-uxenbourg 
E. Europe 
S. America, Central America, Caribbean 
Japan 
Australia, N. Zealand, South Africa 
Australia 
Soutti Africa 
Other 
Total all countries 
Transportation 
Grand Total 
1984 
$ 2,612 
1,905 
13,236 
4,487 
4,374 
1,090 
826 
507 
351 
176 
87 
113 
3567 
2,208 
681 
448 
124 
2,293 
$17,753 
3.525 
$21,278 
1985 
$ 2,571 
2,013 
13,353 
4,828 
4,728 
1,161 
903 
495 
382 
170 
91 
100 
3,366 
2,252 
705 
501 
82 
2,202 
$17,937 
3,844 
$21,781 
1986 
$ 2.689 
1,942 
15,823 
5,853 
5,725 
1,492 
1,032 
682 
492 
215 
124 
128 
3,775 
3.183 
738 
483 
95 
2.274 
$20,454 
4.995 
$25,449 
1987 
$ 3,252 
2,040 
18,213 
7,731 
7,602 
2.025 
1,544 
832 
585 
279 
150 
129 
3,454 
3.941 
871 
548 
62 
2.216 
$23,505 
6,121 
$29,626 
1988 -
$ 3,976 
2,652 
22,574 
9,974 
9,795 
2.843 
1,950 
942 
634 
322 
173 
179 
3,636 
4.926 
1.088 
702 
100 
2.950 
$29,202 
7.865 
$37,067 
Change 
1984-1988 
52% 
39 
70 
122 
123 
142 
136 
85 
80 
83 
99 
58 
2 
123 
60 
57 
- 1 9 
29 
64% 
123% 
74% 
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis. U.S. Department of Commerce News, Washington, O.C.. June 29,1989. 
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which has already made the U.S. highly attractive to Japanese 
tourists. 
AREAS OF CONCERN 
Several areas of concern impede the growth of interna-
tional tourism to an optimal level in the United States, each of 
them contributing to the decline in competitiveness in the 
marketing of international tourism abroad. The U.S.*8 inter-
national tourism policy should be consistent with the basic 
requirements for global competitiveness, with its policy 
directed toward maximizing profitable nidies around the 
world. At leastseven areas of concern are worth considering 
in this context (1) visa restrictions; (2) inadequate resources; 
(3) marketing ofTices; (4) touring behavior of U.S. travelers; 
(5) cooperative tourism marketing campaigns; (6) difTeteoti-
ated markedng; and (7) U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement 
Visa Restrictions 
Although theNationalTourismPolic^Actof 1981 explic-
itly stales that one of its prindpal oljectives is to*'encouTSge 
tbe free and welcome entry of individuals traveling to the 
United States" (Section 101 (4) p. 1012), U.S. visa require-
ments have been among the most restrictive in the worid. For 
instance, U.S. immigration laws traditkxially have required 
all foreign nationals (excqit those fiom Canada, the Baluunas, 
the Cayman Islands, and the Tuiks and Caioos Islands) to 
have a visitor visa (B-1 or B-2) to enter the U.S. as tourists. 
Tbe difficulty of obtaining such visas deters travel to the U.S. 
This visa requirement acts as a serious inq>edimeot for tour-
ism in the U.S.: it deters about half a millioa additional 
visitors fh>m entering the U.S. annually for tourism pursuits, 
vrbkii could yield an additional $300 millioa (Ascher and 
EdgeU 1986). 
These visa restrictions not only form atrade barrier imped-
ing economic growth; they also inhibit goodwill (lyomasa 
1983). Although most Western European countries elimi-
nated visa requirements for Americans after Worid War II, 
the U.S. has been reluctant to ledprocate this gesture, a 
position «^ch creates a negative image of the U.S.*s willing-
ness to receive tourists from its allies and friendly countries. 
For example, the offer of Japan to the U.S. in 1978 to waive 
visa requirements on a reciprocal basis required 10 years for 
federal acceptance. This delay takes on significance because 
since 1982 Japan has been the largest siq>plier of overseas 
tourists to the U.S., overtaking the United Kingdom. 
However, recently some progress has occurred m lowering 
the visa barrier. Passage of die \hsa Waiver Program in 1988 
exempted tourists fipom eight countries from visa require-
ments (see Table 4). However, the Visa Waiver Program is 
experimental—it is scheduled for three fiscal years and will 
expire in September 1991. 
Inadequate Resources 
Funding of efforts to attract international tourism is 
another area of concern. The USTTA's tourism budget and 
staff are much smaller than those of the tiny Philippines 
(Richter 1982). In fact the U.S. ranks 4Sth in per ci^ta 
spending by national government tourism organizations (see 
Table S) aitd 19th in total spending by national government 
tourism organizations (see Table 6). Meanwhile, foreign 
competitors have reaped the benefits of their governments' 
increased spending. West Germany, which increased its tour-
ism marketing budget by 24% between 1977 and 1981, saw 
TABtE 4 
VISA WAIVER PROGRAM 
Country 
United Kingdom 
Japan 
France 
Switzerland 
West Germany 
Sweden 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Starting Date for 
Entering Program 
July 1,1988 
December 1S, 1988 
July 1,1989 
July 1,1989 
July 15.1989 
July 15.1989 
July 29,1989 
July 29,1989 
Source: Press Release, U.& Travel and Tourism Administration, 
Washington, O.C. June 29,1989. 
its tourism receipts climb 106% to $3.8 hiWoa (Advertising 
Forum 1984). 
Unfortunately, USTTA has been constrained by deficit-
oriented budgetary allocations. The increase in overall 
deficits diminishes USTTA allocations with each budgetary 
cut, making it more difiicuh to compete strategically and 
effectively onaglobal basis. Despite budgetary cuts, USTTA 
continues to provide valuable tedmical advice and assistance 
to the tourism industry. 
Marketing Offices 
USTTA maintains tourism marketingoflices in nine coun-
tries (Canada, Mexico, Jiynn, Australia, West Germany, 
United Kingdom, France, Netherlands, and Italy) which 
collectively generate 82% of U.S. international tourism 
arrivals and 71% of U.S. foreign tourism earnings. A tenth 
office is maintained in Miami to serve Latin and South 
America. In contrast to these 10 tourism marketing offices 
maintained by the U.S. to attract inbound tourists, about 100 
foreign governments operate more than 200 tourism market-
ing offices in the U.S. to attract outbound tourists (USTTA 
Annual Report 1987). 
Obviously these 10 USTTAtourism marketingoflices are 
inadequate to serve the giant world tourism market, espe-
cially when they must compete with the number of tourism 
marketing offices other countries maintain in the U.S. 
Touring Behavior of U.S. Travelers 
Americans k>ve consuming foreign goods, including inter-
national tourist destinations, with little concern for the cumu-
lative economic consequences of their consumer behavior. 
This behavior has been an economic drain on the U.S. treas-
ury, as demonstrated by the trade deficit in its travel and 
tourism account Macroeconomic policies might be used to 
alter Americans' touring behavior from consuming interna-
tional tourist destinations to favoring American tourist desti-
nations, which in no way are inferior to international tourism 
products. Millions of Americans who have not visited very 
many states in the Union would be surprised to And that the 
U.S. is not one country but "50 different countries"—every 
state has its own way of life, laws, physical characteristics, 
and language idiosyncrasies. No odier nation in the worid so 
bewilderingly combines huge, glittering cities with lush grass-
lands, tropical islands, desert resorts, mountain skiing vil-
lages, prehistoric canyons—and Disneyland. In few other 
places can one hear the language change abruptly from 
English to Spanish, Italian to Chinese, and Greek to German 
all within the space of a few city blocks (United States Travel 
Service 1977). 
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Cooperative Tourism Marketing Campaigns 
The private-scctor-dominated U.S. tourism industry is 
one of the greatest beneflciaries of cooperative tourism mar-
keting campaigns launched by USTTA through its 10 tour-
ism marketing offices. Cooperative marketing programs have 
shown high return on investments for 1986—$ 17 returned for 
every $1 spent (Seely 1987). 
Some states, such as Hawaii, California, Florida, New 
York and Texas, seem to be more visible and active than other 
states in mailceting themselves as intematiooal tourist desti-
nations. Recognizing international tourism as an important 
contributor to socioeconomic advancement may help other 
states incorporate international matketing of their states in 
their tourism policies and plans; some may want to develop 
cooperative marketing programs with neigbboring states. 
Cooperative international tourism marketing programs be-
tween states assume greater importance becnise the average 
intematioaal tourist visits two or three states during his vaca-
tion in the U.S. (Seely 1987). While over six million fordgn 
visitors per year travel to Cidifoniia and five million to New 
York, fewer than 100.000 foreign visitors travel to nx of the 
odier states (see TaUe 7). A number of regional tourism 
organizations have benefited from tiie cooperative services of 
USTTA (Developing a U.S. Regional Appmach for Pro-
moting Travel from Foreign Markets 1988). 
Differentiated Marketing 
An undifferentiated marketing strategy with similar goals 
and objectives has been the hallmark of USTTA's marketing 
programs. This lade of diSerentiatioa seems to have restrained 
TABLE6 
TOTAL SPENDING BY NATIONAL GOVERNMENT 
TOURISM ORGANIZATIONS (1985) 
Rank Nation 
Total Spending (Millions, $US) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
8. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
16. 
16. 
17. 
1& 
19. 
Italy 
Greece 
Poland 
Spain 
United Kingdom 
Israel 
Colombia 
Switzerland 
France 
Cana«ta 
Brazil 
Jamaica 
Belgium 
Netherlands 
Peru 
Kenya 
Hungary 
Portugal 
United States 
$99.8 
75.7 
61.8 
51.3(e) 
4Z5 
35.0(e) 
28.3 
2&0 
26.7 
26.0 
21.0 
20.7 
20.5 
19.3 
16.9 
16.9 
13.7 
13.0 
12X> 
Source: Travel and Tourism Government Affairs Council (1988), 
"Touitem Facts: A Resource KH," Washington, D.C 
(January).?. 
Notes: Reporting countries did not indude a number of countries 
expected to rank higher than the U.S. Including such 
counbtes as Bahamas^  Mexioa OenmarK Swedea IrvlarKl, 
eta Notatkm of (e) indk:ates Travel and Tourism Qovenb 
ment Affaira Council estimate 
TABLES 
PER CAPITA SPENDING BY NATIONAL GOVERNMENT TOURISM ORGANIZATIONS (1985) 
Rank Natkxi 
Per Capita 
Spending 
($US) 
Rank Nation 
Per Capita 
Spending 
($US) 
1, 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
i a 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
Jamatoa 
Israel 
Greece 
Cyprus 
Iceland 
Grerada 
Switzerland 
New Zealand 
Panama 
Belgium 
Finland 
Italy 
Poland 
Costa Rk» 
Netherlands 
Spain 
Portugal 
Hungary 
Canada 
Columbia 
Peru 
Kenya 
Syria 
$ 8.87 
832 (e ) 
7.65 
7.61 
6.94 (e) 
6.76 (e) 
4.33 
2.76 
2.S0(e) 
2.08 
1.89 
1.77 
1.69 
1.47 
1.34 
1.34(e) 
1.29 
1.28 
1.04 
1.02 
0.88 
0.85 
0.84 (e) 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31 . 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41 . 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
United Kingdom 
Australia 
Maklives 
Lesotho 
Jordan 
France 
Yemen 
Sudan 
SrlL^nka 
Senegal 
Congo 
Paraguay 
Korea 
Brazil 
Thailand 
Chile 
Uganda 
Egypt 
Philippines 
Argentirui 
Pakistan 
United States 
$ a 7 6 
0.60 
0.60 
0.53 
0.52 (e) 
0.49 (e) 
0.49 
0.43 
0.21 
0.20 
0.19 
0.19 
0.19(e) 
0.16 
0.15 
0.13 
0.12(e) 
0.09 
0.09 
0.07 
0.06 
0.05 
Source: Travel and Tourism Government Affaire Council (1988), "Tourism Facts: A Resource Kit," Washington, D.C, (January), 7. 
Notes: Reporting countries did not Include a numtier of countries expected to rank higher tftan the U.S. including such countries as 
Bahamas, Mexico, Denmark, Sweden, Ireland, etc Notation of (e) indicates Travel and Tourism Government Affairs Council estimate. 
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TABLE 7 
STATES ATTRACTING FEWER THAN 100,000 
INTERNATIONAL TOURISTS IN 1987 
State 
Naof 
Inf I Tourists 
Arkansas 
Delaware 
Kansas 
Mississippi 
Nebraska 
Rhode Island 
65.000 
68,000 
76.000 
58,000 
69.000 
61,000 
Source: Based on the table entitled, "Foreign Tourists By State 
Visited" (1987). U.S. Travel and Tourism Administration. 
Washington, O.C. 
the U.S.'s return to previously held competitive positions. 
UsaaUy notwo touristmaikets possess similar ptofiies and 
characteristics. For instance, in 1989 the mean daily expen-
diture per Japanese tourist in the U.S. was $129. as compared 
to only $43 for a West German awl $46 for a British tourist 
(USTTA 1989). TIus difference means an increase in in-
bound tourism from Japan would have greater impact on the 
U.S. tourist recdpts and consequently on the U.S. trade 
deficit than an equal increase in the number of tourists from 
ettber West Germany oc the United Kingdom. 
U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement 
The Umted States and Canada are each other's most 
important tourism consumers. The flow of Canadian tourists 
into the United States, and of American tourists into Canada, 
is larger than die number of tourists arriving into North 
America fimn die rest of the world combined. 
In recognition of the importance of tourism between the 
two countries, the U.S.-Canada Free Trade Agreement 
(FTA) explichly defines tourism services and incoiporates 
item witiJn the act's parameter. (Canada-U.S. Free Trade 
Agreement 1988). Tliis cognizance allows officials to focus 
on specific areas srben inqnovements might be made to 
facilitate freer international trade in tourism between the two 
countries. 
The goals and otgecdves embodied m the Tourism Annex 
to the FTA were designed to enable the tourism industry to 
benefit from increased opportunities and access in both coun-
tries. The five goals and objectives are: 
1. to establish medianisms for resdving future tourism 
disputes amicably and promptly; 
2. to liberalize conditioos for investment so tourism entre-
preneurs can attract capital to develop new products and 
upgrade and expand existing tourist facilities; 
3. to facilitate conditions of fair competition by increasing 
distribution of promotional materials and disencumber-
ing trade show and coaventioa attendance; 
4. to eliminate barriers to trade in tourism products by 
lowering numerous tariff, some of which have been as 
high as 25%; 
5. to lay a foundation for further cooperation by requiring 
oStcials of USTTA and Tourism Canada (Canadian 
Federal Department of Tourism) to meet at least once a 
year to identify and eliminate obstacles to tourism and to 
increase tourism between the two countries. 
Canada especially has recently seen an increase in its 
citizens' visits to the U.S. with a corresponding decrease in 
visits by U.S. dtheas (Morrison 1989). 
MARKETING IMPLICATIONS 
The marketing discipline offers diverse means for recti-
fying many of the problems described in this article. The 
following section lists suggestions and recommendations for 
improvement 
Visa Restrictions 
One of the major principles of marketing relates to the 
accessibility of purchase: Products or services made more 
accessible to consumers in a competitive market will gamer a 
greater share of the market Eliminating visa restrictions will 
have the same effect 
Although U.S. visa restricitons apparently are being 
relaxed, remaining restrictions convey a message to potential 
visitors that they are not entirely welcome. The long overdue 
process of visa relaxation should be continued and acceler-
ated to demonstrate to foreign tourists that they are truly 
welcome in the U.S. 
If the Visa Waiver Program proves successful by the end 
of the experimental period, USTTA should aim to eliminate 
visa restrictioas on a reciprocal basis for all members of OECD. 
Probably inbound tourism would significantly increase. 
Inadequate Resources 
All marketers are confronted with the question of how 
much money to allocate to the various marketing functions, 
including advertising. The U.S. government appears to be 
enjoying one of the least effective methods when allocating 
funds to USTTA: allocating what seems to be simply^afford-
able." A superior method is to determine the financial needs 
to accomplish goals. With USTTA, accomplishing goals 
would produce far greater returns for marketing e]q>enditures 
than possible for most businesses. 
AltiKMighUSTTAmatched its entire budget($13 million 
for 1988) with cooperative advertising funds (Eidmann 
1989), its fmancial problems might be furtiier alleviated by 
expanding its co(^rative advertising with state govern-
ments, regnal associations, counties, cities, resorts and 
other private tourism businesses. A more aggressive coopera-
tive advertising solicitation from a wider variety of untradi-
tional potential advertisers would continue to build USTTA's 
success in cooperative advertising. Carefully defined collab-
oration would likely be highly Iwneficial to all concerned: an 
increase in U.S. market share of just 1% would be equivalent 
to an additional $2 billion in receipts. 
The U.S. government must become aware that expendi-
tures to increase tourism are not costs but investments. All 
available sources suggest that increased expenditure to 
attract tourists pays far more than it costs. 
Marketing Offices 
An increase in USTTA offices throughout the worid is 
needed, especially in countries presenUy providing the bulk 
of tourists and in rapidly developing countries likely to 
become heavy consumers of touristic services in the foresee-
able future. Neglecting to develop brand-loyal consumers 
(that is, tourists who prefer to travel to the U.S.) will result in 
losing business to other more aggressive destinations. 
The 10 marketing offices should be further developed as 
regional marketing offices empowered to serve a particular 
area in their proximity. Additional offices should be estab-
lished under the auspices of regional marketing offices in 
countries supplying more than 100,000 tourists a year to the 
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U.S. As future resources permit, additional offices could be 
established in countries generating 50,000 tourists annually. 
Touring Behavior of U.S. Travelers 
A well designed tourism marketing strategy built on the 
theme of "The America Americans Don't JCnow" could be 
aimed at motivating U.S. travelers to undertake domestic 
vacations more extensively. Coc^rative promotion of do-
mestic tourism by all SO states, counties, cities, tourist 
resorts, tourism business corporations, etc. coukl help bridge 
the existing gulf between outbound and inbound tourism, 
thereby reducing the U.S.'s trade deficit in its travel and 
tourism account 
Cooperative Tourism Marketing Campaigns 
Co(^rative moves are economical because of volume 
discounts and cost-sharing, and cooperative marketing pro-
grams between American states and neighboring Canadian 
provinces are viable propositions. For instance, California, 
Oregon, and Wadiington could collaborate with British 
QdumUa to maiket the West Coast of North America 
tiuDi^Jiout the world. Moreover, coordination of states' tour-
ism pdides and marketing strategies with federal tourism 
policy and strategy could serve as a catalyst of international 
tourism marketing. 
Differentiated Marketing 
Each target market should be treated differently fipcmi 
strategic pen^>ectives and have a separate strategy with its 
own goals and objectives to pursue. A differentiated market-
ing strategy aimed at targeting indi^^ual markets would help 
Improve the competitiveness of the U.S. in the marketing of 
international tourism. 
Effective maricetingplans are best drawn with the potential 
consumer in mind. What might be attractive to an American 
is not necessarily attractive to a Japanese or German national 
Prior to any marketing campaign to attract tourists from 
around the world, specific cross-cultural research should be 
conducted to assure that the individual national campaigns 
will emphasize the proper attributes and not inadvertendy 
offend tiie potential tourists. Obviously, different marketing 
campaigns would need to be developed for neariy every target 
mailcet or country. Presentiy, USTTA is conducting such 
research in its "in-flight survey" (Erdmann 1989) and the 
results should be carefully analyzed to form the basis of future 
marketing can^iaigns. 
U.S.-Canacla Free Trade Agreement 
To more effectively implement the tourism provisions of 
the FTA, USTTA should consider the follovring reconv-
mendations: 
1. USTTA should develop and broadly distribute a detailed 
brochure outlining the FTA beneflts likely to accrue to the 
U.S. travel and tourism industry. The present informa-
tion gap, existing especially among small businesses, 
could be bridged by USTTA perf(Mming a communica-
tions function. 
2. USTTA should establish a broad-based FTA Committee, 
composed of federal departments, state agencies, major 
tourism attractions and resorts, tourism business corpo-
rations, etc. The proposed committee would oversee the 
implementation of the tourism provisions of the FTA. 
3. USTTA and Canada Tourism should consider a joint 
marketing program in Japan and Europe to facilitate 
package tours. For instance, tours could be designed to 
attract tourists to Toronto, Boston, and New York desti-
nations on the East coast, and to Los Angeles, Seattle, 
and Vancouver on the West coast Private industry, 
miyor resorts and attractions, and state and municipal 
governments could thus perform their functions coopera-
tively to the mutual benefit of all concerned. 
4. Recognition of the volume and importance of the Cana-
dian travel market should spur USTTA to conduct con-
sumer behavior research that has been completed for 
other nations. In addition, practically all of the data 
presentiy used are derived from Canadian sources and 
may not meet the information needs of the U.S. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The international tourism iruSustry is destined to emerge as 
the largest industry of the worid by the turn of this century 
because of modem society's heavy emphasis on leisure and 
outdoor recreation. In spite of possessing ^ obally acclaimed 
tourism resources, the U.S. has failed to acquire its share of 
the international account of tourism earnings. 
The only strategy that could salvage U.S. international 
tmirism and enable the country to secure its rightfiil share of 
global tourism would be to implement the international tour-
ism policy of 1981 in letter and spirit Tins implmentation 
would strengthen the USTTA by providing it with more 
financial and human resources to enable it to act as the 
custodian of national interests in the global tourism business. 
International coqieraticm is also essential to adiieve faster 
and more balanced global trade and commerce, and to im-
prove the prospects for increasing tiie U.S.'s ^ obal con^>eti-
tiveness. The process would produce potential gains for all 
nations. The federal government should be mindfiil that its 
policies not frustrate but foster efforts of the U.S. tourism 
industry to be globally competitive 
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Marketing Africa as a Tourist Destination in the United States: 
Nigeria, a Case In Point 
toy Zafer Uddin md FranMin B. Krohn, New York (USA)' 
Introduction 
Since the independence of many African states, tbeir 
o^itmsm muitekeTS Yscvt 'ta& AiiSKctAV; ioniHA2Afiiit§ % 
jynamic strategy for marketing themselves as a tourist 
destination in the United States. At times, some 
African nations promoted wildlife tourism; at other 
times they promoted the beneHts of the afiQuence 
acquired in more recent days. Very often they adver-
tise outdoor reaeation tourism, whereas other times 
they seek business tourism. These conflicting ap-
proaches depict a state of confusion in fte selection of 
an appropriate national direction from the standpoint 
of the strengths and weaknesses of their tourism 
resources. 
So far no black African nation has made concerted 
efforts to offer cultural tourism products to the outside 
world. Examples of two famous tourist destinations in 
Africa are: (1) Kenya diat offers safaris; and (2) Gam-
bia that markets its warm-water sea beadies. The 
cttlhiral aspect of tourism is stUl an unexplored area 
with enormous potential. The unexplored potential 
might likely find fiilfilhnent by promoting African 
tourism to black Americans. Little research has been 
published on black American tourist behavior but some 
studies have described different dimensions of black 
American tourists. ^ W>* 
Rationale 
It b presumed that black Americans, by virtue of their 
cultural ties with Africa, desire to visit the land of 
tbeir ancestors. Hence, positive attitudes on the part of 
black Americans towards culturally-based African 
tours could help in marketing the concept to them. 
However, not all blade Americans have positive 
attitudes towards Africa. These negative attitudes are 
caused by fear, misunderstandings, and misperceptions, 
which need to be corrected as part of an attempt to 
motivate allocentric black Americans to visit Africa. 
Briefly, "aUocentric" refers to a person who is a trend 
setter and would likely be an innovator or early 
adopter of tourism products and/or services.^ 
For the purpose of e:qx>sition, Nigeria will be used as 
an example for how individual African states might 
employ marketing principles to inaease their tourism 
Potential Target Market 
As a case in point, I^geria, the giant of black Africa, 
is the richest, most populous, and most advanced 
nation in black Africa and is endowed with a variety 
of tourism resources. Outstanding among them are the 
cultural attractions representing a rich and varied 
heritage whidi, if sdentifically marketed, could draw 
millions of "Lovers of Black Beauty" from different 
countries of the world. 
The United States, with a concentration of about 27 
million blacks (roughly 11% of 24S million popula-
tion), has the third largest pofHilation of blacks in the 
world after Nigeria and Brazil. Twenty-five percent of 
the black population of Africa lives in Nigeria. By 
using the same hypothesis it can be claimed that out of 
27 mUlion blacks in the United States, 6.75 million 
black Americans could have their roots in Nigeria. 
Though a majority of American blacks are stQl an 
economically underprivileged part of American society 
and cannot afford a visit to Nigeria, "allocentric" 
blacks, as a specialized segment, might possess those 
desirable characteristics to form a potential tourism 
market for Nigeria. 
Black Americans constitute about 5% of the affluent 
segment of the U.S. population.^ As indicated in Table 
1, using $ 35.000 or more as a threshold level of 
affluence, about 11% of black Americans qualify as 
affluent, which suggests a »zable potential among 
black Americans for marketing Nigeria as their poten-
tial tourist destination.^ This segment consists of about 
1.027 million households, which could represent about 
four million potential black American tourists (assum-
ing each household on an average consists of about 
four members). This is the segment most likely to have 
the fuiancial means, leisure time and touring motiva-
tion to choose Nigeria as their tourist destination. 
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Table 1 
Distribution of Black Americans* 
Income and Number of Households 
Annual Income Level 
Under $ 9.999 
$10,000 - $ 19,999 
$20,000 - $ 34,999 
$35,000 and over 
Total 
Dl stributlon of 
Households 
(percent) 
42.0 
26.9 
20.1 
11.0 
100.0 
Estimated Number 
of Households 
(thousands) 
3,879 
2,484 
1,794 
1.027 
9.184 
Source: •Statistical Abstract of the United States," 105th edition. 
1985. Bureau of the Census, Department of Conmerce, 
Washington, D.C., p. 443. 
Others who admire "Black Beauty" could also consti-
tute potential target markets for the marketing of 
Nigeria as a touri^ destination in the United States. 
Hence, the United States, being one of the largest 
markets for international tourism, offers enormous 
potential for the marketing of culturally-based Nigeri-
an tourism. 
Basic Product Attributes 
A well-designed cultural-based Nigerian inclusive 
tour could afford allocentric blacks an opportunity to 
explore and discover their heritage in a land of great 
cultural diversity. Hundreds of tribes with different 
cultural traditions and values co-exist in harmony with 
each other in Nigeria. Islam, Christianity, and tradi-
tional indigenous religions are practiced in an atmo-
sphere of tolerance and cordiality. A happy marriage 
between the modernization of the 1980s and the 
ancient cultural traditions can be easily and openly 
witnessed in Nigeria. Apart from speaking dozens of 
tribal languages, the average Nigerian is fluent in 
English, which is the national language of Nigeria. 
Hence, communication with the local people to under-
stand their cultural beliefs, traditions, values, and 
norms is greatly facilitated. 
Building of Positive Image 
Africa's unattractive image which has existed for some 
time could pose a problem in promoting Nigeria as a 
tourist destination. Hence, building a positive image 
with respect to Nigeria is a prerequisite to motivating 
tourists to visit.' Short documentaries depicting Nige-
ria's cultural tourist assets along with its socio-eco-
nomic success could be made and distributed in its 
potential markets. Familiarization tours - inviting 
widely acclaimed travel writers, tour operators and 
travel agents to Nigeria at the government's expense -
could be initiated. They could apprise the invitees of 
the pertinent aspects of Nigerian tourism as a part of 
a concerted strategy to buUd a positive image. 
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Advertising Themes 
The following themes/slogans could be used in the 
advertising campaigns aimed at luring allocentric black 
Americans to visit Nigeria. 
1. Discover Your Roots in Nigeria - The Leader of 
Black Africa. 
2. Have a Date with Your Original Culture in Nigeria 
- The Giant of Black Africa. 
3. Visit Nigeria - The Home of Black Culhirc. 
4. Visit Nigeria - Your Original Homeland. 
5. Your Cultural Roots - Come Home to Nigeria. 
•6. Viat Nigeria - A Miniature Africa - The Source 
of Black Pride. 
7. Nigeria - Black Gem of the Mysterious Continent. 
8. Visit Nigeria - Homeland of Virgin Black Culture 
- The Styles Have Not Changed. 
9. Visit Nigeria - Africa's Giant in the Sun. 
10. Nigeria - Tribal Africa with a Touch of Luxury. 
Advertising themes are most effectively developed in 
conjunction with determination of appropriate target 
maricets. While target markets can be determined by a 
wide variety of demographic and psychographic 
characteristics, the identification of speciinc geographic 
locations aids in creating an effective promotional 
strategy. 
Promotional Strategy Targets 
Metropolitan cities, where a fairiy large percentage of 
the allocentric black population might be concentrated, 
could serve as focal points for initiating promotion. 
There are twenty-seven cities in the United States (as 
listed in Table 2), where black population exceeids 
100.000. Later promotion coverage could be extended 
to other cities having adequately large numbers of 
allocentric blacks.' 
Elective marketing promotional attempts can be 
dissipated if addressed to too large a geographic area. 
One means by which tourism marketers can more 
effectively address their specific targets is to establish 
tourism offices in high potential areas. 
Proposed Tourist Offices 
In order to establish direct links with the target mar-
kets, Nigerian Tourist Offices could be established in 
fairly large cities, where allocentric blacks could be 
more visible in the city's population. There are five 
cities where blacks exceed half a million population: 
Chicago, Illinois; Detroit, Michigan; Los Angeles, 
California; New York City, New York; and Philadel-
phia, Pennsylvania (as shown in Table 2). Though 
Washington, D.C., has less than half a million black 
Americans, it could logically be selected as a site of a 
Nigerian tourist Office because it is a national capital, 
and the majority of its population is black (around 
70.3% of its inhabitants). 
Summary and Conclusions 
This paper has described some of the difficulties 
experienced by black African countries in attracting 
tourists from the U.S. It was suggested that because of 
their cultural ties with Africa, black Americans would 
be a highly desirable target market for African tourism. 
Furthermore, it was reconmiended that allocentric 
black Americans could be used as opinion leaders to 
further promote tourism among other black Americans. 
Statistics were cited demonstrating that, by both 
income and population figures, many black Americans 
are both financially able and of a sufficient number to 
be a viable market for trips to Africa. As a case in 
point, Nigeria was used as an example of how an 
African state could employ effective marketing princi-
ples to increase its share of the international tourism 
market. 
The building of a positive image was emphasized as a 
prerequisite to promoting Africa in general and Nigeria 
in particular as a tourist destination. Advertising 
themes were suggested and the more tactical placement 
of tourist offices was recommended. 
As a consequence of the oil decline, Nigeria needs its 
tourism industry to revive its slumping economy. By 
portraying itself as the "Mecca of Black Tourism in 
Africa", Nigeria has the potential to market itself as a 
tourist destination effectively in the United States on 
the suggested lines. Allocentric black could serve as a 
strategic segment, yielding adequate dividends for the 
Nigerian tourism industry, which is on the threshold of 
development and which, if properly handled, is des-
tined for a prosperous future. 
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Table 2 
Cities in the United States Having 
Fairly Large Concentration of Blacks 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5, 
6. 
7. 
e. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
U . 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
City, State 
Hew York. New York 
Chicago. Illinois 
Detroit, Michigan 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
Los Angeles, California 
Washington, D. C. 
Houston, Texas 
Baltimore. Maryland 
Memphis, Tennessee 
New Orleans, Louisiana 
Atlanta, Georgia 
Dallas, Texas 
Cleveland, Ohio 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Newark, New Jersey 
Oakland. California 
Birmingham, Alabama 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Jacksonville, Florida 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Columbus, Ohio 
Kansas City, Missouri 
Gary, Indiana 
Nashville-Davidson, Tennessee 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Black Population 
1,782,144 
1,195,990 
759,093 
638,064 
504,390 
448,514 
440,220 
431.276 
307.496 
308,574 
283.050 
265,776 
251,412 
206,568 
191,478 
158,991 
157,904 
152,818 
146,916 
137,414 
130,130 
126.112 
124,865 
122,752 
107,616 
106,246 
101,760 
Source: 'Statistical Abstract of the United States.' 105th edition. 
1985. Bureau of the Census, Department of Conmerce, 
Washington. D.C.. p. 23-25. 
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Abstract 
This article describes the difficulty African states have 
experienced in formulating a strategy for marketing 
themselves as a tourist destination. It is suggested that 
African governments maximize the natural and cultural 
resources of their nations to attract tourists. 
The black American population is proposed as a likely 
target market and evidence is presented that over one 
million black American households possess the eco-
nomic capacity to consider a trip to their roots in 
Africa. The extent of affluence among black Ameri-
cans is explored in order to construct a strategy for the 
marketing of Africa as a tourist destination in the 
United States. Building a positive image is cited as a 
prerequisite to motivating tourism. 
Using Nigeria as an example, ten specific advertising 
themes are reconunended and 27 U.S. cities having 
large black populations are listed as likely geographic 
targets. Furthermore, tourist offices are suggested for 
five cities in the U.S. where more than one-half 
million blacks reside. 
The article concludes by summarizing the major points 
and predicting that if instituted as proposed, African 
and Nigerian tourism is destined for a prosperous 
future. 
Risumi 
L'article d6crit les difficultes des pays africains formu-
lant une stratdgie de marketing comme destination 
touristique. II est proposd quo les gouvemements 
africains maximalisent les ressources naturelles et 
culturelles de leur pays afin d'attirer les touristes. 
La population am6ricaine noire promet d'etre un 
marcb6 intdressant itant dorui6 que pass£ un million de 
manages am^ricains noires poss^nt une capacit6 
economique leur permettant une visite en Afrique. La 
construction d'une image positive est ndcessaire pour 
lue motivation touristique. 
Parlant de I'exemple du Nigeria, dix themes de publi-
city sont recommand^ dbl6s par les secteurs g6ogra-
phiques. Des offices de tourisme sont proposes pour 
cinq villes des Etats Unis. 
ZusammenfassuDg 
Dieser Artikel umschreibt die Schwierigkeiten afrika-
nischer Staaten, Marketingstrategien alsTourismusland 
zu entwickebi. Es wird vorgeschlagen, dass die afrika-
nischen Regierungen die naturlichen und kulutrellen 
Ressourcen als touristische Attraktivitat hervorheben. 
Die schwaize amerikanische Bevolkerung scheint ein 
interessanter Markt zu sein, zumal uber eine Million 
schwarzamerikanische Haushalte die wirtschaftliche 
Kapazitat besitzen, eine Reise nach Afrika zu unter-
nehmen. Eine entsprechende Marketingstrategie 
zugunsten Afrikas als Tourismusdestination wird 
dargestellt. Der Aufbau eines positiven Image wird als 
Vorbedingung einer Tourismusfdrdeiung bezeichnet. 
Am Beispiel von Nigeria werden zehn spezifische 
Werbethemen vorgeschlagen und US Stadte mit hoher 
Schwarzbevolkerung bezeichnet. 2Ludem werden 
Fremdenverkehrsburos fur funf Stadte vorgeschlagen. 
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Introduction 
Every year numerous tourists experience disac^ Kiinting vacations because 
tourism marketers failed to deliver the promised touristic products (Hannigan 
1980; Lewis 1983). Studies have revealed that tourists' complaints generally 
fall into four broad categories! (1) failure to provide advertised items, (2) 
lack of notification of change, (3) omission of significant information and (4) 
limitations of liability for changes (U.S. General Accounting Office 1979). Many 
of these conq;>laints are caused by the unethical practices of tourism 
corporations. 
Answers must be found to questions as to how tourists can be protected from 
obviously unacceptable service performance, and how their rights can be 
preserved. The contemporary touristic consumer rightfully feels entitled to 
protection. Over the years, the demand for tourists' protection against 
unethical business practices of tourism entrepreneurs has become a comprehensive 
movement, as yet unorganized, to protect the tourist from the unscrupulous. 
Refunding money as a remedy is not a desirable solution, as the tourism product 
is perishable instantaneously. Moreover, monetary compensation cannot remedy 
what is expected to be a pleasurable, often once-in-a-lifetime experience. 
A tourism package is coiq>osed of a number of con^nents including 
transportation, hotel, restaurant, recreation, amusement and entertainment, etc., 
which are separately produced and delivered by different and independently owned 
tourism companies. It is put together by a tour operator and sold by a travel 
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agent to the tourist. Establishing responsibility for unethical behavior becomes 
a difficult proposition for a dissatisfied tourist. 
Literature Review 
The contemplation of ethical behavior has taken place during all of human 
civilization. Generally, commercialism and business activities have not fared 
well in the view of most ethlclsts, and it is only in recent times that a more 
serious examination of business ethics has occurred (Steiner 1976). The 
atteiqpted application of ethical principles, to marketing in particular, has 
received increasing attention during the past 30 years. For instance, general 
conceptualizations have been advanced by Baumhart (1961), Brenner and Molander 
(1977), Cavanaugh, Moberg, and Velazquez (1981), Clasen (1967), Gross and Verma 
(1977), Lavidge (1970), Mc«ahon (1968), Hewstrom and Rush (1975), and Sturdivant 
and Cocanou^er (1973). More topic-specific discussions have been presented by 
Dubinsky, Berkowltz, and Rudelius (1980) on field sales personnel; Cummlngs 
(1979), Davis, Rudelius, and Buchholz (1979), and Mayer (1970) on the subject of 
purchasing behavior; Blankenship (1964), and Tybout and Zaltaan (1974) on 
marketing research; and Varble (1972), much ahead of his time, raised ethical 
questions about new product development and the corresponding effect on the 
environment. 
Survey-based empirical investigations have been conducted by Chonko and 
Hunt (1985), Crawford (1970), Terrell and Weaver (1978), Ferrell, Zey-Ferrell, 
and Krugman (1983), Hunt, Chonko, and Wilcox (1984), Krugman and Ferrell (1981), 
Lacznlak, Lusch, and Strang (1981), Rlcklefs (1983), Zey-Ferrell and Ferrell 
(1982), and Zey-Ferrell, Weaver, and Ferrell (1979). Some theorists have 
proposed model- or theory-based conceptual presentations (Ferrell and Gresham 
1985; Hunt and Vitell 1986; and Lacznlak 1983). 
Despite all this scholarly attention, there appears to be a continuing gap 
between the concepts of marketing ethics and their application by marketing 
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practitioners (Robin and Reidenbach 1987). Novrtiere is that gap more noticeable 
than In the tourism industry, where almost anyone vAio has travelled 
internationally can relate incidents of unethical behavior. Consumers themselves 
often violate ethical standards of the countries in which they travel. Their 
lack of knowledge about local customs, courtesies, and cultural taboos and 
expectations can lead naive tourists into unpleasant confrontations resulting in 
their victimization. However, the focus of this paper will be upon the 
importance and difficulties of establishing world-wide ethiced standards as they 
apply to marketers of tourist services. 
Tourism 
One of the most Important industries in the world today is that of tourism. 
Already tourism is a major Industry for many countries and is one of the few 
areas in which an international surplus is recorded in the balance of trade for 
the United States (U.S.). In addition, U.S. citizens constitute one of the most 
Important major markets for overseas tourism in the world. 
In the contemporary global economy, tourism is a major activity of 
significant economic Implications. Until recently, few international marketers 
thought of the tourism Industry in terms of its international trade potential. 
The fact is, only infrequently was it considered for its economic potential at 
all. Tourism was thought to be something that tourists did for fun, but it was 
rarely thought of as an Important industry. 
Fortunately, those attitudes are changing, partly because the industry 
Itself is beginning to recognize its position and partly because the Industry's 
economic statistics are too massive to be Ignored. Nationwide, the tourism 
industry is the second largest employer, the third largest retail industry, and 
the largest obscure export for the U.S. in the services sector (United States 
Travel and Tourism Administration (USTTA) 1989). Tourism is one of the few areas 
in which a trade surplus is recorded in the international trade account for the 
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U.S. For exasqple, despite a large trade deficit with Japan, the U. S. coiq>lled 
a trade surplus In tourism with Japan of more than $4.5 billion In 1988 (Uddln 
and Krohn 1990). Moreover, the U. S. earns more from international tourism than 
any other country in the world and has for at least a decade (O'Brien 1988). 
We live in a world in »rtilch travel and tourism have become increasingly 
important and Intricate. The world spending of $2 trillion on tourism in 1989 
would indicate that tourism now has the right to claim the position of the 
world's largest Industry (Waters 1989). 
As a ccHisequence of the emergence of tourism as an international business 
activity, countries should strive for the elimination of the barriers that hamper 
the growth of international tourism between countries. Most of the countries 
under the umbrella of the (Seneral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) have 
agreed to negotiations on trade in services. Hence, it is time to develop policy 
strategies to convince GATT negotiators to focus attention on a prime c(»Dponent 
of trade in services, that is, tourism (Edgell 1987). 
Despite the millions of tourists and billions of dollars spent on tourism, 
little attention has been given to the topic of tourism ethics. Because the 
tourism industry provides goods and services to people \Aio are away from their 
homes, misrepresentation and non-delivery of promised goods and services often 
leaves the tourist with few practical avenues of redress. In addition, tourists 
are often unaware of the legal protection they have against unscrupulous behavior 
by those in the industry and the means by which to correct real or perceived 
losses due to unethical behavior. One of the areas worth consideration at the 
forthcoming meeting of GATT could be the issue of an "International Tourism Code 
of Ethical Behavior." 
The Meed for a Code of Behavior 
Each ye^, millions of tourists complain of disappointment because tourism 
marketers did not deliver promised services. Unlike physical products that are 
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accompanied with warranties, gxiarantees, service contracts, and the right to 
return the merchandise in the event of poor performance, the tourism product, as 
a service, is produced and consumed simultaneously. Any fault, mistake, or sub-
staindard performance is ustially irreversible and irreparable. A tourist who has 
allocated the time and money and started on a trip, usually must continue, 
lAiatever the circumstances. 
Deceptive selling is the nation's most serious form of theft (Hagnusson 
1969). Every year unscrupulous operators take more money from consumers than the 
amount taken by robbery, larceny, auto theft, embezzlement, and forgery combined 
(Mcintosh and Goeldner 1986). The bulk of complaints against businesses can be 
placed Into four basic categorlesi deceptive promotion, hidden charges, poor 
service, and unsafe and Injure products. 
Although no law specifically protects tourists, the categories of 
complaints Illustrate the potential for abuse in the tourism industry. Although 
a fair amount of regulation of the various coB9>onents of the tourism industry 
does protect the tourist, much of the regulatory protection is very broad and 
Inpreclse. Even worse, the existing protective regulation does not provide for 
easY or Inexpensive legal procedures to enforce the tourist's rights. Also, 
existing regulations cease when travel is across national borders or when the 
tour components, such as lodging, transportation, outdoor recreation, and 
entertainment, are assembled In a package and offered as a new product entity 
(for Instance, a fully inclusive, packaged vacation tour). Consumers are often 
irritated by unreasonably narrow limitations of liability and are often 
discouraged from actively asserting their rights. A printed disclaimer can be 
very powerful and persuasive, thus contributing to the failure to file a claim. 
Unscrupulous tourism marketers are aware that tourists generally lack 
knowledge of means of redress and perceive tourists as diQ>es to be victimized. 
Such an attitude tends to discourage repeat visits, reduce international tourism, 
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promote cultural and national misunderstanding, and at its extreme, leads to 
international tensions and conflict. Unfortunately, no international code of 
ethics exists for providers and consumers of international tourism, leaving both 
to the mercies of individual, local, regional, or foreign ethical standards. 
Consequently, promulgation of ethical standards for the international tourism 
Industry would significantly aid in preventing such occurrences. 
Development of an international tourism code of ethical behavior Is 
Intended to help assure that the marketing of tourism products meets or exceeds 
the widely accepted Industry standards and practices. The consequences of a 
failure to do so would be threefold. First, an Increasing number of complaints 
would damage the reputation of touriaa entrepreneurs/corporations. Second, at 
a certain point, drastic regulation would be enacted that would stifle the 
development of a creative, innovative and healthy Industry. Third, 
misunderstanding perceived as unethical behavior at international tourist 
destinations would invite disputes between guests and hosts. 
The development, promulgation, and acceptance of such a code would require 
organizations such as the World Tourism Organization (WTO) and pertinent United 
Nations (UN) agencies to adopt It, ensure compliance, and enforce sanctions 
against those \AiO violate its provisions. Thus, the purpose of this paper will 
be to discuss the steps toward developing an International Tourism Code of 
Ethical Behavior for providers of international tourism goods and services. 
Development of the Code 
There appears to be little question about the need and desirability for 
developing ethical codes for the improvement of international businesses (Heckert 
1978; Xruckeberg 1989), despite the suspicions of many about the integrity of 
multinational corporations doing so (Schollhammer 1977a). However, there are at 
least three major problem areas that need attention before attempting to 
construct any international code of ethics. First, third world countries have 
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a different set of expectations than do westerners with \tivM they do business. 
Second, International codes of ethics must be capable of reflecting a wide 
variety of cultural views, many of which are In conflict with western opinions 
about fairness and morality. Third, the process by which codes are developed, 
promulgated, and enforced is unclear at best, ineffective at worst. 
Third World Coxmtries 
Kobrln (1977) noted that the differences in perspective is greatest between 
wealthy and poor countries. The differences appear to be in the expectations 
that they have of each other. For instance, citizens of third world countries 
often believe that westerners "owe" them something for years of colonialism, 
while the westerners often view them as a source of low cost labor or even an 
opportunity for exploitation (Tauls 1982). Lacznlak and Haor (1985) contend that 
many misundeirstandlngs in international ethics have their origin in these 
differing expectations. 
World-wide Cultural Views 
Despite the nearly instantaneous transmission of information and the 
steadily increasing speed with which travellers may visit other countries, world-
wide cultures still vary in considerable and sometimes monumental ways. For 
instance, what is perfectly acceptable in New York's Times Square would be a 
punishable offense in Saudi Arabia for vdiich the death penedty might be exacted. 
A less extreme example is that "tipping" is commonly e3q>ected in some countries, 
considered a grievous Insult elsevAiere, and is required in advance in still other 
cultures. Taking these differences into consideration »rtien attempting to develop 
a code of international ethical behavior is further compounded by self-
definitions of ethical behavior (Lemer, 1977). It would appear that 
international businesses cannot be judged by any single set of moral principles 
(Waldman, 1974). 
Lacznlak and Naor (1985) concluded that. (1) there Is no single 
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International standard for all decisions; (2) the degree of enforcement may 
determine the lower limit of permissible conduct; (3) the upper limit of ethical 
behavior is not clear; (4) multinational companies have a heavier ethical burden 
then domestic ones; (S) ethical mis judgments are more likely in foreign markets; 
and (6) concern for ethics tends to parallel a country's development. 
Consequently, writing a code of international ethics poses more severe problems 
than migftt be initially believed. Nevertheless, Kruckeberg (1989) postulated 
that codes of ethics attuned to different cultural values can be developed. 
Code Development Process 
Hell meaning but misguided efforts to develop codes of ethics too often 
ignore practical considerations. In fact, some U. S. companies in foreign 
countries have been ruined by laws aimed at Improving their image (Business Week 
1979). Schollhaamer (1977b) describes five approaches to improve international 
ethical standards I (1) international agreements on corrupt practices; (3) 
unilateral restrictive legislation; (3) regulatory measures by administrative 
agencies; (4) inter-governmental codes of conduct; and (5) corporate codes of 
conduct. Schollhaoner (1977b) concludes that the impact of externally imposed 
measures are likely to be of very limited effect and that multinational companies 
are both victims and culprits of the comq>tion in society. 
A more process-oriented e^^roach has been suggested by Haegg (1983) who 
urged that a more definitive theory of international business ethics needs to be 
developed. Such theoretical analysis would have to be based upon generally 
accepted postulates. Unfortunately, such postulates are especially difficult to 
identify. 
Implications 
It is obvious that the development of an international tourism code of 
ethical behavior is more problematic than night initially appear. Such 
difficulties, however, should not deter serious researchers from attempting to 
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resolve the issue. What appears to be needed is a process-oriented rationale 
that would recognize the futility of atteiopting to singly inpose codes of ethics 
upon unwilling (or unaware) tourism industry-participants. At the present time, 
the international tourism Industry lacks a cohesive system of coDmunication among 
the participantst tourism service providers, their organizations, and consumers. 
Development of an effective code of ethics would require an initiation where 
idecdly consumers themselves would commence the process. 
Concurrently, consumers would have to be assured that the international 
toi^ism industry is ready to respond to their concerns in a meaningful way. The 
code of ethics to be developed would have to be more than meaningless pro forma. 
Such simultaneous actlcMi would have to be coordinated among all the participants 
in the industry to insure irtiole-hearted suE%>ort and consequently, effectiveness. 
Essential to any such system is effective feedback to and from all concerned. 
A number of suggestions to revise the American Marketing Association's code 
of ethics have been suggested by Sisodia (1990) that appear to a^^ly equally to 
developing an international tourism code of ethical behavior. First, the code 
should be short and simple. Althou^ details do need to be worked out, it should 
not be too difficult for creative marketers to describe the essence of a code in 
a few words, just as they are able to briefly describe complicated products such 
as stereo systems and automobiles. 
Second, Involvement with consumer-oriented organizations and publications 
is essential for the successful development of the code. Cooperation of tourism 
writers for major newspapers and tourism magazines (such as Conde Nast Traveler) 
should be actively solicited. Major international tourism organizations should 
be aK>roached to lend their suK>ort, participation, and involvement in the code 
development process. 
Third, to facilitate feedback among the tourism industry participants, an 
international toll-free "800" telephone number should be established at the USTTA 
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to receive both complaints and praise from consumers. The results of the 800-
niunber calls should be communicated to all the participants in the Industry for 
formal recognition or condemnation. Formal awards should be presented to those 
individuals or businesses excelling in ethical behavior; conversely, those 
individuals or businesses consistently violating ethical standards should be 
publicly identified and condemned by responsible tourism service providers. 
Fourth, an international "Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval" issued by the 
USTTA for the international tourism Industry should be established. Business 
organizations should be required to publicly commit themselves to the code before 
they are granted the seal of approval. Moreover, a policy for certification of 
individuals (CPA, OiU, etc.), similoir to that of other industries, should be 
developed. Such certification should include testing to Insure a knowledge and 
appreclati<m of the importance of ethiceJ. tourism behavior. 
Fifth, and finally, self-policing of the industry through the Travel 
Industry Association of America is an absolute necessity if international tourism 
is to continue to grow and flourish. Greater attention to ethical standards in 
advertising and promotion must come under greater scrutiny than what has occurred 
in the past. 
Conclusions 
In summary, there appear to be five axioms that should be followed in 
develq;>ing an international code of ethical behaviort 
1. The code to be developed should be short and simple. 
2. All participants in the international tourism industry should be 
involved. 
3. Effective communication and feedback can be accomplished with an 
800-number and wide-spread dissemination of the results of calls. 
4. A "Good Housekeeping Seal of Approval" for the industry should be 
established along with individual certification for practitioneirs, 
5A 
5. Self-policing of advertising and promotion nust be accomplished by 
those within^ the Industry. 
If successful, it is likely that the International Tourism Code of Ethical 
Behavior will significantly ii^rove the delivery of tourism goods and eewices 
throughout the entire world. 
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NEWNIGERMK. Monday. J i l l , 1, 1919 
The importance of tourism 
I N S F I T F : of possessing 
mitstandiiifi tourism poten-
tinlitics. both natural and 
cultural. Nigerian tourism in* 
<luKtr> is still in its infancy 
aftrr riftht years of its take-
off. Out of numerous factors 
res|Mmsible for the stagnation 
in the pace of tourism develop-
ment, the major obstacle has 
been the diffident and dor-
mant role of \i)>erian Tourism 
Koard (N.T.B.). the national 
tourism organisation (.N'.T.O.) 
.•»f the country. The N.T.B, as 
the highest policy-making 
body of tourism in the country, 
has not been able to deliver 
the goods ex|>ected from a 
N.T.O. The N.T.B. which 
came into existence by virtue 
of the promulgation of Decree 
No. S4 of 1976 was charged 
with the responsibiliV.v.of laun-
ching the to i^'istA i let-ela|)-
ment in the country-'as the 
(tovernment's administrative 
and developmental organ for 
the purpose. 
In my considered opinion 
the N.T.B has not been able lo 
act effectively as promoter of 
tourism development in the 
country because of two major 
deterrents. In the first in-
stance. H has l>een denied cer-
tain powers with which it 
should have been endowed to 
make it more dynamic and 
quick responding body to (he 
growing needs of such a rapid-
ly expanding industry. As 
presently constituted the 
N.T.B lacks the following 
authorities: 
It has no authority to lay-
down the criteria for 
"Class! ication of Hotels" in 
the country. 
It has no powers t<) ensure 
the compliance of the stan-
dards envisaged under 
Classification for each 
category of hotels. 
It is not empowered to 
regulate the proliferation of 
travel agencies in the country, 
which has endangered the in-
terests of the tourists. 
It cannot borrow funds 
directiy irom tne Banks iFor its: 
projects on its own. 
It does not enjoy the right to 
promise and ensure fiscal and 
non-fiscal incentives to in-
direnous and foreign tourism 
Investors. 
On the other hand, it has not 
been able to use judiciously 
and properly whatever powers 
and authorities, it has b«en en-
trusted with as a N.t.O. by the 
Tourist Decree. Few ex-
amples of this type of situation 
are: 
Its legislative and commer-
cial functions have been club-
cd together which cause con-
fusion in its rank and file. 
It has failed to formulate a 
progressive and promising 
National Tourism Policy, 
needed to guide the growth of 
ttmrism industry in the coun-
try. 
It has solely depended on the 
financial patronage of the 
Federal (Jovemment and has 
never tried to stand on its own 
feet by generating adequate 
funds/on its own as a commer-
cial entity. 
Us direct participation in . 
the development of tourism 
super-structure in the country 
has been quite negligible. 
It has not entered the tour 
operating business yet. »nce 
1976 ttuHigh section S (sub-
section=l) — of its Decree 
stipulates to do so. 
These are some of the major 
deficiencies — few tips in the 
iceberg-which have plagued 
the operations of N.T.B. — 
thus retarding the growth of 
tourism industry in the coun-
[ By OR. ZAFAR UDOiM Kaduna Polytechnic ] 
try. 
If Nigeria really wants 
tourism to retrieve its slump-
ing economy, it should revolu-
tionise and revitalise its 
N.T.O. in order to infuse 
dynamism in its functioning. 
It can do so by taking the 
following measures. The 
sooner they are taken the 
more rewarding they would 
r-rstly N.T.O.'s legislative 
and commercial functions 
should be separated. It can be 
done by scrapping off the 
N.T.B. and creating a full-
fledged Department of 
Tourism responsible for 
legislative and regulatory 
aspect of tourism under a" 
most relevant Ministry like 
the Ministry of Civil Aviation 
and Transport, which can be 
renamed as Ministry of 
Transport and Tourism. 
It should be entrusted with 
the tasks of the formulation of 
National Tourism Policy, Na-
tional Tourism Plan, enact-
ment/promulgation of 
Nigerian Tourism Act/Decree 
on the pattern of British 
Tourism Act of 1969 to replace 
the existing Tourist Decree in 
order to grant it more power., 
and jobs as outlined before. 
Apart from these the Depart-
ment of Tourism should also 
be responsible for the 
classification of accommoda-
tion establishments, licensing 
of tourism enterprises and 
devising monetary and non-
monetary benefits for both 
local and overseas tourism en-
trepreneurs. 
Secondly to contribute its 
quota towards the develop-
ment of tourism super-
structure, the commercial 
aspects of its job should be 
taken oyer by a separate body 
known by the name of 
Nigerian Tourism Develop-
ment CcrporaUon (N.T.D.G.) 
floated under the auspices ot, 
the^woposed Department of 
Tourism, which should be en-
trusted wth the job of par-
ticipating in the Tourism 
Business as a public-sector 
undertaking oa behalf of the 
Federal Government. 
The proposed N.T.D.C 
should establish various sub-
sidaries to participate in dif-
ferent segments of tourism 
sector like Nigerian Hotel. 
Development Corporation, 
Nigerian National Travel 
Agency and Nigerian National 
Car Rental Company etc. "nie 
States can follow suit by 
replacing the State Tourism 
Committees/Boards by 
Tourism Departments and 
State owned Tourism Devel<^ 
nient C<Mrporations on the pro-
posed Federal pattern to con-
tribute their own quota per-
taining to tourism (ievelop-
ment. 
Participation of private 
capital should be allowed to a 
reasonable extent in these 
Corporations and their sub-
sidaries in order to avoid 
heavy dependence on the 
Public Exchequers. These 
public sector touHsn^ eater-
Drises should be'run on purely 
business lines to be managed 
by competent technocrates 
whereas Tourism Depart-
ments should be guided by 
Civil-Service rules and regula-
tions to be manned by talented 
bureacrats. 
Besides others ntillions of 
Black Americans have will-
ingness to visit Nigeria 
because of'thmr cultural ties 
with Africa provided they 
couldfbe motivated by the 
tourist magnetism of Nigeria 
and tb realise this abjective 
the proposed NT.O and its 
TOURISM 
commercial satellites after 
being invested with necessary 
authorities and powers will 
have to work (kvotedly and 
honestly on sound manage-
ment principles to gain max-
imum from the world's only 
growing industry inspite of 
global ec(momic recession. 
Undoubtedly the Govern-
ment's assessment of the 
potential value of tourism to 
the Nigerian economy, the 
degree and form- of govern-
ment interest in tourism 
development, responsibility 
assigned to tofirism for 
•economic advancement <rf the 
country, the d^ree <tf provate 
sector interest^ and the 
availability of public and 
private capital for tourism 
projects will be the maj<M-
guiding factors among others 
to shape Nigeria's future 
N.T.O. 
r "If Nigeria wants tourism to retrieve its shumplng 
economy. It shouM revolutionise and revitalise Its 
N.T.O. In order to infuse dynamism in its functioning." 
SUNDAY TRIUMPH JULY 15.1984 
DEVELOPMENT OF 
THE pace at which tourism is growing round the 
glot>e, makes It tncumbent upon Nigeria to develop 
tourism in the spirit o( • campaign to retrieve Its slump-
ing ecocMmy ftorn further decline. 
Tourism lias not yet showered its frails on Nigeria be-
cause its "lurd currency yielding polentiar has been over-
sludowed t)y petroleum. 
Ftetuiutely. iMture lias endowed it with aQ varieties of 
tourism resources — outddning anwog tliein are cultural 
assets, which if properiy e x i t e d and sctentifically tapped 
could help to build up gJobaOy appreciated tourism indus-
try. 
Snce Nigeria is emerging 
(MSX, there is an imperative 
need for the tourism indus-
try '^ shoulder its respoosi-
bOttv to aooelerate the pace 
of u e economic advainoe-
meiit by b r i n ^ g b more 
"tourism-dollars'*, provide 
'aU sorts of comforts to the 
foreign business tourists 
who arrive in thousands dai-
ly on industrial and com-
flAerdal engagements and 
ako meet the so]our needs, 
oC affluent Nigerians. | 
If the country's tourisia i 
resources are properly plan-
ned, developed, maruged 
and marketed: the virile 
tourism industry so created 
ma^ act as a c a t a ^ for the 
nation's economy To 
achieve this objective, a 
number of strategies have tc 
be designed. 
NATIONAL TOURISM 
POUCY 
Those who are at tne 
kbebn of afifairs, both at 
federal and state levels, 
seem to be confused be-
cause of the non-existence 
of a versatile and coherent 
national tourism poG^. 
I f Nigeria really wants to 
maidi on the p«Ui of tour-
ism development rapidly, it i 
• •should first of an formidate ' 
a dnaaac tourism policy ' 
guimng and directing those 
Who are charged with the re-
sponsibility of the develop-
meot of tourism to know— 
how to develop, what to de-
velop and where to develop 
— in order to put the coun-
try on the worid map of 
tourism within the stipu-
lated time. 
TOURISM 
IN NIGERIA 
... Challenges and 
opportunities 
NatioMl towism pofiqr. L 
beiagdiaOced oat la the first 
iastaade betee aay odier 
step it lakea in the firecdoo 
of tovfina dcvclopatcat. 
sboaMliydnniiadetfaiid 
• Nature «(to«iina to be 
devdoped. • 
• Inoeadves lobeoflered 
to the louiitai iadmliy. 
• Role of pabGc and pri-
vate seclofs in dUfereot 
tptieiet. 
• Aieatofprioritiet. 
. •PoGeyHBakiagbodkt. 
• Ptatfom of aegoda-
tiooswditheiBJimry. 
• Toamm iei^ datioa 
foveniaf the tooiism 
• tn^ 
• Eovitooaieatal proteo-
tioottrateur. 
• ToatiaB autteting 
ttrateoc 
NATIONAL tOtmSM 
ORGANISATION 
Out of the annetoos (ac-
tots retpootible for the 
sta{natioa la the pace of 
tourism developmeat. the 
major obstade has been 
^mdent and dormant role 
played by the Nigerian 
Tourist Board (NT.B.) — 
the aatioaal ortankation of 
thcGountiY. 
Tie raceriaa Tourist 
Board, as the Ughett poli-
cy-fltaUog body of tourism 
in the countiy has not been 
aUe to deliver the Roods <x. 
pected firoin a oatimul tour-
ism OTfanisatioa. 
ByZAFARODDIN, 
KADUNAPOLYTECHNIC. 
>« c 
In Biy xonndefed opin-
ioo, the Nigetiaa Tourist 
Board has not beea able to 
act, cffecdvdy, as a promo-
ter of tourism deveiopaeflt 
in the oooatry because o( 
two Buior detencats. 
• la toe first aittaace. it 
has l>eea deded certain 
powers widi which it ifaoald 
have beea endowed with to 
4nalce ft a mote dynamic and 
quidc respomSag body to 
cater for ttie growing needs 
of- such rapidly acpanding 
industry. For example, h 
has no authority to lay-
down die criteria for the 
••Oassificaiioa of Hotek" 
inthecoontryl 
• Oa the other hand, h 
has been able to use juidi-
ciously and properiy wlut-
ever powers and authorities 
it has been entrusted with as 
natiooal tourism orga-
nisadofl by the Tourist De-
cree No. S4 of 1976. Fbr in-
stance, it has not entered 
the tour operating busirtess 
yet since 1976 though Sec-
tion 5 (subjection: 1) of itt 
Decree stipulates so. 
Those two illustrations 
are the few lips of the 
iceberg, which -have pla-
ced the operations of 
Nigerian Tourist Board — 
thus retarding the growth of 
tourism in the country. 
If Nigeria really wants 
tourism tp recover its de-
clining economy, ft sbodd 
revolutiooise and revitalise 
its Kadooal Tourism Orga-
nisation in order to infiHe 
dynamism in Its functioa-
iog. It can do so by talcing 
the following measures: 
(0 National tourism 
otganisatioa'k tegisladve 
and conuaerdal fincdons 
should be leperaled. It caa 
be done by scrappiag die 
Nigerian Tourist hoard Sad 
creating a full-fledged De-
partmeol of Tourism re-
sponsible for le^slaihw and 
regulatory aspect of tourism 
under a most relevant 
ministry eke die Kfinisuy of 
Culture, which can be re-
named "Hinistty of Cuhure 
and Tourism'*. 
(iO To contribute iu fflhe 
towards the devdopmeat of 
tourism taper-suucture. die 
oommerdal aspects of its 
job should be taken over by 
a separate body, known 1^ 
the name of Mgeriaa Tour-
ism DevelopmentCorpora-
lioo (N.T.D.C) Oases' 
under the auspides of the 
proposed Department or' 
Touiism by amalgamating 
ihc Nigeria Holds Ltd; die 
Ditfbar Hold Co. (Nigeria) 
Ltd and ibe Tourist Co. of 
'Nigeria Ud and tne three 
public sector tourism enter-
prises being controlled at 
present by the Federal 
KCnistfy of Commeice; 
(iu) The proposed Nige-
rian Tourism Developmeat 
Corporation should estab-
Ml various Mibsidiarcs to 
participate in diffefeat seg-
ments of tourism sector. 
TOUrUSM PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 
STRATEQY 
Every tourism jproduot 
caowt be admired by a 
totfibt aoless k is naiqae 
•adaovdle 
Heaoe, Nigeria should 
tknyoutaaassesmentexer-
die «f iu tourist attnciioat 
la order to detenniiie their 
poteatial intetnatioaal 
MoeptabiUty- before 
cnbiflciag «poa the plqrsio-
al oevdopneflt of its lour* 
JimprodMCti. 
I fed that among an the 
towimfesottroes the oowh 
itawSog ones are tiie coitB* 
tal. historical and lodal 
atHaelioas represeatiii( 
rich, vast and vaned herit-
age sad dvOisatioa of the 
cottntey, wluch if properly 
cspKRled could drw ndl* 
ioM of *1oven of btoefc 
beanqT ftom different 
Moks and comen of the 
WOffWI* 
So far, no Black African 
•atioa has made concerted 
cflbttt to offer Cuhotal 
Tourism Products to the 
I world. Take examples of 
two famous tourist destlBa-
tioos—Kenya offers Safar-
is and GamWa warm water 
in winter. 
CHhwal aspect of tow' 
ism is (tin v i r ^ and an un-
M ^ e d area with cnor-
flooon potential. 
Atkica is sliO an unknown 
bMB ^storied by the west-
crametfia. Besides others, 
ninkMS of Black Aroer-
icaas are eager to see the 
•TIM Land of Their 
If Nigeria, being the 
leader of Black AMca. 
could take the lead to offer 
padcage tours to the inter-
natioial tourists based on 
its thrilling and • exciting 
cultural berittge. it could 
become the "MAKKAH of 
Tourism** in Blade Africa. 
To realise thisobjeettve. I 
ould suggest the esublish-
ment of cultural complexes 
in each state capital in coo-
juctioq wiih the State Coun-
dl of Aru and Culture. 
These complexes iihould 
offct major tourism pro-
ducts comprising of the 
cultural, social and historic-
al attractions. 
While planning the de-
velopment of tourism pro-
ducts, care should be taken 
to meet the aspirations and 
motivatioas of the domestic 
tourists. 
Now-a-days, there is too 
mudi talk about this poini 
that affluent Nigetiam 
know more about oveneaj 
hnds than Ibdr owi 
nobKrtand and that the 
dashing down of B . T ^ to 
MOO woukl force thein (o 
«end their holidays within 
the country. But the fact h 
that only qualiutive and un-
i«liie tourism products. 
fecompuaei by fcively 
totttisttc serrioes can lut£ 
(hem to shift their demand, 
obtcompulsian. 
FINANCING OF 
ToimisMpnojEcrs 
Finance b the life-bloot. 
of a business organlsatioa. 
But in a receding economy 
like rageria, which is tryhig 
to recover wider austoity, 
government cannot be 
tmandalty geaerous Cor ev-
ery projccL Tourism, 
bang capiul intensive, re-
quires heavy investment, 
which also do not start 
yiefcfing revenues im-
medMtdy because of its 
long-gestation period. 
As die govenunent can-
not be of much hdp because 
of Itsfinandd eonstraints, 
the tourbm enterprises 
shcuM know how (0 stand 
oothdrownfeet. 
Finandally starved tour-
ism organistfions can do M 
by takmg the fbOovring me-
asures: 
(i) Private partidpatio 
in the capital formation c 
public sector tourism coo 
panics, should be allowed t 
avoid heavy depcndance o 
thegovemmem. 
(ii) Interest rates offere-
by the commercial banks on 
deposits are quite k>w in the 
country. The tourism enter-
prises can mobilise the rurd 
and urban savings by offer-
ing higher interest on their 
debentures than the banks* 
deposits. 
(iii) If the tourism pro-
jects require foreign ex-
change, its acquisition can 
be f adiiuted by floating de-
bentures at attractive rates 
of interest abroad being 
guaranteed by the govem-
meat. 
(iv) Foreign capital 
should also be attracted 
directly by offering attrac-
tive fiscal and non-fiscal in-
centives to the foreign in-
vestors. 
(v) By declaring certain 
potential area as "Free 
Zones", the doors can 
further be opened for the 
H>e«fier (tow of imema-
tiond investmem to Niger-
ia. 
TOURISM MAfUCETINQ 
STRATEQY 
Nigeria's image abroad, 
as fislMOBed for martcdng 
purposes in the year bygone 
' was not created by Niige-
lians themseWes but by the 
biased.aad pr^udtoed col-
oidafists, which was fJHther 
distorted by the Westeta 
media. 
Before mtrodudng tout-
ism' products, this image 
mutt be corrected and im-
proved. 
A variety of touibm 
marketing weapons will 
have td be used to adiieve 
this obieciive. While de-
signing the tourism market-
iiig strate0. in my caodid 
opinion, emphaas 
should be Idd on in-
viting the reputed travd 
agents, tour operators, and 
travd writers bom the 
potentid and actnd mar-
kets at Nattond Tourism 
Organisatioo't expeiMfiture 
toNipria. 
These thouM be impress-
ed and obliged by the qoaB-
ty and novdty of tourism 
products, adequacy of the 
touristic fKiKties, and hos-
pitdity of the people. After 
going back to their respec-
tive homelands, they would 
tempt the potentid tourists 
by thdr advioefeounsdiing/ 
coosultancyAmtings to visit 
Nigeria. 
Tourist offices, manned 
by dedicated and qualified 
Nigerians, should be 
opened in all the competi-
tive markett to educate and 
motivate the touristt about 
the tourism beauty of Niger-
TOURIST 
TRANSPORTATION 
Adequate, efficient, con-
fortabic 4nd economicd 
means of trarapottation, 
linking the markets with the 
destinations and entry 
pointt with the tourist re-
sortt arc the pre-requisite 
for the smooth develop-
ment of tourism. It is the 
means of transportation, 
which enables a tourist to 
get to his destination and 
wfiicfa ctaims appromatel] 
40 per cent ot his total tour 
ing budget (in fact the high 
est share daimed by an] 
segment of the tourism in 
dustiy). 
As far as Nigeria b co 
oemed. railways here ha^  
never thought of contribt 
mg anything towards the d 
*elopmeni and promoU' 
of tourism. 
Water • transporut* 
doa not indude it in i ^ 
of priorities and Nigeti 
Airways, the flag bearei 
does not appreciate the in 
portance of tourism. 
Whatever tourism 
thriving at presently in 
Nigeria; its major creifit 
eoes to the road iraiisporta-
tion,.which has tried its best 
to shoulder its responsftiifiqr 
towards the deveispmeAt of 
tourism in spile CMT all the 
odds and ooostraiats. 
Tourism canoot be de-
veloped widwut the active 
• partidpation of'aU thej 
meansof transporution. As 
far as the iotemationd tour-
ism is ooacemed, th( re-
sponsibility lies 00 the 
slMidderr of Nteeria Air-
ways, the oatioad airtioet, 
to offer padcage tours h i ^ 
ly subsi&ed, in oonjuctioo 
with the Nationd Touiism 
Organisation and other teg^ 
roents of the tourism indus-
try. 
Nigeria Airwavs sbouki 
exteiid itt services to die 
potentid tourism markets, 
for example, to those dues 
in the U.S.A., which are 
dominated by affluent 
Blade Americans: where k 
should launch promotiood 
campdgns, in cdlaboratioo 
with the proposed tourist 
offices to ttispire the Black 
Americans to tee the l a n d 
of Tbdr Origind Culttare". 
On the domestic front, 
Nigeria Airways should 
offer lughly tSscounted 
fores to promote tourism. 
For exainple, it may offer 
"See Nigeria for ¥. *• 
tickets valid for one month 
— meaning therdiy that a 
tourist may travel to any 
destinatioo in the ooumry as 
much as he wishes within a 
month. 
Rail, water and road 
should also offer similar 
concessions to promoti 
ourism. which would yield 
hem high dividends in the 
ong run. 
Tltc recent ailcmpts of 
Nicicnan Tourist Board (o 
motivate the foreign airlines 
serving Nigeria to offer 
prooMtional fares and patk-
age touts in overseas coun-
tries to bring foreign tour-
ists to Nigeria, is • step in 
the right direction which if 
it saoceeds would help a lot 
in the growth of tourism ii 
the country. 
Hotel industry b still not 
coosklered at par with otha 
iodastiies Iqr the govern-
meaf and b tiras act entitled 
for those concessioiis and 
inceattves, which ait bcinc 
cvailed other industijet ill 
Ibeooantiy. 
P n ^ dassificatioa Kid 
ficeasuig. cstabKshflKiit of 
eoooomical boteb neant 
f x oiiddle dass tourists, 
(lashing down of tuifbooD-
^lidenbly and imprave-
'meatt in (juality, trnmogof 
staff, witbdmni of leitric-
ttOBS IOIPOCCB 00 iOvCfliS* 
tioaal bofcfieiB, piflliaf of 
inditstfy status to toarism 
and fiotd business and the 
cstabibhnefll ofSl jpow-
er Hoteb" etc and loae of 
the teaie(fial raeasnc tag-
gescd 10 lescne the de* 
cayiag hospital^ lodustiy, 
to caaUe it to contribute its 
<|uoca towards the growth of 
towrisoi. 
MANPOWER 
DEVELOPMENT 
Tomsm it a h^Ujr labour 
iatdUktcMtypctotaSM 
TVMigh. thcie are a WMi-
ber of iMtiiMioM ia die 
mkUe le«ei cowse* ia 
Kitatioa of Ike wbole Fed-
Cfaoon 01 Nigcfia oiCeftag 
* M r level* -^ National Oi-
ploM and Higber Nadoaai 
biplama leveb. 
n e t e b 00 ioitiimioa in 
tfw cooatfy offieriag cowses 
for lop levd naiiaferial 
pmificwn of the mdiiHiy. 
No —Ktnity bat tafcea aay 
biiiiative towards that cad. 
I W Fourth NaiioMl De-
«ciopaw«inaa(l98l-n«Sl 
ili(ialiii ililu tinliliiliiinat 
of two lostiMfet of Tour-, 
itm. Cueriag and Hotel-
MiMgcwcat bothat Abv^ 
and Lago* ai a cost of #00 
mitliea and MO MiMoa re-
tpecxively but the ptojectt 
Kcai lo have been dielved. 
I very mueb appreciate 
the twuMify of the cMab-
fiflHBeat of the said lasti-
Mle of Tourism. CUtering 
and Hoed MaiU|eaicnl. 
bill «• llw oootcxl I would 
ntfcadhM: 
• Tlieir nuoibcn IK re-
duced from 4WO to one in 
order lo dccreaic the a»(, 
and 
• (Is venue be changed lo 
Kaoo because Lagos 
already has a number of in-
ttilulioM of hif her learninc 
and Abuja has a long way to 
go to become a town "full of 
excitement and thrills". 
The Qiy of Kano de-
serves it because: 
(ii) It b one of the oldest 
dties of Nigeria. About one 
thousand years old heritage 
of Kano in itself b a rich 
tourism beauty and it has all 
the required poientias to he 
oome a shinning star on the 
tourism map of Nigeria. 
(ii) It does not have too ' 
many institutions of higher 
learning, esublbhed by the 
Federal Covemment. 
(pi) It b a centre of iTKfe. 
oommeroe and industiy in 
the Nbrthem part of Nigeria 
having the second biggest 
inteniatiooal aiipoit of the 
oottotiy. 
(iv) A number of good 
boteb and resorts exist in 
and around Kano to sertv as 
Gaining workshops of the 
proposed Institute. 
I would like to implore 
Ahmadn BeOo Uu'ventty. 
Zaria to supplement the 
eflbits of the government 
by cstabfishing a AtO-
Bedged "Oeputment of 
Hotel. Cateiiqg and Tour-
bffl Management", offerii^ 
oooises at B. Sc. M. S& 
Ph-D leweb in Tourism 
HMOfiemcttt; Catering and 
Hotel Management. 
By doing so Ahnudu Bel-
lo Um'versity. Zaria. may 
become the first University 
of the Federation to have 
such a Department, esub-
fished to meet the researdi 
and tof>-level manpower re-
quirements of .the fast ex-
panding tourism industiy. 
TOUfUSM 
LEGISLATION 
Proiiferalion of travel 
agencies, tour opeiaion. 
chanereis. car rental com-
panies, hoteb, resuuranu 
and a number of other allied 
tourism enfeiprises. with-
out adhering to t}ie profes-
siqnal code of conduct ^ 
business disdpline have en-
dangered the interests of 
the tourists because of the 
non-existence of any tour-
ism legblatioo in Nigeria. 
If the country really 
wants to develop lourifm at 
a reputed and disdplined in-
dustry, it should immediate-
ly enact a legislation (Niger-
ia Tourism Act) on the pat-, 
tern of British Tourism Act. 
19^ having the follow-ing: 
o Professional code of 
conduct for the tourism en-
leiprises to abide. 
• Prohibiting the estab-
lishment of any tourism en-
terprise without (he approv-
al of (he licensing authority, 
created for the purpose. 
• Conditions to be not. 
prior to the applying for tne 
boense. 
•Criteria for the classi-
fication of boteb^noteb. 
• Fixing severe penafiiie* 
fortbeoffenden. 
CONCUIDiNC 
REMAfUCS 
. While ooodudiog.- I 
would h*ke to Rtterate that 
if Nigeria lealfy wants a vi-
able, dependable and rett-
able economic tibrator. in 
addition to petrofevm. to 
retrieve its slumping eco-
nomy from further decfine. 
it should immediately 
embailc upon a programme 
of tourism development 
- based on its rich and escit-
ing cultural heritage. 
Nigeria has already pro-
voked tourism thronKh the 
FESTAC. continental 
spoits competitions, mter 
national trade (airs. o\'er-
seas (r. '*,; and a bit of other 
intemaiitmal and intrana-
tional engagements anJ 
their regular furtherance 
can enMire srootHh and 
needier dovlopmcm ol 
tourism in the country. 
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O i 
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The West Africa's loveliest, most 
distinguished, outshining and prercicr 
Game Reserve at Yankari is situated at a 
distance of about 116 kilometres from 
Bauchi Qty in the Bauchi State of 
Nigeria. Since 1962 when it was officially 
declared open for the general public, 
It has been busy in entertaining the tired 
souls who have been the vicQm of hyper-
tension, mental depression, fatigue, 
strains and streses and mental frustration; 
which all are the bye-products of the 
bustling and hustling of metropolitan 
environments. Here pin-drop silence 
amidst the natural surroundings in the 
unpolluted environment serves as a 
panacea of all metropolital ills. Here no 
traffic to mind, no rush to get anything 
done or to get to anywhere, no noise to 
detract from con-centration and no 
cxernon of mental energy which are 
often the result of our everyday com-
petitiveness a phenomenon that the 
inhabitants of the modern matropolitan 
towns have been subjected tO- In fact, 
the only disturbance is the noise one 
creates himself/herself when one takes a 
trip for game viewmg. 
Amid its tropical splendour, beautiful 
landscape including the gorgeous Warm 
Spring peace, tranquility, hospitahty — 
all await every tired soul at Yankari. 
ATTRACTION AT YANKARI 
GAMES RESERVE: 
The attractions at Yankari Game 
Reserve are numerous capable of meeting 
the tastes of different types of tourists. 
They range from Wildlife to Warm 
Springs, and Natural Museum to Caves 
and Historic Wells. Each of them has 
been discussed briefly in the forthcoming 
paragraphs. 
WILDLIFE: 
A rich, vast and varied variety of wild 
creatures worth viewing are the perma-
nent inhabitants of the Reserve. Undoub-
tedly game viewing has a priority over 
other attractions and the tourist is 
privileged to watch and wonder at animal 
life, the wonderful creature of Nature, 
roaming around fearlesdy in a natural, 
independent and free habitat. Well main-
tained tracks meander through the vast 
expanse providing rare close-up views 
of a number of wild Mammals, Birds and 
Reptiles. And this memorable viewing 
continues for hours and hours as a tourist 
is driven deep into the 513,300 acre land 
area that is Yankari Game Reserve. 
The fascinating wilelife at the Reserve 
worth viewing comprises of the follow-
ing: 
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Mammals 
Aardvark 
Antelope 
Bu^buck 
Buffalo 
Crane-rat 
Cheetah 
Ccnet 
Qvat 
Elephant 
Grinmm's duiker 
Hartebcest 
Hippopotamus 
Honey Badger 
Jackal 
Korrigum (Topi) 
Lion 
Monkey 
OribW-
Porcupine 
Red-fronted gazelle 
Red-flanked duiker 
Reed-buck 
Several 
Spotted Hyaena 
Water Buck. 
Warthog 
White tailed Mongoose 
Birds 
Bateleur Eagle 
Black-belled Bustard 
Buff-back heron 
Crowned Crane 
Fish Eagle 
Francolin 
Ground Hornbil 
Great-white heron 
Guinea-fowl 
Hadada 
Hammerkop 
Lesser Bustard 
Marabou stock 
Pelican 
Stork 
Sacred Ibis 
Stone patridge 
Sandgrouse 
Secretary bird 
Sudan Bustard 
Vulture 
Wood (Decker 
Hawk 
Eagle 
Q-ossbill 
Finche 
Owl 
Kingfisher 
JAKE 
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The Marshil Caves beUeved to be the Residence of early dwellen 
Throughout the dry 
Reptiles 
Crcodile 
Nile Monitor 
Royal Python 
Snakes 
Lizards ' , ' ' 
Tortoise 
WallGeckors 
Of those mentioned 'up-supra', the most 
frequently seen are waterbuck, western 
hartebcest, buffallo, duiker, warthog and 
baboon. Baboon in particular are fre-
quently to be seen in the surroundings of 
Yankari Hotel Elephants tend to be elu-
sive arc quite frequently seea 
The charm of this reserve lies more in 
the challenge and cxatement (especially 
to the lovers of photography) m snappii\g 
the game and the fasanation of observing 
wild animals living free in their own so-
vereign habitat. On every trip viewings 
differ, both in inadent and character, 
and It is therefore, advisable to every 
tourist to Spend at least two days there 
for a delightful viewing. 
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season (starting 
from 30th November and lasting up to 
1st of July) when the Reserve is open tp 
the tourists, game is conccntraed in the 
neighbourhood and along the banks 
of the central GAJI nver system where 
the only perennial water is found and is 
observed in the greatest numbers in the 
early mornings and late afternoons. 
Hence officially organised guided trips to 
view the game are planned accordingly. 
(i i) WIKKI WARM S PRING i 
On his/her return to the Yankari 
Hotel, a tourist feels physically exhausted 
Tourists enjoying the warmnessofthe WUcfd Spring's Water 
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after an exposure to the peculiar mild 
sunlight and heat of the tropics. At this 
time BATHING/SWIMMING in the Wikki 
Warm Spring relieves the strained nerves, 
tiredness and exhaustion. As a tourist 
dives into the sparkling spring, the tcm-
(jerature of which stand constant round 
the clock and throughout the year at 
31.8*^C, he/she feels relaxed and afreshed 
both physically ahd mentally. 
Chemical and bacteriological analysis of 
the water samples from Wikki Spring 
were once conducted by an officially 
appointed Government Chemist and the 
outcome of which showed a high degree 
of purity. Because of its clcarity and 
purity, the water is so transparent that, 
one is able to see the sand at its bottonx 
It is a fresh clear stream of about 
thirty feet wide and three to four feet 
deep. The water emerges strongly from 
the bottom of a limestone, winds its 
way between tall trees and palms down to 
the river Gaji flowing through the 
Reserve. 
A beautiful swimming pool has been 
develop>ed in its feet for romantic warm 
swimming, which is just a few metres 
away from the Yankari Hotel 
Though there are three more natural 
warm sp r i i ^ in the Reserve, namely 
DINIL, MAWULGO and GWANA warm 
springs but they are still virgin and have 
not been developed yet for safe bathing 
and swimming. 
Realistically speaking being the second 
most important attraction of the Reserve, 
Wikki Wark Spring has contributed enor-
mously in tempting the tourists to enjoy 
their leisure time in the reserve and also 
prolong their stay here. 
Typical but beautiful Chakt accommodation at Yanktai (Hi): NATURAL MUSEUM: 
A Natural Museum situated in the 
heart of the Reserve has a nice collection 
of the various reminants of andcnt and 
present animals' skeletons found in the 
Reserve, all of which have been arranged 
systemically in the Museum for the tou-
rists' viewing. These skeletons range from 
huge animals like the elephants to that of 
other small creatures like that of birds 
found in the Reserve. Other things worth 
viewing include various types of guns and 
trapes, seized from the poachers over 
the time by the Game Scouts. Moreover 
many photographs of various animals 
found in the Reserve have also been 
nicely exhibited in the Reserve. This 
museum has been developed to Aow to 
the visiting tourists the variety of wild-
life found in the reserve. Some historical 
Tourists having their luuch in the Restaurant at the Yankari Hotel 
records have also been exhibited about 
the origin, growth and development of 
the reserve over the time. These all, 
indeed, have been designed for the bene-
fit of the visiting tourists to know the 
animals better before going on game 
viewing to see them physically alive. 
(vi): THE HISTORIC CAVES: 
These are the most recent attrac-
tions discovered in 1980 by the out-
going Game Warden Mr. P. MarshalL 
These caves are believed to have been the 
residential places of dwelling anaent 
inhabitants of the area. 
The caves numbering over fifty arc of 
various sizes and ^ajies The sculpturing 
marks on the walls and floors arc very 
snazzetic and prove it beyond any rea-
sonable doubt that the caves are 
man-made. Moreover, the artistic designs 
on the walls provide another strong 
evidence in support of this claim. One 
of such caves is about three metres wide, 
and two metres high and runs for about 
seven metres m length before surting to 
get narrow. 
(v): HISTORIC DUKKE WELLS: 
There are about one hundred and 
thirty two Histonc Dukke Wells found 
in the reserve, which are believed to be 
the part of an elaborate system of water 
storage used by the ancient inhabitants 
of the area. These wells are of special 
historical interest and the visiting tourists 
would enjoy a visit to them. 
TOURISTIC FAQLITIES AND 
AMENrriES AT THE RESERVE: 
A Bauchi State Government's fully 
owned Hotel at Yankari offers accom-
modation of international standard with 
full catering fadUties in the heart of the 
Reserve. The hotel which is open 
throughout the year, consists of 99 bea-
utiful Chalets made up of II singles, 10 
suites and 78 doubles offering boarding 
and lodging to about 184 tourists at a 
rime. All chalets are equipped with the 
comforuble baths and toilet facilities. 
Most of the chalets are air-condidoncd. 
Moreover, the Yankari Hotel has faci-
lities for a Restaurant, Bar Snackbar, 
Reception, Conference Hall, Souvenir 
Shop, Provision Store, Clinic, Tennis 
Court, Pipe-borne water and electricity. 
As mentioned earlier, the Swimming Pool 
developed at the Wikki Warm Spring offer 
excellent and memoriable bathing/swim-
ming facilities to the Hotel Guests, which 
IS just few metres away from the Hotel 
The Yankari Hotel's unique Confere-
nce Facilities amidst the natural and 
Souvenir's Shop at the Yankari Hotel 
lovely surroundings attract hundreds of 
delegates annually who all pour in to 
attend a number of Conferences, Semi-
nars, Symposia, Workshops ind Meetings 
sponsored by a number of Governmental, 
Semi-governmenul and non-governmental 
organisations. That is why it was the 
venue of about 1 32 Conferences during 
1981. ^ 
THE TOURIST INFLUX POURING 
INTO THE RESERVE ANNUALLY: 
Statistical data about the tourist in-
flux pouring into the Reserve since its 
inception in 1962 to 1971 is, unfortuna-
tely, not available. But fortunately the 
author could locate the figures from 
1972 to 1981, which has been increasing 
steadily 
The above graph reflects the apprecia-
ble increase in the number of tourists 
visiting the Reserve annually. The figure 
has almost trippled within ten years, as 
23,139 tourists visited the Reserve in 
1981 as compared to 8,625 in 1972. 
By virtue of the developmental and 
managerial improvements being ca.rricd 
out at the Reserve paving the way for 
better Game Viewing and more qualita-
tive touristic accessories on the one hand, 
more disposable income, and more 
leisure time available at the disposal 
of NIGERIANS, widespread of educa-
tion and tourism orientation pcrculari-
sing in the habits and lives of this great 
nation on the other, the number of 
tourists flowing to Yankari from diffe-
rent nooks and corners of the Federation 
would continue to increase apprecia-
bly keeping Yankari Game Reserve in the 
forefront of top tourist resorts of 
•NIGERIA THE GREAT* in the fore-
seeable future. 
ZAFAR UDDIN 
Lecturer 
Aligarh Muslim Unlvo^ity 
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Kashmir has variously been described as a "Heaved 
on the "Earth," Emerald set in Pearls," '^ Paradise of the 
Indies" Venice of the East, "Switzerland of Asia"* Play-
ground of Asia" etc. on account of its magnificent scenic 
beauty in the form of lovely green hill stations, snow-
capped mountains, wonderful waterfalls, beautiful 
stresms, azure blue lakes, impressive rivers, dense 
forests, attractive gardens, charming parlis, and number-
less other things of immense beauty and attraction. 
Apart from helping the economy to grow, tourism 
also helps to a large extent in promoting national as 
well as international goodwill and underetanding. In 
the long past no organised effort was made to attract 
the tourists to the State on large scale by providing 
them with the amenities of life to make their stay 
here comfortable It has, however, been the endeavour 
of the State Government during the past several years 
to build up this industry on which a major section of 
the State's population depends for its livelihood. Hence 
a number of steps have been taken in the recent years 
to make all possible amenities of life available to 
make their holiday in this picturesque land comfort-
able and worthwhile. The road communication 
system has been further improved. The national high-
way between Srinagar and Jammu (290 Kms long) 
now remains open to traflSc throughout the year. The 
Jammu and Kashmir Road Transport Corporation 
operates special deluxe coaches along the national 
highway. Luxury coaches and cars are put into operation 
for sight-seeing trips to places of tourist interrst. To 
give boost to the influx of home and foreign tourists 
to the State, the Boeing, Air-Bus and Caravelie services 
to Sringar have been providing a direct link with 
Bombay and Calcutta via New Delhi. 
Various development schemes envisaging better 
accommodation at reasonable rates have been put 
through. A number of tourist dak bungalows, tourist 
huts, rest houses, hutments, hotels, dormitories and 
sarais have been constructed at places of tourist interest, 
and the existing ones renovated. More amenities have 
been provided at tourist reception centres, rest houses 
and dak bungalows etc. Moreover various tourist 
resorts and potential areas are being developed. The 
services of a well-known architect have been engaged 
for preparation of Master Plans for development of 
tourist resorts such as Tangmarg, Yusmarg. Manasbal 
and the Dal-Nagin complex. Similar Master Plans 
are being completed for Pahaigam, Achhabal, 
Gulmarg, Kukarnag and Patni Top-Sanasar areas. 
With these measures there has been a marked 
increase in the tourist influx to the State and the 
figure of tourist arrivals has gone up to 4,42,040 by 
the end of 1977, but still the figure is quite unimpres-
sive when seen in the context of world-explosion of 
tourism involving travel by 250 million people and 
spending SSO billion in 1977. 
Truly s{)eaking it is necessary to promote tourism 
in a way that' prdvides maximum econohiic advantages 
to the State.' Now the State Governmenf Iras plataned 
that the improvement in facilities, quality bf services 
and infrastructure should be promoted in such a way 
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that private capital is attracted in tourism io ^ 
big way. 
In spite of the said endeavour of the Government it 
is an unchallengable fact that the Union and State Oo-
vernments are not giving so much attention to the world 
famed Tourism Industry as it deserves. The lakhs of 
tourists from every corner of the world and from far 
off places of this vast country who visit this beautiful 
State, are confronted to unbearable difficulties on 
account of lack of accommodation, lack of 
communication and transport facilities, lack of 
entertainment facilities, absence of railway net-
work in the Valley and due to dirty and unclearted 
surroundings around the famous tourist resofts. 
During the peak months of tourist inflow, facilities for 
travel and accommodation fall short of requiremertts. 
The infrastructural facilities like bed capacity, trans-
port facilities, guide servlcies, winter sports, hunting 
and fishing facilities, air terminals, quick entry aud 
exit facilities of handling baggage are not commensu-
rate with tVic growtb of tTae tourist inflow. Actuary 
right from the time a tourist reaches Jammu till his 
return there, he is neither sure of catching the right 
bus, nor of seeing the places enroute to Srinagar or 
in the Valley. Except for the wealthy few and the 
foreigners who plan their visits months in advance and 
have prior reservations, the majority of tourists hiive 
to take their chance both with bus and accommoda-
tion. Often in rainy season, due to landslides on 
Jammu to Srinagar National Highway, the tourists 
have to wait at Jammu for the clearance of road. At 
night halt on the way from Jammu to Srinagar at 
Batote or Kud, the problem of accommodation 
is acute. In the peak season the tourists on reaching 
Srinagar are diverted to Pahalgam because no accom-
modation is available at Srinagar. Taking advantage 
of the situation, the private hoteliers charge exorbitant 
rates. Catching buses from Srinagar to other tourist| 
places and for the return trip, is an equally vexing 
problem—nor is the position of accommodation better 
in respect of qualitV. The dak bungalows, sarais, 
rest houses, huts, etc. run by the Government r^e 
poorly maintained, their standard of cleanliness is 
low, sanitary arrangements unstisfactory and furniture, 
doors and windows at many places needing repair. 
Officers on the reception and information counters 
cater mainly to the requirements of VIPs and r^e 
numerically inadequate to cope up with the require-
ments of general run of tourists specially domestic 
tourists, who form majority, in the season. The 
boatmen, taxi drivers, tongawllahas, porters, hawkers 
and traders charge rates higher than those fixed by 
the Government and thus cheat the tourists, who 
should be considered the State's honoured guests 
In summer when the tourist season is at its pe^ k, 
the pressure of water becomes low in the house pipes 
in Srinagar due to increased demand. 0.:mand for 
items of daily necessity suddenly goes up in this 
period. Milk, butter, meat, eggs etc. become scarce 
and prices shoot up. The only relieving feature is the 
availability of subsidised food grains at cheap rates. 
Even apples, which are locally grown in abundance 
become expensive. The best qualities of apples become 
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scarce as they are exported in bulk from the produc-
ing centres in the interior to Delhi, which is the .main 
consuming and distribution centre for them. 
The inadequate finance has further retarded the 
growth of tourism infrastructure in the State. It is 
very surprising that the State Government allotted 
only Rs. 6 crores in the Fifth Five Year Plan to this 
world famed Industry—full of vast potentialities and 
which provides precious foreign exchange to the 
country, precious revenue to the State, employment 
to thousands of people and thereby acts as a boost 
to the entire economy. The total money granted to 
the Tourism Industry for five years, i.e. Rs. 6 crores 
will not be sufficient to construct a modern 5 star hotel 
even, comparable to the inteniational standard. Of 
course with' this meager and inadequate amount, the 
vast potentialities remained unexploited and unutilised 
by the time the Fifth Five Year Plan was suspended. 
At present, tourist facilities are mainly concentrated 
in. KaAbmiic Valley—Goldea Ttiaogle (^ Stina.ga.c, Gal-
marg and Pahalgam). But there are other sites of 
tourist attraction in Kashmir. To diversify the tourist 
trade it is also necessary that places of tourist attrac-
tion are explored in Jammu Region also. The Banni 
Valley in the Bahadarwa Kishtwar region is said to 
be full of potentialities for tourism development. The 
area offers a bracing climate in Summer a id scenic 
beauty and lush vegcUticui for most part of the year. 
But transport and accommotlation facilities are not 
yet developed, in the region. Similiirly, Loiab Valley 
also can be developed. 
Keeping in view the said problems and alsp taking 
into account the hurdles in the way of tourisra..pro-
motion, the author offers the under-mentioned, 
remedies. 
1— In the first instance a common Jammu and 
Kashmir Tourism Development Fund with contri-
- butions (on an agreed formula) by the State Govern-
ment and the local bodies is suggested, which should 
be utilised for the development of tourist facilities in 
particular and strengthening of tourist infrastructure. 
This Fund taken up at the State level should also 
receive the financial blessings of the Union 
Government. 
2— The huts, rest houses, tourist reception centres, 
'sarais*, dak bungalows etc. maintained and run by 
the Government, should be kept neat and clean. 
Sanitary arrangements should be modernised and 
always kept well in order. 
3— India Tourism Development Corporation, Hotel 
Corporation of India and big i roup of hotels in the 
country should be invited to establish I to 5 star hotels 
in order to provide accommodation to 5 lakh tourists 
expected to be attracted by 1980. 
4— Every possible arrangement should b: made to 
provide cheap and clean accommodation at all places 
of tourtst interest in the whole State. This is essential 
because of the increase in the inflow of a new gene-
ration of young and middle class tourists, who whis 
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^o spend less and stay longer. Hence Youth Hostels, 
should be constructed at all places of tourist interest 
5— In order to eliminate acute shortage and 
scarcity of essential consumer goods during the peak 
season, all necessary arrangements should be made 
by the concerned Departments of the Government in 
order to meet emergency situation and should see that 
all necessary required goods are made available at 
reasonable prices by the traders. 
6— To diversify the tourist trade,.it is necessary that 
more places of tourist attraction are explored in 
Jammu, Ladakh and Kashmir Regions The Banni 
and Lalab Valley in Jammu and Lider Valley in 
Kashmir should be developed for this purpose on 
priority basis. 
7— A joint eifort by the State Government, Union 
Government, Indian Airlines, Air India and Travel 
Agents Association of India should be launched to 
improve the image of the State as a "Tourist Paradise" 
in the whole country and in all the continents of the 
^orld. 
8 - Big business houses like Tatas, Birlas, Modis, 
J.K, Dalmias etc. etc. should be contacted, invited 
and extended all sort of guarantees-and facilities to 
invest generously in Tourism Industry as a long ranged 
programme to involve the private sector in this 
endeavour. ' • / 
9- For off-season tourism, attractive new schemes 
such as" "Holiday Camps" etc. should be. more , 
vigorously pursued. 
10 - On the pattern of National Tourism Board the 
State Government should set-up a Provinicial Tourism 
Board, which should prepare a State plan on Tourism 
annually and- should also have a constant watch on 
the progress of its implementation. The Board should 
consist of all high ofiSciab of the Department of 
Tourism in the State, a few distinguUhed economists of 
the State, Secretaries of the Ministries of..Tourism, 
Transport, Finance, and the Managing Director of 
Jammu and Kashmir Tourism Development Corporation 
with the State's Minister of Tourism as its Chairman. 
The Board should meet monthly to review, debate, 
discuss, and evaluate the position of tourism develop-
ment in the State. 
11 - Besides natural paradise, the State should also 
be converted into artificial paradise by laying out 
beautiful gardens and parks in and around tourist 
spots on(the pattern of Shalimar and Nishat Gardens. 
12 - The State's Department of Tourism must 
organise a squad to ensure clealiness of city thorough-
fares, railway platforms, bus stands, tourist reception 
centres, airport lounges and above all, in and around 
the tourist spots. Moreover the Department of 
Tourism must also ensure cleanliness in the dress and 
habits of waiters at public restaurants, however small 
and inexpensive they are. 
13 - A chain of Clubs should be set-up in the 
whole State, having the beautiful and pleasant arrage-
ments of Kashmiri, Ladakhi and Dogra dance, drama, 
music and culture. They should be of international 
standard in order to provide endless enjoyment aad 
entertainment to the tourists, because domestic and 
foreign tourists, besides seeing the beautiful sceneries, 
are also interested to know about the culture, civilisa-
tion heritage of the State. 
14 - Union Ministry of Railway should spread a 
network of railways in the Valley on priority basis to 
streamline the transport system. 
IS - To meet the increasing rush of tourists in peak 
season, th: Indian Airlines shauld press more planes 
into operation to fly tourists to Valley a d thus avoid 
the disappiontment of a large number of tourists. 
16 - It should be the duty of the local administration 
to see that its city presents a neat and beautiful look; 
of the tax- drivers-that they are decent, well behaved 
and honest people ; of the railway clerk and tne air-
port counter receptionist to be quick, courteous and 
informative ; of the shopkeeper to be a forth right 
businessman in his transactions ; and of every other 
citizen to treat the tourists with utmost warmth and 
hospitality. Surely,.such an attitude-will create in the 
visitor a feeling that he is in "a home away from 
home", thereby helping to "sdl" Jammu and Kashmir 
in a way that will attract more and more people from 
far away places of India and abroad. Unless this 
consciousness becomes a part of life of Kashmir at 
such a level as it is with the people in all those count-
ries, where tourism has become one of the leading 
industries, Kashmir would remain < the last choice of 
holiday-seekers. 
While concluding the present article the author 
humbly states that unless there is a thorough over-
hauling of our entire outlook on tourism, a very little, 
if any, progress would be achieved in the coming years. 
Hence it is high time for the State and Union Govern-
ments to prepare a blue print for tourism development 
in the State in order to augment its efforts to attract 
more tourists to this territory. » 
In nutshell it can be, said that an all embracing, 
well planned, coordinated tourism promotion pro-
gramme is an immediate need of' the State. Such a 
well-knit plan with all constituents of the tourist 
trade in close liaison and coordination, will go a long 
way to swell tourist influx to the State. 
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